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Abstract 

Τhis thesis explores microtonality, specifical1y the use of microdiscrete interνals and 

sliding pitch, ίη new music. 1t presents a newly designed microtonal percussion 

instrument (the conic bellophone), a portfolio of inextricably associated compositions, ίη 

score and recordings, and a video recording il1ustrating the technique of the instrument. 

Τhe question whether an instrument must exist ίη order for music Ιο be composed for it is 

addressed by means of experimental composition for the bel1ophone. 

Analysis and comparison of the work of Julian Caπί110 and Harry Partch, twentieth

century composers deeply involved ίη microtonality, sliding pitch, and the development of 

new and modified instruments, shapes the research method used. Α detailed review of 

the achievements of these composers ίη creating novel instruments, which infoπns this 

comparison, is presented ίη appendices. Whereas Caπί110 and Partch mostly built 

instruments before composing, this research proposes and applies an instrument

development-led composition strategy, which systematical1y promotes interaction between 

design, construction, composition and theory. Α tuning system with very smal1, equal 

steps (al1owing for smooth, microdiscrete-sliding pitch - see Glossary - progressions) is 

chosen for the bel1ophone: 96-equal temperament is a practical compromise between 

infinitely smal1 quantisation of the pitch continuum and the realisation of a playable 

instrument. Τhe exploration of microdiscrete-sliding pitch, whose innovative use is 

sought throughout the composition portfolio, is supported by means of an original 

development of established microtonal notation. 

Τhis research evaluates successive prototypes of the bellophone ίη relation to 

compositional practice: the playability of short compositions (sol0 studies) is assessed ίη 

relation to built and virtual prototypes of the instrument, and ιο defined conceptual variants 

of ίt. Τhese variants, which exemplify altemative solutions to the aims embodied ίη each 

prototype built, inform the progressive development of the bel1ophone. Several variants 

of posterior prototypes are considered for compositional use too. Α wide range of further 

newly conceived instruments, including aerophones, chordophones, and idiophones of 

materials other than metal, generated by further extending application of the instrument 

design methodology developed, are il1ustrated and discussed ίη an appendix. Infoπned 

by the composition of several so10 studies, a three-movement ensemble work, Seasons, 

using a finalised [oπn of the bel1ophone is presented. Τhe research method aπίved at, 

which instigates a system of instrument-development-led compositional theory and 

practice, is shown to be transferable to musical parameters other than pitch. 
νίί 
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Abbreviations and Conventions 

Abbreviations 

Μ/ΗΡ Kakinuma, Τ. 1989. The musica! instruments ο/ Harry Partch as an 

apparatus ο/ production in musica! theater. PhD dissertation. University 

of Califomia, San Diego. 

GM Partch, Η. 1949. Genesis ο/ a music. Second edition (1974). New 

γ ork: Da Capo Press. 

SΠWJC 

C/AJC 

PADTS 

Bellamy, Sr. L. 1973. The Sonido Trece theoretica! works ο/ Ju!ίάn 

Carrillo: α translation with commentary. PhD dissertation. Indiana 

University. 

Hemandez-Hidalgo, Ο. 2000. CatάΙοgο integral del archiνo Ju!ίάn 

Carrίllo. Culture Institute at San Luis Ροtοsί, Mexico: Editorial Ponciano 

Απiaga. 

Five musical parameters of composition, these being cοπeSΡοηdeηtlΥ: pitch, 

amplitude, durations (οτ tempo) and spatial projection (ofthe sound). 

Conventions 

Τhis research considers a total of twenty-six compositions by Haπy Partch, and all of them 

microtonal. Ιη this thesis they are represented by a 'ρ' followed by the number of the 

work ϊη chronological order (POI-P26). 

According Ιο C/AJC, CaπiΙΙ0 composed sixty-five microtonal works and many others that 

are ηοΙ microtonal. Τhis research is confined Ιο his microtonal works which, in this thesis 

are represented by 'c' followed by the number of the microtonal work ϊη chronological 

order (COI-C65). Τhe Spanish titles of these works are translated by the author (see full 

list οη ρ. 296). Τhe titles of CaπiΙΙο's books and other writings are refeπed to in Spanish. 

χι 



Introduction 

This thesis gives an account of a process of practice-Ied research ίηΙο dynamic and 

microdiscrete aspects of musical pitch, which was undertaken within a framework of 

instrument-development-Ied compositional practice. It explores how treatments of 

sustained pitch, employing a wide range of tunings, and treatments of dynamic pitch, ι 

culminated ίη the development of a stable-pitch musical instrument, the conic bellophone, 

with microtonal and microdiscrete-sliding pitch capabilities. This instrument is presented 

alongside an inextricably associated body of compositional practice, which developed 

simultaneously with ίι, which systematically explores the use of microtonality, with an 

emphasis οη microdiscrete-sliding pitch. As a starting point for the instrument, a tuning 

system with very small steps (ideally of equal size, Ιο allow smooth, microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch progressions) was envisaged, to enable fair approximations of a wide range of micro

intervallic structures Ιο be played. The tuning chosen [οτ the bellophone; 96-equal 

temperament,2 is a practical compromise between an infinitely fine quantisation of the 

pitch continuum and the realisation of a playable instrument. Ref1ection υροη and 

comparison of the pitch-related and instrument-centred research of JuliIίn Carrillo and 

Harry Partch - two twentieth-century composers deeply involved ίη static and dynamic 

microtonality and the development of new and modified instruments - has been 

foundational Ιο the development of the research method proposed and applied here (see 

Fig. 5, ρ. 13). 

Influences οροη my composition 

The origins of the research reported here warrant a brief explanation of the background and 

the influences that led me Ιο weave together the related disciplines of composition and 

musical instrument development. After two years studying electronic engineering, Ι 

changed direction and began Ιο study music. ΜΥ interest ίη tunings and instrument 

development were partly the result of an unconventional musical education. Following a 

brief period of intensive training ίn Western classical music (piano, guitar and music 

theory), Ι took a combined music and performance Bachelor of Arts degree at Nottingham 

ι Dynamic pitch here refers to pitch continuum οτ to the perception ίn the listener ofa pitch continuum. 
2 96-equal temperament is abbreviated here as 96-et, and the same applies Ιο other equal temperaments. 
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Introduction 

Trent University, where my main study was composition. Instrument development and 

the use of microtonality were intuitively incorporated into my compositional practice at 

that early stage. Ι composed exercises for a 15-et guitar, a portative organ tuned ίη 14-et, 

a string trio playing ίη quartertones, and for six hands οη a 31-tone-per-octave marimba. 

During a transitional period ίη which Ι completed the degree and planned this research, two 

microtonal pieces were composed: Corrientes, a string quartet ίη just intonation, using 

only harmonics of the open strings, and a duet for 19-et recorder,3 which was 

commissioned by Altemative Tuning Projects. 4 ΜΥ subsequent involvement with 

microtonality, especially ίη relation to this research, was inspired equally by avant-garde 

twentieth-century microtonality and by specific non-Westem musical traditions, primarily 

South Indian Classical (Camatic) music, but also Japanese Shigin, Flamenco and Classical 

Arabic music, all ofwhich make extensive use of gliding tones. 

This research project was influenced strongly by my introductory study of Arabic, Chinese 

and Japanese music traditions at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London; of 

Camatic music and dance at the London Institute of Indian Art and Culture (Bharatiya 

Vidya Bhavan);5 and a year of intermission from my PhD registration during which Ι 

undertook intensive study of νίοιiη performance and compositional practice ίη the Camatic 

tradition, both with Β. Κ. Chandrashekar ίη the traditional guru-student system. During 

this period Ι formulated a theoretical system of scales of from 5 to 7 notes per octave, 

inspired by the early-seventeenth-century Camatic system of heptatonic scales, the 72 

melakarta scheme proposed by Venkatamakhi ίη the treatise Caturdandhi Prakashika;6 and 

composed an extensive portfolio of melodic sketches for each of the transposing pattems 

of 5, 6 and 7 pitches ίη a 12-note-per-octave scale system. This study of modal music 

influenced my succeeding compositional work. ΜΥ involvement ίη Camatic music, an 

oral tradition that is not fully documented ίη existing publications, has had a particularly 

strong influence οη my conceptualization of pitch. ΜΥ experience of dealing with modes 

and ragas, and my increasing need to notate sliding pitch with precision ίη my 

compositions, led me Ιο conceive the pitch continuum through binary subdivisions of the 

12-et ίηΙο quartertones, eighthtones, and so forth. Consequently, a sliding pitch notation 

3 These recorders, tuned ίη 19-et, were designed by Lewis Jones, who made them with Daνid Armitage as 
part of an Arts Council υκ commission. 
4 Funded by Arts Council UK. 
5 Ι studied Camatic theory with John Μaπ, Camatic νίοlίη with Β. Κ. Chandrashekar, mridangam with Μ. 
Balachander, Camatic vocal practice with S. Sivanesan and Μ. Yogeswaram. and Bharatanatyam dance with 
Ρ. Yadagudde. 
6 Bhagyalekshmy, S. 1990. Ragas in Carnatic Music. ρ. 34. 
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Introduction 

needed to be developed. While building υροη this oral tradition and by systematic use of 

microdiscrete pitch increments, Ι hope to provide a secure ground for a future developing 

such a notation. 

The fundamental document of Carnatic music, the Abyasa Ghanam, is based οη scalar 

steps represented by the syllables Sa, Ri, Ga, Μα, Ρα, Da, Νί. Ιη South Indian Classical 

music, for example, a raga provides guidelines for the performance of sliding pitch 

contours, and for determining such points within a specific time frame, but it also allows 

for the personal expression of the performer. Ragas are taught through an oral tradition. 

If, however, several parts with contrasting sliding pitch contours of such complexity as a 

raga were written to be played ίη synchrony, ηο matter how accurate the written guidelines 

were, the performer would still require special training or preparation to execute them with 

the necessary precision. The performance guidelines ίη this case would need to be more 

specific and less improvisatory if performance results were to be obtained with a reliable 

degree of prediction. 

Precise, sustained micro-intervals are also difficult to achieve ίη limited rehearsal time. 

Since ίη performing such compositions it is necessary for the performers to have accurate 

control of pitch at all times, they would need practice ίη performing both precise sustained 

micro-intervals and synchronous dynamic treatments of pitch, as these are not usually part 

of conventional Westem musical training. This can be achieved ίη several ways: by using 

the human voice or instruments with dynamic pitch capabilities (both of which require 

extensive ear training); by providing computer generated simulations via headphones; or 

with support ftom parts written for stable-pitch percussion instruments. Time limitations 

and other constraints can make additional training impractical if not impossible, whi1st 

relying οη headphones risks isolating the performer and inhibits interaction with the other 

players, which can negatively affect the integrity of the overall performance. 

Stable-pitch percussion instruments ofthe Western orchestra require neither significant ear 

training nor extensive rehearsal time, compared to instruments with dynamic pitch 

capabilities or the voice, and they allow the performer to integrate fully and immediately 

into the group performance. Dynamic treatments of pitch can be achieved by establishing 

discrete ultrachromatic units, which can be perceived as a continuum when played ίη 

sequences of variable speed. For such a purpose, tuned percussion instruments offer a 

3 



lnlι-oduclion 

pitch precision and stability tl1at otl1er instruments do ποι Α wide range οfιηίcrοtοηalίtΥ 

can be achieved through ultrachromatic instruments offering a vast range of melodic 

intervals and a rich array of harιηοπίc possibilities. These possibilities are systen1atically 

expIored ίη this thesis. 

ΜΥ cοιηροsίtίοηal work before and during tl1is research had an emphasis οη microtonality 

and sliding pitch . However, 1 have also found inspiration ίπ composers who have 

explored the microdiscretism and dynamicism (ρρ. 216-2 Ι 8) of other musical parameters 

like amplitude, durations (and tempo), timbre, and spatiaI projection. 

Pitch ίn context 

That other musical parameters, amplitude, duration, timbre and spatial projection ,7 can 

likewise be treated ίπ a microdiscrete manner (ίη small steps) and a dynamic manner (with 

values gradually changing ίη time), is bome ίη mind ίπ defining the research approach 

adopted to the study of pitch as a musical parameter (see Fig. 1), and the specific 

instrument-development-led compositionaI strategies used to explore pitch. This is done 

for two reasons: firstly , treating a musical parameter ίη isolation can lead to conclusions 

out of context; and secondly, 10 allow the research method to be utilised with other musical 

parameters, thereby extending the potentiaI ofthe research. 

Ι I1strιIIllcl1t-dc\ clopIllel1t-lcd COIllPOSitiOll 
(opell-cllded Illetl1odology) 

Μ Icrσdiscl"CtiSIll alld 0Yl1aIllicism 

Fi g. Ι . Research approacll followed ίπ II,e study οΓ pitch as a musical parameter. 

7 These four musical param eters and pitch are refeπed Ιο as PADTS paratneters from here onwards (see 
Abbreviations). 
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lntroduction 

The first step ίη the method applied is stating the musical parameter of research, already 

defined as pitch (see Stage Ι ίη Fig. 5, ρ. 13), and then defining the aims and objectiνes, 

which is done ίη the following section. 

Research aims and objectives 

The maln research aim is to explore microtonality from the dynamic and static 

perspectiνes, with an emphasis ofthe first ofthese, employing an instrument-deνelopment

led compositional platform ίη interaction with: research οη two historical models; their 

strategies; their compositional theory; their instrument deνelopment practices, and; the 

ideas deriνed from ίι The main research objectiνes are to produce a musical instrument 

and a portfolio of compositions for the instrument by means of integrating the 

compositional and instrument deνelopment practices. 

Since the research aims and objectiνes are considered to be an essential guide to follow the 

text of the thesis, they haνe been detailed for reference purposes ίη diagram form (Fig. 2). 

This diagram illustrates the hierarchy of the main and consequent aims and objectiνes. 

The four consequent aims, as described ίη Fig. 2, emerge resulting from the apprehension 

and interpretation of the music-making process and strategies of CaπίlΙο and Partch, 

analysed and compared ίη § 1.1.1-1.1.4 (ρρ. 15-35). These consequent aims are directly 

connected Ιο the research strategy explained ίη § 1.1.5 (ρρ. 35-46). 

The six consequent research objectiνes, as described ίη Fig. 2, are achieνed by each of the 

six cοπeSΡοndίng sections of the method (see stage groups Α ιο F ίη Fig. 3), and therefore 

the relation between research objectiνes and method is settled and beyond question. 

5 
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AIMS 

The main aim is ιο systematically 
investigate microtonality, and ίη 
particuIar the use of sliding pitch, ίη a 
historical and theoretical context and, 
by composition and the development 
of instruments, ίη practice. 
Consequent aims, which have shaped 
the research strategy are: 

The main objectives ίη meeting the 
research aim above are Ιο create a 
portfolio of compositions, and ιο 
develop a new musical instrument 
closely integrated with 
compositional practice. Consequent 
objectives, directly informing the 
research method, are: 

OBJECTIVES 

(1) Το devise an interactive research method who's f1exibility 
accommodates four musical parameters other than pitch which, 
likc pitch, can be approached from dynamic and microdiscrete 
perspectives. 

(2) Το make innovative use ofmicrodiscrete-sliding pitch, an 
area of convergence between static and sliding microtonality. 

(3) Το develop accessible notation systems appropriate Ιο the 
music and instruments created. 

(4) Το develop a conceptual approach ιο instrument development 
which informed by and integrated with compositional practice 
and theory. 

(1) ΒΥ making a systematic comparative study of the strategies, 
compositional theory and instrument developments of two 
composers, Ιο define a new research strategy responsible for the 
research and refining ίι towards devising the research method. 
Then, defining its application considering the objectives that 
fol\ow (objective 1 is also the objective ofmethod stage group Α): 

(2) Το define the geometries, proportions and materials ofthe 
instrument created (also the objective of method stage group Β). 

(3) Το consider the musical and ergonomic implications of 
altemative dispositions of sounding bodies (also the objective of 
method stage group C). 

(4) Το design and compare several prototype instruments and 
related compositions (also the objective ofmethod stage group Ο). 

(5) Το propose MIDI-activated and extended versions ofthe 
instrument created, as wel\ as other ranges (also the objective of 
method stage group Ε). 

(6) Το propose further concepts and projects for further 
development (also the objective ofmethod stage group F). 

Fig.2. Research aims and objectives. 

The relations between the four consequent research aims (as described ίη Fig. 2) and the 

method, are described ίη detail ίη § 1.4.1 (ρρ. 72-76) and here briefly introduce individually 

as follows: 

(1) Devising an interactive research method. The method demands paralle1 

development processes ίη time between disciplines, which inform each other. The 

chart ίη Fig. 3 lays out the 27 stages of the research method ίη relation to the 

chapters and sections of this thesis. This illustrates how the theory interacts with 

the practice, the compositional practice with the instrument development, and 
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lntroduction 

simultaneous compositional projects (with three layers most ofthe time) with each 

other. Then the chart ίη Fig. 4 lays out the instrument-development-Ied 

compositional practice roadmap of the method, showing the interaction of these 

two disciplines. 

(2) Innovative use of microdiscrete-sliding pitch. Ιη order Ιο achieve this, dynamic 

(sliding) microtonality is the leading instrument capability from the very beginning 

starting with prototype 1 (see 'Pr.l' ίη Fig. 3). 8 This capability is not 

compromised after prototype 1, while the static pitch capabilities are being 

gradually improved. ΒΥ prototype 8, both capabilities already reach the best that 

could be improved, which is when the instrument is built and used for performance 

purposes. Consequently, the compositional practice that these prototypes inform 

(and vice versa) - as part of the method strategy - offer a wide range of 

experimentation with this microdiscrete-sliding pitch. 

(3) Development of accessible notation systems. Αι an early stage of the method 

(Stage 111), a notation system [οτ the chosen tuning has to be developed. Ιη 

general all compositions informed by the instrument development practice from 

prototype 1 to 8 have to be notated thinking of a possible short-time rehearsal 

scenario. Ideally, all the works are expected to be performed, so as to get 

technical feedback from the performer ρτίοτ and after performance. This process 

is also expected to inform the notation systems proposed. 

( 4) Integration of conceptual instrument development with compositional theory. 

Instruments are treated as concepts when working forwards and backwards 

between compositional theory, instrument development practice and compositional 

practice. This is done by means of treating instrument capabilities and properties. 

This general process is reinforced by a comparison process with previous 

prototypes, and with altemative conceptual instruments of simίlar layout (but with 

different sounding bodies and/or sound producing action) conceived to compare 

evaluations with the one of the cοπeSΡοndίng prototype, and compositional 

practice with the cοπeSΡοndίng prototype. 

8 Prototype 1 and 2 are reviewed ίη Stages XVII-XIX (see diagonaIIines Iinking ίη Fig. 3), whiIe the other 
prototypes are conceived ίη Stages XVII-XIX (stage group D of cycIic nature is repeated 14 times), and is 
aIso open to reconsiderations throughout the whole research project. When the open nature (flexibiIity) is 
relevant ιο the method, this is indicated with dotted areas. 
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lntroduction 

Overview of the thesis 

The written thesis (Volume Ι) is accompanied by a portfolio of compositions ίη score, the 

conic bellophone, and three discs (an audio CD and two audio-visual DVDs) presenting 

performances and demonstrations, and other materials illustrating the text and scores. 

Chapter 1 begins by examining the intellectual context of this research by reviewing the 

work of Julian CaπίΙΙο (1875-1965) and Harry Partch (1901-1974) as exemplars of 

pioneers of microtonality. CaπίΙΙο's innovations ίη composition and instrument 

development and his use of binary divisions of the tone (as far as sixteenthtones) and 

Partch's development of tuned percussion instruments ίη the context of experimental 

composition are considered essential, and are examined here ίη detail. This is followed 

by a comparison of their compositional strategies ίη relation to their instrument 

development practices, and the one followed ίη this research. Their practices and 

compositional strategies are compared, and the compositional theory context is considered. 

After examining the microtonal theories and compositional practices of CaπίΙΙο and 

Partch, their original ideas, compositional strategies, and notations are compared. The 

most relevant areas of interest treated are: the use and aesthetics of micro-discrete sliding 

pitch, polymicrotonality, the use of non-octaval scales, and the development of new 

notations. The instrument development context is considered: the instrumentaria of 

CaπίΙΙο and Partch are analysed, and an original taxonomy IS proposed. As a 

consequence of this analysis, a conceptualisation of instruments ίη terms of their 

capabilities and properties is considered, with the aim of achieving fluid interaction 

between compositional theory, compositional practice, and instrument development. This 

strategy is reinforced by the systematic use of three feedback sources. Firstly, by 

comparing conceptual instruments which represent altemative solutions to the aims 

embodied ίη each prototype. Secondly, by considering how a composition conceived for 

the prototype would work οη related conceptual instruments. Thirdly, by comparing the 

microtonal and sliding capabilities of the prototypes with those of conceptual counterparts. 

The chapter concludes with a thorough refinement of the method, informed by these 

preceding stages. 

Chapter 2, which accounts for the instrument development practice, with reference to the 

conceptual developments addressed ίη Appendix 3, presents further decision of the 
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Introduction 

application of the method ίη relation to the foundations of the instrument development by 

explaining sounding bodies, layouts, and other elements to consider. It finally describes 

the design process (with sketches included), and analyses capabilities (evaluated), detailing 

the fourteen conic bellophone prototypes, their integration to the compositional practice, 

and the feedback from the creative-comparative reinforcement process (described above). 

Chapter 3 accounts for the development of the portfolio of compositions for the conic 

bellophone, and explains my compositional practice and its integration with the 

development of the instrument. It first defines the compositional aims, then the 

approaches, and finally it moves into describing the compositions. The composition 

portfolio consists of a set of eight short solo works for the conic bellophone, primarily 

responsible for the systematic approach to pitch resources; two duet works exploring the 

interaction between the two parts (4-hands οη conic bellophone or with a 96-et Guitar), 

and; a major work for conic bellophone and ensemble with instruments representing each 

section of the orchestra. The ensemble work is titled Autumn, and is composed 

simultaneously with other works from which leams new techniques for the conic 

bellophone while exploring the interaction with instruments of very different nature (and 

harrnonic spectrum), bass clarinet, trumpet, trombone, cell0 and percussion (using a wide 

range of instruments). Most of the compositional practice is strategically thought to have 

three simultaneous projects interacting with each other. The composition Seasons, still 

work ίη progress, is documented and explained at the end of this chapter (and also 

sketched ίη Volume ΙΙ). 

Chapter 4 explains and elucidates the contribution of this research to the field, explores its 

implications, and suggests future projects, which could result from this work. It 

concludes by explaining the overall conclusion ofthis research project. 

The appendices include annotated reviews of the work of CaπίΙΙ0 (Αρρχ 1) and Partch 

(Αρρχ 2); an explanation ofthe classification and evaluation criteria used ίη the main text, 

and documentation of the instruments proposed for the creative-comparative feedback 

approach that takes place ίη parallel Ιο the development of each of the bellophone 

prototypes (Αρρχ 3); documentation of events related to this research, concerts and 

workshops (Αρρχ 4); and a reply letter to the questions asked Ιο the director of an 

organisation promoting the work of Julian CaπίΙΙ0 (Αρρχ 5). 
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Volume 11 of the thesis contains the scores of compositions, backed up by audio files 

recordings of performances of the conic bellophone (ensemble, duo, and solo) ίn the 

attached audio CD and audio-visual ονΩ 1. 
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Chapter One: Sources, ideas, strategies and method 

The first three sections of thi s chapter eχaιηίηe and discuss the maIn research contexts: 

ιηusίc-makίηg practice and strategies (ρρ. 14-46), cornpositional theory (ρρ. 46-58), and 

instrurnent developrnent (ρρ. 58-71). They also explain new ideas that underlie the 

instrument-developrnent-led compositional method (see Fig. 5) employed ίη thi s thesis. 

AESEAACH CONΤEXΤS ΑΝΟ SΤAAΤEGIES 

GROUP Α - GENERAL CONSIDERATlONS ΑΝΟ FIRSΤ VISIONS (see Inlroductίon and Chapler Ι) 

r 
Slage Ι - ΟθΙίηίΙίοη ΟΙ musical parameler οΙ ,nleresl (pilch) ; a,ms and objectives behind prolecl (see Inlroduct'0?L

• ~M Slage II - Aθνioνν ΟΙ and rellection υροη Ihe work ΟΙ Ιννο conlrasling Insl rumenl-deνelopmenl-Ied comρosers Ι : ~ ~ 
slralegies (see §Ι . Ι MusIc MakIng Processes οΜ StrategIes) + :j:!. · -. Slage 111 - Αθνίθνν οΙ and reflectίon υροη Ihe work οΙ Ιwo conlrasling inslrumenl-developmenHed comρosers 11 : ί i 
composilional Iheory, and ηοlθlίοη (see §Ι .2 ComposItιonat Theory Cοnιeχη + ε ! 

• Β . Slage lν - Analysis ΟΙ Ihe inslrumenls lhey dev,sed. and hoνν lheir approach mιghl ,nform a broad sludy οΙ ~ ~ 

1

1 microdiscrelism and dynamicism οΙ Ihe chosen composilίonal parameler (pilch) + ~ ~ 
(see §Ι . 3 Instrument Devetopment Cοnteχη 1i j 

• il Slage ν -[Relinemenl ΟΙ research melhod (inlormed by sl.ges ι -ιν) and delaίls ΟΙ melhod applicalion ~ ~ 

[see § 1.4 MethαJ Re ;nemenη ~ 1 
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GROUP C - LAYOUTS 

Slage ΧΙ - Comparison ΟΙ spalial and lormal disρos"ion ΟΙ soundlng bαJies • 
::~F:::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: =+ Ensemble 
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Fig.5, Outline ofthe instrument-development-Ied composition method used for thi s research. 
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Chapter One: Sources, ideas, strategies and method 

This chapter compares and reflects upon theoretical work ίη the field of pitch of Julian 

ΑηΙοηίο Caπί1l0 Trujillo (1875-1965) and Haπy Partch (1901-1975), and 100ks ίηΙο the 

instrument-development-Ied compositional strategies they employed ίη their music. It 

argues that the incorporation into their compositional practice of their practical experience 

ίη instrument development allowed them prominently to pioneer microtonality and the use 

of sliding pitch, whi1e other composers did not have the means to do so. It also argues that 

their assimilation of the discipline of instrument development into their compositional 

practice enabled them to realise and to cοποbοrate their pitch theories. 

Detailed hierarchies for the three stages of the method of this research (Fig. 5) are provided 

as follows: (Stage 11) music-making practice and strategies ίη Fig. 6 (ρ. 15), (Stage ΠΙ) 

compositional theory ίη Fig. 10 (ρ. 47), and (Stage ΙΥ) instrument development ίη Fig. 24 

(ρ. 58). 

1.1 Music-making processes and strategies 

The microtonal works of Caπί1l0 and Partch, who were based ίη neighbouring countries of 

the American continent (Mexico and the USA respectively), were composed ίη the second 

and third quarters of the twentieth century. It is noteworthy that both composers became 

involved ίη microtonal composition ίη the 1920s, when Caπίllο was ίη mid-career (he was 

nearly fifty), whereas Partch, whose commitment to microtonality is evident from his 

earliest works, was young. 80th composers were involved ίη performance, conducting, and 

the devising of tuning theory which was directly related to their compositional output; both 

were concemed with sliding pitch; and they shared contemporaneously a vision to 

revolutionise musical instruments and their tunings ίη order to realise new sonic possibilities 

ίη their music. Their achievement ίη exploring sliding pitch through the use of chromatic 

microtonal scales arose as a consequence of their instrument-development-Ied approach to 

microtonality, and it became an important compositional resource for both composers. 

This section considers seven principal aspects of Caπίllο's and Partch's composition and 

music-making processes ίη relation to their instrument development practices. This is done 

by first examining Caπίllο and Partch individual1y, then comparing them, and final1y 

deriving and proposing new ideas arising from this comparison, as set out ίη the hierarchical 

diagram ίη Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. The seven principal aspects of music-making processes considered ίπ sections 1.1.2- 1.1.5 (Stage 11). 

1.1.1 Background Ιο the instrument-deveΙΟΡlηent-led compositional practice of 

Caπil10 and Partch 

Caπί1l0 was deep1y concemed about the practicabi1ity and continuity of his work. He 

realised his microtonal compositions primari1y by applying extended p1aying techniques to 

existing orchestra1 instruments, by adapting severa1 existing instruments, and by deve10ping 

a small number of essentially new instruments. Partch's innovation, ίη contrast, was more 

focussed οη the deve10pment of new instruments from scratch, and he abandoned 12-et fTom 

the outset. Ιη a few cases he a1so substantially transformed existing instruments. At a later 

stage ίη his career, Partch extended 11ίs regular instrumentation to include folk and 

traditiona1 orchestral instruments, primarily using extended techniques to achieve his 

Ρrefeπed microtona1 scale, but ίη some cases adapting ΟΓ redesigning the instrument. 
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Chapter One: Sources, ideas, strategies and method 

Carrillo was one generation ahead of Partch (he was 26 years older). As Carrillo liνed ίη 

New γ ork between 1926 and 1930, it is conceiνable that the two composers might haνe 

been ίη contact and exchanged ideas, but there is ηο known eνidence that they were 

influenced by each other's work. Although Carrillo reνiewed the tuning theory of seνeral 

contemporary theorists from the USA,9 he did ηοΙ acknowledge Partch's work ίη print. It 

appears that the two composers worked remarkably independently of one another. 

1.1.2 Pitch resources and strategies used by CaπiΙΙο 

This section examines the foundations of Carrillo's instrument-deνelopment-1ed approach 

Ιο microtona1 composition, and his consequent use of sliding and microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch. 10 

1.1.2.1 Carrillo's main strategy 

According to Daνid Espejo, Ι] Carrillo's approach 10 composition was based οη three main 

ideas: to expand the musical νocabu1ary and thus the sound of his compositions; to deνise 

and work with a new notation system that substitutes staff notation easing the sight reading 

process; and ίη practice, to realise his theoretical awareness ofthe harmonic nature of sound 

by using micro-interνals. 

The musical νocabulary that Julian Caπί1l0 employed ίη his composition brought to light a 

unique sound attributed to his exploration of: (1) pitch, though frequent use of microtonality 

and microdiscrete-sliding pitch; and (2) musical instruments, using his new instruments, 

adaptation of existing instruments, and extended techniques. 

Carrillo's numerical notation, Sound 13, reduces the fiνe lines found ίη staffnotation to one 

line, while it al10ws flexibility to represent the different diνisions of the tone (from Ι to 16). 

9 SΠWJC. See Abbreviations. ρρ. 481-540 (trans1ated from: Carrillo, J. 1946. Dos leye<~ defisica musical: Ι. 
Escala de los armόnίcοs). 
10 See GIossary. 
11 Persona1 communication, 9 August 2013, from ΜίlΙοη Garcίa to the author (Αρρχ 5). David Espejo was a 
pupil of Carrillo, ίη his 1ate life. This report was written by ΜίΙΙοη Garcίa, who studied with Espejo and is the 
director of the organisation Ju!ίάn Carrillo Υ el Sonido 13, which promotes the 1egacy of Carril1o. Espejo 
observes that the work of Carrillo is buiIt οη three princip1es: simpIification of the notation system, 
enhancement ofsonorities, and approximation to the intervals ofthe harmonic series. 
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Chapter One: Sources, ideas, strategies and method 

Αη examp1e illustrating Sound 13 notation for the 96-et (16th division of the tone) IS 

avai1ab1e οη ρ. 164 (Fig. 91; here used Ιο represent an excerpt one ofmy works). 

ΒΥ exp10ring equa1 divisions of the 12-et tone, from the semitone Ιο the sixteenthtone, 

(with a focus οη sixteenthtones), CaπίΙΙ0 was c10se1y ab1e ιο approximate interva1s of the 

harmonic series, as he states ίη his essay Dos leyes de fisica musical. Ιη this essay CaπίΙΙ0 

re1ates the interva1 constituting each equa1 division of the 12-et tone (from 1 to 16) ιο a ratio 

from the harmonic series. 12 A1though the criteria for choosing the ratios from the harmonic 

series seems unc1ear,13 his perseverance improving his compromise approximating to the 

interva1s of the harmonic series had a profound impact οη the work of two pupi1s ίη the 1ate 

period ofhis 1ife, David Espejo and Oscar Vargas. Oscar Vargas devised zither-'s using the 

interva1s between harmonics 100 and 200, a system devised by David Espejo. 14 

1.1.2.2 CaπίΙΙ0'S deve10pment of instruments 

CaπίΙΙ0 wrote microtona1 music for all the norma1 instruments of the Western orchestra and 

incorporated additionally severa1 instruments of his own invention. The most origina1 of 

these, the 'Carrillo' harp οτ sixteenthtone harp (a zither-like harp ίη sixteenthtones) and the 

octavina (a 1arge 1ute, fretted ίη eighthtones), resemble existing traditional Mexican folk 

instruments. While most of the 'Carrillo' harps are ίη sixteenthtones, one is ίη 

quartertones. That he produced οηlΥ two essentially original instruments Ιο widen the 

available sound spectrum for his microtonal works (the sixteenthtone harp and octavina), 

alone would ηοΙ have changed the overall sound of a large ensemble greatly; however, ίι 

was CaπίΙΙ0'S use of microtonality and sliding pitch with mainstream instruments which 

were crucial ιο his ensemble and orchestral works from 1925 onwards. If each alternative 

tuning adopted for each instrument of the orchestra (whether achieved by a new fιngering 

system οτ by adaptation οτ redesign of the instrument) considered a new instrument, the 

total number of alternative instruments ιο the regular orchestral instruments for which 

CaπίΙΙ0 wrote is thirty-seven. Most signifιcantly, he substantial1y transformed the upright 

12 STTWJC. ρ. 527 (translated from: CaπίlΙο, J. 1946. Dos /eyes de fisica musical: Ι. Escala de los 
armόnίcοs). 
13 ρρ. 235-296. 
14 Personal communication, 9 August 201 3 from, Milton Garcίa to the author (ίη Αρρχ 5). ΜίlΙοη Garcίa 
explains ίη the letter, that David Espejo and Oscar Vargas were asked by CaπίlΙο ίη his last years to complete 
the οηlΥ aspect of his theoretical foundation that he could not explore ίη depth: the purification of intervals. 
Garcίa also reports that Espejo formulated a tuning of 100 notes per octave. The tuning extends from the Ι OOIh 

to the 199Ih harmonics. 
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Chapter One: Sources, ideas, strategies and method 

piano ίη fifteen distinct ways, ίη order Ιο realise different equal divisions of the tempered 

tone. Since composing for an existing instrument ίη a new tuning may involve as much 

additional effort as composing for a new instrument, CaπίΙΙο's achievement ίη overcoming 

challenges ίη this area was a significant one for his time. 

Between 1922 and 1925 CaπίΙΙο, already ίη his late forties, prepared his first microtonal 

compositions for a prominent concert, which took place οη 15 February 1925. During this 

period he had instrument makers working under his guidance οη several adapted 

instruments: the addition of a quartertone key Ιο the flute (depressing the key opens an 

additional hole which raises the pitch by a quartertone); a guitar with quartertone frets; and 

four brass instruments (trumpet, trombone, hom and tuba) with quartertone, eighthtone and 

sixteenthtone valves. Although not all of the instruments were used ίη the initial 1925 

concert, by the end of that year CaπίΙΙ0 had composed for all of them. Contemporaneously, 

his students developed fingerings and new techniques to play quartertones οη the νίοlίη, 

viola, cello (for which eighthtone fingerings were also developed), double bass, clarinet, 

oboe and bassoon. 

CaπίΙΙ0'S adaptation and design of microtonal instruments οccuπed primarily ίη two 

distinct periods: ίη the mid-1920s, when he adapted the orchestral instruments and created 

his sixteenthtone zither and eighthtone lute, and ίη the 1940s, when he designed fifteen 

different microtonal pianos under the generic name of pianos metamorfoseadores 'Carrίllo' 

('Carrillo' metamorphosing pianos). 15 CaπίΙΙ0'S conception of the 'Carrillo' 

metamorphosing pianos encompasses fιfteen upright instruments, all with essentially 

normal-looking keyboards (with seven white and five black keys per octave), using from 1 

to 16 equal consecutive steps to reach a 12-et tone, but excluding the existent 12-et piano. 

Thus, for example, οη the sixteenthtone 'Carrillo' metamorphosing piano ('Carrillo' 

metamorphosing is omitted from here onwards), the notes sounded by the adjacent C and 

the C# keys are separated not by a semitone but by only a sixteenthtone. CaπίΙΙ0'S fifteen 

new pianos represent his most radical adaptations of existing instruments. That he 

composed for them a decade after they were designed and patented, at and shortly after the 

time at which they were being built (see composition list below), suggests that it was 

essential for him to have the instrument itself, and feedback from playing and hearing it, ίη 

order to compose for it; and that this was more important Ιο his composition process than 

15 See Figs. Α Ι.5Ι-Α 1.1 06 οη ρρ. 272-294. 
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the initial conception of the instrument. This observation raises the question whether an 

instrument-development-Ied composer can or should rely οη an initial conception to 

advance composition, or whether it is necessary Ιο experience the actual instrument and Ιο 

interact with ίι ίη order for compositional ideas to be prompted. According ΙΟ CIAJC (see 

Abbreviations, ρρ. 75-78), CaπίlΙο wrote the following works for the metαmorphosing 

piαnos built ίη 1958: 

Prelude for the 'Cαrrillo' quαrtertone metαmorphosing piαno (1957) (C45) 

Concertinofor thirdtone piαno (1958) (C46) 

Prαyer without words for the 'Cαrrillo' metαmorphosing piαno in tones (1959) 

Bαbblingfor the 'Cαrrillo' metαmorphosing piαno in sixteenthtones (1959) (C47) 

Studies for the 'Cαrrillo' metαmorphosing piαno in fιfthtones (1959) (C48) 

Cαprice for the 'Cαrrillo' metαmorphosing piαno in quαrtertones (1959) (C50) 

Apart from the pieces for the quartertone and thirdtone pianos, a11 of the other pieces were 

composed after the Intemational Universal ΕΧΡΟ'58 ίη Brussels, where the 'Cαrrillo' 

metαmorphosing piαnos were first exhibited (12 June 1958).16 The other works were 

completed for a 1959 exhibition ίη Mexico City. As CaπίΙΙο had only composed works for 

two of the fifteen 'Cαrrillo' metαmorphosing piαnos by the time of the ΕΧΡΟ'58, ίι is 

possible that he might have used sketches (ηοΙ registered ίη his portfolio of completed 

works) or improvisatory works ιο demonstrate the pianos for which he had yet to compose. 

With the exception of a late composition for seven-string guitar ίη thirdtones (which also 

was ηοΙ a new tuning), he chose, especia11y between 1960 and 1965, Ιο work instead mainly 

ίη quartertones (see compositions Μ51-Μ65). 

CaπίΙΙο's most influential contributions Ιο instrument development were his sixteenthtone 

piαno, his use of microtonal valves (for quartertones, eighthtones and sixteenthtones) οη 

brass instruments, and the addition of a quartertone key (opening an associated hole ίη the 

head joint) for the flute. The sixteenthtone piαno is cuπeηtΙΥ manufactured by Sauter, and 

has been used by several contemporary composers such as Alain Bancquart. ι 7 Donald 

Bousted's works for quartertone trumpet where origina11y written for a trumpet with a 

custom-made quartertone valve;I8 the performer Samuel Sto11's F and Bb French Homs with 

16 Oscoy-Cardenas,Μ. 1959. ΕΧΡοsίcίόnde/οsΡίanοsCarrίllο. ρρ.12-13. 
17 Ρrδνe, Bemfried Ε. G. 2003. Liner notes Ιο The Carri/lo 1116 Tone Piano' (CD). 
18 Bousted, D. 2007. The Microlona/ Trumpel. 24 Microlona/ Studies. 
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eighthtone valves (ρρ. 255-256) are ίη cuπent use; and Eva Kingma has developed and 

patented the key-on-key mechanism ίη order more securely to achieve quartertones οη a 

variant ofthe Boehm-system flute. 19 

1.1.2.3 CaπίΙΙο's involvement ίη performing and conducting 

CaπίΙΙ0 was an experienced conductor and violinist before he became a microtonal 

composer, and he conducted rehearsals and performances of his own music extensively 

during his microtonal period. Τhese roles were mutually beneficial and supported his 

composition practice. His experience as a violinist informed and gave him assurance ίη his 

microtonal writing for string instruments; and his involvement playing and conducting his 

own microtonal works was also crucially significant ίη the development of his appreciation 

of very small micro-intervals. 

1.1.2.4 CaπίΙΙ0'S implementation ofnew concepts 

CaπίΙΙ0'S first inventions, the octavina and the sixteenthtone harp, influenced by traditional 

Mexican instruments, were developed contemporaneously with is composing three works 

that included both instruments: 

Prelude Ιο 'Christopher Columbus' (Ορ. I)(Cl) (1922-1925) 

Ave Maria (Ορ. 2) (C2) (1922-1925) 

Quartertone cello prelude Νο 1 (for ensemble) (Ορ.4) (C4) (1922-1925) 

Α further work employing the sixteenlhtone harp with voice, 'Tepepan', rural scene (Ορ. 3) 

(C3) (1922-1925), was also composed during this period. As CaπίΙΙο used microtonal 

instruments to train the musicians from whom he gained feedback which informed his 

composing, it is likely that he had developed them before starting the composition process, 

but not necessarily the before initially conceiving of the compositions. Ιη several of his 

works CaπίΙΙ0 seems initially to have used a chosen concept, which ίη some cases was to 

influence not only the composition but also the instruments developed. For example, ίη his 

microtonal work Prelude 10 'Christopher Columbus '(Ορ. 1) (Cl), the concept implied ίη the 

title may have prompted him to refer to the Mexican folk harp ίη designing the octavina 

(comparable to a bass lute with a soundboard similar to a Mexican harp), and the 

19 Fether, D. C. 2005. Α discussion ofContemporary Flute Design. 
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sixteenthtone harp (with sound-holes similar to the harp), which not οηlΥ visually but also 

conceptually blend European and Mexican traditions, apparently refeπίng to and 

emphasising the Western colonisation of the Americas. ΒΥ dedicating this work to 

Columbus, CaπίΙΙο ηοΙ οηlΥ acknowledged the contribution of Western culture to Mexican 

culture but also aimed to reflect the 10ss suffered by the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the 

American continent;20 he explains ίη his autobiography that although this composition is 

dedicated Ιο Columbus, acknowledging his bringing European civilization Ιο Mexico, he 

regrets the conquistadors' destruction of pre-Columbian American cultures? 1 

Ιη 1949 CaπίΙΙο had a Steinway grand piano adapted by Federico Buschmann, ίη Mexico 

City, following his 1940 patent for the fifteen 'Carrillo' metamorphosing pianos. Ιη the 

same year his daughter Lolita (nickname for Dolores CaπίΙΙο Flores) played it for first time 

ίη a concert ίη Mexico City οη the 29th of September.22 For this event he wrote a prelude 

for the instrument, which was also played by Lolita, who subsequently performed the work 

ίη Paris?3 Unfortunately this work is not ίη the CaπίΙΙο Archive catalogue, so it may have 

been a draft for demonstration purposes. Soon after these concerts, Caπillο drew the 

detailed plans of his fifteen 'Carrίllo' rnetamorphosing pianos and, following his 1940 

patent, he approached European piano builders and aπaηged for them to be manufactured 

by Carl Sauter ίη Spaichingen (Germany). 

That CaπίΙΙο's metamorphosing pianos were designed and patented ίη 1940, before any 

compositions for them had been completed, suggests that he waited to hear and play the 

instruments before composing for them.24 

The most important of CaπίΙΙο's works for a metamorphosing piano ίη the development of 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch was that for his sixteenthtone piano and ensemble: Babblingfor 

the 'Carrillo' metamorphosing piano in sixteenthtones (1959) (C47). Dated two years after 

20 Α cry-]ike passage for soprano at the beginning and ending ofthe work seems Ιο imply such pain and 1055. 
21 CaπίlΙο, J. and CaπίlΙο, D. 1965. ]u!ίάn Carrίllo. ρ.231. 
22 CaπίlΙο, J. 1955. Conferencia pronunciada por JuΙίάn Carrillo. ρ. 19. 
23 CaπίlΙο, J. and CaπίlΙο, D. 1965. ]uΙίάn Carrillo. ρρ. 264-265 and ρ. 275. 
24 CaπίlΙο might have a]ready started drafting some of his works for melamorphosing pianos any time after he 
completed the patents ίη 1940, as an expansion of his compositional theory, Law ο/ Musica! Metamorphosis, 
which allow you Ιο transform the tonal proportions of a work by changing the size of the interνa]s 
proportionally Ιο a chosen ratio 50 as Ιο produce a harmonic metamorphosis (e.g. changing semitones for 
quartertones or who]e tones). Ιι is a]so possible that this obsession with using the word 'metamorphosis' 
might retlect the changes that the pre-Co]umbian inhabitants of Mexico went through after the invasion of the 
Spaniard5 Ιο the American continent ίη 1492, since this was the subject that first inspired CaπίlΙο Ιο work with 
microtonality and Ιο incorporate design elements from Mexican folk musical instruments. 
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the piano was bui1t, ίι is 1ike1y that the impression made by p1aying chromatic passages οη 

the instrument influenced CaπίΙΙο's decision ιο write undu1ating microdiscrete-s1iding-pitch 

contours ίn a 'babb1ing' manner. We may ask whether CaπίΙΙο was perhaps making an 

ana10gy between the sound of a baby babb1ing and the rebirth of a new cu1ture ίη the 

Americas after the Spanish invasion; 25 or was this tit1e simp1y indicative of his 

compositiona1 use of microdiscrete pitch ιο simu1ate sliding pitch. Τhis symbo1ism of birth 

can be traced back ιο his 1926 work, BabbZingjor muted string quartet in quartertones. with 

exceptionaZ use oj eighth and s ixteenthtones (C ι Ο). 

1.1.2.5 CaπίΙΙο's response ιο feedback 

CaπίΙΙο worked close1y with the members of his ensemb1e and orchestra. From 1923 υηιί1 

1925, when preparing his first microtona1 concert, the perfonηers ended υρ being large1y his 

composition students, which allowed him ιο exp10re and experiment open1y during 

rehearsa1s. During these three years he designed new instruments and instrumenta1 

adaptations, rea1ised under his guidance, ίη parallel with his composing. His students a1so 

were invo1ved ίη composing music for these instruments, and brought him additiona1 

feedback not οη1Υ regarding composition but a1so οη how to write and notate music for the 

instruments.26 After these initia1 microtona1 works, CaπίΙΙο worked very c10se1y with 

members of an ensemb1e that he directed while ίη New York, between 1926 and 1930. 

υροη his retum to Mexico, he worked with other orchestras, and continued adapting 

monophonic instruments of the orchestra that could ηοΙ readily achieve the microtones he 

required when using extended techniques. 

1.1.2.6 Continuity ίη the work of CaπίΙΙο 

Ιη adapting instruments ιο have microtonal properties, CaπίΙΙο made a fruitful contribution 

ιο the field of musica1 instrument design. He collaborated with instrument makers and with 

severa1 perfonηers who worked out a1temative fingerings and techniques Ιο achieve 

microtonal intervals οη orchestral instruments. Ιη his theoretical writings he devised yet 

25 Having the tittle of the work refeπίng Ιο the happy sound of a child (rather than its crying) could symbolise 
how the pre-Columbian inhabitants of the American continent assimilated European culture and looked 
forward positively Ιο the future challenges of human kind as a one body using the potential of the piano (as a 
symbol of European music), unlike the nationalists, whose domination of politics at the time frustrated many 
ofhis efforts. 
26 CaπίΙΙο, J. 1962. Sonido 13: Recorrido hίstόrίco. ρρ. 10-11. 
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more tunings, for which he eventually developed instruments, and for which he spent forty 

years devising and composing. Alongside his composing, the continuity of his theoretical 

work and its application was also important to him. CaπίΙΙο's expansion of music theory 

and practice according Ιο his new microtonal conception, and his persistent attempts Ιο 

reform music education using his notation and instruments, were repressed as a result from 

the political situation ίη Mexico at the time. 

1.1.2.7 Pedagogical elements ίη the work of Caπί1l0 

Most of Caπί1l0'S microtonal works are available ίη numerical notation,27 and their 

availability ίη recordings is also of great value for the study and understanding ofhis music. 

Caπί1l0'S interest ίη advancing not οηlΥ his compositions but also his wider commitment ιο 

the practice of microtonality led him to compose several studies for so10 instruments. The 

fιrst of these were written ίn 1927, ιο promote the practice of quartertone technique οη 

bowed string instruments: the vίοlίη, 3-string vίοlίη and double bass. He had by then 

already written Prelude (ο 'Christopher Columbus" Ορ. 1, (1925) (Cl), using the 

quartertone vίοlίη, and as he was himself a violinist he presumably felt that ίι was important 

for string players to practice quartertone techniques, which might have led him to compose 

the following studies: 

70 exercisesfor double bass (new techniquesfor quartertones) (1927) (CI5) 

70 exercisesfor violin solo (1927) (CI6) 

3 quartertone studies for the 3-string violίn (in 'sonatίna 'form) (1927) (CI8) 

Soon after composing these studies, Caπί1l0 composed the fιrst and second Colombia 

Symphonies, which include quartertone string parts, and then a set of fιve studies for 

quartertone guitar. These studies help the player to build technique and confidence ίη 

preparation for playing Caπί1l0'S ensemble's works. ΟηΙΥ two of the fιve guitar studies 

have survived (CIAJC, ρρ. 63-64): 

27 The full list of Caπίllο's microtonal works οη ρ. 295, specifies which are available ίη numerical notation 
and which ίη staff notation with microtonal symbols. Οη this list, numerical notation (Sound J 3), is refeπed to 
as 'NUM" Author's translations of Caπίllο's microtonal compositions are shown οη ρ. 296. 
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Quartertone guitar study Νο 1 (1931) (C35) 

Quartertone guitar study Νο 5. 'Midnight αΙ the Oriental' (1931) (C33) 

CaπίΙΙ0'S Studies for the 'Carrillo' metamorphosing piano infιfthtones (1949) (C48) is the 

οη1Υ work for this instrument. Its purpose may haνe been Ιο demonstrate the instrument's 

sound ίη 1ectures and exhibitions. The same can be said of the Study for 7 -string thirdtone 

guitar (1962) (C56). 

AIthough specifically didactic works do not exist for the sixteenthtone harp, CaπίΙΙ0 wrote 

so10 and duo works for the sixteenthtone 'Carrillo' harp, which efficient1y demonstrates a 

wide range of dynamics and textures possib1e οη this instrument. CaπίΙΙο οηlΥ used the 

octavina for ensemb1e works, which are more representatiνe of his musica1 sty1e rather than 

the pedagogica1 νa1ue of his writing. 

Ιη his microtona1 compositiona1 work, CaπίΙΙ0 achieνed a ba1ance between creatiνe and 

pedagogical output. The theory under1ying his compositional processes was constructiνe1y 

documented ίη his publications. This outstanding pedagogica1 dedication was strong1y 

motiνated by his νision to create a music education institution based οη his theories.28 

1.1.3 Pitch resources and strategies used by Partch 

As sliding pitch was a major e1ement of Partch's ear1y compositions, and microtona1ity and 

micro-discrete sliding pitch became high1y important to him 1ater οη ίη his career, the 

adνancement of the frontiers of pitch organisation had a crucia1 bearing οη his instrument 

designs. 

1 .1 .3.1 Partch' s main strategy 

Partch' s compositiona\ practice was suffused by his interest ίη mytho10gy, history, 

dramaturgy and scu\pture. It is difficu1t to iso1ate the influence of these e1ements, which he 

28 Caπί110. J. 1955. Conferencia pronunciada por Julian Caπί110. ρ. 19. 
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skilfully wove into a unique art form, which is often unfortunately mislabelled as 'exotic'. 

Three facets of Partch's philosophical approach to composition pertain closely to my own 

compositional concem with microtonality, sliding pitch, and instruments: firstly, he was a 

self-taught acoustician who developed a refined taste for beatless interνals and devised a 

theoretical system to reconceive music theory using the harmonic, and the subharmonic 

series; secondly, he often wrote sliding pitches for the voice, and instrumental parts 

characterised by microdiscrete-sliding pitch, inspired by the inflections of spoken North 

American EngIish language (and occasionally bοποwίng intonational elements of Jewish 

recitation);29 and thirdly, he deveIoped new musical instruments for his compositions, to 

achieve just intonation and sliding pitch (continuous or microdiscrete). 

1.1.3.2 Partch' s development of instruments 

If Partch's small percussion instruments are considered as one set, then he created twenty

five new instruments. This instrumentarium includes οηΙΥ three adaptations of existing 

instruments (viola, guitar, and koto), all of which adaptations are substantial enough to be 

considered as new instruments. Most of his new instrument ideas stem from an existing 

instrument that is radically transformed, often to the ροίηΙ where the origins of the 

instrument are almost unrecognisable. Partch was very creative with his microtonal 

instrument designs, and his approach to instrumentation was highly innovative for his time. 

If the various prototypes of each instrument, and the existing instruments - all of which 

required adjustments of pitch (by means of altemative fingerings or embouchure 

adjustments) to yield just intonation - are considered, the number of microtonal instruments 

for which Partch composed wouId be more than doubIe the number of new instruments he 

created. 

Partch's work ίn developing instruments spanned most of his career, but it was not evenly 

distributed. He started ίn 1928 - soon after Caπί1l0 and at a much younger age - by 

adapting a viola to receive a Ionger (cello-like) neck, thereby Iengthening its strings and 

Iowering its pitch; and ίη 1934 he provided just intonation marks for a guitar. He then 

redesigned the ancient kithαrα (1938), ίn order to support his theory of just intonation with 

fixed pitches, and retuned several reed organs (1941 ), slightly transforming their keyboards. 

29 Hansen, Ι. 1998. Harry Partch Biography. 
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Between 1945 and 1946 he entered one of the most productive periods of his life, inventing 

a total of 4 new musical instruments (the Adapted Guitar ΙΙ, Harmonic Canon Ι, Diamond 

Marimba and Bass Marimba), while improving three other instruments (the Adapted Guitar 

Ι, Kithara Ι, and Chromelodeon 1).30 As these new instruments were gradual1y incorporated 

into his instrumentation, his music became predominantly instrumenta1. Partch's early 

composition work, shaped by the inflections of the speaking voice (inspired by the 

musicality ofthe spoken North American English language),31 must have had an impact οη 

the instruments that followed the Adapted Viola, since they all have microdiscrete sliding

pitch capabi1ities, if ηοΙ sliding pitch capability. Although by the mid-1940s Partch had 

enough instruments Ιο be able to compose for varied ensembles, he continued to develop 

new instruments. This activity reached a second peak of productivity between 1963 and 

1965, during which three-year period Partch invented seven new instruments (the Βοο ΙΙ, 

Zymo-xyl, Mazda Marimba, Eucal Blossom, Gourd Tree with Gongs, Harmonic Canon ΠΙ 

and Quadrangularis Reversum). ΒΥ this ροίηι, his designs had become much more eccentric 

and innovative than before, as he sought both visual beauty and new sounds. 

The chronological spread of Partch's output (see Αρρχ 2) shows that he continued 

developing instruments ίη parallel with his composition throughout his career; but he, rather 

like Caπί110, had two remarkably productive periods - one between 1944 and 1946; the 

other between 1963 and 1965 - which, lίke CaπίΙΙ0'S, were separated by about two decades. 

1.1.3.3 Partch' s involvement ίη performing and conducting 

Partch was always involved ίη rehearsals and performances, either performing or 

conducting. Having his compositions rehearsed and performed was an important part of 

Partch's preparation of a new work, and of the instruments made for ίι He leamt how to 

play his new instruments to be able to compose for them more effectively, and to teach 

others how to play them. He also developed his conducting skil1s, mainly through 

conducting performances of his own works. 

30 These instruments were developed ίn parallel Ιο Partch's composing, mostly as part of a unifιed music 
making process. 
31 Hansen, Ι. 1998. Harry Partch Biography. 
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1.1.3.4 Partch's implementation ofnew concepts 

At the age of 25, ίη 1926, Partch decided to abandon the piano, which he had been studying 

οη and off for several years, and began leaming the νίοlίη and viola ίη order to familiarise 

himself with variable pitch. His theoretical research into just intonation, started two years 

earlier, continued to develop throughout this period;32 and his interest ίη the development of 

new instruments began when he transformed his viola into a 10nger, monochord-like 

instrument, which he could support between his legs to control intonation:33 his initial idea 

was to use the instrument as much for theory demonstrations as for musical performance. 

The adaptation of the viola had been planned since 1928 (when he initially prepared cel10 

fingerboards for the purpose) and was completed ίη 1930, when Partch asked an instrument 

maker to fit one of his cello fingerboards (with bradheads marking the stops for a just 

intonation scale which he named 'monophony') to a viola body. This instrument, initially 

called the Monophone, was later οη renamed the Adapted Viola.34 This invention could 

have resulted from combining the ancient Greek monochord (used to study musical scales) 

with the features of an instrument that Partch had chosen to enable him to imitate speech 

pattems using his voice. The new instrument, which had a speaking length of 20-inch 

(Partch used cello strings, apart from the highest, which was a long first or second νίοlίη 

string), descended a fourth below the viola (to G), and thus had an ideal range to match his 

voice (GM. see Abbreviations, ρ. 198). 

At this early stage, Partch aimed to develop an instrument that could imitate the voice ίη 

order to evoke a peculiar dramatic use of ίι35 His study of ancient Greek dramaturgy and 

Greek music must have influenced the conception and creation of his just intonation scale. 

If Partch was already thinking about composing a setting of Chinese poetry at the time he 

conceived the Adapted Viola, then it is possible that image of a portable erhu-like 

instrument (bowed and held between the legs) might have appealed to him, and also as a 

way of al1uding to or symbolising the itinerant Chinese poet who wanders through nature 

carrying as little as possible. These are merely personal suggestions of concepts and ideas 

that might have shaped Partch's first instrument, the Adapted Viola, and his first work for 

that instrument (and voice), the Seνenteen Lyrics by Ιί Ρο (1930-33) (Ρ1). 

32 GiImore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Α biography. ρρ. 53,61. 
33 GiImore, Β. 1992. Harry Partch: The Ear/y Voca/ Works 1930-33. ρ.73. 
34 GiImore, Β. 1992. Harry Partch: The Ear/y Voca/ Works /930-33. ρ.41. 
35 Hansen, L. 1998. Harry Partch Biography. 
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Partch's interest ίη imitating the voice shaped posterior compositions and instruments too. 

Α relatively simple example is the Bloboy (GM, ρρ. 249-251), an instrument blown by 

pressing be110ws Ιο create air pressure to blow four autohoms and three organ pipes. This 

sound resembles the whistling of a steam train. 

1.1.3.5 Partch's response to feedback 

At several stages, the specific needs of Partch's compositions prompted or dictated the 

development of new versions of some of the instruments he had already created, as for 

example ίη Oedipus (1950/1952-4/1967), which uses the Chromelodeon 11 (1950), and The 

bewitched (1952-55), which uses the Harmonic Canon ΙΙ (1953) (ρ. 327). The case of The 

bewitched is remarkable for the extent to which it occasioned the creation and adaptation of 

further instruments: it cal1s also for a Suποgate Kithara (GM, ρρ. 231-235), which was 

initially created ίn 1953 due to technical1imitations experienced ίη writing for the Harmonic 

Canon 11 (GM); the Βοο (1955), another instrument developed for The bewitched, halfway 

through the composition of the work; and the Kithara 11, invented ίn 1954. That the 

Harmonic Canon 11, Suποgate Kithara, Kithara 11 and Βοο were a11 devised while 

composing The Bewitched, to meet the specific needs of that work, affords a clear example 

of composition - and of composition-led instrument development - ίη which the instrument 

development process worked ίη para11el with the act of composing. 

Ιη 1958 Partch wrote Windsong for a documentary about his music,36 ίη which he played a11 

the instrumental parts for the Harmonic Canon 11, Kithara ΙΙ, Adapted Viola, Suποgate 

Kithara, Chromelodeon, Βοο, Diamond Marimba, Cloud-Chamber Bowls, Spoils of War 

and Bass Marimba. Demonstrating the separate parts one by one for a documentary, 37 he 

explains: 

ln performing the music that Ι wrote [οτ Madeline Tourtelot's film Windsong, Ι played ten 
different instruments. After recording a few measures ση one instrument, Ι used headphones 
to Iisten to these, while adding the sound of a second instrument. Νο more than four are used 
simultaneously ... 

36 Harry Partch: Enclosure 1 (νideo). 
37 Harry Partch: Enclosure J (νideo). 
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With the recording technique already employed ίη his composing at this stage, Partch was 

able to cοπect the scores obtaining feedback from the cumulative recording. Το this 

experience he added the feedback from the performers he had worked closely with, and the 

multiple experiences of performing and travelling with his instruments, all of which 

informed the design ofthe instruments and the compositions. 

Ι.Ι.3.6 Continuity ίη the work of Partch 

Partch's most lasting contribution to the field of instrument development was a substantial 

instrumentarium, used to perform his music periodically at Montclair State University as 

part of a continuing microtonal ensemble named Newband. 38 This ensemble is now 

conducted and directed by Dean Drummond, who formerly played ίη Partch's ensemble and 

also composes [οτ these instruments. Although Partch was not very interested ίn his 

instruments being used by other composers, they are nonetheless used ίn this way now, and 

his works are still being regularly performed alongside works by other composers. 

1.1.3.7 Pedagogical e!ements ίn the work of Partch 

There is ηο record of Partch writing technical studies for the instruments he developed, but 

the substantia! body of works [οτ adapted viola and voice from the early part of his 

composing career (1930-1933) demonstrates his systematic manner of composition at this 

early stage of his career. These works have great pedagogical value as demonstrations of 

sliding pitch simultaneously played with sustained just intonation. Ιn general, most of 

Partch's works demonstrate his use of just intonation and compositional theory with prime 

number limits, and they affΌrd several examples of instrument layouts, which serνe as 

physical illustrations of his tuning theories, as ίn the case of the Diamond Marimba and the 

Kitharas. 

38 Drummond, D. Newbαnd (http://www.newband.org/aboutnewband.htm ). 
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1.1.4 Comparison ofthe strategies used by Caπί110 and Partch 

Aspects of Carrillo's and Partch's pitch resources and methods, previously treated 

separately, are here compared. 

1.1.4.1 Comparison ofthe main strategies used by Carrillo and Partch 

Carrill0 and Parch were interested to expand the sound qualities of their compositions 

through microtonality informed by the harmonic series, Carrillo approximating through 

equal temperaments and Partch favouring and notating 10w prime number ratios. Τhese 

theoretical concepts were also incorporated into their development of instruments. 

Carrill0 used 12-et and the instruments of the orchestra as a starting point, while Partch 

rejected them almost from the outset. Carrill0 started microtonal composition with a tuning 

encompassing ninety-six pitch classes and gradually introduced microdiscrete sliding pitch 

elements to his compositions, inspired by the instruments concemed. Partch started by 

using sliding pitch ίη combination with his just intonation scales (which were later οη 

consolidated and rationalised with forty-three notes to the octave), and then substituted 

sliding pitch for microdiscrete-slίding pitch as instruments with these capabilities were 

developed. Ιη both cases, the use of sliding and microdiscrete-slίding pitch happened 

naturally during the composing process, probably prompted by the capabilities of the 

instruments employed, since ηο theory was previously devised using these concepts. 

Carrillo's obsession to simplify staffnotation using numerical notation for pitch degrees and 

one single line accommodating this way several divisions of the tone, contrasts Partch's 

notation practice mainly using ratios and always adaptable ιο suit each instrument and 

composition Ιο ease the sight-reading. 

Α comparison of the strategies used by Carrill0 and Partch is summarised ίη the diagram 

showed ίn Fig. 7, where the boxes filled with grey show the aspects that are specific to the 

corresponding composer. 
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Fig. 7. Strategies fol1owed by Caπί110 and Partch compared. 

1.] .4.2 Comparison of the instrument-development-Ied approaches of Caπί1l0 and Partch 

Caπίl10 adapted instruments when ηο fingerings were possib!e for the a!temative tunings, 

but a!so deve!oped some instruments from scratch, as ίη the case of the sixteenthtone 

zithers, named 'Carrίllo harps '. 

Caπί1l0 made an a!most two-meter tal1 lute (the octavina), which had a fingerboard long 

enough to enable very fine gradations of tuning. There is a paral1el between this and 

Partch's extension, οηlΥ a few years later, ofthe neck ofa viola 10 achieve precise pitches at 

a deeper pitch than that of the instrument with which he started. After that, most of the 

instruments developed by Partch resulted from transforming one ΟΤ two characteristics of an 

existing instrument, to allow the !ayout to match his microtonal theories, while also bringing 

unique timbres to the ensenlble. CaπίlΙο οη the contrary, ιηaίηlΥ adapted existing orchestra! 

instruments οτ employed extended techniques to facilitate successive subdivisions of the 

tempered semi10ne ίη !liS search for new sounds. 

Partch's radica! transformations and inventions of instruments allowed him to bring a 

fundamentally new range of sound qua1ity and experience to the lίsteηer; while CaπίΙ!ο's 

successive divisions of the 10ne using orchestral instruments (some of them slightly 

adapted) demonstrates how, by implementing micro1onal theory rigorously, the instruments 
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of orchestra can produce a myriad of new and refreshing sound qualities. Partch and 

CaπίΙΙο mostly developed instruments with the immediate aim of using them ίη their 

compositions. The ten metamorphosing pianos for which Carrillo did not compose, are 

extraordinary exceptions, since the initial idea behind their development was the realisation 

of a systematic division ofthe tone, as he had previously described ίη theory. However, the 

works that Carrillo composed for metamorphosing pianos (οηΙΥ for the tone, thirdtone, 

quartertone, fιfthtone and sixteenthtone pianos) were composed within a period of three 

years (1957-1959) - the first half of this period coinciding with the construction of the 

pianos. 

1.1.4.3 Comparison of CaπίΙΙο's and Partch 's involvement performing and conducting 

Both composers were involved ίη conducting performances of their music. Partch 

particularly developed his conducting skills through working with his ensemble. CaπίΙΙο, 

though he was an exceptional violinist, was ηοΙ involved ίη performance when he started 

composing his microtonal works. Partch ηοΙ οηlΥ played the instruments as part of his 

composition process, he performed οη most ofthem as well, and taught other players how to 

play them. The involvement of both composers ίη the performance and conducting of their 

works was facilitated by their very different approaches. 

1.1.4.4 Comparison ofhow Carrillo and Partch implemented new concepts ίη their work 

The work of Carrillo and Partch ίη developing instruments was influenced by their cultural 

backgrounds. CaπίΙΙο was influenced by both his pre-Columbian Mexican origin and 

national folklore, and by his European cultural and musical education. Among many 

factors, Partch was mainly influenced by his lonely youth ίη Arizona, by his interest ίη 

ancient cultures (mainly Chinese and Greek), and by a period ίη his mid-thirties ίη which he 

decided ιο travel around the USA as a homeless person. 

Partch's creative process occasionally led him to improve and modify his existing 

instruments at the same time as he was composing for them. Α clear example is the Kithara 

Ι, invented ίη 1938 and reconstructed ίn 1941, 1948 and 1959, οη each occasion for a new 

work. These improvements involved substituting several soundboards for a single one (one 
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for each row of strings), which not οηlΥ improνed the appearance of the instrument but also 

its acoustical properties, and furthermore resolνed problems of unwanted noise ίη the 

original resonance box. While CaπίΙΙο at times had a team of specialists working οη his 

designs, Partch worked alone ίη his workshop, or with ηοΙ more than one assistant; while 

Partch documented his reconstructions and improνement of instruments, ηο information has 

been found about the extent ίο which CaπίΙΙο's team of instrument makers improνed the 

instruments he adapted and inνented. 

For CaπίΙΙο, a compositional concept allowed him to explore aspects of compositional 

theory aided by the deνelopment of instruments. Partch, ίη most of his works used a text to 

carry a dramatic message. This ηοΙ οηlΥ influenced his search especially ίη his earlier 

compositions for instruments, which could imitate speech, but later οη influenced his 

conception of instrumental layouts that faνoured microdiscrete-sliding pitch. This was also 

the case for CaπίΙΙο, particularly ίη the sixteenthtone harp pieces and his music for the 

sixteenthtone piano. 

CaπίΙΙο and Partch were both initialIy interested ίη exploring microtonality through 

instrument deνelopment as part of their compositional processes, and for both this led Ιο 

their adopting pitch slide simulations, by means of small chromatic-step glissandi, as part of 

their compositional language. lη both cases, the original concept ηοΙ οηlΥ affected the 

instrument but also νice νersa. 

1.1.4.5 Comparison ofhow CaπίΙΙο and Partch responded Ιο feedback 

Both composers worked closely with performers, using feedback obtained ίη rehearsals and 

performances, most of which they directed themselνes. That CaπίΙΙο worked with his 

students, who also performed his music and composed under his guidance, placed him ίη a 

priνileged position. Partch also had Ιο teach his theοήes Ιο his performers. 

Partch played all of the instruments that he deνeloped and was able ιο record them 

separately. CaπίΙΙο, once he embarked οη microtonal composition ίη 1924, though an 

accomplished νiolinist, deνoted himselfto composing and conducting. 
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1.1.4.6 Comparison ofthe continuity ίη the work οfCaπί110 and Partch 

Despite Caπί110 and Partch having made extensive contributions to the fie1ds of microtona1 

instrument design and microtona1 composition, principal1y ίη the second quarter of the 

twentieth century, performances of their work were main1y caπίed ουΙ under their persona1 

direction and ensemb1es. Since the decease of Caπί110 and Partch (1965 and 1975 

respectively) υρ to date, performances of their works have been rare. Αη exception is the 

annuallocal performances ofPartch's music by Newband at Montclair State University (NJ, 

USA), using the original instruments. Το date, very few mainstream composers have 

adopted CaπίΙΙο or Partch's tuning theories, or used their instruments. Partch's instruments 

are ηοΙ commercial1y available and if his compositions were aπanged for orchestral 

instruments, ίη order Ιο achieve just intonation, exhaustive training would be required. The 

obstacles Ιο performing Caπί110'S music have ηοΙ been widely overcome. His microtonal 

music ίη 96-et requires a specially trained musician to sound seven extra tones 

(sixteenthtones) between each ofthe fami1iar semitone steps ofthe 12-et scale. Regardless 

of the difficulty of achieving absolute precision, the performer does ηοΙ have aural training 

to perceive these seven intermediate tones as distinct from one another. Most of CaπίΙΙο's 

microtonal music is thus difficult for players of adjustable-pitch instruments, and his 

adapted orchestral instruments are ηοΙ ίη good condition or commercial1y available.39 

Partch and CaπίΙΙο's involvement ίη the rehearsal and direction of performances helped 

them ιο understand the entire music-making process, and allowed them to learn from their 

experience ίη creating new works. That Partch trained himself Ιο play most of the 

instruments he developed made him fully aware oftheir capabilities and properties. 

CaπίΙΙο, who seems to have been more concerned than Partch about the continuity of his 

work, was ηοΙ as efficient as Partch ίη this regard, partly due Ιο his all-or-nothing project to 

institutionalise the teaching of his theories at conservatory level.40 Partch did ηοΙ share his 

theories and instruments with other composers. He chose Ιο stay away from academia for 

39 Απ exception is sixteenthtone piano manufactured by Sauter (ΜίΙαοtoη Piano), an upright model foIIowing 
CaπίIlο's patent, which is ηο! ideal for concert halls. 
40 CaπίIlο did ηοΙ plan οη an alternative οριίοη, promoting an ensemble and regular performances ofhis music 
ίη the late period of his career, leaving most of his instruments stored ίη an archive υρ Ιο date. The 
Conservatorio Nacional de Μύsica (Mexico) and cultural Mexican authorities have ηοΙ shown much interest iη 
the promotion οfCaπίIlο's work to date since CaπίIlΟ stopped working for this institution. 
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most of his life, although ίη the final part of his career he was closely associated with a 

university-based ensemble, several of whose members have managed to continue using his 

instruments and playing his music Ιο the present. Ιn both cases, at least some of their 

publications are widely available; and while all of Partch's compositions are recorded οη 

CD, οηlΥ about half οfCaπίlΙο's microtonal works are commercially available ίn that form. 

Although the original works are preserνed and copies can be obtained for research purposes 

υροη request, only a few scores by each composer have been published. 

1.1.4.7 Α comparison of the pedagogical elements ίη the work by CaπίΙΙο and Partch 

The pedagogical value of CaπίΙΙο's and Partch's compositional output has supported the 

surνival of their theory, compositions and instruments. The solos and duets with most 

pedagogical value are found at the start of Partch's career, ίn his extensive works for 

adapted viola and voice.41 Ιη contradistinction, Caπί1l0'S solo studies [οτ string instruments 

ίη quartertones are mostly concentrated towards the end of his career. While Partch 

systematically explored a wide range of sliding techniques for voice and viola, and interνals 

ίn just intonation, CaπίΙΙο wrote for νίοlίn, viola, cello and double bass, using the 

quartertone system. Ιn both cases, the techniques used were significant for the training of 

musicians. 

1.1.5 Research directions stemming from the strategies of CaπίΙΙσ and Partch 

Having analysed and compared the music-making processes and strategies of CaπίΙΙο and 

Partch, this section explains how these were apprehended and interpreted ίn this research, 

and how my own music-making processes and strategies stem from theirs. 

1.1.5.1 General research strategies ίn relation to those of CaπίΙΙο and Partch 

Ιη general, CaπίΙΙο and Partch shared the desire to find new and unique sounds ίη their 

compositions by means of pitch resources beyond the capabilities of existing instruments. 

41 These works ίη parιicular are mainly masterworks but can also be approached by their pedagogical value 
unlike CaπίlΙο's studies, which had the main functionality ofpracticing. 
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ΜΥ research incorporates compositional practice and instrument development, whose aims 

(see Fig. 2, ρ. 6) are informed by their practices, which have profoundly influenced my 

strategies. These strategies are as follows: 

( 1 ) Αη interactive and open-ended methodical approach 

Unlike the more intuitive approaches shared by CaπίΙΙο and Partch, my strategy ίη 

this study is method-based. However, this research followed an initial intuitive 

period inspired by CaπίΙΙο and Partch, encompassing a wide range of trίaΙ-and-eποr 

experimentation, from which a method was then formulated. The reason for 

choosing a methodical approach was to induce and coordinate beneficial interaction 

ίη several ways: between the composition and instrument development processes; 

between instrument-development-led composition projects which overlap ίη time; 

between instrument prototypes and the feedback from altemative designs, and ίη 

general; between theory and practice (see Fig. 3, ρ. 8). 

The study and analysis of the way CaπilΙο and Partch used pitch (microtonality, 

sliding and micro-discrete sliding pitch) categorises the treatment of pitch into two 

groups: microdiscrete and dynamic. The research strategy and its derived method 

were developed such that ίη the future they can be utilised for four other 

compositional parameters, ίη addition to pitch, which can also be approached 

statically and dynamically: duration, amplitude, timbre, and spatial projection. 

(2) Innovative use of microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

Microdiscrete-sliding pitch, being the area of convergence between static and sliding 

microtonality takes an important role ίη the strategy. Τhis capability of some of the 

instruments adapted and invented by CaπίΙΙο and Partch,42 had a strong impact ίη 

their compositional practice. Ιη this research the concept of microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch is incorporated into the compositional theory responsible for determining the 

capabilities of the instrument. Therefore, ίη my strategy, the demands of the 

42 In the case of CaπίΙΙο this capability is shared by all of his 'Carrillo' harps (zithers) and 'Carrillo' 
metamorphosing pianos; and ίn the case of Partch, by the Harmonic Canons, Boos, Eucal BIossom, 
Chromelodeons and Kitharas. 
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composition inform the microdiscrete-sliding pitch capability of the instrument 

being developed, and vice versa. Other microtonal considerations behind the chosen 

tuning chosen Ιο support microdiscrete-sliding pitch (using 96-et) are the use of 

those scales that do not include octaves, unlike the octave-based systems adopted by 

Partch and Caπί1l0. 

(3) Development of accessible notation systems appropriate to the mUSlC and 

instruments created. 

Ι propose additiona! notation systems here as c!ose scrutiny of existing systems. ΜΥ 

experience has led me to conclude that microtonal notation and the notation for new 

instruments needs diversity to !et performers have the choice to decide which one 

works better ίη practice. Partch' s experience adapting notation to ease performance 

has a similar motivation. CaπίΙΙο's notation system is easy to !eam and it has the 

potential Ιο apply the numbers (standing for pitch degrees) to graph paper, which 

would be ideal to represent sliding and micro-discrete sliding pitch. Ιη Glίssαndo 

study (Study Νο 3, Sc. 3), as an altemative to using graph paper, Ι adapt CaπίΙΙο's 

Sound 13 numerical notation by heightening the numbers according to the required 

pitch contour, while indicating the rhythm with regular noteheads beneath. 

(4) Development of a conceptua! approach to instrument development that IS 

informed by and integrated with compositional practice and theory. 

Τhe instruments invented and adapted by Caπί1l0 and Partch were mostly developed 

before compositional practice (see instrument and composition dates ίη Αρρχ 1 and 

Αρρχ 2). Ιη my strategy, concepts of instrument capabilities and characteristics are 

informed by and integrated with compositional practice and theory, ίη order to allow 

composition not to be limited by the capabilities of the instrument but to determine 

them when required, while also reinforcing the interaction between instrument 

development and compositional practice. Τhis is mainly induced by aπaηgίηg a 

prototype development plan ίη parallel to the composition (see detai1s ίη Fig. 29, ρ. 

73), which is aπaηged ίη stages determined by the compositional theory. 

Α reinforcement of the research 's conceptual approach to instrument development is 

incorporated to the method applied, by instructing the use of feedback obtained from 
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a supp1ementa1 prototype evaluation process as part of the instrument development 

and compositiona1 practice. Ιπ this process a1temative ίπstruιηeπts to each prototype 

are defιned at a conceptua1 1eve1 , so as to compare with the cοπeSΡοπdίng prototype 

eva1uative data. 

The diagram ίπ Fig. 8 shows detai1s of a comparison between the common e1ements of the 

compositiona1 strategies used by Caπi110 and Partch, and those considered ίπ this research. 
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Fig.8. CaπίΙΙο and Partch shared main strategic e lements and those ofthis research. 

1.1.5.2 New ideas arising from the ΡΓίΟΓ adaptation and transforrnation processes 

lπ order to introduce new sounds, an effective, gradual evo1ution ofthe orchestra as a whole 

IS as important ιπ refreshing the 1istener as deve10pments ιπ timbre arising from 

transforrnations of the instruments individual1y. 

of the instrument development-1ed method 

Both 1ines of change are considered as part 

app1ied ιπ this research. Ιπ this, the 

instrumentation of existing instruments (adapted if necessary), using extended techniques 
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for sliding pitch and alternatiνe tunings, works ίη parallel with composing for a newly 

deνeloped instrument. Partch and CaπίΙΙο are here treated as exemplars. 

The method followed and exemplified by 

this research promotes the documentation of compositional work ίη progress and allows for 

a fruitful extrapolation of approaches. For this reason, the stages of the musical 

instrument's deνelopment need to be defined. CaπίΙΙο and Partch did not haνe computer 

technologies aνailable to them to allow them to simulate musical instruments by audio

νisual means. They had analogue recording technologies aνailable to them late ίη their 

careers, which Partch used to aid his composition, recording his playing and superimposing 

tracks so that they could be heard together. The aνailability of audio-νisual and computer 

technologies to simulate musical instruments enables the stages ίη which a concept takes 

shape as a musical instrument to be simulated to obtain feedback from prototypes (CD-tks 

1-7 are computer-sampled νersions). 

Seνeral stages of deνelopment, informed by the work of CaπίΙΙο and Partch and by my own 

recent practice, haνe been identified (their names are abbreνiated here as initials), as 

follows: 

(ι) Musical instrument characteristic(s) (MIC). This is a characteristic or array of 

characteristics chosen. Ιη the present research, pitch (dynamic pitch and 

microtonality, which are further subdiνided into more specific characteristics) is the 

foremost characteristic chosen. 

(2) Eνaluated MIC (EMIC). Τhe present research eνaluates the chosen 

characteristics of pitch together with the sound and form of the instrument. 

(3) Sketched EMIC (SEMIC). Τhis is the first creatiνe step for the instrument

deνelopment-led composer, who has already thought about and eνaluated the 

required instrument characteristics. Α rough sketch is made to accommodate a wide 

νariety of prototypes. 

(4) Α prototype. Τhe term prototype is used here to mean a sketched and eνaluated 

musical instrument characteristic (SEMIC) for which basic measurements of a 
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sound-producing body and structure (ίη this case a supporting frame) have been 

specified. When a prototype is conceived of as having complex internal 

mechanisms, it is not until the instrument is built (prototype 8) that precise 

definitions need to be resolved and improved, if necessary, after testing. Their 

construction, testing and improvement (if necessary) are parts of prototype 8, 

involving the construction ofthe physical instrument. 

(5) Α visual musical instrument (VMI) is a virtual simulation of the instrument 

playing, generated by means of computer software. 

(6) Αη audio-visual musical instrument (Α ΥΜΙ) is a ΥΜΙ with sound. Ideally it 

would highlight the sounding bodies, as they are sounded by means of manipulating 

sound samples through sequencing technology. 

(7) Α ΜΙΟΙ instrument with Α ΥΜΙ (ΜΑ ΥΜΙ). Instead of attaching a MIDI file to 

the virtual model, the programming involved ίη the Α ΥΜΙ can be extended, linking 

a live MIDI input attached to the virtual model ίη the computer. This allows a MIDI 

interface (keyboard, touch-screen, etc.) to be attached to the virtual model, so that it 

can be played ίη real time, not only visually simulating the instrument being played, 

but also reproducing the sensation of playing the instrument. The closer the MIDI 

instrument is to the virtual instrument, the closer the sensation should be. Preparing 

a transformable ΜΙΩΙ instrument would allow the exploration of desired 

compositional parameters by means of improvisation to introduce new ideas to the 

design of the instrument. Unfortunately there are very few devices as such 

commercially available and they are also very limited.43 As a clear example of 

ΜΑΥΜΙ that can be used with a computer mouse, Partch's instruments are now 

available to be played interactively on-line.44 The hosting of on-line ΜΑ ΥΜΙ 

improves access while also promotes awareness and continuity, especially if sites are 

made easy for children to use. 

43 The design and realisation such ΜΙΟΙ instruments for each sound-producing action - potential1y an 
interesting research project ίn its own right - would expand the field of instrument-development-led 
composition. 
44Yogeli, Τ. 2003. Harry Parlch's Inslrumen's. 
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(8) Α bui1t musical instrument (ΒΜΙ). This refers Ιο the physical instrument being 

constructed. As the cost (including time) of physically building a new musical 

instrument normally exceeds that of preparing a ΜΑ ΥΜI. It is normally more 

efficient Ιο have experimented with a ΜΑ ΥΜΙ version before building the 

instrument. 

(9) Α (built and) performed-on musical instrument (ΡΜΙ). Performing οη several 

layouts of the instrumental design using ΜΙΟΙ instruments can bring us very close, 

ίη an almost effortless way, Ιο the physical instrument, and can help inform the 

layout of the instrument. Having the physical instrument performed οη, ideally ίη an 

ensemble context with other instruments as appropriate, confirms that what was 

initially simulated ίη this research also works ίη a physical instrument. Although 

there is a possibility that further improvement may be required, such modifications 

are likely Ιο be relatively minor. Το fol1ow these stages regularly becomes a 

discipline, which can improve ergonomic and other aspects of the instrument

development-Ied composer's work. 

(1 Ο) Α (built and) performed-on musical instrument with extended mechanised

ΜΙΟΙ capabilities (ΡΜΙ with EMMC). Α musical instrument per se has the potential 

of incorporating a mechanised system, attached to a computer and a ΜΙΟΙ interface, 

so the capabilities of the instrument can be extended. This is an emerging area 

which offers unlimited possibilities, while stil1 providing the acoustic sound of the 

instrument and integrating the movement of the performer Ιο provide visual 

expression to the performance and a touch of human element Ιο the mechanised 

system. 

Αη existing example is a piano assisted by a mechanised-MIDI system (e.g. the Yamaha 

Disklavier), which could for example be used Ιο play two parts with two hands and add a 

third part (for a sequencer Ιο play with a ΜΙΟΙ file) be impossible for a performer Ιο realise. 

lη this case the pianist stil1 can lead the tempo of the MIDI file for that part with a pedal 

programmed ιο control the tempo (attached to the sequencer). Since we are playing and 

sounding a standard piano (built and performed musical instrument) and then execute 

additional sounds with the aid of a mechanised-MIDI device, which we are also leading (ίη 

this case through the tempo parameter), this musical instrument would then be used as a 

ΒΡΜΙ with EMMC. 
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Fig. 9 is a diagram of the stages of musica1 instrument deve10pment. The termino10gy 

presented is that used for the instrument deve10pment process throughout t11e thesis . The 

time1ine of the ίnstrU1ηent design process proceeds from bottom ιο ιορ of the diagram. 

Starting with a conceptua1 instrument at the foot of the diagram, its deve10Ριηent may be 

foIIowed ascending through the diagram, as it becomes a virtua1 ΟΓ a physica1 instrument. 

ΡΜΙ + EMMC 
(with extended 

mechanical-MIDI 
capabilities) 

ΡΜΙ (Performed-on ΜΙ) 
ΒΜΙ (Buίlt ΜΙ) 

MAVMI (ΜΙDΙ AVMI) 
AVMI (Audio VMI) 

νΜI (Virtual Musical Instrument) 

ΡΑΟΤΟΤΥΡΕ 

SEMIC (Sketched EMIC) 
EMIC (Evaluated MIC) 

MIC (Musical Instrument Characteristic/s) 

Fig. 9. Instrument development stages (from bottom Ιο ιορ) . 

1.1.5.3 New ideas conceming the invo1vement performing and conducting 

CaπίΙΙο's and Partch's invo1vement ίη conducting and rehearsing, great1y benefited their 

understanding of instrument capabi1ities, techniques and pitch theory. This shows how 

re1evant ίι is for an instrument-deve10pment-1ed composer ιο be direct1y invo1ved ίη these 

practices ίη order Ιο gain a comprehensive command. However, where the costs of live 

rehearsa1 and performance are prohibitive, the provision of a computer-generated track with 

c1ues for practice, ΟΓ the use ofMIDI-run virtua1 instruments, al10wing the p1ayer ιο practice 

with visua1 c1ues is considered here. Such a system can a1so be used ιο substitute p1ayers ίη 

rehearsa1 , ίη this case using a MIDI tempo controIIer ιο run the virtua1 instrument(s). Α 

ΡΜΙ with EMMC, can substitute perfom1ers at rehearsa1s if the conductor can contro1 their 

tempo ίη case of absence, ΟΓ for the conductor ιο practice without the p1ayers. A1so at the 

performance scenario, and ίη the case the written parts are ηοΙ executab1e, the conductor can 

contro1 with a tempo-contro11er device attached ιο a sequencer, the pace at which the MIDl 

instrument p1ays. Ιη thi s case the conductor's control1er device and the instruments attached 
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become a single ΡΜΙ with EMMC played by the conductor, who takes two roles. Since the 

present research does ηοΙ allow for the deνelopment of a mechanised νersion of the 

bellophone, this idea is discussed but ηοΙ tested ίη practice. As recent technology affords 

the potential to allow instrument-deνelopment-Ied composers to conduct a ΜΑΥΜΙ or a 

ΡΜΙ with EMMC, to improνe the deνelopment of the composition, the composer may then 

conduct, record and step back to hear the result, while still composing, without assistance. 

Α conceptual prototype exemplifying this idea, consisting of a baton for the conductor with 

a ΜΙΟΙ tempo controller, is proposed ίη Chapter 4 (see dynamic baton, ρ. 211). 

Another application of ΡΜΙ with EMMC would be writing for a single performer who also 

controls a ΡΜΙ with EMMC with a tempo-controller pedal (ρρ. 152-154). lη such case it 

would also be easy to compose the part for the ΡΜΙ with EMMC first and then compose the 

part for the other instrument by improνising while playing the ΡΜΙ with EMMC instrument 

with a ΜΙΟΙ pedal set to control tempo. 

1.1.5.4 lnstrument deνelopment-led composition ίη the implementation of further new 

concepts 

New, oνerlapping compositional projects and reνisions and expansions of preνious works, 

allow reνision and improνement of the musical instruments deνeloped. They can also 

trigger the deνelopment of new instruments that complement the characteristics of the 

already deνeloped instruments to please the composition's demands. 

As a general guideline, the instrument deνelopment process should interact as often as 

possible with the compositional process. Since an appropriate νocabulary for 

communication between the two disciplines is required, the deνising of music theory and 

notation is almost unaνoidable. Therefore, it is good to keep a record of the theoretical 

deνelopments both ίη chronological order and by subject so that they can be easily accessed 

during the instrument-deνelopment-led compositional process. 

New terms, notation charts and symbols are normal1y deriνed from deνelopment of the 

music theory and a glossary must be maintained for reference (ίη this thesis kept ίη the 

Glossary section). 
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Αη instrument-deνeIopment-Ied composer can find inspiration ιη life experience, and 

historical and cultural interests. It is beneficial to consider any suποundίng sounds (and 

especially those found ίη nature) as a musical instrument or source for new concepts, ideas 

within the instrument deνelopment-Ied composition process. 

Exploring pitch with electronic equipment has proνided a wide range of resources 

applicable Ιο this research. For example, samples of the instrument being deνeloped haνe 

been used Ιο explore the pitch accuracy perception limits while composing, determining this 

way the ideal equal diνision ofthe tone Ιο be consider for the instrument being built. 

Regular practice composing thinking about sounds rather than instruments can easily lead Ιο 

instrument characteristics and also designs being imagined simultaneously as part of the 

creatiνe process of composition. Therefore instrument deνelopment-led practice a 

discipline notating and documenting as part of a pre-established method promotes an 

efficient instrument-deνelopment-Ied practice. 

The method employed ίn this research, can be enhanced compiling a database of musical 

instruments with fields for physical properties and sound capabilities (§4.2.5, ρ. 214). 

The inνolνement of the instrument deνelopment-Ied composer ίη the instrument-making 

workshop (as ίn the case of Partch) is another beneficial possibility Ιο consider. If a wide 

range of new musical instruments deνelopments are being explored it is preferable to haνe a 

team of people, specialised ίη each area, backing up the instrument-Ied composer (ίn much 

the same way as CaπίΙΙο coordinated different instrument makers). 

1.1.5.5 Approaches responding Ιο feedback 

Informed by the interaction that Caπί1l0 and Partch had with p\ayers, this research method 

includes a compositional stage ίη which collaborating players improνise within a range of 

patterns (see for example the improνisatory duet for prototype 8 ίn Fig. 5). This 

experimentation is intended to proνide feedback Ιο inform the deνelopment of the prototype 

and cοncuπent composition. 
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The creatiνe ideas that CaπίΙΙο and Partch initiated can be deνeloped further by gradual 

assimilation into compositional practice, incorporating new instruments and adaptations 

when desired, without limiting the imagination. Offering audiences the opportunity Ιο hear 

changes of tunings within a single piece should increase awareness of and demand [οτ music 

with altematiνe tunings. Incorporating instruments of the Westem orchestra into such 

performances, thereby exploring further what Caπί1l0 initiated, is a νiable way of exploring 

noνel possibilities. 

Playing the instruments deνeloped and also conducting the works written for those 

instruments has proνen to be positiνely beneficial to the music making process (as obserνed 

ίη the cases of Caπί1l0 and Partch). This could be taken a step forward by documenting the 

feedback obtained from these processes and drawing conclusions upon it, οη a regular basis, 

so as to carry a systematic process of gradual improνement of the open-ended instrument

deνelopment-Ied method proposed and followed ίη this research project. The method 

encourages this practice but does not impose ίι Howeνer, if future applications of the 

method were to be conducted by myself, the time that Ι would not haνe to use to deνise it 

(a1ready done ίη this research project) from scratch wou1d giνe extra time ίη which to be 

inνolνed ίη these actiνities, οτ ίη reporting and analysing feedback from performers. 

1.1.5.6 Strategies to promote continuity ofthe research 

Twentieth-century mainstream composers, such as Xenakis, Ligeti and Νοηο, adopted the 

language of quartertones and exceptionally of eighthtones. Ιη terms of twenty-first-century 

concert repertoire, further gradua1 acceptance of increasing subdiνision of the tempered 

semitone, including sixteenthtones, is more likely to happen before widespread acceptance 

of just intonation. Once p1ayers of νariable-pitch instruments haνe leamt to play fluently ίη 

96-et, achieνing just intonation from the closest sixteenthtone degree, when beating partials 

are appreciated, will be but a minor challenge. Consequently, acceptance of just intonation 

might follow a hypothetic acceptance of 96-et. Ιη the light of this, it is proposed here that 

compositional practice for the 96-et bellophone includes a task ίη which just intonation is 

approximated ίη sixteenthtones (see Glissando study, Sc. 4). Such practice helps both to 

link cοηcuπeηt traditions of microtona1 music making, and to establish historical continuity. 
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Other elements supporting continuity of the research are: (1) the use of an open-ended 

method which may be customised to suit a specific pitch inνestigation, and also transposed 

Ιο another musical parameter; (2) the creation of a new instrument intended for use ίη 

Western ensembles, and development of technique, compositions and demonstrations 

illustrating its capabilities; and (3) the introduction of a way of combining composition and 

instrument development, which is applicable to both existing and new instruments. 

1.1.5.7 Pedagogical responsibilities ofthe instrument-deνelopment-led composer 

Systematic composition, notably of solos or duets, at particular periods ίη Caπίl10'S and 

Partch's careers aided their adoption ofnew instruments and tunings and helped perfoπners to 

acquire new techniques. Caπillo's approach to composing microtonal so10 studies for 

existing instruments as a way to explore their limitations, can be expanded to accommodate 

instruments newly created and even to interact with their design process. So10 studies are 

here used to guide the devising of alternative techniques, and thereby to nurture the 

development ofthe instrument itself. 

1.2 Compositional theory context 

As Caπίl10 and Partch are the maln sources of inspiration for this research, relevant 

theoretical aspects of their treatment of pitch are classified and discussed here. The ways ίη 

which these two composers treated static and dynamic microtonality are considered and 

compared, and ideas arising from their practice, which are relevant to my own, are 

discussed. 

Fig. 1 Ο shows the hierarchy of the compositional theory context of the general method used 

ίη this research. The classification system devised provides the νocabulary required to 

analyse and compare the compositional theories and strategies of the composers considered. 

Reflection υροη these leads to new ideas, which are proposed and acquired as the research 

method is revised and refined. 
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ClassincatlOn οΙ chosen parameter (§1.2.1) 

Mlcrodiscrete composltional theorles οΙ chosen parameter ιη the work οΙ 2 chosen composers (§1.2.2) 

1----1 Composltional strategies ΙΟΓ microdiscrete dynamicism οΙ parameter ιη work ΟΙ 2 chosen composers (§1.2.3) L-_______________________________________________________ ~ 

Potential application ΟΙ compositiona l theorγ sIemmlng Irom the work οΙ 2 chosen composers (§1.2.4) 

Aesthetlcs of mtcγodtscrete· dynamlClsm of the chosen parameter (§12,4 1) 

New strategies towards emploγIng microdrscrete-dynamicsm οΙ the chosen ρarameter (§1.24.2) 

Aesthet1cs and Ilmttahons of the measttrtng systems for the chosen parameter ίη ensemble works (§1.24 .3 ) 

ChoosIng a surtable poly-measurIng system for the chosen parameter tow3rds a new rnstrument (§1.2.44) 

(xplorιng an rnnovative selecnon οί mustcal value-s οΙ chosen parameter. fOΓ composltιonal prachce (§1.2.4 ,S) 

Propostng new 110tanon for the chosen measuring system and sub-sets used (§l 2.4 6) 

Fig. 10. Compositional theory context hierarchy for tl1e method. 

1.2.1 Pitch classifιcation 

Pitch resources can be c1assified as static or dynamic: static refeπiηg ιο pitches which do 

not change ίη time regardless of the sustained nature of the tone, and dynamic to pitches 

which do change ίη time implying the use of sustained tones. Sustained pitches are a 

necessary basis of modern hanηοηΥ and modal theory. Microtonality can be divided into 

two categories, both of which are considered useful here: one for microtonal systems that 

include the 12-equal temperament (like Caπίllο's) and the other for systems (1ike Partch's) 

that do ηοΙ 

From the ροίnι of view of Western muslc theory, sliding pitches are difficult to classify, 

since only the melismas of Gregorian chant (represented by neumes) and straight (1inear) 

sliding pitches (gradual, constant changes of pitch, denominated by pitch slides from note to 

note) are largely present ίη the Western repertoire. Ιn order to notate Indian classical music, 

for example, from the point of view of Western theory, a very sophisticated method of 

sliding pitch notation wou1d be required. Devising such a system is beyond the scope of 

this research, but the work presented here may be considered as a small contribution to such 

development ίn the future (see §4.1.12 οη ρ. 208). 
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Elements of sliding and microdiscrete-sliding pitch are found throughout Caπίl10'S and 

Partch 's outputs. Partch' s output is consistently microtonal (the only aspect of sustained 

pitch of central interest here), while only approximately half of Caπίl10'S works are of 

microtonal nature. 

1.2.2 Microtonal compositional theories ίη the work of Caπίl10 and Partch 

Caπί110 developed a compositional theory, named Metamorphosis, ίη which the value ofthe 

'chromatic' step employed throughout a composition is varied, shifting between tone, 

semitone, quartertone, eighthtone and sixteenthtones. This is clearly a way of control1ing 

the thickness of the texture, since this process either places pitches closer together, οτ 

further apart, maintaining the proportion of the pitch spacing ίη the texture.45 Partch using 

his theory of 'limits' ίη just intonation found a way Ιο control the consonance οτ dissonance 

ofthe intervals employed (GM, ρρ. 109-173). 

Caπί110 reviewed and compared ratios of the harmonic series from the perspective of 96-et 

(sixteenth equal division of the 12-et tone), and from the perspective of other divisions of 

the 12-et tone from one to fifteen (see ρρ. 265-271). Though for practical reasons he saw a 

pure realisation of the harmonic series as remote, he considered that the successive division 

ofthe tone (semitone, quartertone, eighthtone and sixteenthtone) would gradual1y lead to an 

approximation ofthe harmonic series that would ηοΙ be substantially differentiated from the 

ideal equal temperament. 

Partch considered the ratios of the harmonic and subharmonic series Ιο be means of 

realising just intonation. The predominance of harmonically rich instruments, such as tuned 

percussion which typically have short sustain, suggests that his just intonation theory was 

essentially a starting ροίηΙ [or composing, and that producing non-beating partial 

frequencies was an aesthetic aim when composing [οτ sustained-pitch instruments. This is 

the case with the Chromelodeons, which produce reed sounds identical Ιο the melodeon 

[rom which they derived. 

45 Caπί1l0, J. 1927 (pub.1949). Leyes de metamόr!οsίs musicales. ρρ.12-64. 
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1.2.3 Sliding and microdiscrete-slίding pitch strategies adopted by CaπίΙΙο and Partch 

Using the intonational patlems of American speech, tuming poetic recitation into music, led 

Partch intuitively to introduce pitch slides for the voice and the Adapted Viola into his 

microtonal structures at an early stage of his career. Later οη, his music became 

predominantly instrumental; consequently microdiscrete-sliding pitch contours were used 

for omamentation and tone colouring. For example, instrumental tone colouring is used ίη 

The waterfall [οτ [ast glίding passages [οτ the Diamond Marimba, ίη which the effect of the 

quantised pitch continuum (ίη this case with relatiνely large interνals) can be associated 

with the sound of water striking the rocks. 

Caπί1l0 obsessiνely produced microdiscrete-pitch instruments (employing νaried divisions 

of the tone) to achieνe both microtonality and microdiscrete-sliding pitch. Although his 

microtonal theories prompted his design of his first instruments, it must haνe been his 

auditory and haptic experience of the instruments that showed him their potential [or the 

execution of microdiscrete-dynamic pitch progressions. CaπίΙΙο did not write theoretically 

about how to apply sliding pitch, though his theory of metamorphosis is gradually applied ίη 

his compositions. CaπίΙΙο's composition Babbling for piano solo (in sixteenthtones) and 

chamber orchestra (see Fig. 11, ρ. 50) is a significant and unique example of a thematic 

solo instrumental part (for the piano) using microdiscrete-sliding-pitch contours. 

CaπίΙΙο's technique ofusing zigzag patlems ίη quartertones as used ίη his Quasi-sonata Νο 

6,46 and the speech imitation ίη Partch's works for Adapted Viola and voice are good 

examples of their use of sliding pitch induced by microtonality. The incorporation of new 

microtonal instruments with microdiscrete-pitch layouts into their works and "a consequent 

search for new instrumental techniques led both composers to augment their use of sliding 

and especially of microdiscrete-sliding pitch. 

46 Caπί1l0, J. Seis casi sonatas en cuartos de Ιοπο ραΓα violonchelo solo (CD). 
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1.2.4 Potential applications of compositional theory stemming from the work of 

CaπίΙΙο and Partch 

Within my compositions, consideration of microdiscrete representation and a realisation of 

the pitch continuum support gradual changes of textures and the use of microdiscrete-pitch 

contouring rules. Ideas derived from CaπίΙΙο and Partch, which are directly applicable to 

my research, are explained ίη this section, while further extensions of these lines of 

thinking, which have potential for further development, are set out ίη Chapter 4. 

1.2.4.1 Aesthetics of microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

Although the piano and pitched mallet instruments cannot perform portamenti, glissandi 

effects are possible. CaπίΙΙο, ίη his work Babbling for piano solo (in sixteenthtones) and 

chamber orchestra, creates the effect of an undulating portamento by means of fast 

chromatic glissando passages ίη the 8ixteenthtone piano part (see Fig. 11). lη my own 

compositions Ι use undulating portamenti executed by sixteenthtone bellophone. It is also 

useful to establish the speed at which microdiscrete-pitch slides are satisfactory οη a 

specific instrument, and the studies are ideal minor works for the exploration of new 

instrument developments at a preliminary stage. Microdiscrete-sliding pitch can be used 

effectively with parallel and contrary motion movements and ίη general to produce 

gradually changes of texture (see Autumn, Sc. Ι Ο). 

- ' ... 

" c 

Fig. 11. Bαbb/ing for ρίαπο s% (ίπ sίxteenthtones) αnd chαmber orchestrα (Caπίllο, 1959): 16th -tone piano 
part (bars 121-124). Courtesy of the Cαrrillo Archive. 

That mallet instruments can perform glissandi faster than keyboard instruments when the 

sounding bodies are laid ίη chromatic sequence ίη a linear pattem. This is as taken into 
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consideration ίη the compositional processes adopted here, and ίη the development of the 

conic bellophone. The use of struck glissandi is extended to the timpani ίη Autumn (ρρ. 

174-192). Ιη this work, microdiscrete-sliding pitch progressions of bells guide parallel and 

contrary motion glissandi οη the timpani (see Fig. 103 οη ρ. 180). 

1.2.4.2 Compositional strategies for the use of sliding and microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

The practical elements of this research focus primarily οη melodic applications of sliding 

and microdiscrete-sliding pitch, realised ίη both the composition portfolio and ίη the parallel 

development of the instrument. 

Four different compositional approaches to the use of sliding and microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch are employed ίn my compositional practice here: (Ι) smooth melodic progression from 

the middle of one note the start of the next (portamento), as ίη Autumn (Sc. 10); (2) 

simultaneous, parallel progression, at a set interval, as ίη Glissando study (Sc. 3); (3) brief 

omamental glissandi and grace notes, as ίη the sequences preceding sustained tones ίη 

Prelude Νο 1 (Sc. 11); and (4) other melodic progressions and undulations, such as the 

vibrato-like microdiscrete-slides of One row study (Sc. Ι). 

1.2.4.3 Aesthetics and limitations oftuning ίη ensemble works 

Musical works conceived for non-equal tunings and temperaments (including most 

European music before the nineteenth century) are perceived differently when performed ίη 

12-et, although the differences ίη tuning may be small. Such tuning adjustments affect the 

sound of the intervals, since they produce different partial-beating effects.47 The subtlety of 

this aesthetic difference was an initial stimulus to my adopting microtonality, and 

particularly for exploring very small tuning steps - as far as dividing the tone into 9600 

steps (see ρ. 206). 

The apparent timbre of an instrument can be affected by small tuning adjustments when 

playing dyads or chords. These adjustments substantially change the beating between 

partials from different notes sounding simultaneously, especially when these partials happen 

to be contained within the same critical band.48 Since most orchestral instruments have 

47 Sethares, W. Α. 2005. Tuning. Tίmbre. Spectrum, Scα/e. ρρ.40-41. 
48 Sethares, W. Α. 2005. Tuning, Tίmbre. Spectrum. Sca/e. ρ. 44. 
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relatively few partials which are outstandingly prominent (those which chief1y characterise 

the timbre of the instrument),49 dyads and chords played οη these instruments produce a 

wide range of beating effects when using 12-et. Enhancing or abolishing the beating 

produced between two or several simultaneous tones are two of several possible approaches 

to substantial1y changing the sound of an interval by means of small pitch adjustments. 

Τhe beating between two partials can be increased or decreased by respectively increasing 

or reducing the interval between the beating partial-frequencies contained within the same 

critical band. Τhe beating can be abolished matching the partial frequencies that produce 

the beating. For most orchestral instruments, their simple harrnonic spectrum al10ws 

control1ing the beating to be achieved by placing their fundamental frequencies ίη a 10w

number ratio relationship with each other, and by using spectral scales.50 Wil1iam Sethares 

particularly refers Ιο strings and tubes, and argues that 12-et has little Ιο do with reducing 

the beating of intervals when employing instruments of such spectra. 

Recall that most musical instruments based οη strings and tubes are harmonics; their partials 
are closely approximated by the integer ratios of the harmonics series. Such spectra are 
related ιο the just intonation scale, and yet are typically played (ίη the West, anyway) ίη 12-

tet. Although this is now considered normal, there was considerable controversy suποuηdίηg 
the introduction of 12-tet, especially because the thirds are so impure. 51 

With both harmonic and inharrnonic instruments ίη equal temperament (ίn contradistinction 

to just intonation), the beating between simultaneously sounding notes can be controlled, 

and also abolished, thus manipulating the spectra of the sounds. ΝοΙ all instruments al10w 

spectral manipulation, but a good example of this is the tuning of harmonics ίn Westem 

bel1s. Sethares describes how the spectra of a harrnonic instrument can be changed ιο match 

12-et: ' ... the consonance of 12-et can be increased by moving the partials away from the 

harmonic series Ιο a series based οη s = 21112, an example being the set ofpartialsf, sl2f, s19f, 

S2y' s28f, s31. S3y' s36f, S38.'52 Minute adjustments ofthe pitches ίη a chord can also be made 

so that al1 the possible intervals produce the same beating, thus enhancing the beating 

effect. 53 Τhese beating or non-beating effects can only be appreciated with timbres 

containing a few partials which are substantial1y louder than the others. For control Ιο be 

49 Fletcher, Ν. Η. and Rossing, Τ. D. 1991. The Physics oj Musical Instruments. 
so Sethares, W. Α. 2005. Tuning, Timbre, Spectrum, Sca/e. ρ.66. 
51 Sethares, W. Α. 2005. Tuning, Timbre, Spectrum, Sca/e. ρ.250. 
52 Sethares, W. Α. 2005. Tuning, Timbre, Spectrum, Sca/e. ρ.250. 
53 Jorgensen, Ο. Η. 1991. Tuning. ρ.325. 
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exercised over the beating desired, as an aesthetic decision ίη composition, the tuning and 

spectra of the instruments must be considered, and at the least one οτ other of them must be 

easy ιο vary. 

These phenomena may be taken account of ίη designing instruments to satisfy specific 

compositional objectives. It is desirable [οτ performers to be trained to adjust the tuning of 

notes - and thus Ιο control the rate of beating - and ίη such circumstances it is helpful to 

have stable-pitch instruments to refer to, particularly during the training of players of 

variable-pitch instruments. When composing [οτ adjustable-pitch instruments with simple 

harmonic spectra a stable-pitch instrument that is easy to distinguish, ideally with a 

distinctive harmonic spectrum, can be used Ιο provide reference pitches [οτ the instruments 

of adjustable pitch. Instruments ποΙ receiving the reference pitch have Ιο tune by listening 

to the beating of their instrument and comparing ίι with those that did receive it (assuming 

that both have relatively simple harmonic spectra, as most orchestral instruments apart from 

the tuned percussion do). Ιη that case, notes that require fine adjustments but have ηο 

reference tones need a brief moment ίη which they can adjust, which may only be 

achievable ίη relatively slow passages. 

1.2.4.4 Choosing a suitable tuning [οτ the new instrument allowing polymicrotonality 

Having examined the just intonation work of Harry Partch, and keeping ίη mind CaπίΙΙο's 

intention to approximate the harmonic series using the ninety-six-equal temperament, a just 

intonation system was the first οριίοη considered for the tuning of the bellophone. 

However, having chosen Ιο build a steel idiophone from the outset, ίι was necessary Ιο 

consider the inharmonic spectrum that such an instrument would have, and the possible 

beating frequencies that might be present ίη the sound of a single bell. ΙπeguΙaτίtίes of the 

metal οτ ίπeguΙaτίtίes arising from the construction method have Ιο be borne ίη mind. 

The use of successive divisions of the equally tempered semitone, as favoured by CaπίΙΙο, is 

a more suitable option if one keeps ίη mind the objective of polymicrotonality and an equal 

exploration of the intervals with and without beating frequencies, ιο allow some degree of 

control over beat rates. Prompted by CaπίΙΙο's example, and with the aim ofrealising very 

close approximations ιο 10w-number ratio intervals using equal pitch increments, the 192-et, 

using a thirtysecondtone (6.25 φ) as chromatic step, was initially considered as a further 
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subdiνision of his sixteenthtone diνision. Ιη practice, howeνer, ίι was found that the 

presence of iuegularly beating partial frequencies within the sound of each steel bell made ίι 

difficult Ιο perceiνe such a sIήall interνal (a thirtysecondtone), especially when adjacent 

notes are sounded sequentially. 54 The use of 192-et was therefore rejected, and 96-et was 

adopted, since sixteenthtone steps (12.5 ,t) are easily to recognise when playing ascending 

and descending sequences with steel bel1s. When playing two such bells a sixteenthtone 

apart there is a substantial difference ίη the perceiνed pitches though ηοΙ when playing a 

thirtysecondtone apart. 

1.2.4.5 Exploring non-octaνal scales 

ΑΙΙ 96-et equal-step scales haνing steps comprising an odd number, from 5 Ιο 23, of 96th
_ 

octaνe increments (which do ηοΙ include the octaνe) are systematically introduced ίη the 

work Seαsons (Sc. 12) ίη order Ιο explore an interaction between microtones and the rich 

harmonic content (characterised by stretched octaνes) of the steel bells. Reinforcing partials 

of the bells, ίη specific stretched octaνes, using a non-octaνal scale brings consonance (ίη a 

manner analogous Ιο the gamelan) Ιο the oνerall sound of the composition, without needing 

to use just intonation interνals between notes. Non-octaνal scales are also used ίη Autumn 

(Sc. 11) and Mollienαire (Sc. 8). Mollienαire, written [οτ an early, thin-walled νersion of 

the bells, which had particularly rich harmonic content, initiated experimentation with 

sequences of steps ηοΙ totalling 96, which influenced Autumn and its expansion ίη Seαsons. 

1.2.4.6 Α new notation for 96-et: extended Stein-Couper notation 

Although ίη 1917 Cauillo strongly supported the simplification of staff notation for music 

ίη equal temperaments from 12-et Ιο 96_et,55 his later numerical notation - ίη which pitches 

are only distinguished νertically ίη relation one to another ίη bands encompassing one 

octaνe - lacks bi-dimensional pitch perspectiνe. This need ηοΙ be a problem once enough 

time has been deνoted Ιο pedagogical matters arising from Cauillo's multiple treatises. 

Since addressing this problem was beyond the scope of this research staff notation was 

54 Αη initial experiment with sampled cone-shaped bells tuned ίη thirtysecondtones and playing sequentially ίη 
zigzag pattems, 2 steps up and one down, was difficult to appreciate. 
55 CaπίΙΙο, Julian. 1957. Sistema Generαl de Escritura Musical. 
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chosen as a starting ροίηΙ However, CaπίΙΙο's notation proved to be effective for his 

regular ensembles and could also function as a complementary way of reading and writing 

music using graph paper. Having chosen staff notation for this research, a system of 

accidentals has been developed for this purpose, ίη addition to the standard five accidentals 

used ίη staff notation (Fig. 12). 

χ 

Fig. 12. The five accidentals used ίη normaI staff notation. 

Gardner Read surνeyed the altemative notations ίη use [or quartertones υρ to 1990.56 After 

due consideration, the quartertone sharp and three-quartertone sharp symbols most widely 

used by twentieth-century composers, according to Read,57 which were first proposed by 

Stein,58 were adopted (Fig. 13) here. Τhese two signs have the advantage that they are 

nowadays accepted by most score-editing software as the standard. 

Fig. 13. Quartertone sharp and three-quartertone sharp accidentals. 

lη Reed's surνey, the most popular quartertone flat accidental among twentieth century 

composers interνiewed,59 was the reversed flat (Fig. 14). Since it is often adopted by score

editing software, it is adopted here. Τhis accidental was first proposed by Stein.60 

Fig. 14. Quartertone flat accidental. 

56 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtonal Notation. ρ.24. 

57 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtona/ Notation. ρ.24. 
58 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtona/ Notation. ρ. 4 Ι. 
59 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtonal Notation. ρ. 25. 
60 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtonal Notation. ρ. 41. 
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The use of three-quartertone flat accidentals mentioned ιη Read's surνey,61 differed 

substantially amongst those composers interνiewed. Αη accidental combining the flat 

symbol with the quartertone flat previously refeπed Ιο (~~), is widely accepted among score 

editing software ίη the first decade ofthe twenty-first century, although a simplified version 

is sometimes available as a substitute. This simplified version shares the stem of both flats 

(Fig. 15), which takes less space ίη the score while still symbolising the addition of the 

regular flat with the quartertone flat. It was used first by Mildred Couper (1887-1974) (see 

the example ίη Fig. 16). Reed refers to Couper's use of this three-quartertone accidental ίη 

her composition, Xanadu (1930).62 She was the first composer Ιο use ίι 

Fig. 15. Three-quartertone tlat accidental. 

Fig. 16. Dirge (Mildred Couper, 1937) excerpt: vίοlίη part. Courtesy of Greta Couper and UCSB Library. 

Since three of the accidentals represented for quartertones were first used or proposed by 

Stein and Couper, the whole set is refeued to ίη this chapter as the Stein-Couper quartertone 

accidentals (Fig. 17). 

Fig. 17. The Stein-Couper quartertone accidentals (also refeπed here as Stein-Couper notation). 

Α logical extension of the Stein-Couper quartertone accidentals is suggested here. The 

eighthtone sharps proposed are built by adding a horizontal1ine to the closest quartertone Ιο 

raise ίι an eighthtone, and by subtracting a horizontal line Ιο lower ίι an eighthtone. Fig. 18 

61 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtona! ΝοΙαιίοπ. ρ.25. 
62 Read, G. 1990. 20th-Century Microtona! Notαtion. ρρ.41-42. 
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shows the horizontal line build υρ for one, two and three eighthtones, while Fig. 19 shows 

the horizontal line build υρ for five, six, and seven-eighthtones, bearing ίη mind that two

eighthtones is the same as a quartertone and six-eighthtones is the same as three

quartertones. 

Fig. 18. Accidentals [or eighthtone, 2/8th-tone (quartertone) and 3/8th-tone. 

Fig. 19. Accidentals [or 5/8th-tone, 6/8th-tone (three-quartertone) and 7/8th-tone. 

The proposed eighthtone flats add to στ subtract from the Stein-Couper accidentals, 

although ηοΙ as consistently as the eighthtone sharps. The eighthtone tlat resembles the 

two-eighthtone tlat (regular quartertone tlat) but with the lower part of the stem removed 

(Fig. 20), ίη the same way that the three-eighthtone tlat resembles the four-eighthtone tlat 

(which is the regular tlat) with the lower part of the stem removed (Fig. 21). The five

eighthtone tlat accidental resembles the four-eighthtone tlat accidental (regular tlat) fιl1ed ίη 

black, while the seven-eighthtone accidental joins the two-eighthtone tlat (regular 

quartertone tlat) with the fιve-eighthtone tlat (Fig. 22). 

Fig.20. Accidentals [or 2/8th-tone flat (quartertone flat) and eighthtone flat. 

Fig. 21. Accidentals [or 4/8th-tone flat (regular flat) and 3/8th-tone flat. 

Fig.22. Accidentals for 7/8th-tone flat and 5/8th-tone flat. 
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The sixteenthtones are represented by adding upward aποws 10 the prevlOu ΙΥ denoted 

sharps ίη order to raise the pitch an extra sixteenthtone and by adding down aποws to the 

previously proposed flats to lower the pitch an extra sixteenthtone (Fig. 23). 

Fig. 23 . Accidentals proposed ΓΟΓ the 96-et. 

1.3 lnstrument development context: observations arising from comparison of 

the instruments used and developed by Julian Carrillo and Harry Partch 

Fig. 24 shows how the instrument development context, the work of CaπίlΙο and Partch, 

informs the creation of a classification system ίη order to analyse aspects of the 

instrumentaria used by these two composers. This leads to the definition a feedback 

ιηechanίsm for the development of prototypes relying οη conceptual instrument models. 

Define a classification system for comparing the instrumentaria of the instrument
development-Ied composers treated (§1.3.1) 

General employed instrumentaria comparison of the treated composers (§1.3.2) 

Study of instruments with dynamic (chosen) parameter capabilίties employed by chosen 
composers (§1 .3.3) 

~ 
Study of instruments with microdiscrte (chosen) parameter capabilίties employed by 

chosen composers (§1.3.4) 

Definition of a feedback system comparing theoretical instruments (valuations with short 
" descriptions) with the prototypes (§1 .3.5) 

Fig. 24. Instrument development context hierarchy for the method. 

ΑI1 ofthe instruments developed or adapted by CaπίlΙο or Partch (or developed under their 

supervision) have micro-intervallic capabilities. Carril1o's instruments were developed or 

adapted to achieve equal divisions ofthe tempered tone (200 ~), and Partch's to achieve just 

intonation. 80th composers made extensive use οΓ both sliding and microdiscrete-sliding 
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pitch though neither addressed this ίη their compositional theory, It seems that they used 

sliding pitch without reference 10 prior theoretical reflection, Τhis was also the case with 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch, Τhe fol1owing sections analyse the ίnstrumentaήa of both 

composers, and compares their microtonal, sliding pitch, and microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

capabilities, 

1.3.1 Α classifιcation system for comparιng the instrument designs and 

instrumentaria οfCaπί110 and Partch: extended K-H-S 

Τhis classification has been proposed (explained ίη detail οη ρρ. 338-363) ίη order to allow 

a simplified code to represent al1 the instrument characteristics necessary to this research; to 

ease visualisation of the whole of Caπί110'S and Partch's instrumentaria; and to allow the 

calculation of statistics required Ιο make an effective comparison of the two composers' 

instrumentaria. 

Τhis research has the potential to be utilised for four parameters other than pitch: amplitude, 

duration, timbre and spatial projection. Αη acronym for pitch and those four facets, Ρ ADTS 

parameters (see Abbreviations), is used to refer to all five - al1 ofwhich are here considered 

an advantage Ιο the exploration of instrument development-led composition. lη the 

classification system proposed, the initial 'Ρ' is used for the coding Ιο recall pitch, but the 

other letters of the acronym would be used if we were dealing with the other four 

parameters. Τhe potential for expanding this research to treat the other four compositional 

parameters proposed, is examined οη ρρ. 216-219. 

Τhe taxonomy proposed here is an expansion of the K-H-S classification system, used by 

Τoshie Kakinuma (which departs from the Hombostel-Sachs system) to classify Partch's 

instruments (ΜΙΗΡ, see Abbreviations). Τhe extended classification code starts with the Κ

H-S code (including a few new categories ίη special cases for instruments by CaπίΙΙο), and 

is fol1owed by '-Ρ' with 2 subindexes explaining the sliding and micro-interval1ic properties 

respectively.63 Τhe 'Ρ' with subindexes is fol1owed by another hyphen and symbol enclosed 

ίn parentheses, explaining the origin of the instrument, and concludes with a hyphen 

fol1owed by the initials of the composers who used them (ίη chronological order and 

63 The extended K-H-S code can accommodate other parameters, to be considered ίη future research. 
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separated by forward slashes). The first cοlηΡοser indicated after the hyphen is responsible 

for the development ofthe ίnstruιηenΙ lfthe instrument was not developed by a composer, 

this last hyphen is followed by a forward slash. Thus any composer Wllose initial follows a 

forward slash was not involved ίη the development ofthe instrument refeπed to. 

1.3.2 Α general comparison of the instrumentaria of CaπίlΙο and Partcll 

1t is necessary first to consider the percentages of instruments with definite pitch used by 

CaπίlΙο and Partch for each ofthe main groups from the Hornbostel-Sachs system (Fig. 25). 

AeropllOnes 
33% 

Chordophonts 
63% 

J uh8n Camllo 

Aerophonts 
26% 

Chordophones 
30% 

Haπy Partch 

ldiopho1U!S 
33% 

Fig.25 . Instrumentarium (definite pitch) by CaπίΙΙο and I)artch under H-S ' s main groups. 

The pitched instruments used by CaπilΙο were rnainly chordophones (approx. 2/3), sorne 

aerophones (approx. 1/3), and two membranophones (quartertones torn-toms, and timpaπi). 

Partch used instrurnents frorn the four rnain groups of the H-S system to an allηοst equal 

extent: there is a slight increase ίη percentage from instrurnents with less definite pitch, 

including the less stable membranophones (which do ηοΙ provide a distinct pitch centre), to 

tl1e instruments with rnore stable pitch, including the idiophones (which have the most 

stable tuning). Ιπ this progression, the aerophones and chordophones, which are tuned 

before performance and may require fιne adjustrnents during performance, are situated ίπ 

the middle. 
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Partch's 10gic ίη choosing instruments (from the H-S system groups' perspective) seems to 

emphasise his desire, mainly for instruments with stable fixed micro-intervallic capabilities, 

while Caπίιι0 Ρrefeπed to use instruments with fixed micro-intervallic properties, though 

οηlΥ those that can be finely tuned before the performance. Most of the idiophones cannot 

be retuned without damaging them and they can be troublesome after many years if they 

have ηοΙ been properly maintained, while most of the chordophones can always be s1ightly 

retuned without damage. CaπίΙΙ0 required his new instruments Ιο play with different 

orchestras that might have required a different concert pitch, while Partch did not since he 

relied mainly οη his own ensemble. 

80th CaπίΙΙ0 and Partch used a substantial number of aerophones ιο produce microtones 

(33% and 26% oftheir instrumentaria respectively) and they both adapted several ofthem to 

have fixed micro-intervallic capabilities. 

The percentage of instruments with definite pitch used by Caπί1l0 and Partch are examined 

showing their origin (Westem, non-Westem or New), if they have been changed (new or 

adapted versions of existing instruments), and their relation to the Westem orchestra (Fig. 

26), by using the symbol (black or contoured shape that is used as part ofthe extended Κ-Η

S code proposed οη ρρ. 338-343). 

J ubarι Camllo 

.: W~st~n! Οιchesυa lnstruments (WCtI) 
• Adapted West~m Orchest:ra lnstruments (A~TOI) 
_ J W~sten! Ν on-Orchestra lnstrum~nt$ (Α WOl) 
• Adapt~d Non-Oιchestra Westem lnstrum~nts (ANOWl) 

Hany Partc Ι) 

New Westem Non-Orchest:ra lnstruments (NWNOl) 
• Adapted Ne .. " .. Westen) Non-Orc~!estIa lnstruments (ANWNCιl) 
(, Non-Westem Instruments (NWl) 
• Adapted Non-Westen! lnstruments (Al-lWl) 

Fig.26. Percentages of definite pitch instrumentarium used and developed by CaπίΙΙο and Partch ίη their 
microtonal works. 
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The highest percentage of pitched instruments considered by Caπί1l0 for his mlcro

intervallic compositions belongs to the new Westem non-orchestral group. This group 

happens to consist of all the new chordophones that he invented, and includes the fifteen 

'Carrίllo' metamorphosing pianos. These pianos were not all used for compositions but 

since the intention was there and the legacy for other composers to use them, they are 

considered relevant and included ίη the graph. Although the 'Carrillo' metamorphosing 

pianos were derived from an original orchestra instrument, their transfonηation was 

substantial enough for them to be considered as new and original instruments.64 There is a 

possibility that Caπί1l0'S invention of new instruments could have been aimed at achieving 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch rather than sustained micro-intervallic capabilities. If so, the 

concept of achieving sliding pitch by means of microdiscrete divisions of the tone must 

have been conceptualised ίη his mind before he decided which type of instruments he 

wanted to invent. However, there are ηο theoretical writings that elucidate this. 

Very close ίη percentage to the NWNOI used by CaπίΙΙ0 (39.6%), are the Westem orchestra 

instruments ίη their original [onη (37.5%), which he expected to play at least quartertones 

(if not eighthtones or sixteenthtones), through extended techniques and fine adjustments 

during perfonηance. Most of the microtonal instruments of the orchestra that CaπίΙΙ0 

adapted were fixed-pitch instruments allowing precise sustain of microtonal pitch values. 

The adapted and non-adapted instruments of the Westem orchestra amount to 58.3% of 

CaπίΙΙ0'S microtonal instruments (or instruments used to play microtones). This proportion 

allows us to understand CaπίΙΙ0'S approach to instrumentation by means of exploiting the 

already standard orchestral instruments. This is understandable since his ambitions to 

replace the standard notation system and to introduce microtonality as part of the cuπίcuΙum 

of a new music education institution was already challenging enough to also introduce many 

new instruments too. He still invented new instruments that could have the capabilities not 

achieved by the orchestra, and adapted several orchestra instruments. 

As Fig. 26 shows, Partch (38.3%) and CaπίΙΙ0 (39.6%) wrote for similar percentages of 

NWNOI. Both composers invented close to 40% of the instruments for which they wrote. 

CaπίΙΙ0 incorporated most of his new inventions at the beginning and towards the end of his 

64 The mandolin and mandola are considered instruments that haνe been used ίn the orchestra (by other 
twentieth century composers), and ίη the case of CaπίΙΙο, frets for quartertones were placed respecting the 
ones that were already there, therefore they are considered adaptations of orchestra adapted instruments. 
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career, While Partch incorporated his new inventions at the beginning and throughout the 

middle of his career and only incorporated orchestral instruments ίηιο his late major works. 

Α remarkably high proportion (18.1 %) of Partch' s pitched instruments were his own 

versions of non-Western instruments. This enhances Ιο the already unconventional nature 

ofhis invented musical instruments. 

Partch used a substantial number of non-orchestral Western instruments (l 0.6%) from a 

wide range of Ρeήοds and backgrounds: folk instruments, historical instruments, and also 

new instruments that were ηοΙ commonly used ίη the orchestra - at least at the time at which 

he used them. CaπίΙΙο also incorporated instruments that were not accepted as part of the 

orchestra, notably marching band instruments, but they represent a very small percentage of 

microtonal instrumentarium (2%). 

1.3.3 lnstruments with dynamic pitch capabilities used by CaπίΙΙο and Partch 

80th composers simultaneously developed instruments and composed music using micro

intervals and gliding tones. Studying the sliding pitch capabilities of the instruments 

CaπίΙΙο and Partch developed helps to understand their compositional strategies. Fig. 27 

shows the percentages of pitched instruments employed by Partch and CaπίΙΙο according to 

their sliding pitch capabiliιy. 

44% 

2% 2% 

52% 

Ρο = Instruments W1th~tI! dynazruc ρ,!ιfι cafoa\:,!lιtes 

Ι'ι = Instrurnerιt wιth raaCH,dt$Cret~ sh,1u-ιg }Λιcrι (a}Ja,Ιilitιes 

Ρ) = Insb-urnents W1tl1 dlScrele shr:brιg !",ιιΓι capab!lιbes 

48% 22% 

Hany PaJ1ch 

"3 = Inst:ι-uments ·~,trl,ru(rodιsc,"ele shdu"ιg p1tch capabιhIιe< 
J', = Inslrurnerιt \vιtr. shduιg ",lch c a"aΙιhtιe, 

Fig,27. Percentages of instruments used by CaπiΙΙο and Partch according Ιο their sliding pitch capabilities. 
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Slightly over half ofthe pitched instruments employed by CaπίΙΙ0 had microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch capabilities (52%), while almost the rest (44%) had pure sliding pitch capabilities. 

However, when he used sliding pitch, CaπίΙΙ0 mainly employed the instruments with 

microdiscrete-capabilities, which were the chordophones developed under his supervision. 

Therefore CaπίΙΙ0'S way of conceiving the gliding tone was to quantise it into small 

microdiscrete pitch values, similar to the approach he used for his micro-intervallic theories. 

Initially Caπί1l0 simply omamented his compositions with microdiscrete-sliding tones using 

plucked chordophones (the Cαrrillo hαrps), but as he incorporated struck chordophones 

( 'Cαrrίllo' metαmorphosing piαnos, and ίη particular the sixteenthtone piαno), which 

provided a louder tone, he was able to use microdiscrete-sliding pitch passages as a leading 

solo part (for sixteenthtone piαno). 

That almost half of the pitched instruments employed by Partch (48%), used ίη most of his 

works, had sliding pitch capabilities shows that he must have been highly conscious of this 

specific potential. It is noteworthy that the 16% of the pitched instruments with 

microdiscrete-sliding capabilities that Partch regularly used were his own inventions. The 

sound producing bodies ofthose instruments are mainly from bamboo or have strings which 

require amplification if they are to be clearly heard ίη ensemble. The microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch effects were mainly omamental rather than structural (providing a referential tone ίη 

the ensemble), and ίπ some cases they took small leading rol1s. Of the 22% of the pitched 

instruments used by Partch which had macrodiscrete-sliding pitch properties, most are 

idiophones of metal or wood (not bamboo). The heavy weight of metal or wood used for 

the sound producing bodies of these instruments may explain why Partch did not design 

them to cover the full 43-notes-per-octave scale. It could also be that these instruments, 

which are distinctively heard due to their inharmonic nature, were ideal for rhythmic parts 

rather than for microdiscrete-pitch contours. Α peculiar aspect of Partch's compositional 

work is the use of fast macrodiscrete-sliding pitch and prominent arpeggio passages, 

especially for wooden idiophones, ίη such a way as to suggest that the compositional 

concept might have dictated the tuning and layout of the instruments' sound-producing 

bodies, or vice versa. 
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There are seνeral techniques ίη which CaπίΙΙο and Partch achieνed gliding tones with their 

instruments, which can usefully be considered when designing a musical instrument: 

(1) Changing the length of the νibrating body or changing to different νibrating 

bodies with different lengths: Sliding fingers (one finger technique) οη string 

instruments; sliding plectrums oνer chromatic sets of strings (Caπί1l0'S zithers; and 

Partch's Kitharas, Suποgate Kitharas and Harmonic Canons); sliding Pyrex rods οη 

top ofmetal strings (the following Partch's instruments: Adapted guitars Α and C, all 

Kitharas, Suποgate Kitharas, Harmonic Canons Ι and ΙΙ and New Harmonic Canon 

1), and; extending tube length οη brass instruments (mainly using the slide 

trombone).65 

(2) Changing the tension of strings: Pressing and depressing them at the other side 

of bridge (Partch's Koto, Suποgate Kitharas and Harmonic Canons) or pressing 

attached parts (Partch, with the handle of the Crychord, with the bamboo flanks of 

the Ektaras, and with the bar attached Ιο the string ofthe Gubagubi). 

(3) Bending flexible sounding bodies (Partch's Whang Guns andflex-a-tone). 

(4) Changing the shape ofresonator (Partch's Drone Deνil does this when imitating 

the singing νoice of the chorus ίη Revelation, and the speech ίη Delusion) and 

shifting resonators (Partch's Ugumbu, played close to bare chest or belly or shifted 

away). 

(5) Playing chromatic scales οη keyboard instruments. The gliding tone produced ίη 

step-wise motion by Partch 's instruments using the 43-note chromatic layout 

(Chromelodeons, Harmonic Canons, Boos and Eucal Blossom), which sounds like a 

smooth gliding tone due to the micro-interνals (ΜΙΗΡ, ρ. 184). CaπίΙΙ0 uses the 

sixteenthtone piano to write melodic passages drawing tiny pitch contours by also 

using chromatic moνements ίη the keyboard. 

Other composers who used gliding tone and new instruments worthy of consideration are: 

Varese, who used the siren for lοnίΖαtίοn (1930-33) or the Theremin and Ondes Martenol 

65 Neither CaπίlΙο ηΟΓ Partch considered placing slides ση brass instruments other than trombones. 
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for Ecuatorial (1934), and Percy Grainger who used the Theremin for Free Music Νο 1 and 

Νο 2. However, these instruments are electrophones that are outside the scope of this 

research that οηlΥ considers acoustical instruments for performance purposes. That Partch 

and Carrill0, who composed οηlΥ for acoustical instruments, were also involved ίη 

developing most of those instruments illuminates their uniqueness ίη the area of instrument 

development-led composition while also enhances their results exploring microtonality and 

sliding pitch. 

1.3.4 Instruments with microtonal capabilities used by CaπίΙΙ0 and Partch 

The whole of Partch's compositional output and the second half of Carrillo's rely οη micro

intervallic theories supported by instruments that were newly invented, adapted, or played 

using extended techniques. Partch also used folk, historical, new non-orchestral and non

Western instruments (either adapting them, changing the tuning or using extended 

techniques to achieve just intonation). The use of micro-intervals was mainly a theoretical 

challenge that led Carrillo and Partch to adapt and produce new musical instruments, while 

the use of sliding pitch was for them an aesthetic consideration most likely inspired by the 

capabilities of the instruments they composed for. Ιη order to understand the overall 

application of these theories into the instrumentarium employed ίη their compositions it is 

necessary to examine the percentages of instruments used for each group of micro

intervallic capabilities (see definition οη ρρ. 340-342). These percentages are shown ίη Fig. 

28. Starting from the lowest percentages and with Carrill0, the 2% (result of rounding to 

whole number the 2.12 %, and calculated from the 47 stable-pitch instruments used or 

simply built by Carrillo), refers to the 'Carrillo' metamorphosing piano ίη semitones, which 

ίη this case is a subset of the 12-et, for which ηο records of a microtonal composition where 

this instrument is also used has been found. Since at least it was built and it is a legacy left 

for future generations it is here included ίη the chart. As for the 12-et piano that Carrillo 

envisaged as part ofthe 16 'Carrίllo' metamorphosing pianos, since it has not been found ίη 

the Carrillo Archive under the Sauter tag, neither ίη pictures, it is assumed that it might not 

have actually been built, but simply used as part of the 16 'Carrillo' metamorphosing 

pianos concept to cover the semitone among the 16 different divisions of the tone 

considered. Consequently since it was not built, or written for, it is not included ίπ the 
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diagram ίη Fig. 28, which shows the percentages of pitched instruments that CaπίΙΙο and 

Partch used ίη their compositions,66 according Ιο their microtonal capabilities. 

Ρ"" 
Ρχι 

2% 

Juhan CamI10 

InS1ruments tune d to !he 12 -e t or a sub s et 
Instruments wrth macro-ιntervalhc capabJhues 

2% 

Haπy Partch 

P,a = Instruments wιαι rιucro-ιntervahc capabιhues 
PJC3 = InS1ruments wrth fine mιcro-ιnteιvahc capabιhtles 

Fig.28_ Percentage ofpitched instruments used by CaπίΙΙο and Partch according ιο their microtonal capabilities. 

According Ιο Τoshie Kakinuma, Partch used a 'guitar' (probably refeπίng Ιο a metal string 

acoustic guitar) and a 'Spanish guitar' (probably refeπίng Ιο a nylon string classical guitar) 

(Μ/ΗΡ, ρ. 347). Due to the fact that she did ηοΙ specified any adaptation nor transformation 

of these instruments ίι is here assumed that they were fretted Ιο 12-et. Τhe 2% 

cοπeSΡοndίng to Partch ίη Fig. 28, is the result of rounding to whole number the 2.19% of 

the 12-et stable-pitch instruments that Partch composed for (MIHP, ρρ. 345-348). Ιη the 

case of CaπίΙΙο, also a 2% of the pitched instruments used for his microtonal works, were 

exclusively used employing the 12-et. 67 

Having defined macro-interνals as the non-12-et interνals that are larger than a 12-et 

semitone, ίι comes to a 34% the pitched instruments with macro-interνallic properties 

(implying that the instruments do not have micro-interνals ίη the tuning used) that Partch 

66 The meIamorphosing pianos that CaπίΙΙο built but did ηοΙ composed for, are also included. 
67 Ιη the case of Caπίllο, instruments that he did ηοΙ composed for, but that he built envisaging using them for 
compositions, have been taken ίηΙο account for the diagram ίη Fig. 28. 
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wrote for. However, CaπίΙΙ0 did not write for pitched instruments with macro-interνallic 

properties. 

Having defined micro-interνals as non-12-et interνals that are smaller than a 12-et semitone 

not smaller than 12 ~, it comes ιο a 55% the pitched instruments considered by CaπίΙΙ0 that 

had micro-intervallic properties, while to a 40% ίη the case ofPartch. 

Having defined fine micro-interνals as the non-12-et interνals that smaller than 12 ~, it 

comes to a 43% the pitched instruments considered by CaπίΙΙ0 that had fine micro

intervallic properties, while to a 24% ίη the case of Partch. 

The reason [οτ choosing 12 ~ as the limit for the instruments with regular micro-interνallic 

properties was to exclude any equal temperament that had more than 100 notes per octave, 

since that being slightly above the 96-et mostly used by CaπίΙΙ0 it cοπeSΡοηds to the limit 

of pitch classes that can be represented with two digits as ίη the notation system proposed 

by CaπίΙΙ0. Α just intonation system of 100 notes was proposed by Caπil10'S student 

Espejo, and another student, Vargas, made zithers, based οη CaπίΙΙο's sixteenthtone harp 

(ρ. 251), using that system. 

ΟηΙΥ 24% ofthe instruments that Partch employed had fine micro-interνallic properties, and 

these were οηlΥ achievable at restricted speed. These were mostly Westem orchestral wind 

instruments, which he incorporated ίη his major works towards the end ofhis career. 

Although Partch did not use scales with more than 43 notes, these instruments were required 

to adjust the pitch during performance with great accuracy (to achieve beat1ess interνals). 

Since this accuracy expected is more than what it would be required to roughly play 12 ~ 

steps to achieve (100 notes per octave) these instruments are considered fine micro

interνallic instruments (according to the definition οη ρ. 341). These instruments with fine 

micro-interνallic properties used by Partch did ηοΙ require adaptation Ιο achieve precision 

since Partch wrote slow passages [οτ them ίη most of the cases, which do provide the 

required time [οτ the performer ιο adjust the pitch with precision. The Chromelodeons are 

an exception. They are adapted instruments, which might require a slight fine-tuning (οτ 

change of reeds) before a performance, but they cannot be adjusted during performance. 

However, they do not rely οη the performer's ear to give the right pitch, and they keep 
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sustained pitch reliably without needing much retuning, making them the most reliable 

source of accurate just intonation within Partch 's instrumentarium. 

The 40% of the instruments employed by Partch that had regular micro-interνallic 

properties were idiophones tuned Ιο the 43-note scale, providing great accuracy; and 

chordophones also tuned Ιο the 43-note scale, but more likely Ιο lose some of the accuracy 

required by just intonation during the performance although they allow fine adjustments 

beforehand. These instruments, unlike most of the instruments from this group can play 

rapid micro-interνallic passages, which do ηοΙ require the just intonation scale Ιο remain 

precisely ίη place. 

34% of the instruments used by Partch have macro-interνallic capabilities. These 

instruments are mainly membranophones and idiophones. The idiophones have subsets of 

the 43-notes scale and many offer a unique timbre ideal for Partch's melodic writing within 

dense textures. The membranophones, due Ιο the lack of pitch clarity are more often used 

for rhythmical passages. 

Partch employed macro-interνallic so10 passages often ίη his music, and also developed a 

wide range of instruments with this capability, ergonomically designed Ιο suit this writing 

style. CaπίΙΙο conceived most of his musical instruments at different levels of scales, 

starting from the whole tone scale and then subdividing the tone ίηΙο semitones, thirdtones, 

quartertones, etc., according Ιο his theories. Partch's development of instruments with 

macro-interνallic properties constitutes an important element ίη the materialisation of subset 

scales derived from his 43-note just intonation tuning. 

CaπίΙΙο's and Partch's contrasting ways of realising microtonal theories by developing 

musical instruments and using extended techniques still have many things ίη common. 

While Partch does ηοΙ use as many tones per octave as CaπίΙΙο, he requires higher pitch 

accuracy. However, the most precisely pitched instruments developed by both composers 

are CaπίΙΙο's metamorphosing pianos, which are struck chordophones, and Partch's 

Chromelodeons, which are reed aerophones. Both are non-adjustable-pitch keyboard 

instruments which can be tuned Ρήοr ιο performance. 
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1.3.5 Α creative and comparative prototype feedback mechanism 

Partch ' s instrumentarium contains a large percentage of pitched instruments, which occur ίη 

increasing proportion as successive groups of the H-S system afford more stable pitch: 

membranophones 11 %, aerophones 26%, chordophones 30%, idiophones 33%. As it is 

vital to the exploration of pitch resources ίη this research to rely οη stable-pitch instruments, 

the development of a microtonal idiophone is favoured. Having at this stage a need to 

explore a wide range of materials, forms and sound-producing actions, a creative

comparative feedback system incorporating these characteristics is introduced. Having 

adopted a preference for idiophones, sounds of relatively undefined pitch are also 

considered. Although some of the resulting sounds might not be ideal for providing stable 

reference pitches, the unique nature of their timbre potentially contributes to the overall 

aesthetic value of the composition. Therefore they are not necessarily excluded, since they 

provide contrasting feedback, and additional ΟΓ altemative instrumental resources. This 

interest ίη instruments that can substantially contribute to a unique overall tone colour led to 

considered also feedback from instruments that produce sounds based οη the vibration of 

liquids (e.g. struck water). The feedback system devised involves proposing eight variant 

conceptual instruments to each prototype. The variant instruments are systematically 

conceived to explore three sound-producing actions (struck, plucked, blown) and a wide 

range of sounding bodies (bells, plates, solid bars, solid tongues, shallow bars, strings, 

water, membranes, tubes, air columns, and reeds). One of the eight groups, 'new vibrating 

bodies ΟΓ hybrids', is kept for experimenting with the concepts of sounding bodies and 

actions.68 The compositional practice for each prototype is transposed to each of the eight 

variant conceptual instruments and when positive feedback is obtained is documented and 

used to inform the design of the cοπeSΡοndίng bellophone prototype. Αη evaluation system 

of instrument capabilities and properties help to define the variant conceptual instruments 

and to evaluate the prototype. The data obtained is compared and analysed to informing the 

prototype development. The feedback obtained from transposing the compositions and 

from comparing evaluations is documented ίη Chapter 2. 

68 See ρ. 108, where these eight groups are defined, [στ more details. 
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The feedback approach followed studies the characteristics of each prototype by means of 

transposing ideas to parallel scenarios through original alternative sketches. This allows 

vast amounts of effortless experimentation, and provides a broader view of the possibilities 

available ίη the decision-making process ofthe instrument design. 

1.4 Method refinement: relation to research aims and objectives, and stage

by-stage description of method application 

As the result of a cyclic review of the fιrst method stage group,69 the method developed for 

this research is refιned (process documented here ίη § 1.4 as part of method Stage Υ), which 

has a substantial contribution to its fιnal form. 70 This refιnement process aims to reinforce 

the method, assuring that: (1) it accommodates the potential exploration of other PADTS 

parameters other than pitch, (2) the research aims and objectives are backed υρ by the 

strategies adopted, and; (3) an effective plan of action for its application ίη this research is 

settled and explained stage by stage explaining how ίι was applied ίη Chapter 1 (method 

stage group Α), and how is going to be applied ίη Chapter 2 and 3 (method stage groups Β

F). 

With the aim of increasing the suitability of the method to explore musical parameters other 

than pitch, two strategies are initially considered. Ιι is important systematically to check 

that all the method stages are applicable to the other parameters; and a reflective approach 

allowing the method be reviewed as appropriate. Consequently, the method refιnement 

process documented here, provides: (1) a rationale for application of the method ίη relation 

to the research aims (§ 1.4.1, ρρ. 72-76); (2) a rationale for the application of the method ίη 

relation Ιο the research objectives (§ 1.4.2, ρρ. 76-77); and (3) a stage-by-stage description 

of the application of the method ίη the thesis (§ 1.4.3, ρρ. 77-86). The last one can be used 

both as a detailed guide to apply the method ίη this project, and as a summarised example 

illustrating its application. 

69 This is method stage group Α. 
ΊΟ The fιnal form ofthe method is outlined ίη Fig. 5 (ρ. 13). 
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1.4.1 Rationale for application of the method ϊn relation to the research aims 

The main research aim is systematically to explore microtonality, and particularly sliding 

pitch, ίη historical and theoretical context and, by composition and the development of 

instruments, ίn practice. The historical and theoretical contexts analysed and reflected upon 

ίη this chapter (as part of Stages II-IV) are supported and informed by an annotated 

chronological review of relevant work by Julian Cauillo (Αρρχ 1) and Harry Partch (Αρρχ 

2). Arising from the reflection process, new instrument-development-led composition 

ideas, involving strategies, compositional theory, notations, and instrument development 

theory, are proposed at the end of sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. These ideas are brought to 

fiυίΙίoη through the instrument development process and compositional practice (treated 

schematically ίn Stages VI-XXVII), which are presented ίn Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. 

However, at particular stages, the instrument development process or compositional practice 

may inflect the method, which is open Ιο potential change throughout its application. 

The consequent research aims (see Fig. 2, ρ. 6) shape the overall strategy. The relation 

between four ofthe aims and the method employed is as follows: 

(ι) The interactivity, flexibility and systematic approach of the method 

Interaction between the research contexts, instrument development and compositional 

practice occurs throughout the method (indicated by double-direction auows ίη Fig. 5, ρ. 

13). This interaction is intense ίη stage group D of the method, which was responsible here 

for instrument prototypes 3 to 8. This stage group is characterised by a multi-Iayered 

compositional practice, three works having been composed simultaneously throughout most 

of the time (see Fig. 29). The completion period of each of the first four studies was 

planned to coincide with the initial period ofthe following study. This overlapping process 

allows the prototypes couesponding Ιο each study to interact with each other sequentially, 

producing smooth transitions between them. 
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Fig. 29. TimeJine diagτam , showing compositional projects and the development ofprototypes. 

lπ the case of the first solo studies (S I-S4) the completion period of each of has ιο over1ap 

the start of the composing for the next study, ίπ order ιο prepare the composition materia1s 

that wil1 inform the design of the new prototype ιο be considered. The studies are also to be 

composed at the same time as the ensemble composition ιο inform ίι with new technique 

vocabu1ary. The ensemb1e work a1so overlaps a '4-hands ' composition of improvised 

nature, which al10ws the players ιο adjust the curvature of an experimenta1 version of 

bel1ophone prototype 8. This prototype provides feedback to inform: (Ι) a final prototype 

designed and built for the performance of the ensemble work and studies 6 and 7 (prototype 

8); and (2) potentia1 expansions, additions and adaptations of prototype 8 1eading to 

prototypes 11-14 and the three 1ast works presented here. One of these three compositions, 

an expansion of the ensemble piece, provides time continuity to the compositiona1 practice, 

p1us there is a so10 work deve10ping a theme composed at an ear1y stage reinforcing this 

continuity, which is strategical1y planned ιο provide a smooth and progressive deve10pnlent 

of the instrument and the related compositiona1 practice. The expansion of the ensemble 

work aims ιο extend what was previous1y achieved at a larger scale ίπ terms of structure, 

and to incorporate new ideas. The solo work (ίπ pre]ude form or similar) for a prototype 8 

with the range extended (prototype 9) is responsib1e for demonstrating the musicality that 

can be achieved by using the techniques previously revea1ed by the studies to the 1imit of 

virtuosity.71 This work a1so informs the ιννο simu1taneously developed works, an expansion 

of the ensemb1e work and a duo for bel1ophone with another instrunlent. These three 

conc1uding compositional projects interact with the prototypes shared, as informing too1s . 

7 Ι Which is why the mechanised version of prototype 9 (prototype 11 ) is aJso applicable Ιο thi s work. 
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The compositional practice for each of the prototypes, not οηlΥ interacts directly with their 

design process informed by the research contexts, but it is also transposed to variant 

conceptual instruments (designs supported or described by quantitative data placed ίη Αρρχ 

3) to allow a comparison that provides feedback to the prototype. The quantitative data, 

evaluation of capabilities and properties, is also compared to the prototype data to provide 

additional feedback. This feedback not οηlΥ supports the improvement of the cοπeSΡοηdίηg 

prototype but also the progress from prototype to prototype. 

The method induces interaction between the theory and the practice, by suggesting parallel 

developments ίη most of the stages (as previously illustrated ίη Fig. 3, ρ. 8). Consequently, 

the compositional and instrument development theory proposed ends up being reviewed as 

the compositional and instrument development practice progresses that also informs back to 

these practices. 

(2) The innovative use, ίη theory and practice, of microdiscrete-sliding pitch as an area of 

convergence between static and sliding microtonality 

The cοπeSΡοηdίηg aim behind the method is to achieve an innovative use of dynamic 

microdiscretism (ρρ. 216-218) of the musical parameter chosen, pitch. Ιη the application of 

the method conducted by this research, microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see Glossary) is studied 

within the work of the two chosen composers οη method Stage 11, and new consequent 

compositional theory is proposed as part of Stage ΠΙ, which is to guide the research's 

instrument development from the beginning. Αη ideal layout of the sounding bodies for the 

achievement of microdiscrete-sliding pitch is the first one proposed (prototype 1) and then 

compromised ίη further prototypes (prototypes 2 to 8) to also incorporate sight-reading 

tluidity for individual sustained notes (microtones) as a second additional capability, and 

two additional properties of interest, sound distinctiveness and audio-visual expressiveness 

(see corporeal expressiveness ίη Glossary). Ιη other words, dynamic microtonality is the 

starting point ίη the instrument design process, and static microtonality is gradual1y 

incorporated through further developments. 
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(3) The development of accessible notation systems appropriate to the music and 

instruments ίη the method 

Stage ΙΙΙ requires choosing the tuning for the instrument that is going to be built for a future 

performance as part of the overall music making process, or at least deciding the criteria 

behind the tuning to consider, Ιη Stage Χ, when studying the acoustics of the sounding 

bodies, further subdivisions of the interνals considered within the chosen tuning are Ιο be 

experimented with, ίη case it proves to have some relevance considering them, which leads 

ιο confirming what the final tuning for the instrument would be. From Stage ΧΙ onwards, 

existing notations for that tuning, which were reviewed and proposed ίη Stage ΠΙ (and 

consolidated ίη Stage Χ) are suggested to performers as the compositions for the prototypes 

are being completed. The feedback provided by the performer and the conductor informs 

which notation systems work for each kind of technique, and implied work. This feedback 

leads to proposing additional altemative notations, so ίη the end the performer and 

conductor have a wide range of choice. The method induces this approach that makes the 

composer work closely with the performer and the conductor. 

(4) Conceptual approach Ιο instrument development, integrated with compositional theory 

When describing the interaction between instrument development and the compositional 

practice, instrument capabilities are refeπed Ιο ίη compositional theory throughout the 

formulated method, starting with Stage νι and intensified from Stage χνπ onwards. This 

interaction is achieved mainly by demanding parallel processes between compositional 

practice and prototype development projects, and secondarily by using an evaluative 

feedback process for each prototype. 

The process of composing Study Νο 3 (Glissando study, Sc. 3) exemplifies the strategy of 

simultaneous composition and prototype development. Whereas the rows of the square

layout prototype 4 were too long ιο play smooth glissandi by sliding the mallets over the 

bells, this work was intended to result ίη a new layout improving such capabilities according 

to the results, since capabilities are accumulated ίn the prototype development. The 

rectangular layout of prototype 5 was developed ίη parallel with the composition. Αι later 

stages ofthe composition process, curving the rectangular plane ofbells was introduced as a 
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way of improving the sliding of mallets over bells. This idea informed the following layout 

(prototype 6, concentric conic be//ophone) which adopted a rectangular frame with curved 

support bars. Although prototype 6 was not developed simultaneously with a glissando 

technique study, it kept the glissando capabilities of the previous prototypes and even 

improved them together with additional techniques explored. 

Αη additional strategy of the method, a creative-comparative analytical approach which 

integrates instrument characteristics and capabilities with compositional theory (especially 

that relating to dynamic and microdiscrete dynamic pitch), reinforces the main conceptual 

approach 10 instrument development. 

1.4.2 Rationale [οτ the application of the method ιη relation to the research 

objectives 

The main research objectives; to create a portfolio of compositions and to develop a new 

musical instrument closely integrated with the compositional practice, are achieved through 

six subsequent objectives defining each section of the resulting method structure they 

inform. Each section contains several method stages, which is why they are also called 

stage groups (Α to F). The relation between each of the six consequent objectives and the 

cοπeSΡοηdίng method stages are explained by stage groups as follows: 

Stage group Α (Stages ι-ν): General considerations and first visions. The objective behind 

this group is to define the research strategy and to refine the application of the research 

method devised (Stage ν). It involves parallel sketching and notating of vivid, abstract, 

mental images of how the research aims might be achieved, ίη terms instrument 

development and composition. The strategy is defined by reflecting υροη a systematic 

comparative study of the strategies, compositional theory and instrument developments 

(respectΪvely ίη Stages Il, πι and ιν) oftwo relevant composers. 

Stage group Β (Stages νι-χ): Sounding bodies. The objective behind this group is to define 

the geometries-proportions and materials (Stage νπ) ofthe instrument created. 
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Stage group C (Stages ΧΙ-ΧΥΙ): Layouts. The objective behind this group is Ιο consider the 

musical and ergonomic implications of altemative dispositions of sounding bodies, so as Ιο 

determine the laying ουΙ of sounding bodies. 

Stage group D (Stages XVII-XIX): Prototypes. The objective behind this group is 10 make 

and compare several prototype instruments and related compositions. 

Stage group Ε (Stages ΧΧ-ΧΧΙΙΙ): Additions. The objective behind this group is to propose 

MIDI-activated versions ofthe instruments created. 

Stage group F (Stages XIV-XXVII): Derives ideas, Sketching and documentation. The 

objective behind this group is to propose further concepts and projects for further future 

development. 

1.4.3 Stage-by-stage description ofthe application ofthe method ίn the thesis 

The development of a composition portfolio and new musical instrument, being the main 

objectives ofthe research, involve six subcategories (groups Α to F) containing 27 stages (1-

ΧΧΙΙ) (see method outline ίn Fig. 5, ρ. 13 and from here onwards whenever might be 

required for this section). Some of the stages do not necessarily have to be completed 

before moving to the next stage. Most of group Α has Ιο be reviewed once when completed 

and then when necessary once moving to other groups. Group D has a cyclic nature and it 

should be repeated as many times as the instrument prototypes can be improved by choosing 

different layouts. The method is set out with reference to the sections ίη the thesis ίη which 

it has been applied. Τhe 27 stages are sequentially described under their cοπeSΡοndίng 

group as follows: 

1.4.3.1 Group Α. General considerations and first visions 

Within the preliminary stages ίn this group, the composer defines the research field; looks 

into the work of prominent composers ίη the area; defines the instrument development 
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aspects of interest, and attempts ιο compose by visualising and hearing an ideal instrument 

with preconceived characteristics. 

Ιη parallel Ιο the stages ofthis group (I-V) a preliminary phase ofthe compositional practice 

is conducted at a particularly abstract level. It consists of brainstorming ideas, sketching 

images and improvising with sounding objects. It is important that the instrument

development-led composer constructs a preliminary image of what the ideal instrument 

would look and sound like, exploiting the desired compositional parameter fully. These 

materials will provide intuitive ideas ιο the instrument design that will complement the 

thinking process and development practice to come ίη future groups, and also to the 

improvisations with sounding objects will support the envision of an instrument being 

played, and the creation a theme using the sounding bodies considered (to be developed ίη 

the next stage group). This experimental phase is sketched but ηοΙ documented ίη the thesis 

apart from prototype Ι that reviewed οη group D. 

Stage Ι: Musical parameter, aims and objectives 

This research primarily explores pitch resources, although other compositional parameters 

ΟΓ combination of compositional parameters are indirectly implied at times. This method 

has been developed Ιο also accommodate the other Ρ ADTS parameters (amplitude, duration, 

timbre and spatial projection), ίη order ιο support future research. The aims and objectives 

have been defined ίη Fig. 2 (ρ. 6). 

Stage 11: Review of the work of two leading and contrasting instrument-development

led composers who have done pioneering work ίη the field of pitch, the 

chosen compositional parameter (Julian CaπίΙΙο and Harry Partch being the 

chosen composers). Part Ι: strategies 

The work of Partch and Caπί1l0 has been reviewed, compared and reflected υροη earlier οη 

this chapter and within the appendices. lη doing so, ίι has been useful Ιο treat musicological 

aspects, compositional theory, and instrument developments separately. Section 1.1 (ρρ. 
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14-46), reporting οη CaπίΙΙο's and Partch's historica1 practice and strategies, shapes most of 

a method proposed to suit the nature of the PADTS parameter treated, ίη this case pitch.72 

Stages II-IV include the sketching of sound-producing objects, the annotation of their 

capabilities, and a pre1iminary compositional exercise. 

Stage ΠΙ: Review ofthe work oftwo leading and contrasting instrument development

led composers who have done pioneering work ίn the chosen compositional 

parameter. Part ΙΙ: Compositional theory and notation 

The compositional theory here treated and a1so proposed aims to identify the tools necessary 

to accommodate the ideas resulting from the retlection process. 

Stage ΙΥ: Analysis of the instrument development context for a broad study of static 

and dynamic microtonality 

The instrument development review and ideas deήνed aim to extend the classificatory 

system adopted ίη order to manipulate the data of the instrumentarium used by the reviewed 

composers and to make conclusions which will intluence the instrument development 

approach followed ίn the app1ication of the method. According to the method, the 

preliminary research-based instrument-development-led compositional practice initiated ίη 

Stage Π is to be completed ίn Stage ΙΥ, to allow a first bellophone prototype to be defined. 

Stage V: Method refinement and application 

The instrument, as seen and heard through this imaginative process, might result ίη a clear 

image or sound, or ίι might simply lead to further thinking about the sound and form of the 

instrument and music to be conceived. Ιn this research project, a basic approximation of an 

ideal instrument is envisaged ίη Stage ΙV, providing extra guidelines important to defining 

the parameters to be explored within the instrument development process (see group Β). 

72 This proposed method is ηοΙ only the skeleton of this research but also intends Ιο provide a model, 
guidelines and a starting ροίηι Ιο build υρ a customised methodology Ιο match different PADTS parameter(s), 
and also the same but using different interests (see Fig. Ι, ρ. 4). 
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1.4.3.2 Group Β. Sounding Bodies (see §2.2.1, ρρ. 91-105) 

This group 100ks into a basic definition of the desired sounding bodies informed by an 

interaction between eΧΡeήmeηtatίοη and classification ofthe different options considered. 

lη parallel to the work invo1ved ίη Stages νι-χ, this group 100ks into a preview ofprototype 

2 (to be comp1eted ίη group Ο) as an improved version of the previous prototype, and a 

theme based οη previous improvisations, that is Ιο be extended into a pre1ude for the 

instrument deve10ped at a conc1uding stage of the research. 

Stage νι: Possibi1ities within the geometric group considered for sounding bodies, and 

compared 

The geometric group used for the app1ication of the method comprises the cy1indrica1 

symmetric, if the two mouths of a perpendicu1ar-sectioned cone are the same (ρ. 91-96). 

Stage νπ: Choosing the materia1(s) for the instrument 

British mi1d stee1 and aeronautic stee1 (if necessary) are Ιο be experimented with. The 

se1ection process among severa1 considered meta1s is discussed ίη detai1 οη ρρ. 96-97. 

Stage νιιι: Practica1 tria1 Ι: eΧΡeήmeηtίηg with geometries, sizes and proportions and 

defining the measurements of the sounding bodies 

From the beginning this process is kept ίη paralle1 with other stages Ιο follow until the end 

of group D, by the time a performance οη the instrument completed is expected, since 

decisions can be made ίη the 1ast minute, inc1uding methods, too1s and coating required for 

each shape and size of cone-shaped bell considered. 
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Stage ΙΧ: Practical trial ΙΙ: sound producing actions and sound activators 

This also reqUJres a period of experimentation, mainly achieved through composition, 

performance, and feedback obtained from the overall music-making process. 

Stage Χ: Initial acoustic observation 

The acoustical implications of the proposed sound-producing bodies are explored at this 

stage. Since the sounding bodies might change as the musical instrument develops, ίι may 

be necessary Ιο come back Ιο this stage as many times as is needed before a basic acoustical 

report can be provided (ρ. 104-105) 

1.4.3.3 Group C. Layouts 

Τhis group studies the layouts to be considered and their implications, complementing the 

previous group Ιο inform the strategies and processes of instrument development practice 

that schematically starts with the following group (Ο). Ιη parallel Ιο this theory-based 

section, the preparation of the structure for a major ensemble work employing a prototype 3 

aiming a layout implying an easy to sight-read system are Ιο be conceived. 

Stage ΧΙ: Comparison of spatial and formal disposition of sounding bodies: shapes 

Τhe shape from which the sound-producing bodies (or the sound activators) evolve is one of 

the most important considerations ίη deciding the layout design of a musical instrument (ρρ. 

106-107). 

Stage ΧΙΙ: Angular disposition of contact surfaces 

The angle at which the sound producing bodies (or sound activators) are placed ίη relation 

Ιο the player are here determined by whether the performer stands υρ or sits down and how 

they might move around within the performance space (ρ. 107). 
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Stage ΧIlΙ: Supporting framework and mountings 

Ιη this stage, ideas later οη Ιο be used Ιο keep adjustable framework and mountings ideal for 

the considered disposition of sounding bodies are provided (ρ. 107). 

Stage XIV: Variant designs for comparison 

Eight variant conceptual designs Ιο each prototype are Ιο be created for comparison, 

methodically incorporating a full range of musical instrument characteristics. The process 

is here drafted and reviewed when necessary, for an application ίη Stage ΧΙΧ (ρρ. 108-109). 

StageXV: Psychoacoustic implications: sliding pitch and tuning perception 

Ιη this stage a comparison of the acoustical properties of the sounding bodies throughout the 

range is performed. The ideal range and psychoacoustics characteristics of the instrument 

are also defined. This is mainly treated οη ρ. 109. 

Stage XVI: Choice ofmain instrument characteristic to determine future prototypes 

Having already designed two prototypes (Ι and 2), this section decides the main instrument 

characteristic that guides the following 12 prototypes to consider (ρ. 109). 

1.4.3.4 Group D. Prototypes. 

The three stages that follow are repeated for each type of instrument design aspect 

considered. Group D is repeated a total of 14 cycles: 2 cycles treating the materials 

previously sketched for prototypes Ι and 2 (here reviewed); 8 cycles (prototypes 3-8) 

leading to a built musical instrument (prototype 8) and consequent perfoπnance, and; 4 

cycles (prototypes 10-14) involving three compositional projects (one to be completed and 

two to be sketched), ίη parallel with Stages ΧΧ to XV. The compositional practice for this 

group D, Ε and F is clearly outlined ίη fig. 29 (ρ. 73) ίη relation Ιο the prototypes, and 
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therefore this diagram is implied from here onwards when mentioning the compositional 

practice 3 to 14. 

Stage XVII: Prototype design 

The design process of each prototype is guided by a new characteristic of the aspect 

considered (ίη the Case Study the aspect is the shape fol1owed by the spatial disposition of 

sounding bodies, or keys) and this follows ful1 interaction with the !ayered compositional 

processes for prototypes 3-14. 

Stage XVIII: Feedback from parallel compositional practice 

The compositiona! practice for prototypes 3-14 occurs ίη 3 !ayers of simultaneous projects 

that inform each other, and continuity is also pursued ίη the ensemb!e work. 

Stage ΧΙΧ: Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments 

Ιη this stage, the composition of music is ful1y integrated with instrument development. 

While visua!isation is the main aim, the physical development of the instrument is a!so to be 

considered. Eight conceptua! instruments are Ιο be for each of the 14 prototypes which are 

to be informed by evaluative and creative feedback (looking into the instrument 

development practice from method stage groups Α to F). These conceptual vaήaηts adopt 

the main property of the cοπeSΡοndίηg prototype, and normal1y the layout (or shape 

adopted by disposition of sounding bodies), while considering eight altemative 

characteristics of interest (eight combinations of sound producing actions and sounding 

bodies). Each prototype is evaluated and then compared with evaluations of the eight 

cοπeSΡοndίng variant conceptual instruments. The compositional materials for each 

prototype are then tested ίη relation to the variant conceptual instruments, such that these 

comparisons reciprocal1y inform the prototype and composition. This conceptual, 

instrument-development-led approach to composition avoids the limitations imposed when 

the instrument is conceived prior to composing. This process is essential to the formulation 

of compositional theory ίη this research. 

The conceptual variants of the first bellophone prototype which were considered are 

elaborated οη ρρ. 372-434, with detailed descriptions of the resulting instruments; and the 
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conceptual νariants considered for the second and third prototypes are developed into 

shorter, initial instrument descriptions (ρρ. 434-450 and ρρ. 450-460 respectiνely). These 

descriptions illustrate how the conceptual νariants of each instrument (bellophone) 

prototype can be extended (at two leνels of detail) and documented. This process can be 

further extended, to produce designs that can be documented ίn a database describing 

instrument physical properties and sound capabilities. These designs could then be used, ίn 

future instrument-deνelopment-Ied composition projects. The sketching and description ίη 

more detail of the conceptual instruments defιned by title descriptions and evaluations (the 

variant instruments to prototypes 4-14), has ηοΙ been found absolutely necessary for the 

creatiνe-comparative feedback process followed by this research, and therefore are not 

included ίη the thesis. 

The evaluated instrument characteristics used for the creative-comparative process (and also 

to defιne prototypes 4-14) are: two instrument capabilities (static and dynamic 

microtonality), and two custom predefined concepts of either strategic οτ aesthetic interest 

(distinctiveness of timbre, and the expressiveness of the instrument's audio-visual form, 

which is also refeπed to as corporeal expression).73 

1.4.3.5 Group Ε. Additions 

With the bellophone already being completed and the ensemble composition performed, this 

group and the one to following (F), sketch prototypes 9-14 without physical development 

being conducted. This group reports οη an extension of range (prototype 9), additional 

instruments coνering further ranges (prototypes 10a and 10b coνering lower and higher 

ranges), a MID Ι mechanised version (prototype 11), MID Ι controllers (prototype 12) and 

potential additional resonators and sounding bodies (prototype 13). This is all produced ίη 

parallel with the consequent 3-1ayer compositional practice. 

Stage ΧΧ: Extended range 

At this stage the fιnal prototype of this research has already been built. From this stage 

onwards prototypes for future possible extensions of the instrument are proposed. Ιη Stage 

73 See 'corporea\ expression' ίη G\ossary 
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ΧΧ an extended version with slightly wider range is Ιο be proposed for future consideration 

(prototype 9). 

Stage ΧΧΙ: Other ranges and mechanised version 

This stage describes potential instrument development work, consisting of conceiving Ιννο 

additional instruments Ιο expand the lower and the higher ranges of instrument already built 

(prototypes IOa and IOb). Then this stage also explores the possibility of using a ΜΙΟΙ 

mechanised version of the main instrument (prototype 11). 

Stage ΧΧΙΙ: ΜΙΟΙ controls, frame, safety, coating and finishes 

This stage explores potential ΜΙΟΙ controllers (prototype 12) for the previous mechanised 

prototype. It also treats the processes that may be essential for preservation, and make the 

instrument look presentable and finished, for a possible commercialisation. 

Stage ΧΧΙΙΙ: Resonators, additional sounding bodies, maintenance and flight case 

This stage explores the incorporation of resonating bodies and additional sounding bodies 

(prototype 13). The development of a maintenance manual and flight case (essential for 

regular use and commercialisation of the instrument), can be considered at this ροίnι, once 

all the additions and extensions described have been tested. 

1.4.3.6 Group F. Derived ideas, sketching and documenting 

This group considers the proposal of further concepts, ideas and projects pertaining to 

Ρ ADTS parameters other than pitch, for potential future development (prototype 14). Ιn its 

final Ιννο stages, ίι concludes with documentation and reflection processes, which are 

essential to support the further development of the instrument already built, and, ίn the 

bellophone Case Study, of compositional practice left ίη progress at the completion of this 

research. 
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Stage ΧΧΙΥ: Spatial considerations 

Especially for instruments with extensive numbers of sounding bodies, ίι is worth 

considering how they are ιο be assembled and disassembled and distributed around the 

performance space, especially with regard ιο possible future research projects focused οη 

spatial projection either οη its own οτ ίη combination with other compositional parameters. 

Stage ΧΧΥ: Other derived ideas 

Every time a different prototype οτ instrument is designed, heard οτ visualised ίη 

combination with the compositional process, new compositional and design ideas, which 

aπest the tlow ofthe work, can arise. Ιη such instances, writing down the musical ideas and 

sketching instruments is a good practice, so that when reaching this stage, they can be 

addressed, expanded and documented for future consideration. This concept of continuity is 

treated ίη more detail ίη Stage XXVI; and is recapitulated ίη Ch. 4 under two categories: 

applications ofthe research; and future projects following the research. 

Stage XXVI: The on-gotng work of an instrument-development-Ied composer: 

documentation, notational development, and tlexible, open-ended method. 

It is essential [οτ its continuity, systematically to document everything related ιο the music

making process. New notations are propped as necessary; they are documented οη ρρ. 54-

58 and discussed ίη relation to specific compositions ίη Chapter 3. When this method is 

applied ίn another research project, the documentation process should be revised ίη 

accordance with the requirements of the project. 

Stage ΧΧΥΙΙ: Retlection and conclusion 

This stage retlects upon and summarises the overall result ofthe research. 
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Τhis chapter traces the main stages ίη the development of the tuned percussion instrument 

envisaged, a bellophone (basics defined οη ρρ. 87-91), with reference Ιο the original 

musical works submitted ίη the accompanying portfolio, whose compositions played a 

substantial and significant part ίη the design process. Τhe foundations of the instrument 

development process are first defined and treated separately from the compositional 

practice ίη the interests of clarity of exposition, providing ready access to the elements 

considered within each process (ρρ. 91-114). Τhis is followed by a detailed explanation of 

the main development of the bellophone (ρρ. 114-160). 

Τhe six research method stage groups (Α ΙΟ F) could also be described as four major 

processes: (Ι) Τhe first, is the formulation-in-context process treated ίη stage group Α, and 

supported by the lίterature review and derived thinking process ίη Chapter 1, together with 

the instrument development Case Study definition (ρρ. 87-91), process ίη which the 

strategy behind the instrument development process is detailed; (2) Τhe second, the setting 

out of the foundations of the development process of the bellophone (stage groups Β and 

C), where sounding bodies and bellophone layouts are treated separately (ρρ. 91-114); (3) 

Τhe third process, the actual development of the bellophone including two early prototypes 

(1 and 2), six prototypes intensifying the interaction with the compositional practice 

(prototypes 3 to 8) and leading to the construction and performances (using prototype 8), 

and another six prototypes exploring range, playing mechanisms linked to a control1er 

(with MIDI decoder) using MIDI to relay interface, additional sounding bodies, resonators, 

and derived ideas (prototypes 9 Ιο 14, treated ίη method stage groups D, Ε and part of F), 

which involves composition ίη parallel with a feedback strategy ίη which variant 

conceptual instruments inform each bellophone prototype, and; (4) the drafting of derived 

ideas and the exposition of future projects (Ch. 4, ρρ. 201-218), which conveys the second 

half of stage group F, although it shares content with the rest of the group and stage group 

Ε (considering additional elements relevant to the bellophone prototypes) where some of 

these concepts were first formulated. 

2.1 Α basic definition of the instrument development Case Study 

Τhe Case Study here proposed sought Ιο create a stable-pitch instrument with 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see Glossary) properties, tuned ίη smal1 equal steps. 

Individual sounding bodies are required for each pitch class rather than adjustable-pitch 
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bodies, so as Ιο achieνe microdiscrete-sliding pitch. For this reason, an idiophone was 

considered more suitable than an aerophone, chordophone οτ membranophone, due Ιο its 

pitch stability. The deνelopment of the sounding bodies themselνes, the selection of their 

layout, and analysing considering the bilateral implications of νariant conceptual 

instruments employing similar layouts, were first experimentally conducted. Gradually as 

a method was consistently deνised the Case Study was also defined ίη its finalised form. 

Following the classification of instruments according to interνal size as proposed (ρρ. 340-

341), the instrument to be deνeloped belongs ιο the micro-interνallic instrument group, but 

νery close to the next group,fιne micro-interνallic instruments. Two-digit equal diνisions 

of the octaνe different than 96, but close, would haνe resulted ίη an impractical number of 

notes per octave, thus the 96-et is prefeued. Microdiscrete-sliding pitch capabilities, 

without noticeable restrictions, are required. Therefore, the extended K-H-S classification 

code describing the pitch capabilities (ρρ. 338-346), should haνe the subindexes 3 

followed by 2. The classification code Ιο describe the ideal instrument envisaged would be 

111.242.222.ΧΙ-Ρ32-(Δ).74 Simply by comparing the classification code with those for the 

instruments by Cauillo and Partch, ίι is straightforward to recognise the instruments that 

haνe the closest characteristics to the ideal, and how the design could be improνed to get 

closer. The closest instrument from the instrumentaria already classified, is Partch's 

Gourd Tree (ρ. 349, 330-331). Carrillo's instrumentarium does not apply here since he did 

not deνelop idiophones. Howeνer, his sixteenthtone piano was initially considered, since it 

is now commercially aνailable (ρ. 294). Since this instrument is a chordophone, a slightly 

sharper metallic tone colour is required, to proνide reference tones clearly distinguishable 

from stήngs, woodwind and brass instruments. Using metal hammers would haνe been a 

solution, but pianos haνe the inconνenience of needing regular tuning. Also, the speed at 

which chromatic passages can be played οη the piano keyboard layout - as used by 

Carrillo ίη the sixteenthtone piano - can be improved υροη by using a mallet instrument ίη 

linear chromatic layout. Designing such instrument would be an easier task than 

redesigning the keyboard of the piano to have linear chromatic layout. However, the 

commercial aνailability of the sixteenthtone piαno makes it a perfect candidate for future 

74 Set of suspended beIls; with/without resonators (Χ=1 or 2 respectively); struck from the outside. 
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works, which might explore both micro-interνals and microdiscrete-sliding pitch ιη 

conjunction with the bellophone here developed. 

Retuming to Partch's Gourd Tree, and considering the neighbouring instruments ίη the 

extended K-H-S taxonomy (ρ. 348-349), there is a group of six analogous idiophones with 

micro-interνallic properties and chromatic linear layout ίη the first four of the cases from 

the following list (all incorporating 'Ρ32 ', as defined οη ρ. 338 and ρ. 341):75 

Βοο 11 (Bamboo Marimba): 1 1 1.232.1 25-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. 

Βοο Ι (Bamboo Marimba): 111.232.225-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. 

Eucal Blossom: 111.232.315-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. 

Zymo (The Zymo-xyl): 111.242.441.2-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. 

Gourd Tree: 111.242.222.26-4-Ρ32τ-(Δ)-Ρ. 

Brass Shell Casings (Spoils ofWar): 111.242.242-4-Ρ32τ-(Δ)-Ρ. 

The short sustain of struck bamboo tubes makes the first three instruments, (extended Κ-Η

S group 111.232), unsuited to produce clear microdiscrete-sliding pitch contours with a 

distinctive sound that can be effectively used as a reference pitch; and the only glass 

instrument from the list, the Zymo (a set of glass percussion vessels), which does not have 

the desired pitch clarity is also discarded. This leaves only two instruments, each 

consisting of a set of metal percussion vessels (H-S group 111.242.2):76 the Gourd Tree 

and the Brass Shell Casings. Although the Shell Casings are made of brass, their 

cylindrical shape does not allow them to ring as long as bells do (with shoulders and a 

waist). This makes the Shell Casings ideal for producing distinctive referential 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch, since their sustain sound does not build υρ to the point where it 

overlaps the perception ofthe sliding tone. However, working with brass would have been 

prohibitively expensive, and although the ringing time of these metal vessels is close to 

that of the ones envisaged, the idea was discarded. Using the shape of Shell Casings with 

steel and experimenting with slight variations to get the appropriate sound is considered as 

part ofthis review οfCaπίlΙο's and Partch's instrumentaria. 

75 Notice that the Chamber Cloud Bel1s have ηοΙ been considered here since they can easily break. Similarly 
the Cone Bel1s supported by poles. which are very inconvenient for microdiscrete-sliding pitch since they are 
~Iaced individual1y ίη stands. have ηοι been considered. 

6 H-S stands for the Hombostel-Sachs musical instrument classification system. 
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Before defining the Case Study, Stages II-IV include creative visualisation of an 

instrument that produces the desired sound as part of a preliminary composition process 

(ρρ. 78-79). This provides a creative perspective to the previous rationalising process. 

The chosen instrument characteήstίcs for this exercise cannot be very precise so that the 

creative process is allowed ιο take shape by itselfwithout too much preconception. Α mid

range pitch sound with pitch clarity and mid-range sustain capability was imagined. Αη 

extensive set of agogo bells with microtonal capabilities was also visualised and imagined 

ιο have a distinctive metallic tone colour when sounded with an orchestra. Short melodic 

sequences of notes were written without clearly specifying the pitch and later οη, with 

hands οη the first sounding bodies produced, they were transfonned into a melodic motive 

used ίη Prelude Νο Ι (ρρ. 163-165, Sc. 11/ CD-tk 11/ DVD l-tk 11). The instrument 

imagined had a large amount of agogo bells with ηο particular layout, ίη a chaotic display 

resembling a bush rather than a musical instrument, but the almost conical idea of these 

bells and the material used ίη their constructions, steel, was envisaged. At this point, the 

instrument Stage ιν was completed. 

At this point ίι was envisaged that cylindrical symmetry would provide unifonnity of pitch 

across the whole surface of a metal instrument similar to an agogo bell, but a slightly 

longer sustain could be achieved by using a different alloy or thickening the walls. 

Both of the shapes considered so far for the metal idiophone were cones (closest 

geometrically to the agogo bell) and cylinders (as the geometric shape for Partch's Brass 

Shell Casings). 

Visual aesthetics are here considered to be important; they are explored ίη succeeding 

stages through eΧΡeήmeηtatίοπ with geometrical layouts for sounding bodies, which are 

also required ίη order to aπaηge them ίη chromatic sequence to provide microdiscrete

sliding pitch capabilities. 
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Having defined the basics ofthe instrument development Case Study, the Stage ν has been 

fulfilled concluding also the method stage group Α.77 

2.2 Foundations for the bellophone development 

This section delineates the foundations of the whole development process of the 

bellophone as explained οη ρρ. 114-160. These foundations are explored and then defined 

for both, the sounding bodies (stage group Β, ρρ. 91-105), and the layouts ίη which these 

bodies are displayed (ρρ. 105-109). The ideas behind the potential modifications of the 

bellophone υροη completion (prototype 8) are detailed οη ρρ. 210-213, providing the 

necessary grounds to formulate prototypes 9-14 as optional future projects. 

2.2.1 Sounding bodies (method stage group Β) 

Having first noticed the agogo bel1's piercing sound and its ability to cut through the 

spectrum of the samba band, similar bells where built and compared. These bells were 

made using thicker metal sheet than is usual1y employed ίη the construction of agogo bel1s 

but it provided alongside a similar tone colour to the agogo bel1, a longer sustain. The 

hand hammering technique initially employed to shape sheet metal produced uneven 

results, while the use of robotic machinery was found to be too costly. At this point, the 

experimentation was shaping the method. The next section delineates the possible shapes, 

making techniques, and altemative materials. 

2.2.1.1 Cylindrical symmetry shapes (Stage νι) 

Ιη producing a wide range of sample sounding bodies for comparison, cylindrical 

symmetry was mainly used to provide evenness of tone quality and ίη specially evenness 

of pitch. The following forms, all having cylindrical symmetry, were first defined as: 

plates (a), discs and cones (b) and tubes (C).78 Αl1 of these shapes are common among 

regular idiophones (see Fig. 30) 

77 Αι this ροίηΙ the method must be clearly drafted, although ίι can be reνiewed at any necessary ροίηι 
78 Τhere is change when rotating around the axis. 
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ο Θ Θ 

(ο) (b) (c) 

Fig.30. Examp\es of shapes with cy\indrica\ symmetry. 

Α hollow conical fιgure with the mouth open was fιrst considered, as shown ίπ Fig. 31 : 

Fig. 31. Hollow cone. 

Since indefιnite pitch sounds are ποΙ the aim here; the area suποundίπg the vertex of the 

empty cone with open mouth (Fig. 31) is not immediately useful , especially since this area 

produces a pitch-less sound when struck. Α horizontal cut ίπ the conical shape, slightly 

below the vertex of the cone, was initially considered since ίι provides a small circular area 

where a support for the bel1 can be attached, as shown ίη Fig. 32. This shape is relatively 

close ιο the shape of a handbell. However ίι is ποΙ ideal for partial tuning, unlike the 

partials of most handbells (fιrst, second and third harmonics),79 but instead is thought for 

the obtaining a distinctive tone of rich harrnonic content. 

79 Rossing, Τ. D. 2000. Science ΟΙ Percussion Jnslrul11enls. ρ. 150. 
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Fig. 32. Hollo\v cone with hori zonta l truncation. 

The trapezium that defιnes the contour of Fig. 32 when rotating around an axIs IS 

represented ίη Fig. 33, where all the measuring parameters have been indicated. 

a 

Fig.33. Rotating trapezium that defιnes the shape. 

The trapezium ιη Fig. 33 has a fιxed angle C of 90 degrees for any of the shapes 

considered here. Therefore, either the angle Α or Β is required Ιο defιne the proportions of 

the triangle containing the trapezium, since they are complementary angles.80 Ιη general 

the Pythagorean theorem,81 and trigonometry formulas,82 can be used Ιο deduce the values 

of the parameters ίη Fig. 33, if a minimum of three parameters from the diagram are 

known. ΒΥ changing the angles and proportions of the trapezium ίη Fig. 33, six different 

trapeziums could be represented as ίη Fig. 34. ΒΥ rotating these trapeziums around the 

indicated axes, six shapes were generated as ίη Fig. 35, fιve of which resemble the 

vibrating bodies of familiar tuned percussion instruments; the remaining shape resembling 

80 The addition οΓ both angles is 180°. 
81 Represented with the following formula: "app2 + ad/ = hyp2" . 

82 For example: " sinA = a/c, cosA = b/c, tnA = a/b". 
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a plant pot is rare, though it was used by the experimental instrument maker Barry Hall for 

his Flower Pot-o-phone. 83 

Rotating 

trapezium 

Shape Α 

Shape Β 

Shape C 

Shape Ο 

Shape Ε 

Shape F 

c _ 
. \ 

Β D 
n 

.\ 

PIoIotyfX' 

F b 
c, " IJ :1 

.\ h C 

Fig. 34. Six different types of rotational trapeziums considered. 

Fig.35. Six different shapes defi ned by the previous trapeziums. 

angle Α angle Β edge a] edge edge C] edge b 

b2 

10_ 100 800-890 a] ~ C] b2 ~ b C] ::::: b b ~ a] 

900 00 a] = C] b2= b C] ~ b b ~ a] 

61 °-8Ψ 10-290 a] ::::: C] b2> b c] > b b < a] 

Ν/Α Ν/Α a] ::::: C ] b2 ::::: b C] ~ b b ~ a] 

41 0- 600 300-490 a] < c] b2< b C] > b b ::::: a] 

1] 0_400 500-790 a] < c] b2< b c] ::::: b b > a] 

Fig. 36. Ranges div iding the possibilities ίηΙο 6 categories. 

Existent 

instruments 

Cymbals 

Tub. bel1s 

Pseudo agogo 

Crotales 

Plant pots 

Fing. cymb. 

83 Hall, Β . 1994. Two hardware store instruments. Experimenla/ Music Jnslru/l1enls . ρρ . 20-21 . 
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From the six shape-groups defined ίη Fig. 36, a sound νibrating body similar to the agogo 

bell conceiνed with cylindrical symmetry rather than with an oνal-shaped mouth is 

Ρrefeπed. These groups are obtained by changing the angles and defining a conical shape 

as follows: 

(ι) Shape Α: Shallow cones (cymbals and similar shapes). Most cymbals haνe indefinite 

pitch. Cymbal-shaped bells with definite pitch could be achieνed by using thicker walls, 

and by using materials, which possess ideal ringing properties such as bronze, rather than 

brass. They can be placed οη a stand οη top of one another, slightly separated, to facilitate 

the performance of glissandi. Definite-pitch cymbals could produce νery unique timbres 

and sound effects when played chromatically, although this would ηοΙ help Ιο produce a 

clear sliding pitch effect. Ιη order Ιο create a smooth pitch slide, a wider angle 'Α' than 

that proposed ίη this prototype, could be employed Ιο improνe pitch clarity, especially 

when playing a chromatic glissando. 

Fig.37. Τhick bronze sliding cymbals. 

Chinese opera gongs are pitched instruments with a characteristic sliding tone, which 

follows the attack. This does not proνide a stable reference pitch, nor does it recreate a 

precise sliding tone by means of microdiscrete-sliding pitch. Howeνer, the sliding pitch 

that is part of the sound quality of each gong is releνant when combining with the 

bellophone being deνeloped. Α Chinese opera gong part was also added suggesting a 

framed set (ρ. 194-195). 

(2) Shape Β: Tubes and cylinders (e.g. tubular bells and wind chimes): For this shape, 

angles Α and Β are both ήght angles. Partch's Brass Shell Cases haνe this shape but they 

were discarded. Tubular bells (orchestral chimes), normally made out of brass, are also 

part of this group. They are made by placing stops οη a tube, ίη order to cancel particular 

unwanted modes of νibration with the aim of enhancing the fundamental frequency. This 

has proνed to be an efficient way to produce a stronger and clearer tone; but experimenting 

with this material οη an instrument with so many sounding bodies proνed to be 

prohibitiνely expensiνe. Electrical Metal Tubing (ΕΜΤ), which is affordable for 

experimentation, produces a unique tone colour, although accommodating very many tubes 
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ίη the lower range might be problematical, as they would probably need resonators ίη order 

to enhance the νolume of their fundamental frequency,84 making the ergonomics of the 

instrument far from practical. 

(3) Shape C: This shape, which has an α angle between 60 and 89 degrees, could be 

comfortably explored with steel sheet of an appropriate thickness, rather than casting 

expensiνe materials which would ίη any case resonate for too loηg making the chromatic 

glissando sound lίke a simulation of one single pitch slide. 

(4) Shape Ο: This shape includes solid body shapes such as crotales. Though they haνe a 

unique tone colour, their attack is ιοο sharp to create a smooth microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

effect. 

(5) Shape Ε: This shape has been used before, for musical ceramic plant pots, but from the 

ergonomic point of νiew ίι would be problematic to auange a large number of resonators 

without using a concentric layout (similar to that ίη Fig. 37, aboνe), and this would reduce 

the sustain toο seνerely. 

(6) Shape F: This shape has an α angle between 11 and 40 degrees. It would be ideal if 

working with brass οτ bronze, as ίη the case of finger cymbals, but these materials were 

rejected οη grounds of cost. 

After considering all of these forms, shape C seemed the most suitable. This cοποbοrated 

the initial idea of using conical versions of agogo bells made from thicker metal, although 

the material ιο be used was ποι decided. Αι this ροίπι Stage νι was completed. 

2.2.1.2 Choosing the material(s) for the instrument (Stage νπ) 

The main materials considered are aπaηged according ιο atomic number as follows: 

84 Hopkins. Bart. 1986. Conduit Marimba and Glass Marimbas. Experimenta/ Music lnstruments. 
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Νο 6 Carbon (C) 

Νο 26 Ιτοη (Fe, feπum) 

Νο 29 Copper (Cu, cuprum) 

Νο 30 Zinc (Ζη, zink) 

Νο 50 Τίη (Sn, stannum) 

Νο 82 Lead (Pb, plumbum) 

The alloys initially considered were: 

(1) Steel: Its major component is ίτοη, with carbon content between 0.02% and 2.14% 

ofits mass. 

(2) Bronze: Its major component is copper, with tin as its main additive (although 

phosphorus, manganese, aluminium οτ silicon may be present). It is typically 88% 

copper and 12% tin. Bell metal has 78% copper and 22% tin. Larger and smaller 

bells are cast with differing proportions of tin, and some bell, gong and cymbal 

makers use other materials and elements such as silver, gold and phosphorus. 

(3) Brass: Αη alloy of copper and zinc. Concentrations vary but to enhance the 

machinability, lead is often added ίη concentrations of around 2%. 

Although thick sheets of bronze, copper and brass were initially considered for acoustical 

reasons - the casting of those materials also being considered as an altemative -steel was 

eventually chosen, not οη, which does not sustain for as 10ng as the other materials (thus 

allowing clear microdiscrete-sliding pitch effects). Other factors of interest were its 

hardness, and its metallic and sharp quality of sound. It produces a sharper attack than 

most other materials, necessary to distinguish the tone of the instrument from others. 

Standard British mild steel sheet was used for most of the experimentation process, though 

ίη the end steel with a high carbon (C) content, commercially available for aeronautic 

purposes, was Ρrefeπed, since it allowed the bells to be spun οη a lathe, which was found 

to be the most satisfactory technique for shaping them. Using a softer steel also reduced 

excessive sustain, which also ίη the case of mild steel was still too long to produce clear 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch effects. 
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2.2.1.3 Practical trial 1: experimenting with geometries, Slzes and proportions and 

defining the measurements ofthe sounding bodies (Stage ΥΠΙ) 

Forty-two different cone-shaped bell prototypes, with different proportions and S1Zes 

chosen almost randomly, were built within the design lίmίts of the previous1y defined 

prototype C (Fig. 38). These prototypes all have different proportions within the prototype 

C definition (61 ο to 890 angle between axis and side or 61 0-890 angle between side and 

base ofthe cone) and received the name of hammered conic bells. 

Fig.38. Ha111111eι"ed conic bells. 

For this purpose, 1.6 mm British mild stee1 sheet was cut usiηg a press machine, fol1owing 

the pattem in Fig. 39. 

Fig. 39. HaInmered conic bell: before being hammered. 

Fig. 40. Haml1Iered conic beIl: Aft.er being hammered and welded (back and front). 
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The cut sections were hammered οη a mandrel and gas welded. Fig. 40 shows that the 

small mouth of the cone does ηοΙ have a uniform shape. The curved shape required to 

represent a sectional cut οη the ιορ of the cone, perpendicular Ιο the axis, was difficult Ιο 

cut and a straight line was used instead since it did ηοΙ affect too severely the final sound 

ofthe bell. 

Due to the welding stripe (and also due to ίπegularίtίes of bending produced by the 

hammering), the pitch ofthese bells is very unsettled across its surface: ίι can vary by υρ Ιο 

a semitone according Ιο where the bell is struck. The sound also has beating frequencies, 

consisting of fundamental pitches very close to each other, coming from the different areas 

of the bell. 

Some sizes of these bell prototypes were more pleasant-sounding than others. Bells that 

were either Ιοο high or Ιοο 10w ίη pitch Ιο produce a pleasant tone with sufficient pitch 

clarity were discarded, leaving a set of bells covering a range of an octave and a half. The 

octave covering the lower area of this range was chosen as the main range of the 

instrument, since ninety-six bells (covering the ninety-six pitch classes of the tuning used) 

was already a challenging amount of sounding bodies Ιο work with. The lowest tone ίη the 

1 and V2 octave range happened Ιο be middle C (when using the hammered conic bells), 

which was considered a central and comfortable range Ιο combine with other instruments. 

Having made conical-shape bells with a wide range of proportions (Fig. 38 above) within 

the range of an octave, one bell from the mid-range was selected intuitively, according Ιο 

its pleasant sound quality and appropriate pitch clarity. The edge of this bell had an angle 

with the plane of the wide mouth of 78.41 degrees, which is the angle that was adopted, 

marking an end Ιο the experimentation process with cone sizes and proportions. Τ ο 

differentiate the bell with the 78.41 degrees angle from the others produced, regardless of 

material and construction method, the term conic bell was adopted at this ροίηι 

The hammering technique had a pitch inconsistency throughout its surface so a new 

construction technique was employed: spinning οη a lathe. The name conic bell was kept 

since its proportions were ηοΙ altered. The new technique defines the specific type of 

conic bells produced: they were named spun conic bells, but also refeπed to as spun bells. 

Experimentation with the spinning technique was not possible since ίι was outside the 

budget and since the 78.41 degrees would ηοΙ have changed significantly. Once this angle 
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was adopted the three mandrels required to spin the metal sheet οη a lathe were defined as 

shown ίη Fig. 41. Α Ithough three different mandrels were designed (1 to 3) to spin three 

different sizes of spun conic bells (and then to be finely tuned by means of filing, as 

demonstrated οη OVD2-tk ] 8), the largest size of mandrel (Β3) was found to be sufficient 

to spin οη a lathe three different sizes of sheet plates, matching each of the mandrel 

proportions (Fig. 42). 

3 Mandrels ' 1 to 3) for Conic Bells 
(tfODEl Β ,~!I"'I' th ,clo.lt"l"l b,fo,t <;ρ '1l !he -ΙΡ ~ 

Fig. 4 Ι . Sizes for the three mandrels . 

Fig. 42. Spun conic bell: side (C I, ΟΓ Ει = 2 Ι 0.9 mm) and mouth diameter (d, ΟΓ Ο ι = 120 mm). 

The first eight experimental bells produced by spinning were spun ίη one single operation, 

which gradually reduced the thickness of the wal1s. These were found to have a distinctive 

tone, of rich harrnonic content. The name thin spun conic bell (simplified to thin conic 

bell) was given to them. Ιη exploratory compositional practice, the use of microdiscrete

sliding pitch was not considered appropriare (although the technique had already been 

explored), as the belllacked the necessary clarity ofpitch.85 

85 Study Νο 6 (Pasacalles) (2006) (Sc. 6/ CD-tk 6/ ονο Ι -tk 6), and Study Νο 7 (Mollienaire) (2006) (Sc. 7/ 
CD-tk 7/ DVDI -tk 7). 
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Consequently, the bells were spun οη a lathe ίη four different sessions so the metal did not 

have a chance to reach a hot enough temperature to thin the walls of the skirt towards the 

edge. This process kept the thickness ofthe metal throughout the skirt ofthe bell at almost 

1.6 mm, and the new spun conic bells received the name of thick spun conic bells also 

refeπed as thick conic bells. 

During this process of developing and improving the bells, several other processes were 

considered, such as robotic processing for bending and welding the bells. This robotic 

processing was found to be prohibitively expensive to experiment,86 and the cost of having 

steel bel1s spun οη a lathe was five times lower, which allowed scope for affording 

cοπectίοns (ίη this case changing from thin bells to thick bells) and the benefit of equal 

distribution of the metal around the bell. The use of a punching machine might be a 

technology to consider for large-scale production. 

2.2.1.4 Tuning ofthe conic bells (thin spun conic bells) 

If the ideal 10west conic bell has a mouth of 6 cm radius and the Ρrefeπed proportions 

shown ίη Fig. 41 were retained, an octave can thereby be obtained by cutting a ring so that 

the diameter ofthe new mouth is reduced by one third (ίη this case reduced 2 cm). This is 

an approximation which can be used effectively to raise the pitch of newly spun bells by 

slightly less than an octave; but the most effective way to spin and tune conic bells is to 

use mandrel Β3 (ΜΒ3 above ίη Fig. 41) and the graph ίη Fig. 44 deteπnines the height of 

the section to be removed from the mouth of the bell. Ιη practice, 2 mm less than predicted 

was sawn off, leaving a margin for fine adjustment by filing. 

Ιη order to produce a graph showing the relation between the size of the conic bell and the 

tuning (to be used as a reference), one bell was cut four times, providing five sizes and five 

different pitches as shown ίη Fig. 43. 

86 Α quotation by Japanese company Kobelco was offered for around ί 10,000 for 100 conic be//s. which was 
close Ιο the price asked by the Whitechapel Bell Foundry for casting the same number of handbells and 
tuning them. 
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Chapter Two: lnstrument deve/opment 

Fig. 43 . Successiνe cuts perfonηed ίη one single conic bell to relate tuning and measures. 

The gτaph produced by joining the fiνe points (Ο, Α, Β, C, and D) resembles a slightly 

curνed line (Fig. 44). The horizontal axis represents the height of the conical ring being 

remoνed, and the νertical axis the resulting pitch rise ίη cents, which lncreases as more 

rings are remoνed. 
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Fig.44. Graph representing the tuning ofthe spun conic bells at different heights. 

Fig. 45. Another angle of the spun conic beIl after cutting 4 conical rings, so as Ιο proνide fiνe different 

tuning νalues for each size. 
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Ifthe first cut offring is called Α (and the bell that is left ίη the cut ίη the case ofthe graph 

ίη Fig. 44),87 the second Β, and so οη (Fig. 46). When the 4 conical rings are placed 

around tl1e small cone left (Ε) it is observed (from the top view) that the distance between 

the outer side ofconical ring Α and the outer base ofthe small cone Ε is approximately 1/3 

of the radius of the outer ring Α (see Fig. 47). The pitch relation between the original 

conic bell, before the cuts, and the conic bell Ε is 1160~. It was found that filing away the 

rim of bell Ε by a further 3 ΟΓ 4 mm, allowed the pitch difference to be raised to reach the 

octave (1200 ~). These initial observations were used as a reference guide ίη tuning the 

instrument. 

Fig. 46. Four conical rings cut and conical section left οη f1at surface. 

J 

Fig. 47 . Ι /3 proportion between outer rings οΓ the conical section Ε and conical ring Α , concentrically placed 

οη a flat surface. 

2.2.1.5 Coating 

The conic bells were first coated through the cold blackening process (CuSe), but this 

resulted ίη the smoothness of the surface being lost: they also felt sticky, and the 

remaining odour of this substance made the whole process unsatisfactory. Metal coating 

(plating) was considered but the struck areas could suffer from this. The cost of this 

87 The same applies to Β, C and D. 
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process also made experimentation unaffordable. The conic bells were initially used 

without coating and they were then given a silicon spray coating ιο protect them from 

getting rusty. This silicon coating is easy ιο remove, which was necessary since ίι makes 

the bells sticky and they smell unbearable. More experimentation is required to produce a 

professional finish. However, the instrument development of this research stage required 

ηο further coating ofthe bells ifkept dry. 

2.2.1.6 Practical trial 11: sounding producing actions and sound activators (Stage ΙΧ) 

The bells can be struck with all kinds of media including hard mallets, according ιο the 

effect desired. Soft mallets (DVD2-tks 1, 2) can be used ιο smooth the sharpness of the 

attack. Conic bells are struck οη the outside, although hard mallets can be used inside of 

the bell to produce tremolo effects (DVD2-tk 9). Medium or hard mallets (DVD2-tks 3, 4, 

5) can be used ιο sound microdiscrete-sliding pitch effects and sliding effects across the 

layout (DVD2-tk 8). 

The conic bells can be bowed with a cello bow (DVD2-tk 16), isolating the sound of one 

or two harmonics according ιο the speed at which they are bowed. Two neighbouring bells 

from the same vertical or horizontal row can be bowed at the same time. 

Friction with a hardwood stick (DVD2-tk 17), similar ιο the way that singing bowls are 

sounded, can be used Ιο create 10ng-sustained wind-like sounds. Sliding brushes over the 

bells produces a very quiet and smooth friction sound ofmetallic quality. This can be done 

employing microdiscrete-sliding pitch and also randomly across the whole range, 

producing a bright sound effect. 

2.2.1.7 Acoustic obserνations: timbre (Stage Χ) 

Only the harmonic spectrum ofthe conic bellophone's lower register (bells Νο Ο ιο 15) has 

been analysed, since from bell Νο 16 ιο 25 the amplitude of the nominal partial was at 

times ηοΙ noticeable by basic spectrum analysis software, and never noticeable from bell 

Νο 26 ιο 95. For bells Νο Ο Ιο 15 the following obserνations have been noted: (ι) the 
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amplitude of the hum partial is οη average 16 times the one of the prime partial (sounding 

an octave above), and five times the value of the tierce partial (a minor third above the 

prime with a 19 ~ deviation οη average from the pure minor ratio 6/5); (2) the average 

amplitude of the tierce partial is 6.5 times higher than the average amplitude of the 

nominal partial and of the superquint partial; (3) the value of the interval between the 

prime partial and the nominal partial varies from 1230 to 1317 ~ (except a rare exception 

οη bell Νο Ο with a value of 1181 ~); (4) the superquint is located from a range of 12 ~ 

below ratio 3/2 above the nominal and 50 ~ above it; (5) the absolute deviation ofthe tierce 

from ratio 6/5 above the prime is of 19 ~ οη average; (6) there is still an abundant high 

harmonic spectrum of very low amplitude that also contributes to the distinctive sound of 

the bell. 

Τhe broadly stretched octaves found ίη the harmonic spectrum of the conic bells, suggests 

the exploration of non-octaval scales, and their potential to match and reinforce these 

partial frequencies. Using the 96-equal division of the octave, any scale using n-steps, 

where η is an odd number, delivers a non-octaval scale. Τhis exploration is systematically 

used ίη the first part of the second movement of the composition Seasons (Sc. 12). 

Employing more than an octave range, the following stretched octaves can be reached with 

the extended conic bellophone (and the extended prototype of the finalised conic 

bellophone drafted ίη for the work ίη progress Seasons): 1212.5,1225, 1237.5 and 1250~. 

2.2.2 Layouts (beginning of stage group C: Stage ΧΙ) 

Τhe layout has to compromise the dynamic and the microdiscrete elements of the chosen 

compositional parameter. Pitch being the chosen compositional parameter, meant that 

microtonality was the microdiscrete element and sliding pitch the dynamic element. 

Τhe study of the movements allowing the performer's hands to draw continuous smooth 

lίηes ίη the space (and smooth continuity from one hand to the other when they altemate 

the drawing role) is the ideal starting point to facilitate the layout design of a 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch instrument. Laban notation was initially considered, but due to 

time lίmίtatίoηs an altemative was final1y adopted: a study of the different shapes that the 

hands of the performer (οτ head of maIlets) can draw ίη the space, was made to organise 

the different movements that the performer can use to sound microdiscrete gliding tones. 
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Preliminary work has been done with one single continuous sequence of sounding bodies 

ίη the space (see the non-cylindrical helix layout, and the cylindrical helix layout). The 

sequence was divided ίηΙο further 10 note sequences (a semitone and an eighthtone οτ 10 

sixteenthtones) [οτ notation purposes, which did allow an easy realisation of 12-et passages 

(see below the square layout). Since the aim was Ιο achieve microtonality by departing 

from 12-et this idea has been since discarded. It was necessary Ιο decide whether the tone 

οτ the semitone would be the ideal pattern, since ίπeguΙar patterns such as the diatonic 

scale complicate the realisation of smooth glissandi and the realisation of parallel glissandi. 

Α sequence of eight belIs ίη sixteenthtones (covering a semitone) has also proven Ιο make 

fast glissandi passages covering more than a semitone cumbersome (see ρ. 128). 

Therefore, tone rows containing sixteen different notes ίη a sequence were finally chosen 

followed by experimentation with several prototypes. Any sequence covering a larger 

interval than a tone would require the performer Ιο move their feet when switching from 

one sequence Ιο another, thereby losing the necessary agility Ιο perform smooth glissandi 

passages invo1ving severa1 sequences. 

2.2.2.1 Shapes ofthe layout (Stage ΧΙ) 

The cyclic nature of the octave and the arched nature of the hand's movement when 

rotating around the main axis (the spine) initially suggested that curves are preferable Ιο 

straight lines, at least when producing glissandi (helix shapes). This was also ideal when 

several octaves and many keys were used, since curve shapes enabled the overalI set υρ Ιο 

be kept closer Ιο the player. FolIowing this preliminary use of curved shapes, new ideas 

involving compact shapes of the overall set of notes (trapeziums, squares and rectangles), 

and straight 1ines were considered. The instruments derived from these ideas had layouts 

resembling traditional Western tuned percussion instruments, but the large amount ofnotes 

required for one single octave meant that the resulting instruments were limited Ιο an 

octave range. The square layout was ideal Ιο transpose chords but had Ιοο much of a gap 

ίη the upper range between the bells Ιο produce smooth glissandi. The trapezium layout 

was ideal for the glissandi but ίι was toο difficult Ιο transpose the patterns since the 

distance between the notes changed when the section of the range was changed. 

Eventually a compromise between a rectangular layout and a half a coil1ayout was found. 

These are the main layout shapes that were considered: 
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• Non-cylindrical helix 

• Cylindrical helix 

• Trapezium 

• Square 

• Rectangle 

• Concentric (cones) 

• Semi-cylindrical arches 

2.2.2.2 Angular p1acement of contact surface (Stage ΧΙΙ) 

The ideal angle for the sounding body's contact surface varies according to its height. 

Since different heights were being considered, the angle placement of the striking surface 

has been considered adjustab1e, starting with a horizontal plane when at the performer's 

waist level (or slightly 10wer) as ίη most existing bar instruments (such as the marimba). 

This then moves up so that ideally the contact (striking) is vertical to the performer's eye 

level. 

2.2.2.3 Framework and mountings (Stage ΧΙΙΙ) 

The framework has to be portable and easy to set up. Clamp systems are ideal but 

expensive. Therefore, c1amps have not been used for the prototypes within this research, 

although they are highly recommended for a professional future version of the final 

prototype. 

The safety of the instrument is carefully considered when designing the framework for 

performances. However, the security required for an exhibition of the instrument, which, 

for example, involves children playing the instrument, is not considered here for the 

finalised instrument. However, this problem could be sorted simply by using short bars 

with clamps οη both sides joining neighbour stands with each other to have a solid frame 

that could stop the stands ofthe finalised instrument (ρ. 138) from falling. 
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2.2.2.4 Creative-comparative evaluation through conceptual variant designs (Stage ΧΙΥ) 

Following upon the method adopted, different prototypes of the instrument envisaged are 

proposed (ρρ. 116-160) to accommodate a progressive review of the sounding bodies (ίn 

this case steel bells) and the instrument characteristic of most interest considered (ίn this 

case the layout). Each prototype of the instrument is compared with variant conceptual 

instruments, which are foπnulated using the same characteristic considered for the 

prototype but using a different type of main vibrating body. These conceptual variants are 

designed (or at least their characteristics defined), evaluated,88 and finally compared with 

the cοπeSΡοndίng prototype considered Ιο provide feedback before moving into another 

prototype. This is done systematically producing eight variant conceptual instruments for 

each prototype. There is a nomenclature system Ιο define each design, so a roman number 

with subindex 'a' refers to the prototype, and the eight conceptual variants related Ιο that 

prototype use the same roman number with other eight different subindexes from 'b' Ιο 'ί' 

representing the following types ofmain vibrating bodies: 

• b = struck bells or plates 

• c = struck solid bars or solid tongues 

• d = struck shallow bars 

• e = struck strings or tongues 

• f = struck water or membrane 

• g = blown pipes or organs 

• h = blown brass or reed instruments 

• ί = new vibrating bodies or hybrids 

The Roman numeral system with subindexes is used to indicate the position among the 

bellophone prototype group. Bellophone prototypes and bel1ophone prototype groups are 

refeπed to ίn general using Arabic numerals (l to 14), so as to avoid confusion with the 

Roman numbers (without indexes) already used for method stages. This structuring ofthe 

creative-comparative design approach of the method has been specially prepared for the 

Case Study chosen ίn this research and it demonstrates the openness of the proposed 

method. 

88 lη some cases these evaluations are also responsible for defining the concepΙUal instrument ίη mind if a 
sketch has ηοΙ been elaborated. 
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The subindex 'b' refers to an alternative metal idiophone with cylindrical symmetry. The 

other subindexes mainly relate to other shapes being also struck, apart from two blown 

instruments ('g' and 'h') and a final design aiming either the exploration ofnew materials 

or a hybrid of previous groups. 

Evaluations and comparisons are explained ίη detaίl for each prototype of the Case Study 

ίη this chapter (ρρ. 119-159), although more details are provided οη Αρρχ 3, ρρ. 462- 473. 

2.2.2.5 Psychoacoustic implications: sliding pitch and tuning perception (Stage ΧΥ) 

If the perceivable pitch continuum is successively subdivided (see microdiscretism οη ρρ. 

216-218), there is a question of how far the process can go so each pitch can be perceived 

as a different one. There is also a question of how continuous the sliding pitch effect can 

sound when playing a succession of neighbour tones ίη ascending or descending order. 

These aspects are considered later οη ίη practical situations when dealing with the 

compositional and performance process. 

2.2.2.6 Instrument characteristics responsible for the prototype criteria (Stage ΧΥΙ) 

Initially, the smoothness of the performer's movement was considered the most important 

aspect ίη achieving an instrument with microtonal and microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

properties. However, to avoid a complex study of movement notation, the physical 

disposition of the main vibrating bodies was prioritised as a way of organising the 

performer's movements; the layout of the bells became the most important aspect of the 

instrument development process. 
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2.2.3 Other considerations 

How to extend ranges, mechanise the sound activators, amplify and modify the sound was 

all considered at a posterior stage together with the development of a flight case and 

maintenance manual. These considerations are treated as possible expansions of the 

project and they are described under prototypes ΙΧ to ΧΙV (ρρ. 141-160). These elements 

are here introduced as follows (§2.2.3.1-2.2.3.6): 

2.2.3.1 Sound activators 

The material and shape of the sounding bodies might suggest the use of particular kinds of 

sound activators. Although the sounding bodies have already been defined as part of the 

general considerations, a list of general sound activators for idiophones was initially 

considered for the experimentation that took place ίη the late period of the development 

process. This list is grouped considering the physical action involved, as follows: 

(1) Striking action 

Mallets: Mallets' heads can be of any desired metal (wood, metal, synthetic, etc.) and they 

can be covered with soft material such as cloth, felt, rubber, and cork. Mallets can be 

organised according to their hardness, or the material they are made from. Multi-mallet 

holders can be custom made to match specific pattems within a layout. The back of the 

mallets can also be considered an altemative striking point and they can also be custom 

made to accommodate an altemative head to promote fast changes ofhardness ίη mallets. 

Sticks: As with mallets, the two ends can be used as striking points and also covered to 

control the hardness (and consequently the timbre produced) 

Hybrids: Shakers such as maracas can produce a struck sound at the same time that they 

produce a shaking sound. 
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(2) Friction action 

Brushes: Shakers, such as a bamboo branch, can be used to produce a 'windy' friction 

sound when shaken οη top of membranophones to increase the friction and sound level. 

Bows: Bowing idiophones with a cello or double bass bow can bring sounds of very high 

pitch. This pitch is nonnally stable and easy to sustain. 

Idiophone-to-idiophone friction: as ίη the case of the singing bowls (clave-like single stick 

rotating around a bronze bowl), and fingertip friction with the idiophone (as ίη the case of 

glass hannonica). 

Hybrids: Maracas or a similar shaker can be used as a friction instrument οη top of a 

microdiscrete instrument while being shaken up and down within a chromatic row (of a 

tone range for example) so the pitch of the idiophone produces a vibrato effect οη ιορ of 

the continuous shaking sound of the maracas (or shaker employed). Another idea would 

be a bow with a water container incorporated so, for example, the water is shaken while 

playing trills or fast passages requiring continuous bow changes. 

(3) Plucking action 

Plectra and false nails can be used to pluck idiophones. This action can be done ίη a 

sequence to perfonn microdiscrete-s1iding pitch or arpeggios with the appropriate layout, 

and false nails can also be used to play randomly across the layout. 

(4) Shaking action 

Tremolo can easily be achieved by shaking sounding bodies if they have a cavity and a 

clapper is hung inside. Οη the other hand a mallet οτ stick can be shaken inside the cavity 

ίη order to produce a similar tremolo effect. If instead the holder of a maraca is used (with 

the desired covering material) then a double shaking sound is produce with one single 

shaking action. 
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(5) Scraping action 

ΑηΥ uneven surface οη an idiophone can be scraped Ιο produce νibrations. Among the 

many kinds of scraper surfaces one can consider Ιο affect the sound are undulated, granular 

and parallel cuts. Other factors Ιο consider are: size of the contact surface and the material 

employed. 

(6) Blowing action 

Hollow idiophones inνite Ιο blow inside the caνities as an alternatiνe Ιο use their bodies as 

main νibrating source, since although they might produce a secondary νibration, the 

resonance ofthe air inside the caνity is most likely Ιο become the main νibrating source. If 

blowing with the mouth is ηοΙ achieνable an air compressor gun could be employed. 

(7) Pressing action 

Pressing actions with idiophones are mainly used Ιο actiνate mechanisms that can actiνate 

the sound producing action rather than Ιο directly produce the sound. Therefore a second 

kind of action, produced by the mechanism Ιο actiνate the main νibrating body is inνolved 

ίη the process. Keyboards are the most common pressing surfaces that actiνate 

mechanisms, as there are ηο limits as to how many kinds of actions the mechanisms can 

execute (hammering as οη the piano, plucking as οη the harpsichord, etc.). 

2.2.3.2 Resonating caνities 

Resonators and the performance space (and subsequently the positioning within the 

performance space) are the main type of resonating caνities considered. There are 

indiνidual and shared resonators. Their material and hardness affects the sound. One can 

also consider νariable resonators as ίη the case of the mouth caνity when playing one 

single νibrating body (e.g. Jew's harp) or seνeral (e.g. kou xiαng / ~M(fJΞt). This could 

also be transposed to a tube or box resonator with sliding mechanism to either match the 

note played or Ιο amplify different harmonics of the sound being νibrated inside the 

resonator. 
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2.2.3.3 Sympathy strings 

Strings that vibrate ίη sympathy with the main vibrating body can create additional 

complexity to the spectrum of the musical instrument and are worthy considering when 

they can be placed (and tuned) perpendicular to the main vibrating direction of the 

idiophone. 

2.2.3.4 Buzzing membranes 

Buzzing membranes are normally used for Kazoos and other blowing instruments such as 

several Chinese flutes: dίΖί C'Et3T), qudi CιtEm) and bangdi (fjβm). Αη idiophone can have an 

intemal cavity that is connected to the exterior through a buzzing membrane, for example a 

spherical ceramic pot, so the hand tapping οη the clay pot produces an intemal pressure 

against the membrane adding a buzzing sound to the spectrum of the instrument. This idea 

is actually bouowed from the Guatemalan marimba de tecomates, which incorporates a 

buzzing membrane οη a resonator's hole.89 

2.2.3.5 ΜΙΩΙ and mechanised-playing systems 

Yamaha's Disklavier system improved the already amazing work done before with Player 

pianos. The work of Nancauow would probably not have been so praised had the player 

piano technology been available to other experimental composers of his time. Solenoid 

systems attached to the keyboard and linked to sequencer with a ΜΙΩΙ to relay interface 

have taken over this technology. However, the work ofNancauow remains an inspiration 

to the composer working at the edge of the technology resources available to play 

mechanised acoustic instruments. 

89 1η this case dried cow's intestine skin (paper) is placed οη ιορ of a bee wax ring, the resonator being 
traditionally made with gourds and nowadays with cedar wood (combining for trapezoids and four triangles). 
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Τhe incorporation of MIDI techno10gy to a simu1ation of musica1 instrument was a1ready 

suggested when defining a ΜΑΥΜΙ (MIDI audio-νisua1 musica1 instrument).90 A1though 

the 3-D modelling is considered part of this thesis, the intemal programming 1inking the 

mode1s with ΜΙΟΙ is not since it requires cutting edge programming know1edge. 

Howeνer, a programmer was hired to prove that this is possib1e ίη order to promote regular 

development of ΜΑ VMIs as an altemative way of conceiving and interacting with new 

musica1 instruments with much higher rate of productivity ίη the overall compositiona1 

process.91 Τhis approach supports an idea put forward by other experts ίη the area of 

instrument making, bui1ding the ΜΑ ΥΜΙ for its performance once the instrument has 

proven Ιο be efficient for a wide range oftechniques (ίη its virtua1 form). 

2.2.3.6 Flight Case and maintenance 

A1though ίι is most desired Ιο comp1ete the project with a study of ways Ιο bui1d a hard 

case for musical instruments and a prototype of case, the subject is available and extensive 

Ιο consider ίι ίη depth. A1so, extended versions of the instrument devised ίη the fina1 

stages ofthis research (see prototypes 1-14, ρρ. 141-160) that were ηοΙ bui1t, will have to 

be considered as a substitute for the instrument bui1t as part of this research (the conic 

bellophone) before considering designing a t1ight case, since the extended version is 

supposed to rep1ace the version here deve10ped. Α future project focussing οη buίlding 

and studying these extended versions is envisaged as a research expansion that would lead 

to a fina1ised extended version. Τhis project shou1d be concluded with the t1ight case 

design (and construction) and a simple set maintenance instructions, which is why they are 

ηοΙ considered part of this research project. 

90 See page 40 
91 When dealing with instrument development-Ied composition. 
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2.3 The development of the conic bellophone in relation to the compositions 

(Stage groups D and Ε) 

Α systematic approach for the development of the bellophone has been adopted (Fig. 5, 

ρ. 13), after an initial period of experimenting and realising what the most relevant 

guidelines were. Each bellophone prototype examines the potential of employing a 

different shape for the layout of a set of bells.92 Each prototype explores a different 

technique or theoretical concept through a parallel composing process Ιο the development. 

Αη evaluation system is proposed (ρρ. 364-371) and used to compare the different 

bellophone prototypes, so as to provide additional support for a gradual progression into 

the prototype that best suits the compositional demands of microtona1ity and 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch, while still keeping a good sounding aesthetics, and visual 

appeal ίη harmony with the performer's movements. 

Ιη addition to this comparative approach between stages, a creative-comparative strategy is 

independently utilised for each bellophone prototype incorporating the same evaluation 

system. The strategy consists of defining (and designing ίη some cases), evaluating and 

comparing variant conceptual instruments with the prototype considered following these 

guidelines: 

(1) Each conceptual vaήant should employ a different type of sounding body according to 

previously agreed aspect(s),93 and ideally the number of variant conceptual instruments 

should be fixed according to what different subcategories ofthe aspect(s) considered. 

(2) The Iayout of each conceptual variant must follow the same shape as the prototype that 

is going to be compared with. 

(3) The composition written for the prototype should be playable ίη each of the variant 

conceptual instruments. 

92 Ιη all the cases the prototype is labelled with the shape of the layout. followed by the tenn conic 
bellophone. since the conical shape ofthe bells was kept throughout all ofthese designs. 
93 For the Case Study different materials and shapes of sounding bodies are considered. which is decided as 
part of Stage χνι, although here anticipated [οτ clarification. 
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After clarifying the concepts and cήteήa backing up the evaluation system, the eight 

bellophone prototypes and six additions already introduced, will be descήbed ίη 

chronological order. 

For referencing purposes, the detaίled evaluation charts for each group are provided (ρρ. 

461-473), while the description and sketches ofthe variant conceptual instruments (to the 

bellophone prototypes) that where developed further than conceptually are explained οη 

ρρ. 372-460. Ιη this chapter οηlΥ the average percentage for each of the four main 

evaluation categοήes and the total average value for each instrument is provided together 

with a detailed descήΡtίοη ofthe cοπeSΡοηdίηg bellophone prototype.94 

2.3.1 Prototype 1: Non-cylindrical helix layouts and the spiraZ conic bellophone 

This group represent instruments that somehow have incorporated ίη their design any kind 

ofhelix apart from the one, which is contained inside a cylinder. 

2.3.1.1 The development ofthe spiraZ conic beZZophone prototype 

The νery first way ίη which the layout of conical bells was conceived focuses οη achieving 

sliding pitch, with strong influence of corporeality (as defined by Harry Partch ίη GM, see 

Abbreviations). It consisted of a conical helix around the performer (see Fig. 48). 

" ,Ι, ! 

Fig. 48. Initial disposition ofthe spira/ conic bellophone (Ia). 

94 Ιη the sections Ιο follow references to the compositional practice are incorporated Ιο the text descήbίng the 
score (οτ sketch) number as well as the CD andlor DVD track number. Ιη order to aνoid taking Ιοο much 
space in the text for this purpose the reference Ιο the page ίη which the composition is described ίη Chapter 3 
is ηοΙ necessaήly described since they are νery easy Ιο find. so ίι is assumed that the reader will look for the 
composition descήΡtίοn ίη Chapter 3 when additional information about the work that is described ίη this 
chapter is required Ιο understand the instrument practice. 
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Ιη order to sustain the spiral and mak:e it easy between different levels of the spiral, the 

frame shown ίη Fig. 49, a slight conical helix with four legs, was first sketched, so equal 

distance between the striking points could be ananged to easily achieve parallel glissandi 

(Fig.50). 
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Fig. 49. Νοη-CΥlίηdήcal helίx frame. 

Fig. 50. Ideal strίking points inside the spiral. 

This frame can be used to position the striking point of the bells ίη the inside (see Fig. 51 

and the outside (Fig. 52). Having extra players increases the potential corporeal expression 

(see Glossary) ofthe instruments. 

Fig 51. Inner layout ofbells ίη the non-cylindήcal helix layout. 

Fig.52. Outer layout ofbells ίη the nοn-CΥlίηdήcal helix layout. 
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2.3.1.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the ηοη-CΥliηdήcal helix layout 

At this early stage of the bellophone deνelopment, simple glissando exercises from bottom 

to top of the range were prepared, either plain οτ doing zigzag patterns, incorporating 

parallel glissando too. Ιη the outer layout of the bellophone ηο problem was encountered 

and parallel glissando exercises had ηο limit since as many players as necessary can be 

incorporated. The speed can be a problem, but ίη that case is better to use the higher range 

of the bellophone placed inside the spiral. Howeνer, it is difficult to realise the glissandi 

inside the spiral. Cοηsίdeήηg the implied cylindrical layout of the stήkίηg points inside 

the conical spiral frame (Fig. 50) it becomes difficult for the player to slide the mallets 

with parallel glissandi at the lowest leνel of the bellophone, since it requires the player to 

bend knees, loosing this way body rotation mobility. Therefore a CΥιiηdήcal frame would 

be more practical for that purpose, which would also be equally faνοuήηg the inner and the 

outer curνed position ofthe stήking points as explained later οη (Fig. 55). 

2.3.1.3 Feedback from the νaήant conceptual instruments with non-cylindήcal helix 

layout 

The spira/ conic be/lophone has the highest total aνerage eνaluation for the non-cylίndήcal 

helix layout group, 79% (Fig. 53, below),95 while the spiral rotary organ has the highest 

aνerage percentage for glissando (97%) and also microtonality (100%). Therefore the 

spira/ rotary organ apart from challenging the pitch capabilities of the spira/ conic 

be/lophone, it could haνe complementary function when combined, since it would proνide 

a sustained tone with clear pitch, unlίke the conic be/l sound, while the corporeal 

expression is still high thanks to the bellophone player. 

Another νariant conceptual instrument, and also a struck metallophone, with releνant 

glissando capabilities is the cyc/ic Whitechape/ be/lophone, which provides a layout, which 

allows glissando ίη either small steps οτ large steps. This idea can also be applίed to the 

95 From now onwards, the details of the evaluations for the 14 feedback sections (2.3.1.3, 2.3.2.3, ... , 
2.3.14.3) cοπeSΡοndίng ιο each ofthe 14 bellophone prototypes can be followed ίη the full charts available 
ίη §Α3.3 (Ρρ. 372-460). Also notice that the percentages are subjective values refeπίng ιο the instrument 
capabilίty and ίη other words defming how ideal the characteήstίc of the instrument considered are towards 
the achievement of: (Ι) glissando (sliding pitch), (2) microtonality, (3) a distinctive timbre, and corporeal 
(visual and spatial sound) expression. 
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spiraf conic beffophone so the glissando is played vertically for larger steps, if placed close 

to each other. 

The Harrison Luo-Abu Mbira (ρ . 430) with its \00% of corporeal expression inspires the 

spiral conic bellophone to explore new sound producing techniques ίη order to enhance its 

corporeal expression and its timbre (e.g. blowing compressed air ίηΙο mouths of the conic 

bells ίη a sequence ofllaving people running around while playing glissandi). 

Group Ι GlIS. MlcrTim. C Ε. Tot. 

Ι, Spιra\ Conr.: Bc~ 67 72 81 94 79 

1, Cycb: Whιιccbapc\ Be1kJpbone 77 56 76 67 69 

Ι. Staod--a· key Spn\ Ba55 Manmba 47 33 39 94 53 

Ι.! SpD'a\ l'Rungophonc 73 39 41 67 55 

ι., Spn\ Hatp 73 50 52 83 65 

lr Spn\ SplasOOpl!onι: 63 17 43 67 47 

Ι. Spιra\ Roιary Pιpc Organ 97 100 52 39 72 

lh Spn\ Τιιι Oboc (Conι: C{)J'C) 53 78 69 28 57 

1, Hamson Luo-Abu Mbn 67 33 44 100 61 

Fig. 53. EvaIuation for the non-cyIindricaI heIix Iayout group. 

2.3.1.4 Αη assessment ofthe spira/ conic be//ophone prototype and its group 

Considering the cylindrical layout of the striking points inside the conical spiral frame 

(above, Fig. 50), ίι becomes diffιcult for the player Ιο slide the mallets with parallel 

glissandi at the 10west level of the bellophone, since ίι requires the player ιο bend knees, 

loosing this way rotational mobility. Therefore a cylindrical frame would be more 

practical for that purpose, which would also be equally favouring the inner and the outer 

curved position ofthe striking points as explained later οη (see Fig. 55). 

Although the spira/ conic bellophone can have some movement restrictions when p1aying 

from inside of the instrument, ίι can a1so be considered an idea1 instrument Ιο provide 

referentia1 microtonal pitches and a precise gliding tone at quite a wide range of speeds, so 

ίι can be imitated ΟΓ used as a c1ue ιο indicate pitch . 
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2.3.2 Prototype 2: Cylindrical helix layouts and the coil conic bellophone 

This group refers strictly Ιο instruments using a cylindrical helix as part of their design, 

which means is less flexible than the previous than the previous shaped considered, but at 

the same time it offers. Whether the shape is used ιο define a frame, striking points, 

posirioning of sounding bodies, the air-column that vibrates, οτ any other aspect of the 

design, ίι wil1 always offer a cylindrical intemal empty space Ιο consider when ίπ the 

performance of the instrument οτ simple to incorporate additional sounding οτ resonating 

bodies. 

2.3.2.\ The development ofthe coil conic bellophone prototype 

The name refers to the coil shape that the frame here proposed (Fig. 54). This frame 

allows the striking points to easily adopt a curve bringing 10wer ones close to the 

performer, which makes the performance easier and more effective, whether the bel1s are 

positioned inside οτ outside the coil (see Fig. 55 for an example of the bel1s positioned 

inside the coil and al10wing a comfortable paral1el glissando ίπ this case). 

-.... 
_,Ο 

Fig. 54. Sketch of the coiI conic bellophone's frame. 

Fig. 55. Example of ideal be ll position. 
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2.3.2.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the cylindrical helix layout group 

Νο formal composition or study was prepared, but the glissando exercises from bottom to 

top of the range, and doing zigzag pattems, and the paral1el glissando previously 

considered for the spiral conίc bellophone were also considered for the cy1indrical helix 

layout group, and there is ηο doubt that they can be more easily achieved ίη this new 

prototype. 

Α melodic sketch, later οη to be used ίη the central area of Prelude Νο 1 (Sc. ] ] / CD-tk 11 / 

DVD I-tk 11) for the conic bellophone, was composed keeping ίη mind this layout and 

ideal1y an equal distance between the striking points. 

2.3.2.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with cylindrical helix layout 

Most of the mal1et instruments from this group are characterised by high corporea] 

expression including the cοίΙ cοnίc bellophone. However, the coiI conic bellophone has 

better values for most of the pitch capabilities and timbre .. 

The outer 1ayout of the bel1ophone a1so improves the sρίral conίc bellophone prototype 

since the 10wer bel1s do not come out as much ίη this prototype avoiding the risk of the 

performer moving around the instrument being hit by the bel1. The rotary harps (ρ. 442), 

with a substantial evaluation and a timbre very different from the one of a stee1 conica1 

bel1, is an idea1 candidate to combine with the coίl conίc bellophone within this group. 

Group ΙΙ GIts. MίCr. 11m. C.E τοι. 
\l, CoiI C""" B<1opbooc 57 50 81 100 72 

~..'. ~SanInoY 50 28 87 89 63 

57 
-

~ ~OrRooe.(M~) 22 54 83 54 

u.. Baι.ThI>opbone_ 57 33 76 100 66 -
\l, Roι.uy lIarpo 80 44 65 56 61 

n, Ucbtwo TaWJp/>on< (Κ.Suzu ..... ) 40 17 70 94 SS 

Π. SIIdq F=cb 110m 77 67 67 33 61 

Π, Ccmnιc CoiI F\u 60 33 S9 67 SS 
-

11 Coopc .. t1νC Cc .. """ Β Ρή. F\u SO 67 63 106 71 

Fig. 56. EvaIuation for the cyIindricaI heIix layout group. 

2.3.2.4 Αη assessment ofthe coil conic beIlophone and its group 

The spiral conίc bellophone's microtonal and gliding properties can be sacrificed using the 

coiI conic be"ophone ίη order to gain corporeal expression, and especially when 

considering severa1 players. The conceptual variants have provided a wide view of how 

this shape can highly influence the potentia1 corporea1 expression ofthe instruments. 
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Chapter Two: Instrument deve/opment 

2.3.3 Prototype 3: Trapezoidallayouts and the trapezoida/ conic beZZophone 

Hammered conic bells are here used. They are made of mild steel instead of aeronautic 

steel, sounding a fifth below a set of spun bells ofthe same size. 

After having started with reasonably satisfactory values ίη a first stage where curνes where 

predominant, a new seήes of prototypes consisting mainly of straight lines were developed 

(apart from the cοncentήc layout which is itself part of a frame with a mix of curνes and 

straight lines). Something surpήsίng about these prototypes using straight lίnes and 

employing several shapes for the main frame (or layout), is that ίη most of the cases the 

total value of the instrument's capabi1ities is substantially lower than the one of the 

previous prototypes. The trapezoidallayout is the fιrst shape of this transition Ρeήοd. 

2.3.3.1 The development ofthe trapezoida/ conic bellophone prototype 

The idea is to keep the conical bells sustained ίn parallel bars placed inside a wooden 

resonance box keeping the same distance between the edges of the bells, and the same 

amount of bells per row, so since the bells get smaller as the pitch gets higher the overall 

layout becomes a trapezium. The frames ίη Fig. 57 and Fig. 58 have 12 bells per row ίη 

sixteenthtones, therefore cονeήng a tone and a half per row, and just one step under the 

octave interνal. Ιη order to reach the octave interνal or what is more interesting for the 

tone quality of steel cone-shaped bells, the stretched octaves, an extra row should be added 

οη top. The 96-et trapezoida/ conic bellophone ίη Fig. 57 has a balance problem since 

more weight is οη one side and this can easily be resolved by reaπangίng the lower frame 

with the legs. The J 92-et trapezoida/ conic bellophone ίη Fig. 58 has ηο problem with the 

balance since almost the same weight is kept ίη both sides and simply the back side keeps 

an additional 96-et conic bell set tuning throughout the bells but thirtysecondtone apart 

from the front set, ίη a similar way than two pianos are tuned a quartertone apart from each 

other to achieve quartertones. 
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Chapfer Two: Jnsfrun1enl development 

Fig.57. The 96-et fI'apezoida! conic be!!ophone. Fig.58. The 192-et tl'apezoida! conic be!!opl70ne 

2.3.3.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the trapezoidallayout group 

Sixteen notes per row were mostly desirable since ίι makes ίι easy Ιο cover a smooth whole 

tone gl issando. F ΟΓ that purpose Sludy Νο Ι (One row study/ Sc. 1/ CD-tks Ι , 12, 13/ 

DVD I-tks Ι , 12, 13) was written ιο practice fast passages, so the player can practice and 

get used to the different distances between striking points for each ofthe rows. Ιη the end, 

the 12 bells per row was kept since the glissando sliding mallets cannot be kept smooth 

with 16 notes per row, at least ίη the 10wer rows when moving Ιο the row above. However, 

the One row study could be aπanged to 12 bells. Notice that hammered conic bells were 

considered for this layout. 

2.3.3.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with trapezoidal layout 

Τhe square handchimes also named handchimes (and metal boncas;96 0ther trademark 

names are also used, such as MelodyChime® by Schulmerich and choirchime by 

Malmark), and a high quality handbell (such as the one produced at the Whitechapel 

foundry ίη London, UΚ), provide a very simple harmonic content metallic sound, as 

opposed to the sound of conic bells, of rich 11armonic components. The metallic tone 

colour of square metal chimes provides an ideal reference pitch, which is what makes IJlb 

and IIId the perfect microtonal instruments and at the same time places their total value 

above the trapezoida/ conic bellophone. However, as ref1ected ίη the values of the timbre 

subcategories (Fig. Α3.81, ρ. 463) there is a higher hanηonic content ίη the conic bell, than 

ίη the Whitechapel bell (W Bellophone) and than ίη the square chime used for the 

96 Sawyer, D. 1977. Vibrafions. making unorthodox musica! instruments. ρρ.24-25. 
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Irapezoidαl boncαphones (ρ. 454), producing a more distinctive tone and stil1 with a pitch 

definite enough for υρ to 32 divisions of the 12-et tone, which makes the conic bell ideal 

when high volume cannot be used to provide cues οτ references to other instruments.97 

Group 111 Glίs . MoccTlm C.E. Tot. 

lll'ITrapelOdal Cooιι: Bc1loρbone 67 100 81 67 79 

ll[bj τ rapczo.w \Ι '. Be1Joρhone«9M. 192) 67 106 91 67 82 

I.l.l.1 Trape mιda Ι C1a 'c 5C ΓBpophonι: 70 89 63 67 72 
,---=. - --- - 1-
III Trapczo.w BoncaphoDe«96& 192) 77 106 89 67 84 

-

~ Trapemdal Harp-mbn 50 56 74 56 59 

III WaιerDnm1Ophonc 43 56 48 61 52 

~ S1x1ιnιt Tccomatc Fιrte (buzz.m.) 60 44 56 44 51 
ι------.: --

llIh Sbώog Τι> Tccomatc Oboc 60 44 76'33 53 
lll, Pιanι-mbn 77 100 85 61 81 

Fig. 59. Evaluation for the trapezoidallayout group . 

2.3.3.4 Αη assessment ofthe Irαpezoidαl conic bellophone and its group 

The metallic quality of the conic bell sound is unique and easy to distinguish among most 

Westem orchestral instruments, unlike the wind-like quality of the handchime sound. 

However, the loudness of the handchime can support the conic bell providing reference 

pitch to other parts when t!1e overal1 sound of the composition is !oud [οτ as !ong as the 

texture is not too thick οτ rich ίη wind qua!ity, ίη which case a good quality handbel1 such 

as the Whitechapel , can be used instead. Ιη general the handbell (Whitechape! οτ simi!ar) 

can be considered to occupy a mid-range of dynamics between the square chimes and the 

conic bells. 

2.3.4 Prototype 4: Square layouts and the square conic bellophone 

The motivation to exp!ore a square !ayout was to produce a distribution of the sounding 

bodies that cou!d ease sight-reading two digits numerica! notation. This not only supports 

CaπίΙΙο 's 96-et' s numerica! notation, but a!so the one proposed by his student Espejo, 

which uses the 100 pitch values per octave ίη just intonation (see ρ. 250 for more details). 

97 The handchime and the Whitechapel handbeI! stiII have a wider amplitude scope than the conic bell. 
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The idea is ιο distribute the striking points of the sounding bodies ίπ a ten-by-ten layout so 

the fιrst number from the two digir nurnber notated (Ο Ιο 9) corresponds 10 the row and the 

second to the column. Although the idea was inspired by Carrillo's persistent striving ιο 

improve staff notation with the u e of number 10 refer to pitch and less lίπes Ιο simplify 

the notation, ίι also has the potential 10 be used ιο associate a nuInber with a position 

regardless of the pitch, but relating to what is being struck, plucked, tapped, rubbed, 

shaken, blown, etc. Therefore, this layout also seems ιο suggest notation for instruments 

ofhybrid nature (see §4.3.6 οπ ρ. 214). 

2.3.4.1 The deve10pment ofthe square conic bellophone pro1Otype 

Fol1owing the ten-by-ten layout, this prototype was conceived using a frame where the 

square grid can be rotated at the convenient angle, and the bells can be placed so the 

striking points are at equal distances (Fig. 60). The bells are positioned ίπ increasing pitch 

sequence frorn left to right, so the bottoιn left bell has the 10west pitch and the ιορ right 

bell the highest. 

Fig. 60. The square conic bellophone. 

2.3.4.2 Feedback from the composirional practice for the square layout 

Although Espejo ' s ju t in1Onation system was initially considered,98 rhe need ιο maintain 

the same tuning throughout all the pro1Otypes for the conic bellophone,99 did ποι leave 

space for new considerations. And if this had been used, a conic bell does ποι provide a 

pitch that is clean enough ιο consider the precision required by just intonation. Study Νο 2 

98 Lowest note ha the ame relation Ιο the other 99 notes than the ΙOOIh 
harmonic (ίη the harmonic series) 

has to the 99 harmonics above. 
99 So as Ιο be able Ιο play all the studies compo ed for each prototype ίη the fίnal design for the conic 

bellopl1One. 
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(Chess study / Sc. 2/ CD-tk 2, DVD1-tk 2) was composed as a work that playing every 

single bell to serνe as a test for the cone positioning before performance. 

Having an instrument with highly inharmonic spectra and with four different types of 

octave (1200 t, 1212.5 t, 1225 t and 1237.5 t) seemed to suggest the usage of the most 

appropriate octave to match the spectra ofthe conic bell to resolve the study, and although 

the 1200 t interval (0-97) is notated at the end the performer can play one that sounds 

more consonant out of the three possible stretched octaves instead. This indication is 

placed ίη the published version of the study to provoke awareness of stretched octave and 

educate and tune the performer's ear to the inharmonic spectra ofthe conic bell. 

2.3.4.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with square layout 

The square Ahualulco chromelodeon has a keyboard design (ρ. 409) exploring further the 

concept of split keys developed by Οοη Nicola Vicentino's archicembalo. It is a 

contrasting example for the square conic bellophone's approach. The evaluation obtained 

by this keyboard is much higher than any other instrument ofthe group (Fig. 61). Using 

reeds and a mechanised blowing system (rather than a pedal system) makes the instrument 

ideal for microtonality. The square Ahualulco keyboard layout (see Fig. Α3.28, ρ. 408) 

can be substituted by a ten-by-ten layout if numerical notation was to be considered. lη 

both cases the reeds would provide an interesting sound to combine with the one of the 

conic bells, but a square layout using visible dimensions could influence the visual 

presentation of the music and consequently its dramatic impact οη the audience perceives 

the music. 

The Chinese opera gongophone (ινί) is a variant conceptual instrument derived from the 

composition Seasons (Sc. 12). The part for Chinese opera gongophone that has already 

been written does not require the ΜΙΟΙ interface since it can be played with a bit of 

practice by a percussionist and probably using two digits with the numbers Ο, 1, 2, 3 to 

notate each coordinate ίη the four-by-four grid. 
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Group IV GIIs Mιc:r.TIm.C.E Tot. 

ιν.ι Squaro Coιuc Be Iσpbone 43 78 81 67 67 

ιν. . Square RoιaIl18 Maι,umu.luphon< 50 56 91 56 63 

ιν, Squaro BI1Ztt1δ l..Jιbopbone 60 67 87 144 65 

Ι'" Squaro slcpped ~ 40 56 89 44 57 

ιV 
t-'-- - .- ι-- --Ι- - -
Cubιc Mbιra 43 67 76 44 58 

~ --
ινι ~ Booιn. (IOxIO) 50 S6 48 44 SO _.-f--
ιν Squaro Panpιpc (bwz.ιnι:mbJZ>g-L) 47 44 63 39 48 

--
IVh Squaro A!Glkιlι:o C'hrom<lodeon 93 100 67 89 87 

Ι-=Ι-' - f-
lV .CIme~ Opcra Gongophooe (MIDI) 73 78 74144 67 

Fig. 6 Ι . EvaIuation for the square Iayout group. 

2.3.4.4 Αη assessment ofthe square conic bel1ophone and its group 

ΑΙΙ the stτuck idiophones designed for this group receive slightly higher evaluation than 

the others iη terms of timbre, while the square Ahualulco chromelodeon for microtonality 

(Ι 00% capability value) and sliding pitch (93%), can be easily improved incorρorating a 

mechanised-MJDI player system to the keyboard to make it an ideal instτument Ιο provide 

microtonal and sliding pitch guidelines to an ensemble together with the conic bellophone. 

2.3.5 Prototype 5: Rectangular layouts and the rectangular conic bellophone 

The rectangle and the square are unusual shapes for musical instτuments and particularly 

among mallet instruments, which have trapezoidal shape layout. The interest for equal 

distances between striking points led us to explore rectangle shapes iη six different new 

mallet instτuments and iη instτuments οΓ totally different nature (plucked strlng, reed 

keyboard and sliding brass). 

2.3.5.1 The development of the reclangular conic bellophone prototype 

Hammered conic bells were still used for this bellophone development phase. There was 

some initial doubt about whether the frame would be twelve-by-eight or the other way 

around to cover one octave range. ]f 10 bells straight-line horizontal row were already a 

tight stretch to perform a smooth glissando ίη the square conic bellophone (from left to 

right), 12 bells stτaight horizontal line would have been almost impossible. Consequently 

the layout employing 8 bells ίη the horizontal by 12 bells ίη the vertical layout, was 
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adopted ίη the end. Finally, and ίη order to make easy the exact slide of a semitone 

between two notes contained within the 12-et, an additional bell was placed ίη each row (a 

total of 9 bells), repeating the note that comes ίη the sequence of an 8 bell row and 

particularly the note of the bells above the one οη the very left of the sequence. This 

repeated note also allows the performer to perform smooth glissandi employing several 

rows, since there are two options about where to play the note ίη the sequence that can 

easily disrupt the smoothness of gli ssando between 12-et notes. Αη additional row can be 

placed οη toρ of the frame so either 9 extra notes ίη the sequence can be placed above to 

achieve several types of stretched octaves οτ simply 9 different tones above the octave 

required by the composition, regardless ofwl1ich pitch they have within the indicated high 

register. The three-dimensional prototype prepared (Figs. 62 and 63) allows frame rotation 

at the point the square frame joints the stand to allow adjustment with a slight angle, being 

represented ίη the diagram ίη vertical position. The stand is supposed to have adjustable 

height so it is represented here at its lowest possible heighr. 

r--
~ 

!'1 ~ "r;ro 
~ 

~ι; ~ ., 
~ι-ι 

...ι~ 
Η 

... 
;;.- • 

Figs. 62 and 63 . Eye-Ievel and aerial views ofthe recfangu/ar conic bel/opJ1One. 

2.3.5.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the rectangular layout 

Having extended the rectangular twelve-by-eight layout to have repeated notes ίη a ninth 

column (a twelve-by-nine grid, extendable to thirteen-by-nine) to cover a ful1 semitone 

step (eight sixteenthtone steps) by means of glissando, Study Νο 3 (Glίssando study/ Sc. 3/ 

CD-tk 3/ DνD I-tk 3) was composed illustrating a parallel glissandi among two parts 375 ~ 

apart, close to the a just major third (ratio 5/4, 386.3 ~). 
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The rectanguIar frame is Ionger οη the vertical axis to cover just above an octave. It seems 

easy to pIay a one part gIiding tone for the Glissando study by sharing haIf of the 

instrument with each mallet, but when the paral1el parts are initiated it seems better to pIay 

tI1e paral1eI gIissandi with two mal1ets ίη one hand, aIso sharing each half of the instrument 

with the coπeSΡοndίng hand, rather than using one mal1et for each of the two paral1el parts 

since the body has to fol1ow the horizontal ίη paral1el Ιο keep it steady. This suggests the 

curving of the horizontal Ιο ease such kind of movement, and after this prototype a gradual 

retum to the usage of curves ίη the prototype design made a consistent change ίη the 

evaluations. 

2.3.5.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with rectangular layout 

The most remarkable value observed is the 100% microtonal capability given to the 

Ahualulco portative organ (Fig. 64). This instrument (Vg) has a similar keyboard design 

than the square Ahualulco chrome/odeon (IVh) , although ίι uses pipes instead of reed. 

This instrument, also having MIDI capabilities, constitutes an ideal instrument to perform 

with the rectangular conic bellophone (ίη terms of exploring pitch resources) while 

keeping rectanguIar shapes iη the stage for corporeal expression purposes. 

There is aIso a remarkable timbre ίη a triang/ephone (with square frame), which makes it 

rather unique. However, its pitch is not as definite as it would be desired, which can be an 

issue when provided reference pitch to other parts. 

GroupV G lls.M lcr.lϊm.C.E. To t . 

V. Rectangular Conic BelJopbone 43 67 81 67 65 

Vb TrιangJcphone 70 44 94 39 62 

Vc Springopbone 53 44 85 50 58 

Vd Thbular Springoρbone 37 28 81 44 48 

Vc CaπiIIo Sympalhy Haιp 67 78 83 56 71 

Vr Finger Rec tangular Booms (8χ6) 50 39 61 56 51 

νι Ahualuko Portatινe O rgan (Solar U) 70 100 52 44 67 

Vb Dσuble SIidiι:ιg BaS5 Trombone 87 61 72 50 68 

νι Marimbat10r 63 67 67 56 63 

Fig. 64. Eva luation for the rectangular layout group. 
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2.3.5.4 Αη assessment ofthe rectangu/ar conic bel/ophone and its group 

The rectangular layout of a hybrid instrument proposed, the marimbajlor, suggests the 

usage of ηumeήcaΙ notation using two digits to proνide horizontal and νertical position 

respectiνely within the rectangular grid. The marimbajlor's layout was defined by the 

geometry related to the mathematical formula used for a composition οήgίηalΙΥ for conic 

bellophone and guitar duo but enνisaged to haνe at least this additional instrument. IOO 

From the νisual point of νiew, the rectangular conic bellophone matches the rectangular 

layout of the marimbajlor, and the corporeal expression of the performer by using similar 

moνements ίη the performance. This idea still needs reconsideration and the guitar could 

also be conceiνed with rectangular body,IOI whi1e the Ahua/ulco portative organ, or the 

νersion using a ten-by-ten keyboard (using two consecutiνe squares to make a rectangle 

and reach a wider range) also haνe the potential to be incorporated into the project. 

This group ίη general (and the preνious) has more potential than what the eνaluation can 

offer. Ιη this case documenting the potential is a νery important part of the oνerall 

instrument deνelopment practice, and ίη this case the ideas haνe been sketched ίη Chapter 

3 as part of the compositional works ίη progress they belong to. 

The rectangu/ar conic be//ophone has suggested and informed the composition of an 

important work for the exploration of clusters with conic bells, Study Νο 4 (Timbra/ study/ 

DVDl-tk 4). Its sampled simulation (CD-tk 4) remains as sounding proof for future 

reference when composing for conic bellophone using clusters, regardless of which 

prototype is used. 

The rectangular conic bellophone might not be as ideal for performing fast passages with 

glissandi as it is for microtonality. ΒΥ haνing each row containing a semitone it is νery 

easy to 10cate the seνen microtonal νalues placed between each regular note of the 12-et, 

and since this is done keeping equal distance between stήking points (unlike trapezoidal 

layouts) it is also easy to perform parallel glissando between notes that are located close to 

each other. 

100 This composition extends the work /mprovisatory patterns ΙΙ (Sο/eά) as submitted, but still at an early 
drafting stage Ιο be considered for this research, which is why is ηοΙ explained ίη Ch.3. 
101 Ιη a simίlar way than the body ofthe Moroccan hajhuj. 
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2.3.6 Prototype 6: Concentric layouts and the concenfric conic bellophone 

With the initial idea ofhaving an ergonomic layout ίη which sounding bodies are mounted 

ίηto each other ΟΓ inside each other to save space, the term concentric was adopted 

involving this way cylindrical ΟΓ spherical synlmetry as it was previously done when 

conceiving the conic bells. 

2.3.6.1 The development ofthe concentric conic bellophone prototype 

Α test was Γυη using regular conic bells placing cones slightly inside each other. The result 

is a substantial reduction of the bell's volume, Wllich is ηοΙ desired here. Therefore, ίη 

order to fit around ] Ο bells vertical ίη a slightly curved lίηe (to favour vertical mallet 

sliding), the shape of the bell has been changed and therefore the bells are not considered 

conic bells anymore, but Ivide cone bells. The angle between the side of the bell 's cone 

and the axis, here considered is 300. Α rectangular frame holds ten vertical bars, each of 

them containing ten bells (Figs. 65 and 66). 

Figs. 65 and 66. The concenrric conic bellop/1One starting at ground leνel and knees l eνe l respectively. 

The sound of wide cone bells and ίπ general conical shape bells with wider angle between 

side and axis than the conic bell proved Ιο be slightly more inharmonic ίη early 

experimentation but did not considerably affect pitch clarity, which is what matters . 

Fig. 65 and Fig. 66 contain cones ofthe same size as something that needs to be detailed ίη 

thi representation, ince the gradation of pitch can be used ίη three different way 

according Ιο the needs of the compo ition: 

(Ι) Ascending pitch from left to right and starting at the bottom left bell. 
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(2) Ascending pitch from top to bottom and starting with the top left bell going 

down the vertical and then moving onto the next vertical. 

(3) Ascending pitch from bottom to top and starting with the bottom left bell going 

up and then moving onto the next vertical. 

2.3.6.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the concentric conic beZZophone 

The work composed for the concentric conic beZZophone, TίmbraZ study (Study Νο 4/ Sc. 4/ 

CD-tk 4), employs ascending pitch from left to ήght and starting at the bottom left bell. 

Therefore the bells get smaller as one goes further up ίn the verticals, with the smallest at 

the tΟΡ-ήght side of the frame. The composition requires the stήking points to be equally 

distant, so the four-mallet clusters can easily be achieved throughout the gήd. This 

exploration of clusters ίη three verticals covers four bells per cluster (see ρ. 170), which 

produces a harmonically ήch sound resemblίng that of distant church bells. ΒΥ using the 

ten-by-ten layout, each hοήΖοntal contains three clusters, the middle cluster shaήng a note 

with the one to the left, and another note with the one to the ήght. 

The performer is invited ίη this work to omament the clusters doing downwards glίssando, 

suggested by the curνes found ίη the verticals which can also be considered tied cluster 

notes, and the performer can choose how many tied clusters produces the most pleasant 

and (or) interesting sound, although this is limited by the tempo at which the work is 

performed. 

2.3.6.3 Feedback from the vaήant conceptual instruments with concentήc layout 

The MID/ muZti concentric ceramic drums (enchanted forest), a set of mechanised 

microtonal tapping drums, is a major contήbution to the group, and not only due to its 

highest total evaluation but also a 97% of glissando capability (Fig. 67), and particularly 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch that can ideally arrange ίη sequence around the performance 

space. This instrument would be ideal to combine the concentric conic beZZophone and 

mask the sharp attack produced by wide conic bells when microdiscrete-sliding pitch is 

played. The curνed bars supporting the wide conic bells ίη a vertical plane would have 

also match the SΡheήcal shape ofthe ceramic pots ofthe enchantedforest. 
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Το make υρ for the lack of performer when usIng instrumentation with the encI1anted 

forest , a concentric ceramic drum can be incorporated to have a performer involved ίπ tl1e 

tapping process too, and interacting with mechanised tapping actions. 

This group also has an instrument with a distinctive highly metallic timbre, the 

tettoupl1one, which could also be considered to cut through the timbre of a large ensemble 

or orchestra. This instrument, using cylindrical concentric shapes, can produces a wide 

range of volume keeping its sound quality, unlike the concentric conic be//ophone which 

cannot produce a pleasant sound when stroke too hard. Experimenting with different 

materials would be required to find the ideal one Ιο provide referential microtonal and 

sliding pitches to other instruments of an ensemble or orcl1estra. 

Group νι GIIs. MιcΓ. Tim C.E. Tot. 

ΥΙ. Conccnιn: Cλmιι: BeDopbaoι: 43 56 48 78 56 

Vlb Ekrophoncs (Thιι:1ι. bronzciύJm . bals) 53 39 70 56 55 

~ 39163 
-

TcroιdaJ HanιI Roιaιng Mb ... 60 44 52 

ΙΥΙ. T.ttoupban< 57 56 85 44 60 

νι., cooccnιnι: FreιJess νas. Lute (5",g) 67 50 56 72 61 

νι Cooc.Cenιrn.Drum (Doublι:) 90 17 50 94 63 
-

νι Conc RJnaDoubIOcann.a(sbd)WWιtdronc) 80 67 59 39 61 

Vlb Cooc.Ceram.Oboe (51ιd.k.JwaLιIro) 93 67 61 44 66 -- f-
νι MIDI MuLConc <DDιu ... (EnchFo .... n 97 78 57 89 80 

Fig. 67 . Evaluation for the concentric layout group. 

2.3.6.4 Απ assessment ofthe concentric conic bellophone and its group 

The lettouphone (chromatic version of the Japanese lel1ou), which provides a perspective 

οη how metal cylinders can be placed concentrically, was the most inspiring variant 

conceptual instruments. The variety of smoothness of timbres makes the group exquisite 

and unique ίη sound quality . 

2.3.7 Prototype 7: Arched layouts 1,1 02 and the 3S conic bellophone 

While usIng straight lίπes ιπ the designs (trapeziums, squares and rectangles), 

microtonality was fairly easy Ιο achieve by placing the bells ίπ the appropriate order. 

102 Arched layouts are covered within the periods ίη \yhiCh prototypes 7 Ιο 9 were developed, represented 
with the roman numerals Ι ιο 111. 
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However, ίη order to achieve sliding pitch the movements seemed a bit forced and the 

fluidity of the perforrner's movement when covering a full range glissando either ίη 

ascending or descending order was not ideal while almost impossible for parallel glissando 

more than a third apart. For this reason a new series of arched layouts were initiated 

deterrnining ίη the end the ideal prototype for conic bellophone. 

2.3.7.1 The development ofthe 3S conic bellophone prototype lO3 

This instrument is also named the arched conic bellophone J (Fig. 68), Ιο relate to the 

group name (used ίη Fig. 69). The frame consists of three poles or stands and six metal 

bars, each ofthem divided into two (οη fitting and locking inside the other) for portability 

purposes. Each bar is locked into the side-poles, passing through the middle pole to get 

support but not being locked to it, so it can easily be adjusted. 

Fig. 68. The 3S conic bellop/1One. 

This instrument was initially intended to have seιηί-cίrcular shape but ίη that case two 

performers would not be able to play due to the restricted space. For that reason the final 

shape adopted was arched. 

2.3.7.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the 3S arched conic bellophone 

Sfudy Νο 5 (Polyrhyt/1mic sfudyl Sc. 51 CD-tk 51 DVD I-tk 5) was composed ίη parallel to 

the development of this prototype. The difficulties of a study using two parts with crossed 

103 3S means three stands refeπίng ΙΟ the three poles holding the whole frame. 
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rhythms was thought as an ideal way of practicing fast note location οη what so far was 

considered an ideal layout for the conic bellophone ίη terms of microtonality. 

Study Νο 6 (Sc. 6/ CD-tk 6/ ονο l-tk 6), for four hands, was initiated while this instrument 

was being developed, as a way of illustrating the corporeal limits of this instrument. 

The struggle to reach the notes easily ίη Study Νο 5, while Study Νο 6 did require slightly 

over an octave of range, led to the next prototype ίn which additional bells are incorporated 

whi1e the shape can be adjusted between semicircle and arch to match the number of 

players. 

2.3.7.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with arched layout Ι (3 οτ 4 

legs support) 

Several instruments from this conceptual variant group where thought of as sharing the 

frame (these being the ones whose name starts with 'waterfall', employing the quarter

section of a cylinder ίη horizontal position). These instruments have four legs and can be 

placed facing each other so the overall shape of the two frames together is half-cylinder. 

Two of them, VIIb and VIId, have exceptional timbre values within the group and can be 

considered to accompany an ensemble with this bellophone prototype or ίn general any of 

the prototypes to follow since they are also arched (if we consider a semicircle to be an 

arch), ifwe look at visual harmony ofthis shape ίη the stage. 

The arched conic bellophone Ι has low glissando capabilities compared to the last four 

instruments of the group. Considering that those four instruments are blown instruments 

and with low corporeal expression capabilities, they can be considered somehow 

complementary for a balanced overall evaluation ofthe ensemble. 

The ceramic arched tongued boxes, having a similar value to the arched conic bellophone 

Ι, it has a very different timbre which could be explored adding resonators οτ buzzing 

membranes to its design ίη order to expand the range of possible sounding qualities to 

combine with any of the arched conic bellophones, both having high corporeal expression 

and very similar shape. 
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Group νπ Glis . Mίcr.Tim . C.E. Tot. 

vn. Aιcbcd Cαm: Bellopbιme Ι (3S) 60 78 59 78 69 

Vl4 WatcrfaD Gender (Slι:nthem) 60 78 93 72 76 

VlI" \VaιcrfaD cιa\'escrapopbone 53 67 56 67 61 

V1..Ic WaterfaD Copper Tubapbonc: 60 89 89 72 78 

VlI" Ccramιc Arcbcd Tonguc baxcs 50 67 59 67 61 

Vllr SI.ιdmg Bιrd Wbιst1c 90 56 61 56 66 

VllJ Sι.!ιng Cooperatιve Archcd Ocarma 80 78 61 61 70 

Vllh CoopfnIIV' Β-.. S1idmgλrchos (ooil) 93 100 74 72 85 

Vll, Cooperatινe ΚιιkkmJ Slιde Wbιst1c 80 78 56 67 70 

Fig.69. Evaluation for the arched layout Ι group. 

2.3.7.4 Αη assessment ofthe three stand arcl1ed conic bellophone J and its group 

Ιι is probably the high corporea1 expression capability of the arched conic bellophone f 

that makes it remarkable among the (partly due to its arched shape inνites seνera1 p1ayers 

to play ίη order to reach comfortably both sides of the instrument, while this also makes it 

difficult to achieνe smooth glissando ίη comparison with other instruments of the group, 

suggesting flexibi1ity of curνature ίη future prototypes. 

Ιη terms of pitch, the arched conic bellophone J has much better microtona1 capabilities 

than glissando, and ίι has leamt from the ceramic αrched boxes, that the a.djustment of 

curvature ίη the arch adopted can make the instrument adjustable to the number of players 

that need to perform without compromising sliding properties. 

2.3.8 Prototype 8: Arched layouts Π, and the 16S conic bellophone (arched cοnίc 

be/lophone ιη 

The f 6S conic bellophone, or arched conic bellophone JJ, constitutes the final prototype of 

conic bellophone and it was ful1y built as part ofthis research project. Posterior prototypes 

were sketched and proposed, and are extended νersions of this prototype. 

These second group of arched layouts also try to adopt e1ements that are transformable into 

curνilinear and free layouts, as ίη the case of the αrched conic bellophone 11, which 

employs stands that can be placed ίη many different ways, a1though the semicirc1e 

disposition proposed here has been envisaged for the compositional practice, as described 

onpp. 138-139. 
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2.3.8.1 The development ofthe arched conic bellophone ιι prototype 

Microphone stands where initial1y used for ho1ding the conic bells ίη the beginning when 

acoustical tests were being perfoπned. It was convenient 10 simp1y use stands ιο get the 

desired 1ayout at this stage and search for a convenient distribution according ιο the needs 

of the composition. 

Ιη the first perfoπnance emp10ying the fina1 prototype of conic bells (spun be/ls), each of 

them was placed onto different musical stands to [oπn a large arch that can be reached 

with two perfoπners (Fig. 70). 

Fig. 70. Rehearsal (fTom left Ιο right: Lee Ferguson, Petar Curic and the author) using a curvilinear 

simplified layout ofthe conic bells (for the notes being played). 

Later οη, as an attempt to have one octave range played by one sing1e perfoπner, the semi

circ1e 1ayout of the conic bellophone was conceived employing 96 bel1s attached to 16 

stands (six bells per stand). Figure 71 was a diagram developed (before the instrument was 

bui1t) by taking a 10p view picture of a stand with six bel1s, and rotating ίι ] ] .25 degrees,104 

and ] 5 times to recreate what a wide view of the conic bellophone from the performers 

eyes would 100k like. Ιη this case the notation indicated ίη the diagram was based οπ the 

assumption that the 10west idea1 bel1 would be an Ε. This was the pitch distribution 

designed for the hammered conic be/ls, and later ση with the creation and adoption of the 

spun bells the 10west tone was fixed to the G above middle C (and a minor third above the 

previous 10west note. 

104 11.25 degrees is 180116, which is tl1e 180 degrees of a semicircle divided ίπto the number οΓ stands 
considered. 
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Fig. 71. Conic be//op/1One's diagram nlade rotating the picture οΓ one stand 16 times. 

The fιnaIised conic beflophone ίη semicircle distribution (Fig. 72) with the spun conic bells 

was considered for compositionaI practice consoIidating this way the usage of the name 

conic bellophone without any further description, strictly [or this specifιc layout, which is 

was used for performances and seminars as a follow υρ ofthe preIiminary experimentation 

with the curviIinear Iayout. 

Fig. 72. The compIeted conic bellophone (prototype 8) οπ the day AUΙurnn was premiered. 

2.3.8.2 Feedback from the compositionaI practice for the 16S arched conic bellophone 

layout 

The work JI11proνisalory palterns J (Duet/ Sc. 8/ CD-tk 8/ ονο l-tk 8) was fίrstIy used Ιο 

experiment with the free aπangement of the stands and ίη this case using an arched singIe 

line with ιννο performers (see above Fig. 70). This experience led to conceiving the stands 

with several bells from slightly below performer's waist level Ιο slightly above the 

shoulders, and the semicircle Iayout using 16 stands covering a tone per horizontal plane 

considered. 

Study Νο 6 (Pasacalles/ Sc. 6/ CD-tk 61 DVD1-tk 6) was already composed for a similar 

layout, demanding a range wider than an octave. The conic bellophone layout (prototype 

8), did ηοΙ reach the required range by this composition, which was left οη stand-by, while 
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Study Νο 7 (Mollienairel Sc. 71 CD-tk 71 DVD1-tk 7) was composed for the conic 

bellophone and also ending υρ with a range larger than an octave and left ίη stand-by, both 

expecting future additions to the conic bellophone. These two works also suggested 

having an extended conic beflophone prototype to cover a range slightly wider than an 

octave. 

The work AuIun1n (Sc. 10/ CD-tk 10/ DVD1-tk Ι Ο) was the first composition completed 

that while contributing to the design process of this final version of the conic beflophone 

was also abJe to employ the whole bellophone range without the need to extend ίι Prelude 

Νο / (Sc. 11 Ι CD-tk Ι Ι Ι DVD I-tk 11), was the second and it was written around the same 

time. It inforrned the development ofthe conic bellophone and the work Autun1n. Prelude 

Νο Ι , compJeted shortJy after AuIun1n, explores the lίrnίtatίons of a virtuoso player. 

Αη expansion of the work /mproνisatory patferns Ι/ (Sοleά), 1Ο5 not completed by the time 

the research was over, 106 has suggested the incorporation of a range extension, and a 

MIDI-mechanised version with MIDI-pedal controller for the guitarist, so the sixteen 

stands can be placed around the audience faced by the guitarist. 

2.3.8.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instrurnents with arched ΙΙ layout group 

The arched stand-a-matsun1ushiphone (VIIIb) was the fιrst conceptual instrument 

employing stands ίη a semicircle (ίη this case using with the small high pitched Japanese 

matsumushi gongs, name adopted from a Japanese cricket specie). Tuned ίη eighthtone 

steps and originally ίη arched position to achieve microdiscrete-sliding pitch by means of 

striking the gongs, it ended υρ suggesting the semicircle disposition of the stands towards 

the achievement of microdiscrete-sliding pitch by means of sliding the mallets. This idea 

was aJso used to resolve the same problem when playing the arched conic bellophone / 

with one singJe player. Due to the size of the conic bells, fitting 16 stands ίη a semicircle 

instead of eight was ideal for the space required, so the perforrner can easily access both 

sides of the bellophone. The same problem was resolνed with the arched marimba, using 

semicircle and the five-stand support for the net that holds the khong wong yaiophone also 

105 Duo for conic bellophone and Sixteenthtone Guitar (Sc. 9) . 
106 Still being drafted. 
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proposed. The CarI'illo bridge double harp (VIII e) emp10ys eight doub1e harps units 1η 

stands (altemating strings with some angle so the area where the strings meet 

microdiscrete-s liding pitch ίη sixteenth tones can be achieved), each of them covering an 

107 
octave. The resonance of this instrument infoτms future sympatllY string 

experimentation with the conic bellophone, and ways of dea1ing with strings ίη the space. 

The semicircle layout is also applied to splashophone stands (VIIIr) and ίη this case using 

quaτteτtones, so eight stands are considered covering two tones ίη a horizonta1 p1ane, a1so 

providing an idea of how the conic bellophone cou1d be 1aid out ίπ quaτteτtones. The rest 

of the instruments contribute 10 provide new instrumentation possibi1ities, but did ηοι have 

much influence οπ the design of the 16S conic bellophone. 

Since a cooling system was thought necessary [οτ maintaining the cοπect temperature of 

the ice drun1s, temperature experimentation coo1ing down conic bells was initiated and 1eft 

open for future possible experimentation. 108 The possibi1ity of lηaking conic bells with ice 

and thicker wall s is simp1y noted [οτ future possib1e experimentation. 

Group νιιι GI,s.M,cr.Tlm c. Ε. Tot. 

Vlll. Ar<:bed Conι: B.1k>pbooe JI (165) 60 78 72 78 72 
-

Vlllb Ar<:bed Sιanιl-a-mauum>!ihιphaoe 53 67 94 67 70 

vu.ι., Ar<:bed MΔrιnba (Sιaoda·k.y) 53 44 63 61 55 

VJlld Κhang V,ong γoιopbooe 40 44 78 61 56 

VlI.J.., CarriIk> 8ridgc Dooblc Ηοη> 11 8,·. ,ιand, 90 67 65 72 73 

Vlll, Ar<:bed Sιanιl-a·,pla,bophone 37 44 46 67 49 

Vlll. Aιτbed Coop Hoιo<ogιsυ \1outh Organ 70 78 59 67 68 

vlU. Doublc ρolyphonιιc $~ιng oboc: {2x2s'1\1c\η'} 80 67 67 SO 66 
1-

Vlll Icc Drums 40 33 48 67 47 

Fig. 73. EvaIuation for the arched Iayout II group. 

2.3.8.4 Αη assessment ofthe arched conic bellophone JJ and its gτoυp (arched 11) 

The arched conic bellophone JJ (VIIla) when eva1uated stands at the head of the gτoυp 

(Fig. 73), together with VIIlb and VIlJe, the arched stand-a-matsumushiphone and the 

107 Each stand has a double harp containing two rows crossed, each ίπ eighthtones. 
108 Απ experiment wi th the third lowest conic bell at cold temperatures (with almost same results between 
O°C and _20°C) produced a sound with shorter sustain and brighter qual ity than at room telηΡeraΙUre 2SoC. 
CoId temperatures also lowered the pitch of the hum and prime partials about 5 ~, whiIe the nominal and 
tierce raised pitch about the same amount (the interval between the nominal and the ti erce ra ised 12 ~) . 
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Carrillo bridge double harp respectively. Looking at the main categories, VIIle has a 90% 

glissando capability that can compensate the 60% of the arched conic bellophone 11. Also 

worth considering the khong wong yaiophone [οτ a small ensemble due to its unique soft 

timbre οτ the double polyphonic sliding oboe if considering a larger ensemble οτ orchestra 

due to its sliding properties and its easily recognised tone quality, which can also be 

combined with regular oboes. 

Apart from suggesting a wide range of possibilities of alternative instrumentation for this 

fιnal version of the conic bellophone, the variant conceptual instruments described as part 

of group ΥΙΙΙ have had a substantial contribution to the design and future considerations of 

the conic bellophone, and also informed group Χ and particularly the sopranino conic 

bellophone. 

2.3.9 Prototype 9: Arched layout ΠΙ, and the extended arched conic bellophone 

Τhe pitch range extension of the conic bellophone was supported by creating a series of 

instruments from scratch tl1at were thought of as instτuments that covered a wide pitch 

range so they did not need to be extended. ΤΙ1e prospective comparison between the 

development of extended arched conic bellophone, and of these variant conceptual 

instruments, takes an important role ίπ this group since the concept of ΜΑ ΥΜΙ (MIDI 

audio-visual musical instrument) was taken into practice. Τhe resulting ΜΑ ΥΜΙ is not 

included ίπ the thesis due to the involvement of a programmer, but it did provide the 

evidence required to develop further ideas based οη the capabiliries of present 3-D MIDI 

interactive JAVA programming. 

2.3.9.1 Τhe development ofthe extended arched conic bellophone prototype 

Ιπ order to provide an extension option for the conic bellophone design, the top part of the 

microphone stand is adopted (see fιgs. 74 and 75). 

Fig. 74. Front view ofthe 16 stands. 
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... 

Fig.75 . Another front view ofthe 16 stands. 

This way support iS provided for three additional semicircles ίη a horizontal plane, each of 

them containing 16 conic befls (Fig. 76). Αη extra tritone is then covered (not including 

the tritone interval, ίη a same way than the octave interval was not included ίη the regular 

version of the conic bellophone with 96 bells) . lnterlacing the three legs of the stands is 

possible ίη most of the microphone stand models when a 2 rnetres diarneter for the 

semicircle considered ideal (see the semicircle ίη the top view οη Fig. 77). However, if 

less distance is desired, it is better Ιο have theιη custom made as indicated ίη Fig. 76, 

where a front view of the 3-D model produced and used for the ΜΑ ΥΜΙ version 

(programrned to be interactive) of the extended conic bellophone (Fig. 76), developed 

outside this research 's frarnework. 

Fig. 76. PIayer' view ofthe extended conic bellophone 
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Fig. 77 . Τορ view of the 16 stands interlaced. 

2.3.9.2 Feedback from the compositional practice for the eXlended arcl1ed conic 

bellophone and its group 

The previously composed works, Study Νο 6 (Pasacalles / Sc. 6/ CD-tk 6) and Sludy Νο 7 

(Mollίenaire / Sc. 7/ CD-tk 7), have contributed to the developrnent ofthe extended aI'ched 

conic bel/ophone. 

The second movement of the composition Seasons (Sc. 12) relies ful1y οη this model to 

explore non-octaval scales requiring more than an octave to prove their nature. This 

movement also explores the stretched octaves found ίη the harmonic spectrum of the spun 

conic bells. 

2.3 .9.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with extended arched layout 

Before entering into the details of these group member , it is important to state that at this 

point ίη the time-line (2008), the patterns of the methodology proposed ίη Chapter Ι and 

the patterns of using creative-comparative designs as part of the instrument development 

practice (explained earlier ίη this chapter), started to be recognised, and the empirical 

approach followed υρ Ιο this point was Ιο influence the strategies of the research method 

(Fig. 5, ρ . 13). At this stage ίη the research, everything started to get organised into 

groups, and since the variant conceptual instruments design methodical approach became 

the guidance, the compositional practice dramatically changed and new instruments were 

manifested ίη the creative process of the mind involuntarily when composing. This was 

parιly induced by the con cious process of organising a massive amount of creative design 
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material, and it is a stτong reason why being schematic and methodical when involved with 

instrument development-led composition is here considered impoτtant. This whole 

research process has strongly benefιted from this phenomenon and although ίι was 

discovered at a posterior stage of the research, the subject was already introduced ίη the 

thesis' introduction, and a revised version o[Chapter Ι. 

Α need to systematical1y control the conception of new musical instruments ίη the 

compositional process led this research to work with 3-D software, and with a programmer 

οη the devising of a 3-Ο MIDI virtual model (ΜΑ ΥΜΙ) of the extended arched conic 

bellophone for demonstration puτposes. However, this is ηοΙ considered paτt of the thesis 

but indeed proves what the thinking behind stands [οτ. 

The snai! jalatarang, porcupine n1arimba, arched f 'rungophone, and sympathy arched 

sarunayophone have the potential to be extended several octaves, while the sympafhy 

bowed ocfaνina, the extended portative organ and the bass 16th -tone Sliding Tuba have a 

similar range than a piano. 

Ιη teτms of values (Fig. 78), the sympathy arched sarunayophone is the only instτument 

with higher total value than the extended arched conic bellophone, so considering that the 

coτporeal expression is much higher for the eXfended arched conic bellophone, a duo using 

both instruments could provide a balanced per[oτmance and the media to explore a wide 

range of pitch resources. 

Group ΙΧ Glιs. MίcΓ. Tιm. C.E. Tot. 

rx. Extended Arched Conic Bellophone (16S) 67 78 63 89 74 

!Xb Snail JaJatarang 60 56 81 56 63 

IXc Porcupine Marimba (ceramic a5s.stands) 73 100 67 44 71 

IX.J Arcbcd T'nmgophone( ass.standslcer. res) 50 78 85 61 69 

IXc Sympathy Bowed Octavιna (arched 55) 80 50 72 50 63 

!Xr Arcbcd Waters1apopbonc (ass.stands) 50 22 44 72 47 

ιχ. Ext.Porιatiνe Organ ,,'ίth arch.pipe sιands 80 100 74 39 73 

IXb Bass 161b-tone SlXling 1\100 97 56 72 44 67 

!ΧΙ Sympathy Arched Sarunyaophone (ΜΙΟΙ) 87 100 85 61 83 

Fig. 78. Evaluation for the arched layout ΙΙΙ group. 
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Chapter Two: Instrument deνelopment 

2.3.9.4 Αη assessment ofthe arched conic bellophone ΠΙ and its group (arched ΠΙ) 

This group, being an attempt to extend the design οη the conic bellophone, has serνed as a 

catalyst for the opening of a new conception of the instrument deνelopment design by 

inducing an audio-νisual compositional creatiνe process, ίη which the new instruments are 

composed with the music ίη one single creatiνe process rather than separately. leading to 

the concept of ΜΑ ΥΜΙ as a tool to promote its practice. 

ΜΑ ΥΜΙ not οηlΥ proνide a prospectiνe νiew for the eνaluation but also something close 

to a subjectiνe νiew since the realism of the simulations can place the instrument 

deνelopment-Ied composer ίη a strong and realistic position to judge where one instrument 

stands among the others. 

The extended arched conic bellophone has the highest total νalue ifthe MIDI instrument is 

excluded (the sympathy arched sarunayophone), which makes it stand as a great tool for 

the exploration of pitch resources, while still keeping a high corporeal expression, which a 

MIDI instrument does not haνe. 

2.3.10 Prototypes 10a and 10b: Other Ranges, the sopranino conic bellophone and 

the bass conic bellophone 

From this group onwards the work is still ίη process of eΧΡeήmentatίοn by the completion 

of this research, which shows the open-ended nature of the method proposed and followed. 

ΒΥ trying to keep the same material, thickness and proportions, the conic bellophone could 

only be extended to almost an octaνe and a half keeping the integήty of its sound. Ιn order 

to consider other ranges, mateήaΙ, thickness or proportions, haνe to be altered, while trying 

to keep a similar sound. 
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Chapfer Two: lnsfrun1enf development 

2.3.] ο.] The development ofthe sopranino conic bellophone prototype 

Ιπ order to reach the higher register of the piano, bronze cones of similar proportions ιο the 

conic bells, have been considered and placed ϊη a wooden frame (figs. 79 and 80) that 

holds metal bars going across. 

'" 

Figs. 79 and 80. Side and top views ofthe sopI'anino conic beZlopl1One's frame. 

The metal bars hold hammering mechanisms with springs such as those of bicycle bells, so 

one can pull back the hammer Ιο hit the bell, placed right ϊπ front, and soon after recover 

the position without touching the bell (Fig. 81). The frame was built and the bars placed. 

The bells could ηοΙ be cast ϊn time [οτ experimentation but bicycle bells were used to build 

a preliminary prototype (Fig. 82). 

Fig. 8 J. 3-Ο representation ofthe sop. con. bellophone. Fig. 82. Prototype of the sop. con. bellophone. 

The instrument covers a range of οπlΥ ιννο tones of range (ϊπ sixteenthtones) so there is 

still a gap between the highe t notes ofthe extended conic bellophone and the first notes of 

the sopranino conic bel/ophone. 
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2.3.10.2 The deve10pment ofthe ba s conic bellophone prototype 

The on1y olution to k ep ο many large conic bells ίη a restricted space wa to follow a 

concentric 1ayout and widening the mouth of the cones, and reducing their heighr. Using a 

cy1indrica1 helix a frame ί a way to support fa t glissando with soft ma1Jets ince hard 

ma11et wou1d imply creat a ery thick ound that would mask at particular point the 

perception ofthe gli ando ίι e1f(Fig .83 and 84). 

Fig. 83 . Βα s conic be//op/1One: frontal view. 

Fig. 84. Bass conic be//op/1one: aerial view. 

Since fa t microtona1 pa age a1 ο have the danger of ma king the sequence, they are not 

of much u e within thi range. 10 microtona1 pas age are achievable ίη thi 1ayout and 

since fa t microtona1 pa age can bare1y be appreciated, there ί ηο need to recon ider the 

1ayout to favour the microtonal capabilities. Thi layout al ο ha high corporeal 

expre ίοη, which make ίι unique ίη ίι group. 

2.3.10.3 Feedback from the compo itional practice for the sopranino and ba s conic 

belfophone 

The composition ea ons ( . 12) ha a ection indicated ίη the ketch, ίη w11ich the 

sopranino conic be//ophon ί meant to ha a part (work ίη progre ). Coo1ing the conic 
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bells and adding a part for ice drums for this passage is being considered, ίη both cases ιο 

match the staccato and bright sound quality ofthe sopranino conic bellophone. 

The bass conic bellophone has ποι still been considered for any composition, but there are 

still many questions that need to be resolνed, such as the ideal thickness of the bells and 

the ideal angle of the bell (between axis and the bell skirt). 

2.3.10.4 Feedback from the νariant conceptual instruments ίη νery high ΟΓ lοw registers 

The dynamic ρίαnο and dynamic ba/on (Xe), stand with difference ίπ this group from the 

rest of the instruments ίπ the total νalue (Fig. 85). Therefore these instruments haνe been 

considered for a possible fourth moνement of Seasons (Sc.12). 

The sopranino and bass conic bellophones (Xa), ought to ideally be combined with 

instruments that can proνide higher glissando capabilities. The dynamic ρίαηο and 

dynamic baton (Xe) ί an outstanding choice for this purpose, while the brass sliding organ 

(Xh) also proνides similar capabilities with a contrasting timbre. The 220-stand 

bowlophone can also complement the preνiously mentioned instruments proνiding a 

unique timbre and high corporeal expression. The instruments not mentioned yet from the 

group haνe also attractiνe timbres ideal for specific sound colourings, and should also be 

considered as possible candidates to combine with instruments ofthis group. 

GroupX Gι...~b;r.Τιn.C.Ε. ΤΟ! 

Χ. Sopranno & ~. Conιc BcIIopbooes 57 67 81 61 66 

Χ, Rσtary l1oyweyoρbooe (bιι;h ranεe) 70 50 98 44 66 

Χ. Rσtary Ρ r::cokl bkx:k xyIσpbone (kIa) 73 28 61 44 52 

~ 22Q-sWXΙ Bov.lσpbaoe 53 72 87 67 70 

Χ. Dynιmιc pιano ιnd dynιmr:: bitoo 107 100 94 S6 89 

Χί SoIenoιd .<si!ιed wat~r Sln!aιnopboor 73 67 54 33 57 

Χι ,λhuaU::o Ponaιινe .btotogιse Organ 77 100 59 39 69 

ΧΩ iBrass Jιι:kιg OΓgιιn (IO-soJeo.-<:onσ.) 90 94 74 50 77 

Χ. !Sopnιno &: &5 MarmbafJoιes 43 44 69 61 54 

Fig. 85. Evaluation for the other ranges group. 

2.3.10.5 Απ as e sment ofthe sopranino and bass conic bellophones and their group 

The sopranino and ba conic bellophones haνe been eνaluated as one single instrument 

(Xa). Most of the instrument ίπ the group haνe higher νalues for glissandi than Xa, and 
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half of them have better microtonal capabilities, cοnsίdeήng that the timbre value of Xa is 

third ίη the group, and since having the aΡΡrΟΡήate timbre was the main ρήοήιΥ, this 

group can be considered to provide a positive prospectiνe νiew of Xa• Ιη order ιο balance 

the low values (Fig. 85) Xa can combine with a vaήety of instruments within the group. 

2.3.11 Prototype 11: The mechanic extended conic belZophone 

Mechanised instruments have more visual impact and consequently more corporeal 

expression when their mechanisms are shown ιο the audience and effectiνely distήbuted ίπ 

the space, as if they were choreographed. Having f1exibility of distήbution ίη the space 

once the instrument has been built, potentially proνides more corporeal expression. Απ 

effective combination of parts for mechanised elements of the instrument and parts played 

by performers, is also considered to increase the overall corporeal expression. 

2.3.11.1 The development ofthe mechanic extended conic be//ophone prototype 

The extended conic be//ophone's ΜΑ νΜΙ (ΜΙΩΙ audio-νisual musical instrument) version 

simulates with 3-D graphics what the mechanised instrument can do also using a ΜΙΩΙ file 

with the score data. Therefore making a ΜΑ ΥΜΙ can be considered a way ιο prepare 

ΜΙΩΙ files while obtaining audio-νisual feedback, and while building the mechanised 

system ιο play the instruments, so by the time the construction is finished the ΜΙΩΙ files 

are ready and have been virtually reνiewed. 

2.3.11.2 Compositional ideas ιο explore with the mechanic extended conic be//ophone 

Α MIDI-mechanised νersion of the extended conic bellophone has the potential ιο achieve 

complex rhythms, simultaneous tempi and dynamic tempo, as well as dynamic pitch, 

microtonality, dynamic volumes, and dynamic spatial projection. Tbese ideas could be 

explored ίη a future expansion of the work Seasons (a fourth movement) and ίη a further 

development of the work ImprovΊSatory patterns ΙΙ (SοΙeά, Sc. 9), by means of ΜΙΩΙ 

controller ιο interact with the tempo of the sequencer, which is attached ιο the ΜΙΩΙ

mechanised playing system. 
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Using a MIDI-mechani ed ίπ trument οπ a lίνe performance reduces corporeal expression 

to the actual movement of the mechanised beaters. ΒΥ incorporating a MIDI controller 

(e.g. controlling tempo when playing with other performers) involving additional corporeal 

expression from the per[ormer's per pective, implements its visual impact οπ the audience. 

2.3.11.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual mechanised instruments 

Α lot of work and cost seem 10 be involved ίπ the development of most of the instruments 

here refeπed to, and virtual realisations might help raise funds to support uch projects 

while allowing cost free experimentation. 

The group for prototype 11 ( ee Fig. 86), is characterised by a very steady glissando 

capability, varying from 80-97% and an extremely high value for the microtonal 

capabilitie of four instruments (Xla, XJ b, Xlc and Xl;), which also have unique timbres of 

a metallic nature. From those four instruments, the mechanic 1200ΕΤ boncaphone seems 

to have the best corporeal expression (see Glossary) potential since ίι can be played by 

many performers and by a mechanised system. This instrument is ideal to explore pitch 

resources at the very limits and can be considered an ideal solo instrument for an orchestra. 

The mechanic exlended conic bellophone is the second of this group ίπ terms of corporeal 

expression, so ίι till has a great value for each of the main a pects considered. Jf the 

mechanic exlended conic bellophone requires some additional corporeal expression 

combined with instrument from this group, an ideal choice would be the mechanic water 

sp/ashophone ίπ a full range and distributed along the performance space. This 

splashophone ha the potential to add an unlimited number of players and many addition 

and also unique ound by incorporating tapping-blowing, buzzing and bubbling, 10 the 

splashing sound. 

Group ΧΙ GIι!. MιcΓ Tm C Ε Τοι 

ΧΙ. 1\1cch.ιnιc Extmded Cook. Be1loρhon~ 93 100 81 78 88 

ΧΙ, M~chanιc PyramxI Caribt 87 100 98 56 85 

χι. M~, hanιc 1200ΕΤ Booι:a pbane 87 100 87 94 92 

ΧΙ.ι M~1ιaκ Googopbaιιe &. uyboard 73 56 81 56 66 

ΧΙ, Mec hιnιc Spπl Roι&r} Ibrρ 83 56 63 61 66 

ΧΙ, MKh. "".ι.onlapopbooc (FuI rJ.ddaIs) 93 78 59 83 78 

ΧΙ, Mcc hιιu.: Sk1a1ι Ocamopbone ( 1 ~ Ι oc,) 93 94 65 56 77 

XIk ,Mcchιnιc Sail\g Clιιrnctophorl~ (soleιl.ρeιI.) 97 89 72 44 76 

ΧΙ McchιnlC 44O·StaDd Bowlopbone (ConIΚeyb 80 117 93 67 89 

Fig, 86. Ε aluation ΓΟΓ the mechanised layout group. 
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2.3.11.4 Αη assessment the mechanic extended conic bellophone and its group 

Considered aspects of corporeal expression directly related ιο the mechanisms used ιο play 

computer MIDI files, requires reconceiνing corporeal expression. This has been done so 

the νisual aspect of the performance relates also Ιο the moνement of the sound actiνators 

and their distribution, bήngίng a new dimension Ιο the way the performance is perceiνed. 

The mechanic extended be/lophone and its group are all mechanised-MIDI instruments ηοΙ 

aiming Ιο substitute the performer but ιο play additional parts humanly impossible Ιο play. 

For that purpose, the performer can also be inνolνed ίη the playing of a tempo controller 

(οτ any other MIDI controIler for a different parameter). The mechanic extended conic 

be/lophone stands as an ideal instrument for ensemble work ίη 96-et, while the 1200ΕΤ 

boncaphone as an ideal so10 polymicrotonal orchestral instrument. The rest of the 

instruments from the group proνide a wide range of timbral properties, whίle still keeping 

a Ιορ of the range microtonal and sliding pitch capabilities. 

The group ίη general could be improνed by ίncorporating some interaction between the 

players and the instruments, οτ between the conductor and the instruments, when being 

sound with a mechanised system, which is what leads ίηΙο a study of MIDI controllers 

within the next group. 

2.3.12 Prototype 12: MIDI control1ers for the mechanic extended conic bellophone 

The mechanised-MIDI ίnstrument's lack of human interaction can be can be aνoided by 

employing a MIDI controller as an interface between the performer's moνement and the 

instrument. This increases the expression potential of the instrument, and allows an 

exploration of gradual changes ίη time ofthe parameters considered. 

2.3.12.1 MIDI tempo controllers and dynamic baton 

The dynamic baton (MIDI tempo-controller) together with the dynamic ρίαπο (8 MIDI 

pianos a sixteenthtone apart from each other distributed around a space) was already 

proposed as an instrument of group Χ, so the conductor could haνe dynamic control of the 

tempo at which the MIDI file was playing the 8 pianos with a slider MIDI controller 

installed ίη the baton and attached Ιο the sequencer. As an alternatiνe, a performer could 
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be placed among the orchestra (or ensemble) using a tumtable MIDI tempo-controller 

application οη a tabIet display or a MIDI-pedal controller, linked to the sequencer 

application that plays the MIDI file aπd controls the instrument. 

If the composition does ηοΙ require a conductor, a MIDI pedal controller (set Ιο control 

tempo) can be used by a performer whether the hands are engaged or not ίη the 

performance. This idea has been taken as part ofthe compositionaI practice. 

These ideas can be implemented Ιο deνise MIDI controllers of other parameters with 

dynamic potentiaI (PADTS parameters, see Abbreνiations). 

2.3.12.2 Feedback from the compositionaI sketching and ideas using MIDI controllers 

The mechanic extended conic bellophone with dynamic baton allows the conductor Ιο 

control the tempo ofthe computer application playing the MIDI file Ιο sound the 8 piaπos. 

As preνiously mentioned extending the work Seasons (Sc. 12), would be an ideal way to 

incorρorate the mechanic extended conic bellophone aπd future research οη PADTS 

parameters other than pitch. Αι this ροίηι, a mechaπised νersion of the Chinese opera 

gongs could be included with other mechaπised instruments from this group all linked Ιο a 

dynamic baton. 

Using a MIDI pedaI controller for tempo was urged by the need Ιο incorρorate dynamic 

tempo for an expansion of the work lmprovisatory patterns 11, initially sketched for 96-et 

guitar and conic bellophone.109 This work is still at aπ early stage and the experimentation 

between the design aπd the compositional practice has not started yet. lmprovisatory 

patterns 11 (Sοleά) will be the introductory part of the composition, and has been 

performed live since it does ηοΙ use dynamic tempo (DVD1-tks 9, 14/ CD-tks 9, 14). This 

has provided some clues about how both instruments caπ be balaπced between each other 

aπd about what would be expected from the MIDI pedal controller. 

109 Draft ίπ progress at aπ earIy stage, therefore ποΙ incIuded here. 
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2.3.12.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments using ΜΙΟΙ controllers 

Considering the ΜΙΟΙ controller 10gether with the sequencer and the ΜΙΟΙ instrument all 

one instrument (and the space considered when applicable), the two highest values are 

found ίη the MJD/ extended conic bellophone with tempo pedal controller, and the 

Snowdome with ΜΙDΙ controlled lfmbrella-chin1e system. The Snowdome, being a 

spherical auditorium, would naturally amplify the sound of the MlDJ extended conic 

bellophone being played ίη the centre of the dome, and the umbrella chime system 

distributed around the ceiling 10 provide spatial projection ofthe sound would also offer an 

interesting timbral contrast with the sound of the chimes and the additional capability ιο 

transform the shape of the ceiling and its acoustical properties. One performer could 

control the tempo of these two instruments with a ΜΙΟΙ pedal while playing a solo 

instrument. This idea is applied 10 the expansion of Jmprovisatory patterns JJ (Sοleά, Sc. 

9) being drafted, and could be used [οτ any simi1ar idea requiring one single performer. So 

as ιο raise the leνel of corporeal expression the tapping of a Flamenco dancer could be 

incorporated. Another consideration cou1d be the use of rotary harps with matraca MJDl 

confroller, since this instrument has the highest value [οτ corporea1 expression from this 

group (Fig. 87). 

Group ΧΙΙ GIίs. Mίcι Tan. C .Ε. Το!. 

Xll. ΜΊΟΙ Εχι . C.Ben. PedaI tempo conιroller 93 100 81 50 81 

Xllb SId ΚJιIιrιb. fιnger bloclφhn contt&.Iret.1 .dd.r 93 67 72 44 69 

XJ.I. Octopenιag. MIDI cootr. for 1200ΕΤ 77 83 93 50 76 

Xll.ι MIDI Mattac8 cootrollcr for roιary harps 93 33 89 83 75 

xu. Uιear ΚaJimba Conιr. for Harps .1 92ET 87 89 85 44 76 

Xllr MID Ι h)'tIroιιC0U5tΙC cODtrollcr 80 56 59 56 63 

XllI ΜΊΟΙ slιdιng lasιrophone controller 80 33 48 44 51 

Xllh MJDl slιdιng 96ΕΤ AhuaLchromelod.cODιr 87 100 67 44 74 

Xll, Sno .. donτ" MIDI IJπi>rτlb O>ιmc Controllcr 103 100 96 56 89 

Fig.87. Ε aluation scheme [ΟΓ the ΜΙDΙ controller group. 

2.3.12.4 Απ asses ment ofthe conic bellophone's ΜΙΟΙ controllers and its group 

Α ΜΙΟΙ pedal et to control tempo, a well as the dy namic bafon seem ιο offer corporeal 

expression capabilities and have the potential to be used with most of MIDI-mechanised 

instruments. 
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Each component of this group consists of a mechaπised instrument (or its mechanised 

version if ηοΙ specified) with aπ ideal ΜΙΟΙ controller. Ιη the nine cases presented a full 

range of capabilities has been considered. so a ditTerent combination of instruments within 

the same group (or combining ftom ditTerent groups) can be considered according to the 

needs ofthe instrument development-led composer. 

Α MIDI-pedal contro11er and the M1DI extended conic bellophone compared with the other 

instruments of the group shows supeήοήty together with the Snowdome with M1DI chime 

umbrellas for a11 the aspects considered apart from corporeal expression due to the 

replacement ofthe performer for the mechanised playing system. 

2.3.13 Prototype 13: Portabilίty, ergonomtcs and the compact extended conic 

bellophone 

Making the instrument ηοΙ οηlΥ compact but also portable is the main goal of this 

prototype' s design. although additional resonating bodies that are easy to incorporate into 

the new frame are also introduced. 

2.3.13.1 The development ofthe compact extended conic be//ophone prototype 

The compact extended conic bellophone has been envisaged with a CΥιίηdήcal base for 

each of the sixteen poles replacing the microphone stands. These are conceived touching 

each other Ιο contήbute Ιο the stability of the frame. The cylindrical shape is ideal for 

consideήng placing them forming ditTerent shapes than a semicircle (ίη aeήaΙ view), from 

a circle ιο a wider arch. This flexibility makes the instrument ideal for exhibitions 

requίήng unique spaces or simply for the achievement of a more stylίsh form. Changing 

the semicircle disposition of the poles makes ίι difficult for performer Ιο locate the notes. 

but since this prototype incorporates the mechanised system. the composition could 

incorρorate a mechanised-system part and a performer part for this purpose. 

Each CΥιindήcal base is conceived as a bag that takes shape when filled with water. So as 

ιο keep the poles approximately at the same distance from each that the distance used for 
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the 16S conic beZlophone (that ίη aeήaΙ view makes a semicircle with 2 metres diameter), 

the diameter ofthe CΥιίndήcal base should be about 20 cm diameter, with a hole where the 

pole fits, following the axis of the cylinder. The height of the bags would haνe to be 

determined by eΧΡeήmentatίοn Ιο keep the stability of the instrument. Extra support 

would be achieved attaching neighbour poles to each other with bars, but light metal and 

clamp systems for fast assembly would be mostly desired. Αη altemative would be finding 

a way Ιο keep neighbour bags tight close Ιο each other. 

These water bags would make the instrument safe for children ίη exhibitions where the 

audience is invited to play the instrument. The bags would be emptied when travelling, 

substantially reducing the weight ofthe instrument. 

This prototype could also incorporate attached metal bottles to the poles slightly above the 

bags, attached Ιο the stands, so by placing a small amount of water inside of them, the 

vibration of the bell can be transmitted Ιο the bottles through the poles and produce a 

vibrating waterphone-like etTect when the conic beZls are bowed, since the poles can easily 

be bounced when bowing. 

ΕΧΡeήmentatίοn with sympathy stήngs could be initiated figuring out where Ιο place both 

ends of a metal stήng (with tuning pegs for fine pitch adjustment) for each conic bell 

within the pole where they are attached, so the vibration is transmitted from the bell to the 

stήng, through the joint οτ pole. Each sympathy stήng would haνe to be tuned ideal1y Ιο 

the same frequency than the cοπeSΡοndίng bell. 

2.3.13.2 Feedback from the compositional sketching and ideas for the compact extended 

conic bellophone 

These ideas of adding water and sympathy stήngs are considered at this point (and also by 

the time the research was completed) aπ eχpeήmentaΙ possibility for a future additional 

movement of the work Seasons eΧΡΙ0ήng particular elements of the nature (ίη this case 

wind and water) ίη interaction with the conic bellophone. 
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Additional feature for the conic bellophone are inspired by the theme the work ίη progress 

Seasons, and it is expected that the sound that these features will inform and inspire the 

composition. 

2.3.13.3 Feedback from the variant conceptual instruments with compact extended layout 

The variant conceptual ίη truments of this group are large-scale, stand-alone ideas ΟΓ 

environments to accompany a solo instrument, which were strategically planned since 

there would be more to leam from making compact a large-scale instrument, ΟΓ from large 

sets of independent sounding bodies. The οηlΥ exception is a large ceraιηίc lute without 

frets and with water ίη the inner cavities, conceived as a visualisation during a composing 

exercise. Since the instrument was not compact, a compact version was designed, ίη this 

case resembling the South lndian fretless sliding νίπα called chitara νίπα (also named 

guftuvadyam). We are refeπίng here to the compact ceramic wαter chitaravinα ΟΓ XIIle 

(see values ίη Fig. 88). 

The instrument ΧΙΙΙ is a MIDI-mechanised water musical instrument ensemble (named 

dynamic ΜΙDΙ water enνironment but also refeπed to as αquacousfic park) envisaged with 

an additional MIDl-mechanised carillon. The aquacoustic pαrk οη its own gets the highest 

total value fol1owed by the M1DJ weafher bell tower, which is followed by the compacf 

extended conic bellophone here evaluated with MIDl mechanism and dynamic MIDI 

tempo control1er, reducing it value for corporeal expression. 

roup Glls 1icr Τιm. C.r. Tot 

ΧΠΙ. Compact ε.~tended Comc Bellophone 87 100 Ι 67 4 

XIΠ~ MIDI \\'eather Bel! Tov.·er 93 100 94 67 89 

ΧΠΙ, Compact Square Buzzing Maήmba 67 100 63 61 73 

ΧΠΙ, MLDI Chime Tree Pyramid 87 100 96 67 7 

ΧΠΙ, C~mpact Ceramlc Water Cithra\·ccna 67 67 69 50 63 

ΧΠΙΙ Comp.MlD1 Τιιρ Ceram. 24-edo Caterpil1ιιr 7 44 54 89 68 

ΧΙΠ, Cer. Id -Panpipe& Ι ~1d.key-96Iocks960-cc!o 100 117 54 61 3 

XIΠb Rccd Cer.Ahua.lulco Chromel. adj .96-96OO-edo Ο 106 70 44 75 

ΧΠΙ, D1ι Ι ΟΙ 'IItt cnvu &. chonl>,_ ιιer bcII-pagoda 100 100 Ο Ι 11 99 

Fig. 88. Eva luation ΓΟΓ the coInpact extended conic bellophone's group. 
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2.3.13.4 Απ assessment ofthe compact extended conic bellophone and its group 

The lack of corporeal expression capability of the MID/ extended conic bellophone with 

dynamic tempo controller would be substantially enhanced if performing ίη the 

aquacoustic park proposed (ΧΙΙΙί), which has a corporeal expression capability eνaluation 

of 117%. 

This group has exceptional νalues for glίssando and microtonal capabί1ities suggesting the 

incorporation of resonating water trays into the conic bellophone design, plus other ideas, 

which are deνeloped within the next group. 

The diνersity of corporeal expression and timbre found ίη the group can easily be balanced 

by choosing the instruments (or sets of instruments) within this group at least. 

Outdoor spaces and unusual audίtοήum spaces are enνisaged by the instruments treated ίη 

this prototype group, such as a bell tower enνironment, a park enνironment, etc., which 

opens the scope of what mechanised instruments are capable of, ίηSΡίήηg also the future 

possibi1ities of the conic bellophone concept, and its deήνed ideas. 

2.3.14 Prototype 14: PADTS parameters and additional resonating bodies: The 

compact extended conic bellophone with resonators 

Additional resonating bodies are enνisaged within this group as an additional characteήstίc 

that instruments could haνe incorporated if ηοΙ conceiνed lίke that from the beginning. Ιη 

some cases, this is done Ιο amplίty the sound, and ίη others and ίη others Ιο transform the 

sound enνelop or Ιο emphasise a particular timbre or frequency ίη the spectrum of the 

sounding body. This is also a good occasion to explore dynamicism and microdiscretism 

through PADTS parameters (see ρρ. 216-219) and how they fit into this research based οη 

the first of the PADTS parameters, pitch, since the additional resonating bodies already 

deal with three of the parameters: pitch, amplitude and timbre. Dynamic meter and 

dynamic sound projection haνe been suggested already, and particularly with the dynamic 

piano with dynamic baton. Here, they are again treated cοηsίdeήηg two additional designs 

for each parameter, ίη the same way that is done with amplitude and timbre. Pitch is kept 

for the new additions Ιο the conic bellophone considered, resonators and buzzing 

membranes. 
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2.3.14.1 The development ofthe compact extended conic bellophone with resonators 

Harry Partch attached bells Ιο the mouth of gourds Ιο develop his Bell Tree. This idea can 

be extended, by placing buzzing membranes ίη the resonators as ίι is done ίη the traditional 

maήmbas from Guatemala. This is done by making a small hole and placing a ήng of 

black bee wax where the membrane is placed (ίη this case a paper made by drying the skin 

ofthe pig's intestine with salt, as Ι was taught by an maήmba maker ίη Guatemala). 

Resonators would totally change the visual aesthetics of the instrument and substantially 

its sounding quality. If the resonators were designed as an optional way of playing the 

conic bellophone then the instrument' s integήty would ηοΙ change since it would be 

considered an extended sound or οριίοη such as the difTerent mutes for a brass instrument. 

Therefore it is Ρrefeπed Ιο devise a system of resonators that can amplίfy the sound of the 

conic bells (without substantially chaπging ίι), with the purpose of gaining volume so they 

can be played ίη a full size Westem orchestra rather than οη aπ ensemble as they were 

employed and used υρ Ιο this ροίηΙ 

The work has not been initiated but eχpeήmeηts need to be conducted amplίfying the 

mouth of the bell, which gets the highest vibration, especially inside the mouth rather than 

outside. 

2.3.14.2 Compositional practice ideas Ιο consider for the compact extended conic 

bellophone with resonators 

There would be a lot of eΧΡeήmeηtal work Ιο be done before cοηsίdeήηg starting 

compositional projects ίη which the conic bellophone is with a full spectrum of Ρ ADTS 

parameters, but ίι is lίkely that the instrument becomes difficult to play after incorporating 

resonators and therefore it is lίkely to be simply a MIDI-mechaπised instrument that is 

played with dynamic baton, the Westem orchestra being a first consideration, but other 

large ensembles and orchestras, such as a traditional Chinese could also be considered, if 

not an orchestra employing a selection ofthe instruments proposed within this research. 
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2.3.14.3 Feedback from vaήant conceptual instruments exploring PADTS parameters and 

additional resonating cavities 

The variant conceptual instruments aiming the exploration of gradated timbre employ 

sympathy strίng regulators and buzzing membrane regulators, which are also proposed as 

additional resonating bodies [οτ the conic be//ophone. 

Gradated mouths [οτ resonators of percussion instruments and a gradated prepared MIDI 

piano are concepts that can be used to explore changes of amplitude and timbre (specially 

when these are conceived gradually). Α MIDI-based mechanised system has already been 

proposed [οτ the conic bellophone although gradated mouths [οτ resonators can be 

bοποwed upon success οη a future experimentation with instrument χιν d. 

The use of a pressure-based dynamic baton is implίed with the two instruments exploring 

tempo (XIVe, χιν f), which also infonn the last conic bellophone prototype suggesting an 

additional tapping action οη the mouth of the resonators to get extra plosive sound, and the 

usage of compressed air inside the bells (for effect) οτ inside the resonators (which could 

have strίng inside, probably ίη diagonal and tuned to the cοπeSΡοηdίηg note). 

The exploration of spatial projection has been envisaged by placing the conic bellophone's 

stands around the perfonnance space. 

The values (Fig. 89) place the arched MlDI sarunayophone with regulated sympathy 

strίngs οη the head of the group with 89% but considering that this percentage is fol1owed 

by one 86% and three 84%s (which includes the XIVa) and the other four instruments 

slightly lower, it can be said that the total results are very simi1ar as it also happens with 

the glissando capability. The other three main categorίes have a wider range of values, 

which makes the microtonalίty be the factor to consider when 100king for a balanced 

instrumentation as part of an the exploration of pitch resources. 
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Fig.89. EvaIuation for the PADTS parameters and r esonalOI's group. 

2.3.] 4.4 Απ assessment of the compact extended conic bellophone with resonators and its 

group 

Τhe mechanic ex tended conic bellophone with dynamic batol1 and resonators has been 

considered to haνe the potential to achieνe a full range of dynamic PADTS parameters, 

since ίι has looked into pitch ίπ depth already; the amplitude and tempo can be regulated 

with a MIDl-controller lίπked a sequencer; the timbre can be transformed according Ιο the 

striker and area where the cone is struck; and the spatial projection can be achieνed by 

distributing the 16 stands throughout the performance area . 

Ιπ order to haνe the ideal instruments Ιο explore dynamic and microdiscrefe PADTS 

parameters other than pitch (amplitude, duration, timbre and spatial projectlon), sίιηίΙar 

parallel research should be conducted ίπ the four PADTS parameters mentioned, but for the 

moment this group has been an introduction to the new four directions left Ιο be pioneered, 

as an expansion ofthe work ofthis research. 
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Chapter Three: Compositions for the bel1ophone 

This chapter explains how microtonality and sliding pitch were used ίη my compositional 

practice, with references to the simultaneous deνelopment of the conic bellophone. The 

works ίη the composition portfolio submitted herewith (V olume 11) are based οη the 

research set out ίη Chapter 1 and are inextricably linked to the prototypes of the conic 

bellophone accounted for ίη Chapter 2. 

3.1 Compositional Aims 

The corpus of compositional output of this research aims to scrutinise and mateήaΙίse the 

study of microtonality and sliding pitch accomplished ίη Chapter 1, with the support of a 

parallel instrument deνelopment process (detailed ίη Ch. 2). For this reason, a tuning 

system with νery small steps was initially desired, ίη order to allow for the realisation of 

polymicrotonality and microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see Glossary). The steps of the tuning 

initially enνisaged were ideally to be of equal size, ίη order to allow for smooth micro 

discrete-sliding pitch progressions. These ideas were incorporated into the deνelopment of 

a new musical instrument, tuned to the 96-et and designed ίη parallel with the 

compositional process: the conic bellophone. 

Possible techniques for perfonnance using the different prototypes of the new instrument 

were explored - through composition and ίη collaboration with players - and assessed ίη 

relation to νaήant conceptual instruments for each prototype. This was achieνed mainly by 

composing a seήes of studies for the seνeral prototypes of the instrument. Each of the 

prototypes deνeloped addressed the exploration of a specifιc perfonnance technique; the 

tήals of each prototype serνed to infonn successiνe prototypes until the fιnal νersion was 

enνisaged and deνeloped. 

These mateήaΙ and musical deνelopments had a beaήηg οη how the music needed to be 

notated for each specifιc case. Hence, seνeral different types of notation were considered, 

each being tested with perfonners who collaborated ίη the choice of the most suitable 

notation for each piece and form of the instrument. Ιη practice, the proposed extended 

Stein-Couper notation (Ρρ. 54-58) was adopted for ensemble score WΉting. This is due to 
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its simplicity and the fact that it respects and expands the standard quartertone notation 

used ίη contemporary music (Ρ. 54). 

Ιn general, the compositional practice herewith descήbed is part of an instrument

deνelopment-led strategy that was implemented ίn order to produce an effectiνe 

exploration of microtonality and microdiscrete-sliding pitch and - occasionally - of precise 

guided sliding-pitch contours. 

3.2 Compositional approaches 

The pieces ίn the composition portfolίo submitted herewith were composed either 

exploring a sequence-based structure or a specific performance technique. The studies 

were composed to achieνe the function of eΧΡΙοήng techniques ίη an improνisatory style, 

while the ensemble works were thoroughly structured. Moreoνer, the studies were 

composed simultaneously with the deνelopment of the conic bellophone (including its 

prototypes and conceptual νaήants), and ίη parallel with the other compositions. The 

reprocessing of completed works and compositional mateήaΙs was firstly employed at a 

small scale by drafting a melodic motiνe for solo conic be//ophone, and later οη by 

deνeloping the mateήal into a prelude. This strategy was then utilised at a larger scale ίη 

an ensemble composition of oνer 6 minutes that was thereafter deνeloped into a ensemble 

composition ίη three moνements of approximately 30 minutes, including the initial 

ensemble piece (with minor modifications) as its first moνement. Ιη both ensemble works, 

the 96-et has been employed to play non-octaνal scales and to simulate sliding pitches, 

while also fitting into a main structure of the twelνe pitch classes of 12-et. 

For the ensemble composition Autumn (and the extended work-in-progress deνeloped from 

it, Seasons), a sequence following the pattem of the numbers 1-3-4 is used to organise not 

οηlΥ the pitch classes but also durations. The multi-moνement sketch extending the 

ensemble composition has a central moνement ίη which the bellophone takes the leading 

part ίη a quasi-improνisatory style, and a final moνement with a scheme of intemal 

microstructures. 

The other portfolio of compositions consists of pieces written ίη an improνisatory style, 

since their focus is οη the exploration of possible performance techniques with each form 
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of the instrument. This second portfolio was made of seven studies, plus Prelude Νο J; the 

prelude combines a wide range oftechniques and requires a certain degree ofvirtuosity. 

3.3 Compositions 

The compositional techniques and processes used ίη the works for the conic bellophone are 

explained ίη this section. The scores refeπed to are included ίη Volume 11.110 The 

attached DVDl and CD contain audio-visual and audio documentation respectively, 

related to these scores (performances and simulations) and to the conic bellophone,111 

while DVD2 contains conic bellophone technique and conic bells tuning demonstrations. 

3.3.1 Works for the 8010 bellophone (2003-2009) 

These pieces include most of the complete solo works composed for be11ophone using one 

or two players between 2003 and 2009. Although they were οήgίηa11Υ written for vaήοus 

96-et bellophone prototypes developed dUΉng this research, a11 of these compositions are 

also playable οη the finalised conic bellophone (prototype 8). 

3.3.1.1 Prelude Νο J (2003 and 2009) (Sc. 111 CD-tk 111 DVD1-tk 11) 

This composition started ίη 2003 at the initial stage of this research, ίη which the melodic 

subject was drafted usίng hammered conic bells for the spiral conic bellophone (Ρρ. 116-119). 

Sίnce these bells have a 10ng sustain, they do not work well for fast microtonal passages. The 

spiral disposition of the bells also does not favour a fast 10cation and execution of 

microtones. Consequently, the composition was left aside for a few years. The piece was 

completed ίη 2009, at the final stages ofthis research, when the arched conic bellophone ΙΙ 

(prototype 8) was already built (Ρρ. 136-141). This prototype allows fast 10cation and 

execution of microtones, incorporating spun conic bells, which have shorter sustain than 

the hammered conic bells. The draft of the melodic subject was kept aside for over five 

years until new techniques to play the conic bells were developed and the ideal conic 

bellophone layout to support them was concluded, so this mateήaΙ could be developed into 

the composition. 

110 The scores are represented in the thesis by 'Sc.' followed by a nuιnber relating to their order ίη Voluιne 11. 
111 Τrack numbers of ονο Ι and CO (recordings of performances and realίsations of the compositions here 
presented), are refeπed to as 'DVOl-tk' and 'CO-tk' respectively, followed by the track number. 
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This melodic sketch was taken from an improvisation with the first conic be//s using a ηοη

octaval 5-equal-step scale within the 96-et. Since an interνal of forty sixteenthtones 

matches the perfect fourth, the tuning can also be named the 8-equal division of the perfect 

fourth, 112 and the initial melodic sketch was saved under the title Tune for the 8-equaI 

division ο/ the tempered fourth, both ίη extended Stein-Couper notation (ιη Fig. 90 

transposed a fifth above to match the range of the spun conic be//s) and ίη Carrillo's 

Sonido 13 notation (ίη Fig. 91, ίη its οήgίηal form for the range of hammered conic bells). 

3 

f1 iHf 'r !I[!/r ~1 'r Jβ::;k 11 

Fig. 90. Tunefor the 8-equa/ division ofthe temperedfourth (ίη extended Stein-Couper notation, transposed). 

rm ~< 
11 Ι 6~ 25 55 ~ 55 ~Γ Ο 5 Ο -- ~ 

Fig.91. Tunefor the 8-equa/ divΊSΊon ofthe temperedfourth (ίη Caπillo's Sonido 13 notation). 

The perfect fourth ίη 12-et contains 5 equal semitones steps. If the perfect fourth is 

subdivided into 8-equal steps and steps of that size are extended to form a scale, the octave 

is never reached. This melodic sketch was the first compositional mateήaΙ produced for 

cone-shaped bells, and particularly for the second prototype of bellophone considered (ρ. 

120-121 ). These bells were made by hammeήηg and welding metal sheets to form the 

cones. The ίπeguΙaήty of this process and the 2 mm thickness of the mίld steel bήηgs 

ήchηess to the spectrum of these bells, whίle interνals that normally imply dissonance, are 

not perceived as such, as for example the one-sixteenthtone-flat octave (1187.5 t) at the 

end of bar 2, and the quartertone-sharp second at the end of the sketch (250 t) (Figs. 90 

and 91). It is stήking and noteworthy that the same level of consonance is found between 

the 15-sixteenthtones-sharp second sustained at the end ofbar 3 (387.5 t),ll3 which is οηlΥ 

1.2 t above a just intonation pure major third (ratio 5/4, 386.3 t), and the previously 

mentioned interνals that were expected to sound dissonant. 

112 Since eight times five sixteenthtone steps makes an interνal of forty sixteenthtones. 
ΙΙ3 Notice that flats are here avoided ίη the previously proposed extended Stein-Couper notation (and 
tbroughout this research) to ease the sight-reading process. Although ίη this case referring to a sixteenthtone
flat major third would have been more logίcal, the trend is kept firm to bήng homogenity Ιο the text ίη 
paraIIel to the scores. 
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Having realised that the initial spiral disposition of the bells was far from efficient to 

explore melodic passages at a speed faster than that of the οήgίηal melodic subject, the 

prototypes that followed tήed to find a balance between micro-interνallic capabilities and 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch capabilities, so all notes were equally accessible while still 

being able to produce sliding pitch by sIiding the malIets. 

The perception of Tunefor the 8-equal division ofthe temperedfourth as part of Prelude 

Νο 1 for the finalised arched conic bellophone ΙΙ (with sixteen stands), is very different 

than ίη its οήgίηal form. Prelude Νο 1 was elaborated with an improvisatory style 

involving virtuoso technique before and after a slow climax passage. This climax is the 

Tune /or the 8-equal division ο/ the tempered fourth which bήηgs a slow and thoughtful 

moment of peace to the work, ideal for the listener to appreciate the microtones sounded 

with the final model of conic bells, the spun conic bells. The work resolves moving back 

to a concluding section, which is a variation of the opening section, back to the opening 

tempo. Cοηsίdeήηg that the tone quality of the early melodic material changed 

appreciably when hammered bells were substituted by spun thick bells (see Glossary), the 

opening of Prelude Νο 1 was composed inspired by the impression of listening to the early 

mateήaΙ played with the new bells, and therefore loyal to their sound. 

3.3.1.2 Studies (1-7) (2004-2006) (Scs 2-8/CD-tks 2-7) 

Each of these studies was WΉtten focussing οη one technical aspect of the bellophone 

performance technique. Ιη some cases, the techniques were defined by the prototype 

deνeloped whi1e WΉting each study; ίη other cases, howeνer, the layout of the prototype 

was designed with the technique envisaged. 

The studies were WΉtten ίη parallel with the ensemble work Autumn. These studies were 

either performed οτ simulated (with sound samples οη a sequencer) as they were being 

composed, and before finishing composing the work Autumn. Through feedback from 

players and auditory eΧΡeήeηce, these studies interacted with the deνelopment of seνeral 

prototypes of the conic bellophone, and with the composing process of Autumn. The last 

one was accomplished by making aνailable a wider range of techniques and sounds for the 

bellophone part. 
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(1) Study Νο 1. One row study (2004) (Sc. 11 CD-tks 1, 12, 131 DVD1-tks 1, 12, 13) 

The purpose of this study is to practice zigzag movements by striking contiguous notes 

across a single row of conic be//s, and gradually widening or reducing the span (pitch 

range) of the zigzag, so as to produce swift transitions between pitch vibrato and sliding 

effects. For example, the piece starts with a roll over one bell and then moves into a trill 

between two contiguous notes, producing a fast vibrato, which tums slower by moving to 3 

and 4 notes zigzag, so by the time 5 notes or more are used, as the piece progresses, the 

sound is not perceived as vibrato but as a sliding pitch according to a zigzag movement. 

From the didactic point of view, this piece serves to reinforce technique and precision of 

execution through rapid playing of contiguous notes. 

The study was οήgίnallΥ composed for the third bellophone prototype, the trαpezoidαl 

conic be//ophone (ρρ. 122-124), which still used hαmmered bells, although it can be played 

ίη the same way as any of the earlier prototypes using sixteen-bell rows (all of them 

designed to accommodate spun bells). The distinctive higher overtone, of the lower

pitched hαmmered bells (when played with soft mal1ets, as intended here), which is 

perceived distinctly from the fundamental, produces, when playing a rapid sequence of 

contiguous notes, a high sliding tone which may be compared ίη its effect to the sound of a 

flute. This remarkable effect is less noticeable ίη the higher-pitched rows of bells, but due 

to its pedagogical value, the study is transposable to other rows for practice purpose, so as 

to develop this technique ίn different hοήΖοntal planes. The study can be played ίη each 

single row to establish familiarity with the position of the bells ίη space, which has been 

found to be especially important with the rows that are at the most difficult angles for the 

player. Playing this study ίη each row can also be used to check that every bell has been 

adjusted to the cοπect angle, and that none of them is loose. Study Νο 1 (One row study) 

was performed ίη the March 2007 performances at the υΚΜ2 Festival,114 and at the ΜΑΝ 
. 115 

symposlum. 

114 Second υκ Microfest, 3 March 2007 (program included ίη Αρρχ 4). 
115 EPSRC Musical Acoustics Network Symposium οη Tunings and New Musical lnstruments, London 
Metropolitan University, 5 March 2007. 
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(2) Study 2. Chess study (2004) (Sc. 2/ CD-tk 2/ DVDl-tk 2) 

The original purpose of this study was Ιο check the positioning of the bells for the square 

conic bellophone (ρρ. 124-127) while warming up for performance. This can be achieved 

by sight-reading the score, since the layout of this prototype is designed for that purpose. 

It has the compositional aim that all of the bells have to be played one by one, to ensure 

that they are clearly sounded and that they are cοπectlΥ fixed, whilst the angles are set to 

the player's convenience. 

The bells are aπanged ίη a ten-by-ten layout. The compositional procedure followed 

consists of playing all of the bells ίη a sequence defined by movements similar ιο those of 

a Κnight οη a chessboard. Each tone is οηlΥ used once, except ίη a very few cases ίη 

which one οτ two steps backwards ίη the sequence are taken to rectify the route, to allow 

for reaching the complete set ofbells. The rhythmic pattems are very basic and steady, ίη 

order Ιο allow the player to hear any possible anomalies ίη the setting up of the instrument. 

The accompanying audio-visual illustration of this work (DVD1-tk 2) shows the notes ίη 

numerical representation (and the 96-et text notation mentioned below ίη Fig. 107, ρ. 

181) ίη a ten-by-ten grid, highlighting the notes as they are being sounded, clearly showing 

the Κnight's moves throughout the layout. 

(3) Study Νο 3. Glissando study (2005) (Sc. 3/ CD-tk 3/ DVD1-tk 3) 

This study explores a wide range of mallet sliding techniques through a range of almost 

one octave. It altemates the use of single and parallel sliding pitches. Parallel sliding pitch 

movements are to be played using two mallets ίn one hand, and a change of hand is 

required ίn most cases ίn the mid-area of the instrument, while sliding through two parallel 

rows. Parallel sliding pitch employs a 31-step interval ίn the 96-et scale (a major third of 

387.5 ~), which is 1.2 ~ greater than the just major third with the ratio 5/4 (386.31 ~). 

The bellophone prototype used for the previous study (Study Νο 2), the square conic 

bellophone, had ten bel1s per row. This was thought to be an unnecessary long distance 

when playing smoothly with a continuous mallet sliding movement covering several rows 

ίη straight lines; thus. the number ten was reconsidered to recognise the primacy of the 
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tone and semitone and allow compatibility with the 12-et. As a consequence of this 

reconsideration, 8-bell rows were adopted for this study, with each row separated by a 

semitone from its neighbour, conveying vertical contiguous steps of semitones, and an 

auxiliary column οΓ bells is placed Ιο the left of the aπaΥ, duplicating the highest pitch of 

each row (to the right of the aπaΥ) Ιο ease the execution of parallel sliding 31-step major 

thirds. This results ίπ an aπaΥ of thirteen rows of nine bells (Fig. 91). Αη additional row 

at the top was considered as an οριίοη, to allow stretched octaves above c ' " which is the 

lowest note normally employed ίη the prototypes using hammered bells. The last note of 

each row repeats the first of the last row above, ίπ order to allow smooth glissandi between 

different rows, as well as serving as an altemative location when striking notes. 
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C ..... ..... 
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Fig. 92. Layout for the recrangII!aι' conic be!!ophone. 

The potential ofthe rectangular conic bellophone (ρρ . 127-130) is explored ίπ this study, a 

progressive exercise for conic bells employing horizontal sliding techniques. 
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Another peculiar aspect of this study is the juxtaposing use of a four-note chord built by 

adding two additional notes contained within the 31-step major third interval. This 

οήgίnalΙΥ improvised chord is formed by adding two notes 1 Ο and 2 Ι sixteenthtone steps 

above the lowest note (both close approximations to ratios 13/12, 7/6 respectively),116 to 

the almost pure major third (ratio 5/4) already expIoited throughout the piece. Analysing 

the ratios between contiguous notes ίη this cord, three contiguous Ι 3-limit intervals can be 

curiously observed (13/12, 14/13 and again 14/13), setting a precedent when composing 

future pieces for using similar relations to produce unique contrasting dissonant chords 

with the bellophone using sixteenthtones while relying οη Partch's limit theory. 

(4) Study Νο 4. Tίmbra/ study (2005) (Sc. 4/ CD-tk 4/ DVD1-tk 4) 

This study explores new sοnοήtίes with conic bells by means of four-note clusters played 

using four mallets ίη each hand. These clusters resemble the sound of a church bell. The 

simple rhythmic sequences allow the player time to perceive and compare the clusters. As 

it is played keeping the distance between the 4 mallets ίη each hand constant throughout, 

the Timbral study is helpful ίη checking that the striking points of the bells are equally 

spaced. The Timbral study was WΉtten for the concentric conic bellophone (ρρ. 131-133). 

This conception divides each hοήΖοηtal row into three clusters (Α, Β and C respectively), 

with one note ίη common. Since clusters ίη the vertical blocks Α, Β or C are οηlΥ used 

(Fig. 93) each of them is notated with the row number (Ο the lowest; 9 the highest), 

followed by the letter position. 

Fig. 93 illustrates the thirty clusters palette of used ίη this work. The numbers cοπeSΡοηd 

to Carrillo's numeήcal notation, except for pitches 96-99, which repeat pitches 0-3 an 

octave higher. Due to the simplicity of the rhythm used (which ίη part acknowledges the 

feasibility ofhandling eight mallets), the score is a table. 

116 Notice that ίη this case, the maximum deviation found from these ratios by approximating to interνals 
from the 96-et (or sixteenthtone steps) is 3.Ι t. Due Ιο the inharmonic sound ofthe conic be/l, this eποr has 
ηοΙ been considered large enough Ιο discard relying οη Just Intonation, since the beating frequencies that 
these eποrs might produce between higher partiaIs are likely Ιο be masked by other higher harmonics of the 
οοιι. 
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RowNo Α Β C 
ν 

9 190 91 92 93 194 95 [ 96 97 98 99 Ι 

8 180 81 82 83 184 85 186 87 88 89 Ι 

7 170 71 72 73 174 75 176 77 78 79 Ι 

6 160 61 62 63 164 65 166 67 68 69 Ι 

5 150 51 52 53 154 55 156 57 58 59 Ι 

4 140 41 42 43 144 45 146 47 48 49 Ι 

3 130 31 32 33 134 35 136 37 38 39 Ι 

2 120 21 22 23 124 25 126 27 28 29 Ι 

1 110 11 12 13 114 15 ] 16 17 18 19 Ι 

Ο 100 ΟΙ 02 03 104 05 106 07 08 09 Ι 
Α Β C 

Fig. 93. Diagram explaίnίng the notation used forthe ten-by-ten belllayout ofthe concentric conic be//ophone. 
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Ιη the notation employed, each crotchet is represented by a box (Fig. 94), and contains 

either a cluster (ήght-hand and left-hand clusters being separated by a forward slash) or a 

hyphen (for rests). The accents rely οη the last stήke before each rest and therefore are not 

indicated. 

1 st Μ Ο ν Ε Μ Ε Ν Τ 

\lΒ/4Α\ -\OBI7C\lB/4A\2C/9C\ - \3C/9A\OBI7C\-\lB/4A\-\IC/6B\-\OBI7CΙIB/4AI-1 
Fig. 94. Study Νο 4 (bar 1). 

The prototype deνeloped for this - the ten-by-ten layout of the concentric conic bellophone 

- was suggested by the cluster technique explored ίη this study, since the placing of bells 

partly inside each other intended to bήηg the stήking points closer together, ίη order to 

simplify the handling and timing of two νoices, both hands having simultaneous four

mallet stήkes. Notice that the interaction between composition and building the instrument 

is remarkably eνident with regard to this study. 

(5) Study Νο 5. Polyrhythmic study (2005) (Sc. 51 CD-tk 5/ DVD1-tk 5) 

This study was WΉtten to explore the difficulties of locating the notes when playing fast 

polyrhythmic passages, ίn this case, fiνe beats ίη the time of four. This two-part study 

simultaneously employs rhythms of four semiquaνers (U.S.: sixteenth note) for one νoice, 

and semiquaνer quintuplets for the other. The pedagogic benefit of this study is that, due 

to the fast polyrhythmic figures, the player is not able to look at the conic bells but must 

locate the ήght stήking points, deνeloping a greater understanding of the instrument. This 

study was WΉtten for the 3-stand conic bellophone (Ρ. 133-136), which has a 180-degree 

semi-circle layout, allowing the performer to reach each half of the layout with each hand 

without haνing to moνe the feet. 

(6) Study Νο 6. Pasacalles (Duet) (2006) (Sc. 6/ CD-tk 6/ DVDl-tk 6) 

This study was WΉtten to explore the tone quality of the thin spun bells and the 

coordination of two players playing either a fast single νoice, diνided between them, or a 

νoice for each player with cross-rhythms. Rapid cross-rhythms are νiable with the thin 

spun bells of the J 6S conic bellophone (Ρρ. 133-136), due to their characteήstίc short 
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decay. 'Thin' refers herewith to as the thickness ofthe steel employed ίη the construction 

of the bells, which substantially increases the inharmonicity and reduces the pitch cΙaήty of 

the sound produced. 

Ιη this study and ίη Study Νο 7, the semicircular layout of the extended conic bellophone 

can be νaήed, reducing or increasing the radius of curνature of the arch until it feels 

comfortable. ΒΥ this means, both players can have access to the bells without ίnterfeήng 

with each other, while also being able to see each other's movements for coordination. Α 

range extension is suggested by this work, included ίη the next prototype (Pr. 9). 

Pasacalles ('walk the streets' ίη Spanish) is music written specifically for street parades. 

Τhe visual impact of having two players working with a high degree of coordination suits 

the expectations of a street parade; the same standard is maintained ίη Study Νο 7, making 

the pieces an ideal set of duo works for a street parade performance. 

(7) Study Νο 7. Mollienaire (duet) (2006) (Sc. 7/ CD-tk 7/ DVDl-tk 7) 

Mollienaire was WΉtten to explore to a very high degree the interaction and altemation of 

notes between two players. Simi1arly to Pasacalles, this composition οήgίnallΥ aimed to 

be written for a performance by two virtuoso performers, which explains the difficulty ίη 

coordination between the players. Mollienaire is an integration ofthe words 'Molien' and 

'millionaire'. The first refers to the Molien seήes, used to calculate the sixteenthtone steps 

used to devise the scale adopted. The second is a figurative term representing the 

enήchment achieved ίη this work by using this microtonal scale. 

The guidelines for the scale used ίη this study was οήgίnal1Υ sketched for an ensemble 

work, Autumn, and were developed here not only to produce a study but also to inform the 

composition Seasons (expansion of Autumn) from the performance of the smaller work. 

The only requirements already determined for Seasons were to select the scale within the 

96-et according to the use of the sequence of numbers 1-3-4, and to avoid octaves. Since 

the Molien seήes contains the numbers 1, 3, and 4 but not the number 97 (the octave), it 

was selected for the devising of the scale. For instance, the closest number to 97 ίη the 

Molien seήes is 104, which represents an interνal of 1287.5 t (a wide octave of rather 

unique tone quality when played with the thin spun bells). Τhis work also was initiated 

with prototype 8, but since it implied a wider range than an octave, the design of prototype 
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aimed and expansion the bellophone range. The integral sequence of the Molien seήes for 

certain 4-D representation of dihedral group of order 8, determines the sixteenthtone steps 

for each degree ofthe scale adopted, as shown below:
117 

Ι, 1,3,4,8, 10, 16,20,29,35,47,56, 72, 84, 104, 120, ... 

The gamelan-like sound quality of the thin-spun bells was ideal for a composition played 

ίn a scale with stretched octaves, as it can be heard ίn CD-tk 7. 

3.3.2 /mprovisatory patterns (2005 and 2007) 

These consist of two works, which were WΉtten to provide players with guidelines for 

improvisation, aiming to suggest new performance techniques: a 4-hand bellophone piece 

and a duo for bellophone and guitar. 

3.3.2.1/mprovisatory patterns Ι. Duet (for conic be//ophone four-hands) (2005) 

(Sc. 8/ CD-tk 8/ DVD1-tk 8) 

The purpose ofthis work is to perform easy parallel movements at a wide range of speeds, 

with the purpose of warming υρ before a performance. This duo was WΉtten for a row of 

16 contiguous notes ίη the sixteenthtone system played by one player and another row of 

20 contiguous notes ίn the eighthtone system for the other. The initial thick spun bells 

were used aπanged ίn one single row of stands, each of which supported a single bell. 

This work was performed ίn September 2006 ίn London as part of a seminar demonstration 

showing the progress ofthe conic be//ophone. The composition, which was restructured ίn 

consultation with the players, represents the closest collaboration with the players ίn the 

compositional and development work. Notably, the performers here decided the height 

and curvature of the 36 bell single row (Ρ. 137), which was a selection of bells from 

prototype 8 (ρ. 136-141) using quartertone steps for one player and eighthtone steps for the 

other. 
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3.3.2.2 /mproνisatory Pa1terns Il. Sο!eά (duo for conic be//ophone and Sixteenthtone 

Guitar) (Sc.9 / CD-tks 9, 14/ DVD1-tks 9, 14) 

The idea behind the work was to explore the combination of the conic be!!ophone with the 

sound of a guitar. Despite their similarity ίη intensity, range and decay, they contrast ίη 

tone colour. The guitar tuning adopted here was οήgίηallΥ proposed by Pascale Cήtοη to 

achieνe 96-et οη a quartertone-fretted guitar. Prototype 9 (ρρ. 141-145) was οήgίnalΙΥ 

considered, but the piece was finally performed with prototype 8. Αη extension using 

prototype 11 (mechanised, ρρ. 149-151) οτ 12 (adding pedal ΜΙΩΙ controller, ρρ. 151-

154), has been structured using the steps ofthe toothpick sequence built οη halftoothpick 

extending one side of an infinite square ίη the outside corner (1, 2, 3, 3,4, 7, ... ). These 

steps count bars between motiνes (j'a!setas ίη Flamenco terminology), the first one being 

an introductory-style reconsideration ofthe work Sο!eά here presented. 

ΒΥ using concepts, which pertain to the Flamenco song form (sοleά), the piece suggests 

ways ίη which Flamenco can combine with contemporary music by means of microtonality 

and micro-discrete sliding pitch. The sο!eά form offers many different styles, normally 

classified geographically, according to the area of ΑηdaΙucίa ίη which they οήgίηated 

(Triana, Alcala de Guadaira, Lebήja, Utrera, Cadiz, Jerez, Cόrdοba, etc.). The fact that Ι 

spent my childhood ίη the Seνille neighbourhood of Τήana - where the earliest examples 

of so!eΆS οήgίηated - inf1uenced my initiatiνe to examine and compare the sο!eά de Triana 

style with the other so!eΆS. Notice also that the slow tempo and melodious style implied ίη 

the sο!eά de Triana when compared other sο!eάs (e.g. sο!eά de Jerez and sο!eά de CάdίΖ) is 

also ideal for a precise rendeήηg of slίding-pitch contours. 

Twentieth-century instrumental so!eΆS for so10 guitar developed separately from the guitar 

accompaniment of a sung sο!eά. Ιη both cases the incorporation of dance was always an 

option, and the use of a twelve-beat rhythm is respected throughout the structure. Α 

twelve-beat rhythm is also employed here, and although this work is instrumental, the 

conic bellophone takes the vocal role, using microdiscrete-sliding pitch contours as an 

abstraction of the Flamenco song, while the guitar takes the accompanying role. 

3.3.3 Autumn (for conic bellophone and mixed quintet) (2004-2007) (Sc. 10/ CD-tk 10/ 

DVD1-tk 10) 

This composition shows how the conic bellophone can combine and interact with seνeral 

instruments. Α recorded live performance is included οη the attached CD and DVD. 
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Autumn was initially conceived as the first movement (Season η of a larger structure 

including two further movements. However, once finished, it was clear to me that it could 

stand also as an independent piece. 118 

3.3.3.1 Autumn - Instrumentation 

Although a trial of the conic bellophone playing with an orchestra would have been ideal 

to complement its development as an orchestral instrument, this was not feasible. Ιη order 

to provide a full range of techniques and dynamics (with instruments of the orchestra 

representing the different kinds of sound vibrating bodies) while having regard for 

economic considerations, the conic bellophone was incorporated into a small ensemble of 

widely varied instruments strategical1y selected. Autumn was written for conic beZlophone 

and five instruments, which were selected to represent different sections of the orchestra: 

bass clarinet, C trumpet, trombone, cel1o, and timpani (plus other percussion instruments). 

The microtonal and sliding-pitch capabilities of the instruments were Ρήmary 

considerations ίη making this selection, ensUΉng also that a wide range of the pitch 

spectrum was considered. Instruments affording a wide dynamic range were also a 

ρήοήty, so that a range of balances of amplitude and sοnοήty could be achieved, either 

blending the sound of the bellophone with the ensemble or having it stand out as a solo 

instrument with the other instruments accompanying or supporting. With regard to timbre, 

the instruments were chosen to afTord a wide range of sοnοήtίes, including those allowed 

by the use of extended techniques and by the altemative percussion instruments allocated 

to the timpanist. As there was not an opportunity to record the bellophone with several 

other instruments before this work was composed, it was important to have a wide palette 

of timbral possibilities to al10w νaήety of eΧΡeήmentatίοn and comparison with the 

bellophone, and to characterise the sounds appropriate to each of the seasons represented. 

The bass claήnet was chosen among the woodwinds due to its wide range of dynamics and 

techniques. Oήginally the trumpet and French hom were chosen among the brass, due to 

their contrasting timbres and ranges. Since it was impossible to produce sliding passages, 

initially desired for French hom, it was substituted by trombone ίη the early stages of 

composition. Timpani were chosen due to their capability to produce both, microdiscrete-

ΙΙ8 The entire structure incorporating Autumn as the first movement is described below, under the explanation 

of Seasons. 
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sliding pitch (sliding with the pedal while playing rolls) and sliding pitch (initiated with 

single attack followed by sliding with the pedal). Other orchestral tuned percussion 

instruments, such as the slide whistle and the musical saw, can proνide sliding pitch, but 

since the conic bellophone was to occupy the higher part of the pitch spectrum, the timpani 

were faνoured as they can effectiνely be used to extend the 10w register, not coνered by the 

bellophone. Although the sliding whistle and musical saw were at one stage considered as 

elements of the timpanist's part, to altemate when a higher register was required, the 

likelihood of finding a timpanist who could play these instruments fluently was thought to 

be slight, so instead a basic selection of fixed-pitch instruments was incorporated into the 

part, bήngίng νaήed elements to the spectrum ofthe full ensemble and serνing also to set a 

wide range of new timbres to be combined with the conic bellophone microdiscrete-sliding 

passages ίη particular. 

The cello was chosen from among the strings mainly due to its ability to coνer a wide pitch 

range, interacting with both the trumpet and the bass cΙaήnet while haνing a fingerboard of 

a size that allows accuracy when executing pitch slides at a wide range of speeds. 

Details of the use - ίη regard to microtona1ity and sliding-pitch - of each of the instruments 

ίη Autumn are presented separately below. 

Bass clarinet: The bass claήnet part ίη Autumn was initially conceiνed with a continuous 

sliding effect; but as this is not always possible, it was left to the player to decide whether 

to lip-bend particular pitch progressions, or altematiνely to use νery rapid chromatic 

scales, according to the player's skill andjudgement (Fig. 95 and Fig. 96). 

Fig. 95. Excerpt from Autumn: bass clarinet (bars 11-12). 

47 Thro3\ tremolo 

gliss rC7(--l#r
8Ji

TιC Q' -~ g 
.1= ." --=====:=== 11[{ ======-- ΡΡ 

Fig. 96. Excerpt from Autumn: bass clarinet (bars 47-48). 
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Other effects used are throat tremolo, key slaps, and a νariety of multiphonics. The throat 

tremolo is produced before the airstream reaches the mouthpiece of the clarinet, resulting 

ίη a distortion of timbre and a slίght undulation of the pitch (see an example ίη Fig. 97). 

The key slap is a percussiνe pitched effect produced by abruptly cIosing an open-standing 

key oνer its tone-hole, thus producing an explosiνe attack which works best ίη the lower 

register of the bass cΙaήηet (Fig. 98). Multiphonics for the bass cΙaήηet, which combine 

overblown notes with the fundamental, by means of special fiηgeήηgs and blowing 

techniques, are often used ίη Autumn. Their complex sound qualίty is νery different from 

normal tones, flourishing the sound quality by playing simultaneous pitches and providing 

more νariation oftimbre (Fig. 99). 

Slap key 

12:~n j ~ 
Fig. 97. Excerpt from Autumn: bass clarinet (bar 2): slap key. 

] 
pp-======n!f===-ρ ="'!f========-

Fig. 98. Excerpt from Autumn: bass clarinet (bars 4-5): multiphonic. 

Quartertones can be articulated at high speeds οη the bass clarinet and some can also be 

sounded with a multiphonic effect, as ίη Fig. 99. 

~--~========== 

Fig. 99. Excerpt from Autumn: bass clarinet (bars 15-16): quartertones. 
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C trumpet and Bb trombone: The trumpet and the trombone parts ίη the first moνement 

were conceiνed with one single sliding tone throughout the entire composition, as if using 

circular breathing. Ιη order to ease the performance of the piece, commas are placed ίη the 

score to indicate points at which normal breathing is allowed. Parallel and contrary motion 

sliding pitches between the trumpet and trombone are used, carefully choosing the 

progressions ίη which lip-bend is possible for the trumpet, and tak:ing into consideration 

transitions between harmonics ίη relation to the moνement of the trombone slide (Fig. 

100). 

Fig. 100. Excerpt from Autumn: trumpet and trombone slides (bars 29-30). 

Cello: The cell0 is an ideal sliding pitch instrument and quartertones can be played at high 

speeds ifthe phrases composed consider fiηgeήηg carefully (Fig. 101). 

Fig. 1 Ο 1. Excerpt from Autumn: violoncello (from bar 45). 

The paralleI glissando passage ίη Fig. 102 explores altematiνe timbres for the cell0 and 

bellophone, with progressiνe timbral change supported by the pitch slide ίη both parts. 

'\ : LiJ 

Perc.2 
4J ρρρ"Γ "Γ .,. 

trem. sul ~!!!::!:_ 
11..... .-.. - =- ~~~--

Vc. 
~ ί I~ = ΡΡΡ 

Fig. 102. Excerpt from Autumn: conic be//ophone and cello (bars 20-21). 
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Percussion: As a counterpart to the first percussion instrument ίη the quintet, the conic 

bellophone, Ι decided to include pedal Timpani, which can produce microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch ίη a lower register than the conic be//ophone. The additional percussion instruments 

are ΡήmarilΥ WΉtten for the timpanist, as part of a second percussion part. The two parts 

are named 'Percussion l' (Timpani and other smal1 percussion instruments) and 

'Percussion 2' (conic be//ophone, with bήef use of tήangle, boat-bel1 ίη F / bel1 plate, and 

handbell ίη C) ίη the score, while symbols - some of them special1y designed for this piece 

- indicate the instruments played ίη each νoice. 

(a) Percussion 1: Timpani and other smal1 percussion instruments. 

Timpani are mainly used for playing rol1s while the pitch is gradual1y changed with the 

pedal. These passages are indicated without noteheads, apart from the starting and ending 

notes. This technique produces microdiscrete-sliding pitch ίη a similar way to the conic 

be//ophone, and it is used to produce pitch contours ίη paral1el with or ίη contrary motion 

to the bellophone. The same percussionist also plays a range of percussion instruments, 

including bamboo tree branch (as a shaker), plaque, wind chimes, kazoo, cymbal, and four 

Japanese temple instruments: mokugyo (temple block), mokusho, hojurey and rin (Japanese 

temple bowl). These additional instruments are largely decoratiνe and seνeral of them 

produce a range of arbitrary shaking, blowing and friction sounds, which a mild wind 

might cause ίη an outdoor space. The Japanese temple instruments help to recreate a 

meditatiνe atmosphere ίη the slow passages of Autumn. 

(b) Percussion 2: Conic be//ophone with bήefuse oftήangle, boat-bel1 ίη F (or bel1 plate), 

and handbel1 ίη C. 

The conic be//ophone proνed to be distinctiνe when heard alongside the trumpet, 

trombone, timpani and bass claήnet when playing fortissimo. Αη example is shown ίη Fig. 

103 (bar 31), where the conic be//ophone (Percussion 2) can be clearly distinguished ίη the 

recording (CD-tk 1 Ο). 
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Fig. 103. Excerpt from Autumn: general score (bars 29-32). 

The conic bellophone ίη Autumn is played cοηsίdeήηg a wide range of sοηοήtίes, as it can 

be obserνed ίη Fig. 104, were soft and medium mallets are used, as well as brush and bow. 

The brush bήηgs a distinctive wind-1ike frictional timbre when s1id over the bells (as ίη 

Fig. 105). Ιη Fig. 104 bar 6, a black mark is placed diagonally across the top of the icon 

for the conic bells, to indicate the specific stήking area ofthe bell, which bήηgs a complex 

harmonic spectrum to the sound ofthe instrument. The bells are also bowed (see Fig. 104, 

bar 7), using a cello bow, whίle the player's other hand supports the stand cοπeSΡοηdίηg to 

the bell being bowed. Although the οήgίηal idea here was to bow a Japanese temple bowl, 

the conic bellophone was later οη substituted (since the qualίty ofthe sound is remarkably 

similar), ίη order to illustrate this specific characteristic of the new instrument, whίle also 

reducing the number of instrument changes for the percussionist. 

Ρ 

Fig. 104. Excerpt from Autumn: conic bellophone (bars 5-7). 
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,μ ;-

I~~~Ι r , 111'111 ι; 'r ι - Ι 
Pf1P ΡΡ 

Fig. 105. Excerpt from Autumn: conic bellophone (bars 19-21). 

Α rapid ascending sliding effect, starting with the note indicated and followed by another 

three consecutiνe ascending notes, the speed always indicated ίη the rhythm, is represented 

by an upward-pointing notehead, which saνes wrίting many additional noteheads, as shown in 

Fig.106. 

Fig. 106. Excerpt from Autumn: conic bellophone (bar 14). 

As an altematiνe to the accidentals for the proposed extended Stein-Couper notation (ρρ. 

54-58), a system based οη a normal computer font was used ίη order to better identify 

notes when using text ίη messages to communicate with the percussionist. This 96-et text 

notation is illustrated ίη Fig. 107. Ιη order to simplίfy reading, flats are not included ίη this 

system. It must be noted, that this is not a major notation deνelopment system, thus useful 

for the purposes mentioned aboνe. 

" 

'" 

+ 

+' 

+" 

+'" 

# 

#' 

#" 

#'" 

Λ 

Λ" 

Λ'" 

Sixteenthtone sharp 

Eighthtone sharp (two-sixteenthtones sharp) 

Three-sixteenthtones sharp 

Quartertone sharp (four-sixteenthtones sharp) 

Fiνe-sixteenthtones sharp 

Three-eighthtone sharp (six -sixteenthtones sharp) 

Seνen-sixteenthtones sharp 

Semitone sharp (eight-sixteenthtones sharp) 

Nine-sixteenthtones sharp 

Fiνe-eighthtones sharp (ten sixteenthtones sharp) 

Eleνen-sixteenthtones sharp 

Three-quartertones sharp (twelνe-sixteenthtones sharp) 

Thirteen-sixteenthtones sharp 

Seνen-eighthtones sharp (fourteen-sixteenthtones sharp) 

Fifteen-sixteenthtones sharp 

Fig. ,107. The 96-et text ηοωιίοη used Ιο communicate with the percussionist. 
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The patterns [οτ the non-octaval scales employed ίη the conic bellophone part ίη Autumn 

were represented ίη the form ο[ a diagram and provided to the performer ρτίοτ Ιο rehearsals 

using the 96-et text notation (Figs. 108, 11] and 123, show three of them). The first 

pattern used ίη Autumn is the a1ready mentioned 5-equa!-step scale (which may be 

expressed as the 62.5-cet (cents equal temperament) 11 9, devised by taking 5 note steps ίη 

the 96-et (Fig. 108). The term 'cet' was first used by Gary Μοπίsοn Ιο denominate a non

octava! tuning he devised and named 88-cent-equal-temperament (88-cet). Among the 

equa!-step tunings, non-octava! tunings are best described using the 'cet' denomination. Ιη 

further movements sketched [οτ this work (under the tit!e Seasons), the term 'cet' is 

applied [οτ a11 the non-octava! equa!-step sca!es contained ίη the 96-et. 

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 189 90 91 92 93 94 95 
F F' F" F'" F+ F~' F+" F+'" F# ι F#' F:ti" F#'" FA Ι FA' FA" F' ''' 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 173 74 75 76 77 78 79 
D# D#' D#" D#'" DA D'" D"" ΟΑΙΙΙ Ε Ε' Ε" ΕΙ" E-t- E-t-' Ε+" Ε+ '" 

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 
C# C#' (ιι" C#"'\ CA CN CA" c ", ttI D D' D" D'" D· D+' D-t-" D+" 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
Β Β' Β" Β

ΙΙΙ Β+ B'i' Β+" 8 -1-'" C C' C" C'" C-t- C·' C+" C+'" 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
Α Α' Α" Α'" Α· Α+' Α+" Α+"Ί Α# Α#' Α#" Α#'" ΑΛ ΑΛ' ΑΑ'Ι ΑΛΙΙ' 

Ο 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ι 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
G G' G" G''' IG+ G-' G+" G+"Ί G# G#' G#" jG#'" GA GA' GA" GΛ ΙΙ' 

Fig. 108. The 5-step scale starting with G ίη a sixteen-by-six Iayout (96-et). 

The use of the 5-step sca!e is indicated at the beginning of the passage concemed, to he!p 

the player ιο relate to the previously studied diagrams, and to convey to the conductor that 

the particular sound of th1S scale 1S to be expected. This notation, which consists of the 

starting note name for the pattern (Ο ίη the case of Autumn), a hyphen, the number of 

intervals fol1owed per step ίη the scale, and the word 'STEP', is placed between brackets at 

the beginning ofthe passage, and applies unti! a change of instrument οτ scale is indicated. 

The conic bellopl1One part ίη Autumn did not use the extended Stein-Couper notation 

proposed (ρρ. 54-58) by request of the percussionist, who found difficulties leaming the 

new symbols ίη a short time. Instead he Ρrefeπed a notation, which places the numbers 1, 

2, οτ 3 above the cοπeSΡοndίng notehead to indicate sixteenthtone deviations above the 

11 9 Sethares, W. 2005. TιIning, Tίmbre, Specfrum, Sca/e. 2nd edition. Springer-Verlag London Ltd. ρ . ] ]3. 
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cοπeSΡοndίng quartertone (Fig. 109). This notation is also used for the conductor's core, 

since the sound of the scale is already described and the concentration of numbers above 

the noteheads can help to convey the difficulty of the passage. 

Fig. 109. Excerpt from AlItlJInn: conic bellop'1One (bars 33-34), ίη Fergusol1 notation. 

The 1O-step scale (Fig. 110), also called 125-cet (125 cents equal temperament), is 

included ίη the 5-step scale, providing a sub-pattern with which to improvise when 

composing for the 5-step scale, by using larger equal steps. 

1 82 83 84 
F FO F" F"O F-+ 

64 

C# 

32 
Β 

16 
Α 

Ο 

G 

Fig. 110. Io-step scale starting with G (dark grey), contained ίη the 5-step scale. 

The 20-step scale (Fig. 111), also named 250-cet (250 cents equal temperament), was also 

employed, and although it only uses quartertone accidentals (Fig. Ι] 2), the 20-step 

indication is easier to fol1ow, once the pattern has been learnt by the percussionist. 

Fig. 111. 20-step scale (darker grey) starting with G, contained ίη the 5-step scale. 
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Fig. 112. Excerpt from Allfun7n: conic bellop/70ne (bar 36). 

The diagonal gliding technique οη the conic bellophone is Ρerfοπηed by sliding the mallets 

οτ brushes ίη diagonal patterns across the layout (Fig. ]] 3). With regard to the ma11ets to 

be used, semi-soft mallets have proven ideal for this purpose, as the distance between 

stήkίng points is too wide to achieve a smooth progression of sound with hard mallets at 

the required speed (Fig. ] 14). 

93 94 95 

Ε' Ε" 

57 58 
D' D" D I1l 

41 42 43 
C' C" C'" 
25 26 27 28 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
G" G'" G-r G-" G+" G+" G# G#' G#" G#'" GA GΛI GA" GA'" 

Fig. 113 . 5-step sca!e. Paralle1 gliding with two mallets (downwards). 

l 

mf ~ 
a tι:nψ<.\ 

Fig. Ι 14. Excerpt from Aulιann: conic be!lophone (bar 45) . 

3.3.3.2 The inner and outer structure of Autumn: the use ofthe numeήc row-pattern 1-3-4 

The numerιc row pattern 1-3-4 is used to govern the entire organisation of pitches, 

durations and overal1 structure (fοπη) of the piece. Using a numerical relation seemed the 

most appropriate way to deal with a structure adopting ideas familiar to serialism, and 

using a simple structure with three different numbers that added together made nurnber 

eight was thought of as a way to extend these ideas to micro-interval1ic structures using the 

octuple division of the semitone. Repeating a number ίn a simple sequence can produce 

audibly repetitive pattems ίη a structure. Since the addition of four wh01e numbers 
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(without repeating any of them) equal 10 or more, a three-number sequence was 

considered to obtain a one-digit number. There was οηlΥ one solution left for this purpose, 

to use the numbers 1, 3 and 4, and although this group of numbers is refeπed to ίη 

ascending sequence, all possible permutations were considered when structuring the piece. 

With regard to the organisation of pitch, twelνe pitch classes were diνided into two 

hexatonic modes, to be sounded simultaneously. Αη atonal four-part structure was built, 

based οη the pattem C-D-E-G-A-B. This scale was transposed by an augmented fourth ίη 

order to obtain its complementary hexachord.120 Expressed ίη tone and semitone interνals, 

the chosen pattem is T-T-T1/2-T-T-s. 121 The scale is C-D-E-G-A-B, starting ίη C, is shared 

by parts two (led by the trumpet) and four (led by the cello), while the pattem F#-G#-A#

C#-D#-F, starting at F#, is shared by parts one (led by the bass cΙaήηet) and three (led by 

the trombone). Three pitches are assigned per part ίη the fιrst diagonal block of 12 notes 

(Fig. 115) and instruments are allowed to exchange parts. Where there is ηο other choice, 

a part can take a note from the scale that does not belong to it, ίη order to keep the 12-note 

diagonal block without repeating notes at different points within the block. These diagonal 

blocks are represented ίη Fig. 116, using contrasting grey tones. 

Parts (starting Instr.) Pitch 

Part 1 (Bass Claήnet) D# F G# 

Part 2 (C Trumpet) C Β D 

Part 3 (Trombone) C# F# Α# 

Part 4 (Cello) G Α Ε 

Fig. 115. The first 12-note block at the beginning ofpattern ΆΙ ίη Autumn's four-part structure. 

ΒΥ keeping the 12-note νerticalίty rule, it is impossible to apply the 1-4-3 sequence 

(νaήatίοη of 1-3-4) to the starting point of each part (as it can be obserνed ίη Fig. 116) 

without haνing to insert rests ίη the four instrumental parts. As it is of fundamental 

importance here to maintain the structural continuity of the sliding tones ίη the moνement, 

120 Reinhardt, L. 2009. Josej Matthias Hauer 's MeIischer Entwurj. MoIdenhauer Archives. 
121 Here '1" refers to 'tone' and 's' for 'semitone'. 
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the rule is used for diagonal 12-note areas (Fig. 116) instead of using rests (always trying 

to avoid octaves, which can be otherwise perceived as a break oftexture). 

Β Ι;Ι 

Ιruιη 

Ιroιη 

Vc 

: 8 ':' 
ο ••• 

Vc 

vc 

J 

9:-;'') 

/σ -ι:, 
• 

9: '" 

r~H1 

Ι ,} .. ~..;= 
70 

: "': 
..... 

"ο :-. 

*' *' 

Γ -.2 
'.----. :~:: .... 
, " 

" ......... 

: ". ", ... .. 
. 2 .:: ·2· 
•••• • ο ••• " 

Fig. Ι 16. AlJfumn's 4-voice structure for pattem Άι' (fιrst haIfofpattern Ά' ). 

Fig. 116 shows an example of how the pitch for the second voice (trumpet ίη this case) 

moves following the sequence 1-3-4 and 3_1_4,122 ίn this case using 2 instead of 4 as an 

exception (see the two semitone step between the third and fourth notes, D and C, 

122 RegardIess ofpitch direction. otice that ίη Fig. 1 Ι 7 pitch decreasing is indicated with a minus sign. 
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represented ίη Fig. ] 17), since as the structure develops it becomes more diffιcu lt to adhere 

strictly to the ] 13/4 rule, while keeping the 12-tone diagonal blocks as a priority. 

D 5 3 

C# 5 

C 5 - 2 

Β 4 - Ι - Ι 

Α# 4 

Α 4 

G# 4 

G 4 - 4 

F# 4 

F 4 

Ε 4 - 3 

D# 4 

Fig. 117. Pitch sequences in Autl~nln (1-3-2/1-4-3) [or trumpet ίη pattem Άι' (from left Ιο right in time). 

With regard to its outer structure, Autumn was initially conceived as part of a 

macrostructure based οη a pre-composed pattem, called pattem 'Α'. This major structure 

is built υροη the sequence ]-4-3 (variation of ]-3-4), where ']' represents pattem 'Α'; 

fol1owed by pattem 'Α' ίη quadruple augmentation (four times the original overall 

durations), but maintaining the original durations of the notes and achieving the 

augmentation by adding long rests between the notes; and fιnally, the macrostructure ends 

with pattern 'Α' ίη retrograde triple augmentation, or ίη other words, augmenting the 

durations of' Α' three times, ίη reverse sequence (Fig. 1] 8 and Fig. 123). 

Autumn was developed as a separate project from the large, multi-movement structure 

drafted for three maίn reasons: (a) to be perfoπned and recorded ίη order to test an 

advanced conίc bellophone prototype ίη a live situation; (b) to have a clearidea of how it 

sounded ίη an ensemble, ίη order to infoπn the development of the ful1 macrostructure; 123 

(c) to be able to evaluate ίη practice the combination of microtonality, sliding-pitch and 

123 Which is employed [or the posterior work Seasons. 
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microdiscrete pitcl1 ίη a composition of moderate slze which included an instrument 

derived from the study of pitch resources of this thesis. 

Fig. 118. Diagram showing Aulunln's original macrostructure, and posterior emancipation. 

Autumn is divided into two main sections, with a break, indicated by a fermata above a 

double bar line, between them (measure 33). The break lnarks a dramaturgical1y irnportant 

change of mood, by announcing the beginning of a transition rnovement expressing the 

proxirnity of winter while stil1 keeping 'auturnnal' characteristics. The first section (bars 

1-32), by keeping most of the parts playing one single sliding tone throughout, evokes the 

sensation of the wind blowing. Ιη contrast, the notes ίη the second section are separated, 

instead of showing the continuity displayed ίη the fιrst section, although the same pattern is 

used with the rhythms augrnented while keeping the same note values (which is described 

above when detailing the macrostructure). The second section (bars 33-end), also al10ws 

the brass and woodwind players to recover their breath, since the first movement consists 

of continuous blowing using circular breathing where possible. Α marked change ίη the 

texture of the second section, which helps to evoke the sensation of a seasonal turn, the 

weather getting colder, is achieved by breaking the previous continuity of notes and by 

introducing a dialogue between the instruments. The aim of these changes is to incite ίη 

the audience a feeling of anxiety, which is necessary before the drarnatic resolution of the 

rnovernent is reached, by a return to the rnusic of the first two bars and finally a dissipation 

ofthe season ίη a combination ofnon-pitched wind-like effects from a]] ofthe instruments. 

The inner structure of Autumn defines how rnicrostructures for the piece were designed for 

four ofthe parts: bass clarinet, trurnpet, trornbone and cello (parts ] to 4 respectively). The 

parts are occasional1y exchanged between the instrurnents, and the two percussionists 

complement the four parts by ornarnenting, or by drawing parallel or contrary motion 

patterns suitable to the four-part structure. As with the cornpositional process of the outer 

structure (form), durations and pitches are organised fol1owing the pattern 1-3-4. The 

chosen unit of duration, which represents the ']' of this three-number row, is the minim. 
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Thus the pattem 1-3-4 is used to determine the positioning ίη time of the starting note of 

each of the four parts constituting the main structure. The piece starts with a minim οη the 

trumpet (considered neutral since its attack starts the work and it was simply fιlling the gap 

of a rest for aesthetical reasons), followed by another note οη the trumpet (consequently 

one minim from the beginning, representing the 1 ίη the 1-3-4 pattem), then the cello starts 

at three minims from the beginning (3 ίη the pattem), and then the trombone at four 

minims from the beginning (4 ίn the pattem), which concludes one 1-3-4 pattem. The 

staήηg point for the remaining part, the bass claήnet, is kept one minim apart from the start 

of the previous note (the start of the trombone), and represents the 1 of the next 1-3-4 

cycle), completing the positioning ofthe starting notes for each ofthe four parts (Fig. 119). 

,_ .. ~ 
! χ! 
-:.=. --.. (" Η 

ι 
ι 

Vc. .. 
Ι 

Fig. 119. Beginning of Autumn's four-part structure. 

Each voice repeats a permutation of the minim rhythmic pattem, 1-3-4, chosen every eight 

minim beats. For example, ίη pattem ΆΙ' (see above ίη Fig. 116), the second voice (led 

by the trumpet) follows the pattem 1-3-4/3-1-4/3-1-4/3-1-4/3-4-1/3, which, expressed ίη 

beats, couesponds to 2-6-8/6-2-8/6-2-8/6-2-8/6-8-2/6. 

The rhythmic augmentation process followed ίη the second section (ΑΧ4) is shown ίη Fig. 

120, where square blocks represent the duration of a minim, and the grey areas are the 

duration of the notes, first representing the pattem 1-3-4 ίn the first section, and below it 

representing the pattem 1-3-4 ίη the second section. 
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12 16 

Fig. 120. Diagram clarifying the augmentation ϊη the second section (Αχ4). 

3.3.3.3 Usage ofsliding and microdiscrete-slίding pitch ίn Aufumn 

Dynamic (sliding) pitch, notated as portamenti ΟΓ glissandi, embraces a wide range of 

instrumental techniques ίη Autun1n. W11ether using pure sliding οτ microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch, sliding effects and sliding tones are employed throughout the first movement of 

Autumn to produce smooth transitions between the fixed-pitch values of the structure. This 

is achieved ίn most cases by starting sliding towards the new pitch half way through the 

previous sustained pitch, ίn order to reach the new pitch smoothly. 

A1though voices three and four ίη the structure, 1ed by the trombone and ce110 respectively, 

start their rhythmic pattern ίη different positions, they nonethe1ess share many structural1y 

important note attacks οη the same beat. If those attacks were to be avoided ίη order to keep 

an even distribution of texture, the consistency of serial-related techniques emp10yed would 

have been affected. Since both parts are p1ayed by s1iding-pitch instruments (trombone and 

cello), it is difficu1t for the 1istener to notice the coinciding note attacks, since both 

instruments are normally sliding simultaneously before the structurally signifιcant attacks, 

and their timbres b1end well. This retains the texture of the composition, while giving the 

impression of a s1iding complex tone, which becomes gradual1y simpler ίη harmonic context 

unti1 the two pitches depart for their next target. 

3.3.3.4 Other dynamic compositiona1 parameters related to pitch ίη Autumn 

Other compositional elements, apart from pitch, are timbre and amp1itude, which were 

treated with gradua1 changes through time and are direct1y related to the dynamic changes 

ofpitch. 
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(1) Dynamic change oftimbre through time 

The first section of Autumn is characteήsed by four continuous glissando parts, with the 

two percussionists also executing glissandi ίη the timpani and conic belZophone at times, 

and sound effects with altemative instruments occasionally. Having six different sliding 

pitches at the same time contήbutes strongly Ιο the production of a dynamically changing 

timbre as an overall effect ίη this movement. For this purpose, the conic belZophone 

provides precise sliding-pitch passages, which at times are doubled by the timpani, 

sounding two octaves 10wer. Although these two percussion instruments are ηοΙ οήgίηalΙΥ 

part of the ηumeήcaΙΙΥ regulated structure, they are responsible for modulating the 

structure, smoothly οτ dramatically, creating contrasting sections. 

(2) Dynamic treatment ofamplitudes (crescendo/diminuendo) 

Dynamic treatment of amplίtude ίη Autumn, simultaneously with the gradual pitch 

changes, was achieved intuitively Ιο obtain a balance of the overall sound ίη the first 

section. Crescendo and diminuendo signs altemate ίη the first part of pattem 'Α'. Ιη the 

second part of pattem Ά', this is achieved at two different levels: the first consists of a 

s10W, gradual crescendo (pianissimo Ιο fortissimo) throughout the part, up to the very last 

note (which is held with fennata using a 'sffzpp (subito)' ίη all voices). The second level 

consists of small changes aήsing inside the structure, altemating crescendi and diminuendi 

Ιο control the balance and consequently the overall tirnbre. 

3.3.3.5 Usage and notation ofrnicrotones ίη Autumn 

Both sections of this work use quartertones ίη the bass cΙaήηet, trurnpet, trornbone and 

cello parts, whίle the conic belZophone and tirnpani use sixteenthtones ίη the rnicro 

discrete-slίding pitch passages and for rnicrotonal scales ίη the case of the bellophone. The 

scales used are respectively the 5-chrornatic-step scale, the 10-chrornatic-step scale and the 

20-chrornatic-step scale, all of thern starting frorn G. These scales couespond to the 87.5-

cet (cents equal ternperarnent), the 150-cet and the 250-cet respectively. Although these 
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scales were originally notated using the proposed extended Stein-Couper notation (Ρρ. 54-58), 

for the general score, the percussionist suggested a variation using the quartertone and 

three-quartertone symbols ίη conjunction with numerals (from 1 to 3) above the noteheads 

to refer to sixteenthtone steps deviations. This obviated the use of flat symbols. This 

variation is refeπed to here as Ferguson ποΙαΙίοπ, ίη recognition of the percussionist, Lee 

Ferguson, who proposed it during the preparation period for the premiere of Autumn. 

3.3.3.6 The bellophone's referential function ίη Autumn 

That the timbre of the bellophone, when sounding with other instruments, is easi1y 

distinguishable by its metallic quality helps it to serνe as a pitch reference for the 

timpanist. Fig. 121 shows the timpani part and the conic beZZophone part executing parallel 

glissandi two octaves apart. For this passage, the timpanist can refer to the conic 

beZZophone ίη order to keep the interνal pure throughout. 

Fig. 121. Autumn: Timpani (upper stave) and conic be//ophone (1ower stave) (bars 24-25). 

3.3.4 Seasons for extended conic bellophone and mixed quintet (work ίη progress) 

The extended conic beZZophone is simply a conic beZZophone with three additional 

horizontal rows of 16 notes οη top covering an extra range of an augmented fourth above 

the regular octave range ofthe conic be//ophone.
124 

Of all the works ίη the composition portfolio submitted herewith, Seasons is the only one 

that not οηlΥ has yet to be performed, but also, despite being drafted, and, for most of its 

10ng structure, almost composed, remains unfinished so far. Hence it must be considered 

124 See more details οη ρρ. 141-145. 
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at this stage a work ίη progress. 125 Its repercussionS go beyond the mere fact of 

composing: the piece proposes new deνelopments for the be//ophone, which exist cuπeηtΙΥ 

οηlΥ as proposed prototypes, and new combinations of timbre, due to its refιned 

instrumentation. 

The first moνement adopted for this composition proνed to haνe a good balance, blending 

timbres and νolumes to accommodate the conic be//ophone as part of the whole ensemble. 

The success of passages ίη which it is intended to stand out suggested the exploration of 

the conic be//ophone as a leading part, exploiting both its microtonal and slίding pitch 

potential ίη the following moνements. 

3.3.4.1 Additional elements of instrumentation ίη Seasons 

Seasons shares with Autumn the same main instruments and number of performers, but the 

preνaίling register is amplίfιed by adding higher-pitched instruments to the ones already 

described for Autumn. 

(a) Bass clarinet / Bb clarinet 

The bass clarinet was chosen for the fιrst moνement (see structure ίη Fig. 116, ρ. 186), but 

to encompass high notes required ίη the second moνement, a brief change to Bb clarinet is 

required. Sixteenthtones for the bass clarinet and Bb clarinet are frequently used ίη the 

second moνement (see an example using Bb clarinet ίη Fig. 122). Α form of notehead, 

adapted from that used when the conic be//ophone slides ίη pitch with brushes (see bar 14 

ίη Autumn), is used to indicate minute downward-pitch slides (imitating the sliding pitch 

effect produced by the Chinese opera gongs soon after the attack) for the Bb clarinet 

(Fig.122). 

Fig. 122. Seasons: bass clarίnet and conic be//ophone (2nd mov. / b. 54). 

125 The score has been fully drafted, indicating the areas that require incorporating additional materials to be 
pIaced, and the word 'SKETCH' iS placed ίn most of the pages to indicate that iS still work ίη progress, the 
stage reached υροη research submission. 
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(b) C trumpet / C trumpet with additional νalνes 

It was possible to achieνe quartertones with the C trumpet ίη Autumn, but for the second 

and third moνement the trumpet considered has three additional νalνes (quartertone, 

eighthtone, and sixteenthtone νalνes). Not much eνidence has been found οη Carrillo 

using such a trumpet rather than the implications of his writings when referring to all 

brasses. The deνelopment of a fully new sixteenthtone νalνe system for a trumpet is 

challenging, since the standard semitone tubing should be replaced. Αη altematiνe though, 

would be using a regular C trumpet with ιiρ and embouchure adjustments while playing a 

close conνenient note. 

(c) Trombone / 8ass trombone 

Although the bass trombone part has not been drafted, the areas where the bass trombone is 

desired haνe been indicated ίη the draft ofthe second moνement (Sc. 12). 

(d) Cello / Cello with sixteenthtones undulating fret-board 

Ιη the second moνement, ίη order to perform with precision the sixteenthtones with a cello, 

the use of an undulating fingerboard, to indicate finger positions, has been considered, 

similar to that deνised and proposed by Lewis Jones,126 and documented by Patrick 

Ozzard-Low, who also suggested that 'players do not want to look at the fingerboard when 
~ . ,127 

perιormtng . 

(e) Percussion (Framed set of Chinese opera gongs / Timpani / others) 

Compared to Autumn, Percussionist 1 employs a larger number of instruments ίη the 

second moνement, including a ftamed set of Chinese opera gongs. As rhythms keeping the 

relations of three iuational numbers are used for this part, and cοnsίdeήng the difficulty of 

playing fast passages οη an instrument of such dimensions, the preparation of an audio

νisual musical instrument (Α νΜΙ as explained οη ρ. 40) simulating its performance could 

reduce substantially rehearsal time ίη this case. This set of Chinese opera gongs is deriνed 

from the altematiνe instrument design process that took place ίη parallel with the 

deνelopment of and composition for the conic bellophone, supporting the positiνe effect 

that this parallel design process has ίη the oνerall output. The sliding pitch element of the 

126 Ozzard-Low, Ρ. 21'1 Century Orchestrαllnstruments. ρ.86. 
127 Ozzard-Low, Ρ. 21'1 Century Orchestrαllnstruments. ρ.85. 
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Chinese opera gongs' sound relates to and magnifies the gliding tones previously used by 

the conic be//ophone. This new instrument is used to introduce the opening of the conic 

be//ophone's leading role at the start ofthe second movement. 

The rest of the percussionist's instrumentation has been left open ίη the draft score, by 

indicating aspects of the instrument to be used through a set of basic symbols that indicate 

the nature of sound required. 

(f) Extended conic be//ophone / sopranino conic bellophone/ bass conic bellophone 

The additional augmented fourth range above the octave range already encompassed by the 

conic bellophone, is required for the second movement of Seasons, so as to allow the 

composition process to make relevant the non-octaval nature of the scales drafted for the 

second movement. 

Cοnsίdeήng that Autumn has been initially adopted as the first movement of the draft of 

Seasons included ίη this thesis, the bellophone part ίη the two additional movements has a 

so10 functionality not explored before: (1) although the conic be//ophone part uses very 

complex rhythms ίη the first part of the second movement,128 it suggests an improvisatory 

style of writing, based οη the indicated non-octaval scales and chords, alternating them 

with notated sustained notes and patterns from the other instruments ίη the first section of 

the second movement, (2) a merely sliding part ίη the second part ofthe second movement 

combined with the continuous sliding part of the timpani and a third instrument providing 

a sliding part, produces a unique οτ chord that has the quality of a whole so10 sound with 

gradual changes of texture accompanied by the rhythms of the other parts, and (3) a final 

movement where a solo bellophone part using chords and clusters as notes is accompanied 

by an already minimalistic structure has been suggested (to be elaborated).129 

The sopranino conic be//ophone is played with the extended conic be//ophone (bars. 73-

92) to colour the texture with its peculiar sharp sound quality: both attack and decay are 

extremely sharp, lacking resonance. The bass conic bellophone was designed Ιο extend the 

bellophone sound ίηΙο a 10wer range ίη the second and third movements, but due to the 

128 Notice that the melodic and rhythmiucal structure has been notated but still has to be shaped. 
129 For the moment conic belJophone chords following a sequence of n-tuplet rythms increasing and 
decreasing the n value while also building υρ the sequence have been simply been placed ίη a form of study 
and only using the 12-et, although this has to be composed from the musical point of view still keeping the a 
wide range of elements so its pedagogical value is kept at the same standard ΟΓ extended. 
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complexity of experimenting with bronze, a prototype was not built ίη time to consider, 

and the idea has been discarded. 

3.3.4.2 Seasons - Structure 

The structure of this work is based οη pattern Ά' (Fig. 123), which is followed by its 

quadrup1e augmentation (4χΑ) ίη duration and then its trip1e augmentation ίη retrograde 

(3xA(R) or 3xA-1
), following the pattern 1-4-3. 

Ίιιr 33 (b .1) 

4 
bιr 50 (b 1) 

Sea n 1 ea n 2 
.4owmerιt Ι) (Movm:ιerιt Π) 

Part 1 Part 2 Pwt 1 Part 2 

Fig. ] 23. Seasons: structure. 

The first moνement, named Season 1, keeps the piece Autumn intact ίη this draft submitted 

for the thesis, apart from the ending sound produced ίη the last bar which adds a wind 

machine serνing as a transition for the second moνement (Season 2). Ιη the first part of the 

second movement all the non-octaνal tunings that can be generated with the 96-et by 

choosing uneven steps are applied systematically from 5-step sca]e onwards, and although 

ίη the draft (Sc. 12), only the detai ls for the first seven scales (indicated as 'ΝΟ' for non

octaval and followed by the number) are specified and alternated with timbral 

experimentations (indicated as 'Τ' and foJlowed by the number of the cοπeSΡοndίng non

octaνal scale) which consist of chords played using the notes ofthe indicated scale. 

The internal structure embracing the second part of the second movement and the whole 

third moνement (together being the third pattern of the macrostructure 'A(R) χ 3 '), consists 
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oftwelve pairs ofrhythmic pattems (see RPs 12 to 1 ίη Fig. 123). Each pattem is repeated 

several times to create a four-voice texture, al10wing the bel1ophone (accompanied by the 

timpani ίη most passages) to take a solo role. The four-voice texture is based οη bass 

clarinet, C trumpet, trombone and cel1o. This macrostructure 'A(R) χ 3' first uses fast 

versions of the rhythmic pattems implied (RPs Nos. 12, 11, and 10), then moves into 

stretched versions of the pattems with glissandi (RPs Nos. 9, 8 and 7), to finalising with a 

progression of rhythms gradually employing shorter durations without altering the main 

structure, which consequently leaves rests across the texture and leads to an overal1 slower 

pace toward the end ofthe work (RPs Nos. 6 to Ι). 

3.3.4.3 Seasons - Microrhythmia and pitch class pattem 1-3-4 

The first part of the second movement consists of a rhythmic pattem made with three 

ίπatίοηal numbers (φ, e, and π), which added together equal almost 7.5 (7.47 ... ). This is 

achieved by slightly stretching their values (keeping proportions) to total 7.5, and using 

οηlΥ two decimals (φ' = 1.62, e' = 2.73, and π = 3.15), then dividing their value into 6 to 

obtain 1.25, the value of a double-dotted crochet ίη which the pattem has to be fitted, 

allowing permutations (Fig. 124). This rhythmic pattem is introduced by the Chinese 

opera gongs (Fig. 124) and used mainly by the conic bellophone, although the other 

instruments either fit into the pattem or use it starting at different points to produce 

counterpoint ίη most cases. 

J=~Q88~r., ~ιW· rriTt 
~ _iJ ~ tUlH;;l ΚliiJJJJkwdUffi 
r- Π"(Ο525) q + e + Π-748 

e" (0455) q·11121 + e'(2 731+Π'(3 151=Ι(7.31 
Χ 1211mes (3 bill) Ι q,,(027) 1.25 σ"IΙ62'(Ι 25n5)+e"(27J'(l 25Π5)+Π"(] Ι5'(Ι 2S1ί5»)-ΙIΙ 211 : 1211mesΊ25CΥcles -l5(J'oars) 

Fig. 124. Seαsons: approximation to ίπatίοnaΙ rhythm (Chinese opera gongs). 
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Fig. 125 illustrates how the pitch class pattem 1-3-4 and its variations are combined 

with the rhythmic pattem. Twelve pitch classes are indicated ίη the top right area of 

the diagram, indicated from left to right: Ι to 9; then followed by Ο, Ι, 2 (and the three 

which is not used as it refers to the octave of the Ι οη the left of this area), refeπίηg to 

10, 11 and 12. Οη the left of the diagram, the note number ίη the timeline, which 

moves downwards ίη the diagram, is indicated. The next cell contains the number of 

the bar it belongs to. The following cell contains the number of the beat before the 

note starts, the number of semiquaver durations between that beat and the start of the 

note, and the number of ticks between the previous semiquaver and the start of the 

note. 130 Ιη this way, going downwards οη the left side of the diagram, the position of 

the beginning of each note is precisely indicated, while the pitch value of the note is 

indicated ίη the right area of the graph with a dark grey square. Ιη order to understand 

when each ίπatίοηal number has been used, a square matching vertically the 

cοπeSΡοηdίηg ίπatίοηal number and with a number inside indicating how many times 

each rational number has been used ίη the pattem is indicated ίη the middle area of the 

graph, since the pattem has to close exactly οη the first beat of the fourth bar (not 

indicated ίη the diagram, but reached using the ρί related duration). Therefore, 

although the three durations related to each ίπatίοηal number have two decimals ίη 

time positioning and are not stήctΙΥ used untίl the other have been used, at least the 

pattem can find an ending position οη the beat. 

The 1-3-4 steps pattem is not strictly followed either, nor the 12-note sequence rule, 

although the employment of all the pitch classes and the steps Ι, 3 and 4 semitones is 

kept as equal as possible while trying to draw a melodic contour with the pitch classes. 

130 Ιη MIDI standards there are 240 ticks per semiquaνer. 
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ote Bar beat-sem .quav- ic 
1 1 1 - 1 - 1 
2 1 1 - 2 - 21 
3 1 1 - 3 - 217 
4 1 2 - 2 - 1 
5 1 2 - 3 - 197 
6 1 3 - 1 - 221 
7 1 3 - 3 - 178 
8 1 3 - 4 - 97 
9 4 - 2 - 153 

10 1 4 - 3 - 173 
11 1 5 - 1 - 129 
12 5 • 3 - 153 
13 1 5 - 4 - 173 
14 2 1 - 2 - 197 
15 2 1 - 3 - 217 
16 2 2 - 2 - 1 
17 2 2 - 3 - 197 
18 2 2-4-217 
19 2 3 - 3 - 1 
20 2 3 - 4 - 21 
21 2 4 - 1 - 217 
22 2 4 - 4 - 1 
23 2 5 - 1 - 21 
24 2 5 - 3 - 45 
25 2 5 - 4 - 64 
26 3 1 - 2 - 89 
27 3 1 - 4 • 45 
28 3 2 • 1 - 64 
29 3 2 - 3 - 21 
30 3 2 - 4 - 40 
31 3 3 - 1 - 237 
32 3 3 - 4 - 21 
33 3 4 - 1 - 217 
34 3 4 - 4 - 1 
35 3 5 - 1 - 197 
36 3 5- 2 - 2 7 
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Fig. 125. Seasons: Rhythmic pattem (with phi, e and ρί) and pitch pattem (using 1,3 and 4). 
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The pattern of rhythm and pitch is repeated using adjustments for the closest note ίη the 

non-octaval scale indicated for each section ίη the first half of the second movement (see 

how this is drafted ίη Sc. 12). These microtonal νariations of the pattern provide the 

sensation of the melody being slightly out of tune ίη different ways each time, as if a 

pattern was being followed, changing the speed of the turntable οη a record player, while 

the rhythmic pattern based ση ίπatίοηal numbers emphasises this effect by providing a 

sensation of the durations being slightly shifted. These aesthetics, creating the sensation of 

minute shifts of durations and tempo, make the repetition of the pattern not sound 

repetitive. 

Pitch and duration have proven to have parallel behaνiour when cοηsίdeήηg micro-values, 

and ίη this case the use of micro-rhythms has the effect that microtonality intended to 

produce throughout this fιrst half of the second moνement. 
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This chapter draws together and explains the output of this research and the contήbution 

made to the field. This is achieνed ίη three stages and a concluding section: 

(1) Α selection of releνant research applications. 

(2) Future projects enνisaged arising from this work, both those initiated duήηg the 

concluding Ρeήοd of this research but not included here, and those that are 

planned for the future. 

(3) The potential of this research, including an explanation of ideas and concepts 

deήνed from this work, which ideally should be implemented and cοποbοrated 

through subsequent musical practice. 

(4) Α general conclusion to the research project. 

4.1 Applications of the Research 

This research proνides new perspectiνes and strategies for the composer interested ίη 

microtonality and sliding pitch, by presenting a method conjointly incorporating both 

instrument making and composition. It arises from a detailed reνiew of releνant work by 

Julian Caπillo and Harry Partch (studying their use of microtonality and sliding pitch, 

classifying their instruments and reflecting upon statistical data which il1uminates the 

microtonal and sliding capabilities of the instruments used ίn their music), who are 

identified as instrument-deνelopment-led microtonal composers. This research method 

proposed is so designed as also to accommodate compositional parameters other than 

pitch. The work of Caπillo and Partch thus influenced my deνelopment of a new musical 

instrument, the conic bellophone, which incorporates characteήstίcs stemming from its 

prototypes and conceptual νariants (here presented). Το exemplify the instrument

deνelopment-led research strategy, a portfolio of οήgίnal compositions is deνeloped and 

presented (scores and recordings), with explanations proνiding a reflectiνe νiew of how 

this multidisciplinary method was applied. This systematic, practice-led exploration of 

pitch resources can be further applied ίη seνeral other fields of work, and can help to open 
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up new multidisciplinary and collaborative creative endeavours, as described below ίn 

fourteen sections. 

4.1.1 Music history approach to the study of instrument-development-led 

composers 

This research has assessed the significance of the work of Carrillo and Partch ίn the field 

of pitch, and has compared their development of new and adapted instruments, work that 

they incorporated into their own compositional process. The results of this comparison 

demonstrate the value οfbήngίng to prominence, through close scrutiny, the contributions 

of other composers who have worked ίn the microtonal sphere, with sliding pitch and ίn 

instrument-development-led composition. The strategies used here to study Carrillo and 

Partch could also be applied or adapted for the study of aspects of pitch organisation other 

than sliding and microdiscrete, or to consider a musical parameter other than pitch. 

4.1.2 Instrument-development-led composition as a discipline 

Pattems obserνed ίn Carrillo's and Partch's multidisciplinary approach to composition, and 

the research method deήνed ftom them (see Fig. 5, ρ. 13), which integrate instrument 

development and composition, indicate that instrument-development-led composition can 

be recognised as a compound discipline ίn its own ήght, rather than being viewed merely 

as aπ interdisciplinary approach to composition. One of the major contributions of this 

research, which propounds the potential of this discipline, is the method proposed. This 

method is intended to be flexible enough to incorporate musical parameters other than 

pitch (or combinations of parameters), strictly within the bοundaήes of instrument

development-led composition, thus signalling its importance for future research. 

4.1.3 Pedagogy and the discipline of instrument-development-led composition, 

Inspired by Carrillo's efforts to reform the musical institutions of Mexico, pedagogical 

matters brought to light by this research have been examined and reflected upon. Ιn this 

research, the pedagogical value of compositions, the devised method, and the study and 

evaluation of compositional parameters related to instrument development are exemplars 
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of a potential new disciplίne, here refeπed to as instrument-development-led composition. 

This discipline is envisaged as an integration of several new and some familiar subjects, 

such as: non-Westem instruments, Westem folk instruments, early Westem instruments, 

experimental instruments, method development, 3-D design integrated with MIDI (and 

with sound samples), tunings, theory of sound projection, architectural acoustics, 

electronic music theory, music composition, creative and comparative instrument design, 

conceptual organology, 131 materials science, geometry, conceptual instrumentation, 

mechanics for mechanised musical instruments, instrument making (theory and practice), 

database design and dynamicism (explaining the compositional parameters with dynamic 

and static potential, or PADTS - see Abbreviations). The ergonomics of instrument design 

could also be given strong emphasis. Of most importance, however, would be to work 

with software developers οη a platform allowing the importation of 3-D design to 

automatically create a ΜΑ VMI.132 Such software would also need to visualίse surfaces 

assigned to musical notes and their linking to samples, which would produce 3-D 

simulations of the instruments, summarising what a programmer might produce Ιο generate 

a simulation of, for example, the conic bellophone. Adding MIDI facilίties would allow 

the production of demonstrations of any composition (ίη MIDI format) to be virtually 

played or using mechanised instruments. Using this software could be another facet of 

instrument-development-led research, and it would also usefully provide visual training for 

performers, before they come ίηΙο contact with the instrument. Details about most ofthese 

potential subjects of study are provided ίη throughout the rest of the chapter. 

4.1.4 Instrument development theory (the virtual instrument and the creative

comparative instrument design approach) 

Reconceiving the concept of the musical instrument as an idea rather than just a physical 

artefact can be supported by audio and visual 3-D simulation of instruments. For this 

reason, the trial and eποr approach initially employed here allows design processes to be 

employed Ιο compare altemative versions of the instrument being developed. The variant 

conceptual designs not οηlΥ provide feedback to the composer but also enlarge the 

131 Here refeπing Ιο the classification of instruments that do not exist (conceptual instruments) together with 
the one that do exist. 
132 Previously defined as a ΜΙΟΙ audio-visual musical instrument (see ρ. 40). 
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instrumentation possibilities afforded ίη composition. Instrumentation according to 

instrument characteristics (referring either to existing and non-existent instruments) is here 

denominated conceptual instrumentation. 

Α creative-comparative method of developing various prototypes of an instrument design 

has been proposed (Fig. 5, ρ. 13) as part of the instrument development-led composition 

method. This method can be applied ίη other contexts, to inspire the comparative process 

when comparing existing instruments from different cultures or historical periods (the 

creative mind can suggest conclusions before they have been proved) or vice versa. 

4.1.5 Α conceptual approach to instrument-development-led composition 

The instrument-development-led approach to composition proposed and applied ίη this 

research does not rely υροη selecting instruments prior to composing (instrumentation); 

rather, it defines instrument characteristics which, tbrough several prototypes, interact with 

the composition process. This interactive approach differs from the concrete approach of 

Carril10 and Partch, who mostly developed their instruments prior to composing. The 

interactive approach taken a step further: the composer could experiment, stil1 treating the 

instrument as a concept but avoiding direct instrument development, so that the instrument 

is built afterwards to match the needs of the composition. For this reason, a pictographic 

notation for the conceptual instrument( s) could be used to represent the characteristics of 

the instrument(s) used. This would allow the composer quickly to notate what instrument 

or modified instrument a specific musician is expected to play at any point, by changing 

the pictogram ίη the score, as required, while the music is being notated. This approach 

al10ws the instrument-development-led composer (or instrument developer experimenting 

with composition) to conceive of one or more instruments, based οη the desired properties 

notated for each instrumentalist, once the score has been completed. 

The development of a standard conceptual pictographic notation system would require a 

classification system for conceptual musical instruments. This suggests a new area of 

musicological research, which is treated separately ίη the following section. 
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4.1.6 Conceptual organology 

The term conceptual organology is here introduced to refer to the classification and 

scientific study conceptual musical instruments. Such study is necessary as a foundation 

of conceptual instrument-development-led composition, and both subjects should co-exist 

with each other. The pitch-based classification system proposed ίη this research, and 

applied here ίη an organological study of Carrίllo's and Partch's instruments, has the 

potential to be extended to achieve a classification of conceptual instruments ίη general, 

encompassing both form and sound. 

Three organological classification schemes have informed the development of the scheme 

proposed (ρρ. 338-344) and the subsequent study of pitch-related aspects of the 

instruments of Carrίllo and Partch: the 10ng-established Hombostel-Sachs system, and the 

more recent systems of Kakinuma, and Lysloff and Matson. Kakinuma extends the work 

of Hombostel and Sachs to accommodate the instruments of Partch (ρ. 338); and Lysloff 

and Matson classify instruments into two main groups: sound (see ρ. 370-371) and form. 

This research combines and extends ideas from these three classification systems ίη order 

to descήbe and classify the instruments ofboth Partch and Caπί1l0, using two codes linked 

by a hyphen (e.g. 111.232.225-4-Ρ32-( Δ )-Ρ for The Βοο 1): 

(1) The first, an addition to the Kakinuma classification code to accommodate 

Carrίllo's instruments. 

(2) The second, a descήΡtίοη ofthe pitch capabilities ofthe instrument, represented 

by a letter 'Ρ' (for pitch) plus two numerical subindexes representing defined 

cήteήa for glissando and microtonal capabilities respectively (e.g. '-ΡI4', 

representing instruments with microdiscrete-slίding-pitch capabilities and a 

smallest contiguous interval between 0.12 t and 1.2 t), a symbol descήbίηg the 

οήgίη of the instrument (e.g. '-(8)' representing adapted non-orchestral Westem 

instruments), and an initial representing the developer (e.g. '-C' for Carήl1o). 

The coding system applied ίη this research can be extended to describe conceptual 

instruments ίη detaίl ίη two parts: 
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Part 1. Reviewing the first part of the code to accommodate conceptual instruments 

emerging from exploration of new possibilities (e.g. instruments with spatial sound 

projection or those capable producing gradual changes of timbre), avoiding changes 

ίn the existing code. 

Part 2. Incorporating initials for additional parameters, and subindexes to refer to 

aΡΡrΟΡήate crίteήa. If the capabilίties of the instrument are defined ίη relation to 

all Ρ ADTS parameters, the initials of this acronym could be used with as many 

subindexes as necessary. If two subindexes for each parameter are used it would be 

represented as: '-Ρ xxAxxDxx Τ xxSxx' . 

This further elaboration of the classification coding initially proposed ίη Chapter 1, can be 

used for conceptual organology - as an expansion ofthe discipline of organology. 

4.1.7 The multiform conic bellophone 

The development of the conic bellophone has involved fourteen prototypes, six of which 

employ sixteen independent stands, which are nonnally aπanged ίη a semicircle for a 

single player, but which altematively can be disposed ίη an infinite number of 

configurations within the perfonnance space. Α composer desίήng to use the conic 

bellophone can choose from among the several prototypes and, when adopting one of the 

16-stand prototypes (prototypes 8 and 10-14), the possible distήbutions ofthe stands. The 

prototype might be selected to respond to the visual aesthetics of the other instruments to 

be combined with. The 16-stand prototypes can also be used to achieve spatial projection 

of sound when strategically placed around the perfonnance space. 

4.1.8 3-Ο prototype simulation 

3-Ο simulation of the conic bellophone has provided a never-ending store of ideas, many 

of them directly related to instrumentation and to how this pitch research could be taken a 

step further if the same method was used for the study of and eΧΡeήmentatίοn with 

parameters other than pitch, or of combinations of parameters. For example, if spatial 

sound projection was being studied simultaneously with pitch, the spatial distribution of 

the sounding bodies (or several instruments) could be considered, particularly when a 

pitch-sliding efTect is conceived moving around the space. Ιη that case, suποund sound 
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technology combined with virtual instrument(s) could be employed to produce accurate 

simulations. 

Taking this a step further, 3-D representation of instruments and the performance space 

could expand what Partch, for example, achieved with his cardboard models of stages and 

instruments, which were used mainly for planning concerts and for orchestrating his 

works. I33 3-D simulation ofmusical instruments allows for more experimentation, and is 

faster, more flexible and portable than physical models. Thus, computer technology, and 

particularly sound generation software combined with 3-D graphics and suuound sound, 

which are potential feedback instrumentation tools for the instrument-development-Ied 

composer, could replace the time-consuming development of prototypes, for example 

when developing MIDI-mechanised instruments, as explained ίη § 4.1.9. 

4.1.9 MIDI -mechanised instrument-development-led composition with PADTS 

parameters with 3-D prototypes 

The method proposed and applied ίη this research ίη regard to pitch has been elaborated so 

it can equally be utilised with the Ρ ADTS parameters other than pitch, and ultimately 

extended to combine simultaneous treatments of these parameters from the microdiscrete 

and dynamic perspectives. Instruments with such capabilities would be highly complex to 

play, but an interactive development, simultaneous with the cat of composition, of MIDI

mechanised instruments would allow the complexity to be reduced to human capabilities. 

Although the development of multiple physical prototypes would entail a great amount of 

work, 3-D instrument-simulation ΜΙΟΙ software attached to ΜΙΟΙ controllers (e.g. 

tumtable, pedals, and interactive applications ίη tablets) could be used to avoid the 

physical development of prototypes, while also - by using the desired ΜΙΟΙ controller -

allowing interaction between the composer and the instrument. 

133 Blackbum, Ρ. 1997. Enc/osure 3: Harry Partch. ρρ. 268-269. 
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4.1.1 Ο Compositional theory - microdiscretism and dynamicism of the parameter 

This research has focused οη pitch. Its dynamic and micro-discrete e1ements have been 

treated separately and ίη combination with instrurnent developrnent practice. Thus, the 

same could be done for other PADTS parameters different to pitch, for implementing an 

instrument-development-led compositional theory aiming the microdiscretism and 

dynamicism ofthe musical parameter. Apart from being a research application, this is a1so 

a significant research potential, and is expanded ίη §4.3 (ρρ. 216-218). 

4.1.11 Polymicrotonal Notation 

Sixteenthtones have been used ίη this research to explore non-octaval scales as well as to 

approximate to just intonation intervals using the conic bellophone. Divisions of the 

sixteenthtone were not considered necessary, since achieving beatless partials could not be 

appreciated with the fast decay sound of a conic bell (which also has partials beating 

within its spectrum). However, using sustained sine waves, the centesirnal division ofthe 

sixteenthtone is here regarded as the rnaxirnurn multiple-of-ten division required to 

approximate most of the intervals that might be needed ίη a po1ymicrotonal composition. 

Such polymicrotonal music could be notated by combining a two-digit number above the 

notehead with the sharp accidentals of extended Stein-Couper notation (proposed οη ρ. 

58), to specify the percentage of a sixteenthtone by which the note is sharpened. Α recent 

incorporation to Sagittal notation affords an altemative approach to notating such divisions 

iS:134 additional commas are added to the regular Sagittal accidentals to represent the notes 

of9600-et.
135 

4.1.12 Ethnomusicological study of tunings and dynamic musical parameters 

The proposed 96-et notation system (extended Stein-Couper, ρ. 58) could be used to notate 

microtonal passages ίη ethnomusicology studies and percentages οη top of notes placed οη 

top ofthe notes for greater approximations (9600-et). 

134 Secor, G. D. and Keenan D. SagittaJ. 2001-. Α Microtona/ Notation System. <http://sagittal.org> 
135 This system was developed by the creators of Sagitta/ notation ίη collaboration with the author between 
July and December 2008. 
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Ιη the same way that microdiscrete-sliding pitch has been used here to recreate sliding 

pitch contours (see scores 1 and 3) it could be used to map changes of pitch ίη time, such 

as pitch glides, omaments, Indian raga, etc. Notating a specific reηdeήηg of a raga with 

accuracy would also involve notating the gradual changes of amplίtude ίη time. 

4.1.13 Bells with altematiνe conical geometry 

This research defines difIerent altemative kinds of essentially bells with conical geometry, 

which can be used as a starting point for further research into forms, mateήals and methods 

of manufacture. These are plates, cymbals-like shapes and tubes. 

4.1.14 Layered instrument-deνelopment-led composition 

Ιη this research, three layers of simultaneous composition projects have interacted with 

each other through shaήng techniques and bellophone prototypes (Fig. 29, ρ. 73). 

Overlapping bellophone prototypes ίη the timeline, which have shared compositional 

ideas, have informed the progress of instrument development. ΒΥ interacting with each 

other through shaήng common compositional projects, prototype and conceptual 

instrument development have informed the instrument development process, and have 

informed compositional technique and practice. Ιn general, simultaneous composing and 

ίnstrument development have provided mutual floUΉshing through compaήson, and 

consequently have improved the outcomes of the interactive instrument-development-led 

composition process here employed. The basics behind this layered strategy to instrument 

development-Ied composition could also be employed to explore other approaches that are 

not interactive such as the conceptual (treating instruments as a concept throughout the 

composition process) and the concrete (with specific pre-existent instrument) approaches, 

or combining them. 
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4.2 Future projects following the research 

4.2.1 Sliding and microdiscrete-sliding-pitch notation 

The pitch continuum can be accurately notated οη graph paper, using the horizontal axis as 

time and the vertical axis as pitch. Ιη this way precise pitch contours can be traced, as can 

fractions of the pitch continuum. They are notated as discrete fixed pitches rather than as a 

continuum. Ιη the process of sketching some of my works, fixed pitches were marked with 

straight horizontal lines, and dynamic pitches with curves (pitch-time graph). Απ accurate 

pitch-versus-time graph, requires the use of a 10t of space οη the page. Having the score 

for the parts (or so10 work) with a video (or software) enlarging the section Ιο be played 

with a pitch-time graph οη a grid gradually moving from left to right, would resolve 

problem of constantly tuming pages. Each performer would then require a tablet, moving 

the section of the score being played at a previously decided tempo, or having speed of the 

movie-score (or notation mοnίtοήng software) to interact with the tempo that is being 

played, or controlled by a musician (if a MIDI-controlled capability is incorporated). 

4.2.2 The dynamic piano and the dynamic baton 

The dynamic piano and the MIDI controller, previously mentioned as variant conceptual 

instrument set (ρ. 148), are explained here ίη detail. The dynamic piano consists of eight 

Disklavier pianos, tuned a sixteenthtone apart from each other, arranged ίη a circle around 

a room. ΒΥ linking a MIDI tempo controller (e.g. pedal or tumtable) Ιο a sequencer 

containing the composition data (pitches, durations and amplitudes, etc.), a performer can 

match the desired tempo while sounding microdiscrete-sliding parts, panned so they move 

strategically around the space (e.g. a descending sixteenthtone chromatic scale moving 

around the room ίη a circle). When combing the dynamic piano setup with an ensemble, 

the conductor can use a MIDI tempo controller (slide potentiometer with MIDI decoder 

system) attached Ιο the baton (here termed the dynamic baton), to match the desired ternpo 

of the sequencer playing the dynamic pianos the ensemble conducted. Although a 

performance of a work for dynamic piano and ensemble using the dynamic baton would 
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require eight Disklavier pianos tuned twice the day before, ίη rehearsal the eight pianos can 

be substituted for by an 8-channel sound system attached to the sequencer, using piano 

samples. The conductor can also practice using the dynamic baton with such a setup. 

4.2.3 The space as a musical instrument: the Snowdome 

The audίtοήum here proposed augurs well for future exploration of spatial projection. The 

Snowdome was devised as the ideal concert hall for accommodating a ήηg-shaΡe (or spiral

shape) orchestra and a ring-shape stage. The audίtοήum is supposed to incorporate sound 

manipulation umbrellas (by means of changing the shape of the ceiling) οη the top half and 

to have a roman amphitheatre-like stage with seats aπanged ίη ήηgs that gradually get 

smaller as you go further down. This concert hall design is still ίη its infancy and would 

probably require the ήηg-shaΡe stage to be placed at a lower position so that there are ήηgs 

with seats above and below the stage, to improve visibility (rather than relying οη mίποrs). 

ΒΥ placing a solo performer ίη the middle of the sphere, natural amplification would be 

very powerful though it could always be reduced and modified with the shape-changing 

umbrellas. Ιη the same way that the dynamic baton controls the mechanised instruments it 

could also control gradual changes ίη the acoustics of the hall by having a ΜΙΩΙ interface 

attached to the morphing umbrellas οη the roof ίη a similar way to cuπeηt ΜΙΩΙ lighting 

practice. The upper and lower removable arenas are supposed to accommodate additional 

performers according to the needs ofthe composition (see fig. 126). 
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4.2.4 Institutions and events promoting and coordinating microdiscretism and 

dynamicism of musical parameters 

There are several institutions, organisations and festivals around the world responsible [οτ 

promoting microtonal music: the Boston Microtonal Society, the American Festival of 

Microtonal Music (New York), and Microfest (Southem Califomia), al1 based ίπ the USA; 

Microtonal Projects, and UΚ Microfest, both based ίπ the UK; Euro Microfest, based ίπ 

Germany; The Huygens Stitching Foundation, based ίπ The Netherlands; and the Ekmelic 

Music Society ίη Salzburg (Austria). These haνe played important roles ίη the recent 
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decades ίη rescuing the work of little known microtonal composers of the past, and ίη 

ίηSΡίήng the work of contemporary composers, theorists, performers, software developers 

and instrument makers. Although there entities promote microdiscrete pitch, there seem 

much less is done to promote the microdiscretism of other musical parameters, or the 

dynamicism (gradual changes ίη time) ofthe musical parameter. 

This research has explored theoretical, compositional and instrument-making work with 

sustained microdiscrete pitch (microtonality) - which can be promoted by the 

organisations mentioned above - and with dynamic pitch (sliding and microdiscrete

sliding pitch). The use of microdiscrete-sliding pitch, questions the limitations of 

microtonal compositional practice, and therefore could be considered by such movements. 

Unfortunately, the application of this research (microdiscrete, microdiscrete-sliding and 

dynamic pitch) to the study of parameters other than pitch would unlikely find supporting 

organisations outside the academic world. Including microtonality as part of these future 

projects to find support from microtonal οήeηtated organisations would be the only choice, 

and although it would get the music out, the audience would be mainly restήcted to an 

audience of experts and researchers ίη the pitch field. F or this reason, it would be essential 

to have an intemational organisation responsible for the promotion of microdiscretism and 

dynamicism of the musical parameter (including Ρ ADTS and the parameters defining the 

conceptual musical instrument). This organisation would ideally promote research, 

composers, instrument developers, and instruments (including mechanised and electronic), 

through lectures, workshops, and concerts. 

4.2.5 Α descήΡtίνe instrument database 

Α project to produce a database holding data for physical characteristics and sounding 

capabilities of musical instruments, has been envisaged for the support of instrumentation 

and instrument development ίη future composition projects. The database intends to be 

flexible to incorporate as much detail as new data is being added. Once the database is 

completed it will be extended to incorporate conceptual instruments gradually 

incorporating new elements of sound and form emerging from a parallel experimentation 

with Ρ ADTS parameters different than pitch ίη instrument-development-led composition. 

This idea will also target to gradually shape the structure of a conceptual organology 

coding system. 
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4.2.6 Α square hybrid multi-percussion instrument and ten-by-ten numerical 

notation 

Οη §2.3.4 (ρρ. 125-127) the square layout is introduced: a ten-by-ten frame where 

sounding bodies of any pitch or with any sound activation process can be accommodated is 

proposed. This does not necessarily have to be related to pitch or action, but could involve 

materials (especially for struck instruments), for example; the performer would use the 

same notation, ηο matter what bodies are to be sounded. Thus a wide range of sounds 

could be available for a single instrumental part, consequently expanding the 

instrumentation possibilities for an ensemble work. ΟηΙΥ the sounding bodies to be 

sounded would have to be placed. It is important to remark that what seemed to be the less 

promising and productive group within this research (square layouts), has inspired a new 

conception of adaptable musical instrument supported by one single notation system. Αη 

altemative to this would be a MIDI instrument as a controller for the mechanised systems 

required. Also notice here that the Carril10 numerical notation with two digits could cover 

the 100 notes. 

4.2.7 Drafting and sketching compositions 

Α total of three sketched compositions, as proposed ίη the research method and 

documented ίη the composition portfolio, have been included ίn the thesis. They 

demonstrate the continuity of the work and the layers of overlapping output. One of the 

sketched works consists of improvisatory pattems for two players and requires a linear 

layout of the conic bellophone. This was also recorded. It needs to be compared with the 

original notation so that these new elements can be introduced into a new piece with 4 

hands οη the conic bellophone. New layouts, using stands placed around a room need to 

be devised as a way to explore micro-discrete pitch ίn future spatial projections. 

Another sketched work involves a piece for conic bellophone and Sixteenthtone Guitar 

which attempts to incorporate the one and a half version of the conic bellophone with a 

MIDI-mechanised device and a pedal that controls the tempo of the MIDI file. This will 

allow a guitarist with a sequencer containing the bellophone part οη a MIDI file to play the 
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work controlling the tempo with the pedal while playing. This work will attempt to 

employ dynamic elements of all the Ρ ADTS parameters. 

The last of the sketched works is an expansion of one of the completed works, intended to 

link and integrate all the work from the very beginning of this research. Ιη this piece, each 

section of the orchestra, is represented by one or two players to reduce the cost. This also 

increases the practicability of performing and receiving feedback. Since this work includes 

the dynamic piano and dynamic baton, only 5 players apart from the conductor are 

required. Ιη the future, works extending the range of players and timbres from different 

sections of the Westem orchestra are envisaged. 

4.2.8 Sketched instrument and ΜΑ νΜΙ deνelopments 

As a way to explore further the potential of the three-dimensional design of the extended 

conic bellophone, simulating a virtual performance while manipulating the instrument's 

position ίη the space, was considered and suggested to the programmer. At that stage, the 

consulted programmer Daniel Garland, produced an interactive 3-D conic bellophone. 

Including a link to extemal ΜΙΟΙ files was requested, with the pedagogical potential ofthis 

ίη mind, but was not developed due to the limitation of the JA V Α platform and the 

software used (3-DXD). 

Other sketches presented ίη this thesis have the potential to be developed ίη ΜΑ ΥΜΙ 

format ίη order to serve as: 

1. Α portable pedagogical tool for the performer 

2. Αη interactive instrumentation tool for the composer 

3. Α portable demonstration version ofthe instrument 

4. Α testing instrument, allowing sound changes when experimenting with other 

mateήaΙs, resonators, buzzing membranes, and sympathy bodies, etc. 
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4.3 Research potential: dynamicism and microdiscretism 

Dynamicism ίη music is used here with reference to the concept proposed by Tim νan 

Gelder from the cognitiνe science discipline, which argues that differential equations are 

more suited to modelling cognition than traditional computer models. 136 According to νan 

Gelder, natural cognition is a dynamical phenomenon and best understood ίη dynamic 

terms. 137 This concept shows pitch perception is a dynamic phenomenon, which is best 

understood ίη dynamic terms. Α mellograph is a pitch-νersus-time graph. ΒΥ looking at a 

mellograph of Westem music it is easy to realise that pitches are usually sustained, and 

that Western music thus ignores the full scope of the pitch possibilities, which our ears are 

able to perceiνe. The term pitch dynamicism is defιned as a characteristic applying to any 

music that makes use of 10ng sustained tones capable of continuous changes ίη pitch. 

Karnatic (South Indian Classical) music's use of embellishments (gamaka),138 and Percy 

Grainger's works for his Free Music Machines, 139 can both be said to haνe pitch 

dynamicism. Consequently dynamic pitch is defιned here as the pitch νalue of a note 

which changes its νalue gradually ίη time, ίη contradistinction to a pitch that remains static 

for the duration of the note. It is νery difficult to introduce the concept of pitch 

dynamicism to a musical tradition that is not familiar with using ίι F οτ this reason, 

Grainger started with his sixthtone butterfly pianos, and later οη moνed οη to an eighthtone 

giant harmonica (with a system equiνalent to piano rolls). These instruments diνided the 

pitch continuum into discrete pitches to allow simulations of sliding pitch. 140 Grainger did 

not consolidate a compositional technique for these instruments, and continued to produce 

Free Music Machines for the rest ofhis life, so as to haνe dynamic pitch constantly played 

with the best resolution possible. He always used seνeral parts played by oscillators, 

which were regulated by pitch contour graphs placed οη rolls. Grainger's inνentions were 

far ίη adνance of his dynamic pitch compositional technique; he used them as 

compositional tools. That it was difficult for Grainger to get a satisfactory result 

composing with feedback obtained from hearing the machines, shows how much more 

difficult would it haνe been for liνe performers to deal with the music. 

136 ΡοΤΙ, R. and Τ. J. Van Gelder. 1995. Mind as Motion: Explorations in the Dynamics ojCognition. 
137 Van Gelder, Τ. J. 1999. Dynamic Approaches Ιο Cognition. ρρ.244-6. 
138 Pesch, L. 1999. The Illustrated Companion 10 South Indίan Music. ρρ. 73-78. 
139 ΙίηΖ, R. 1997. The Free Music Machίnes ofPercy Grainger. Experimental Musical Instruments. ρρ. 10-12. 
140 Linz, R. 1997. The Free Music Machίnes ofPercy Grainger. Experimental Musica/ Instruments. ρρ. 10-12. 
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Non-linear pitch slides can be found ίη many twentieth century music scores,141 but they 

haνe neνer been standardised. Partch, for example, ίη his early works for νoice and 

Adapted Viola, left the interpretation open to the perfonner, although he worked νery 

closely with them and also perfonned himself οη seνeral occasions. Howeνer, though his 

notation might suggest considerable freedom of interpretation, his recordings giνe more 

guidance for passages containing sliding pitch, as they present an interpretation ίη which 

the pitch slides follow curνes rather than straight lines. Ιη the case of Carrillo, non-linear 

pitch slides can be found ίη cello parts or parts for other sliding pitch instruments, and 

whi1e they are represented with straight portamento lines, the pitch contour has to be 

rounded by the perfonner, which suggests some freedom of interpretation. Both 

composers used non-linear microdiscrete-pitch slides, clearly notated note-by-note (or 

starting and ending notes), thereby defιning precise pitch contours with less room for free 

interpretation. Ιη Carrillo's case, this was done with his sixteenthtone instruments 

(especially the sΊXteenthtone piano and sΊXteenthtone harp) where he used the sixteenthtone 

as a unifonn step for microdiscrete-sliding pitch. Ιη the case of Partch, the unequal steps 

of a self-deνised 43-tone-per-octaνe just intonation tuning still proνided small enough 

steps for the microdiscrete-pitch slides to be perceiνed smoothly. 

Although the aim of this research was not to study dynamicism comprehensiνely, the work 

deνeloped here anticipates what οηlΥ future practice and study of such practice can 

proνide. Other compositional parameters not mentioned are considered secondary, since 

they can be defιned combining seνeral PADTS parameters. This is only a speculation and 

leaνes the area open for future research. 

Unlike most Westem music, Indian Classical raga music mostly treats pitch and amplitude 

dynamically. These dynamic pitch and amplitude features, applied systematically, are 

responsible for rendeήng a raga which departs from a scale. Howeνer, ίn raga music, 

tempo, timbre and spatial sound projection are ΡήmarilΥ static. Non-Westem and new 

Ι4Ι As opposed to linear representations (notated as portamento or slide with a straight lίne ffom starting note 
Ιο ending note). 
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experimental musics afford perspectives οη how these parameters can be articulated. Ιη 

combining dynamic pitch with dynamic and static treatments of the other Ρ ADTS 

parameters, there are sixteen possible combinations (Fig. 127), and a further sixteen 

possible approaches to static pitch. This makes a total 32 different ways of combining 

PADTS parameters that the composer can consider ίη a composition. 
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Fig. 127. Subcategories of dynamic pitch cοnsίdeήng PADTS parameters (D=dynamic/S=static). 

It is beyond the scope of this research to explore all these subcategories, but the open

ended instrument-development-led composition method devised (Ρ. 13, Fig. 5) and applied 

within this research project, has the potential to support such research. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Following a review of the work of Carrillo and Partch, an instrument-development-led 

composition method has been developed to explore pitch resources. Α case study, defined 

and enacted ίη the areas of microtonality and sliding pitch, has provided a comprehensive 

body of instrument-development-led practice and compositional output. The other major 

result of this research has been the design and construction of an instrument with 
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microtonal and microdiscrete-sliding-pitch properties: the conic bellophone. This 

instrument, the resulting portfolio of compositions for it (demonstrating wide-ranging use 

ofmicrotonality and sliding pitch), and the recording of some ofthe works that contributed 

to the design of the instrument, have illustrated the wider applicability of the research 

method proposed. 
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Glossary 

Tuning theory 

-et 

-cet 

sixteenthtone 

macrotonal 

microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

ultrachromatic 

-edo 

Bells with conical shape 

conic bell 

hammered conic bell 

spun conic bell 

thin spun conic bell 

Equal temperament. For example, 12-et stands for twelve

note equal temperament. 

Cents equal temperament. 

Sixteenth equal division ofthe 12-et tone. 

Microtonal, excluding intervals smaller than the 12-et tone. 

Α simulation of sliding pitch by meaπs of playing 

microtonal, discrete pitch divisions. 

Term used by Julicin Carrillo meaning extensive divisions of 

the tone, unlike 12-et which divides the tone into οηlΥ two 

steps (semitones), and ίη particular when refeπίηg to 

sixteenthtones. 

Equal division of the octave. Α new trend among theοήst 

which replaces '-et'. 

Bell of conical shape made of metal sheet; here refeπίηg ίη 

particular to a bell formed of thick metal sheet and having aπ 

aπgle of 11.5Ψ between cone side and axis. This angle is 

considered ideal for sounding purposes when using 1.6 mm 

steel sheet, which produces a melancholic tone due the 

second loudest harmonic being the tierce (sounding 

approximately a minor third above the prime harmonic). 

Conic bell formed by hammering the metal sheet (ρ. 98). 

Conic bell formed by spinning metal sheet οη a lathe (ρ. 100). 

Conic bell formed by spinning metal sheet οη a lathe ίη one 

single stage, consequently having the skirt ofthe bell thinner 

towards the rim. Its tone has an exotic inharmonic character, 

with 10ss of pitch clarity ίη comparison with the thick spun 

conic bell. 
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thick spun conic bell 

wide cone bell 

Conic bell foπned by spinning metal sheet οη a lathe ίη four 

successive stages, to maintain even wall thickness. Its tone 

is less inhaπnonic ίη character than that of the thin spun 

conic bell. 

Bell of conical shape formed of thick metal sheet conic and 

having an angle larger than 11.5Ψ between cone side and 

aXls. 

Conic bellophone prototypes 

conic bellophone 

extended conic bellophone 

This is the instrument that was designed, built and used for 

performances and recordings. Is prototype Νο 8 ίη the 

instrument development process, and therefore also named 

the 16S conic bellophone and arched conic bellophone Ι1). 

The physical instrument was submitted with the thesis. 

Prototype Νο 9. Extended version of the conic bellophone 

with an additional augmented fourth of range. 

Compositional theory and strategies 

corporeal expression 

layered composing 

Term use to evaluate the aesthetical value of an instrument's 

sounding and physical (visual) [oπn, the later including the 

instrument being played and the performer's position playing 

ίι 

lmplies composing for different compositions at the same 

time (or at least with overlapping periods). 
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G/ossary 

Musical instrument formats or stages 

MIC 

EMIC 

SEMIC 

prototype 

ΥΜΙ 

AVMI 

MAVMI 

ΒΜΙ 

ΒΜΡΙ 

ΒΜΡΙ with EMC 

Musical instrument characteήstίc(s). 

Evaluated MIC. 

Sketched EMIC. 

Α SEMIC for which basic measurements of a sounding body 

and structure have been specified. 

Α visual musical instrument, which is a virtual simulation of 

the instrument, generated by means of computer software. 

Αη audio-visual musical instrument simulation, highlighting 

the sounding bodies as they are sounded by means of 

manipulating sound samples through sequencing technology. 

Α MIDI interface-instrument with Α ΥΜΙ. 

Α built musical instrument. 

Α built and successful1y performed musical instrument. 

Α ΒΜΡΙ with Extended Mechanical MIDI Capabilities. 
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Appendix One: Αη annotated chronological 

overview of the output of Julian Carrillo 

The following annotated chronological overνiew of Caπillo's output is combined with 

biographical data that has been considered relevant for the thinking process of the main 

text. It is divided into his pre-microtonal Ρeήοd and the microtonal Ρeήοd. 

Caπί110 rarely used glissando or gliding tones within his non-microtonal compositions. 

However, duήηg his microtonal Ρeήοd, there is a predominant use of microdiscrete gliding 

tones mainly based οη sixteenthtone chromatic steps. Notice that equal temperaments are 

indicated with a number defining the equal division ofthe octave, followed by '-et' (equal 

temperament), which is a simplification of the classical definition. However, the reader 

must be aware of a recent trend among tuning theorists to use the simplification of equal 

division of the octave, '-edo'. Ι 

ΑΙ.Ι CaπίΙΙο's pre-microtonal period (1888-1921) 

This section starts with a brief introduction to Caπillo's early musical formation and 

caπies οη descήbίηg the years he was active as a composer but did not compose 

microtonal works.2 

From the age of seven, Caπillo attended a choir ίη Ahualulco (his birth place). The 

director of this choir, Flavio F. Carlos, was also his music tutor. Aged ten, Caπίllo 

stopped attending school and moved to S. Luis de Ροtοsί with his music tutor, ίη order to 

play percussion for his new orchestra. At the same time, Caπίllo taught himselfthe νίοιiη, 

which he eventually played ίη the orchestra until the age of twenty, when he entered the 

Mexico National Conserνatory. Caπillo followed a top of the range career as a violinist, 

composer and music director at the Mexico National Conserνatory, which was extended 

with a sponsorship to study ίη Europe (ίη Leipzig, Germany and ίη Ghent, Belgium). 

ι See GIossary. 
2 AIthough he was already formuIating microtonal theory dUΉng this Ρeήοd. 
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His first eΧΡeήmeηtatίοη with tunings started ίη 1895, at twenty years of age, when he was 

a first year student at the Mexico National Conserνatory. Carήllo tried subdiνiding aπ 

open stήηg into equal diνisions to explore ratios. Caπillo realised that his fingers were too 

thick to step with accuracy between the eighth and ninth diνisions of the Ε string, when 

playing close to the nut (around 0.8 cm), so he gaνe up this idea. He soon returned to his 

eΧΡeήmeηtatίοη, howeνer, intending to use the blunt edge of a razor to achieνe precision. 

This time his approach was more intuitiνe, aπd he asked a friend to bow his νίοΙίη as he 

placed the razor οη top of the open G (fourth string), gradually moνing it from the nut 

towards the Α, ίη sixteen different positions that he could perceiνe as producing different 

pitches, before arήνing at Α (including the G, open string).3 Carήllo did not leaνe more 

specifιc details about how this eΧΡeήmeηt was achieνed, nor the speed at which the notes 

were played ίη sequence. He did not mention playing against a continuous G produced by 

another νίοlίη player, so it is assumed here that it was a sequential heaήng exercise rather 

than a harmonic appreciation. 

Assuming that the notes were played ίη sequence, two hypotheses of how this could haνe 

been done are here proposed. The first is to play a legato G, followed by a note played 

raising the pitch by moνing the razor as little as can be appreciated by sight (for example 

using millimetre steps), then the open string, then twice the preνious distance, the open 

stήηg again, then thήce the initial step, then the open string again, aπd so οη (against a 

ruler), until a different pitch is perceiνed, aπd a scale using that interνal is played with 

equal steps within a tone raπge.4 This is represented ίη Fig. ΑΙ1, where sixteen lines 

stand for each of the sixteenthtones, aπd the spaces the thirtysecondtones that would not 

haνe been appreciated by Carήllo ίη his eΧΡeήmeηt, as different notes. This heaήηg limit 

test procedure is later οη refeued to as the interval-sequence-augmentation hearing test, 

since it starts from the smallest interνal aπd gets gradually larger. 

G G G G+I G G+\ G+1 G+3 G+4 G+S ~ G+7 G+8G+9G+IOG+II G+12G+13GH4G+IS G+16 

Fig. ΑΙ.Ι. Hypothetical explanation ofCaπillo's experiment with sixteenthtones ίη Ι985. 

3 Caπillo, J and Caπillo, D. Ι965. Ju/iάn Carri//o. Testimonio de una vida. San Luis Potosi state: The 
~ovemment of San Luis Potosi (2Dd ed. by San Luis 400, 1992), ρ. 194. 
4" This approach is more likely Ιο succeed οη a string instrument with larger strίngs though. 
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The other possible method would have been to play the open G stήηg fol1owed by the Α (a 

major tone, the smallest interval ίη the 12-et that Carril10 wanted to subdivide), then play 

the Α, followed by G again, then G#, and keep halving the interval untίl the two note 

sequence is perceived as the same note. This procedure is later οη refeπed to as the 

interνal-sequence-diminution hearing test. This hypothetical test is represented ίη Fig. 

Α 1.2. The results could easily vary from person to person according to their training, 

eΧΡeήence, age, etc., but the fact that Carri110' s eΧΡeήment was performed without any 

electronic support, distinguishing as far as the sixteenthtone (12.5 t), without such aπ 

interval having been eΧΡeήeηced before, is a memorable achievement. It is more likely; 

therefore, that Carήllo used the interνal-sequence-diminution hearing test, which explains 

why he ended υρ with sixteen instead of fifteen οτ seventeen notes ίη a tone. 

-
, G ιonc, G sι. G 1/4t, G 118ι, G 1/16t, G G G G G G G 1/Ιδι G ΙΙlδι 

Fig. ΑΙ.2. Another hypothetic explanation ofCaπillo's expeήment with sixteenthtones ίη 1985. 

DUΉng the pre-microtonal Ρeήοd of his music career, Carήllo became Director of the 

National Conservatory twice (ίη the years 1913-14 and 1920-24). Between those Ρeήοds 

Carήllo directed the Symphony Orchestra of Αmeήca ίη New York (1915-1918). 

Ιη 1917, Carήllo publίshed for the first time a description of his 1895 eΧΡeήment dividing 

the tone into sixteen equal divisions (see above), together with his hypothesis that the 

western theoretical system would gradually extend the pitch palette towards the lίmit of 

human perception, which he descήbed as the sixteenthtone.5 Ιη this publίcation Carήllo 

first introduced his theοήes as The Thirteenth Sound. He explains that the number thirteen 

symbolises the breaking of the twelve note system, eΧΡΙοήng the limit of humaπ 

perception, and clarifies that this has nothing to do with the 13th harmonic, which he 

~ Carrillo, J. 1917. Sonido 13. ΡΙάt;cas musica/es. νοι. 1. Mexico. 
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sarcastically calls "a hannless major sixth",6 most likely aware that this interνal was 40.5 ~ 

sharp, compared to the major sixth ofthe tempered scale. 

Between 1918 and 1920, Carrίllo directed the National Symphony Orchestra and toured 

Mexico. Ιη 1921, with the independence of Mexico, he became again director of the 

National Conserνatory, a position that he left a year later, after realising that it was time to 

start to put his theoretical ideas into practice while conducting the National Symphony 

Orchestra. 

ΑΙ.2 Carrillo's microtonal period (1922-1965) 

Julian Carrίllo composed sixty-five microtonal works, out of which fewer than 20% have 

been recorded, most of them within his lίfetime. 7 Recording technology was avaίlable 

when Carrίl10 first started performing his microtonal works ίη 1925, and the lack of funds 

for recordings was most probably not the reason so few were made, but rather the matter of 

what was the Ρrίοήty for Carrillo. Cοηsίdeήηg that Carrίllo invested plenty of capital 

developing his instruments, and particularly the fifteen metamorphosing pianos (see 

below), his Ρήοrίty to reform the musical system and the consequent need to have the 

instruments and WΉtings required for that purpose, rather than achieving recognition 

through his recordings, becomes evident. This intellectual motivation radical1y changed 

the course of his career fTom 1925 onwards, although the foundation for this change had, 

of course, been laid gradual1y since his first eΧΡeήmeηt with microtonality ίη 1895 (see 

above). 

Ιη 1922, when Carril10 had already WΉtten forty-five works ίη twelve-equal temperament, 

including a suite for orchestra and two symphonies, he started to WΉte his first microtonal 

works, which he would complete and perform ίη 1925, at the age offifty. Such a late start 

with microtonal music production might give a wrong impression about what was to 

follow, but Carrίllo was not even half way through his eighty-three years of involvement 

with music. On the contrary, Partch wrote his first microtonal composition (see Αρρχ 2) 

around the same time (1925), at the age of twenty-four. Although there was twenty-six 

6 Caπillo, J and Caπillo, D. 1965. JuΙίάn Carri//o. Testimonio de una vida. San Luis Ροtοsί state: The 
Jl;overnment of San Luis Ροtοsί (2nd ed. by San Luis 400, 1992). ρ. 194. 
"'f ΑIl CaπiIlo's compositions, which were commerciaIly recorded after his death (1965) to date (July 2009), 
were previously recorded under carrίllo's direction. 
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years difference between them, they were coincidentally writing microtonal compositions 

between 1925 and 1965, although Partch continued for ten additional years after Carrillo's 

death. 

CaπίΙΙο's incorporation of a microtonal vocabulary ίη his work, thirty-three years after 

completing his fιrst composition, did have a signifιcant impact οη his succeeding output. 

Although he still produced another forty-two non-microtonal works from this point 

onwards, the microtonal output became SUΡeήοr ίη this period, with a total of sixty-fιve 

works. This means that slightly over sixty per cent of Carrillo's output was microtonal 

from the age offιfty until his death (at the age ofninety). Partch's output was one hundred 

per cent microtonal once he had become initiated into microtonality ίη his mid twenties, 

but cοηsίdeήηg that his instruments and theory did not include the twelve-equal 

temperament, there was ηο place left for cοηsίdeήηg this tuning. Did Carrillo ignore the 

existence of microtones ίη forty per cent of his oeuvre simply for the purpose of making a 

1iving? Was there an aesthetic reason for avoiding microtones? Caπί1l0'S microtonal 

theory and instruments included the twelve-equal temperament, and the forty per cent of 

non-microtonal works, produced alongside the microtonal works, might have paid for the 

development of microtonal instruments and sponsored some of the microtonal concerts. 

Caπί110 continued, however, to eΧΡeήmeηt with his numerical notation whilst having 

twelve-equal temperament works performed; his Ρίοηeeήηg spirit led him to expand his 

theory resources getting involved with microtonality, rather than creating totally new 

theory from scratch, as ίη the case of Partch. Α similar concept was maintained ίη the 

development of instruments for both composers, with Carrillo adapting as many existent 

instruments as possible, and Partch creating them from scratch ίη most cases. 

The remainder of this section takes the form of an annotated chronological review of those 

of Carril1o's instruments and compositions concemed ίη his involvement with 

microtonality and sliding pitches. Unless indicated, the source of information used is 

CaπίΙΙο's autobiography.8 The composition dates are al1 taken from the catalogue of the 

Carrillo archive9 ίη Mexico. 

8 CaπίJlο, J and Caπillo, D. 1965. Ju/ίάn Carri//o. Testimonio de una vida. San Luis Potosi state: The 
goνernment of San Luis Potosi (2nd ed. by San Luis 400, 1992). 
9" Hemandez-Hidalgo, Omar. 2000. CatάΙοgο integrαl del αrchivo JuΙίάn Cαrri//o. Instituto de Cultura de 
San Luis Potosi. Editorial Ponciano Απίaga. Mexico. 
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1922: Quartertone guitar ("Carrillo" guitar). This instrument was built by Baudelio 

Garcia (Fig. Al.3).IO The only picture of a guitar found (Fig. Al.4), was not detailed 

enough to distinguish the frets, but shows that it has a tai] piece to provide support for the 

strings (probably substituting the bridge, which remains οπ the guitar simp]y positioning 

the strings). The picture is a section from a ]arger picture of the group who performed 

Caπίl10'S Sonata 'quasifanstasia ' οη the 13th of March 1926 at New York's Τοννπ Hal1 

(concert organised by the Composer's League). The manuscript of this composition 

c]early says that the guitar is ίη quartertones, and considering that Caπί1l0 notated the 

quartertone guitar partS for his scores refeπίηg to the standard tuning of a classica] guitar, 

it is ]ike]y that this guitar had the quartertone frets placed οη the fretboards. The additiona] 

tuning pegs, which are stil1 diffιcult to count ση this picture, indicate that this guitar might 

have had double strings to reinforce the volume of the instrument. This also exp]ains why 

a tailpiece was used. 

Fig. Α 1.3. Baudelio Garcίa, quartertone guitar maker (C.A.). 11 

Fig. Α 1.4. Quartertone guitar ( .Α.) . 

10 Caπίllο , J and Caπίllο, D. 1965. Jιι!ίάn Carrillo. Testil110niO de 1ωα vida. San Luis Ροιοs ί state: The 
govemment of an Luis Potos~ (2nd ed . . by .an .Lui.s 400, 1992). ρ . 230. . . 
11 These initials stand for Caπιllο Arch1ve, Ind1cat1ng that the photograph IS the1r courtesy. 
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In general it can be said that using quartertone frets οη a classical guitar leaves small space 

to place the fingertips comfortably any higher the 24th fret. Taking into account that this 

uncomfortable area is not regularly used, using somewhere around 24 frets per octave for a 

regular classical guitar fingerboard can be considered the approximate comfortable lίmίt 

among equal divisions of the octave. Ιη order to recycIe existing strings, the fretboard 

cannot be any longer without risking the strings breaking, nor can it be any shorter without 

the strings Iosing sonority and clarity. Fig. Α1.5 shows three guitar fingerboards found ίη 

the Caaillo Archive ίη Mexico City. Both the reguIar fretboard ίn semitones and the one 

ίη thirdtones seem to have enough space between the frets ίη the higher register to pIace 

and move the fingers comfortably, unlike that in quartertones. However, it may stil1 be 

possible to play the quartertones fretboard ίn the higher frets with enough skill. 

Fig. ΑI . 5. Fretboards used by CaπίΙΙο ίη semitones, thirdtones and quartertones (Photo: D. Langarica). 

1922: Ocfαv;na. Designed by Julian Carrillo and Jose Μarίa Toaes. 12 Builder unknown. 

The shape of this original lute-type instrument resembles a tromba marina (which ί8 played 

ίη harmonics and therefore produces microtonal intervals ίη just intonation). However, ηο 

use of harmonics has been observed ίη the available scores. Caaillo, ίη this fretted 

instrument, looked not just for a low register to cover the lower register of the guitar, but 

12 CaπίΙΙο, J and Caπillo, D. 1965. JlJΙίάn Carrillo. Tes/imonio de una vida. San Luis Potosi state: Τhe 
govemment of San Luis Potosi (2nd ed. by an Luis 400, 1992). ρ. 230. 
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also [οτ an instrument that could accommodate a fretboard that is long enough to leave 

sufficient space to place the fingers comfortably between the frets when using a further 

division than the quartertone guitar, ίη this case eighthtones. With the string length of 

almost 2 metres tl1at this instrument seems to accommodate (according to the picture ίη 

Fig. ΑΙ .6) , sixteenthtone frets could also have been included, with an average of ] cm. 

between them, and could ίη general have a similar distance between frets to that found ίη 

the quartertone guitar. Here, however, Caπίllο used eighthtones - sixteenthtone frets 

would have been too close to each other. The trapezoidal shape of its resonance box and 

the ιννο sound-holes resemble the characteristics of the Veracruz harp from south Mexico 

(Fig. Α 1. 7). 

Fig. Α 1.6. Oclavina (C.A .). 
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Fig. Α 1.7. Veracruz harp (sketch by author). 

Julian CaπiΙΙ0 includes octavina ϊη nine of his sixty-five microtonal works. Only one of 

these using quartertones (C22), and the others using eighthtones. These nine works also 

happen to use sixteenthtone harp (and ηο bass part), and were all written by 1934. Notice 

that the οηlΥ two microtonal works for ensemble including bass (ϊη quartertones) and 

sixteenthtone harp (C38 and C43) do not happen to use octavina and to be written after 

1934 (1942 and 195] respectively). Since Caπί1l0 did not use octavina during the late 

period of his career, and instead used bass (ίη quartertones), maybe he Ρrefeπed to 

compromise the eighthtones for quartertones to get a louder sound. 

1922: Quartertone Flute (Fig. Α 1.9). This instrument was designed, built and played by 

one of Caπί1l0 ' S composition students, Manuel Asencio (Fig. Α 1.8), using a special device 

for playing quartertones. 13 Fig. ΑΙ.9 and Fig. Α1.1 Ο show a transverse flute with Boehm 

system and, apparently, one added key, which opens a tone-hole οη the mouthpiece, 

presumably raising the pitch by about a quartertone. These pictures were taken at the 

CaπίΙΙ0 Archive (C.A.) ίη Mexico City, while it sti11 was functiona1. 

Fig. Α 1.8. Manuel Asencio, quartertone (lute maker ( .Α.) . 

13 CaπίΙΙο, J. and Asencio, Μ . 1924. ''ΕΙ Sonido 13" Υ las Flautas. ΕΙ Sonido 13. νοl. 1. πο 8. Mexico. 

ρρ.24-5 . 
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Fig. ΑI.9 . Quartertone t1ute by Manuel Asencio (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.1 Ο . Detai! of quartertone key οη Asencio's flute (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Although rnicrotonal digitations for woodwinds were known, the quartertone key rnust 

surely haνe rnade the perforrnance a 10t sirnpler. 

1922: Sixteentlttone harp was invented by Julian Carrillo. 

This instrurnent was also narned arΡa-cίtara (zither-harp) ίn the beginning and Carrίllo 

harp οτ sixteenthtone harp ίn succeeding deνeloprnents. lt had seνeral stages of 

deνeloprnent, which haνe not been well documented. The arΡa-cίtara ίη Fig. Α 1.11 was 

one of the earliest zithers used by CaπiΙΙο, and it was owned and played by Jose Maria 

Τσπes (Fig. Α 1.12). 

ΑΗΡΑ·C l ϊΑIiΑ 
.η ι. qItf' ••• fI"., • ., ρο, prIRI .. r .... 11' ," 

.I,"",nd. l.ι di,H j ....... .. . d. ι .. π., ", • • 
pie<dad d.1 ,,".t J.... 1 Τ •• , ... 

Fig. ΑΙ.ΙΙ . ΑrΡa-cίlara (C.A .). 14 

14 The writing undemeath this picture tτans!ate as: ' Zither-harp, ίη which the sixteenthtones were tuned for 
the first time, and it is owned by Jose Μ. Τοπes ' 
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Fig. Α 1,12. Jose Μarίa Τοπes (C. Α .) . 

The arpa-cifara might have simply been an existent zither belonging to CaπίlΙο's ρυρίΙ, 

used for demonstrations ofthe microtones to CaπίΙΙ0'S composition students. 

Caπίl10 designed zithers with 97 string rows covering one octave per row. For most ofhis 

zithers, stringed ίη both sides and placed οη a rotating stand, he covered more than one 

octave. Fig. Α].13 shows the side covering two octaves since the 97 -strings row has a 

bridge at 2/3rds of the string that divides each string into two playable lengths (2/3 rds and 

1/3rd) an octave apart. The rear side of the zither has a ful1-1ength sounded row of also 

ninety-seven strings, an octave below the 10west octave sounded at the front. Therefore 

this instrument can sound 289 frequencies, produced by two rows of 97 strings (three of 

these frequencies can be sounded ίη two different string sections), and covering a range of 

3 octaves. The strings are metal1ic, resembIing the sound of piano strings being pIucked. 

Fig. Α Ι. J 3 'Carrίllo ' l1Qrp covering 3 octaves range (side shown contains 2 octaves) (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.14 and Fig. Α 1.15 show the bolts used as tuning pins and the monochord that he 

incorporated into the zither, with marks for tuning each single not by unison. 

Fig. Α Ι . Ι 4. DetaiI of tuning boIts and reference monochord ίη the 'COf'rίllo ' 11arp ίη upward position 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α) .15 . DetaiI oftunίng bolts and reference monochord ίn the 'Carrillo ' 11arp ίη downwards position 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Ιη this case (Fig. ΑΙ.16), the note number marks have been engraved in metai for the 

monochord, while the labels have been glued near the bridges to locate the a.ctuaI strings 

(Fig. Α 1.] 7), and in some cases additional hand marks with chalk can be noticed 

specifying the note name (Fig. Al.18). Fig. Α.19 shows a detaiI ofa hitch ρίη simiIar to 

the ones found οη the piano. 

Fig. Α 1.16. DetaiI of reference monochord and numbering marks οη the 'Carrillo ' 11arp 

(Photo: D. Langarica) . 
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Fig. Α Ι . Ι 7. Detail ornote numbering labels zoomed ίη , οη the Carrillo /70rp (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι . Ι 8. umber and note-name marks ('Carrillo ' harp) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι . Ι 9. Hitch ρίη detaί1 ( 'COΙ'rillo ' harp) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Caπίllο's obsession with the harp, a commonly used instrument in Mexican folk 

ensembles, reflects his interest ίη the Mexican folk1ore. Fig. Α 1.20 shows one of the sound 

holes for the 3 octaves 'Carrίllo ' harp. The hole is a circle without omamentation as 

found in most Mexican folk harps, although the zither design in square tablet shape has 

nothing to do with Mexican folk harps. 

Fig. Α Ι .20. Α detai l of a sound hole ( 'Carrίllo ' /7arp) (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Julian Carrillo designed several zithers ίη sixteenthtones with the same principle, placing 

97 strings ίη one ΟΓ both sides of the resonance box to cover an octave, and ίη some cases 

using one single strίng to achieve the same pitch ίη 2 ΟΓ more octaves by means ofbridges. 

Several models covering three octaves have been found ίη the Carrillo Archive, plus other 

more adventurous models covering four octaves (with 385 frequencies) and six octaves 

(with 577 frequencies), all of them using both sides of the resonance box to lay the strings 

and a rectangular shape for the resonance box. 

The curve used ίη the model ίπ Fig. Α 1.21 seems ιο be an improvement attempting to 

spread the tension arnong the strings by relating string size with the pitch targeted. 

Fig. Α 1.21 . One-sided 'CarI'illo ' covering 2 octaves with 97 strings (ίη 96-et) 

(Photo by Peter Κraut. Courtesy ofRoman Brotbeck, Bem University ofthe Arts). 

Fig. Α 1.22. Ear1y mode1 of the one-sided 'Carri/lo ' harp (ίη 96-et) at a New Υ ork concert ίη 1925 (C.A. ) . 15 

15 This detail οΓ a picture is all that has been found about this zither at the New York premiere of CaπίΙΙο's 
music. 1ι is s1ight1y unc1ear, but enough to see that at this ροίηι CaπίΙΙο was only using a single-sided zither 
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The ear!y mode! coνering two octaνes seems to be the most portable and a!so the most 

popu!ar, and, probably due to the fact that most ofthe works written by CaπίΙΙο emp!oying 

zither ίη sixteenthtones, do ηοΙ coνer more than an octaνe. During the first decade of the 

2] St century, Marc Lucas built a modem νersion following this early one-sided 'Carrillo' 

harp ίπ sixteenthtones coνering two octaνes (Fig. ΑΙ .23). lt resembles the 'CarI'illo' harp 

ίπ Fig. Α 1.21. This νersion of the one-sided 'Carrillo ' harp (Fig. ΑΙ.23), was bui!t for 

Emestine Stoop, harpist of New Ensenlble ίη Amsterdam. 16 

Fig. Α 1.23 Α 1990s zither by Marc Lucas, inspired οη the early one-sided 'Carrillo ' harp model 

(Courtesy ofWim Hoogewert). 

Other zithers that Caπi110 might haνe used ιο train choirs and singers ιο pitch quartertones, 

but that he did ποι write for, haνe been found at the Caπί1l0 Archiνe (Fig. Α 1.24 and Fig. 

Α 1.25), and at Bem Music onserνatory (Fig. ΑΙ .26). 

Fig. Α 1.24. Qzιorferfone 'Caι'rillo' harp with 19 strings (Photo: D. Langarica). 

box οη a stand, although the term 'Caπί110 ' harp would stil1 be kept for the different double-sided zithers he 

developed. 
Ι6 The charge for this instrument was 3700 euros. 
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Fig. Α 1.25. Quaι·tertone 'Ca""ίllo ' zither with 7 strings (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.26. Quartertone 'Carrillo ' with 31 strings 

(Photo by Peter Kraut. Courtesy ofRoman Brotbeck, Bem University ofthe Arts). 

Oscar Vargas, a student of Carrillo who helped him to design and build zithers, carried the 

work of Carrillo after his death with another student, David Espejo, who was responsible 

for tuning and helping with the devising of tuning theory. Espejo, as an attempt to take 

Carrillo's work with the 96-et step forward, and ίπ order to achieve the interνals from the 

harmonic series while stil1 keeping his numerical notation, devised a tuning system where 

the interνals of an octave are determined by the intervals found ίη the harmonic series from 

the ] 00tl1 harmonic to the 200th harmonic, with the 100lh harmonic as starting point or root 

of the system (which ίπ the language ratios would be described as 100/100, 101 /100, 

102/100, ." 200/100). This tuning starts with a frequency of 55 ΗΖ, exactly three octaves 

below concert pitch (440 ΗΖ). It includes a very close approximation of the 12-et values, 

at the same time that all the interνals are ίπ the harmonic series, and οπlΥ two digits are 

required to represent the 100 pitches per octave (from 00 to 99). The work of David 

Espejo was brought to life by Oscar Vargas, who designed and built zithers similar to the 

'Carrί/lo' harp but using 1 οι strings per row to employ the 100 pitches per octave and the 

octave, ίπ a row. Vargas cal1ed these instruments microintervallic harps and designed 

several models containing 4 octaves and 9 octaves (Fig. Α 1.27). These instruments also 

have stands, and lίke the 'Carrίllo ' harps are large and heaνy, unlike the one-sided early 
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'Carrillo ' harp model. They cannot p1ay works by CaπίΙΙ0, but they can be considered the 

Sound thirteen post-revo1ution since they are the work of Caπί110'S c10se students. David 

Espejo and Oscar Vargas are both dead, but the work of CaπίΙΙ0 and his students remains 

documented awaiting to be studied, published and developed further within the guide1ines 

that CaπίlΙο 1eft with us for simplification (of the notation), expansion (of sound quality 

pa1ette and interνals) and purification (refeπίηg to reduction of beating partia1 frequencies, 

see Αρρχ 5). 

Fig. Α Ι .27. Α double-sided 9-octave range microinlerνallic haι'p by Oscar Vargas (sketch by author) 

1922-25: New fingerings were worked out for quartertone νίοιiη and ceIIo parts, ίη 

the hands of Luis Gonz:Hez and Luis Galίndo respectively. 17 Mainly with the help of 

his composition students, Caπί110 started rehearsing his works as he was composing [οτ the 

first concert ίη 1925. CaπίΙΙ0'S students were a1so composing, and their works were 

occasionally included as part of Caπil1o's concert programme. Τhis was an ideal working 

environment [οτ Caπίllο ίη which he was teaching his students as much as he was learning 

from them, since they were as much invo1ved as CaπίlΙο ίη the instrument deve10pment

led method shared by the who1e group (each cornposer contributing with personal skil1s). 

17 Carrill0, J. and Carrillo, D. 1965. Ju/ίάn Carrillo. Teslimonio de una vida. San Luis Ροtοsί state: The 
govemment ofSan Luis Ροtοsί (2nd ed. by SanLuis 400, 1992). ρ.230. 
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1925: Sixteenthtone brasses. These brasses were created by Refugio Centeno (Fig. 

Α 1.28), under Caπi1l0'S advice and supervision. Trombones, homs and tubas were 

developed to have an additional set of 3 valves for quartertones, eighthtones and 

. h 18 S1Xteent tones. 

Fig. Α Ι .28. Refugio Centeno (C.A.). 

The Sixteenthtone Trombone is a 3-valve trombone, which has three va]ves added for 

quartertones, eighthtones and sixteenthtones respective]y (Fig. Α 1.29 and Fig. Α 1.30). 

Fig. Α 1.29. Sixteenthtone Trombone (View Α) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι .30. ixteenthtone Trombone (View Β) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

18 CaπίΙΙο, JuIian. Ι 925. Refugio Centeno. ΕΙ Sonido 13. νοι. 2. no. 8. Mexico. ρρ.6-7 
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Details of the microtonal valves show how smal1 the tubing for t11e sixteenthtone valve is 

(Fig. Α 1.31 and Fig. Α1.32). Taking this any further than the sixteenthtone would be very 

difficult to achieve with precision. 

Fig. Α 1.31 . Sixteenthtone Trombone's detail s of additional valves (Photo: D. Langarica). 

The additional tubing [or the three microtonal valves is placed (Fig. Α 1.31) at opposite 

side than the additional tubing for the semitone, tone and tone-and-half valves (Fig. 

Α1.32). 

Fig. Α 1.32. Sixteenthtone Trombone's detail ofregular valves (Photo: D. Langarica). 

The Sixteenthtone Horn found at tl1e Caπί1l0 Archiνe (Fig. Α 1.33 and Fig. Α 1.34) also has 

three additional valνes and keys (5 at the front and 2 at the back) incorporated to add the 

additional tubing required to achieve quartertones, eIghthtones and sixteenthtones. 
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Fig. Α Ι .33. FrontaI view ofthe Sixteenthtone Hom (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.34. Back view of the Sixteenthtone Hom (Photo: D. Langarica). 

The additional tubing for the sixteenthtone key (Fig. Α Ι.35 and Fig. Α 1.36) is also here 

very short and at the very limit ofwhat can be achieved with precision. 

Fig. Α Ι .35. Detail of tubing for the Sixteenthtone Hom (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.36. Details of keys and tubing for the Sixteenthtone Hom (Photo : D. Langarica). 

It is worthy mentioning here that ίη the first decade of the 2] st century, influenced by the 

work of Julian Caπίl10, a Germany based hom player (Samuel Stol1) had an attachable 

mechanism built to add quartertone and eighthtone tubing and keys to the F and Bb French 

homs (from Fig. ΑΙ.37 to Fig. ΑΙ.41). 

Fig. Α 1.37. 1f.-tone valve οη a Bb French hom (Photo: Samuel Stoll) . 

Fig. Α Ι .38. 1f.-tone valve ση an F French Horn (Photo: Samuel StoΙΙ) . 
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Fig. Α 1.39. Y<-tone νalνe on an F French Hom (Photo: Samuel Stoll). 

Fig. Α 1.40. Keys for the Ι /8-tone French Hom (Photo: Samuel toll). 

Fig. Α 1.41 . Detail of the 1 /8-tone νalνe. (Photo: Samuel Stoll). 
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The Sixteenthtone Trombone also presents an additional set of three microtonal νalves for 

the achieνement of quartertones, eighthtones and sixteenthtones (Fig, Α 1.42 and Fig. 

Α] .43). Due to the position of the regu]ar νalves (semitone, tone and minor third), the 

microtonal valves were placed perpendicu1ar from the regular set, which makes the usage 

of both sets at the same time almost impossible if fast passages are to be considered. What 

is important about this design is that it respects the form of the instrument, and therefore 

the performer does not have to relearn the technique when playing ίη 12-et. 

Fig. Α Ι .42. Back view ofthe Sixteenthtone Trombone (Photo: D. Langarica) . 

Fig. Α Ι .43 . Front view ofthe ixteenthtone Trombone (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Α detail of the additional tubing placed to achieve quartertones, eighthtones and 

sixteenthtones ίη Fig. Α].44 shows the minute size of the lοορ placed to 10wer the note a 

sixteenthtone. Ιη fact, the three brasses have approximately the same additional tubing 

length [or lowering the sixteenthtone, the shortest that could be achieved. If an additional 

)ength wou)d be desired to )ower a thirtysecondtone, instead of the tubing an intemal 

passage would have to be designed for the va]ve. 

Quaιielione --+ 

Eighthtone --+ 

Sixteenthtone .. 

Fig. Α 1.44. Details of the tubing added Ιο the Sixteenthtone Trombone Ιο achieve the microtones 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

An adaptation of a standard six-valve F tuba has been designed by Robin Hayward and 

built by the firm B&S ίη 2009, incorporating a new valve mechanism (Hayward System), 

which can lower the tone by a quartertone, eighthtone or sixteenthtone. 

The extraordinary investment of time and effort by Caπi1l0 and Centeno, with the 

sixteenthtone brasses developed at the same time that compositions were being written, 

between 1922 and 1925, remains a great source of inspiration, not only to composers but 

also to instrument developers trying to achieve the sarne with modem brasses. See a)so the 

bass sliding tuba proposed ίη Αρρχ 4 (instrument JXh). 

1927: Fretboards for Mandola and Mandolίn. These fretboards were designed by 

Caπίllο for his only work written for quartertone mandola and mandolin, a year later ίη 

1928 (Fig. Α 1.45 and Fig. Α 1.46) 
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S1stpm "Sn 1 n 13R 

R,w"l U cJ 10' d Ι η! 11 r, us a 
r.1Pl1t 1fJ c. 

1-
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

D. r chos Γν do 

Νυ VQ York. 1927 

Mllndolina Ul' '1f1 ~ ΠΙ Ι ('Ι 11 ι 
ύυB~ niιn1 ItJCR 

D,r~chos ~serv dug: 

Nueva York . 1927 

Fig. Α 1.45. Pictures of CaπίΙΙο's fretboard blueprints for Quartertone Mandola (left), and Quartertone 

Mandolin (right) (C.A.). 

Before moving onto Caπillo's compositions,19 a reference lίst matching Carrillo's works 

with the instruments they were written for is described as follows (Fig. ΑΙ.46):20 

19 Only the compositions that are considered relevant to this research are discussed. 
20 lndefinite pitch instruments (e.g. triangle) are not included ίη the chart. 
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1922-5 C Ι ΒΟΤΗ - 1 1 1 1 1 

C 2 NUM .. tb 1 1 1 1 1 1 

C 3 ΒΟΤΗ ,.. 1 

C 4 NUM 1 1 1 1 1 1 

C 5 NUM 1 1 1 1 1 

C 1str ΝυΜ - 2 1 1 1 1 

1924-25 C 6 NUM 2 1 1 1 

1925 C 7112 NUM 1 312 1 1 312 1 312 312 4 2 3 1 1 -the ιecoM symphony completed 9 months ieter (1926), both addlΠQ reg.harp and Itrlnus-

· C 8 SΤAFF 2 1 1 1 , Ι , ,Ι , """'"'1 C 9 SΤAFF 2 1 1 1 Ι , 1-.1 Ι , , , , , 
1926 C 10 ΒΟΤΗ 1 Ι Ι Ι ι 11 '""""" C 11(' BO-.LN 1 18 1 1 11 1 18 -ΊJc Ιη substltuted by ςιυΙΙδΓ Ιη 11 1931 arrangement (') whIch adds 11 moνement-

C 12 ΒΟΤΗ 1 1 1 1 1 11 12 
C 13 ΒΟΤΗ 8 

C 14 STAFF 2 1 1 1 

C 14ν SΤλΠ " .. 
1927 C 15 NUM 1 

C 16 NUM 1 1 
C 17 NUM 1 ΟΓ 1 

C 18 NUM 1 
C 19 NUM 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 5 2 3 1 1 

1928 C 20 NUM 1 1 1 
C 21 80ΤΗ 1100'. 1 1. 1 1 1. 1. 

C 22 NUM 111 

1929 C 23 NUM 1 12 
C 24 NUM 1 Ι, .. 1 
C 25 NUM .... 

1930 C 26 NUM 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 3 1 1 
C 27 NUM? ,. 1 2+ 2 2 4 2 3 1 1 

"ι 1 
1931 C 28 NUM 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 

C 29 NUM 1 1 1 1 
C 30 NUM 1 

C 31 NUM 1 

C 32 NUM 1 

C 33 NUM 1. 
C 34 NUM 1 

1933 C 35 ΜΙΧ 1 1 

1934 C 36 NUM 5 1 1 1 1 1 (poιtlδΙ score onιy avellable) 

C 37 NUM 1 1 

1942 C 38 NUM .... 1 1 1 2 1 

1945 C 39 MIX(S 1 1 

1947 C40 ΜΙΧ 1/8 1 1 1 

1949 C 41 ΒΟΤΗ 1 1 

1951 C 4211, NUM 1 (2nd guIt.preIude Incomploted) 

C 43 NUM? 2 1 2 1 1 1 

1952 C 44 STAFF 1 1 

1957 C 45 SΤλΠ? 1 
1958 C 46 SΤAΠ? 1 1 
1959 C 47 SΤAFF? 1 1 

C 48 STAFF 
1 

C 49 SΤAFF 1 

C 50 SΤAFF? 
1 

1960 C 51 SΤAFF 1 

· C 52 NUM 1 

1961 C 53 SΤλΠ 1 

· C 54 STAFF 1 

· C 5S SΤλΠ 

1962 C 56 NUM 
1 

C 57 STAFF 2 1 1 1 

C 58 SΤλΠ tbb 

1964 C 59 STAFF 2 1 1 1 

· C60 SΤλΠ 2 1 1 1 

C 61 SΤAΠ 1 

· C 62 SΤAFF 1 

C 63 SΤAFF 1 

· C64 STAFF 1 1 

1965 C 65 SΤAF F tbb 

Fig. ΑΙ.46. Caπillo's compositions codes (ίη chronological order) and cοπeSΡοndίng instrumentaria indicated. 
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1925 (1922-25): First five compositions ίη sixteenthtones (Ορ. Ι, 11, 11, IV, Υ). These were 

composed as the materialίsation of Caπil1o's publications οη microtonalίty, and as a 

response to those cήtίcs who were underestimating the depth of Caπil1o's theoretical 

postulations. Although this set of five compositions was written between 1922 and 1925, 

there are οηlΥ two handwritten copies as a set and by the author, one dating 1931 and the 

other 1951. These are the works: 

Prelude 10 'Christopher Columbus ' (ορ. 1) (c Ι )21 

Ave Maria (Ορ. 2) (C2) 

'Tepepan '. Rural scene for voices in 1/4-tones and zither-harp in 1/16-tones (Ορ. 3) (C3 )22 

Quartertone ce//o pre/ude Νο 1 (ορ. 4) (C4) 80. 

Album page (Ορ. 5) (C5) 

Prelude (ο Co/umbus (version for stήng quartet) (CIstr) 

Since Pre/ude 10 Columbus is a version for stήng quartet of Pre/ude (ο Christopher 

Columbus, it is considered here an auangement of an existent work rather than a new 

work. These first five microtonal works use different groupings of the fol1owing 

instruments: voices (quartertones), Quartertone Flute, octaνina (eighthtones), νίοlίη 

(quartertones), Quartertone Guitar, sΊXteenthtone 'Carrίllo' harp, cello (quartertones and 

eighthtones), viola (quartertones) and clarinet (quartertones). It is noticeable that the οηlΥ 

composition ίη which the cello plays eighthtones, the octaνina (ίη eighthtones) is not used 

at a11. As a matter of fact, ίη a recent recording of Caπillo's music,23 the octavina was 

replaced by a cel1o. 

The next five works to follow also date from 1925 and were probably completed after the 

previous set of five. What is interesting is that this is an intensive block of microtonal 

works produced ίη a short Ρeήοd oftime, with an emphasis οη stήngs: 

2\ Ιη addition to what is mentioned ίη the main text there is a 1930 handwritten using ηumeήcal notation, a 
1934 version using ηumeήcal notation (by New Music Society), a 1960 version using staff notation (with 
original microtonal accidentals), and a 1969 version (by Jobert editions) using staffnotation. Also notice that 
C 1 refers to the fιrst microtonal work of Carήllo. 
22 A1though the work is written for soprano so10, soprano, a1to, tenor, bass and 'Carri//o' harp, there is a note 
in the cover of the 1924 handWΉtten οήginal version explaining that several alternative instrumentations can 
be considered for this work: (1) oboe instead of soprano so10 with four saxophones, (2) Bb bugle and 
saxophones, (3) claήnet and saxophones (baήtone and bass), and (4) oboe and muted strings. There is a1so a 
1958 version ofthis work in staffnotation with his οήgίna1 microtona1 accidentals, which is tit1ed 'Tepepan, 

bucolic scene" 
23 Α 2009 recording of Ί think ο/ you' by AFMM orchestra (PITCH 1abel), under the direction and 
production of Johnny Reinhard. 
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1924-1925 Quartertone string quartet Νο 1 (C6) 

1925 'Colombia' symphony Νο 1 for orchestra "grande" in sΊXteenthtones (C7-l) 

1925 'Colombia' symph. No2for orchestra "grande" in 1/4,118 and 1/16-tones (C7-2) 

1925 Quartertone string quartet Νο 2 (C8) 

1925 Quartertone string quartet Νο 3 (C9) 

The 'Colombia' Symphonies Νο 1 and 2 are classified under the same year, but the second 

was written ίη 1926 (completed 9 months later). These two works haνe almost the same 

orchestration and their relation remain unknown to this study, not haνing had a chance to 

check the scores. 

Carrillo used numeήcaΙ notation with numbers Ο to 95 to indicate the pitch within an 

octaνe ίη the sixteenthtone system and the octaνe indicated by the position of the number 

within a single line, rather than fiνe. The first two quartertone string quartets were an 

exception, ίη which he used staff notation with diagonal lines attached to the top or the 

bottom of the noteheads according to whether the pitch was supposed to be raised or 

lowered respectiνely by the portion of a tone indicated (Fig. Α 1.4 7) . 

. 
.... = 1/3 of a tone hίgher ... = 1/8 of a tone lower 

/ = 1/4 of a tone hίgher \ = 1/4 of a tone lower 

// =3/8 of a tone hίgher \\ = 3/8 of a tone lower 

Fig. ΛΙ.47. Caπillo's eighthtone symbols used with staffnotation (C.A.). 

The usage of staff notation is a contradiction against what Carrillo considers one of the 

most important discoνeήes within his 'Sound Thirteen' theory, which postulates the use of 

numeήcaΙ as explained aboνe, and, including the compositions ίη 12-et, since the system 

simplifies the staνe, is intuitiνe and 10gical. For the first two quartertone stήng quartets, 

Carrillo might haνe seen himself struggling to haνe their performances prepared ίη time 

using numeήcaΙ notation, plus these stήng instruments do require the performer to be able 

to hear the notes ίη order to play them with precision. ΝumeήcaΙ notation has the 

inconνenience of being linear unlike staff notation, where it is easy to intuitiνely spot the 

direction ίη which the pitch is going or to νisualise pitch contours for phrases. As a matter 
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of fact, all the stήng quartets are notated ίη staff notation, which means the string players 

that played them probably neνer got used to Carrillo's numeήcaΙ notation. 

As for the 'Colombia' Symphony Νο 1, Carήllo did not think about tuning restrictions of 

the instruments and sometimes uses eighthtones for all the members of the stήngs apart 

from the double bass (ίη quartertones). Ιη this work, Carrillo also writes for woodwinds 

using eighthtones, while the brasses all play semitones and occasional quartertones. The 

'Colombia' Symphony Νο 2 has almost the same orchestration and employment of tunings, 

and since both are classified under the same year,24 but the second was WΉtten ίη 1926 ίη 

New York, the relation remains unknown to this study, not haνing had a chance to check 

the scores. 

After this bubble Ρeήοd ίη which Carrillo started his instrument deνelopment-led 

compositional work by introducing new instruments, adapted instruments and new 

techniques, he kept a steady build υρ of instrument deνelopment composition work from 

1926 until 1934, introducing gradually new or adapted instruments and techniques, and ηο 

more than one or two at the time. Duήng this Ρeήοd the following works were composed: 

1926 Babbling for muted string quartet in quartertones, with exceptional use of 

eighthtones and sΊXteenthtones (CI0) 

1926 Sonata 'quasifantasia' (in quarter, eighth and sΊXteenthtones) (Cll and Cll') 

1926 Concertino in quarter, eighth and sΊXteenthtones (CI2) 

1926 2 quartets for humming voices in quartertones (C 13) 

1926 Quartertone string quartets Νο 4 and Νο 5: 'Meditation' and 'Secretly' (CI4) 

1926 'Meditation' and 'Secretly' (ΙΌ, voices) (CI4') 

1927 70 exercisesfor double bass (α new technique in quartertones) (CI5) 

1927 70 exercises in quartertones for violin solo (C 16) 

1927 Quartertone exercisesfor νίοlα or ce//o (C17) 

1927 3 quartertone studies for the 3-string violin in sonatina form (C 18) 

1927 Orchestra "grande" nocturne in sixteenthtones (CI9) 

1928 Preludefor mandolin, mandola and guitar in quartertones. 'J//usion' (C20) 

24 Hernandez-Hidalgo, Omar. 2000. CaιάΙοgο integral deJ archivo Julίάn Carrillo. Instituto de Cultura de 
San Luis Potosίo Εdίtοήal Ponciano Arήaga. Mexico. ρ.53. 
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1928 Ί think ofyou' (romancefor voices & instruments in 1/4 and 1/16-tones) (C21) 

1928 Capricefor s% νίο/α in tones, semi, quarter, eighth and sixteenthtones(c22) 

1929 Capricefor French horn in sΊXteenthtones and orchestra (C23) 

1929 Impromptu for 2 sopranos in eighthtones, trumpet in eighthtones and 

zither-harp in sΊXteenthtones (C24) 

1929 Quartertone chorus (C2S) 

1930 'Colombia' symphony Νο 3 in quarter, eighth and sixteenthtones (C26) 

1930 'Penumbras '. Αι "Reforma" Wa/k (C27) 

1931 'Sound 13' fantasy (/Όur cadences) (C28) 

1931 Lento-Allegro-Lento (C29) 

1931 Quartertone guitar study Νο 5. 'Midnight αΙ the Oriental' (C30) 

1931 Impromptu suite for quartertone guitar (C31) 

1931 Quartertone guitar study Νο Ι (C32) 

1931 Dawn in 'Ber/in 13' (C33) 

1931 Mystery. 'Impromptu' prelude (C34) 

1933 'Whispers' (C3S) 

1934 SΊX 'Europe' pre/udes (C36) 

1934 Romance (C37) 

There is a 6-year period here noticed, ίη which Carrillo did not compose music. It 

cοπeSΡοηds to the post-depression ίη Mexico and to the period ίη which the president 

Cardenas was president of Mexico. It has also been obserνed that this is the period Haπy 

Partch was hitchhiking around USA and homeless (leaving not much music written either), 

and it cοπeSΡοηds to the period ofthe Great Depression that hit the USA the hardest. 

1930s: Patent of the 'Carrillo' metamorphosing pianos. 

Although there are not any records of Carrillo composing ίη the second half of the 1930s, 

he must haνe sketched the piano demonstrations while designing his metamorphosing 

pianos, which later οη his daughter would play at exhibitions. Νο records haνe been found 

of these works, though designing and working οπ a patent (Fig. Α 1.48) for fifteen different 

pianos can be considered a major achieνement for this period. 
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Fig. Α 1.48. Patent mark used for the 15 metan101'pl1Osing pial10s (P11otO: D. Langarica). 

1942 VSO for 'The brunette Virgin' (VSO) (C38) 

Α productive period of intensive composing for orchestra fol1ows between 1945 and 1949, 

ίη which Caπί110 explored the orchestra as a microtonal body of instruments ιη 

quartertones supporting a solo instrument (a cel10 ίη eighthtones, a Carrillo piano ιη 

sixteenthtones and a νίοlίη ίη quartertones), within the following works: 

] 945 Concertino for cello in quarter and eighthtones (C39) 

] 947-195] ΗοrίΖοns (work ordered by Leopold Stokowski) (C40) 

] 949 Quartertone violin concerto Νο J (C41) 

Τhis was fol1owed by two preludes for guitar ίη numerical notation, and twO orchestral 

works with the Ce110 as a solo instrument, al1 completed within two years: 

1951 Quartertone guitar preludes Νο J and Νο 2 (for the 'Carrillo ' guitar) (Νο 2 left 

incomplete) (C42) 

1951 Quartertone cello prelude Νο 2 (C43) 

] 952 Fantasy for cello in quarter and eighthtones, accompanied by synlPhony ol'chesfra 

accidenfally in quarfertones (C44) 

1956: Caπίl10 published Two Laws of Musical Physics. This work constitutes a revelation 

ίη the theories of Caπί110, who υηιίl this point only seemed to be concerned with the 

simplification ofstaffnotation and the expansion ofthe interνal1ic vocabulary, employing 

extensive equal division of the octave, and specifical1y of the 12-et tone. This work is the 

testimony of Caπi110'S interest ίη just intonation, and the language of ratios as an ideal 

theory to guide the fine adjustments ίη his ultrachromatic theories. CaπίΙ10 used the term 

ultrachromatic to refer to equal temperaments subdividing the 12-et tone ίπ smaller equal 

steps than a semitone. Therefore, his tunings always included the 12-et whole tone scale, 

ending υρ with divisions ofthe octave that are multiples οΓ six. 
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Ιη Two Laws ο/ Musical Physics, Caπil10 stated that tempered intervals are not found but 

ίη the harmonic seήes, but approximated.25 Then he provides a lίst of the intervals from 

the harmonic seήes that are close to each interval constituting the chromatic step of each 

equal-step division of the l2-et tone from Ι through to Ι6 (1 being the 12-et tone), or ίη 

other words, the chromatic step for each ofhis metamorphosing pianos (ifwe consider the 

regular piano as part ofthe set). Surprisingly, most ofthese values do not seem to be the 

closest approximations if the lowest number ratio is mostly desired. Whether Carήllo had 

a different cήteήa or he did not choose the aΡΡrΟΡήateΙΥ, it remains unknown. The ratios 

suggested by Carήl10 are listed below, with some observations suggesting other harmonic 

intervals considerably closer to the n-equal-step division ofthe 12-et tone (with η taking all 

the natural values from Ι to 16), as fol1ows: 

Ratio 9/8/or the tone. According to Caπillo, the interval between the harmonics 8 and 9 

approximates to the 12-et tone (200 t)· The ratio 9/8 (203.910 t), also named the major 

whole tone, is the result of adding two pure just fifths minus one octave, or the result of 

subtracting a pure fourth (4/3) from a pure fifth (3/2). The ratio 9/8 is 3.910 ~ above the 

12-et tone, which is a considerably low number ratio and seems the aΡΡrΟΡήate choice, 

which is why ηο altemative value is offered ίη Proposal Ι (Fig. ΑΙ.49, οη page Α36). If 

more precision is required and higher number ratios is not minded (proposal 11 ίη Fig. 

ΑΙ.50, ρ. Α3Ί), the ratio 55/49 (199.980 t) is οηlΥ 0.020 t below, being 194 times closer 

(ίη both charts refeπed to as reduction ,αΙίο). 

Ratio 18/17 lor the semitone. According to Caπillo, the interval between the harmonics 17 

and 18 approximates to the 12-et semitone (100 ~). The ratio 18/17 (98.955 ~), also called 

the Arabic lute indexfinger, is 1.045 t below the 12-et tone and it seems the aΡΡrΟΡήate 

ratio among the low number ratios. If more precision is required, ratio 89/84 (100.099 ~) 

is οηlΥ 0.099 t aboνe, being 10.5 times closer. 

Ratio 27/261or the thirdtone. According to Caπillo, the interval between the harmonics 

26 and 27 approximates to one third ofthe 12-et tone (66.666 ~). The ratio 27/26 (65.337 

t), also called the tridecimal comma, is 1.329 t below one third of the 12-et tone, while the 

2S Bellamy, Sr. L. 1973. The Sonido Trece Theoretical works ο/ JuΙίάn Carri//o: Α translation with 
commentary. PhD dissertation. Indiana Uniνersity. Page 527 (as part of the translation of Julian Carrillo's 
Two Laws ίπ Musical Physics). 
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ratio 26/25 (67.900 ~), situated one contiguous interνal below 27/26 ίη the haπnonic series, 

is slightly closer to one third of the 12-et tone (1.234 t above), and therefore more 

appropriate (this time by an insignificant amount, but not from here onwards). If a ratio 

closer to the one third of the 12-et was required, further up ίη the haπnonic series, the ratio 

53/51 (66.594 t) is οηlΥ 0.073 t below, which is 18.3 times closer to the third ofthe 12-et 

tone than the ratio proposed by Carrillo. From this ratio onwards, Carrillo seems to have 

chosen a ratio ίη the haπnonic series that is slightly above οτ below a nearby altemative 

ratio that is much closer to the equal-step division of the 12-et tone considered (from 3 

steps to 16 steps, which happen to be the microtonal steps). 

Ratio 37/36for the quartertone. According to Carrillo, the interνal between the haπnonics 

36 and 37 approximates to one quarter ofthe 12-et tone (50 t). The ratio 37/36 (47.434 t) 

is 2.566 t below one quarter of the 12-et tone, while the ratio 35/34 (50.184 t), situated 

two contiguous interνals below 37/36 ίη the haπnonic series, is οηlΥ 0.184 t above one 

quarter ofthe 12-et tone (almost 14 times smaller). If a ratio closer to a quarter ofthe 12-

et tone is required, further up ίη the haπnonic series, the ratio 246/239 (49.977 ~) is οηlΥ 

0.023 ~ below, being around 112.7 times closer to the quarter of the 12-et tone than the 

ratio proposed by Carrillo. 

Ratio 45/44 for the fιfthtone. According to Carrillo, the interνal between the haπnonics 44 

and 45 approximates to one fifth of the 12-et tone (40 t). The ratio 45/44 (38.906 t) is 

1.094 t below one fifth ofthe 12-et tone, whίle a lower ratio 44/43 (39.800 ~), situated one 

contiguous interνal below 45/44 ίη the haπnonic series, is οηlΥ 0.200 t below a fifth of the 

12-et tone (5.5 times closer). If a ratio closer to a fifth ofthe 12-et tone is required further 

up ίη the haπnonic series, the ratio 175/171 (40.030 ~) is οηlΥ 0.030 t above, being 36.1 

times closer than the ratio proposed by Carril1o. 

Ratio 54/53 for the sΊXthtone. According to Carril1o, the interνal between the haπnonics 53 

and 54 approximates to one sixth of the 12-et tone (33.333 t). The ratio 54/53 (32.360 t) 

is 0.973 t below one sixth ofthe 12-et tone, whίle the ratio 52/51 (33.617 t), situated two 

contiguous interνals below 54/53 ίη the haπnonic series, is οηlΥ 0.284 t below one sixth of 

the 12-et tone (3.4 times closer). Ifa ratio closer to a quarter ofthe 12-et tone is required, 

further up ίη the haπnonic series, the ratio 105/103 (33.294 t) is οηlΥ 0.039 t below, being 

around 24.7 times closer than the ratio proposed by Carrillo. 
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Ratio 63/62 for the seventhtone. According to Caπillo, the interνal between the harmonics 

62 and 63 approximates to one seνenth of the 12-et tone (28.571 t). The ratio 63/62 

(27.700 t) is 0.871 t below one seνenth ofthe 12-et tone, and the ratio 61/60 (28.616 t), 

while situated two contiguous interνals below 63/62 ίn the harmonic series, is only 0.045 t 
aboνe one seνenth of the 12-et tone, being 19.5 times closer than the ratio proposed by 

Carrillo. 

Ratio 72/71 for the eighthtone. According to Carrillo, the interνal between the harmonics 

71 and 72 approximates to one eighth ofthe 12-et tone (25 t). The ratio 72/71 (24.213 t) 

is 0.786 t below one eighth of the 12-et tone, while the ratio 70/69 (24.91 t), situated two 

contiguous interνals below 72/71 ίη the harmonic series, is οηlΥ 0.090 t below one eighth 

of the 12-et tone, being 8.8 times closer than the ratio proposed by Carrillo. 

Ratio 81/80 for the ninthtone. According to Carrillo, the interνal between the harmonics 

81 and 82 approximates to one ninth ofthe 12-et tone (22.222 t). The ratio 81/80 (21.506 

t) is 0.716 t below one ninth ofthe 12-et tone. This interνal is called the syntonic comma, 

which is the difference between the Pythagorean third (ratio 531441/524288) and the just 

major third (ratio 5/4). Situated three contiguous interνals below ίη the harmonic series is 

the ratio 78/77 (22.339 t), which is οηlΥ 0.117 t aboνe one ninth of the 12-et tone, which 

is 6.1 times closer than the syntonic comma proposed by Carrill0. If an interνal contained 

ίn the harmonic series that approximates to 22.222 t, and which is closer than 0.117 t is 

required, then the perfect candidate would be 392/387 which is 0.002 t apart from 22.222 

t, being 380.1 times closer than the ratio proposed by Carrill0. 

Ratio 90/89 for the tenthtone. According to Carrill0, the interνal between the harmonics 

89 and 90 approximates to one tenth ofthe 12-et tone (20 t). The ratio 90/89 (19.344 t) is 

0.656 t below one tenth ofthe 12-et tone, while the ratio 87/86 (20.014 t), situated three 

contiguous interνals below 90/89 ίn the harmonic series, is only 0.014 t aboνe one tenth of 

the 12-et tone, being 45.3 times closer than the ratio proposed by Carrillo. 

Ratio 99/98 for the eleventhtone. According to Carrill0, the interνal between the 

harmonics 98 and 99 approximates to one eleνenth ofthe 12-et tone (18.181 t). The ratio 

99/98 (17.576 φ) is 0.606 t below one ninth ofthe 12-et tone. This interνal is called the 
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sma// undecimal comma. Situated three contiguous intervals below ίn the harmonic seήes 

is the ratio 96/95 (18.128 t), which is only 0.054 t aboνe one eleνenth of the 12-et tone, 

which is 11.3 times closer than the syntonic comma proposed by CaπίΙΙο. The ratio 96/95 

is called the 1 ljh -partia/ comma. 

Ratio 1081107 for the twelfthtone. According to CaπίΙΙο, the interval between the 

harmonics 107 and 108 approximates to one twelfth of the 12-et tone (16.666 t). The ratio 

108/107 (16.105 t) is 0.562 t below one twelfth of the 12-et tone. Four contiguous 

intervals below ίn the harmonic seήes is the ratio 104/103 (16.727 t), which is only 0.060 

t aboνe one twelfth of the 12-et tone, being 9.3 times closer than the ratio proposed by 

Carrillo. 

Ratio 117/116 for the thirteenthtone. According to Carrillo, the interval between the 

harmonics 116 and 117 approximates to one thirteenth ofthe 12-et tone (15.384 t). The 

ratio 117/116 (14.860 t) is 0.524 t below one thirteenth ofthe 12-et tone. Four contiguous 

intervals below ίn the harmonic seήes is the ratio 113/112 (15.389 t), which is only 0.004 

t aboνe the thirteenth ofthe 12-et tone, being 123.8 times closer than the ratio proposed by 

Carrillo. 

Ratio 1261125 for the fourteenthtone. According to Carrillo, the interνal between the 

harmonics 125 and 126 approximates to one fourteenth ofthe 12-et tone (14.285 t). The 

ratio 126/125 (13.795 t) is 0.491 t below one fourteenth of the 12-et tone. Four 

contiguous interνals below ίn the harmonic seήes is the ratio 122/121 (14.249 t), which is 

only 0.036 t below one fourteenth ofthe 12-et tone, being 13.3 times closer than the ratio 

proposed by Carril1o. 

Ratio 1351134 for the fιfteenthtone. According to Carrillo, the interval between the 

harmonics 134 and 135 approximates to one fifteenth of the 12-et tone (13.333 t). The 

ratio 135/134 (12.872 t) is 0.461 t below one fifteenth ofthe 12-et tone. Fiνe contiguous 

interνals below ίn the harmonic seήes is the ratio 130/129 (13.369 t), which is only 0.035 

t below one fifteenth of the 12-et tone, being 13 times closer than the ratio proposed by 

Carrillo. 
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Ratio 144/143 f or the sixteenthtone. According to Caπίl10 , the interval between the 

harrnonics 143 and 144 approximates to one sixteentl, ofthe 12-et tone (12.5 ~). The ratio 

144/143 (12.0643976 ~) is 0.4356024 ~ below one sixteenth of the 12-et tone. Five 

contiguous interνal s below ίη the harrnonic series is the ratio 139/138 (12.4999391 ~), 

which is only 0.00006 ~ below one sixteenth of the 12-et tone, being over 7156.8 times 

closer than the ratio proposed by Caπίl10 . As a matter of fact , 96 interνals ofratio 1391138 

make an interval, which is 0.005 ~ below the octave. Το imagine how insignificant this 

eποr would be, if we build up a 10-octave range with this interval , the tenth octave would 

carry a 0.05 ~ eποr, which is the 4000lh division ofthe tone and the 24000th division ofthe 

octave. 

The ratios proposed can be divided into two groups: those which are 10wer ίη the hanηοnίc 

series than the ones Caπίl10 proposed and seem to be better approximatJons for the closest 

10w number ratio criteria (Revision Ι ίη Fig. ΑΙ.49), and those which, aIthough they are 

above ίη the harmonic series compared to the ratios CaπίΙΙ0 proposed, are extraordinarily 

closer (Revision 11 ίη Fig. Α 1.50). 

CarriIIo's proposaI Revision Ι 

Steps-per-tone/Name Ratio Cents (t) Deviation (t) Ratio Cents (t) Deviation (t) Reduct. ratio 

1 Tone 9 / 8 203.9100017 3.910001731 

2 Semitone 18 / 17 98.95459223 1.04540777 

3 Thirdtone 27 / 26 65.33734083 1.32932584 26 / 25 67.90023404 1.233567373 t.07762727 

4 Quartertone 37 / 36 47.43403702 2.565962976 35 / 34 50.18421083 0.184210834 13.92949003 

5 Fifthtone 45 / 44 38.90577323 1.094226769 44 / 43 39.80023672 0.199763278 5.477617208 

6 Sixthtone 54 / 53 32.36045712 0.972876213 52 / 51 33.617251 4 0.28391807 3.426608997 

7 $eventhtone 63 Ι 62 27.70033574 0.871092836 61 Ι 60 28.61609035 0.044661774 19.50421486 

8 Eighthtone 72 Ι 71 24.21345833 0.786541675 70 / 69 24.9102722 0,0897278 8.765863813 

9 Ninthtone 81 / 80 21.5062896 0.7 15932626 78 Ι 77 22,3388138 0,116591579 6,140517455 

10 Tenthtone 90 Ι 89 19.34359844 0,656401564 87 Ι 86 20,01448938 0,014489376 45.30226588 

11 EIeνenthtone 99 / 98 17,57613116 0,605687025 96 Ι 95 18,12827087 0,053547314 11,31124943 

12 TweIfthtone 108 Ι 107 16,10461891 0.562047752 104 / 103 16,72702915 0,060362483 9,311209945 

13 Τhirteenthtone 117 Ι 116 14,86046935 0.5241 46038 113 Ι 112 15,38884843 0,004233044 123,8224876 

14 Fourteenthtone 126 Ι 125 13,79476661 0,49094768 122 Ι 121 14,24892035 0,03679394 13.34316684 

15 Fifteenthtone 135 / 134 12.87168791 0,461645422 130 / 129 13.36866913 0.035335793 13.06452701 

16 Sixteenthtone 144 Ι 143 12.0643976 0,435602403 139 Ι 138 12,49993913 0,000060866 7156.791406 

Fig. Α 1.49_ CaπίJlο's proposed harmonic series ratio approximations compared Ιο this study's revision Ι, 

suggesting ratios from the harmonic seri es, which approximate better while using 10wer number ratios. 
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CaπίJlο's stated relations between ratios from the haπnonic series and the interνals 

contained ίη his meIamorphosing pianos seemed to have had a slight eποr when choosing 

the ratio, and they haνe now been cοπected ίη Fig. ΑΙ .49, that can be used for studying the 

just intonation capabilities of each of the pianos. Now let us look for higher ratios ίη the 

series that approximate with more accuracy (Fig. Α 1.50). 

Caπίllο' s proposal Reνision 11 

Divisions/Name Ratio Cents (t) Deνiation (t) Ratio Cents (~) Deνiation (~) Reduct. raIio 

1 Tone 9 Ι 8 203.9100017 3.910001731 55 Ι 49 199.9798433 0.020156709 193.9801679 

2 5emiIone 18 Ι 17 98.95459223 1.04540777 89 Ι 84 100.0992098 0,099209825 10.53734111 

3 Thirdtone 27 Ι 26 65.33734083 1.32932584 53 Ι 51 66.59413511 0.072531557 18.32755151 

4 Quartertone 37 Ι 36 47.43403702 2.565962976 246 Ι 239 49.97723683 0.02276317 112.7243261 

5 FifthIone 45 Ι 44 38.90577323 1.094226769 175 Ι 171 40.03031634 0.030316336 36.09363544 

6 SixthIone 54 Ι 53 32.36045712 0.972876213 105 Ι 103 33.29398858 0.039344754 24.72696148 

7 SeνenIhIone 63 Ι 62 27.70033574 0.871092836 

8 Eighthtone 72 Ι 71 24.21345833 0.786541675 

9 NinIhIone 81 Ι 80 21.5062896 0.715932626 392 Ι 387 22.22410556 0.00 1883343 380.1393194 

10 TenIhIone 90 Ι 89 19.34359844 0.656401564 

11 EleνenIhIone 99 Ι 98 17.57613116 0.605687025 

12 TwelfthIone 108 Ι 107 16.10461891 0.562047752 

13 ThirteenthIone 117 Ι 116 14.86046935 0.524146038 

14 Fourteenthtone 126 Ι 125 13.79476661 0.49094768 

15 FίfteenIhtone 135 Ι 134 12.87168791 0.461645422 

16 SixteenIhtone 144 Ι 143 12.0643976 0.435602403 

Fig. Α 1.50. CarrilIo ' s proposed harmonic series ratio approximations compared Ιο thi study's revision 11, 
suggesting ratios from the harmonic series, which approximate extraordinarily better, although they use much 
higher number ratios. 

1957-8: The 'Carrillo ' metamorphosing pianos were built by Hans Sauter (Germany). 

CaπίJlο designed and patented fιfteen ('Carrίllo ') n1etamorphosing pianos (Patent Νο 

4684]), each using a traditional keyboard shortened or extended according to the needs of 

the equal temperament to which it was tuned: the piano with the purpose of playing ίη 

tones (6-et), and the others with the purpose of dividing the 12-et tone into thirdtones (18-

et), quartertones (24-et), fιfthtones (30-et), sixthtones (36-et), seνent],tones (42-et), 

eighthtones (48-et), ninthtones (54-et), tenthtones (60-et), eleνenthtones (66-et), 

twelfthtones (72-et), thirteenthtones (78-et), fourteenthtones (84-et), fifteenthtones (90-et), 
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and sixteenthtones (96-er). The division ofthe tone ίπΙο semitones was ποΙ included, since 

that is the already existent 12-et piano. 

Fig. Α 1.51. 15 metamorphosing pianos (C.A.). Fig. Α 1.52. CaπίΙΙ0 behind the tone piano (C.A.). 

Fig. Α 1.53. Dolores CaπίΙΙ0 playing (C.A.). Fig. Α 1.54. Julian CaπiΙΙ0 playing (C.A.). 

The pictures above (Fig. Α 1.51 - Fig. Α] .54), show the fifteen (' Carrillo ') 

metamorphosing ρίanοs with Dolores Caπί1l0 (Caπίllο's daughter) and Julian Caπί1l0 

playing them ίη the last two pictures respectively. 
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The diagram below (Fig. Α 1.55), shows the value ίη cents of each division of the ] 2-et 

tone with the name of the interνal and the name of the tuning expressed ίη equal divisions 

of the octave. 

Eq. divisions of Interνal Equal divisions 

12-et tone Nomination Size (~) of the octave 

Ι Tone 200 6 - et (edo) 

2 Semitone 100 12 - et (edo) 

3 Thirdtone 66.66666667 18 - et (edo) 

4 Quartertone 50 24 - et (edo) 

5 Fifthtone 40 30 - et (edo) 

6 Sixthtone 33.33333333 36 - et (edo) 

7 Seventhtone 28.57142857 42 - et (edo) 

8 Eighthtone 25 48 - et (edo) 

9 Ninthtone 22.22222222 54 - et (edo) 

10 Tenthtone 20 60 - et (edo) 

Ι 1 Eleventhtone 18.18181818 66 - et (edo) 

12 Twelfthtone ] 6.66666667 72 - et (edo) 

]3 Thirteenthtone ]5.3846]538 78 - et (edo) 

14 F ourteenthtone ]4.2857]429 84 - et (edo) 

15 Fifteenthtone 13.33333333 90 - et (edo) 

16 S ixteenthtone 12.5 96 - et (edo) 

Fig. Α 1.55 . Size ίη cents for the chromatic step of each metaιnorphosing piano with divisions of the octave. 

Let us have a close at Caπίl10'S metamorphosing pianos (Figs. Α 1.56-Α 1.106), which is 

followed by the list of CaπiΙΙο's microtonal works (Fig. Α 1.107), and the author's 

translation ofthese works into English. 

Fig. Α 1.56. The ' Carrίl/o ' tone metamorphosing piano by Bushmann (label detail) (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.57. The 'Carrίllo ' tone Inetamorphosing piano by Bushmann (lateral perspectiνe) 

(Photo: Α. Madrid). 

Fig. Α 1.58. The 'Carri//o ' tone nletanlorphosing piano by Bushmann (frontal νiew) (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Α paper indicating the note numbers was found placed behind the black keys (Figs. Α] .59 

and Α] .60), and ίπ the photograph the notation number with the line indicating tl1e octave 

has also been placed to show the six note octaves (from Ο to 5), 

Fig. Α 1.59. Keyboard [or the 'Carrillo ' tone melanloι'p'1Osing piano by Bushmann (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1,60. The 'Carrillo' tone melanlorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α Ι .61. The 'Carrillo ' thirdtone metamorphosing piano by Buschmann (labe1 detaiI) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι .62. The 'Caι'rillo ' Ihirdfone mefan1Orphosing piano by Buschmann (IateraI view) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.63. The ' Carrίllo ι thirdtone metamorphosing ρίαπο by Buschmann (frontal view) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.64. The 'Carrίllo ι thirdtone mefQInorphosing ρίαπο by Sauter (patent label) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.65 . The 'Carrillo ι f!1irdfone n1efan1Orphosing grand ρίαπο by Sauter (label detai1) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.66. The 'Carrίllo ' tllirdtone nletanlorphosing grand piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.67. The 'Carl'ίllo ' thirdtone metaιnorpllosing grand ρίαπο by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α] .68. The 'Carrίllo ' lhirdlone melan1orphosing grand piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.69. Τhe 'Carrillo ' thirdtone Inelamorp/1osing grand piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.70. The 'Carrίllo ' quartertone metamorphos[ng ρίαπο by Sauter (Jabel detaiI) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.7]. The 'Carrillo' quarteI'tone metan1Orpl1Osing piano by auter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.72. The 'Carrillo ' quartertone Inetamorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. ΑΙ. 73. Τhe 'CarriZlo ' quartertone metamorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.74. Τhe 'Carrillo ' fιfthtone n1etamorphosing piano by Sauter (label detail) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.75. Τhe 'Carri//o ' fιfthtone metaιnorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica) . 
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Fig. Α 1,76, Τhe 'Carrillo ' sίxt/7tone meIamorphosing piano by Sauter (Iabel detail) (Photo: D, Langarica). 

Fig. Α] , 77. Τhe 'Caι'rillo ' sίxtl7tone mefamorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.78. The 'Carrillo ' seνenIhIone metaιnorphosing piano by Sauter (label detail) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Al .79. The 'CaI'rillo ' seνenthtone meIamorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.80. The 'CarI'ί/lo ' eigl7thtone metamoIphosing piano by Sauter (Iabel detail) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. ΑΙ . 81. The 'Caι"rillo ' eighthtone metamoιphosing ρίαηο by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.82. The 'Carrillo ' eight/1tone melamorphosing ρίαηο by Sauter (PI10tO: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.83. The 'Carrίllo ' ninthtone metamorphosing piano by Sauter (labeI detaiI) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.84. The 'Carrillo ' ninthtone metamorp/1Osing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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Fig. Α 1.85. The ' Caι.,.ίllo ' lenl1110ne melan1Orphosing ρίαπο by Sauter (label detai Ι) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.86. The 'Carrίllo ' lenthlone Inelamorphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.87. The 'Carrillo ' tenII1tone metaιnorphosing piano by Sauter by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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AJJfJen{li."( Ol1e: Απ {//7l1otaled ( 'I71'OΙ70IOgiC'αI o\,el'"ieH' o.(flle Ο/IΙΡΖιI 0./ JιιΙί(ίl7 Cω'l'ίΙΙο 

Fig, Α Ι ,88. Τhe 'Caι'rillo ' eleventhtone metamorp/1Osing ρίαπο by Sauter (label detaiI) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι .89. Τhe 'Carrillo ' eleventl1tone metan7orp/1Osing ρίαπο by Sauter (Photo: D, Langarica). 

Fig. ΑI.90 . Τhe 'CaπίΙΙο' e/evenfhfone metan70rphosing ρίaπο by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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AfJfJel1(Iix 011(': Αn aι7l1otaI('ιl ( '!ΠΟI10!οgί('{l! ο\ψl""ίeΗ ' (~ff!le O!lfp1l1 ο./Jιι!ίcίl1 Caπί/!ο 

Fig. Α 1.91 . Τhe 'CaπίΙΙο ' twell1710ne melamorpl1osing ρίαπο by Sauter (1abel detail) (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.92. Τhe 'CaπίΙΙο ' twelthtone n1etamoιp/7osing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι .93 . Τhe 'Carrίllo ' twelthtone metamorphosing ρίαπο by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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AfJfJCI1{lix OI7C ΑI1 {//1110lιιlC{1 ( '/II'0I10Io~ί(,(11 Ο\'(!J"ι'ίclΙ ' (~/Ί/ιc OHlpιιt ο( Jιι lίιίl7 ('cιπίllo 

Fig. Α 1.94. The 'Carrίllo' IhirIeenI/1Ione metaInorpl1Osing piano by Sauter (label detai l) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.95. The 'Caι'rίllo' Ihi"IeenIhIone meIamorp/1Osing piano by Sauter (photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.96. The 'Carrillo ' IhiI'IeenI/1(One IneIamorp/1Osing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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APJJCI1(lix Ol1e: Αn annotated CllI'on%gica/ ol'eI'I'ieH' o.ftlle ο lι{ριιι οι Jιι/ίάl1 CaITi//o 

Fig. Α 1.97. The 'Carrillo ' fourteenthtone metamorpl70sing piano by Sauter (label detai Ι) 

(Photo: D. Langarica) . 

Fig. Α] .98. The 'Carrίl/o ' fourteenthtone melamorphosing piano by Sauter (PI10tO: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.99. The 'Carrίllo ' fourteenthlone nIetanlOlphosing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica) . 
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AfJPel1dix O/1e.' Α ιι (/l7f701aled cl7I'ol1ological ο,'eπ.'ίc,v οι l11e οιιΙΡ7l1 (~! )ΙΙI;(;/1 Cαιτί//ο 

Fig. Α 1.1 00. The 'Carrίl/o ' fifteent/Jtone /l1 etamorphosing piano by Sauter (Iabel detai Ι) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α Ι . ] 01 . The ' Carrίllo 'fιfteenthtone metamorpl1Osing ρίαπο by Sauter 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 
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AfJJJendix One: Αn al7110tated clποnο!οgίca! ονeΙ'νίeΗ' oftlle Ollfplfl ΟΙ Jιι!ίcίl7 CaπίlΙο 

Fig. Α 1.102. The 'Carrillo ' sixteenthtone metαmorphosing piano by Sauter (1abel detail) 

(Photo: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.1 03. The 'Caι'rillo ' sίxteenthtone metαmol'phosing piano by Sauter (PI1oto: D. Langarica). 

Fig. Α 1.104, The 'Carrillo ' sΊXteentJ1tone metaιnorp!10sing piano by Sauter (Photo: D. Langarica). 
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ApfJen(lix O/1e: Α 11 01117otate{1 CllI'Ol1%gica/ ονeι-νίe~ν (4Ί11e ol/tPlit (γJli/ ί{ίl1 ('arι'ίllo 

After a five-year break from composing microtonal music, Carrillo started another intense 

microtonal Ρeήοd mostly incorporating his metamorphosing pianos (1957-1959). These 

are the works he composed duήng this Ρeήοd: 

1957 Prelude for the 'Carrillo' quartertone metamorphosing piano (C45) 

1958 Concertinofor thirdtone piano (with orchestra ίn semitones) (C46) 

1959 Babblίngfor the 'Carrillo' sΊXteenthtone metamorphosing piano (C47) 

1959 Studies for the 'Carrillo' fιfteenthtone metamorphosing piano (C48) 

1959 Quartertone cello quasi-sonatas (1 to 6) (C49) 

1959 Caprice for the 'Carrillo' quartertone metamorphosing piano (C50) 

Carήllo, ίn the last six years ofhis life (1960-1965), apart from two masses (C58 and C65), 

a Concerto (C64) and the last of the stήng quartets (C59), also composed for solo 

instruments, eΧΡΙοήng new instrumental techniques. Although only one instrument was 

developed ίn this Ρeήοd (a thirdtone 7-stήng guitar), his output demanding extended 

techniques towards the achievement of microtones was predominant. These are the 

compositions ofthis concluding peήod ofhis career: 

1960 Quartertone violin quasi-sonata Νο 1 (C51) 

1960 Quartertone guitar sonata Νο 2. 'Sunset in Chapultepec' (C52) 

1961 Quartertone νίοlα quasi-sonata Νο 1 (C53) 

1961 Quartertone violίn quasi-sonata Νο 2 (C54) 

1961 Quartertone νίοlα quasi-sonata Νο 2 (C55) 

1962 7-strings thirdtone guitar study (C56) 

1962 Quartertone string quartet Νο 6 (C57) 

1962 Quartertone mass Νο 1, ιο John ΧΧΙΙΙ (C58) 

1964 Quartertone string quartet Νο 7 (C59) 

1964 Quartertone string quartet Νο 8 (C60) 

1964 Quartertone violin quasi-sonata Νο 3 (C61) 

1964 Quartertone νίοlα quasi-sonata Νο 3 (C62) 

1964 Quartertone νίοlα sonata Νο 4 (C63) 

1964 Quartertone violin concerto Νο 2 (C64) 

1965 Quartertone mass Νο 2, 'a capella' (C65) (followed by Carήllo's decease) 
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Appendix Ol1c: Απ al7l1ofated CI7I'0f1ological o,'eI','ieH' ο./Ίlιe ollfpllf o.f Jιιlίιίl7 Caι'f"illo 

One of CaπiJ]ο's instrurnents rnade it to the manufacturing sector, leading to worldwide 

perforrnance of Caπίllο's work and the work of new cornposers also composing for it, 

giving prosperity to the work οfCaπωο. Here are the details: 

1998: Sauter buys the 'Carrillo ' n1etamorphosing Ρίanο patent Νο 46841 and starts 

rnanufacturing the a modern version of the sixteenthtone metan1Orphosing piano under the 

name n1ikroton piano, which is sold as a part of their regular catalogue stil1 ίη 2013. 

Fig. Α 1.) 05 . Mikroton piano by Sauter (Courtesy of Sauter). 

Fig. Α 1.1 06. Mikrofon ρίanο (frame details) (Courtesy of Sauter). 
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AfJfJcncIix OI1C: Α 11 OIl11otated ('/l1'Ol1ologi('al ονeι-νίe~ν ο./Ίlιε olllριιf (~I"fι,llί(ίl1 Caπ-ίlΙο 

Year Code Notation Work (ΙίΙΙ. with annotations ίη Englίsh, See next page for οήginal Spanish ΙίΙΙο) 

( Ι ΒΟΤΉ Prelude Ιο 'Critophe, Colombus' (00, Ι) 

(2 NUM Ανο Maria (ορ, 2) 

1922 ( 3 ΒΟΤΉ 'Tepepan '. Rurαl scene /0, ναίοοο ίη quarte,toll's αΜ zithe,-harp ίη sΊXt,ellthton,. (ορ, 3) 

Ι (4 NUM Quarterton, οο//ο prelιιde Νο Ι (ορ. 4) 

1925 (5 NUM iΛlbum pag' (ορ. 5) 

( 1m ΝυΜ Prelude Ιο Colombus 

1924·5 (6 NUM [QUιΠι,rIolle .ιrίηK quartet Νο Ι 

1925 ( 7112 NUM 'Colombia' sympholli,s Νο 1&2{or orchesιra "grande" ίη quarter. eighιh αΜ sΊXt,"nιhIones 

" (8 STAFF Quαrtertone string qιιartel Να 2 

" (9 STAFF QuarI,rtane .ιrίηK quart,I Νο 3 

1926 ( 10 ΒΟΊΉ ΒαΜ/ίηκΙο, muι,d oιrίllll quarι,I ίll quarI,rtone., wiIh <ΧΟ'Ριίοιιο/ use of eighIh and .ΊXt,,"thton.s 

" ( ΙΙΠ ΒΟ(Ν) Sonaιa 'quasi/anιasiα'in //4, 1/8 αΜ IIJ6-Ione. (cello rep1aced by guitar in 1931 8ΠBDgement w;th additional movement: ορ. 6) 

" ( 12 ΒΟΤΉ Concertino ίη qιιarter. eighιh and oΊXιoonιMoMo 

" ()3 ΒΟΤΉ 2 quorIets!or humming νoices in quαrlertones 

" ( 14 STAFF Quarte,tone .ιrίηK qιιo,teIs Νο 4 αΜ Νο 5: 'MediIaIioll' and 'Secret,ly' 

" ( 14ν STAFF 'MeditaIion' αΜ 'SιιcreI,ly' (ΙΌ, voice.) 

1927 ( 15 NUM 70 exercίJes fo, ιJouble bass (α new ΙooMiα", ίll quartertone.) 

" ( 16 NUM 70 exercises ίll qιιartertanes (Ο, νio/ίη $Ο/Ο 

" ( 17 NUM Quαrtertone exercisesfor νίοlα οτ ce/Io 

" (18 NUM 3 quartertone oιudio. /0, Ihe 3-sιrillg νio/in ίll οαιιοΙίιιο form 

" ( 19 NUM Orchesιra "grande" nocIurne ίll .meenιhtone. 

1928 ( 20 NUM Pre/ude {or manιJoliη, marιιIo/α αΜ ιzuilar in auartertones. 'lllusion' 

" ( 21 ΒΟΤΉ 'Ι Ihink ofyou' (romance jo, ναίο •• αΜ instrum.nts ίη quarter αΜ sixle.nιhtanes) 

" ( 22 NUM Cαpricejor .010 νioΙα ίll tones, s.mitones, quarIer. eighth αΜ oixιoonιhιoM' (wiIh opell _ιrinll. tuned illfιfths) 

1929 ( 23 NUM Cαprice /or French horn in oίxIoonιMoM' and orchesιra 

" C 24 NUM ImprompIu/or 2 SO",QIlOS in oίKhιhιoMo, ιrumpet;1I eighIhιones αΜ ziIhe,-hαrp ίη sΊXIe.nthtones 

" C 25 NUM lOuarιertone chorus 

1930 C 26 NUM 'CoJombia' symzιhony Νο 3 in qιιorler. eillhιh αΜ sixleenιhtones 

" C 27 ΝυΜ? 'Penumbras '. Αι "Reformα" Wαlk 

1931 C 28 NUM 'Sound 13 '{αnιaηι (four cudellces) 

" C 29 NUM unto-AI/egro-Lento 

" C 30 NUM Quartertone guilar study Νο 5. 'MiιJnίKhι αι Ihe Orientαl' 

" C 31 NUM 'Impromplu' suile jo, qιιorlertone ιzuiloT 

C 32 NUM Quαrt,rtone guilar .tudy Νο Ι 

" C 33 NUM Dαwη ίη 'Be,lin 13' 

" C 34 NUM Mistery. 'Jmprompιu' prelude 

1933 ( 35 ΜΙΧ 'WhίJpers' 

1934 C 36 NUM 6 'Europe' prelude. 

" C 37 NUM Romαnce 

1942 C 38 NUM 'The brunene γιrg;η' (YSO) 

1945 C 39 MIX(S) Concertino /or cello ίη qιιorle, and eighιhιones 

1947 C40 ΜΙΧ Horlzons 

1949 ( 41 ΒΟΤΉ Quartertane νίalίrι corιcerto Νο Ι 

1951 C 42112 NUM IQuαrtertorιbe guilαr ",..Iuιle. Νο Ι and Νο 2 (for the 'CαrriJlo' ιzuilαr) 

( 43 ΝυΜ? IQuarte,Ione cello preluιle Νο 2 

1952 (44 STAFF Fanιosy jor cel/o in qιιorler and oίghιhιoM' αccomικmied by symphony orchesιra αcoίMnιαΙΙy in qιιo,IerIones 

1957 C 45 STAFF? Pre/ude /0, the 'CQITillo' qιιorlertone meIαιιιorohιιsing pίαno 

1958 C46 STAFF? Concertino /0, Ihridιone plιmo 
1959 C 47 STAFF? ΒαbbΙίιιιι {ο, the 'CarriJlo' .ixleenιhιone metamorι>hosing ρίαιιο 

" C 48 STAFF Studie. /or Ihe 'Cαιτillo 'frfthtone metαmorphosing ρίαno 

" C 49 STAFF Ouarιertone cel/o quasi-sorιαtas (Νο Ι Ιο 6) 

" C 50 STAFF? Coprice /or the 'CQITillo' qιιorl.rtone meIαmoroJιosing pίαno 

1960 C 51 STAFF QuarIe,tone violin quasi-sonala Νο Ι 

" C 52 NUM o;;;rιertone guilαr sonala Νο 2. 'Sιιns_t ίη Chαιnι/tepec' 

1961 C 53 STAFF Qιιαrtertone νίoJα qrιαsi-sorιαta Νο Ι 

" C 54 STAFF ~rtane νlalίrι qrιαsI..,orιαιa Νο 2 

C 55 STAFF {)W,tertone viola quasi-sonata Νο 2 

1962 C 56 NUM 7 -oιrίηι. Ihil'ιltone guilαr <ιudν 

" ( 57 STAFF ~ertone string qllQr/eI Νο 6 

" C 58 SΤAFF IQuartertone mass Νο Ι, ιoJohnXXID 

1964 C 59 STAFF ~Ι'ΙOM _ιrίηιι quartet Νο 7 

" C60 SΤAFF IQuartertone string qllQr/eI Νο 8 

" C 61 STAFF IQιιαrtertane νία/ίll quasi-sonala Νο 3 

" C 62 STAFF IQuartert01le νίolα qrιαsi-sorιαιa Νο 3 

" C 63 SΤAFF IQιιαrtertone viola sonala Νο 4 

" C64 STAFF IQUOrtertone νία/in cortcerlO Νο 2 

1965 C 65 STAFF IQuart,rtane mass Νο 2, 'a oαpelΙα' 

Fig. Al.107. List ofCaπillo's microtonal compositions. 
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Year 

1922 

Ι 
1925 

1924-5 
1925 

1926 

1927 

1921 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1933 
1934 

1942 
1945 
1947 
1949 
1951 

1952 
1957 
1951 
1959 

191\0 

1961 

1962 

1964 

1965 

Code 
C 1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C Istr 
C6 
C 7ιρ 
CI 
C9 
C 10 
C 11' 
C 12 
C13 
C 14 
C 14ν 

C 15 
C 16 
C 17 
CII 
C 19 
C20 
C21 
C22 
C23 
C24 
C2S 
C26 
C'Z/ 
C2I 
C29 
C30 
C 31 
C 32 
C 33 
C34 
C 35 
CJ6 
C 37 

C 31 
C 39 
C40 
C41 
C 42112 
C 43 
C44 
C45 
C46 
C 47 
C4I 
C 49 
C50 
C 51 
C 52 
C 53 
C54 
C 55 
C56 
C 57 
C 58 
C 59 
C60 
C61 
C62 
C63 
C64 
C65 

Notation Spαnish 
ΒΟΤΗ ""_α "CΠJιobαICoIόo" (00.1) 
ΝυΜ 1λw",,",,~,2 

80ΤΗ "TqJqQJf" ~rιaαιιιφes,"paroνoce" e,..f1«de tOflO )lQlJΚl-Cίιαrα. lfl- (ορ . .1 
NUM ",._"",. νiol"""lιelo (00. 4 
NUM Ηοία de άι_ {ο". 5 
NUM ",._ α CoIόo (ο", 1 

ΝυΜ 16 cιιι:ιι1do dt cwrdιu '" ,. de IOftO 

NUM Ι· Υ l' ,ilf/mi4 "CoIoιoIιio" pιrα 11'- ..... ιια ο _ de r, Ii'" Υ Ι".. de 1011Ο 
SΤAFf r CIΩkIO dt cwnUJ tfl4- dιt 10If0 

STAFf jO" ~/o« cιιmtαs ,,..,.,. toιno 
80ΤΗ ΒαΙ"-:ιοos panι cwαι1tto dt butr. dι αrto COR' "onIhια ,,,.,. dt Ιοιιο. )Ι ~Pcioιιal_rrIt ,,, 1J'-1/fJ"'-
ΙΙΟ(Ν) __ casi _ .. ,. r, Ii'" ν Ι".. dt _ άιeIo _ido por gυilaπι '" _10 de 1931 "'" moνimίcnto ιιdiciooιl, 00. 6 

80ΤΗ c_ ... r,li"'yI"..dtlorιo 
80ΤΗ 1 cvαneloιι pαIYJ WJrCU α boca cernaώ nι"" de ΙοΙΙΟ 

STAFF 4"yJ'_dtcιomlαιι .. cwι1 .. dtlollo· "M<ιIιιocι.;.", "ε._ο" 
SΤAFF "MNίωιcΙ6rι" Υ 'Έ", s«wlo" (pwo 1'0«.1 

NUM 70 t~ptII'Q cOlflrαbαjo (.IU lIWWl ι«rdco nι -Ι'" dt Ιmo 
ΝυΜ 70 ejm:ίcioι m" dt tollo ρα "ίΟΗΙΙ ιolο 
NUM E,JnriciαJ nι'" '* 1OIft)".0 Woω ο -,;OIow:ιΙo 
ΝυΜ J uιιιJjo.ιαbαudιt.,. dιt tomntfσnιιodιι ~.ιOlfQlίrtα" pιarα vloι;"dιt JcιιmIα.ι 
ΝυΜ ........ pαrαl!'αndt 0'''.''10 ο _ dt Ι".. dt Ιono 
ΝυΜ Pwlrιιlίo pιarα lffQItdolirια, wιαιιιJ% Υ ρίωιτα dιt". dιt IOIIQ. "EιuwIio" 

80ΤΗ "lιJιιιιiofyoιι" _,...._o,iNι".._ .. 4'" I"..dt_ 
ΝυΜ Ι:-ΙCho"",..;oIo soIo ..... , 1", r, Ii'" ν Ι".. dt Ιono con _ίόor dt ιαι 4 cιomIαιι "'" 5" 
NUM CopricIto pαrα conιo dt Ι".. dt 1011Ο Υ ""lW1/α 
ΝυΜ 1 """""", .. Ii"', _dtli"'yaηιo-ciιαvdt Ι".. ιιιιOIfO 
ΝυΜ COf'O nt cισ10Idι Iorιo 

NUM 3"'~"CoI_" •• 4"', li"'JJ"" dtl""" 
NUM? "Perιuιbrαι". Eιt ιΙ Paxo" /Q Rdonιιo 

NUM .......... _ /3" r_cαdtιιciol 

NUM Lnot".AIl4gm.ι.e.ro 

ΝυΜ ε..ι.Φο V. /lOIikrπJ 4'" dt Ιιιιιο. "Α ..... ooclιe .. o..;,rrtaI .. 
NUM &ά,. ''I'''J'''Of'fPP'',I".... -.Jι r dt ι..., 
NUM ε..ι.Φο Νο Ι pαΓo/lOlikrπJιIι 4'" dt ι""" 
ΝυΜ 8lJtIecertrι "BerliιιlJ" 

NUM _. pιo/rιdio "/-.," 

MIJ( "MιαJιnι110$" 

NUM 6",.hιdiαι "Eιuopα" 

NUM R ......... 

NUM "/.ο 11ηjιm..". ..... 

M1X(S C_"....νioIooclιelo .. ryli"'dt_ 
ΜΙΧ ~ 

80ΤΗ CO«iιrto pαrα WoIίιι ΟΙ ι- dt lono 
NUM p../rιdio ΙΥ 0,...._ "CDπillo" 
ΝυΜ? 1" ",./rιdio".... νioIorιclιelo dt ~'" dt Ι_ 
SΤAFF Oιιttιι.ιiιι ~ .,ίo/tJιtcMlo erι.ι-ιr _IOIJO coll ~rrιo de ~.ι.tα ιinjόrιkα αccidnrιolrrtnW tfI .,.. 

SΤAFF? Pιohιdio"",._ ... ,_ "Ctmllo" dt rdt Ιono 

SΤAFF7 C_"""'_dtJ"dtl .... 
SΤAFF? l1oI".,.., __ .,.~ "Con;lIo" dt I"..dtloιιo 

SΤλH ε.n.i .. _._ ... ~ "CoπιIIo" dt J<"Jι ι .... 

SΤAFf Cα.Ji ιOIIt1Iα.ι lJf7Q MOftC_lo wlo m cιιartσ. '* 'oIfo J! α Υ1 
SΤAFF? ·CaπilJo" dt 4'" dt ι""" 
SΤAFF J·caιί lOIttlIaerr'" dt 'ΟΙΙΟΡι7α violίIιjolo 
NUM 1- $οιιοΙο paro gιmι.rα dt .,. ιJe IOItO. "AlDrdeαr ιm ClιapιιJtιιpec" 

SΤAH 
Oui,_ .. 4"' dt __ νioI_ιoIo 

SΤλH 2- caιi ιoιιαlt1 en ". dt tono pαra "οι;" .1010 
SΤAFF 2- cαsi ιoιιaιo parα -,;010 ΟΙ 4"-de '0fI0 
NUM ε..ι.Φο"",. /IlIiIαπo 7_ (dt Jie .. cιomIαιιI'" J" dt Ι .... 
SΤAFF ~ cιιαrtekJ '* cwrdo.ι en F dt 10It0 

SΤλFF 1$(1 ο SS. Jwιιι ΧΧ1Π e" cιιαrIos '* Ιolto 
SΤAFF .,.. ι:ιιαι1elo de cwn:Iατ ιιι .ρι dιt 101ft) 

STAFF SOcιιaι1tto dt cιιerdα.ι t,,"'" dt 1011Ο 
SΤAFF 3" c4fί ιonoια e" .,. dt tO#IQ pαrα νίoliιt 

STAFF 3' αιιi,.-. .. r dt """,,,,,,..;010 
SΤAFF .ι- .ιOlfQlα erι 4- dιt 1011ο pαrα νioIa $010 

SΤλH Sepιιdo COllCWrtO t,,'" dt 10It0 pt11"Q Yίoliιι (Υ orqιιuIα ιiιr/όlfiCa) 

SΤAH 2" M'ιsα "ο ctlPeRa" e1f 4"" de,OIfQ 

Enj!/ish 
",.,.,ι. 10 'CnIσpIιe,CoIoιιιbιι.!' (ο". 1) 
lΛw Mαri. (ο". 2 
'T,pepαn_': Rurα/ scent or νoίce.ι ίη quι:vtertOlttI ιmd zitlιu-Iιorp i" .ιίxk,,.,IιιOltl!.! (ορ. 3 
Qrιαrιe""", «ΙΙο ",.ι.,ι. Νο Ι (ο". 4 
AIbo .. pαge(Op.5 
ριοι.,ι. 10 CoI ... l>ιu 
OtιαrtertOlttstri~ι1IIQ11eINoΙ 

'COI ... /ιio'syoιp/roIιit,No 1&1j<7orr:lιe,,,o "go-αrrde' ί. __ Γ. eigIιιhond,ixk ... Iιι ... , 

IOιιιrte" ... ,,,ί .. qwατ1ιl Νο 1 
Qrιαrtertone striιιg quortet Να J 
Bαbblirtgfor mrιItd "11j'I!JllOl'kI jlf qιιaπertOlttI. w;tlr α~ιpIίonaJ lISt οι eig"'" αnd sute,Nllιtont3 
Soιιαιo 'qwuijaιιιaιiα'jn 1/4, Ι/8 αnd /IJ6-IOIIt$ ceIlorepι8Ctd by μitιr ίη 1931 ιmngmιent withextn moνemcnI: ορ. 6 

Coιαrl;rιo ί" qιιαι1eΓ, ιίlllrιJι ιmd JWuιrtJιιOMJ 
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Appendix Two: Αη annotated chronological 

overview of the output of Harry Partch 

Harry Partch was inνolνed with music from childhood, and is most likely to haνe been 

self-taught ίη these early days. He started cοηsίdeήng microtonality ίη his early twenties, 

but did not follow an academic route and destroyed all the compositions of this early 

Ρeήοd, including a stήng quartet that was not ίη 12-et, but ίη just intonation. This section 

consists of a chronological reνiew of Partch's compositions and instrument deνelopments 

from as early as records are aνaίlable. 

The names of instruments are underlined when they are first introduced following the 

inνention date. This appendix ends with Fig. Α2.23 (ρ. 336), which can be used as a 

reference chart to follow ίι Notice that ίη this chart Ίη' refers to the inνented (Π and ΠΙ 

for deήνed νersions of the instrument), 'R' for the reconstruction of the releνant 

instruments that did not change the prototype, and 'nR' for a reconstruction that led to a 

substantially new or deήνed νersion of the instrument, which happened to include the term 

'new' as part of the instrument name rather than a Roman numeral. Ιη the same diagram 

the compositions are also represented with the letter Ρη (Ρ refers to Partch), where 'η' is 

the number of the composition. Where not otherwise indicated, the data stems from the 

second edition ofPartch's Genesis of a Music.\ 

1925: Partch started to consider the possibility of creating a just intonation stήng 

instrument, based οη a few years of theoretical research. Although he had incomplete 

training as a pianist, he began to study the νίοιiη and the νiola. It was at that time when he 

started eΧΡeήmeηtίηg marking fingerboards markings with paper. Partch 's acquaintance 

with the stήngs was supported by playing the νίοlίη with the Uniνersity of Califomia 

Symphony Orchestra ίη San Francisco.
2 

1928-30: Adapted Viola was inνented. The fingerboard was completed ίη Santa Rosa 

(1928) and attached to a νiola body ίη New Orleans (1930). This early νersion had tiny 

bradheads dήνen into the fingerboard beside the stήngs, proνiding guides for the 

microtonal degrees of his microtonal scale. The marking system was a refinement of the 

1 partch, Haπy. 1949. Genesis ο/α Music. Second edition (1974). New York: Da Capo Press. 
2 Gilmore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Α biography. New Haven: Yale University. ρρ. 51-53. 
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paper fingerboard cονeήngs he had devised for the stήng quartet composed around 1925.3 

It may be that the eΧΡeήence of composing the stήng quartet and drawing microtonal 

fingerboards led Partch to think that the fingerboards of the νίοιiη and viola did not 

provide enough space to place visual guides for his scales. This led him to use a 10nger 

stήng length, providing: a wider finger spacing when playing small interνals;4 and, a range 

wide enough to cover the human voice'srange comfortably. The creation of the Adapted 

Viola was for Partch a tool towards: the eΧΡeήmentatίοn of sliding pitch, that led him to 

imitate speech, and; the performance of precise sustained microtones. 

1933: Model ofthe Ptolemy (Pasadena). As part ofa proposal to the Carnegie Foundation, 

Partch built this model, intending to develop it ίη Europe. 

1930-33: Seventeen Lyrics by Li Ρο (Ρ1) - for Adapted Viola and intoning voice. Partch 

started composing ίη November 1930 from the moment he had the cello fingerboard 

adapted to a viola. This implies that it is most likely that Partch used the Adapted Viola to 

compose. Duήηg this Ρeήod of composition, Partch also showed a general interest ίη 

imitating speech, with consequent use of small sliding pitch contours and sustained 

microtonal interνals ίη just intonation. The melismatic character of Partch' s output during 

this Ρeήοd deserνes special attention. Partch' s just intonation theοήes were mostly 

proposed duήηg this Ρeήοd, while he was playing for UCSo. 5 Having focused during his 

early twenties οη piano pedagogy, and particularly οη technique, the pressure of his work 

being compared with well-established schools and conventions was relieved when taking a 

different direction with this work for Adapted Viola and intoning voice. Developing 

instrumental technique was implicit ίη the instrument development, composing and 

performing processes with which he was already involved. It can be obserνed that such 

freedom opens more doors to new techniques and consequently to new sounds when 

composing, a unique characteήstίc of an instrument development-led compositional 

approach. As a consequence of the speech imitation ίη his compositions for Adapted 

Viola, Partch initiated a new one-finger gliding technique. This sometimes calls for a 

second finger as support, much as ίη the veenα technique,6 ίη which the index and middle 

fingers firmly support each other when gliding up and down the neck, especially when a 

3 Gilmore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Α biography. New Haven: Yale University. ρρ.51-53. 
4 Note that the Adapted Viola had a cello neck. The cello strings used were tuned G. d. a. e·. an octave 
below the strings of the νίοlin. 
s University ofCalίfomia Symphony Orchestra. 
6 Gilmore, Β. 1992. Οη Harry Partch's "Seventeen Lyrics by Lί Ρο". Perspectives ο/ New Music. 
νοι. 30, no. 2 (Summer). ρ. 30. 
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rapid wide glide is required. When Partch worked with a cello player and asked him to 

play the Adapted Viola, one-fιnger technique was employed. 

Seventeen Lyrics by Ιί Ρο was not οηlΥ the fιrst composition Partch composed using his 

οήgίnal speech music, but is also the work that uses the widest range of techniques for the 

Adapted Viola. The ήchness of the work benefιted from its having been composed duήng 

a four-year Ρeήοd ίη which three other works eΧΡΙοήηg the speech music style were either 

composed or initiated. This is refeued to ίη the main text as layered approach to 

composition that is induced ίη this research WΊth a method. Such concuuent composing 

eηήches the eΧΡeήeηce and therefore the composition process. The development of 

Partch's just intonation theοήes, having employed schemes of twenty-nine, fιfty-fιve, 

thirty-seven and fιnally forty-three tones dUΉng the Ρeήοd 1928-35, cannot be detached 

from the compositional practice between 1930-33, and particularly this work which covers 

the full Ρeήοd.7 It is clear that Partch's compositional practice with the Adapted Viola, 

which is not a stable pitch instrument, had a great impact ίn his developing intuitively the 

microtonal palette for his compositions and, eventually, the forty-three-tone palette, which 

he used for the rest ofhis career. 

Partch' s speech music is influenced by Chinese vocal music, where glides are incorporated 

into and away from the apparent pitch, starting or ending with indefιnite pitch.8 This is 

also found ίη Okinawan folk music where, ίη a more melodic style, some notes are 

approached with numi, a guttural effect used to attack the notes at the beginning of phrases, 

using a transition from speakίng the word to singing it. The numi is notated with a double

lίned tήangle symbol accompanying the target note.9 Partch was interested ίη particular 

musical traditions of Japan, but he did not mention ίη his wrίtings about Okinawan folk 

music. As for the notation of these attacks or transitions between defιnite and indefιnite 

pitch, since Partch did not specify them, the recording of this work with his own voice can 

be considered to be the guidance tool towards the interpretation of the score. 

7 Gilmore, Β. 1992. Οη Harry Partch's "Seventeen Lyrics by Ιί Ρο". Perspectives of New Music. 
νοl' 30. no. 2 (Summer). ρ. 27. 
8 Strang, G. 1945. Sliding Tones ίη Οήental Music. Bulletin ofthe Americαn Music%gicα/ Society. no. 8 
(October). ρρ. 29-30. 
9 LaRue, J. 1951. The Okinawan Notation System. Journα/ ofthe Americαn Music%gicα/ Society. νοl' 4, 
no. 1 (SΡήng). ρ. 32. 
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Partch's speech music combines free-rhythm and speech styles commanded by words, 

adding fixed-rhythms for Adapted Viola at times. These elements constitute the stylistic 

components of the vocal-music sections ίη Noh theatre. 10 Partch's interest ίη the 

traditional Japanese theatrical forms Noh and Kabuki might have οηlΥ been musical at this 

stage, but movements from these theatrical forms were later οη incorporated ίn his 

performances. Due to the rhythmical freedom, ίη contrast with the demanding accuracy of 

his notated ratios, performances of Partch's speech music vary substantially from 

performer to performer, allowing for a freedom of interpretation that gives important 

weight to the performer ίn the music-making process. Representing Partch' s speech music 

period, Seventeen Lyrics by Li Ρο symbolises a refined compromise between many dual 

elements, including: the development of music theory and its practice, composing ίn 

conjunction with developing a musical instrument, developing instrumental and vocal 

technique, conjunction of ηοη-Westem musical traditions and Western musical traditions, 

music and poetry, recitation and singing, timbre and pitch, dynamic and stable pitch, fixed 

and stretchable rhythm, composer and performer, and pitch determinacy and rhythmical 

indeterminacy. 

1931 Two Psalms (Ρ2) - for Adapted Viola and intoning voice. 

The Lord is my Shepherd, Psalm 23 (1931) (P2a) 

ΒΥ the Rivers olBabylon, Psalm l37 (1931-41) (P2b) - original version for Adapted Viola 

and intoning voice. Α posterior version uses Chromelodeon Ι, Kithara 11. 

Both Psalms are based οη the spoken inflections of a cantor and explore inflections of 

Hebraic intonation. 11 The composition of Seventeen Lyrics by Li Ρο and Two PsaZms 

overlapped. Considering that both works use the Adapted Viola, it is likely that the 

instrumental technique Partch developed ίη composing one work affected the other. 

The Lord is my Shepherd was composed directly from the cantor's transcription of Psalm 

23, bοποwίng elements from Hebraic intonation. 12 ΕΥ the Rivers ΟΙ BabyZon also explores 

10 Minagawa, Τ. 1957. Japanese "Noh" Music. Journαl olthe Americαn Musicologicαl Society. νοl. 10, 
no. 3 (Autumn). ρ. 182. 
11 Harlan, Β. Τ. 2007. One voice: Α reconcilίαtion ΟΙ Hαrry Pαrtch 's dispαrαte theories. PhD dissertation. 
University of Southem Calίfornia, Los Angeles. ρ. 40. 
12 Ibid. 
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the intonation resources of Hebraic chanting ίη an Αmeήcan English context, but is based 

οη inforιnation gathered from the model created for The Lord is my Shepherd. 

Since the rest of Partch's compositions employing speech music οηlΥ explore intonation 

aspects of Αmeήcaη English. Two Psalms ίη an exception since it imitates the intonation 

of Hebraic chanting ίη Αmeήcaη English. The phenomenon of exploring the intonation of 

one language ίη another also happens ίn Japanese Shigin, where Chinese intonation is 

explored through poetic recitation ίη Japanese using musical scales. Poems by Li Ρο are 

frequently used ίn the Shigin repertoire. Although Partch did not mention about Shigin ίη 

his WΉtings, there is ηο doubt there were many Chinese and Japanese influences οη 

Partch's music from this νery early stage ίn his career as a composer. 

Α Ροsteήοr νersion of Two Psalms was WΉtten for νOlce, cello, Kithara ΙΙ and 

Chromelodeon, which suggests the possibility that this piece ίη its οήgίηal νersion might 

haνe affected, or suggested the deνelopment of the Chromelodeon (as a new conception of 

the concept behind the Ptolemy). 

Fig. Α2.1 shows a pitch-νersus-time graph under the score of the first two νerses of 

Partch's ΒΥ the Rivers ojBabylon.\3 It is shown that Partch notated the Chromelodeon part 

by representing the note οη the keyboard to be played. Fig. Α2.2 shows the pitches 

cοπeSΡοηdίηg to each key ίη the Chromelodeon. The νocal part is notated (at sounding 

pitch), indicating the closest pitch ίη 12-et, allowing the νocalist to make adjustments by 

ear. From Α to D ('ΒΥ the ήνers of) the νoice part follows the same changes of direction 

as the Chromelodeon's ήght-hand part, at exactly the same points (indicated with νertical 

lines). From D to F ('Babylon') the moνement is slightly different, but since the ratio 

between the parts is easy to recognise and the descending moνement (not indicated ίη 

Partch's notation, but suggested ίη Harlan's diagram) has an improνisatory style, the whole 

phrase presents few difficulties ίη perforιnance. 

The notation of sliding pitch for the νoice part (ίη staff notation) does not imply precision, 

unlike the ratio notation, to which each note of the νocal part must be adjusted with 

13 Score and pitch-versus-time representation from Β. Τ. Harlan's One voice: Α reconciIίation οι Harry 
Partch 's disparate theories (2007, PhD dissertation. University of Southem Califomia. ρ. 184). 
Synchronising lines and letters from Α to R, indicating inflection points (change of curvature of direction) ίη 
the graph ofthe vocal part (the thickest line), similar to the matching one ίη the Chromelodeon part. which is 
represented by the other two thinner lines, have been added. 
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accuracy (see a1so Fig. Α2.2, where the interva1 values ϊη cents are provided for each note 

compared to: 96-et, 400-800 harmonic series, and Paτtch's 43-note just intonation): 'ΒΥ', 

sounding a just fourth (4/3; - 498 Φ) be10w the 1eft-hand note; 'the', sounding a just major 

third be10w the 1eft-hand note (5/4; 386.3 Φ); 'Ri-', sounding a just major tone (9/8; 203.9 

Φ) be10w the 1eft-hand note and a pure major fifth (3/2; - 702 ~) below the right-hand note; 

'-vers' a major semitone (16/15; 111.7 φ) above the 1eft-l1and note, which might be 

difficult to adjust ϊη a short time, but in this case the vocal note is sounded a just fifth (3/2; 

- 702 Φ) be10w the right-hand note; and ΌΓ is harmonised like 'Ri-'. The resolution ofthe 

phrase (D, Ε and F ϊη Fig. Α2.2), does not move parallel to the Chromelodeon, but the 

harmony stil1 uses low-number rations: 'Ba-' a just fourth (4/3; - 498 ~) below the left

hand note; '-by-' an octave below the right-hand note; and '-lon' a pure major sixth (6/5, 

- 933 Φ) be10w the left-hand note. 

9:5 

27:16 

3:2 
Η 

10:7 3:2 

9:8 

Fig. Α2.1. ΒΥ tl1e Rivers if Baby /on (bars 1-6, Partch's original score) above, and the cοπeSΡοnding pitch

versus-time graph below (by Τ. Harlan) with original text and matching-lines annotated . 
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Was the process of Ρίοηeeήηg a wide range of new harmonies, aνailable within a 43-note 

just intonation system, compromised by using simple 10w number ratios for the νocalist to 

harmonise with the instruments? This might haνe been the case here, where Partch was 

careful to proνide sustained aπd easy to adjust interνals (low number ratio) to the νocalist, 

but there is ηο doubt that he pioneered far more complicated just intonation harmonies 

when he started using fιxed aπd stable-pitch instruments later οη ίη his work. 

As Partch's work is reνiewed, the need to integrate ideas deνeloped by both Carήllo and 

Partch aήses. They are both ίnstrument deνelopment composers, and they both haνe a 

consistent fascination for Ρίοηeeήηg new sounds through incorporating tuning theory into 

their work. Both composers acknowledged the harmonic seήes, and while Partch started 

fTom scratch and adopted them (together with the subharmonic seήes), Carήllo tήed to 

departure fTom the 12-et, aπd subdiνided the 200 t. tone into equal parts higher than two, ίη 

order to enήch the pitch palette to the limits of the performing capabilities, while also 

being able to get νery close approximations of the ratio-interνals fTom the harmonic seήes 

desired. Since Carήllo's students already started extendίng Carήllo's theοήes to the 

laπguage of ratios, this has been chosen here as a path for the deνelopment of a tuning that 

could look at the work of Partch fTom a Carήllo-school perspectiνe. For this purpose, aπ 

οήgίηal musical instrument design made with fιnely tuned singing bowls was proposed as 

part of this research (see a 3-D representation ίη Fig. Α3. 76, ρ. 460). The tuning consists 

of the harmonic seήes from harmonics 400 to 800 (tuning chart is proνided ίη Αρρχ 4). 

The releνant note numbers (also refeπed to as bowl number) haνe been compared with 

partch's scale aπd the 96-et ίn a chart (Fig. Α2.2). We caπ obserνe that the proposed 

tuning contains the ratios fTom the harmonic series included ίη Partch's 43-note gamut 

(deνiation zero, which has been highlίghted), aπd includes νery close approximations to 

the subharmonic ratios of Partch's 43-note gamut, and to Carήllo's mostly explored 

microtonal system, the 96_et. 14 

The 440-bowlophone design (νΜΙ) refers to the possible realίsation of a tuning that can be 

used to play Partch's 43-note scale aπd the 96-et accurately, although it can also play a 

wide range of scales ίη the harmonic seήes aπd basically approximate to most tunings. 

This tuning system proposed is aπ expansion of an idea by Carήllo's student, Daνid 

Espejo, who proposed using the sequence ίη the harmonic seήes fTom harmonic 100 to 

14 Ιη the chart the 96-edo note names with computer-friendly sharp accidentals (from 1 to 15 commas sharp: 
, 11 '" + +' +" +'" # #' #" # '" Λ ΛΙ Λ" ΛΙΙ'). " , , , " " " , " """ " 
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200.15 Ιη the 440-bowlophone, 17 notes are tuned to ratios included ίη Partch's 43-note 

scale (0-tonality),16 15 notes differ ίη less than one cent, 10 notes are slίghtly oνer one cent 

and 1 note differs 2 t. If we select the closer 96 bowls to fonn a 96-et starting ftom the 

root of this just intonation scale, then the aνerage deνiation from the 96-et is 0.79 t and a11 

the deviations are under 2 t. If we select the closer 43 bowls to form Partch's 43-note

just-intonation scale starting ftom the same note, the aνerage deνiation ftom the 96-et is 

0.59 t and a11 the deνiations are under 2 t. Haνing defined the 440-bowlophone, the 

reνiew ofPartch's work continues making references to its tuning (or bowl numbers when 

required). Conceiνing a tuning as a physical inStrument,17 towards the consolίdation of 

theoretical ideas without necessarily haνing the instrument built, but anticipating it, is 

inspired οη the work ofPartch. This was obserνed durίng Partch's Ρeήοd ofspeech music 

composition (1930-1933), aήsίηg ftom concem about obtaining the required pitches 

without reference to a stable-pitch instrument, but merely to theory. The stopping 

positions ofthe Adapted Viola, indicated by dots, are merely guides for fine adjustments to 

be done by ear, a process that requires training and practice.18 As a matter of fact, ίη 

paral1el to his work, Partch started his research towards the deνelopment of a stable pitch 

instrument (The Ptolemy) ίη 1930, the same year he started composing for the Adapted 

Viola, and completed The Ptolemy's deνelopment ίη 1933, the same year that he finished 

the speech music composition Ρeήοd consisting of works for νoice and Adapted Viola. 

What is eνen more interesting is that one of his νocal works was extended and re

conceiνed towards the incorporation of a stable-pitch reed keyboard instrument that ίη 

1941 (year ίη which the composition was completed) it became the Chromelodeon Ι (as an 

altematiνe to the Ptolemy).19 This work incorporated also a string stable-pitch instrument: 

the Kithara Ι. The proposed 440-bowlophone's ΥΜΙ not οηlΥ helps the study ofPartch's 

work and its comparison with the one of Carήllo' s, but also has the potential to inspire 

future aπangemeηts or expansions of works included ίη this research, which could make 

use of just intonation, specia11y when using microdiscrete realίsations of gliding tones. 

15 Caπillo's student, Oscar Vargas, materialised this by building harps ofup Ιο nine-octaves range employing 

such tuning. 
16 partch defines o-tonality as a group of ratios from the harrnonic seήes as opposed Ιο u-tonality, which 
consists ofa group ofratios ίη the subharmonic seήes (the harmonic seήes' minor image). 
17 And ίn the case ofthe 440-bowlophone, as a νΜΙ (visual musical instrument), that has been recreated with 
3-D software, for possible future upgrade Ιο ΜΑ νΜΙ (MIDI audio-visual musical instrument) (see ρ.40). 
18 And they also indicate the required lengths ofthe pitch glides. 
19 ΒΥ the Rivers ο[ Babylon, Psalm 137 (1931-41) (P2b) for intoning voice, Chromelodeon Ι, Kithara ΙΙ, 
which was οήgίnallΥ WΉtten for Adapted Viola and intoning voice (P2a). 
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During this early period (1930-33), Partch left the rhythnl free for the words to be intoned 

fol1owing the natural rhythms of spoken deliνery.2o Although he progressed to a more 

rhythmical style later οη ίη his career, he kept the fTeedom of sliding pitch contours when 

notating them. Partch taught himself to perform his early νocal works, from whicl1 he 

must haνe benefited greatly ίη composing, especial1y due to the fact that he could p!ay the 

Adapted Viola and sing while composing. Partch only performed the νocal part while 

playing the Adapted Viola, when he could not find a singer to perform with?l This fact 

suggests that playing Adapted Viola and singing simultaneously for these early νoca! 

works was too complex to consider it for performance. Considering the elements of 

improνisation inνolνed ίη these works, suggested by the pitch contours, working with 

seνeral singers must haνe enriched and defined an ideal conception and performing style 

for each of the works. The recordings Partch left behind offer a precise guide to the 

intended intonation at a mature stage of these works through multiple performances and 

interactions with singers. 
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Fig. Α2.2 . Three Tunings comparison ΓΟΓ the previous1y ana1ysed extract of ' ΒΥ the rivers ofBaby1on'. 

20 Gilmore, Β. 1992. Harry ?arfch: Tl1e Early Voca! WoI'ks 1930-33. PhD Thesis. Queen's University, 

Be1fast. ρ . 10. 
21 Jbid. ρ . 6. 
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Haνing music perfonned whίle composing it,22 and especially whi1e techniques for new 

instruments were being deνeloped, was, from the beginning, a satisfactory process for 

Partch's output as an instrument deνelopment-led composer. 

Shigin, traditional Japanese recitation of ancient Chinese poems, follows a similar 

ΡήηcίΡΙe to Partch's speech music. Since the end ofthe nineteenth century, this recitation 

adopted an extensiνely melismatic style, using traditional Japanese pentatonic scales as a 

base for a large νaήety of νibrato and pitch contours. This musical moνement is probably 

inspired by the wide range of pitch contours found ίη Chinese language (a range of a 

twelfth has been obserνed ίη Chinese speech).23 Partch showed an interest ίη the smooth 

inf1ections of Αmeήcan English, for example ίη 17 Lyrics by Li Ρο, when reciting or 

heaήηg a recitation of Obata's translation of Li Ρο poems?4 Since American English 

recitation and speech pattems were important elements ίη Partch's exploration of 

microtonality and sliding pitch contours ίη his early νocal works, a parallelίsm can be 

traced to the deνelopment of Shigin ίη Japan, whether Partch was aware of Shigin or ηοι25 

1931: The Potion Scene (Ρ3) - for Adapted Viola and intoning νoice (Ρ3' ίη Fig. Α2.23 

represents the 1955 νersion ίη which Chromelodeon, Kithara, bass maήmba, Μaήmba 

Eroica and two high female νoices were added). This is the second composition that 

Partch wrote ίη the same year (1931) for νiola and intoning νoice, while also deνeloping 

two others. The sliding-pitch style used ίη The Potion Scene can be related to the one 

initiated with 17 Lyrics by Li Ρο (Pl). This could be a case of interactiνe composing 

(layered as can be obserνed ίη Fig. Α2.23, ρ. 336), since The Potίon Scene was completed 

2 years before 17 Lyrics by Li Ρο and could haνe influenced the Ροsteήοr Li Ρο settings. 

22 Gilmore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Α biography. New Haνen: Yale Uniνersity. ρρ. 85-86. 
23 Ayers, Ι. 1994. Exp/oring microtona/ tunings: Α ka/eidoscope ο/ extended just tunings and their 
compositiona/ app/ications. PhD dissertation. Uniνersity oflllinois at Urbana-Champaign. ρ. 441. ΟήgίnaΙ 
source: Beijing Language Institute, Chinese Today (China Books and Ρeήοdίcals Inc. San Francisco, 1991), 
Dialog 9. ρ. 65. 
24 Obata, S. 1922. The works ο/Ιί Ρο, the Chinese poet. New York: Ε.Ρ. Dutton and Company. 
2S His interest ίη Japanese Music can only be traced to Noh and Kabuki (parallels moνements to Shigin ίη 
Japan if we look chronoIogically to their deνeIopments), but ηο mention of Shigin has been traced ίη his 
WΉtings. Ιη fact, Partch did appIy for a grant, unfortunately ηοι receiνed, to research Noh and Kabuki ίη 
Japan ίη his late fιfties. And although both Kabuki and Noh strongly influenced Partch's conception of 
musical theatre, the melismatic elements ofKabuki and Noh are not as predominant as ίο his early works. 
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ΒΥ looking at the Ι955 version of The Polion Scene, it is easy to understand that Partch felt 

the need to improve his compositional ideas, creating stable-pitch instruments that offered 

precise discrete pitches, such as the Chromelodeon. Initially this offered a complementary 

approach ιο sliding pitch and just intonation, but ίι was gradual1y substituted for the sliding 

style associated with the Adapted Vio1a, as in the new version of The Potion Scene (1941). 

1934-35: The Pto1em ν.Ι was completed ίη London. It was shipped to Santa Barbara 

where ίι was stored and then 10s1. Partch was not very proud of his resu1ts with the 

Pto1emy, as he indicated in Genesis 0/ a Music (2nd edition), where he omitted the picture 

and diagrams from the first edition, dec1aring that the instrument was a fai1ure due to 1ack 

of skills, money and equipment.26 Partch obtained a small grant for a project involVlng the 

development of the Pto1emy and went Ιο London for research?7 Considering that this 

project 1ed Partch Ιο deve10p Chrome1odeon Ι and Chrome10deon ΙΙ a few years 1ater, the 

deve10pment of the Ptolemy can be considered a process of sorting his research and 

experimentation with keyboard reed instruments towards the posterior conception of the 

Chrome10deons; indeed, Partch used the reeds from the Pto1emy for the Chromelodeon Ι.28 

The just intonation pattern (1l-1imit 10nality dian1Ond)29 exp10red through the Ptolemy 

layout may be considered a precursor of the posterior diamond Inarimba 1ayou1. 'Not 

levers, but cords connect the keys with the reed (the air valves for the individual reeds), 

which allow the reads to speak' .30 Partch a1so comments οη the mechanical diffιcu1ties of 

squeezing 168 keys (Fig. Α2.3 - Fig. Α2.6),31 into such a small space, which made this 

instrument impractical for performances. 

Fig. Α2.3. Α zoom οη the Ptolemy's keys showing they were simple buttons (Photo: Harry Partch) 

(Courtesy ofHPSA)?2 

26 Partch, Harry. 1949. Genesis ofa Music . Second edition (1974). New York: Da Capo Press. ρ.219. 
27 Gilmore, 8. 1998. Harry Parfch: Α bίοgraΡlψ New Haven: Yale Uniνersity. ρ. 103. 
28 Ibid. ρ. 138. 
29 Partch, Harry. 1949. Genesis ofa MZJsic. Second edition (1974). New York: Da Capo Press. ρ.158 . 
30 Partch, Harry. 1935. Musical Opinion. June 1935 (81ackbum, Philip. ) 997 . Harry Parfch: Enclosure 
Three. St. Paul, ΜΝ : American Composers Forum. ρ . 49). 
31 Blackbum, Philip. 1997. Harry Parfch: Enclosure TI1ree. St. Paul, ΜΝ: American Composers Forum. 
32 Photosfrom the Harry Partch Estate Archiνe (HPSA) appeared ίη Enclosure Three: Harry Parlch 
(American Composers Forum! lnnova), Philip Blackbum, ed. Used by perrnission of Philip 8lackburn 
representing the archiνe. 
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Fig. Α2.4. The Ptolemy's keyboard and charts. Photo appeared ίη Musical Ορίηίοη, June 1935, ρ.764. 

Inset left: Tona/ity diaιnond from Genesis ο/ a Music, 151 edition (ι949), ρ. 207, υηίν. οΓ Wisconsin 

Press. Inset right: One 2/1 ofkeyboard layout, ibid., ρ. 206. (Courtesy ofHPSA). 

Fig. Α2.5. The Ptolemy' s ratios. Diagram 18, Genesis ο/ a Music, ibid. ρ. 206. ( ourtesy of HPSA). 

Fig. Α2 .6. Jbid., digitally processed Ιο show the scale degrees instead ofthe ratios. (Courtesy ofHPSA). 
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The pitches used for the Ptolemy are laid ίη the keyboard design ίη groups of five οτ six 

typewτiter-size keys (Fig. Α2.5), following a curve ίη a plane, ίη a comfortable disposition 

for the fingertips of a relaxed right hand. Fig. Α2.7 shows the degree position within the 

43-tone just intonation scale used. Α chromatic 43-tone just intonation scale can be 

performed using the five right-hand fingers when the curve contains five keys, and three 

plus three (thumb, index and middle) when playing a six-key curve, allowing a simpler 

chromatic scale digitation pattern than the one found οη a piano's cllromatic scale. 

Partch's interest οη keyboard digitation probably stem from his previous piano teaching 

experience. The pattern is unique, ίη that it requires the player to sit very close to the 

keyboard, with the shoulders almost above the keyboard, so as to have the right hand ίη a 

comfortable position to execute the chromatic scale, enabling it to sound lίke a pitch slide. 

Fig. Α2.7 shows the scale degrees for each curve pattem (represented ίη columns), with 

cents values next Ιο them, and the finger pattem suggested by Partch (five οτ three-plus

three) at the head of the column. It is possible that the first and second keys for each 

pattern of six notes was intended to be played sliding the thumb, since they are always 

adjacent. The second pattern also suggests a fast glissando technique particular to this 

keyboard design. If using the fingering pattern two-plus-four ίη the right hand (finger 

coding 1-2-1-2-3-4), the index (2) gets ίη the way of the thumb (1), which requires the 

index to act as pivot, slowing the speed of movement, but since this glissando pattem is not 

ideal [οτ the left hand, a finger from the left hand can be used as an aid for the 6-note 

pattems, so as to use five fingers of the right hand when imitating a glissando by playing 

discrete pitches. The intention behind Partch's concept of favouring the shape of the 

fingertips [οτ chromatic passages ίη a sca]e containing so many tiny steps was an attempt 

to simulate the pitch glides of the Adapted Viola while allowing a comprehensible 

disposition and recognition of the ratios. Although he abandoned this instrument and did 

ηοΙ use this curved pattem afterwards, it is an important step towards the achievement of 

pitch glides through discrete steps οη a keyboard favouring the differing lengths of the 

fingers, rather than treating them as equal, and it is stil1 the only one of its kind. 

Ι 5 11 3+3 11 3+3 11 5 11 5 11 5 11 3+3 11 3+3 Ι 
11 266.9 17 435.1 38 1035 oct 1200 

5 111 .7 10 231.2 16 417.5 22 582.5 27 729.2 32 884.4 37 1017.6 43 1178.5 

4 84.5 9 203.9 15 386.3 21 551.3 26 702 31 852.6 36 996.1 42 1146.7 

3 53.5 8 182.4 14 347.4 20 519.6 25 680.5 30 813 .7 35 968.8 41 1115.5 

2 21.5 7 165 13 315.6 19 498 24 648.7 29 782.5 34 933. Ι 40 1088.3 

1 Ο 6 150.6 12 294.1 18 470.8 23 617.5 28 764.9 33 905.9 39 1049.4 

Fig. Α2.7. Finger pattems for The Ptolemy's keyboard (note degτees and cents values). 
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Fig. Α2. 8 . Α model of a compact version of the Ptolemy, and probably the latest considered by 
Partch but never completed. Photo by Carmel Pine Cone, ] 941 (Courtesy ofHPSA). 

Although experimentation is a very important process Ίη developing a new instrument, 

Partch, like Caπillo, seems not to have been very interested ίn publishing information 

about his experimentation during his lifetime. lη the method and used proposed ίη tl1is 

thesis, experimentation is considered a crucial stage of the instrument development and its 

legacy to future researchers. 

1934-42: Ada ted Guitar was created. Eventually named Adapted Guitar Ι, this l1ad a 

fingerboard with frets ϊη just intonation. It was rebuilt many times, most significantly at 

Carmel (1941). Partch continued working οη this first guitar adapta.tion as part of the 

composition process ίη 1941 (while composing Barstow) and Ίn 1945, three years before 

composing three works employing this instrument (the last two of the Eleven Intrusions 

and Ring around the Moon). lη 1952, while composing Oedipus and Even Wild Horses, a 

re-conceived version of the guitar was built, ultimately substituting the Adapted Guitar Ι 

and adopting its name, since Partch hesitated ίη naming it Adapted Guitar ΙΙ. Partch's use 

of Roman numerals can be confusing: this is a typical example of them not fol10wing a 

chronological order, which their sequence might have been expected to have implied. 

1938: First version of Kithara Ι was conceived ϊη a Los Angeles high school. Major 

reconstruction followed at: Carmel (1941), Ithaca (1943), Madison (1945) and Urbana 

(1959). The rede ign , recon truction and tuning aπaηgemeηts for this instrument 
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continued [οτ many years, as did the compositions and performances responsible [οτ its 

deνelopment. Kithara Ι coνers the alto range, and Kithara ΙΙ (created ίη 1952) the bass 

range. Α re-conceiνed νersion of the Kithara Ι, resolνing some resonance problems, was 

built ίη 1972 and named New Kithara Ι. It did ίη fact replace the Kithara Ι but unlike the 

Adapted Guitar Ι, this νersion adopts the adjectiνe 'new' so the οήgίηal instrument can be 

refeued to with a name. Thirty-seνen years of deνelopment may seem a 10ng time, but 

cοηsίdeήηg that this instrument is one of the most sophisticated deνeloped by Partch, ίη 

interaction with both composition and performance processes, it is, perhaps, 

understandable. ΑΙΙ the efforts ίη eΧΡeήmeηtίηg, designing and buίlding other 

instruments, ίη parallel and ίη interaction with the deνelopment and composition for the 

Kithara, are a νery good example of the layered instrument deνelopment adopted ίη the 

instrument deνelopment-led composition method proposed and used ίη this research. The 

Kithara was first inνented while improνements for the Adapted Guitar were being carήed 

out. This is an example of multiple instrument deνelopment ίη the same area, ίη this case 

with chordophones (stήng instruments), and shows how multiple projects can both benefιt 

each other and create aπ organisation and focus οη one area, at an early stage, as it did for 

Harry Partch. 

1940: The Ptolemy (Los Angeles). This was a new model ofthe preνious Ptolemy. This 

νersion integrated a complete case. It was abandoned uncompleted ίη Carmel a year later. 

1941: Chromelodeon Ι was inνented (although research started ίη 1935, London). This is 

an example of research being chronologically layered with parallel instrument 

deνelopments, compositional and performance practice. Ιη 1941, Partch was improνing 

the Kithara Ι and the Adapted Guitar Ι, while completing the Chromelodeon, which means 

that one inνention could haνe proνided inspiration for the others. He was also applying the 

knowledge and eΧΡeήeηce acquired with the Ptolemy to the deνelopment of the 

Chromelodeon. Ιη 1941, Partch added the Chromelodeon and the Kithara to a new νersion 

of ΒΥ the Rivers ο/ Babylon, keeping the intoning νoice and Adapted Viola ίη the 

instrumentation. At the same time Partch was composing Barstow (see below) for guitar 

and νoice. The Chromelodeon Ι is one of the νery few instruments that Partch composed 

for whi1e building it, or at the least ίη the same year that he built ίι This is not surpήsίηg, 

due to Partch's skills with the piano, as the Chromelodeon's keyboard remained the same 

as that of the οήgίηal melodeon's keyboard, and the notation indicated the key to be 

played, making it possible for Partch to compose while playing the instrument and at the 
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same time develop the Chromelodeon, with one process consequently affecting the other. 

The construction of the Chromelodeon Ι also meaπt the re-conception of a work that had 

probably waited for such aπ instrument to be rewritten, namely ΒΥ the Rivers ΟΙ Babylon. 

1941: Barstow. (P4a) (from The Wayward, which is the Ρ4 set) - οήgίnal version for 

Adapted Guitar Ι and voice. The Adapted Guitar Ι was finished a year after composing 

Barstow, although Partch had already been eΧΡeήmentίηg, reconstructing and developing 

this guitar for eight years. Partch seemed to have taken his time to feel comfortable 

playing and adapting the instrument before composing for it. Making changes οη this 

guitar soon after its first performance is a significant fact to highlight here, since feedback 

from performance is a very important feature to the instrument development-led 

composition proposed and used ίη this research. 

It is difficult to say that the Adapted Guitar Ι that was used ίη Barstow was reconstructed 

as part of an interaction process with the composition, since most of the sketches for this 

work were done while travelling. What is sure is that Partch's completion ofthe Adapted 

Guitar Ι ίη 1942 must have been influenced by the Barstow performances, which started ίη 

November 1941, soon after his arήval ίη Chicago.33 It is also interesting that Partch 

managed to work οη another composition in the same year involving a new invention and 

the reconstruction of an existing instrument (see P2b above), both compositions using 

totally different instruments (apart from voice). This work and P2b can be considered 

preparation for a new work ίη 1942 (see Ρ5 below), employing all of the instruments used 

before (for P2b and P4a). 

1942-43: Dark Brother (Ρ5) - for intoning voice, Chromelodeon Ι, Adapted Viola and 

Kithara Ι; bass maήmba was added later. Cοηsίdeήng that ΒΥ the Rivers ΟΙ Babylon was 

arranged to add Chromelodeon Ι and Kithara Ι, but not οήgίηalΙΥ conceived for these 

instruments, Dark Brother can be considered the first work οήgίηalΙΥ WΉtten for 

Chromelodeon Ι, for Kithara Ι (with its first changes made ίη 1941), and for the first 

reconstruction of Adapted Guitar Ι (completed ίη 1942). It has a very obscure quality (as 

the title suggests) and it reflects a Ρeήοd ofPartch's life ίη which he was reintegrating into 

society after being a homeless traveller, still ίη extreme poverty, and taking jobs washing 

dishes ίη restaurants, whilst ίn very ίΙΙ health.
34 

This surely affected the harmonic content 

33 Gilmore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Λ biography. New Haven: Yale University. ρρ. 134-137. 
34lbid. ρρ.140-141. 
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ofthe work, ίη which the interνals ofthe chords employed are νery narrow and responsible 

for this obscure sound. During the perίod ίη which Partch wrote Dark Brother, he was also 

composing new sections of The Wayward: US Highba/l, San Francisco and The Letter, all 

using the Kithara Ι which was reconstructed again ίη 1943. This year represents a 

productiνe time ίη Partch's output, due to the fact that he composed seνeral works for the 

same instruments (the few he had buίlt), while the composition process serνed as a test for 

the new νersions of the instruments. 

1943: San Francisco (P4b) (from The Wayward) - for two baritones, Adapted Viola, 

Kithara Ι and Chromelodeon Ι. 

1943: The Letter (P4c) - original νersion was 10st, but a posterίor νersion was written for 

intoning νoice, Kithara Ι, harmonic canon Ι, Surrogate Kithara (buίlt ίη 1953 to share the 

Kithara Ι part), diamond maήmba and bass marimba. 

1943: u.S. Highba/l (P4d) - orίginal νersion for νoice, Adapted Guitar Ι, Kithara Ι and 

Chromelodeon Ι. Partch wrote a new νersion of u.S. Highba// ίη 1955, for subjectiνe 

voice (tenor-barίtone), seνeral objectiνe νoices (mostly baήtones), Kithara Π, Suποgate 

Kithara, harmonic canon 11, Chromelodeon Ι, diamond marimba, Βοο, Spoίls of War, 

cloud-chamber bowls and bass maήmba. Ιη this νersion the Suποgate Kithara has an 

altematiνe tuning, which is also used ίη The Letter.3S This strongly influences the sound 

qualίty of the earlίest νersion of the Surrogate Kithara, since the second version would 

adopt a different tuning. Toshie Kakinuma, ίη her doctoral thesis/6 calls them respectiνely 

Suποgate Kithara Α and Surrogate Kithara Β to differentiate not οηlΥ the new version but 

also the new tuning. 

1944: Τίη whistles (οτ tin flutes) were retuned (οτ extended techniques used). Partch did 

not specify the tuning for the tin whistle ίη C but, according to Toshie Kakinuma,37 the tin 

whistle ίη Ε is a commercial instrument that has the fol1owing tuning ίη open holes: Ε 

(1217), F# (64/33), G# (16/15), Α (716), Β (917), C# (7/5), 0# (8/5), then it doubles with 

octaνes υρ to two octaves aboνe the lowest Β (917). According to Bob Gilmore, the 

35 Kakinuma, Τ. 1989. The Musicα/ Instruments ofHarry Partch α! απ apparαIus ofproducIion ίπ musicαl 
IheαIer. PhD dissertation. University ofCalifomia, San Diego. ρ. 105. 
36/bid. 
37/bid. 
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pitches are measured playing the Chromelodeon.38 It is likely that Henry Brant, the 

virtuoso who played this instrument for Partch, made the fine adjustments by embouchure 

and finger adjustments. Νο eνidence has been found about how Henry Brant adjusted the 

tuning, but seνeral options haνe been proposed, and showed ίη Fig. Α2.9 (the adjustments 

for each note are ίη cents). Ιη a regular Ε ιίη whistle (ίndicated as 'reg.'), when sounding 

concert Ε when all holes are closed, each note would require a substantial amount of 

adjustment Ιο be done with embouchure and the aid of finger adjustment, especially the Α 

that needs Ιο be raised more than a quartertone, unless alternatiνe fingeήng is found for 

that specific note. This requires a νirtuoso performer, and Partch employed Henry Brant 

for this occasion. 

Ιη order Ιο perform a physical tonehole couection39 οη the ιίη whistle, the length of the 

pipe can be reduced (from the non-blowing end) to raise the pitch with all the holes 

covered, by 36 t (Fig. Α2.9), and then the other notes adjusted by filing the holes (to raise 

the pitch) or placing tape ίη the holes (Ιο lower the pitch). This might bήng some 

complications. Filing the first hole to raise F# 1 Ο t. is not a problem, but cονeήng the 

second hole (which might already be νery small due Ιο its proximity Ιο the third hole)4o Ιο 

lower the G# 24 t might ηοΙ allow the finger Ιο adjust properly. Also the third hole, which 

requires extensive filing to raise the Α 30 t, might end up very close to the second hole, 

making the playing cumbersome. Another alternative enabling the physical tonehole 

couection without using tape (ίη other words, without lοweήng pitches) would be to 

reduce the pipe (from the non-blowing end) ίη order Ιο raise the pitch, when all holes are 

covered, by 12 t (Fig. Α2.9). Then the G# would ηοΙ need to be altered (nor, 

consequently, would the second hole, which is very close to the third). The rest of the 

notes only need Ιο be raised since the G# also is the note that requires less pitch raise ίη the 

οήgίnal instrument. 

The last option seems more sensible, since the tape adjustments, which keep the pitch 

stable, cannot last for Ιοο long, due to the fact that the tape loses tension. Considering the 

fast passages that Partch asked Henry Brant to play οη the tin whistle, raising the pitch of 

the whistle by 12 t with all the holes covered might haνe been the easiest solution. 

38 Gilmore, Β. 1998. Harry Partch: Α biography. New Haven: Yale University. ρ. 149. 
39 Hopkίn, Bart. 1992-99. Air, Columns and Toneholes. Principles for Wind Instrument Design. Revised 
Edition. ΕΧΡeήmeηtaΙ ΜusίcaΙΙηstruments. USA. ρ. 24. 
40 Ibid. ρ. 19. 
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Pitch Ratio Cents (reg.) Cents (+12·05~) Cents (+36·45~) 
Ε 12/27 36·45 24·40 Ο 

F# 64/33 46·bZ 34.5S 1O:τ& 

G# 16/15 12·υ~ Ο _24·40 

Α 7/6 67·14 55·10 3o-7U 

Β 9/7 35· 1Ζ 23·07 _IJT 

C# 7/5 17.45 5·40 19'UU 

D# 8/5 13·75 }"70 _22·7U 

Fig. Α2.9. Possible tunings oftin whistles (as they could have been approached by Henry Brant) ίn ratios 

and cents deviations from 12-et with different roots. 

1944: Τίη Oboe was adopted. This instrument οήgίηalΙΥ suggested by composer Henry 

Brant. It is a commercial tin whistle with a Moroccan oboe reed added οη top. 

Since Brant and Partch had a close working relationship it is likely that Brant suggest to 

Partch the use of this instrument. Brant's skill as a tin whistle performer had a strong 

influence ίη the virtuoso passages that Partch wrote this instrument.41 Partch's concept of 

using the space with the instruments and movements (corporea/ity) might have influenced 

Henry Brant gradual move from commercial music to spatial music from the 50's onwards, 

culminating ίη 2002, where he received Pulίtzer Music Prize with a spatial music work 

titled Ice Fie/d). Ιη other words, this collaboration between composers seems to have had 

a strong mutual inspiration. 

Kakikuma's thesis provides the ratios played with this tin whistle (ίη D): D (3/2), F (9/5), 

G (160/81), Α (11/1 Ο), C (21/16), and the cοπeSΡοηdίηg octaves.42 Ιη Fig. Α2.1 Ο, a table 

with these ratio interνals (using Ι96ΗΖ as 1/1 root, which Partch refers to as G-I96), 

explains the cent deviation from the concert standard pitches (indicated οη the left), and 

two possible transpositions follow to ease the pitch adjustment ίη a similar way to that 

suggested above for the tin whistles (also cal1ed tin flutes). Toshie Kakinuma οηlΥ 

provides five pitches and the hint that a full diatonic scale is played ίη Ε,43 but this might 

be to do with the fact that Partch οηlΥ used five specific pitches; the lack of an extant 

instrument makes it difficult to be completely sure. 

41 Harlan, Β. Τ. 2007. One voice: Α reconcίliation 0/ Harry Partch 's disparate theories. PhD dissertation. 
University ofSouthem Califomia, Los Angeles. ρ.143. 
42 Kakίnuma, Τ. 1989. The Musical Instruments 0/ Harry Partch as an apparatus 0/ production in musica/ 
theater. PhD dissertation. University of Califomia, San Diego. ρ. 164. 
43/bid. ρ. 165. 
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T.O.Pitch Ratio Dev.12-et@440 Dev .1 2-et,raised I ·~M ιf, Dev.12-et, raised 34-:98"ιf, 

D 3/2 I '~~ ιf, O ιf, 33-:00 ιf, 

F 9/5 17 'O~ ιf, 15 ·Μ ιf, 15·64 t 
G 160/81 _21.4Υ ιf, -Ι 9') Φ _19.51 ιf, 

Α Ι Ι / Ι Ο _34 ·~M ιf, _33·00 ιf, O ιf, 

C 21 / 16 29·LU ιf, 27·α ιf, 27·22 ιf, 

Fig. Α2. 10 . Partch 's Τίη Oboe tuning chart ίη concert G with reference (Ο ιf,) placed ίη 3 positions. 

1944: F/ex-a-tone was used. This indirectly struck idiophone appears ϊη the 1922-23 

British Patent Records, which means it must have been a re]atively new instrument. The 

combination of the bending of the metal sheet with the action of shaking to activate the 

attached strikers gives total control of the tremol0 effect and the pitch bending with one 

hand. Partch used the commercial instrument and did not make any changes. Devices to 

produce gliding tones were considered for al1 the chordophones that he designed (a pyrex 

rod used ίη all cases apart from the bamboo frame for the Ektharas). This is not the case 

for the idiophones designed by Partch, since they all have fιxed pitches. The jlex-a-tone 

(Fig. Α2.11) is not a fιxed-pitch instrument, but it can be used to achieve a glissando using 

tremol0 for a comfortable range of two octaves. This gliding struck property can be 

compared to a pizzicato tremol0 with glissando οη a string instrument, but not to any other 

idiophone designed by Partch. Chromatic glides can also be performed οη instruments 

such as the Harmonic Canons Partch designed, and considering that a year later after 

having composed for the jlex-a-tone, he invented the first of the Harmonic Canons 

(Harmonic Canon Ι) , it is very likely that the experience of orchestrating for an instrument 

rich ίη chromatic glides might have led him to create instruments with such property. It is 

also arguable that the use of tremol0 with glissando οη the Adapted Guitar Ι might have 

suggested to Partch using an instrument that allows a similar action but with a brighter 

tone, such as the one ofthejlex-a-tone. 

Fig. Α2.IΙ. Standardjlex-a-fone. 
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Ιn Yankee Doodle Fantasy Partch notates high and 10w 5/3, which is 884.36 t above the 

closest 111, and high and 10w 9/5, which is 1117.6 t above the closest 1/1,44 covering a 

gliding range of two octaves. 

1944: Yankee Dood/e Fantasy (Ρ6) - for soprano, tin flutes, tin oboe, jlex-a-tones and 

Chromelodeon Ι. The tin flutes were commercial tin whistles with six finger holes, whi1e 

the tin oboe was another tin whistle with a reed from a Moroccan oboe.45 The high pitch 

used by the soprano and tin whistles, ίn combination with the clusters used ίn the 

Chromelodeon Ι, produces a cartoon music style very different to the rest of Partch's 

compositions. This comical music represents Partch's good sense of humour, and occurs 

duήng a Ρeήοd of eΧΡeήmentatίοn and composition for the Chromelodeon Ι, just a year 

before he decided to rebuild it. 

Α month before the 22 ΑρήΙ concert ίn New York, Partch, inspired by the composer Henry 

Brant's virtuosity with the tin whistle (Brant was organising the concert for Partch), 

composed this work (also named Y.D. Fantasy). Brant had composed for the cinema 

(including The Marx Brothers), and it seems they must have worked very closely together, 

since the composition indeed resembles the soundtrack of an animated silent film. This 

close cooperation with the performer (also composer) is a unique case ίn Partch's 

repertoire, and although most of the aerophones Partch used were either rare οτ adapted, 

the high range glissandi predominant ίn the piece might have influenced the need for the 

chromatic disposition ίn Ροsteήοr inventions among chordophones and idiophones. 

T.W.Pitch T.O.Pitch Ratio DeV.12ET Dev.12ETA 12,U't Dev .12ΕΤΛ36,4 t 

D 3/2 1-:98 t 

Ε 12/27 36,45 t 24,~υ t Ot 
F 9/5 17,62 t 

F# 64/33 46,62 t 34,,8 t 10,Ιδ t 

G 160/81 _21,4'1 t 

G# 16/15 12,υ, t Ot _24,40 t 

Α 11110 _34,,1δ t 

Α 7/6 67'14 t 55,ιυ t 30,70 t 

Β 9/7 35,12 t 23,υl t -l'jj t 

C 21/16 29,20 t 

C# 7/5 17.45 t 5,40 t 19,00 t 

D# 8/5 13'75 t 1,7U t _22,70 t 

Fig. Α2.12. Tuning oftwo instrυments used by Partch compared: retuned ιίη whistle, and Τίη Oboe. 

44 Kakinuma, Τ. 1989. The Musica/ Instruments ofHarry Partch as an apparatus ofproduction in musical 
theater. PhD dissertation. University of Calίfomia, San Diego. ρ. 71. 
45 Ibid. ρρ. 160-165. 
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Toshie Kakinuma says that the Τίη Oboe plays the Yankee Doodle tune towards the end of 

the composition using the Ε diatonic scale of the tin whistle (Fig. A2.12).46 The two 

instruments do not have any notes ίη common and, cοnsίdeήng that the tune is played 

extremely fast, the adjustments had to be achieved οη the spot when performing (by finger 

adjustment and embouchure). It is a virtuoso composition, although ηο more precision 

than the human ear can appreciate is expected. 

1944: Double j1ageolet was temporarily adopted for a new composition. The double 

j1ageolet was invented ίη 1805 by William Βaίnbήdge ίη England, and therefore is a case 

of Partch incorporating and researching hίstοήcal instruments. This small model of double 

j1ageolet (duct flute with inverse conical bores) is hίstοήcalΙΥ refeπed to as 'Octave' and is 

pitched ίη G.47 The doublej1ageolet's mouth-piece has a structure designed to remove any 

embouchure problem, which means it is an ideal instrument for sustaining pitches 

accurately. 

Having worked so close with Henry Brant, Partch continued absorbing ideas from this 

highly creative composer and performer and ended up composing for a double j1ageolet 

that Brant had boποwed. According to Toshie Kakinuma's thesis,48 the specific double 

j1ageolet Partch instrumented for is a European double j1ageolet (instrument οη the left 

side of Fig. A2.13 obtained from Kakinuma's thesis), with two pipes tuned to G and Α 

(ήght hand and left hand respectively). Cοnsίdeήng that this instrument was only 

manufactured ίη London, Dublin, Germany and North Αmeήca for fifty years after its 

invention, it is difficult to confirm that all the models shared the same tuning, but it is 

possible. William Waterhouse defines a simίlar instrument as a double duct-flute (with 

also inverse conical bores), an invention of William Βaίnbήdge named octaνe double 

j1ageolet (instrument οη the ήght side ofFig. Α2.13). Waterhouse describes both pipes as 

being a third apart when playing the same fingeήng, and that particular holes partially 

plugged with ebony 'serνe to tune the scale to the desired interνals and to act as register 

holes' . This system of tuning the holes is aπ interesting feature, as is the ivory beak 

46 Kakinuma. Τ. 1989. The MusicaI lnstrumenls oJ Harry Partch as απ apparatus oJproduction ίπ musicaI 
theater. PhD dissertation. University of Califomia, San Diego. ρ. 71. 
47 Waterhouse, W. 1999. The DoubIe FIageoIet - Made ίη EngIand. The Ga/pin Society Journal. νοl. 52 
(Apr., 1999). ρ. 172. 
48 Kakinuma. Τ. 1989. The MusicaI lnstruments of Harry Parlch as απ apparatus ofproduction ίπ musica/ 
theater. PhD dissertation. University of Califomia, San Diego. ρ. 161. 
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mouthpiece that ' remoνes any problem of embouchure'. 49 The model used by Partch is 

likely to haνe kept (or prepared) the thirds between the pipes ίη just intonation, and if that 

was the case, it might haνe been the reason for Partch's attraction towards using ίι 

Fig. Α2 . 13 . DOlIble F/ageo/efS (Used by Partch ση left, and Bainbridge' s Octave model ση right). 

] 944: Two Settίngs from Joyce's Fίnnegan's Wake (Ρ7) - for soprano, Kithara and double 

jlageo/et (or two flutes). Partch later aπanged this piece for two transνerse flutes to play 

the double jlageolet part. Αη interesting aspect of this piece is that the scales of an old 

forgotten instrument are recycled and reνived. When using a 12-et instrument ίη a 

different tuning, there ί the danger of crea.ting a familiar sound ίη an odd tuning, which 

might at first be automatically rejected by the lίstener as something strange or erroneous. 

Howeνer, after listening to a recording of this piece with two flutes, the tuning deνiations 

played ίη the flutes to imitate the intonation of the double jlageolet do not sound out of 

tune, and thi is probably due to the fact that the sliding harmonies ofthe Kithara Ι blended 

49 Waterhouse, w. 1999. The Double Flageolet - Made ίη England. Tl7e Galpin Society Joul·nal. νοl. 52 

(Apr., 1999). ρ . 172- 174. 
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with the sound of these f1utes create an oνerall sound that subνerts the listener's usual 

expectations of a f1ute. Ιη general it can be said that Partch' s tuning theοήes are backed up 

with his instruments and compositions, and since his music is perceiνed as haνing a new 

timbre, the tuning which is so different from the conνentional is perceiνed as a component 

of the new timbre, and it is easier for us to accept it as being ίη tune than if played οη 

musical instruments which we are accustomed to heaήng ίη 12-et. 

1945: New Chromelodeon was inνented and fιnally renamed Chromelodeon Ι. It was 

adapted and tuned ίη Madison, and later οη retuned ίη Gualala ίη 1949. 

1945: Harmonic Canon was inνented and fιnally renamed Harmonic Canon Ι. It was built 

at Madison with 44 stήngs, and re-conceiνed and rebuilt ίn Urbana (1959). 

1945: Adapted Guitar Ι was deνeloped. Α smooth fιngerboard and electronic amp1ifιcation 

were used. It was used ίη seνeral recordings. The Adapted Guitar Ι adopted the tuning of 

the other guitar as rebuilt ίη Carmel in 1941. It was eνentually lost in 1956 ίη Sausa1ito. 

1945: Adapted Guitar ΙΙ was created (ίη Madison). It had 10 stήngs and has kept its name 

eνer since. This is a manufactured acoustic guitar, which was transformed to haνe 1 Ο 

stήngs. The nut is placed higher, four additional stήngs added, a narrow wood plate is 

attached to the side of the fιngerboard to show the ratios of the third highest stήng, and a 

large trapezoid board is attached to its back ίη order to strengthen the neck to compensate 

for the extra tension of the tenor guitar stήng added. 

Ιη the same year, an electήc guitar with pinheads and small ήνets οη the fιngerboard was 

produced and named Adapted Guitar Ι. This was abandoned, howeνer, together with the 

οήgίηal Adapted Guitar Ι, when a third guitar, also named Adapted Guitar Ι, was produced 

ίη 1952, and which has remained ίη usage under that name eνer since.50 

1945: l'm very happy Ιο be telling you about this ... (Ρ8) - for soprano, baritone, Kithara Ι 

and Indian drum (score has been lost). It uses the text from a broadcast transcription of 

g1iding pilot Warren Ward. This was the οηlΥ score composed ίn 1945 while Partch was 

creating Adapted Guitar ΙΙ and harmonic canon Ι (plus improνing Adapted Guitar Ι, 

50 Kakinuma, Τ. 1989. The Musical Instruments ofHarry Partch as απ apparatus ofproduction ίπ musical 
theater. PhD dissertation. University ofCaJifornia, San Diego. ρ. 134. 
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Kithara Ι and Chromelodeon Ι). Consideήng Partch' s history of destroying works he was 

not happy with, there is a chance that Partch destroyed this work, rather than it simply 

being 10st. This, added to the fact that ηο other works were composed ίη this Ρeήοd of 

intensive instrument development, suggest the possibility that Partch might have decided 

to complete the instruments before getting involved with further composing. Also 

cοηsίdeήηg that Partch played and when necessary also taught the parts he composed for, 

suggests that he composed better whilst playing the instruments (having gained some 

confιdence after bui1ding them). This raises the question whether aπ instrument 

development-led . compositional process can benefιt more by this 10ng process of self

training οη the instruments and Ροsteήοr training of the performers, οτ simultaneous 

composing whi1e developing the instruments so as to obey the ultimate creation ίη the 

composer's mind without any compromise. 

1946: Diamond maήmba (Fig. A2.14) was invented (ίη Madison),51 and most ofthe blocks 

were replaced with Pernambuco wood in Gualala between 1949 and 1950. This invention 

οccuπed ίη the same year as the Chromelodeon Π. It consists of two instruments of totally 

different nature. This shows how Partch was able to work ίη different areas of instrument 

development simultaneously, while composing for totally different instruments at the same 

time (see below). Little relation is found between these simultaneous processes, and 

consequently the compositional output ofthis year was discrete. 

This instrument's layout was chiefly devised to achieve diagonal movements together with 

a systematic placement of o-tonality and u-tonality ratios. These diagonal movements 

produce arpeggio patterns based οη four notes per octave. Even cοηsίdeήηg how wide 

these interνals are for producing sliding pitch effects, the ergonomics of its layout suggest 

many ways ίη which sliding patterns could be achieved ίη bar instruments. Considering 

movements across the layout inspired several instruments proposed ίη this research. This 

also applies to movements containing diagonal pattems, such as the cyclic WhitechapeI 

be//ophone,52 the rotary hojureiphone,53 and also the ultimate instrument development 

result ίη this research project, the conic be//ophone.
S4 

51 partch. Η. 1949. Genesis ο/α Music. Second edition (1974). New York: Da Capo Press. ρρ.260-266. 
52 Detaίled οη ρρ. 375-377. 
53 Jbίd. 

54 Jbid. 
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Fig. Α2. 14. Diamond Marimba (Photo by Fred Lyon, ausa1ito, J954) 

(Courtesy of HPSA). 

1946: Old Chromelodeon ΙΙ was invented. Its pattem added a few extra keys Ιο compress 

the 43-note pattern into two octaves range ίη the physical keyboard, al10wing it to play a 

wider range of harrnonies employing two hands. Unfortunately, Iίke the Ptolemy, it had 

inconsistent keys and design, and a shortage of budget (and consequent lack of specialist 

assistants) ιο improve ϊι The keyboard was replaced after three years and disappeared 

after being οη loan. 

1946: Two Studies on Ancienl Greek Scales (Ρ9) - original version for harmonic canon Ι; 

bass marimba added later. The theory ref1ected ίη the design of the diamond marimba, 

constructed ίη the same year that this work was composed, might have influenced the 

theory used [οτ the harrnonic cannon Ι ίη the compositional process. This work is ofmodal 

nature, and the tune can easily be remembered, unlike most ofthe compositions ofPartch. 

The simplicity and modality ofthis work brings a new colour to Partch's output. 

1949-50 Bass marimba was invented (Gualala) (Fig. Α2.15). Rebuilt ίη Oakland ίη 1951, 

and al1 the S itka-spruce blocks were repIaced at Encinitas ίη 1971. Due ιο its size, it 

requires either heavy mallets, very difficult to handle at fast speeds, οτ hand tapping as an 

alternative, both ofwhich need spacing before the attack. 
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Fig. Α2.15. Bass Marimba (Photo by FredLyon, Sausalito, 1954) 

(Courtesy ofHPSA). 

1949-50: Eleven lntrusions (ριο) 

(1 and 2) Two Studies on Ancient Greek Scales (PIOa&b) with Bass Marimba added. (3) 

The Rose (PIOc) - text by Ella Young, for intoning νoice, Adapted Guitar ΙΙ and Diamond 

Marimba. (4) The Crane (Pl0d) - text by Tsuryuki-Waley, for intoning νoice, Adapted 

Guitar 11 and Diamond Marimba. (5) The Waterjall (PlOe) - text by Ella Young, for 

intoning νoice, Adapted Guitar ΙΙ and Diamond Marimba. (6) The Wind (PlOf) - text by 

ElIa Young and Lao-tze, for intoning νoice, Harmonic Canon Ι and Bass Marimba. (7) 

The Street (PlOg) - text by Willard Motley, for intoning νoice, Harmonic Canon Ι and Bass 

Marimba. (8) Lover (Pl0h) - text by George Leite, for intoning νoice, soprano, two 

Adapted Guitars Π, Cloud Chamber Bowls and Bass Marimba. (9) Soldiers-War-Another 

War (PIOi) - text by Ungaretti, for intoning νoice, harmonic canon Ι, Adapted Guitar Π, 

Diamond Marimba, Cloud hamber Bowls and Bass Marimba. (10) Vanity (Ρ Ι Oj) - text 

by Ungaretti, for intoning νoice and three Adapted Guitars Π. (] 1) Cloud-Chamber 

Music with Cancίόn de los Muchachos (Pl0k) - from the Ζυηί Indian, for intoning νoice, 

Adapted Viola, two Adapted Guitars Π, Kithara Ι, Diamond Marimba, Cloud Chamber 

Bowls, Bass Marimba, deer-hoojrattle and chorus ofmusicians. 
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1949-50: Ring around the Moon (Ρ\\) - text by ΗaΠΥ Partch, for baritone, Harrnonic 

Canon ΙΙ, two Adapted Guitars (Ι and Il), Chromelodeon Ι, Diamond Marimba, Cloud 

Chamber Bowls, Bass Marimba, Marimba Eroica and cymbal. 

1950: Cloud Chamber Bowls (Fig. Α2.16) were inνented (GualaJa). They were rebuilt ίη 

Oakland ίη 1951. The bowls were replaced continuingly, fol1owing breakage. 

Fig. Α2 . 16 . Cloud Chamber Bowls (photo by Fred Lyon, ausalito, 1954) (Courtesy ofI-lPSA). 

] 950: S oils of war (Fig. Α2.17) were inνented (ίη Gualala). Α νariety of sounds were 

added between 195] and ] 965 in OakJand, Urbana, Petaluma and Van Nuys. 
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Fig.A2.17. poilsofWar(photo by FredLyon, ausalito, 1954) (CourtesyofHP Α). 

1950: New Chrome1odeon ΙΙ was inνented. It was rebui1t and retuned ϊη Sausa1ito in 1954 

without great improνements, but a reso1ution was found with the satisfactory adaptation 

and tuning realised at Urbana ϊη 1959. 

195011952-4/1967: Oedipus (ΡΙ2) - text from play by Sophocles; first νersion: libretto 

adapted from William But1er Yeats; second and third νersions: 1ibretto by Harry Partch -

for bass (Oedipus), bass-baritone (Tiresias and the Herdsman), ]ow soprano (Jocasta), 

tenor-baritone (Chorus Spokesman), chorus of six sopranos, clarinet, bass clarinet, 

Adapted Viola, Adapted Cell0, two Adapted Guitars (Ι and 1Ι), double bass, Kithara ΙΙ , two 

Harmonic Canons Ι , hromelodeons (1, ΙΙ and sub-bass), Cloud Chamber Bowls, Gourd 

Tree with one Gongs, Diamond Marimba, Bass Marimba and Marimba Eroica. 

1951 : Marimba Eroica (Fig. Α2.18) was inνented ίn Oak1and and re-conceiνed ίη Sausalito 

ϊη 1954, changing the νertical redwood blocks for horizontal Sίkta-spruce blocks and 

adding new re onator. 1t wa improνed at Champaign-Urbana ίη 1960 and again at 

Petaluma ίη 1963. This ϊη trument has to be played. with νery heaνy padded mallets οτ 

padded glo es. 
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Fig. Α2. 18. Marimba Eroica (photo by Fred Lyon, Sausalito, 1954) (Courtesy οΓ ΗΡ Α). 

1952: Re-conceived Ada ted Guitar Ι Τhis guitar has also been named Adapted Guitar ΠΊ 

but the only difference were the elimination of the high frets (played by sliding a plastic 

rod) and the aid of a pick for playing. 

1952: Cas10r and Pollux (ΡI3) - for Kithara Η, Suποgate Kithara, Harmonic Canon η, 

Diamond Marimba, loud Chamber Bowls and Bass Marimba (two players: low marimba 

and high marimba). 

1952: Even Wίld Horses (ΡI4) - text from Rimbaud's Α Season in Hell - for baritone, 

Adapted Viola, Adapted Guitar Ι , Kithara Π, four Harmonic Canons ΙΙ (four bridge 

settings), hromelodeon 1, Diamond Marimba, Bas Marimba, Cloud Cl1amber Bowls, 

Spoils ofWar, Japane e temple bel1. 

1953: Suπο ate Kithara was invented (Sausalito) 

1953: Harmonic canon Il was invented (Sausalito). Also narned Castor and Pollux. lt has 

the same base as the Harmonic Canon J (which was given a new Plexiglas base at 

Charnpaign-Urbana, 1959). 
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1954: Kithara ΙΙ (Sausa1ito). lmproved ίη 1959 at Urbana. 

] 954: Two Sludies fron1 Lewis Carroll. (Ρ 15) 

The Mock Turlle Song (PI5a) - for singing-intoning voice, Suπogate Kithara and Spoils of 

War. 

Ο Frabjous Day! (The Jabberwock) (PJ5b) - for intoning voice, Harmonic Canon Π and 

Bass Marimba. 

1955: Βοο Ι was created (ίη Sausalito) (Fig. A2.J9). Rebuilt at Yellow Springs ίη 1957, 

and later οη ίη Petaluma. 

Fig. Α2.] 9. Βοο Ι (phoιo by Fred Lyon, ausalito, 1954) (Courtesy of HPSA). 
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Ιη 1990, Danlee Mitchell, who perfonned for Partch and became the keeper of the only set 

of Partch's instruments after his death, and who led an ensemble hosting Partch's 

. d' d' 55 instruments, mentlone ιn a ra 10 program: 

" ... we don't use bamboo anymore, we use synthetic tubing , bamboo just cracks all the time." 

1955: Ulysses at the Edge (ΡΙ6) - for alto saxophone or trumpet, baήtοne saxophone, 

Diamond Μaήmba, Βοο, Cloud Chamber Bowls and speaking rhythmic voice. 

1955: u.S. Highball (P4d') - for subjective voice (tenοr-baήtοne), several objective voices 

(mostly baήtοnes), Kithara 11, Surrogate Kithara 11, Hannonic Canon 11, Chromelodeon Ι, 

Diamond Maήmba, Βοο, Spoίls ofWar, Cloud-Chamber Bowls and Bass Maήmba. 

1952-55: The Bewitched (ΡΙ7) - for solo soprano (the Witch), piccolo, clarinet, bass 

cΙaήnet, cello, Kithara ΙΙ (players οη both sides), two Harmonic Canons 11 (two players), 

koto, Suποgate Kithara, Chromelodeon Ι, Cloud Chamber Bowls, Spoils ofWar, Diamond 

Maήmba, Βοο, Bass Maήmba, Maήmba Eroica, chorus of musicians and approximately 

ten dancers. 

1958: Bloboy was invented (Evanston). 

1958: Windsong(Pl8) (for a film by Madeline Tourtelot) - for harmonic canon 11, Kithara 

11, Adapted Viola, Surrogate Kithara, Chromelodeon, Βοο, Diamond Maήmba, Cloud

Chamber Bowls, Spoils ofWar and Bass Maήmba. 

ReWΉtten as Daphne of the Dunes (1967) (ΡΙ8') - for dance, for Kithara 11, Surrogate 

Kithara, four Harmonic Canons, Chromelodeon, Diamond Maήmba, Βοο, Spoίls of War, 

Bass Maήmba, Cloud Chamber Bowls, Adapted Viola, Gourd Tree and Cone Gongs, plus 

pre-recorded tape of Harmonic Canons, Kithara, Diamond Maήmba and Βοο. 

SS MitcheJl, D. ι 990. Vaults: Harry Partch Instruments. New Sounds. ed. Νο 427. Interview 
radio broadcasted ση 23 August 2006 (original recording οη 23 January 1990). WNYC 
homepage: www.wnyc.org/shows/newsounds/episodes/2006/08/23. Consulted οη 30 August 2007. 
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1959-60: Crychord was invented (Chaιnpaign-Urbana). Staπdard added ίη 1961. 

1960 Reve/ations in the Courthouse Park (P19) (after The Bacchae of ΕuήΡίdes). Α 

"double-tale" which altemates between The Bacchae and a modem parallel, set ίη the 

"Courthouse Park" with text by Harry Partch. The cast doubles between parallel 

characters. 

Other instrumental parts: two Kitharas (Ι aπd 11), three Harmonic Canons (Ι and 11), double 

bass, Crychord, two Adapted Guitars (Ι aπd 11), Adapted Viola, two Chromelodeons (Ι and 

ΙΙ), Bloboy, Spoi1s ofWar, Diaιnond Maήmba, Βοο, Maήmba Eroica (two players), Cloud 

Chamber Bowls and Cone Gongs (two players), Bass Marimba (two players), Drone 

Devils (jaw harps) and pre-recorded tape. 

1961: Rotate the Body in ΑΙΙ Its Planes (Ρ20) (music for an exhibition of gymnasts) - for 

soprano solo, women's voices, men's voices, piccolos, trumpets, trombones, tuba, drums, 

harmonic canon 11, Adapted Guitar Ι, Chromelodeon Ι, Chromelodeon 11, Cloud-Chamber 

Bowls, Spoί1s of War, Diaιnond Maήmba, Maήmba Eroica, Lyndel Davis, Crychord, 

stήng bass. Almost the same instrumentation thaπ for Reve/ations in the Courthouse Park. 

1961: B/ess This Home (P21) (text by Vincenzo Prockelo) - for intoning voice, oboe, 

Adapted Viola, Kithara, Harmonic Caπon 11 and Mazda Μaήmba. 

1961: Water! Water! (Ρ22) (text by Harry Partch) - for bass claήnet, trumpet, violins, viola, 

cello, stήng bass, Chromelodeon 11, jazz percussion, Surrogate Kithara, Kithara 11, Spoils 

ofWar, Diamond Maήmba, Bass Maήmba, Μaήmba Eroica, sopraπo saxophone, tuba and 

trombone. Although this large music theatre work was performed three times duήng 1962, 

Partch considered it aπ unfιnished work .. 

1963: Zymo-xyl was invented (Petaluma). 

1963: Mazda Μaήmba was invented (Petaluma). 

1964: Gourd tree with Cone Gongs was invented (Del Mar) (Fig. Α2.20). The two conical 

shape large gongs were not added untί11965 ίη Venice. 
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Fig. Α2.20 . Gourd Τree and Cone Gongs (photo by Dοη Hunstein, New York, 1968) ( ourtesy ofHP Α) . 

1963-66: And on the Seventh Day Petals Fell in Petalun1a (Ρ23) - for Adapted Guitar, two 

Kitharas, uποgate Kithara, fiνe Harmonic Canon ,two hromel0deon, Bloboy, Koto, 

Crychord, Diamond Marimba, Ba Marimba, Marimba Eroica, Βοο, 10ud hamber 

Bowls, ροίl of War, Gourd Tree, Cone Gongs, Mazda Marimba, Zymo-xyl, Drone 

Deνils and Gubagubi. 

ιπ ented (started ίπ Del Mar and completed ίπ San Diego) 

(Fig. Α2.2)). 
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Fig. Α2 .2 1. Eucal Blossom (drawing by Danlee Mitchell, San Diego, 1969) (Courtesy of ΗΡ Α) . 

These bamboo claves are not of defιnite pitch nature but the chromatic layout ίη a 

comfortable position for the player to slide the mal1ets is unique, and also the sound effect 

that this action produce . 

1965: ~===:....:..::....=-=-=-~= 

this marimba were originally made with Horrnigo wood from Guatemala, and later οη 

replaced by African Padouk ίη order to increase the ringing time (Encinita , 1971). 
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Fig. Α2.22. Quadrangularis Reνersum (photo credit: unknown) (Courtesy ofHPSA). 

The Quadrangularis Reversum implies the performer's movements, which together with 

the shape of the instrument are quite important elements to Partch's visual aspect of the 

performance. 

1965: Harmonic canon ΠΙ was invented ίη Veηice. This instrument is also called the Blue 

Rainbow. 

] 966: Surrogate Kithara was retuηed. These two canons were rearraηged for the tuηing 

used for Petals (Ρ23) and Delusion (Ρ24). 

1966: Koto was an adaptation of a traditional Japanese zither with the same name. 

1966-67: Ektaras. Two ofthem were built ίη San Diego (models Α and Β; Α not used). Α 

third Ektara (model C) was a]so built (before ] 972, which is the year it was used). 

1965-66: Delusion of the Fury (Ρ24) - Α Rifuαl ΟΙ Dreanι αnd Delusion, for Adapted Guitar 

ΙΙ, two Chromelodeons (Ι aηd 1Ι), two Kitharas (Ι and Π), Surrogate Kithara, fιve Harmonic 

Canoηs (1, ΙΙ and ΠΙ) , Bloboy, Koto, Crychord, Diamoηd Marimba, Quadraηgularis 

Reversum, Bass Μaήmba, Marimba Eroica, Βοο, Eucal Blossom, Gourd Tree, Cone 
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Gongs, Cloud Chamber Bowls, Spoils of War, Zymo-xyl, Mazda Maήmba, Ugumbo, 

Waving Drums, Bolivian double j1ute, mbira, Ektara (model Β), Rotating Drum, Belly 

Drums, Gourd Drum, six Bamboo Claves, four Eucalyptus Claves and rhythm boat. 

1967: Small hand instruments were invented, apart from a few from this set, which were 

gifts. The invented ones were built ίn San Diego. 

1967: Daphne ο/ the Dunes (Ρ25) - for dance; for Kithara, Suuogate Kithara, four 

Harmonic Canons, Chromelodeon, Diamond Maήmba, Βοο, Spoils of War, Bass 

Μaήmba, Cloud Chamber Bowls, Adapted Viola, Gourd Tree and Cone Gongs, plus pre

recorded tape ofHarmonic Canons, Kithara, Diamond Marimba and Βοο. 

1971 : Βοο Π was created ίn Encinitas. 

1972: Kithara Ι was revised resulting ίn the New Kithara Ι (Encinitas) 

1972: New Harmonic Canon Ι was developed ίn Encinitas with a blue-tinted plexiglass 

base. 

1972: Mbira Bass Dyad was built ίn Encinitas. Απ instrument that Partch considered 

incomplete, due to its lack of resonance. 

1972 The Dreamer That Remains, α Study in Loving (Ρ26) - text by Harry Partch; for 

nauating (intoning) voice, chorus, and fifteen instruments: Gourd Tree, Adapted Viola, 

Harmonic Canon Ι, New Harmonic Canon Ι, Quadrangulaήs Reversum, Eucal Blossom, 

Mbira Bass Dyad, New Kithara Ι, Adapted Guitar Π, Cloud-Chamber Bowls, Ektaras (Β 

and C), Bamboo Maήmba Π, Mbira Bass Dyad, Harmonic Canon ΠΙ and Chromelodeon π. 

From 1949 until 1972, Partch's output pointed towards ήtuaΙίstίc musical theatre and his 

orchestrations became large and while still eΧΡeήmental. Since Partch was unable to get 

funds, he worked with students at vaήous universities to realise these works. There was a 

consequent change ίη musical style which brought back the incorporation of the voice but 

with a different approach than ίη his early works, and instead of focusing οη the 

developing of a refined speech, the main aim was the integration of the performer's 

movement into the ήtualίstίc performance to enhance the overall dramatic effect οη the 
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audience. This visual aspect of this idea has been adopted by the creative-comparative 

development approach adopted ίη the thesis (see Αρρχ 3, ρρ. 372-460), without necessarily 

thinking of theatrical performaπce, but simply ίη terms of instrumental performance. For 

this purpose the term corporeal expression (see Glossary) of a musical instrument is used 

to define the capability that aπ instrument has to allow expression through movement 

during the performaπce, and when cοηsίdeήηg a mechanised instrument the expression 

applies to the movement of the sound producing mechanisms that can be visualised. This 

term has also been expaπded to include to the spatial projection capability of the 

instrument's sound, which is something that was noticed by Henry Brant while 

collaborating with Partch aπd then taken to aπ extreme ίη his late work for large combined 

orchestras. Electro-acoustic music offers many possibilities towards the exploration of 

spatial music. However, the late work ofHenry Brant is enough evidence standing for the 

dramatic impact that spatial music with acoustic instruments has οη the audience. 

The term corporealίty was initially used by Partch to define the integration of speech to 

music, and later οη it also embraced the integration of music and movement through 

musical functionality (ήtuaΙs), choreography and theatre.56 Α lot has been learnt from 

Partch and his conception of corporealism. However, this conception is here considered 

an interdisciplinary choice (among many others) for the composer who wants to explore 

beyond the boundaήes of the musical art (not to be re-defined but enήched by 

possibilities). Consequently, what has been defined as the instrument's corporeal 

expression attempts to incorporate ideas deήved from Partch's interdisciplinary 

corporealίsm strictly to the music discipline and specifically to a category of the music 

discipline that has the potential to deal with this concept ίη depth: instrument

development-led composition. 

Το conclude this later theatrical Ρeήοd ofPartch's music, it is important to state the impact 

that the conception of ήtuaιistίc musical theatre had οη instrument development ίη the 

adoption of ethnic instruments (19 out of the 29 musical instruments invented ίη his career 

were invented, adapted or adopted dUΉng this Ρeήοd). 

Α chronological reference chart of Partch's instruments aπd compositions, which was 

prepared to guide this appendix, is shown ίη Fig. Α2.23, as follows: 

56 Johnston, Β. 1975. The Corporealism of Haπy Partch. Perspectives ΟΙ New Music. νοl. 13, no. 2 
(Spring-Summer). ρρ.85-97. 
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Appendix Three: Criteria, designs and 

Appendix 3.1: 

evaluation 

Α pitch-based classification of the 

instruments of Cauillo and Partch. 

This Appendix explains the pitch-based classifιcation cήteήa used for the study of pitch 

capabilities intήnsic to the instruments used by Carήllo and Partch. Α classifιcation code is 

proposed for each group of microtonal and sliding pitch capabilities considered, which 

additionally incorporates a symbol referήng to the οήgίn of the instιument. This appendix 

concludes listing all the instruments used by Carήllo and Partch with classification details 

(and additional annotations to the ones found ίn Αρρχ Ι and Αρρχ 2), classifιed under the Κ

H-S classification system devised by Toshie Kakinuma,l and incorporating the previously 

proposed code to the ήght-hand side of the K-H-S code so it is easy to sight-read the 

instrument's pitch capabilities by looking at classifιcation codes, for the study that takes 

place ίη Chapter Ι (§ 1.3, ρρ. 58-71). 

The pitch cήteήa are represented with two digits. The fιrst subindex used for 'Ρ' (standing 

for the pitch capability) has a value ftom Ο to 4 and is ίη some cases followed by 'r' to 

indicate 'restήcted'. The subindexes represent the following cήteήa: 

(Ρ4) Sliding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound pitch slides throughout most of 

the instrument's range (e.g. trombone and νίοlίη). 

(Ρ 4r) Restricted sliding-pitch instrument. Those suited to sound pitch slides, but only 

ίη very fewareas ofthe pitch range (e.g. claήnet) or throughout most ofthe range but 

cοveήng a very limited range per slide (mainly the orchestral blown instruments which 

allow short pitch slides by means of ιiρ techniques, excluding the trombone). 

(Ρ3) Microdiscrete-sliding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound microdiscrete 

pitch slides (with an average contiguous interval smaller than 100 cents, and the 

ι Kakinuma, Τ. 1989. The Musical Instruments 0/ Harry Partch as an apparatus 0/ production in musica/ 
theater. PhD dissertation. University of California, San Diego. ρρ. 12-16. 
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playing surface ίη an aΡΡrΟΡήate layout to allow fast multiple fixed-pitch 

omamentation, and smooth slίdίng-pitch simulations) throughout the full range or most 

ofit. 

(P3r) Restricted microdΊScrete-sliding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound 

discrete or microdiscrete-sliding-pitch effects, but οηlΥ ίη very restήcted areas of the 

range or cονeήηg a νery short range. 

(Ρ2) Discrete-sliding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound discrete pitch slίdes 

while using an aνerage contiguous ίnterνal of 100 cents, and the playing surface ίη an 

aΡΡrΟΡήate layout ιο allow fast multi-fixed-pitch omaments and smooth sliding-pitch 

simulations) throughout the full range.2 

(P2r) Restricted dΊScrete-slίding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound discrete or 

micro-discrete slίding-pitch effects, but οηlΥ ίn νery restήcted areas of the range or 

coνeήng a range shorter than an octave. 

(ΡΙ) MacrodΊScrete-sliding-pitch instruments. Those suited to sound macro-discrete 

pitch slides with an average contiguous ίnterνal larger than 100 cents, and using an 

aΡΡrΟΡήate layout and size to allow fast multi-fixed-pitch omaments and smooth 

sliding-pitch simulations. 

(Plr) Restricted macrodiscrete-sliding-pitch instruments. Instruments or set of 

ίnstruments for one or seνeral players (ίη the case of fixed pitch instruments with one 

sίngle pitch), which allow fast multi-fixed-pitch omaments and smooth sliding-pitch 

simulations, but οηlΥ ίη very restήcted area(s) ofthe instrument's range. 

(Ρο) Non-dynamic-pitch instruments. Those not suited for dynamic pitch. Το this 

group belong indefinite-pitch instruments and single-pitch instruments with stable 

pitch (unless they are part of a set with different pitches and multi-fixed-pitch 

omaments can be achieved by one or several coordinated performers). 

This coding system requires indicating the major subindex applίcable and if several 

subindexes apply and need to be indicated, then forward slashes (Ι) are introduced. 

2 This implies ιο 12-et and other 12-note-ρer-octave tunings. 
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Ιη order to explain the second number that is placed as subindex for the letter 'Ρ', an 'χ' will 

substitute the first subindex (explained above), to indicate that the value has either been left 

open (but can be used too when is unknown). 

The average contiguous interval size3 (ACIS hereafter) for a pitch range considered (octave 

or simply for the pitch range of the instrument), deteπnines the groupings of the second 

subindex, since this is chosen according to the amount of digits required for a decimal 

numeήcaΙ notation when using an equal temperaιnent (_et)4 with that interval (or the closest 

to that interval) as the basic chromatic step (-cs). Απ exception must be observed for 

instruments using a macro-interval (an interval larger than 100 cents, excluding those built 

with 100 cent steps) as ACIS, ίη which case those instruments incorporate the code Ρχι . The 

properties for each subindex are explained below: 

(Ρχο) 12-et instruments: Exclusively those tuned to the 12-et (or a subset ofthe 12-et), 

which cannot be retuned without physically changing the instrument and whose pitch 

caπnot be finely adjusted before or duήng perfoπnance. 

(Ρχι) Macro-intervallic instruments: At least one ofthe contiguous intervals has to be 

larger than 100 cents, and not an interval from the 12-et. Since instruments with 

macro-intervals among themselves, or combined with 12-et instruments, can produce 

micro-intervals, the instrument-development-led composer can strategically achieve 

micro-intervals by means of developing instruments with macro-intervals. 

Before moving to the next group it is necessary to understand that intervals of 12 cents, 

1.2 cents and 0.12 cents are used to fix the limits of the three groups to follow (ΡΧ2-

ΡΧ4), since they are the sίzes of the intervals used for the 100, 1000 and 10000 equal 

temperaments. Each of these equal temperaments represent the last '-et' of a group 

that uses two, three and four digits respectively (ίη the decimal system) to notate pitch 

number, and consequently for numeήcaΙ notation. These lίmits do not have a precise 

acoustical significance, since not all types of tunings are necessaήly equal, but it has 

significance when dealing with instruments with an extensive number of tuned 

sounding bodies. The decimal system is simply the common system of counting, and 

therefore ideal when using numeήcal notation or graphs. The octave has been chosen 

3 Large gaps within the range are ηοΙ counted for the average. 
4 Ιη this case the nuιnber has Ιο be a natural nuιnber or rounded to the closest natural. 
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as the basic interval ίη this case, but the criteήa can be reconsidered and utilίsed for the 

range of the instrument, or simply when dealing with a tuning based οη an interνal 

different than the octave. 

(ΡΧ2) Micro-intervallic instruments: The ACIS for the range of the instrument (or 

section of the range considered for restήcted type, see below), has to be 12 cents or 

larger, and smaller than 100 cents. The koιο, for example, is traditionally tuned to a 

pentatonic Pythagorean scale and therefore ίι can play fast macro-interνal1ic passages. 

Tuning takes place before the performance, although bήdges can also be changed 

duήηg the performance. The 13 strings of the koιο can also be tuned to 13 different 

tones within an octave and allow for fast microtonal passages. Also, regardless of the 

chosen tuning for the open stήngs, a koto performer, by pressing and holding the 

stήngs, can achieve microtones (but in this case at a restήcted speed) using scales from 

13 to approximately 100 notes within an octave (provided an aΡΡrΟΡήate training).5 

Consequently, the koΙο is considered to have macro-interνallic capabilities, micro

intervallic capabi1ities (employing more than 12 notes per octave), and restήcted 

micro-intervallic capabilities, and all this can be reflected ίη the extended K-H-S 

classification code using the following micro-interνallic pitch code: Px,1I2r/2. However, 

for this general study of the instruments considered by Partch and Carήllo, the micro

interνallic instruments are assumed to also have macro-interνallic capabilities and 

therefore οηlΥ the code for the micro-interνal1ic capability is considered necessary, 

(PX2r or PX2r).6 

(ΡΧ3) Fine micro-interval/ic instruments: The ACIS for the range ofthe instrument (or 

section of the range considered for restήcted type, see below), has to be 1.2 cents or 

larger, and smaller than 12 cents. Ιι is assumed herewith that, with the aΡΡrΟΡήate 

training, the instruments that have a clear and long sustained pitch, and which need to 

S lt is ηοΙ exactly 100 the lίmίΙ considered and this rnight substantially vary according Ιο the perforrner's 
training. The notes per octave that can be pitched οη plucked strings which are adjusted by ear (e.g. koto), is 
restricted due Ιο the short sustain of these instrurnents, which does ηοΙ allow enough tirne Ιο adjust the pitch 
with fme accuracy. Therefore, the lίmit of notes that could be pitched within an octave is more likely to have 
two rather than three digits. Carrillo's numeήcal notation ΡήncίΡΙe of using two digits to notate the notes 
contained ίη one octave has been adopted to define the smaller interνal of this group. Since 100 notes per 
octave is the maxίmum that can be achieved with two digits (00-99), the 12 cents step of the 100-et is the 
srnallest interνal of the group. 
6 Ιη this case the χ is placed ίn the code in order to say that this tίme we do not want to show the value sίnce we 
are ηοΙ referήng to ίι. 
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be finely adjusted during the perfoπnance, can play from 101 up to approximately 

1000 different pitches within an octave.7 

(ΡΧ4) Ultrafine micro-intervαllic instruments: The ACIS, οτ smaIlest contiguous 

interval (for restricted type, adding 'τ' to code), is 0.12 cents οτ larger, and smaller than 

1.2 cents. Αη instrument that has to be finely adjusted during the perfoπnance by the 

player is unlikely to belong to this group since it would require deιiveήng a chromatic 

scale of more than 1000 notes per octave increasing the pitch for each step. 

Απ 'r' might be placed after the second subindex number to indicate significant 

ίπeguΙaήtίes ίη the distribution of the notes throughout the pitch range, that might 

consequently leaving noticeable gaps ίη relation to the size of the average contiguous 

interval. Ιη most of the cases the first subindex number will also have the 'r' so this is 

placed only once c both numbers. If there was a case ίη which the restriction applies 

only to one number, then the numbers need to be separated by commas and the 'r' 

placed after the corresponding number. 

Although neither Caπillo nor Partch made ultra-fine micro-intervallic instruments, this 

research initially considers the possibility, and discusses the requirements of an ultra-fine 

micro-interval1ic instrument as part of the thinking process behind the instrument 

development Study Case (Chapter 2). This research also, as part ofthe creative-comparative 

strategy, proposes vaήant conceptual instruments with ultra-fine micro-intervallic 

characteήstics (e.g. Lucent tree, ρρ. 413-434). 

The additional infoπnation about the οήgίn of the instruments (enclosed ίη parentheses), is 

represented after 'Ρ' code and a dash under the fol1owing symbols: 

7 This Iimit might νary from ίnstrιιment Ιο ίnstrurnent according Ιο the sustain Iength and the pitch stabilίty that 
can be achieνed οη the ίnstrurnent once the ήght pitch has been spotted. There is ηο doubt that the trainίng of 
the performer wouId also count for this capabilίty. Ιη this case, the Iίne at ΙΟΟΟ notes per octaνe has aIso been 
defined ίn order Ιο use three digits to indicate pitch number, when using numeήcaΙ notation, since this Iίmitation 
aIso is ίη the transition area. 1200 notes per octaνe is slίght aboνe the octaνe but ίn the νery Iίmit ofwhat can 
be humanIy achieνed accordίng Ιο the Ameήcan FestiνaI of Microtonal Music ensembIe, which is traίned to 

ΡΙθΥ ιο the closest cent 
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-( Ο) = Westem Orchestra Instruments used with proνisional altematiνe tunings or 

extended techniques to reach microtones or new sliding techniques (WOI).8 

-(8) = Adapted Westem Orchestra Instruments (Α WOI). 

-(Ο) = Westem Non-Orchestra Instruments (WNOI). 

-(.) = Adapted Non-Orchestra Westem Instruments (Α WNOI). 

-(Δ) = New Westem Non-Orchestra Instruments (NWNOI). Including any new 

Westem musical instrument that has not been generally accepted by the Westem 

orchestra. 

-(Α) = Adapted New Westem Non-Orchestra Instruments (ANWNOI). 

-( ο ) = Νοη-Westem instruments (NWI). 

-( • ) = Adapted non-Westem ίnstruments (ANWI) 

The last section of the code indicates the composer(s) that used the instrument ιη 

chronological order from left to ήght, and separated by a forward slash as follows: 

-C = Qήginal ίnstrument by Julian Carήllo. 

_Ρ = Qήginal Instrument by Harry Partch. 

-/C/P = Instruιnent used first by Carrίllo and then by Partch (but not deνeloped by any of 

them) 

-Η/Ρ = Instrument deνeloped by Lou Harήson and used by Partch. 

8 Notice that a retuned piano is notated with the symbol '-(Ο)', since the tuning can be easily changed back Ιο 
the οήgίnal tuning, while a retuned orchestral marimba is notated with the symbol '-(8)' since the change is 
physical sand ίι cannot be tuned back Ιο the οήgίnal tuning without making another physical change, which 
makes it an adapted Westem Orchestral instrument. 
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Notice that the openness of this system requires annotations eνery time that is used to 

accommodate new composers being compared. Ιη this case: 'C' for Julίan Carrillo, 'Ρ' for 

Harry Partch, and Ή' for Lou Harrison. 

Most ofthe information required was aνailable for Partch's instruments (mainly ftom Toshie 

Kakinuma's thesis and Partch's GenesΊS ο/ a Music, see Bibliography), but the lίmited 

amount of information published οη Carrillo's instruments led this research to retrieνe 

information from the οήginal scores. An example about how this was achieνed is followed 

by the extended K-H-S codes of the instruments used by Carrillo and Partch with an 

explanation ofwhat each code means. Kakinuma's classification code is a slίght νaήation of 

the Hombostel-Sachs system.9 

Carήllo combined the use of the 12-et parts with quartertone, eighthtone and sixteenthtone 

parts. It is easy to locate interνals and consequently for which diνision of the tone Carrillo 

WΉtes a passage by following the following steps: 

(1) Α passage is WΉtten ίη sixteenthtones if it has an odd number. If not then: 

(2) Α passage is WΉtten ίη eighthtones ifit uses one ofthe following numbers: 2,6, 10, 

14, 18,22,26,30,34,38,42,46,50,54,58,62,66, 70, 74, 78, 82, 86,90 and(or) 94. 

Ifnot then: 

(3) Α passage is WΉtten ίη quartertones if it uses one ofthe following numbers 4, 12, 

20,28,36,44,52,60,68, 76, 84 and(or) 92 (multiples of 4 ftom 4 to 92). Ifnot: 

(4) The passage is WΉtten ίη semitones, or ίη other words it οηlΥ uses multiples of 8 

apart from Ο. 

Fig. A3.1 shows an example ofCaπillo's handwriting ίη sixteenthtones, where the solo Hom 

part is WΉtten ίη sixteenthtones and supported by sixteenthtone parts for the 'Carrillo' harp, 

and the timpani. 

9 Hombostel, Εήch Μ. νοη, and Curt Sachs. 1961. Classification of Musical Instruments. Translated by 
Anthony Baines and Klaus Ρ. Wachsmann. The Galpin SocieιyJourna/. νοl. 14 (March). ρρ.3-29. 
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Γ .... fo .... λf 

~ 
τ.~ 

ι . ~~ _ 

~ 

Fig. Α3.1. Hom Caprice (Caπillo, 1929) excerpt: orchestra without most woodwinds (barsl -7) (CA). 

In the extract aboνe (Fig. Α3.1) the fol1owing instruments and tunings employed can be 

obserνed: 

Bassoon: 12-et (The parts missing aboνe the bassoon part are the rest of the 

woodwinds playing :fi-om bars 1 to 6 too, also using 12-et). 

French hom (l and Π): quartertones (employing numbers 60 and 52) 

Trumpet: quartertones (employing numbers 20 and 44) 

Trombones (Ι and 1Ι): quartertones (chromatic passage: 0-4-8-12) 

So]o French hom: sixteenthtones (employing numbers 15, lΙ and 7) 

' Carrillo ' (zilher) harp: sixteenthtones (employing numbers 3, 7 and 11) 

Timpani: sixteenthtones (employing numbers 1,93 and 89) 
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Tam-tarn: quartertones (employing nuιnbers 56,68 and 92) 

νίolίη (Ι aπd Π): quartertones (employing nuιnbers 68, 44 and 92) 

Viola: quartertones (employing nuιnbers 80 and 28) 

Cel1o: quartertones (employing nuιnbers 36 and 20) 

Double bass: quartertones (employing nuιnbers 36 and 92) 

Caπil10 wrote two string quartets using tone divisions υρ Ιο sixteenthtones: ίn 1926 (c ι ο) and 

1933 (C35),IO which indicates that the string players were expected to develop techniques ιο 

play sixteenthtones for small ensembles, aπd quartertones for larger groups (as obserνed 

above ίη Fig. Α3.1). He also added 3 valves Ιο all of the brasses to play quartertones, 

eighthtones aπd sixteenthtones. The only woodwind that Carrillo adapted was the f1ute (see 

Αρρχ 1, ρρ. 243-244), ίn order for ίι Ιο play quartertones. Other woodwinds were rarely 

used with quartertones and when so, they were expected to use alternative fιngeήngs. Ιn 

terms of percussion, Carrillo employed sixteenthtones with the timpaπi aπd quartertones with 

the Tam-tarn, but ηοΙ ίn a micro-discrete manner as he did for the sΊXteenthtone piano (see aπ 

example Fig. 11, ρ. 50). Apart &om using microtones with all of the stable pitch symphony 

orchestra instruments (either adapting them, or retuning them or using new fιηgeήngs), 

Carril10 also invented two string instruments (one resembling a large zither and the other, a 

large lute), together with fιfteen microtonal pianos. 

Partch's scores are more difficult Ιο access, but his docuιnentation of instrument 

development is very clear aπd supported by the work of several researchers. He used around 

40 microtonal instruments, which he either adapted or developed fully. If we add the 

Western instruments that he incorporated to his large performances (requίήng pitch 

adjustments through fιngerings or adjustments) then the number is slightly above eighty. 

The instruments used by Partch aπd Carrillo have been classifιed into the 4 main categοήes 

ofthe Hombostel-Sachs system to ease the access to details, as follows: 11 

10 See chart οη Fig. ΑΙ.ΙΟ7. ρ.295. 
11 So as Ιο assist the ίnterpretation of the code, the figure indicatίng the mateήals are ίη bold style, and ίη most 
ofthe cases come ftom the K-H-S system. 
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A3.1.1 Idiophones 

Eucalyptus Claves: 111.111-Ρ ι Ir-(8)-P. Idiophone struck directly; concussion sticks; wood. 

Bamboo Claves: 111.152.S-Ριιτ-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; concussion tubes with 

idioglot lamella; bamboo. 

High Redwood Blocks Α, Β (Spoi1s ofWar): 1112 .. 11.11-4-Ρο. ιΓ-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck 

directly; individual percussion of wood; without slit; without resonator; sounded with mal1et. 

Low Wood Block (Spoi1s ofWar): 1112 .. 11.121-4-Ρο. ιΓ-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; 

individual percussion of wood; without slit; with resonator of wood; sounded with mallet. 

Chinese Wood Block (Spoils ofWar): 1112 .. 11.21-4-Ρο.ιΓ-(+)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; 

individual percussion ofwood; with slit; without resonator; sounded with mal1et. 

Bass Marimba: 1112 . .21. 122.211-4-5-Ρ12τ-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; table 

xylophone; with resonators of wood suspended singly; sounded with mal1ets and bare hands. 

The playing speed limitation rather than the tuning, makes this instrument slightly restricted 

to achieve fast multi-fιxed-pitch ornaments andlor smooth sliding-pitch simulations. The 

presence of only two micro-interνals (of around 53 t and 63 t) makes the availability of 

macro-interνal1ic scales within the range very restricted. 

Diamond Marimba: 1112 .. 21.122.21S-4-5-Ρι2-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; table 

xylophone; with resonators ofbamboo suspended singly; sounded with mallets and bare hands. 

The Quadrangularίs Reversum: 1112 .. 21.122.21S-4-Ρ12-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; 

table xylophone; with resonators ofbamboo suspended singly; sounded with mallets. 

The Marίmba Eroica: 1112 .. 21. 142.1-4-5-Ρ ι ιτ-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; bedded 

trough xylophone; with individual resonators ofwood for each sounding body; sounded with 

mallets οτ bare hands. 
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Xyl (The Zymo_xyl):12 1112 .. 21.221.1-4-ΡI1-(Δ)-IΡ. Idiophone struck directly; suspension 

through xylophone (with sounding bodies ofwood); with a trough resonator for all sounding 

bodies; resonator of wood; sounded with mallets. 

Mbira Bass Dyad: 1112 .. 21.322.21-4-ΡI1r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; tongue 

xylophone (wood); with individual double-resonator for each sounding body; resonator of 

wood; sounded with mallets. It's based οη same principle than Emίl Richard'sjlapamba. 13 

Whang Guns (Spoils of War): 111.222.231.2-4-Ρ4r,2-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; set 

of percussion plaques of metal; tongue with resonator; with vibration mechanism; sounded 

with mallets (Three large jlex-a-tones controHed with pedals and hammered with wooden 

mallets). 

The Βοο 11 (Bamboo Marimba): 111.232.125-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; set of 

percussion tubes; both ends open; WΊth idioglot lameHa; tubes of bamboo; sounded with 

sticks. 

The Βοο Ι (Bamboo Marimba): 111.232.225-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; set of 

percussion tubes; one end open; WΊth idioglot lamella; tubes ofbamboo; sounded with sticks. 

Bamboo Blocks (Spoils ofWar): 111.232.225-4-Ρl1r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; set 

of percussion tubes; one end open; with idioglot lamella; tubes of bamboo; sounded with 

rubber mallets. 

Bamboo Slit Drums (The Maramboo): All made by ΒίΗ Loughborough ίη collaboration 

with Partch based οη the log based Aztec slit drurn named teponatzli. 14 

111.232.225-4-Plr,l-(. )-ΙΡ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of percussion tubes; one 

end open; with idioglot lamella; tubes ofbamboo; sounded with mallets. 

12 Design ίη collaboration with an Industrial Design student at the University of Illinois (the blocks and 
resonators were designed by the student in 1959). 
13 Richards, Ε. 1972. Jt·oι·Jd οι iJerc//ssion: α cafa!ogι,e ΟΙ 300 sloιItlaι'll. etIIl1ic', and .ψε(·ία! 111//.Vίω/ 
ίπ,Ψ/ΙΙIlι!ΙΙΙ.\' αl1Ι1 eJ!e('ls. Shennan Oaks, CA: Gwyn Publishing. ρ.55. 
14 Castafieda. D. and Mendoza, ν. 1933. Los Teponaztlis en las civilίzaciones precortesianas. Ana/es de/ 
Museo Nacional de Arqueologίa. Hίstorίa Υ Etnografia. 4a epoca. νοΙ 8, no.2 (ΑΡήΙ-June). Mexico CΊΙy: 
Talleres Gnίficos del Museo Nacional. ρρ. 5-80. 
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111.232.325-4-P1r,I-( + )-/Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set percussion tubes; both 

ends closed; with idioglot laιnella; tubes ofbaιnboo; sounded with mallets. 

11 1.232. 125-4-Ρ ιΓ,ι-(+)-/Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set percussion tubes; both 

ends open; with idioglot laιnella; tubes of baιnboo; sounded with felted sticks. Βίl1 

Loughborough's version ofthe Aztec ίnstrument cal1ed teponαιzli. 

The Eucal Blossom: 111.232.315-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of 

percussion tubes; both ends closed; without laιnel1a; tubes ofbaιnboo; sounded with mallets. 

Gong: 111.241.1-Ροι-(Ο)-/Ρ. Individual Gong. 

Gourd Tree: 111.242.222.26-4-Ρ32r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of percussion 

vessels ofmetal; suspended bells with resonator or gourd; sounded with sticks. The first '2' 

figure ίη boId style indicates that "a striker (clapper) is attached inside the bell", ίη the H-S 

system. Ι5 Ιη the K-H-S system refers to the materίal of the bel1 (metal), With οηlΥ two 

micro-interval1ic intervals (70 ~ and 48 ~), which happen to be contίnuous, there is a one 

sίngle micro-discrete sliding effect possible, but very effective due to its sustain. 

Cone Gongs: 111.242.223-4-Ριιr-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of bells 

(percussion vessel with vibration weaker near the vertex) of metal, attached to a stand at the 

vertex; sounded with mal1ets. 

Auto hubcaps and aluminium kettle top (Zymo-Xyl): 111.242.232-4-Ριιr-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone 

struck directly; a set of bel1s (percussion vessel with vibration weaker near the vertex) of 

metal; cymbals attached to stand at the vertex; sounded WΊth mal1ets. 

Brass Shell Casίngs (Spoίls ofWar): 1 11.242.242-4-Ρ32r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; 

a set of percussion vessels of metal; cylίndrίcal; suspended; sounded with mal1ets. The 

following consecutive intervals (ίη cents) were employed ίη the last tuning used: 31.2 - 35 -

31.2 - 31.7 - 21.5 - 27.3. Απ ACIS of29.6~, with maximum deviations of+5.3 ~ and -8.1 ~, 

produces an even microdiscrete glissando. The microdiscrete glissando used for the seven 

Brass Shell Casings is restrίcted to 178 ~ of range (so an 'r' is used although the scale seems 

is Hombostel, Εήch Μ. νοη, and Curt Sachs. 1961. CΙassificatίon of Musical Instnιments. Translated by 
Anthony Baίnes and Klaus Ρ. Wachsmann. The Ga/pin SocietyJourna/. νοl. 14 (March). ρ.15. 
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to have even steps. The micro-interνallic scale used is also considered restrίcted for the 

same reason, the 178 ~ range. 

Zymo (The Zymo-Xyl): 111.242.441.2-4-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; set of 

percussion vessels of glass; whole bottles; placed upside down οη stand; sounded with 

mallets. With a range of 17 micro-ίnterνallic pitches within a range of an approximate major 

sixth (exactly an interνal with ratio 15/9 or 884.35 ~), the instrument is here considered to 

have non-restrίcted regular microdiscrete-dynamic pitch (subindex 3), and ίη this case with 

an ACIS (Average continuous size interνal) of 55.3 t (slίghtly over a quartertone). The 

contiguous interνals ίη cents are: 31.8 - 38.9 - 117.7 - 84.5 - 35 - 84.5 - 80.5 - 31.2 - 70.7 -

21.5 - 27.3 - 63 - 38.9 - 14.4 - 66.2 - 84.5). Ιη this tuning used there is a maximum deviation 

fi'om the ACIS of +62.4/-40.9 ~ (values have been underlίned above). If we make the 

average between the deviation above the ACIS and the deviation below there is a maximum 

average deviation (ΜΑΟ from now onwards) of 51.65 t, which is 3.65 t below the ACIS. 

From now onwards if the MAD value is higher than the ACIS value then the tuning will be 

considered restrίcted ίη the code due to undesired unevenness. This time it is not considered 

restrίcted, although it was at the lίmίι 

Cloud-Chamber Bowls: 111.242.442.2-4-Ρ32r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of 

percussion vessels of glass; cut bottles; suspended; sounded with mallets. Pitches changes 

every time a bowl breaks, but ίη the version descήbed at Partch's Genesis of a Music, there 

are 6 clear pitch areas where 4 pitches are found within a semitone, or ίη other words, 

micro-interνallic (second subindex of value 2), but restrίcted a specific area of the range. 

The sliding capabilities are microdiscrete (first subindex of value 3) for that restrίcted area 

already mentioned, and it is also restricted by the speed at which the performer can strike 

consecutive bowls without breaking them. 

Cloud-Chamber Bowls (Spoils of War): 111.242.442.2-4-Ρ32r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck 

directly; a set of percussion vessels of glass; cut bottles; suspended; sounded with mallets. 

Α very few chords or arpeggios can be played with the four pitches available. Those four 

pitches have the following continuous interνals (ίη cents): 333 - 466.3 - 53.3 (two macro

interνals and one micro-ίnterνal). Since the interνal of 53.3 t can be used for a trίll, and 

then the microdiscrete-sliding pitch capability is there, although restricted to this tήll. This 

would produce a quartertone-like vibrato illusion which here is considered sliding pitch 

property of subindex 3. The static pitch properties are micro-interνallic and macro-
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interνal1ic, so the first one includes the second one and the subindex 2 is used, but with the 

'r' for restriction for the same reason than before. 

The Mazda Marίmba: 1l1.242.451.28-4-Ρ32r-(Δ)-Ρ. Idiophone struck directly; a set of 

percussion vessels of glass; lίght globes; placed οη a stand; with resonator of plastic; 

sounded with mal1ets. The fιrst two top rows are separated from the two lower rows by and 

interνal of 813.7 rp (interνal between the lowest note of the 2nd row and the highest of the 

3rd), which divides the dynamics ofthe instrument into two sections. ΒΥ checking the ACIS 

separately for each section, a value of 144.2 t for the two top rows and of 98.9 t for the two 

10wer rows is obtained. Therefore the lower half of the instrument could be considered to 

have microdiscrete-slίding properties, while the upper half of the instrument is having 

macrodiscrete sliding properties. Given the fact, that the instrument has to be classified 

considering its entire range and it has partial microdiscrete-sliding properties, it is therefore 

herewith classifιed as an instrument with restricted microdiscrete-slίding properties (fιrst 

subindex is 3 and the 'r' indication applies). The instrument has a section ίη the upper half 

with three consecutive micro-interνals (54.5 t, 27.3 t and 53.3 t), which qualίfιes it for a 

short microdiscrete-sliding pitch effect ίη the upper section with an ACIS of 55 t and a 

MADof28 t. 

Bamboo Ceremonial Poles: 111.35-P11r-(.)-P. Idiophone struck directly; stamping 

idiophone of bamboo. They are bounced οη rocks or concrete tloors, which is why they 

were not used (since that type offloor was not available). Similar to the ones found ίη the 

South Pacifιc. Three are available around a semitone, and a tone apart respectively. 

Flex-a-tone: 112.142-P42r-(D)-P. Indirectly struck idiophone; shaken plaque ofmetal. 

Drone Devil: 121.221.2-P3r/4,2-(D)-P. Plucked idiophone; heteroglot guimbarde ofmetal. 

Αη ordinary American jaw harp. Αη ordinary American jaw harp. 

Mbira: 122. 122.Ι-Ριι-(.}Η/Ρ. Plucked idiophone; ίη board-form; with laced οη lamellae 

of metal; with resonator of wood. Designed by Lou Harrison (Η) based οη the Cuban 

marimbula (which belongs to the African mbira family). This instrument was οηlΥ used 

once and according to Partch, 'its tuning was quite ίπatίοηal'. 16 S ince the instrument iS not 

16 partch, Η. 1949. Genesis ο/ α Music. Second edition (1974). New γ ork: Da Capo Press. ρ. 315. 
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presumably tuned to 12-et and semitones or smaller interνals are not normally used, the 

instrument is classified as macro-interνallic. 

Α3.1.2 Membranophones 

Tίmpani: 211.12-P4r,2-(O)-/C. Set ofkettle drums. Played using up to sixteenthtones. 

Gourd Drum: 211.122.26-1-5-7-Ροι-Ρ. Membranophone struck directly; (separate) kettle 

drum; with additional resonator; with sound hole at the bottom; body of gourd; sounded by 

mallet; with membrane naίled to the druιn. 

Concert toms: 211.211.12-P3r,2-(O)-/C. Membranophones struck directly. Set of open 

cylindrίcal druιns. Tuned ίη quartertones. l7 The restrίction indicated ίη the code refers to 

the speed at which a micro-discrete glίssando could be simulated with a quartertone set. 

Boobams: 211.211.15-92-4-5-P1r,l-(A.)-P, 211.211.11-92-4-5- Plr,1-(A.)-P, 211.211.12-92-4-

5-ΡΙΓ,ι-(Α.)-Ρ. Membranophone struck directly; single-skin cylindrίcal drums, open; 

resonator of bamboo (or wood, or metal); with membrane lapped οη by a hoop; sounded by 

mallet and bare fingers. Buίld by William Loughborough. Tuned ίη just intonation, 

resembling a diatonic scale. 

Tom-tom: 211.212.1-Ροι-(Ο)-/Ρ. Membranophone struck directly; Double-skin cylindrίcal 

drum (individual). Tuned to a note ίη the just-intonation scale used. 

Bass Drum: 211.212.1-Ροι-(Ο)-/Ρ. Membranophone struck directly; Double-skin 

cylindrίcal drum (individual). Tuned to a note in the just-intonation scale used. 

Waving Drum Β: 211.32l.5-01-91-5-Potr-(+)-/P. Drum struck directly; single-skin frame 

drum with handle; body of wood; waved after the strike; membrane lapped οη a ήηg of cord; 

sounded with bare fingers. The skin is nailed and therefore not adjustable. The instrurnent is 

restrίcted to one-single pitch. Tuning is also unstable. Presented by Ε. Richards. Here it is 

assumed that the instrument was based οη a ηοη-Westem instrument. 

17 See Fig. A3.1 (above) where CaπilIo calls them 'tam-tam' (SP). 
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Belly drums: 211.321.5-02-7-5-Ρ41r-{Δ)-Ρ. Drum struck directly; single-skin frame drum 

with handle; body of bamboo; bared belly as part of resonator; with membrane nai1ed to 

drum; sounded with bare fιngers. 

Waνing Drum Α: 211.322.S-01-7-5-POlr-{+)-P. Drum struck directly; double-skin drum 

with handle; body of bamboo; waved after the strike; with membrane nai1ed to drum; 

sounded with bare fιngers. Harry Partch's νersion of the Japanese Uchiwa Daiko (frame 

drum). 

Rotating Drum: 212.3S-7-POlr-{+)-P. Drum struck indirectly; frame-rattle drum; body of 

bamboo; with membrane nailed to drum. Based οη a Chinese rotating drum. 

Α3.1.3 Chordophones 

Ugumbos: 311.121.223.6-P 41r-( + )-Ρ / 322.111-5-P 41r-{ + )-Ρ. Mono-heterochord musical 

bow/arched harp; with double resonator; with tuning peg; resonator of gourd; sounded with 

bare fιnger and beater. Partch's νersion ofan Ugumbu, Ugubo, Ugubu, or Ugumbu. 

Koto Α: 312.221-6-P42r-{+)-P. Heterochord half-tube zither; resonator ofwood; sounded 

with plectra. The sliding effect is restricted to approximately a semitone upwards for each 

strίng and although the bήdges can be changed to achieνe a micro-interνallic, this would be 

1imited to 13 notes, since the instrument has 13 strings (same applίes to Koto Β) 

Koto Β: 312.221-4-6-P42r-{+)-P. Heterochord half-tube zither; resonator ofwood; placed 

οη a specially built low stand, played by a performer sitting οη an attached low chair; 

sounded with plectra. See Koto Α (aboνe) for more details. 

Crychord: 314.122.11-02-4-5-6-71-Ρ42r-{Δ)-Ρ. True board zither; monochord with 

resonator box of wood; with pitch control handle; sounded with beater, bare fιngers, 

plectrum, or bow. Built ίη cooperation with an Industrial Design student at the Uniνersity of 

Hlίnois (1959). Pitch glίdes can be achieved after plucking the stήng but since the decay is 

faster when gliding, its effect is rather restήcted. Micro-interνals Can be achieνed but not 

with much precision. 
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Hanηonic Canon ΠΙ (Blue Rainbow): 314.122.211.1-4-6-Ρ3/4r,2-(Δ)-Ρ. True board zitl1er; 

with resonator box; polychord box zither; with single set of strings οη one plane; with single 

resonator of wood; sounded with beater and plectrum. lt consists of three 22-string cannons 

out of which ιννο can be incorporated into the stand to be played at the same time. These 

three cannons are interchangeable with the ιννο of the Hanηonic Canon ]] and vice ver a. 

With 44 strings Partch 's basic 43-note just ίntonation scale can be achieved. 

Hanηonic Canon Il (Castor and Pollux): 3Ι4.122.2ΙΙ.Ι-01-4-6-Ρ3/4Γ,2-(Δ)-Ρ. True board 

zither; with resonator box; polychord box zither; with single set of strings οη one plane; with 

single resonator of wood; with pitch control bar; sounded with beater and plectrum. With 2 

cannons of the same dimensions than Harmonic Canon ΠΙ, a total of 44 strings are used. 

Counting the three cannons from the Harmonic Canon ΠΙ, a range of 3 octaves and a just 

fιfth range is covered from the 10west note, which is a major tone below the G at 98 cps 

(ratio 1/1), which is represented by the ratio 19/6 (vibrating at 87.1] cps). 

Suπο ate Kitharas: Although Partch named themall ' Suποgate Kithara', here they are 

treated separately under modeJ Α and Β as Toshie Kakinuma suggests ίη her thesis,18 since 

they have a slight different stand containing the ιννο canons, and particuJarJy ίη the area 

where the mandolin tuning pegs are fitted. The Suποgate Kithara Α (Fig. Α3.2), is used with 

two different tunings. Kakinuma uses model Α2 to reJate to the modeJ Α when the open 

tuning employs strictly consecutive macro-intervals between the strings, and model ΑΙ to 

relate to the model Α when the open tuning empJoys one micro-interval between two strings, 

and macro-intervaJs between the others. This is aJso adopted by the code used ίη the 

extended K-H-S system. 

Fig. Α3.2 . uποgate Kithara Α (photo by Fred Lyon, Sausalilo, 1954). 

18 KakiJ1uma, Τ. 1989. TIle Musical JnsIrz4nlenIs ο/ Harr)! Paι·tch as απ apparaIus ο/ producIion ίπ IIlusical 
IheaIer. PhD dis ertation. υπί ersity of alifomia, aπ Diego. ρ . 103 . 
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The need [οτ different tunings within the same performance made Partch develop a new 

model of Suπogate Kithara, the model Β (Fig. Α3.3), using the occasion to also improve οη 

the design of the instrument. 

Fig. Α3 .3 . Suποgate Kithara Β (1966) (sketch by autll0r). 

The three models have the same K-H-S code: 3] 4.122.2] 2.1-4-6. True board zither; with 

resonator box; polychord box zither; with single set of strings οη one plane; with additional 

resonator of wood; with pitch control bar; sounded with felted sticks (also fingers and 

mal1ets) and plectrum. Each ofthree models considered have two canons with 8 strings, and 

they all have two different indications [οτ the sliding pitch capability separated by a forward 

slash, so the fιrst one relates to the fix tuning between the strings and the second one to the 

pure sliding capability when using the Pyrex rod (which Partch also uses for percussion 

purposes). Both capabilities can be combined which is why they need to be indicated ίη the 

classification code. 

Here are the codes [οτ the extended K-H-S system considered, explaining the pitch 

capabilities of each ofthe models: 

Suuo ateKitharaA1 1956; 314.122.212.1-4-6-Ρ(1/4,2γ(Δ)-Ρ. Fortheuppercanon 

(green), starting from 84 cps (1 s( string), it uses the fol1owing contiguous interval 

sizes (ίη cents from lowest to highest): 498 - 386.3 - 1017.6 - 182.4 - 165 - 0- ] 50.6. 

Ροτ the lower canon (orange), the following interval sizes: 498 - 498 - ] 017.6 - 386.3 

- 231.2 - Ο - (-)48.8. This tuning is used for the fol1owing works: The Bewitched, 

Barstow, Castor and Pollux, Daphne and the Dunes, The Mock Turtle Song and Two 

Settings from Louis Carroll. 
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The tuning used for the upper canon (green) is macro-interνal1ic and it has a very 

interesting chord effect when playίng al1 the strίngs ίη a fast sequence (ίη ascending 

pitch order, andlor vice versa). It has wide interνals between the fιrst four strίngs 

Gust perfect fourth, just major third and just major sixth respectively) producing 

almost a drone-Iίke effect, followed by chord effect which emphasises a note by 

having the 6th and 7th strings tuned to the same pitch (11/7). This repetition of the 

note 11/7 can also be used as a pivot point to create a smooth change of direction 

(from increasing pitch to decreasing). 

The lower canon (orange), startίng from 73.5 cps (1 sl strίng), at 231 cents lower than 

the upper canon's fιrst string, has a similar tuning pattem but with a slight variation. 

The interνal pattem starts with wide interνals, so it can produce drone-lίke effects 

between strings one to four Gust perfect fourth - 4/3, fol1owed by another just perfect 

fourth - 4/3, and just major sixth - 5/3). This is also fol1owed by reasonably smal1 

macro-interνals (between a semitone and a tone) and the sixth and seventh strings 

tuned to the same pitch (12/7). The unique issue about the tuning of this canon is that 

the pitch ofthe 8th string is lower (by 48.8 ~) than the pitch ofthe 6th and 7th strings, 

which makes more interestίng the pivoting effect ίn this specifιc string rather than οη 

the 7th, since it creates a quartertone vibrato-lίke effect that defιnes the inflection area 

for the pitch contour. 

Considering that there is οηΙΥ one micro-interνal ίη this instrument, it is considered 

hereby to have restricted microdiscrete-sliding-pitch capabilities, which is what 

differentiates its classifιcation code from the next model (Α2). 

Surrogate Kithara Α2 (1955), 314.122.212.1-4-6-P(3/4,2)r -(Δ)-Ρ. This model is used 

for the fol1owing works: U.S. Highball (1955) and The Letter. The date placed next 

to the instrument name simply reρresents the date ίη which the fιrst work using the 

cοπeSΡοηdίηg new tuning was composed. This is exactly the same Kithara as ίη 

model ΑΙ but with the followίng tuning: the upper canon (green), starting also from 

84 cps (1 st strίng), is tuned using the fol1owing contiguous interνal sizes: 498 - 386.3 

- 1 Ο 17.6 - 182.4 - 165 - Ο - 150.6; which is the same tuning used for the upper canon 

for the model ΑΙ. All macro-interνals and pivoting effect (already explained for 

model ΑΙ) are possible. The lower canon (orange), starting from 74.6 cps (1 st strίng), 

at 435 ~ lower than the upper canon 's fιrst strίng, is tuned using the fol1owing 
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continuous interνal sizes: 702 - 498 - 1017.6 - 386.3 - 182.4 - Ο - Ο, which means that 

a less acute curνe can be sounded as part ofthe pitch contour produced by playing a 

fast sequence from string one Ιο eight and coming back Ιο the first string. 

This instrument (being the same as the previous) is classified differently since, unlike 

the previous model (and due Ιο the use of a slightly different tuning), ίι has restricted 

micro-interνallic capabilities and restricted microdiscrete-sliding-pitch capabilities. 

Suπogate Kithara Β (1963); 314.122.212.1-4-6-Ρ(l/4,2)r-(Δ)-Ρ (Fig. Α3.3). The code 

is the same than the one of the Suπogate Kithara ΑΙ, obserνing Fig. Α3.2 and 

Fig.A3.3 one can obserνe that they are ηοΙ the same instrument. 

The upper canon (green) is tuned starting from 74.6 cps (15t string), using the 

following contiguous interνal sizes: 702 - Ο - 498 - 702 - Ο - 582.5 - 301.8. This 

tuning uses a drone effect with the just perfect fifth (3/2) reinforced and then ίι adds 

an unusual interνal named the minor septimal tritone (ratio 7/5 or 582.5 Φ above the 

reinforced fifth ofthe drone), followed by a ratio 25/21, which is almost the tempered 

major third (+1.8 φ). The last two intervals together makes an interval ofratio 5/3, 

which is a pure major sixth sounded above the reinforced fifth of the drone and a 

pure sub-major second (10/9, or 182.4 φ) above the drone, and making a perfect 

balance for the dissonance of the minor septimal tritone. This is a very unique 

tetrachord, since its continuous interνals are all larger than a I2-et tone ίη the way 

that ίι has been rendered. The macro-interνallic nature ofthese interνals balance the 

dissonant nature of the chosen interνals. 

The 10wer canon (orange), starting from 74.6 cps (1st string), at 27.3 cents lower than 

the upper canon's fιrst string, is tuned using the following continuous interval sizes: 

702 - Ο - 498 - 702 - Ο - 315.6 - 386.3. This tuning, ίη terms of just intonation 

consists ofa perfect fifth (3/2), unison (111), perfect fourth (4/3), unison (1/1), minor 

third (6/5) and major third (5/4), which is nothing else than a drone lower sound 

followed by the major triad made with the drone. 

Ιη a similar way than the Adapted Guitars (Α and C, see below) and the Kitharas, the 

Suuogate Kitharas ίη general can produce arpeggiated chords using macro-intervals and ίη 
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some cases micro-interνals Ιοο, which can also slide with a Pyrex rod. ΒΥ haνing the 

position ίη hοήΖοntal (unlike the Kitharas) and with more stήngs than the Adapted Guitars, 

this arpeggio capabίlity can be used Ιο draw pitch contours contained within the interνallic 

relation between stήngs. This bi-dimensionality of the slίding pitch capabilίties is also 

shared with the Harmonic Canons and with the Adapted Guitars Α and C, when using 

Pyrex rod. 

('Carrillo') Thirdtone (ground) piano: 3 14. 1 22-4-8-P32-(8)-C. Βοχ zither with resonator 

made from slats; WΊth keyboard; with hammer playing action. Oήginally a Steinway ground 

piano, then adapted by Buschmann following Carήllo's instructions to haνe thirdtones. 

('Carrillo') Metamorphosing (uρήght) pianos (15): Tone metamorphosing piano, 314.122-

4-8-ΡIο-(Δ)-C and other 14 pianos cονeήng, with an extended piano keyboard of97 notes, 

one or seνeral octaνes range, each one tuned using a ditTerent equal step: thirdtones, 

quartertones, fifthtones, etc., up to sixthtones. ΑΙΙ these fourteen pianos share the same 

classification code: 314.122-4-8-Ρ32-(Δ)-C. The fifteen metamorphosing pianos share the 

same K-H-S code and therefore they all can be said to be: Βοχ zither with resonator made 

from slats; with keyboard; with hammer playing action. 

Harmonic Canon Ι: 314.122.221.1-01-6-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. True board zither; with resonator box; 

polychord box zither; with another set of stήngs crossed with the original set; with single 

resonator of wood; with pitch control bar; sounded with plectrum. 

New Harmonic Canon Ι: 314.122.221.1-0l-6-Ρ32-(Δ)-Ρ. True board zither; with 

resonator box; polychord box zither; with another set of stήngs crossed with the οήgίnal 

set; with single resonator of wood; with pitch control bar; sounded with plectrum. Made to 

proνide altematiνe tuning Ιο Harmonic Canon (which was also getting old). 

Zither (SP. cίtara) harp: 314.122.211.1-6-Ρ32-(Δ)-C. True board zither; with resonator 

box; polychord box zither; with single set of stήngs οη one plane; with single resonator of 

wood; sounded with plectrum. This instrument is tuned Ιο sixteenthtones. Seνeral models 

haνe been obserνed, but neither the pictures nor the documentation was clear enough to 

define each model as a separate instrument. This instrument could simply be the portable 

νersion of the 'Carrillo' harps cονeήng only one octaνe range (Fig. Α 1.11, ρρ. 244). 
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'Carrillo' (zither) harps: 314.122.231.1-6-Ρ32-(Δ)-C. True board zither; with resonator 

box; polychord box zither; with two sets of strings οη two parallel planes (this expressed 

with 3 which is a category added to the K-H-S system); with single resonator of wood; 

sounded with plectrum. This instrument is tuned to sixteenthtones, and the strings have 

several bridges to get different notes so with two rows of 97 strings more than 5 octaves 

range can be covered. 

('Carrillo') Quartertone (zither) harps: 314.122.231.1-6-Ρ32-(Δ)-C. First of the zither

harps built. Ιη the beginning was used to train singers to perform quartertones. 

Kithara Ι: 321.222.111-01-5-6-Ρ(1/4,2)r-(Δ)-Ρ. Βοχ lyres, a set; with single resonator for 

each set of strings; with strings secured inside resonators; with resonator box of wood; with 

pitch-control bar; sounded with plectrum and bare fιngers. 

New Kithara Ι: 321.222.121(+8)-Οl-5-6-Ρ(l/4,2)ι-(Δ)-Ρ. Βοχ lyres, a set; with single 

resonator for each set of strings; with strings secured inside resonators; with resonator box of 

wood (and plastic); with pitch-control bar; sounded with plectrum and bare fιngers. 

Kithara 11: 321.222.221-01-5-6-Ρ(1/4,2)r(Δ)-Ρ. Βοχ lyres, a set; with single resonator; with 

strings secured outside of resonators; with resonator box of wood; with pitch-control bar; 

sounded with plectrum and bare fmgers. 

νίοιiη: 321.322-11-P43-(O)-/C/P. Up to sixteenthtones ίη the case ofCarrillo. 

3-Strings νίοlίη: 321.322-11-P43-(8)-C. Carrillo wrote ίη quartertones for this νίοιiη. 

Viola: 321.322-11-P43-(O)-/C/P. Up to sixteenthtones ίη the case ofCarrillo. 

Violoncello: 321.322-71-P43-(O)-/C/P. Up to sixteenthtones ίη the case ofCarrillo. 

Adapted Viola: 321.322.12-71-Ρ43-(8)-Ρ. Necked box lute; with electronic pick up; held 

upright between knees; sounded with a bow. 

Guitar: 421.121.12-Ρ20-( Ο )-/C/P. 
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Quartertone Mandola: 421.121.12-P32-(8)-C. 

Quartertone Mandolίn: 421.121.12-P32-(8)-C. 

Acoustic guitar: 421.121.12-P2o-(D)-/P. 

Quartertone guitar: 421.121.12-P32-(8)-/C (Made by Baudelίo Garcίa). 

Thirdtone Guitar (7-strings): 421.121.12-P32-(8)-C. 

Adapted Guitar Α: 321.322.13-01-5-6-P(3/4,2)r-(8)-P. Necked guitar; without electronic pick 

up; placed ση the lap; with pitch-control bar; sounded with bare fιngers or plectruιn. 

Adapted Guitar C: 321.322.13-01-5-6-P(3/4,2)r-(8)-P. Necked guitar; without electronic pick 

up; placed ση the lap; with pitch-control bar; sounded with bare fιngers or plectruιn. 

Adapted Guitar Β: 321.322.24-5-6-P32-(8)-P. Necked guitar; with electronic pick up; held 

ση a side of player; sounded with bare fιngers or plectruιn. 

Double Bass: 321.322-16-P43-(O)-/C/P. Held uρήght and played standing up. Up to 

sixteenthtones ίη the case of Carήllo. 

Octaνina: 321.322-16-Ρ32-(Δ)-C. Held uρήght and played standing up. Fretted ίη 

eighthtones. 

Gubagubi (UbagubO: 324.11l.16-6-P42r-(+)-P. Monochord plucked druιn; open; with 

single resonator; stήng end attached to stick; body of gourd; sounded with plectruιn. 

Ektara Β: 19 324. 126-5-P42r-(+)-P. Monochord plucked drum; with frame; body of gourd; 

sounded with bare fιngers. 

Ektara C: 324.226-5-P42r-(+)-P. Polychord plucked druιn; with (double) frame; body of 

gourd; sounded with bare fιngers. 

19 Ektara Α was never used ίη perfonnance therefore it is not mentioned. 
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Α3.1.4 Aerophones 

Chromelodeon Ι: 412.132-61-8-P32-(.)-P. Free aerophone; idiophonic inteπuptiνe ftee 

reeds, a set; with ήgίd air reserνoir; with keyboard. 

New Chromelodeon Π: 412.132-61-8-P32-(.)-P. Free aerophone; idiophonic inteπuptiνe 

ftee reeds, a set; with ήgίd air reserνoir; with keyboard. 

Mama Cry: 412.221.112-P41r"'(D)-P. Open flute with intemal duct; without fingerholes; 

metal. Notice that timbre can be dynamically changed palming the opened end, but not the 

pitch. Instrument introduced to Partch by Emίl Richards. 

Τίη Whistle: 412.221.112-P2/4r,3-(D)-P. Open flute with intemal duct; with fingerholes; 

metal. Commercial tin whistle with six fingerholes. Pure pitch slides can be performed 

sliding the fingertips οη top of the holes, but it is a νery difficult technique and the range is 

νery limited (according to the performer's capabilίties). Special fingeήng for micro-interνals 

and partial coνeήng ofholes can be used to achieνe micro-interνals. 

Piccolo: 421.121.12-P2I4r,3-(O)-C/P (cylindήcal bore). 

Flute: 421.121.12-P2I4r,3-(O)-C/P (cylindήcal bore). 

Quartertone Flute: 421.121.12-P32-(8)-C (conical bore). Pre-Boehm flute with quartertone 

tone-hole ίη the mouthpiece. Deνeloped ίη cooperation with Manuel Asencio for Carrillo. 

Bloboy: 4212 .. 23 1.2+1] 1+2-61-ΡΟ,lr-(Δ)-Ρ. Edge instrument with duct, a set, stopped; 

without fingerholes; composed partly of pipes of metal with extemal duct and partly of pipes 

of wood with intemal duct; with ήgίd air reserνoir. 

Double Flageolet: 421.222.121-71-P13-(D)-P. Double-duct flute with inνerse conical bores; 

with fmgerholes; wood. 

Boliνian double flute (Ugumbu): 421.222. 12 l-P33-(+)-P. Open end-blown flutes, a set; 

with fingerholes; wood. The fingerholes must haνe been transformed in order to achieνe the 

just intonation tuning and therefore is considered an adapted instrument. The macro-
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intervallic properties of this instrument can be considered a study the ditTerent pure thirds, 

since each double hole has two notes a third apart, cοveήηg six ditTerent sizes of just 

intonation thirds: 144/121 (301.3 ;" almost a 12-et third but using ratios with Ρήmes up to 

11),6/5 (315.6 ;" a pure minor third), 11/9 (347.4, ajust neutral third), 27/22 (354.5 ;" or a 

more dissonant version of a just neutral third also using a ratio with Ρήmes up to 11), 5/4 

(386.3 ;" ajust major third), and 96/77 (381.8 ;" which is almost 5 ;, below the pure major 

third). This flute has five double-holes at the ttont and one at the back (which is normally 

covered by the left thumb). Partch used the traditional fingeήng ίn which the left hand uses 

fingers Ι (thumb), Π, and ΠΙ to cover back, 5TH (top) and 4TH double-holes, and the ήght hand 

uses fingers Π (index), 111 and Ν to cover 3"1, 2nd and 1st (bottom) double-holes. However, 

the instrument has the potential to sound ίndividual notes. Α suggestion to explore the 

microdiscrete-slidίng-pitch potential of this ίnstruments would be to cover the fifth pair of 

holes (the closest to the mouth from the five ttontal pairs) with the ήght thumb (and the back 

double-hole with the left thumb), leavίng four fingers from each hand to cover separately the 

left and the ήght hole of each 4 pairs. This is not how is traditionally played (neither how 

Partch suggested), and it is difficult to cover the sound holes with precision separately with 

ditTerent fingers, but with a bit of traίning is a potential capability reflected ίη the 

classification code. Here are the intervals ίη cents for the chromatic scale: 165 - 150.6 - Ο -

150 - 31.7 - 133.2 - 31.8 - 150.6 - 84.5 - 119.4 - 84.4 - 80.5 - 97.4 - 53.3 - 150.6 - 165 -

182.4. Also notice that the ίnterval with value zero cents represents a note that is repeated 

(ratio 3/2), which can be used for a tremol0 etTect. 

Tiη Oboe: 422.111.22-P4r.3-(8)-P. Oboe with cylindήcal bore; with fingerholes; metal. 

Commercial tin whistle flute supplied with an oboe reed οη its top. Although this is a hΥbήd 

instrument between an orchestral oboe and a folk tin whistle, and cοηsίdeήηg that such 

classificatίon has not been defined, the οήgίnal ίnstrument that has the closest sound to the 

hΥbήd instrument, is represented ίη the classification code, and ίη this case (closer to the 

sound of the oboe), an adapted orchestral ίnstrument. Sliding pitch is possible and it is 

restήcted to particular areas of the pitch range and the skills of the performer. There are 

micro-interνals available through alternative fingerίng and extended techniques, and the fine 

pitch adjustments are as precise as the performer's ears. 

Oboe: 422.112.21-P4r.3-(O)-C/P (with conical bore). 

English horn: 422.112.21-P4r.3-(O)-C (with conical bore). 
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Bb claήnet: 422.112.21-P4r,3-(O)-C/P (with cylίndrίcal bore). 

Bass claήnet: 422.112.21-P4r,3-(O)-P (with cylindrίcal bore). 

Bassoon: 422.112.2-P4r,3-(O)-C (with conical bore). 

Saxophones (4; SATB): 422.212-P4r,3-(D)-P (with conical bore). 

Cornet: 422.121.12-P4r,3-(D)-C (withconicalbore). 

Flugelhorn: 421.121.12-P4r,3-(O)-P (with conical bore). 

French horn: 423.211-P4r,3-(O)-C/P (with cylindrical bore). 

Sixteenthtone French Ηοrn: 423.211-P3/4r,3-(8)-C (with cylindrίcal bore). 

Trombone: 423.221-P43-(O)-C/P (with cylίndrίcal bore). 

Sixteenthtone Trombone: 423.221-P3I4,3-(8)-C (with cylindrίcal bore). 

Bass trombone: 423.221-Ρ43-(Ο)-Ρ (with cylindrical bore). 

Tuba: 423.231-P4r,3-(O)-C/P (with conical bore). 

Sixteenthtone Tuba: 423.231-P3/4r,3-(8)-C (with conical bore). 

Trumpet: 423.233-P4r,3-(O)-C/P (with cylindrical bore). 

Voice: 424-P43-(O)-C/P. Carrillo using up to eighthtones (48-et), while Partch used up to 

43-notes-to-the-octave scale Gust intonation). 
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Α3.2 Creative-comparative evaluation criteria 

The criteria previously explained ίη this appendix, was used to classify Carrillo's and 

Partch's musical instruments. The classification was laid out for the analysis and 

comparison of the instruments produced by both composers. From here onwards, the 

original designs to this research are dealt with. Ιη this section, evaluation criteria is 

proposed Ιη order to evaluate each considered set of Musical Instrument Characteristics 

(MIC), an evaluation system cοηsίdeήηg a creative and comparative approach is adopted 

and app1ied. Glissando and microtonal capabilities added to timbre and corporeal 

expression are the main aspects to be evaluated for the considered set ofMIC. 

The main aspects initially considered for this evaluation are the form and sound of the 

instrument, which are explained ίη detail below: 

Form. Does not simply refer to the shape of the instrument, since here the performer

instrument as a whole body and the movements of the performer are both taken into 

consideration. Spatial projection is a characteristic shared with sound, the other main 

aspect. 

Ι attach herewith the utmost importance to the dramatic effect of a high degree of 

expression ίη the performance (as opposed to mechanised reproduction), which also has an 

impact οη how the compositions for such an instrument can be perceived. Therefore, the 

body expressiveness of the performer while playing the instrument was also thoroughly 

considered, and the term corporeal expression is defined to encompass these elements. 

Sound. With regards to the sound aspect ofthe MIC, one ofthe main issues to consider is 

that whilst the shape of the sounding bodies can define the way ίη which formants are 

perceiνed, either ίη isolation, or ίn groups when sustained or when changing ίη time, ι 

seνeral issues may aήse from this early decision when it comes to the actual performance 

of the instrument. Two capabilities of the instrument ίη direct relation to the sound it can 

produce are considered: glissando capabi1ities, microtonal capabilities. The two are the 

two aspects of pitch encompassed by this research. The timbre properties of the sound 

ι SIiding pitch and microdiscrete-slίding pitch can be major contributors Ιο graduaI changes oftimbre. 
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produced will make the instrument perceptively from typical westem instruments. ΒΥ 

providing a distinctive tone, the instrument aims to be used as a guideline for other 

instruments that do not have stable-fιx-microtonal and sliding pitch or microdiscrete

sliding-pitch properties (e.g. violinist playing with a quartertone piano would rely οη the 

piano at particular points to adjust its pitch, as the piano has fιxed and stable pitch). 

The evaluation system is defιned herewith as the decision-making process of the 

instrument development-led method eΧΡΙ0ήηg pitch resources. It basically consists of a 

seήes of percentages comparing 'ideal' situations with factual capabilities. Α total value 

has also been calculated as an average of the four main aspects considered. 

Hence, the main elements considered for the analysis of the capabilities of each prototype 

of the conic bellophone and their cοπeSΡοηdίηg conceptual instruments are: microtonality, 

sliding pitch, timbre, and corporeal expression. 

They are evaluated separately and then an average of the four values is calculated so that it 

can be used for general conclusions. Each aspect is structured into subcategοήes, which 

are given a value between Ο and 3, rather than ίη percentages, ίη order to ease the 

evaluation process. Half steps between the four possible values are accepted to place a 

value that is considered to be between two already used values, and 3.5 can be used ίη 

exceptional cases when the value is above others that already reach an ideal value. The 

values are added, then multiplied by one hundred and divided by the maximal possible 

value (3) to obtain percentages values, which is how the fιnal results are presented for 

Ροsteήοr analysis. Although this evaluation system is created for the cοmΡaήsοη and 

analysis of instruments to be conceived rather than for existent instruments, examples 

evaluating existent instruments are included to il1ustrate the cήteήa. Therefore, these 

examples are considered reference points for the evaluation of new designs. 

The four main capabi1ities are evaluated separately, although some of the subcategοήes 

may directly inf1uence more than one main capability under consideration. 

As for the altemative instruments proposed, they are οηlΥ some of the infιnite possibilities 

for the specifιcations represented. These instruments have οηlΥ been sketched and ίη some 

cases graphical1y simulated ίη 3-D for future possible transformation ofthe 3-D model into 
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a virtual MIDI instrument (ΜΑ ΥΜΙ as defined οη page 40). At the same time, 3-D models 

allow the designer to easily produce views from any desired angle and help the composer 

to orchestrate by providing a comprehensible view ofthe instrument layout. 

The most important aspects considered here are: (1) The evaluation process was initiated 

through practice and turned into method afterwards; (2) personal perception has been used 

as a valuable tool for the ful1 development ofthe instrument. 

The four main aspects and their subcategοήes are explained as follows: 

(1) Glissando (including pitch-gliding properties). As part of this research οη pitch 

resources, and as part of the dynamic pitch resources, a wide range of glissando 

characteήstίcs are desired and analysed separately under the different subcategοήes: 

Maximum speed. Sliding-pitch instruments such as the νίοιiη produce faster glissandi that 

what is considered ideal ίη this thesis and are valuated with a score of 3.5. As for fixed 

pitched instruments, the speed of the ideal microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see Glossary) is 

considered around 16 notes per second (see Glissando study, Sc. 4), although instruments 

with sounding bodies very close to each other, such as the 'Carrίl/o' harps, can achieve 

higher speeds and have a score of3.5. 

Range in octaves. The range covered by the instrument ίη octaves rounding to the closest 

value with a value of3.5 for any ranges above 3 octaves. 

Evenness. This glissando subcategory refers to the smoothness with which a glissando is 

perceived to be played with microdiscrete-sliding pitch instruments. Pure sliding 

instruments have a 3.5 score while fixed pitch instruments receive scores depending οη 

how the sound of one note joins to the sound of the next one, ideally sounding as an even 

sliding effect (score 3, as ίη the case of the 'Carrillo' sΊXteenthtone harp played at high 

speed). Carήllo's sΊXteenthtone piano, for instance, would almost have a value of 2.5 due 

to the softness of the hammers (and consequent attack ίη compaήson with a dulcimer for 

example), an ίη the case of his sixteenthtone harps when playing microdiscrete-sliding 

pitch at moderately fast speed the value would be 3. 

Continuity throughout the range. The lack of a breaking point ίη the glissando is here 

considered with a score of 3, as ίη the case of a chromatic harp, while a νίοιiη has slight 
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breaking points when changing strings, which places it just under at 2.5. Α score of 2 is 

considered for the trombone, 1.5 for timpani and 1 for flute and similar instruments 

requίήng different sound quality for quartertone positions (since the semitones are not 

considered here smooth for chromatic glissando unless they are played very fast). 

Simultaneous glίssandi-playabilίty. Instruments that cannot sound more than one note at a 

time automatically get a score of Ο. The breaking points of the νίοιiη become an obstacle 

when sliding two notes οη two strings, bήηgίηg its value slightly down to 2, while 

Carrillo's sΊXteenthtone piano goes up to 3 since the evenness does not interfere with this 

subcategory, and the glissandi position is very easy to control with great precision. 

(2) Microtones (and ίη general fixed pitches outside the 12-equal temperament). 

Microtonality is one of the main targets of this research and is considered separately from 

timbre. 

Semitone subdivision (or average amount ofnotes contained within a tempered semitone). 

Although the denomination of 'semitone subdivision' might be inconvenient to use other 

tunings that do not subdivide the semitone, it is useful for creating values between Ο and 3, 

as they exactly represent the tunings most commonly considered ίη this research. Based οη 

that ΡήηcίΡΙe, the following cήteήa has been adopted: 

The value is Ο when the smallest interval is exactly 100 cents (a tempered semitone). The 

value is 1 when the smallest interval is 50 cents οτ between 50 and 100 cents. The value is 

2 when the smallest interval is 25 cents or between 25 and 50 cents. The value is 3 when 

the smallest interval is 12.5 cents or between 12.5 and 25 cents. The value is 3.5 when the 

smallest interval is smaller than 12.5 cents. 

Chords playability. This value refers to the instrument's capability to play chords and 

chord changes at different speeds. The value 3.5 refers to keyboards and mechanised 

instruments for which the speed at which they can be achieved is exceptional. 

Scales playability. This value refers to the instrument's capability to play scales and the 

maximum speed at which scales can be played. 
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(3) Timbre. Α rich and clear harmonic component helps performers to recognise the 

instrument's timbre ίη a group and consequently makes the instrument ideal Ιο provide 

microtonal sustain pitches or glίding tones for reference to other players. Many 

subcategories of timbre are here considered separately and with equal weight for the 

calculation of how ideal the timbre is, expressed ίη a percentage. These subcategories are: 

Maximum sustained νolume ο/ pitched spectra. This value reflects how the creator of a 

new instrument envisages the instrument's maximum amplitude and how long the 

sustained pitch spectra will be. Therefore, the typical envelope of a plucked string οτ of a 

snare drum hit by a stick (a loud and short attack and a very fast release, with almost ηο 

sustain) would get the lowest evaluation and a long and loud sustained spectrum the 

highest. 

Sustained inharmonicity. Inharmonicity here refers to a rich harmonic content that makes 

the sound quality ofthe instrument easily distinguishable from other instruments. 

Sustained compactness. Refers to the stabilίty and regularity of the sustained pitch spectra, 

which makes it easier for the ear to recognise the pitch with accuracy. For example, a 

wide-vibrato formant ίη the area of the spectra where the pitch is recognised would receive 

a low value since the pitch stabilίty is slightly variable, whίle an organ would produce a 

spectra that hardly changes ίη time when a note is sustained. 

Attack's sharpness. The sharpness of the attack can help the listener to easίly recognise 

the beginning of a section and therefore give clues to other performers that need to refer to 

the pitch that will be exposed after the attack. 

Acuteness (intensity of attack). This refers to the intensity of the attack, since the attack of 

a sound can be sharp but not intense enough to be appreciated by the lίstener ίη an 

ensemble or orchestral context. 

Duration ο/ sustain. Instruments that can be sustained without lίmits (friction) receive a 

value of 3.5; otherwise the values are kept between 1 and 3, with Ο reserνed for highly 

percussive and pitch-less sounds and 0.5 for highly percussive pitched sounds without 

sustain. 
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Thinness. One instrument can produce a ήch harmonic spectrum and therefore sound 

distinctive from the regular orchestra instruments, but its density can still be perceived as 

thin, as ίη the exceptional case ofthe tήangle that here takes the value 3.5. Α highly dense 

sound (especially ίη the low register ofthe spectra) would have value Ο. 

Meta//icness.2 Sounds with a metallic quality are Ρrefeπed to others ίη this research since it 

is already quite distinctive from most of the Western orchestra instruments. This property 

is related ίη most of the cases to the hardness of the materia1. This is a highly subjective 

category when evaluating mateήaΙs that are not metallic. 

Brightness. The higher the register, the bήghter the sound. 

(4) Corporeal expression 

One quarter of the value is refers to the elements that make the difference between 

watching and listening to the performance of an instrument and listening to a recording. It 

involves physical presence, sound qua1ity and sound projection. 

Three main subcategοήes have been considered as follows: 

Maximum number ΟΙ players per instrument. Αη instrument moderately played by several 

players can gain as much corporeal expression dUΉng performance as an instrument played 

by one single player using a wide range of techniques, movements, speeds, etc. Therefore 

this value reflects the number ofplayers, keeping Ο for mechanised instruments and 3.5 for 

instruments that can be played by more than 3 players. 

Perlormer 's movement (instrument layout's dimension). This value refers to the 

performer's maximum possible movement required, which is ίη most of the cases related 

to the dimensionality of the instrument's sounding bodies and size of the instrument,3 

especial1y when cοηsίdeήηg tuned percussion. The Iayout of the instrument has been a 

2 The teπn 'metallicness' was invented for the purpose ofthis research Ιο represent a type ofhard sound that 
has a particularly metallic ήng. 
3 ΑΙ least ίη the case of standing instruments. 
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major element ίη the design process of this thesis, and we can find precedents ίη the work 

ofPartch. Ben Johnston clearly defines Partch's phenomenon:4 

The design of Partch's remarkable instruments is an achievement of great scope and subtlety. 
Many of them call for a three-dimensional performing technique, as contrasted with the 
predominantly two-dimensional techniques of most common instruments. This is not a new 
idea. It is a basic feature of percussion technique when a mixed set of instruments is used. But 
Partch designed such setups into his instruments. 

This is a subjective evaluation of the maximum physical involvement that can be 

potentia11y perceived by the audience, but one could simply use the value number to 

descήbe the highest dimension employed to descήbe a11 the possible movements. 

Possible sound-initiation processes. Α change of sound actiνation actions (process) not 

οηlΥ influences the sound but also the movement executed by the performer, and therefore 

it anticipates a change ίη the sound, preparing the audience to perceive a substantial sound, 

as wel1 as breaking the monotony of the action to be changed. Α change of sound

initiation process also bήηgs a strong change of expression capabi1ities for the performer 

and consequently, the more vaήety an instrument has ίn its sound initiation processes, the 

wider the range of corporeal expression available to a performer dUΉng a performance of a 

work. 

Some possible sound-initiation actions (processes) are: stήking, blowing, stήηg friction 

(longitudinal and transνersal), scraping, plucking, plosiνe tapping, etc. The νalue reflects 

the number of possible sound-initiation processes that are substantially different from each 

other. The νalue Ο is kept a soundtrack coming out from one single speaker, since it 

cannot create νisual impact neither create the sensation of moνing around the space. 

Ιη order to eνaluate the number of difIerent sound-initiation processes that can be produced 

by the instrument, a comprehensive 1ist by LyslofI and Matson is proνided for reference as 

fo11ows:s 

4 Johnston, Β. 1975. The Corporealism ofHaπy Partch. Perspectives ofNew Music. νοl. 13, no. 2 (SΡήng
Summer). ρ. 95. 
5 LysIoff, R. Τ. Α. and Matson, J. 1985. Α New Approach to the CΙassification of Sound-Producing 
Instruments. Ethnomusicology. νοl. 29, πο. 2 (SΡήπg-Summer). ρ. 222. 
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air passes against non-vibrating edge(s) 

air passes against single vibrating edge 

air passes against multiple vibrating edges 

air passes against both vibrating edge and non-vibrating edge 

plosive 

struck 

plucked 

scraped (slow/crude strίgilation) 

rubbed (fastlfine strίgilation) 

shakenlspun (indirect initiation) 

electronic 

Ιη the global evaluation process descήbed above, subjective evaluative data might seem to 

bήηg confusing data to the reader, but one must realίse that the person evaluating is the 

composer that is going to orchestrate with those instruments, and therefore evaluating is 

part of the composition process (special1y dUΉng orchestrating process). Therefore it is 

advisable that the reader who is interested ίη experimenting with this evaluation for 

compositional practice will attempt to produce a personal evaluation. Otherwise it would 

be comparable to composing a tune aπd using Bach's rules (for chorales) to produce aπ 

οήgίηal choral work. These are simply possible guidelines for the development of a 

personal method, here utilίsed for the Case Study to illustrate the process. ,. 
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Α3.3 Variant conceptual instruments for feedback. 

Prototype groups 1-3 

Ιn this section, a sample of detailed documentation of the creatiνe-comparatiνe process is 

proνided for the group couesponding to the first prototype of the conic beZZophone. Then 

two more examples (groups couesponding to prototypes two and three) are documented ίη 

a more basic format showing how ideas can be sketched to inform the eνaluation without 

haνing to delay the composition process, and still proνiding a bήef descήΡtίοn towards 

future implementation. Although groups four to fourteen were also sketched, they are not 

documented here since showing a few samples of how the νaήant conceptual instruments 

considered for the creatiνe-comparatiνe process proνides enough Ιο see how the eνaluation 

process can be approached and documented. 

A3.3.1 Prototype group 1: Non-cylindrical helix layouts 

The main idea behind this shape is to achieνe continuity ίη sequential microdiscrete pitch 

layouts while the performer rotates, to make possible a wide range of speeds of rotational 

moνement of the mallets. Α helix ίη conical rather than cylindrical form was the first form 

of frame considered. The performer was initially considered as being placed inside the 

helix. Α 180 degrees range of rotation can be achieνed, keeping the feet ίη the same place 

so that the mallets can slide smoothly. This would normally be achieνed by a twist and 

rotation of the chest (combined with a rotation of the head to νisualise the notes when 

required). It is still easy to achieνe smooth slides by slightly twisting the whole torso (οτ 

adding rotation of the pelνis) to achieνe around 270 degrees of rotation range (half to each 

side), but ίη order to achieνe 360 degrees, a rotation of the whole torso as a unit might not 

be the ideal, ίη which case a smooth relocation of feet proνides more stability to the 

performer, consequently allowing a smooth continuation of the mallet slide moνement. 

When using rotation combined with foot relocation the ratio ofthe helix has to be designed 

so this moνement does not imply the performer's foot touching the ground with less than, 

1/8 ball (1/8 toe, ι;.. fοοt),ι since less foot contact with the ground is not likely to proνide 

ι Guest, Hutchinson. 2005. Lαbαnotαtion, the system for αnα/ysing and recording movement. Fourth 
edition. RoutIedge, Οχοη, UK. ρ. Ι 80. 
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stability to the torso and consequently to the arms holding tl1e mallets. Α zigzag glissando 

exercise exploring different angles has been thought of at this point. 

Τhe helix can also be considered extemally, and ίη this case, several players can be added. 

Τhis way of conceiving the helix involves walking around the l1elix and playing Iaterally 

when moving around, although this cannot be achieved at high speed since the feet are not 

stable οη the ground while sIiding the mal1ets, especial1y when a large sounding body for a 

possible 10wer range is considered. However, this layout can be used ίη addition to the 

previous and since more space is available for the sounding bodies ίη the outside of the 

helix, Iower ranges could aIso be achieved within the same instrument by using the 

extemal Iayout as an variant or even as an extension. This idea appIies directly to 

instruments requiring a sounding body per pitch, which excludes most winds (although a 

similar idea can be used for the Iayout used for the holes and the keys. 

Α3.3.1.1 The spiral conic bellophone (Ia) 

Τhe spira! conic bellophone is the result of placing a microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see 

GIossary) sequence of conic bells around the performer fo llowing a conical heIix (Fig. 

Α3.4). Τhis makes an ideal instrument for the realisation of microdiscrete-sliding pitch 

with a high corporeaI expression capability. 

Fig. Α3.4 . lntemal positioning of conic bel/s οη a spiral frame. 
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The movements involved ίπ zigzag pattern were considered during the development ofthis 

instrument group. The composition-pattern consists of microdiscrete-sliding pitch ίη 

ascending and descending order, starting with a trill, and following a zigzag pattern that 

starts with two notes and increases υρ to 16 notes, and then reducing amplitude and 

coming back to two notes and trill. This pattern can also be applied the otller way around 

to move from 16 note pan ιο one note and then back ιο 16. The exercise is so simple that 

ίι was not documented as a compositional sketch, but only here as a guideline towards the 

designs ofthis group's instruments and specially the spiral conic bellophone. 

Fig. Α3.5 . Extemal positioning οΓ conic bells οη a spiral frame. 

The external layout ο[ the spira/ conic bellophone (Fig. Α3.5) can take larger size bells, 

and comfortably allow for υρ to 4 players, who move around the instrument using 

welcoming group-choreography ίπ a similar way ιο that which is done with Japanese tαiko 

drums, and ίπ this case involving the perforrner moving around the outside of the 

instrument. 

This choreographed conception of moving around the instrument has awakened interest ίπ 

a Japanese nursery school that suggested such instrument could be used for their yearly 

gymnastics festival (JP. Undokkai - JltJJ~), ίη which the group choreography as the 

main perforrnance element could be used to play instruments this way, bringing more 
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excitement to the perfonηance. Promoting this jdea at very early ages is very relevant 

since it generates a new taste for gτoυp corporeal expression ίη musical performance 

among youngsters, Ieading to more appreciation of such elements ίη the future 

contelnporary music scene. There is ησ doubt tha.t radicaI changes have to target kids, 

since they are the ones who will decide the [ashions and jnterests to come. For thjs reason, 

this idea is utiIised for severaI other projects, ίη order to al10w [οτ the deveJopment ofkids ' 

choreogτaphed music ensembles ίη a near future, as an expansion of what is here 

postulated. 

Α3.3.1.2 The cyclic-Whitechapel beZZophone (lb) 

The clarity of sound of the WhitechapeI handbell (Fig. Α3.7) combined with the curiosity 

to experience glissando with different microdiscrete-pitch steps ίη a mechanised 

instrument, led to a design placing a conical helix of Whitechapel bells around a conical 

frame with the rotating axis ίη parallel to the floor. The performer contτols the rotation 

speed by means ofa foot pedalling mechanism as shown ίη Fig. Α3.6. 

Fig. Α3.6 . CycZic-Whitec/1apeZ bellophone. 
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The initiation of the rotation process could be aided with four levers placed around the 

large mouth of the conical frame so the player can use the left hand for sudden initiations 

of rotation, or even sudden stops, although a braking pedal can be incorporated to produce 

smooth decelerations and stops. 

12cm 

WhιtedJapcl Handbcll • Middle C 

Fig. Α3.7. Cyclic-Whitechapel bellophone's inner view sketch and Whitechapel handbeII . 

Fig. Α3.8. Cyc/ic-Whitechape/ be//ophone's inner view. 
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Α wooden conical structure as a frame to support the bells would be ideal if carνed ίη one 

piece, since this structure (ίn which all bells are fixed οτ screwed) effectively acts as a 

soundboard. 

The concept of an instrument involving pedalling rotation and subsequently the rotation of 

a frame opens up new perspectives later οη explored ίη other groups. 

Placing the conical frame ίη a vertical position and having a few players pedalling around 

the instrument could be a variation of this instrument involving more players and therefore 

increasing the corporeal expression capability of the instrument. However, the Cyclίc 

Whitechape/ bellophone can incorporate an additional player at the other side of the 

instrument comfortably, and the instrument could be redesigned to incorporate a second 

pedal system. 

The zigzag pattem proposed for this group can be easily achieved using the proposed 

levers that would go οη the left-hand side of the frame. These leνers allow the performer 

to suddenly change the rotation using the left hand whίle the right hand plays the zigzag 

pattem. This pattem can be done using two different chromatic steps οη this instrument, 

the one used for the tuning of this instrument that follows the spiral pattem (around 100 

notes per octave), and the subdivision of this tuning which is produced when choosing 

diagonal pattems. 

The cyclic Whitechapel bellophone prototype suggested the use of diagonal pattems 

towards the achievement of faster glίssando, which is used ίη succeeding prototypes of the 

conic bellophone. 

Α3.3.1.3 The stand-a-key spiral~bass marimba (lc) 

This instrument is inspired by Harry Partch's bass marimbas and was initially thought ofas 

an ergonomic solution if a large set of these marimba keys was to be used. It consists of 

individual keys, named stand-a-key (Fig. Α3.9), placed ίη a vertical position ίη parallel 

with the resonator and with a heaνy weight at the bottom to stop the device from falling. 
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Fig. Α3.9. SIand-a-key's inner view and side view. 

Α concrete b!ock, οτ a so!id meta! b!ock, supports the metal structure holding the bars 

crossing the marimba bars inside the nodal area, and the resonator. The resonator is open 

at the top end. That ending section ofthe resonator is flexible, so the mouth 's orientation 

can be adjusted 1800, a!though pointing to the striking side is the norma! position (Fig. 

Α3.9). lf it points to the other side, and a sequence of stand-a-key is placed forming a 

spiral, with the striking area pointing inside the spiral, the sound of the resonators is 

projected outside the spiral towards the audience. Ιη fact this inner layout of the stand-a

key spiral bass n1arin1ba is idea! if on!y one percussionist is available οτ siιηΡ!Υ if the 

g!issandi are meant Ιο be p!ayed fast. The inηer layout though has a limίted number of 

stand-a keys that it can use, since more than three stand-a-key in front of each other can 

make ίι diffιcult [οτ the performer to hit the one farther away, which would be blocking the 

sound of the smaller ones closer to the performer. The outer layout of the stand-a-key 

spiral bass marimba has been represented approximately using a quartertones step 

sequence (Fig. Α3.1 Ο). Eighthtones and sixteenthtones keys can be incorporated in this 

spiral !ayout by making a larger spira! and using up to three layers of stand-a-keyin front 

of each other. This prototype could accommodate a largest bar of over ] .50 m, and ideally 

ηοΙ any tal1er than the shoulders ofthe average player considered, so the top end of the bar 

can be comfortab!y reached. 
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Fig. Α3.1 Ο. Stand-a-key spiI'al-bass marimba (outer layout). 

The zigzag exerClses have to be achieved by sliding mal1ets and running around the 

instrument, and for this reason special mal1ets l1ave to be tested, although padded gIoves 

can aIso be employed. With several players around the instrument, paralleI glissando can 

be easily achieved and choreographed at the same time. Το get a louder sound doing 

glissando, striking techniques are advisable, which means that the tempo used to play the 

sequence (ascending or descending) cannot be fast, since the performer cannot be expected 

to keep a good balance while running at fast speeds around the instrument. 

The independence of the stand-a-key unit has inspired other similar percussive units to 

follow, and special1y the 16-stand conic bellophone, while it also suggested the usage of an 

outer layout ίη the spira/ conic be//ophone. 
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Α3.3.I.4 The spiral t 'rungophone (ld) 

Α t 'rung is a Vietnamese tuned percussion instrurnent in which a frame holds a. net 

supporting tuned sections of barnboo with a cut as indicated ίπ Fig. Α3.11. 

Fig. Α3.11 . T 'rung's bamboo bar. 

The spira! t 'rurungophone ernploys the sarne key, and it has been conceiνed with the same 

frame as the SΡίral cοnίc bellophone using the intemal layout of the keys. The barnboo 

section's lower node is not held, allowing the bar to νibrate more while also producing a 

νisual interaction between the player and the instrument. Considering that the player 

cannot be seen inside the spiral, this adds corporeal expression capability to the instrument. 

Αη outer layout would ideally require the conical spiral to be inνerted in order to preνent 

the stand bars getting in the way ofthe rnal1ets when sliding around the layout. This layout 

also requires all the lower node of the barnboo keys to be tight with one string following 

the spiral so the bars do not rotate and hit each other. This layout increases corporeal 

expression and the amount of players that can be inνolνed ϊη a performance. If a wide 

ratio for the frame is considered, another frarne with the inner layout can be placed inside 

too. 

Other possibilities are using indiνidual stands following a spiral-shaped sequence, or eνen 

a two cylindrical spiraIs (inner and outer) sharing the same stands, if both nodes of the 

t 'rung key are held to aνoid rotation and concussion between keys. 

The inner layout (Fig. Α3.12) has been adopted here for the comparatiνe process. Ιη this 

design each t 'rung key resonates rotates around the node it hangs frorn when struck, unlike 

the bells of the rnain bel1ophone project. Howeνer, this inspired a succeeding bellophone 

prototype ίη which the stands that holds the cοnίc bells are not fixed so they slightly shake 

when the bells are hit. 
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Fig. Α3.12 . Spira/ t 'rungop/1One. 

This instrument is designed to use quartertones. With a smaller clποmatic step (e.g. 

sixteenthtones), it could lose the crispness of the pecu1iar s1iding sound quality expected. 

However, experimentation is required and if sixteenthtones, or eighthtones happened to be 

of interest. 

The zigzag ascending and descending passages are easily achieve οη this instrument with 

one hand while the other can be used to mute the required keys or at 1east stop them from 

moving ifthis gets ίη the way ofthe performer's movements. 
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Α3.3.1.5 The spiral harp (Ie) 

This instrument was conceived with the goal of achieving 400 notes per octave, and 

particularly the harmonic series contained between harmonic 400 and harmonic 800. The 

original idea was a fιxed frame (Fig. Α3.13) Later οη, this idea was also conceived οπ a 

rotation system with pedals to control speed and direction, using a motor mechanism under 

the table (Fig. Α3.]4 and Fig. Α3.15), al10wing the performer to achieve the speed required 

to glide larger intervals with continuity οτ even using gradual changes of tempo. Without 

pedal-motor system, the zigzag exercises proposed [στ this group, covering different 

ranges, can sti11 be achieved by combining both hands and covering one half of the 

instrument with each hand. The table ίη fιgure Fig. Α3.16 shows the tuning proposed [οτ 

this instrument, the cent values for al1 the intervals from the root and chromatic steps, and 

the deviation from the closest notes Ιο the 12-et. 

Fig. Α3 . 13 . Spiral harp' s (fίxed model). 
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Fig. Α3.} 4. Spira/ harp (rotationaI nlodeI - front view). 

Fig. Α3.} 5. Spiral harp (rotationaI model - top view). 
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Harmonic series from harmonic 400 υρ to 800 (Spirαl hαrp's tuning) 

String Harmonic Ratio Interνal Chrom. steρ Cents deviation 

Νο. Νο. (ΗΖ) (t) (t) from 12-et 

Ο 400 1 (root) Ο 2.165 C 

1 401 1.0025 4.322684016 4.322684016 

2 402 1.005 8.634601685 4.311917669 

3 403 1.0075 12.9358065 4.301204819 

4 404 1.01 17.22635157 4.290545069 

5 405 1.0125 21.5062896 4.279938024 

6 406 1.015 25.77567289 4.269383296 

7 407 1.0175 30.03455339 4.258880497 

8 408 1.02 34.28298264 4.248429246 

9 409 1.0225 38.5210118 4.238029164 

10 410 1.025 42.74869168 4.227679876 

11 411 1.0275 46.96607269 4.217381011 

12 412 1.03 51.17320489 4.207132202 

13 413 1.0325 55.37013797 4.196933083 

14 414 1.035 59.55692127 4.186783296 

15 415 1.0375 63.73360375 4.176682482 

16 416 1.04 67.90023404 4.166630288 

17 417 1.0425 72.0568604 4.156626364 

18 418 1.045 76.20353077 4.146670363 

19 419 1.0475 80.34029271 4.136761942 

20 420 1.05 84.46719347 4.12690076 

21 421 1.0525 88.58427995 4.11708648 

22 422 1.055 92.69159872 4.107318769 

23 423 1.0575 96.78919601 4.097597295 

24 424 1.06 100.8771177 4.087921732 C#+0.87711775 

25 425 1.0625 104.9554095 4.078291754 

26 426 1.065 109.0241165 4.068707041 

27 427 1.0675 113.0832838 4.059167274 

28 428 1.07 117.132956 4.049672137 

29 429 1.0725 121.1731773 4.040221318 
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30 430 1.075 125.2039918 4.030814508 

31 431 1.0775 129.2254432 4.0214514 

32 432 1.08 133.2375749 4.012131689 

33 433 1.0825 137.2404299 4.002855076 

34 434 1.085 141.2340512 3.993621261 

35 435 1.0875 145.2184812 3.98442995 

36 436 1.09 149.193762 3.975280849 

37 437 1.0925 153.1599357 3.966173668 

38 438 1.095 157.1170438 3.957108121 

39 439 1.0975 161.0651277 3.948083921 

40 440 1.1 165.0042285 3.939100787 

41 441 1.1025 168.9343869 3.930158439 

42 442 1.105 172.8556435 3.921256601 

43 443 1.1075 176.7680385 3.912394996 

44 444 1.11 180.6716119 3.903573354 

45 445 1.1125 184.5664033 3.894791404 

46 446 1.115 188.4524522 3.88604888 

47 447 1.1175 192.3297977 3.877345516 

48 448 1.12 196.1984787 3.868681049 

49 449 1.1225 200.058534 3.86005522 D+0.05853396 

50 450 1.125 203.9100017 3.851467771 

51 451 1.1275 207.7529202 3.842918446 

52 452 1.13 211.5873272 3.834406992 

53 453 1.1325 215.4132603 3.825933157 

54 454 1.135 219.230757 3.817496694 

55 455 1.1375 223.0398544 3.809097354 

56 456 1.14 226.8405893 3.800734894 

57 457 1.1425 230.6329983 3.792409072 

58 458 1.145 234.417118 3.784119647 

59 459 1.1475 238.1929844 3.77586638 

60 460 1.15 241.9606334 3.767649037 

61 461 1.1525 245.7201008 3.759467382 

62 462 1.155 249.471422 3.751321184 
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63 463 1.1575 253.2146322 3.743210213 

64 464 1.16 256.9497664 3.735134241 

65 465 1.1625 260.6768595 3.727093041 

66 466 1.165 264.3959459 3.719086391 

67 467 1.1675 268.1070599 3.711114066 

68 468 1.17 271.8102358 3.703175848 

69 469 1.1725 275.5055073 3.695271518 

70 470 1.175 279.1929081 3.68740086 

71 471 1.1775 282.8724718 3.679563657 

72 472 1.18 286.5442315 3.671759699 

73 473 1.1825 290.2082203 3.663988773 

74 474 1.185 293.8644709 3.656250671 

75 475 1.1875 297.5130161 3.648545184 

76 476 1.19 301.1538882 3.640872108 D#+ 1.15388824 

77 477 1.1925 304.7871195 3.633231237 

78 478 1.195 308.4127418 3.62562237 

79 479 1.1975 312.0307872 3.618045307 

80 480 1.2 315.641287 3.610499847 

81 481 1.2025 319.2442728 3.602985794 

82 482 1.205 322.8397757 3.595502952 

83 483 1.2075 326.4278269 3.588051127 

84 484 1.21 330.008457 3.580630127 

85 485 1.2125 333.5816968 3.57323976 

86 486 1.215 337.1475766 3.565879838 

87 487 1.2175 340.7061268 3.558550172 

88 488 1.22 344.2573773 3.551250577 

89 489 1.2225 347.8013582 3.543980867 

90 490 1.225 351.3380991 3.53674086 

91 491 1.2275 354.8676294 3.529530375 

92 492 1.23 358.3899787 3.522349229 

93 493 1.2325 361.9051759 3.515197246 

94 494 1.235 365.4132502 3.508074248 

95 495 1.2375 368.9142302 3.500980059 
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96 496 1.24 372.4081447 3.493914504 

97 497 1.2425 375.8950221 3.48687741 

98 498 1.245 379.3748908 3.4 79868607 

99 499 1.2475 382.8477787 3.472887923 

100 500 1.25 386.3137139 3.46593519 

101 501 1.2525 389.7727241 3.45901024 

102 502 1.255 393.224837 3.452112907 

103 503 1.2575 396.67008 3.445243026 

104 504 1.26 400.1084805 3.438400433 Ε+0.1Ο848047 

105 505 1.2625 403.5400654 3.431584967 

106 506 1.265 406.9648619 3.424796466 

107 507 1.2675 410.3828967 3.418034771 

108 508 1.27 413.7941964 3.411299723 

109 509 1.2725 417.1987876 3.404591164 

110 510 1.275 420.5966965 3.39790894 

111 511 1.2775 423.9879494 3.391252895 

112 512 1.28 427.3725723 3.384622875 

113 513 1.2825 430.750591 3.378018728 

114 514 1.285 434.1220313 3.371440304 

115 515 1.2875 437.4869188 3.364887452 

116 516 1.29 440.8452788 3.358360023 

117 517 1.2925 444.1971366 3.35185787 

118 518 1.295 447.5425175 3.345380846 

119 519 1.2975 450.8814463 3.338928806 

120 520 1.3 454.2139479 3.332501605 

121 521 1.3025 457.540047 3.3260991 

122 522 1.305 460.8597682 3.31972115 

123 523 1.3075 464.1731358 3.313367612 

124 524 1.31 467.4801741 3.307038349 

125 525 1.3125 470.7809073 3.300733219 

126 526 1.315 474.0753594 3.294452087 

127 527 1.3175 477.3635542 3.288194814 

128 528 1.32 480.6455155 3.281961265 
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129 529 1.3225 483.9212668 3.275751307 

130 530 1.325 487.1908316 3.269564804 

131 531 1.3275 490.4542332 3.263401624 

132 532 1.33 493.7114949 3.257261636 

133 533 1.3325 496.9626396 3.25114471 

134 534 1.335 500.2076903 3.245050714 F+0.207690295 

135 535 1.3375 503.4466698 3.238979521 

136 536 1.34 506.6796008 3.232931003 

137 537 1.3425 509.9065059 3.226905033 

138 538 1.345 513.1274073 3.220901485 

139 539 1.3475 516.3423276 3.214920235 

140 540 1.35 519.5512887 3.208961158 

141 541 1.3525 522.7543129 3.203024131 

142 542 1.355 525.9514219 3.197109032 

143 543 1.3575 529.1426376 3.191215741 

144 544 1.36 532.3279818 3.185344135 

145 545 1.3625 535.5074759 3.179494097 

146 546 1.365 538.6811414 3.173665507 

147 547 1.3675 541.8489996 3.167858247 

148 548 1.37 545.0110718 3.162072202 

149 549 1.3725 548.1673791 3.156307254 

150 550 1.375 551.3179424 3.150563288 

151 551 1.3775 554.4627826 3.144840191 

152 552 1.38 557.6019204 3.139137848 

153 553 1.3825 560.7353766 3.133456148 

154 554 1.385 563.8631715 3.127794977 

155 555 1.3875 566.9853258 3.122154226 

156 556 1.39 570.1018595 3.116533783 

157 557 1.3925 573.2127931 3.11093354 

158 558 1.395 576.3181465 3.105353387 

159 559 1.3975 579.4179397 3.099793217 

160 560 1.4 582.5121926 3.094252922 

161 561 1.4025 585.600925 3.088732397 
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162 562 1.405 588.6841565 3.083231535 

163 563 1.4075 591.7619068 3.077750231 

164 564 1.41 594.8341951 3.072288382 

165 565 1.4125 597.901041 3.066845885 

166 566 1.415 600.9624637 3.061422635 F#+0.96246367 

167 567 1.4175 604.0184822 3.056018532 

168 568 1.42 607.0691157 3.050633475 

169 569 1.4225 610.114383 3.045267362 

170 570 1.425 613.1543031 3.039920095 

171 571 1.4275 616.1888947 3.034591573 

172 572 1.43 619.2181764 3.029281699 

173 573 1.4325 622.2421668 3.023990374 

174 574 1.435 625.2608843 3.018717503 

175 575 1.4375 628.2743473 3.013462987 

176 576 1.44 631.282574 3.008226733 

177 577 1.4425 634.2855826 3.003008644 

178 578 1.445 637.2833913 2.997808626 

179 579 1.4475 640.2760179 2.992626586 

180 580 1.45 643.2634803 2.987462431 

181 581 1.4525 646.2457964 2.982316068 

182 582 1.455 649.2229838 2.977187405 

183 583 1.4575 652.1950601 2.972076351 

184 584 1.46 655.1620429 2.966982815 

185 585 1.4625 658.1239496 2.961906709 

186 586 1.465 661.0807976 2.956847942 

187 587 1.4675 664.032604 2.951806425 

188 588 1.47 666.9793861 2.946782072 

189 589 1.4725 669.9211609 2.941774793 

190 590 1.475 672.8579454 2.936784502 

191 591 1.4775 675.7897565 2.931811114 

192 592 1.48 678.716611 2.926854542 

193 593 1.4825 681.6385257 2.9219147 

194 594 1.485 684.5555172 2.916991506 
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195 595 1.4875 687.4676021 2.912084873 

196 596 1.49 690.3747968 2.90719472 

197 597 1.4925 693.2771178 2.902320963 

198 598 1.495 696.1745813 2.89746352 

199 599 1.4975 699.0672036 2.892622309 G-0.9327964 

200 600 1.5 701.9550009 2.887797249 

201 601 1.5025 704.8379891 2.882988258 

202 602 1.505 707.7161844 2.878195258 

203 603 1.5075 710.5896026 2.873418168 

204 604 1.51 713.4582595 2.86865691 

205 605 1.5125 716.3221709 2.863911404 

206 606 1.515 719.1813524 2.859181573 

207 607 1.5175 722.0358198 2.854467339 

208 608 1.52 724.8855884 2.849768625 

209 609 1.5225 727.7306738 2.845085355 

210 610 1.525 730.5710912 2.840417453 

211 611 1.5275 733.4068561 2.835764842 

212 612 1.53 736.2379835 2.831127449 

213 613 1.5325 739.0644887 2.826505198 

214 614 1.535 741.8863867 2.821898015 

215 615 1.5375 744.7036925 2.817305828 

216 616 1.54 747.5164211 2.812728562 

217 617 1.5425 750.3245872 2.808166145 

218 618 1.545 753.1282058 2.803618506 

219 619 1.5475 755.9272913 2.799085572 

220 620 1.55 758.7218586 2.794567272 

221 621 1.5525 761.5119221 2.790063535 

222 622 1.555 764.2974964 2.785574292 

223 623 1.5575 767.0785959 2.781099472 

224 624 1.56 769.8552349 2.776639006 

225 625 1.5625 772.6274277 2.772192825 

226 626 1.565 775.3951886 2.76776086 

227 627 1.5675 778.1585316 2.763343043 
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228 628 1.57 780.9174709 2.758939308 

229 629 1.5725 783.6720205 2.754549585 

230 630 1.575 786.4221943 2.75017381 

231 631 1.5775 789.1680062 2.745811914 

232 632 1.58 791.9094701 2.741463833 

233 633 1.5825 794.6465996 2.737129501 

234 634 1.585 797.3 794084 2.732808853 

235 635 1.5875 800.1079103 2.728501824 G#+0.10791026 

236 636 1.59 802.8321186 2.72420835 

237 637 1.5925 805.552047 2.719928366 

238 638 1.595 808.2677088 2.71566181 

239 639 1.5975 810.9791174 2.711408619 

240 640 1.6 813.6862861 2.707168728 

241 641 1.6025 816.3892282 2.702942078 

242 642 1.605 819.0879568 2.698728604 

243 643 1.6075 821.7824851 2.694528247 

244 644 1.61 824.472826 2.690340944 

245 645 1.6125 827.1589926 2.686166635 

246 646 1.615 829.8409979 2.68200526 

247 647 1.6175 832.5188547 2.677856758 

248 648 1.62 835.1925757 2.673721071 

249 649 1.6225 837.8621739 2.669598137 

250 650 1.625 840.5276618 2.6654879 

251 651 1.6275 843.1890521 2.6613903 

252 652 1.63 845.8463573 2.657305279 

253 653 1.6325 848.4995901 2.653232778 

254 654 1.635 851.1487629 2.649172742 

255 655 1.6375 853.793888 2.645125112 

256 656 1.64 856.4349778 2.641089832 

257 657 1.6425 859.0720447 2.637066845 

258 658 1.645 861.7051008 2.633056095 

259 659 1.6475 864.3341583 2.629057527 

260 660 1.65 866.9592294 2.625071085 
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261 661 1.6525 869.5803261 2.621096714 

262 662 1.655 872.1974604 2.617134359 

263 663 1.6575 874.8106444 2.613183966 

264 664 1.66 877.4198899 2.609245481 

265 665 1.6625 880.0252087 2.60531885 

266 666 1.665 882.6266128 2.601404019 

267 667 1.6675 885.2241137 2.597500936 

268 668 1.67 887.8177232 2.593609547 

269 669 1.6725 890.407453 2.589729801 

270 670 1.675 892.9933147 2.585861644 

271 671 1.6775 895.5753197 2.582005026 

272 672 1.68 898.1534796 2.578159894 

273 673 1.6825 900.7278058 2.574326198 Α +0.727805803 

274 674 1.685 903.2983097 2.570503886 

275 675 1.6875 905.8650026 2.566692908 

276 676 1.69 908.4278958 2.562893213 

277 677 1.6925 910.9870006 2.559104751 

278 678 1.695 913.542328 2.555327474 

279 679 1.6975 916.0938894 2.55156133 

280 680 1.7 918.6416956 2.547806272 

281 681 1.7025 921.1857579 2.544062249 

282 682 1.705 923.7260871 2.540329215 

283 683 1.7075 926.2626942 2.536607119 

284 684 1.71 928.7955901 2.532895915 

285 685 1.7125 931.3247857 2.529195554 

286 686 1.715 933.8502917 2.52550599 

287 687 1.7175 936.3721189 2.521827174 

288 688 1.72 938.8902779 2.518159061 

289 689 1.7225 941.4047795 2.514501603 

290 690 1.725 943.9156343 2.510854753 

291 691 1.7275 946.4228527 2.507218467 

292 692 1.73 948.9264454 2.503592698 

293 693 1.7325 951.4264228 2.499977401 
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294 694 1.735 953.9227954 2.496372529 

295 695 1.7375 956.4155734 2.492778039 

296 696 1.74 958.9047673 2.489193885 

297 697 1.7425 961.3903873 2.485620024 

298 698 1.745 963.8724437 2.482056409 

299 699 1.7475 966.3509467 2.4 78502999 

300 700 1.75 968.8259065 2.474959748 

301 701 1.7525 971.2973331 2.471426614 

302 702 1.755 973.7652366 2.467903553 

303 703 1.7575 976.2296272 2.464390522 

304 704 1.76 978.6905146 2.460887478 

305 705 1.7625 981.147909 2.457394379 

306 706 1.765 983.6018202 2.453911182 

307 707 1.7675 986.052258 2.450437846 

308 708 1.77 988.4992324 2.446974328 

309 709 1.7725 990.942753 2.443520588 

310 710 1.775 993.3828295 2.440076583 

311 711 1.7775 995.8194718 2.436642273 

312 712 1.78 998.2526894 2.433217616 

313 713 1.7825 1000.682492 2.429802573 Α#+0.682492 

314 714 1.785 1003.108889 2.426397102 

315 715 1.7875 1005.53189 2.423001164 

316 716 1.79 1007.951505 2.419614718 

317 717 1.7925 1010.367743 2.416237725 

318 718 1.795 1012.780613 2.412870145 

319 719 1.7975 1015.190125 2.409511939 

320 720 1.8 1017.596288 2.406163068 

321 721 1.8025 1019.999111 2.402823493 

322 722 1.805 1022.398605 2.399493176 

323 723 1.8075 1024.794777 2.396172077 

324 724 1.81 1027.187637 2.392860159 

325 725 1.8125 1029.577194 2.389557383 

326 726 1.815 1031.963458 2.386263712 
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327 727 1.8175 1034.346437 2.382979109 

328 728 1.82 1036.726141 2.379703535 

329 729 1.8225 1039.102577 2.376436954 

330 730 1.825 1041.475757 2.373179329 

331 731 1.8275 1043.845687 2.369930622 

332 732 1.83 1046.212378 2.366690798 

333 733 1.8325 1048.575838 2.36345982 

334 734 1.835 1050.936076 2.360237651 

335 735 1.8375 1053.2931 2.357024257 

336 736 1.84 1055.64692 2.3538196 

337 737 1.8425 1057.997543 2.350623646 

338 738 1.845 1060.34498 2.347436358 

339 739 1.8475 1062.689237 2.344257703 

340 740 1.85 1065.030325 2.341087644 

341 741 1.8525 1067.368251 2.337926147 

342 742 1.855 1069.703024 2.334773178 

343 743 1.8575 1072.034653 2.331628701 

344 744 1.86 1074.363146 2.328492683 

345 745 1.8625 1076.688511 2.32536509 

346 746 1.865 1079.010757 2.322245887 

347 747 1.8675 1081.329892 2.319135041 

348 748 1.87 1083.645924 2.316032518 

349 749 1.8725 1085.958862 2.312938285 

350 750 1.875 1088.268715 2.309852309 

351 751 1.8775 1090.575489 2.306774557 

352 752 1.88 1092.879194 2.303704996 

353 753 1.8825 1095.179838 2.300643593 

354 754 1.885 1097.477428 2.297590316 

355 755 1.8875 1099.771973 2.294545133 Β-0.228026675 

356 756 1.89 1102.063481 2.29150801 

357 757 1.8925 1104.35196 2.288478918 

358 758 1.895 1106.637418 2.285457822 

359 759 1.8975 1108.919863 2.282444693 
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360 760 1.9 1111.199302 2.279439499 

361 761 1.9025 1113.475744 2.276442207 

362 762 1.905 1115.749197 2.273452788 

363 763 1.9075 1118.019668 2.270471209 

364 764 1.91 1120.287166 2.267497441 

365 765 1.9125 1122.551697 2.264531453 

366 766 1.915 1124.813271 2.261573214 

367 767 1.9175 1127.071893 2.258622694 

368 768 1.92 1129.327573 2.255679862 

369 769 1.9225 1131.580318 2.252744689 

370 770 1.925 1133.830135 2.249817145 

371 771 1.9275 1136.077032 2.246897199 

372 772 1.93 1138.321017 2.243984824 

373 773 1.9325 1140.562097 2.241079988 

374 774 1.935 1142.80028 2.238182663 

375 775 1.9375 1145.035572 2.235292821 

376 776 1.94 1147.267983 2.232410431 

377 777 1.9425 1149.497518 2.229535465 

378 778 1.945 1151.724186 2.226667894 

379 779 1.9475 1153.947994 2.223807691 

380 780 1.95 1156.168949 2.220954826 

381 781 1.9525 1158.387058 2.218109271 

382 782 1.955 1160.602329 2.215270998 

383 783 1.9575 1162.814769 2.21243998 

384 784 1.96 1165.024385 2.209616189 

385 785 1.9625 1167.231185 2.206799597 

386 786 1.965 1169.435175 2.203990176 

387 787 1.9675 1171.636363 2.201187899 

388 788 1.97 1173.834756 2.198392739 

389 789 1.9725 1176.03036 2.195604668 

390 790 1.975 1178.223184 2.192823661 

391 791 1.9775 1180.413234 2.19004969 

392 792 1.98 1182.600516 2.187282728 
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393 793 1.9825 1184.785039 2.184522749 

394 794 1.985 1186.966809 2.181769727 

395 795 1.9875 1189.145832 2.179023635 

396 796 1.99 1191.322117 2.176284446 

397 797 1.9925 1193.495669 2.173552136 

398 798 1.995 1195.666496 2.170826678 

399 799 1.9975 1197.834604 2.168108047 

400 800 2 1200 2.165396216 C 

Fig. A3.16. Harmonic seήes from harmonic 400 up to harmonic 800 (the stήng values ofthe spira/ harp). 

The idea behind deνising this tuning (ίη parallel with a gliding harp) was to use a 

continuous section of the harmonic seήes containing νery close approximations to the 12-

et interνals, and chromatic steps small enough to simulate tones gliding at very 10w speed.2 

The interνal chosen is the octave between harmonic 400 and harmonic 800. The harmonic 

400, 10cated ίη the 8th octave of the seήes, is taken as the root for this system (ίη C), and 

harmonic 800 ίη the 9th octave, is the octave where the pattem ends. Α larger version of 

this instrument is postulated later οη cοveήηg several octaves, the mechanic-spiral-rotary 

harp (Xle), and ίη this case the continuity problem is discussed ίη more detail with one 

hand οη the tuning theory and one hand οη the design. 

Α tuning mechanism fits ίnside the metal spiral fraιne to protect the system ftom getting hit 

while playing and also to provide a smooth ending to ease the performer's hand moνements. 

The tuning here, devised ίη parallel with the instrument, brought back a question for the 

spiral conic bellophone design. Would the use of the harmonic seήes enhance the timbre 

of 96 or even a hundred conic bells? When using a system ftom harmonic 100 to harmonic 

200 (used by Carήllo's followers, and interνals indicated with bold font ίη chart Fig. 

Α3.16), the difference from the 96-et was difficult to notice with a retuned sampled version 

of the οήgίnal 96 bells played with a MIDI keyboard. Therefore, from this point, it was 

not considered suitable to use the ίπeguΙar steps ftom the harmonic and subharmonic seήes 

(as ίη the case of Partch 43-note just intonation system) to target beat-less interνals, since 

the timbre of the conic bells was proving to be of complex harmonic structure, while some 

2 This allows the rotating version of the ίnstrument to cover a wide range of glίding speeds and dynamics, 
and what is most important is that when the slow glide is targeted, the stήngs are not plucked at low speed, 
which would not allow a smooth pitch-slide simulation (since the attack ofthe notes would not be masked). 
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of the ίπeguΙarίtίes of the metal and construction methods would also make the bell beat 

within itself. Howeνer, the functionality of providing a reference pitch to other 

instruments of simple harmonic structure can still be provided using 96-et for the 

instruments to fine tune to the beat-Iess adjustments. 

None of the spiral harp models proposed ease the locating of specific strings, and for this 

reason stήηgs could be coloured and marks placed οη the frame. This need to develop an 

instrument that makes it easy to play specific notes using this tuning is what later οη led to 

the upgrading the 220-bowlophone (Ρ85 - ΧΙ) into a mechanised 440-stand bowlophone 

(Ρ99 - ΧΙ)/ ίη which microtonal and sliding capabilities are fully achieνed. 

Α3.3.1.6 The spiral waterslapophone (or splashophone) (lr) 

As οαι bodies are 70% water, it is difficult to escape from sounds produced by liquids ίη a 

daily life, regardless ofwhat we are suπounded by. However, there are νery few designs of 

pitched instruments that use liquids as the main vibrating body, and this is due to the fact that 

liquids can easi1y eνaporate and change pitch, plus they rarely produce a clear tone. 

The waterslap is a tuned plosive unit that employs water and air as vibrating bodies. The 

plosive sound is produced by the concussion of a cork conνex cavity against water ίη a 

simi1ar way that we can slap the water surface ίη a container with a convex-shaped hand.4 

The plosiνe action is initiated by pressing the tapping tongue attached οη top ofthe convex 

cork cavity (see the tapping tongue and intemal mechanism ίη figure Fig. Α3.17). Since 

the pitch is not νery clear, it can be reinforced, activating three other sounds (οτ a 

combination of them) by setting Ρήοr to playing (see Fig. Α3.18, Fig. Α3.19 and Fig. 

Α3.20 explaining these additional sounds independently). This is done using two valves 

(bubbling valve and whistle valve), and removing the water whistle lid and fitting a water 

whistle (Fig. Α3.17). Two ofthese additional sounds are produced by manipulating the air 

that has been compressed inside a funnel-shaped hole ίη the centre ofthe cork cavity. For 

the other additional pitched sound, a change of water leνel ίη the contiguous chamber,s 

3 Α representation ofthe 440-bowlophone coveήng 400 bells is available at the end ofthis section. 
4 Which is why this υηίι was initially named waterslap. 
S This aίr chamber is only created when pressing the tongue, and consequently dividing the inner space ίηΙο 
two different ones, the cork cavity and the space behind the cork, which is also communicated with and 
upper isolated area. 
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induced by the main plosive action, is employed to recreate the whistIing-water-jar effect 

ofpre-Columbian double-charnbered whistling water ceramic vessels. 

lf none of the additional sounds are set, a plosive sound with acute decay is produced by 

slapping and hoJding the tongue. Staccato tapping produces an overa)) sound with more of 

a splashing quality than pJosive and a consequently almost indefιnite pitch. Legato 

sJapping action produce a baJance between the splashing and the pJosive actions. 

( ( 

ο 

ι:.ψΡίng ιonguc 

Fig. Α3 . 17 . Wafers/ap (ιορ view, front view, and side cut view). 

Whether the two sounds that manipulate the compressed air through tubes are used or not , 
there is an option to open four sliding windows (Fig. Α3.17) which brings ουΙ of the 
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waterslap the internal splashing sounds produced straight after the plosive action. TlliS 

sound is not pitched, but ίι can be considered a regulated tone coIouring effect that can be 

indicated with sliding percentage (for example: sliding windows opened a 20%). 

Now let us explain first the ιννο additional pitched sounds that make use of the cornpressed 

air inside the convex cork cavity that is slapped against the water. This air is conducted 

through a tube that is bifurcated as soon as it reaches the end of the funnel-shaped area 

(Fig. Α3.18). One of the tubes goes into a srnall wooden whistle, and the other inside the 

shal10w water area ίη the back inner vessel section. 

When the whistle valve is open, the small size wooden whistle produces a pitched sound 

several octaves above the main plosive sound, reinforcing ίη this way its weak pitch clarity 

when functional. The whistle's pitcll can be adjusted Ιο the closest octave with a fine

tuning sliding device pIaced outside the unit. Stretched or compressed octaves can also be 

employed with adjustment prior ιο playing. This process is explained ίη figure Fig. Α3.18 

through stages, ίη combination with the splashing sound, which also is heard ifthe sliding 

windows are kept open. The intensity of the sp1ashiηg sound that is going to be 11eard 

depends οη how rnuch the sliding windows are open. 

3a ψla~hιng.οund coInes οω 
t)1foUQh the open ,\ ιndo\\s - ~ 

3b \\'ood~' \\ lllsIle 
sowld \\1 _ 

~ 

2a \\at r lc\ cl g ιιρ 

Ι . tonglIe ί\ 
ριιςhed dO\\ll 

1 

Fig. Α3 . 18. Waterslap unit with the whistle valve open, and 4 sliding windows open. 

Each conduct ha a regu1atiηg va1ve that can either shut it or adjust airflow, so a slight 

timbre adjustmeηt can be done before playing. For both conducts an e1astic plastic tube 
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section can be p1aced before the regu1ating νalνe to reduce the sharpness of the attack, and 

elongate the ound ofthe whi t1e. 

When the bubb1ing νa1νe ί open, the air goes inside the rear shal10w water area, producing 

bubb1es. The e bubb1es are splashed by water waνes created by the p 10siνe action. The 

bubbles pro ide a 1ight pitched quality, which is distorted by the waνes. Waterslaps are 

graded ίη size, and each size is designed Ιο contain a specific arnount of water ίη a 

horizontal position.6 The pitch produced by the bubbles is not very clear and tl1e waνes 

produce oscil1ations of this a1ready weak pitch, but these elements are contributions 

towards the beauty of the overall tone colour produced, so here the composer can choose 

choices conceming pitch clarity and timbre. This process is explained ίη fιgure Fig. Α3.19 

through stages, ίη combination with the sp1ashing sound, which a1so is heard. The sliding 

windows haνe 10 be left open 10 hear the sound, and they can be used to regulate ίι 

3 bublIng and ψΙη ll1ng ound 
C0I11t'!t οιιι ιΙυοιιgh the OpCI1 \\ιηάο\\· , 

::! \\ηΙι:Γ le,ι:l goe ιφ 

1 tonguc ι~ 
rtl~h ά άο\\ η 

1 

Fig. Α3.19 . Waterslap ιιηίι with the bubbling valve open, and the 4 sliding windows open. 

Before introducing the 1ast ofthe additiona1 pitched sounds that the waterslap can produce, 

ίι is important to c1arify that the cork block (containing the caνity undemeath) fits exactly 

inside the 10wer part of the waterslap,1 to create an air chamber aboνe the water level, 

behind the cork block, most of it aboνe the shallow water section of the waters/ap. Τhis 

chamber is extended to a mall isolated section ίη the upper area of waters!ap, since ίι is 

communicated through νents (Fig. Α3.20). Α large rectangle cut wou1d have been ideal, 

6 There is a mark zero ίπ ide the ~valerslap indicating the water leνel they have been designed for, ο thc 
main pitch οΓ the 1vaterslap can be emphasised, and then other numbered lίnes below and above which the 
composer can indicate towards experimenting with tone colour. 
7 Ι olating the wal1s ofthe 1vaterslap during the plosive action, and ποι letting water ΟΓ air go through. 
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but the vents do not affect the sound that goes through them much, and they strengthen the 

structure of the tongue. They have been placed ίη a perpendicular position to the sliding 

windows so the air pressure is not directly placed ίη a paral1el position Ιο the sliding 

window and does not produce additional undesired vibrations when the tongue is pressed 

(or ιηake the isolation ofthe windows more difficult). These vents do ηοΙ cover the whole 

span of the sliding windows, so when these windows are open ju t one centimetre the air 

going through the vents does not blow directly into the gap left open ίη the sliding 

windows. This is an option ίη which the splashing sound is reduced, which also stops the 

water from splashing outside. 

Fig. Α3.20 . 3-Ω view of a walerslap with longitudinal cut, and the top wall removed . 

When the bubbling valve, the whistle valve and the four sliding windows are al1 closed and 

the water whistle is placed ίη its rabbet (after removing the lid), the plosive action is 

followed by a process that ends υρ producing the whistle water jar effect.8 What we here 

call the water whi tle is nothing but a regular pea whistle without the pea that is tuned and 

fιtted ίη after removing the water whjstle lid. The pitch is chosen to match the 

fundamental of the plosi e sound, but this is only a choice since these whistles are made 

with the same mouth size to fιt any size of waterslaps, since the hole for al1 the sizes of 

wafers/aps is made the same size. This multiplies the possibilities of experimenting with 

timbre that this unit offer. The process ίη which the water whistle produces a sound 

similar to the pre- olumbian whistle water jars is explained ίη figure Fig. Α3.2]. What 

8 Borja, A.J. 1951 . lnstrIImento MZlSl'cales de! Perz; . Lima, Peru : Museo de Ia Cultura. 
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this process has to add to the pre-Columbian whistle water jars technique,9 ίη the way it is 

utilised with the waterslap, is the fact that the compressed air pumped to the cork cavity 

elongates the blowing action when the tongue is held ΟΓ even by slightly pressing after the 

concussion action. Τhis effect provides the chance to sustain the water whistle sound for a 

few extra seconds if required. If the bubbling valve is open, the sound can be elongated. 

This is achieved producing an intemal cyclic blowing action, also affecting the tone quality 

of the bird whistle effect. 

, alr goe .. 
thrσιIgll 11Qle, 
nnJ hιIb\1les go 
to rlo~ 1\ e CR\ ΙΙ" 

~-=-~------------~-

Ι tongu\.' ι., 

I'ΙΙ 11\.'J <Ιι)\\ η 

1 

Fig. Α3.2 Ι. Waterslap υηίι with two vaIves closed and water whistle inserted. 

The sealing of the accordion-like plastic wal1s (flexible ίη bents and glued οη ιορ and 

bottom) is important for obtaining good resu1ts. For this reason the tube for the bubbling 

effect can be reaπanged as previously shown ίη figure Fig. Α3.20, but this also requires tl,e 

bubbling valve to be reaπaηged as shown ίη figure Fig. Α3.22. Τhis avoids the tube going 

through the accordion-like plastic wall. 

9 Perez de Arce, J. 2004. AnaIisis de Ia cuaIidades sonoras de Ias botel\as silbadoras prehispanicas de 10s 
Andes. Βοletίn del MlIseo CJ7i/eno de Arte Precolonlbino . 09. antiago de Chi1e. ρρ.9-33 . 
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Fig. Α3.22 . Bubbling valve for the wateI's!ap, indicated. 

Now that the waterslap has been described ίη detail, let us formulate the concept of a 

spiral walerslapophone (or splashophone). Α waterslap has a stringed support deνice with 

a clutch system (Fig. Α3.23) which allows it to be hung from a bar, ίη fact placed below 

the bar touching it, and thi is done οη a spiral frame similar to the one used for the spira/ 

conic bellophone (Fig. Α3.24). 

Fig. Α3.23. Clutch details for a wateI'slap υηίι 
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Fig. Α3 .24. Spiral \vaIers/apopI1OI7e: outer layout. 

This spiral wafers/apophone in outer layout offers a substantial corporeal expres ion while 

being performed, and imply for this reason it is Ρrefeπed here over the internal layout, 

since the same speed can be achieved with an intemal layout, considering that the sound of 

thi s instrument cannot be appreciated when played at high speeds. However, a larger 

frame with the bass range ίη outer layout can al10w space to place a smal1er frame with 

inner layout al10wing faster speeds and faster note changing by placing a performer ίη the 

inside and covering the higher range. 

Water cannot be thought of as an element to combine with a cοποsive metal uch as the 

steel used for the conic bel1s. Stainless steel does not produce the ringing quality desired 

with the conic bell. Οη the other hand, mercury is a liquid tl1at would trouble the steel of 

the conic bells. The use of liquid material to change the sound of conic bellophone 

resonating bodies is explored later οη with a giant harp and in a succeeding design of the 

conic bellophone. 

As for the zigzag pattern designed for this group of spiral instruments, there is ηο doubt 

they can be played οη thi instruments, plus the cl1ange of pitch direction when doing the 

zigzag glissando can be reinforced by pressing for a bit 10nger in the pivot note to mask the 
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time that the performer ha to take to change direction producing a smooth overall Iiding 

pitch effect. 

Α3.3.Ι.7 The spiral-rotary pipe organ with Ahualulco keyboard (Ig) 

This consists of a 96-et pipe organ with the pipes shaping the auditorium, positioned ίη 

semί-SΡheήcaΙ heIix (Fig. Α3.25 and Fig. Α3.26), leaving a circular hole ίη the ceiIing 

similar to the ones de eIoped ίη Quattrocento Italian Renaissance paintings. One option is 

to cover the hole with a gIass sphere section to complete the semi-sphericaI shape of the 

space and making ίη this way an architectural paraIIelism to the effect of this painting 

technique called di sotto in siι (οτ sotto in su), which means seen from below or from 

below upward ίη Italian (Fig. A3.1.25). The structure supporting the pipes does not have 

to be necessarily hemispherical but if it is not, the pipes can be covered witll acoustic 

isolation ifhemispherical acoustics are desired. 

Fig. A3.2S. Τορ pipe layout for the spiral-rotary organ from below (Di sotto ίη su effect). 
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This is ηοΙ a rotating ceiling; what is rotating about this organ is the structure supporting 

the upper register pipes. These are placed ίη a smal1 seml-spherical structure that is 

10cated concentrically ίη ide the semi-spherica! space previously described. The pipes 

fol1ow a semi-spherical helix outside this inner structure (Fig. Α3.26). Τhe inner structure 

can be either hung υρ from the ceiling, ΟΓ if the sky hole is mostly desired, they can be 

placed οη rails οη ιορ of the stage where the organist is placed with other possible 

performer. Τhe dotted line ίη figure Fig. Α3.26 show a spherical helix next ιο the pipes 

as a possib!e guideline to p!ace a stepped structure to take seats and performers around the 

space, as a variant to the circular seats and stage at the bottom ofthe auditorium. 

----- -

Fig. Α3.26 . emi-sphericaI Iayout of spira/-rofary organ. 

The same concept is proposed ίη Fig. Α3.27 to a fu ll sphere to expand tl1e lower pitch 

range. Τhe inner sphere hangs from the top hole (although it can be supported from the 

bottom to keep tl1e hole οη the top free). ]η this case an inner stepped spherical he!ix 

structure hosting seats and small stages for performers, with doors to the outside of the 

instrument, would be the only option to place the audience and performer . With a rotating 

piston system, the inner phere could be slowly moved upwards and downwards to let the 

audience see the performers ηο matter where they are placed. Τhe idea behind the rotation 

of the inner sphere is to deliver the sound, of the higher register ίη this case, around the 

space equally. 
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Fig. Α3.27 . phericallayout for the spiral-rotaIY organ. 

With the spherica1 1ayout a ful1 range of nine octaνes can be coνered using 96-eΙ requiring 

865 pipes ίη totaJ. Since the organ is 1ikely to be the main instrument for a performance 

that takes place inside this sphere, one option for the so10 recital would be to p1it the nine 

octaνes keyboard into four keyboards with three octaνes range each. The keyboards with 

the 10west and the highest range would haνe an oνerlapping octaνe each, with their 

respectiνe next-door keyboard ίn the range. The keyboards coνering the midd1e range 

would haνe two oνerlapping octaνes (the 10west with the keyboard below ίπ the oνeral1 

range and the one aboνe with the keyboard aboνe ίπ the oνeral1 range). Ιη this case a 

transparent ring around the inner sphere could be hung fTom the cei1ing ΟΓ raised fTom the 

bottom to support the four keyboards and keyboard players. If the ring is e1 eνated fTom 
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below then a slow rotation system could be incorporated so they can a ll be cJearly seen by 

the audience. IO 

The keyboard designed towards the achievement of sixteentlltones splits the regular piano 

keys ίπΙο as many sections as the tuning does. Fig. Α3.28 shows an octave range starting 

from G, as the conic bells and the keys are labelled, starting numeric notation with the zero 

ίη G and the accidentals (flats and sharps) proposed for sixteenthtones ίη regular staff 

notation (Ch. 1). 
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Fig. Α3 .2 8. Ahualulco keyboard with 96-et numerical notation and the accidentals proposcd. 

10 For this purpose, screens enlarging the image of the keyboards could also be placed around the space so 
the hands of the four performers are visib le at all times ιο provide some corporeal expression to the 
performance. 
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The name of CaπίΙΙο's birth village, Ahualulco (since he already used his na1ηe [οτ sοlη e 

ofhis instruments), is used here to refer to this layout. 

This keyboard allows ultrachroma.tic pitch gliding by simply sliding the fingers upwards οτ 

downwards, following the pattems of the piano keys as can be observed ίn the three 

dimensional representatJon of a keyboard section in figure Fig. Α3 .29. 

Fig. Α3 .29 . Three-dimensiona\ representation of a section ofthe AI1lιa/z~lco keyboaι·d. 

This instrument not only inspired the succeeding decision of pla.cing the conic bells ίn 

stands so they can be placed ίn a convenient way, but also inspired tl,e concept ofusing the 

space as a musical instrument and consequently the design of a spherical auditorium, the 

Snowdome (see Ch. 4). 
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The zigzag pitch pattems designed for this group gain spatial dimensionality with this 

instrument since the pitch changes are also accompanied with a spiral movement around 

the auditorium. This concept also inspires other instruments from the groups that follow. 

Unlike most of the keyboard instruments, the spira/-rotary organ with Ahua/u/co keyboard 

was designed to incorporate high corporeal expression elements. The keyboard employs 

four performers, and their positioning (as previously mentioned), as well as having their 

hands projected ίη screens, enhances corporeal expression. Colour lights are activated 

with a MIDI system incorporated ίη this keyboard and placed behind the pipes, so a colour 

for each pipe can be chosen for the sounded pipe prior to performance or ίη relation to 

other MIDI controllers or even a sequencer. For instance, these four keyboards are thought 

of as full MIDI controllers, so the key pressure can be used to change the air pressure of its 

couesponding pipe (each having a MIDI linked air compressor) and the colour ofthe light 

behind the sounded pipe. Since live images of the four keyboards are shown around the 

space, the previously mentioned lighting principle could be used with the keyboard, so the 

keys have lids inside, lightening them when playing, matching the colour of the pipe 

sounded. 

The composer can choose the colour pattems for each moment of the composition by using 

a sequencer run with a tempo controller (lίnk to the keyboards, or a conducting device if 

dynarnic ternpo is to be incorporated). 

Α related idea was brought back to the spiral conic bellophone. Since ίη this layout the 

conic bells are difficult to locate when playing complex microtonal pattems, and pattems 

do exist according to the played scale, a set of individual lights pointing to each bell and a 

switchboard lightening the rnicrotonal scale being used was thought of as a pedagogical 

idea for instrument demonstrations and even for rehearsals and training exercises. 

This idea used with the spira/-rotary organ with Ahua/ulco keyboard led to the adoption of 

three-dimensional visual simulations to reduce experimentation cost. 

The use of a spherical space as part of the instrument suggests considering spherical 

coordinates towards calculations when projecting the sound ίη the space. Eight sound 

channels and speakers can be used around a spherical testing space to accompany the three 
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dimensional visual simulation as part of the design and composing processes is considered 

at this early stage, and can be used in general [οτ any design including a mechanised 

bellophone with bells placed around the audience. 

Α3.3.1.8 The spiral-tin oboe (with conic core) (Ih) 

The origin of this conic core reed instrument was to apply the sliding-key-on-rail concept 

(diagram ίn Fig. Α3.30) to an oboe with five cuts (Fig. Α3.31). Α sliding key is placed οη 

a longitudinal structure that has a hole and that slides along a railing system, always 

covering the longitudinal cut οη the instrument and always making enough pressure 

against the cut to stop the air coming out ifthe hole is covered. Keys ought to be ιηade so 

they always come back to the original position (graded ρτίοτ to performance). Α system to 

lock a key temporarily in a desired position during performance is to be incorporated. 

( 

Fig. Α3.30. Sliding-key-on-raίl diagram. 
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Fig. Α3.31. Α rough sketch of an oboe with 5 sliding keys. 

This ystem has ηοΙ been tested but sealing the air from coming out and placing 

overlapping sliding keys will present additional diffιculties when employing curvilinear 

structures. Experimentation and mastering sealing and positioning sliding keys οη a 

regular oboe (Fig. Α3.31), employing different materials too, would be advisable before 

working ση prototypes ofthe spiral tin oboe with conic core and sliding keys (Fig. Α3.32). 

Fig. Α3.32. Spira! tin oboe. 
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Fig. Α3.33. liding key views. 

The structure supportίng the sliding keys οη this conical helix layout would require a 

slightly flexible material, apart from the appropriate springs to bring the key support back 

ίη place. Hard silicone could be used for this purpose, σΓ a material with similar 

characteristics. Α lock Ιο keep a sliding key in a required position could also improve the 

capabilities of this instrument. This way, the rotation of the fιngers around the instrument 

could also involve the rotation of the hands and a movement of the elbows forwards and 

backwards that could intensify the corporeal expression during performance. 

The zigzag exercises proposed for the non-cylindrical helix group (Ι) can b performed 

smoothly for the range co ered by a slide key without requiring much practice. The 

overlapping pitch areas between keys might require some time ma tering when wider 

zigzag pitch movements are intended. 

The forward and backward movement of the elbow can also be used with the spiral conic 

bellophone when gliding, if the instrument can be played without looking at the keys 

behind, in other words substituting the performer's rotation covering 1800 of the layout 

with each arm. 

A3.3.1.9 The lucent tree and the Harrison Luo-abu mbira (Ιί) 

The lucent tree wa conceived fιrst as a plucked string instrument. Later οη it wa 

developed into a hybrid instrument to fulfιl the requirements of thi group. The new 
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derived instrument incorporates a wind sound and a percussive shaking sound and is 

denominated the Harrison Luo-abu mbira. The lucent tree was inspired by a college 

experiment composing for a harpsichord using a tuning originally proposed by the British 

horologist John Harrison ίη the second half of 18th century, and rediscovered by Charles 

Lucy ίη the 1980s.11 During the experimentation with the harpsichord, it was noticed that 

the beating partials heard οη a high register when playing the mid-pitch range enhanced the 

brightness of the regular harpsichord sound. 

Let us describe the elements used to develop the lucent tree starting with the tuning 

employed. Harrison's tuning can be considered, like most meantone tunings, to be part of 

an infιnite spiral of flattened fιfths. This spiral ίη most of the cases reaches a point ίη 

which the whole interνal gets very close to a specifιc number of octaves. And when the 

process is repeated to get closer to an octave until the difference from the closest octave is 

too small to be perceived, the spiral becomes a cyclic toroidal spiral of fιfths (which is the 

shape obtained by joining one end of a SΡήng with the other), rather than an infιnite SΡήng 

growing ίη both directions. Although Harrison's tuning has this property (or potential), it 

was originally proposed as a diatonic scale ίη which the octave is divided into Ρί (1200 

t/π) to obtain the third 381.971863 t (or two consecutive major tones: ΤΗ=190.9859317 

t ).12 Therefore, the equivalent semitone ίn his tuning system (sH) can be obtained by 

resolving the following equation: 

2 sH + 5 ΤΗ = 1200; sH = (1200 - 5 ΤΗ)/2 = 122.5351707 t 

Following the fιfth pattem ίn the diatonic scale (T-T-s-T), we can obtain the fιfth with the 

relative pattem ΤΗ-TH-sH-ΤΗ, ending up with a value of 695.4929659 t (Harrison fιfth 

from now onwards, and represented by νΗ). 

Having obtained the Harrison fιfth, we can add consecutive fιfths, transposing them to the 

fιrst octave to obtain equal temperaments containing Harrison' s tuning. The interνal 

formed by 88 consecutive Harrison fifths produces an interνal that is 3.381 t sharper than 

51 octaves. ΒΥ flattening a Harrison fιfth by Ι/88αι ofthis comma (0.03 t), we get the 88-

et fιfth. Going further in the circle of Harrison fιfths (VH=695.4929659 t), we find that 

11 Lucy, Charles Ε.Η. 1986. Pitch, Ρί, αnd Other Musicαl Pαrαdoxes (Α Prαctical Guide 10 Nαlurαl 

Microtonαlity). London: author. 
12 The pure major third being 386.31 ~ and the difference 4.34~. 
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the interνal fonned by 1420 Haπison fιfths is 0.0115 ;, sharper than 823 octaves. This is 

exceptional since ηο fιfth ίη the sequence gets closer to an octave up ίη the spiral unti1 the 

105413th fifth, and almost by the same amount (0.0097 ;, above the closest octave). The 

1 05413-et, is ηοΙ considered here a practical solution, not even for theoretical purposes. 

The 0.0115 t comma produced by 1420 Haπison fιfths can be divided into each of the 

1420 Harrison fifths, by flattening each of them 0.0000081 t to obtain the relative equal 

temperament, ίη this case the 1420-et. But we do not need to care about such a small 

reduction. Even our ears would not appreciate the full comma (0.0115 ;,) ifwe were to use 

a circle of 1420 Harrison fifths. Therefore ίη tenns of theory and practice the 1420-et is 

here considered the end of the spiral of Harrison fιfths, constituting a cyclίc toroidal spiral 

of fιfths. For example, if we start with C and want to fιnd the Haπison semitone 

(sH=122.5351707;') ίη the cyclic toroidal spiral offιfths, we can go 1415 fιfths towards 

the right of the toroid (1415Χ VH or G220# using traditional double sharp notation with up 

Ιο 202 sharps ίη the toroidal model). We can simplify the process and get to the same 

point by going fιve fifths to the right (5xVH or Db). Consequently half of the toroidal 

should ideally be used with up to 101 sharps and the other halfusing up to 101 flats, since 

enhannonic interνals have a comma of 0.0115 ;, difference which is not worth 

differentiating ίη this system. 

The 88-et is ηοΙ included ίη the 1420-et, and the discrepancies between the 88-et degrees 

and the closest interνals ίn the 1420-et vary mainly between 0.1 ;, up to 0.4;'. Ιη fact, 

there is a close approximation ofan 88-et degree every 16 degrees ofthe 1420-et (with the 

exception of 17 degrees every 7 degrees ίη the 88-et scale). The 88-et can be considered a 

practical solution to extend Haπison's tuning ifthe 3.381 ;, comma does not considerably 

affect the composition or sound produced by the instruments when using two enharmonic 

values for the same position ίη the toroidal spiral of fιfths. 

The chromatic step ofthe 1420-et (0.845070423 ;,) is here denominated lucent, ίη honour 

ofthe research οη John Haπison done by C. Lucy.13 The lucent is used as a chromatic step 

for the lucent tree (Fig. Α3.34), an instrument aiming to demonstrate the aurallίmitations 

perceiving microdiscrete-sliding pitch (see Glossary) as s1iding pitch, and al1 possible 

13 Lucy, CharIes Ε. Η. 1986. Pitch. Ρί. αnd Other Musicαl Pαrαdoxes (Α Prαcticαl Guide Ιο Nαturαl 
Microtonαlity). London: Published by author. 
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micro-intervals Ιο be found ίη Haπison's tuning. The lucent tree uses metal strings placed 

between the inside of the spiral and the edge. Ιn the edge a rail system carrying slίding 

plucking units is placed. Performers and demonstrators can either pluck specific strings to 

play an interval or chord,14 οτ slίde a plucking device fitted ίn edge rail Ιο demonstrate 

sliding intervals and chords οτ eνen changing intervals and chords when different plucking 

speeds are used. The results are extremely visual and also an effectiνe hands-on-the

instrument way Ιο teach the targeted subject, tuning measurίng unitS. 15 With 1421 strings, 

a second instrument can also be tuned ίη cent steps for comparison and demonstrations 

starting from the same pitch at the bottom (and consequently reducing υρ to one tone the 

notes at the ιορ of the octaνe). 

Ηaπίsοη' s tuning can be considered a meantone such as the other tunings of the Ρeήοd that 

were seeking more consonant thirds by compromising the consonance of the fifth. But, 

what makes this tuning unique among most early tunings is the fact that it was deνised 

using a transcendental number. What is mΥsteήοus about this tuning, and probably due to 

the lack of information available, is the reason why Harήson uses the same number 

required to express the radiation of sound equally ίη all directions (Ι is the intensity of the 

sound at a distance r, and W refers ιο the power ofthe source):16 

1= W/4x? 

SΡheήcaΙ coordinates, also employing number π (when measurίng angles ίη radians), can 

be used ιο descήbe the propagation of the sound ίη a three-dimensional space. John 

Ήarrisοη could haνe thought of using π thinking of some kind of relation between the 

sound propagation and the tuning, but still ίn 2011, this matter remains unknown. The 

lucent tree (Fig. Α3.34) can be used as a tool for future research. 

This pedagogical and research instrument is named lucent tree after the tuning unit 

preνiously proposed (Lt) and its arboreal resemblance. Sliding plucking units can be 

easily fitted and taken off with a clutch system, so several of them can be placed 

simultaneously ίn the desired place at any time ίη the middle of a performance. Although 

14 With false naίls similar Ιο the ones used by koto players, and ideally square-shaped nails as the ones used 
b the ΙΙαιω koto school (opposed Ιο the pointed ones used by tJle Yanlada kOlO school). 
Ι{ While ίι also takes the acoustical properties ofHarrίson's theοήes Ιο the limits ofhuman perception. 
16 Horoshenkov, Κ.ν. 2011. EnvironmentaI Noise Control (Lecture 4). School of Εngίneeήng, Design and 
Technology, University of Bradford, UK. http://www.staff.brad.ac. uklkvhoroshlCV 6505M/lecture _ 04.pdf 
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this instrument has been designed for pedagogical and research purposes, it could also be 

used for compositional practice when requiring slow graded changes of pitcl1 ίη time. 

Glides can be proνided for most tunings when using 1420 notes per octaνe, since it 

approximate wel1 enough to the requirements of most tunings. The tone colour produced 

with a chord or interνal doing parallel glissando using the closest lucenf is likely to haνe a 

brighter tone quality than the closest cent, although this needs to be proven ίη practice and 

probably as part offuture research ίη timbre. 

Α chart comparing lucenfs (LtI) with cents (~) is provided ίη Fig. A3.3S, indicating the 

intervals that are close to the 88-et degrees ίη bold [οηΙ These are found eνery 16 degrees 

ιη the Ι 420-et scale, apart ftom a few exceptions in which the interval requires 17 degrees, 

ίη which case the font is bold and italic. 

Fig. Α3.34. Frame and tand Γοτ the !ucenllree (also g/i sacl1Ord) with a few strings indicated. 
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Α CοmΡaήsοn between lucents and cents (1420-et and 1200-et) 

L~ ~ L~ ~ L~ ιΡ L~ ~ 
Ο Ο 50 42.25352113 100 84.50704225 150 126.7605634 
1 0.845070423 51 43.09859155 101 85.35211268 151 127.6056338 
2 1.690140845 52 43.94366197 102 86.1971831 152 128.4507042 
3 2.535211268 53 44.78873239 103 87.04225352 153 129.2957746 
4 3.38028169 54 45.63380282 104 87.88732394 154 130.1408451 
5 4.225352113 55 46.47887324 105 88.73239437 155 130.9859155 
6 5.070422535 56 47.32394366 106 89.57746479 156 131.8309859 
7 5.915492958 57 48.16901408 107 90.42253521 157 132.6760563 
8 6.76056338 58 49.01408451 108 91.26760563 158 133.5211268 
9 7.605633803 59 49.85915493 109 92.11267606 159 134.3661972 
10 8.450704225 60 50.70422535 110 92.95774648 160 135.2112676 
11 9.295774648 61 51.54929577 111 93.8028169 161 136.056338 
12 10.14084507 62 52.3943662 112 94.64788732 162 136.9014085 
13 10.98591549 63 53.23943662 113 95.49295775 163 137.7464789 
14 11.83098592 64 54.08450704 114 96.33802817 164 138.5915493 
15 12.67605634 65 54.91957746 115 97.18309859 165 139.4366197 
16 13.52112676 66 55.77464789 116 98.02816901 166 140.2816901 
17 14.36619718 67 56.61971831 117 98.87323944 167 141.1267606 
18 15.21126761 68 57.46478873 118 99.71830986 168 141.971831 
19 16.05633803 69 58.30985915 119 100.5633803 169 142.8169014 
20 16.90140845 70 59.15492958 120 101.4084507 170 143.6619718 
21 17.74647887 71 60 121 102.2535211 171 144.5070423 
22 18.5915493 72 60.84507042 122 103.0985915 172 145.3521127 
23 19.43661972 73 61.69014085 123 103.943662 173 146.1971831 
24 20.28169014 74 62.53521127 124 104.7887324 174 147.0422535 
25 21.12676056 75 63.38028169 125 105.6338028 175 147.8873239 
26 21.97183099 76 64.22535211 126 106.4788732 176 148.7323944 
27 22.81690141 77 65.07042254 127 107.3239437 177 149.5774648 
28 23.66197183 78 65.91549296 128 108.1690141 178 150.4225352 
29 24.50704225 79 66.76056338 129 109.0140845 179 151.2676056 
30 25.35211268 80 67.6056338 130 109.8591549 180 152.1126761 
31 26.1971831 81 68.45070423 131 110.7042254 181 152.9577465 
32 27.04225352 82 69.29577465 132 111.5492958 182 153.8028169 
33 27.88732394 83 70.14084507 133 112.3943662 183 154.6478873 
34 28.73239437 84 70.98591549 134 113.2394366 184 155.4929577 
35 29.57746479 85 71.83098592 135 114.084507 185 156.3380282 
36 30.42253521 86 72.67605634 136 114.9295775 186 157.1830986 
37 31.26760563 87 73.52112676 137 115.7746479 187 158.028169 
38 32.11267606 88 74.36619718 138 116.6197183 188 158.8732394 
39 32.95774648 89 75.21126761 139 117.4647887 189 159.7183099 
40 33.8028169 90 76.05633803 140 118.3098592 190 160.5633803 
41 34.64788732 91 76.90140845 141 119.1549296 191 161.4084507 
42 35.49295775 92 77.74647887 142 120 192 162.2535211 
43 36.33802817 93 78.5915493 143 120.8450704 193 163.0985915 
44 37.18309859 94 79.43661972 144 121.6901408 194 163.943661 
45 38.02816901 95 80.28169014 145 122.5352113 195 164.7887324 
46 38.87323944 96 81.12676056 146 123.3802817 196 165.6338028 
47 39.71830986 97 81.97183099 147 124.2253521 197 166.4788732 
48 40.56338028 98 82.81690141 148 125.0704225 198 167.3239437 
49 41.4084507 99 83.66197183 149 125.915493 199 168.1690141 
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ιφ t ιφ t Lφ t ιφ t 
200 169.0140845 250 211.2676056 300 253.5211268 350 295.7746479 
201 169.8591549 251 212.1126761 301 254.3661972 351 296.6197183 
202 170.7042254 252 212.9577465 302 255.2112676 352 297.4647887 
203 171.5492958 253 213.8028169 303 256.056338 353 298.3098592 
204 172.3943662 254 214.6478873 304 256.9014085 354 299.1549296 
205 173.2394366 255 215.4929577 305 257.7464789 355 300 
206 174.084507 256 216.3380282 306 258.5915493 356 300.8450704 
207 174.9295775 257 217.1830986 307 259.4366197 357 301.6901408 
208 175.7746479 258 118.028169 308 260.2816901 358 302.5352113 
209 176.6197183 259 218.8732394 309 261.1267606 359 303.3802817 
210 177.4647887 260 219.7183099 310 261.971831 360 304.2253521 
211 178.3098592 261 220.5633803 311 262.8169014 361 305.0704225 
212 179.1549296 262 221.4084507 312 263.6619718 362 305.915493 
213 180 263 222.2535211 313 264.5070423 363 306.7605634 
214 180.8450704 264 223.0985915 314 265.3521127 364 307.6056338 
215 181.6901408 265 223.943662 315 266.1971831 365 308.4507042 
216 182.5352113 266 224.7887324 316 267.0422535 366 309.2957746 
217 183.3802817 267 225.6338028 317 267.8873239 367 310.1408451 
218 184.2253521 268 226.4788732 318 268.7323944 368 310.9859155 
219 185.0704225 269 227.3239437 319 269.5774648 369 311.8309859 
220 185.915493 270 228.1690141 320 270.4225352 370 312.6760563 
221 186.7605634 271 229.0140845 321 271.2676056 371 313.5211268 
222 187.6056338 272 229.8591549 322 272.1126761 372 314.3661972 
223 188.4507042 273 230.7042254 323 272.9577465 373 315.2112676 
224 189.2957746 274 131.5492958 324 273.8028169 374 316.056338 
225 190.1408451 275 232.3943662 325 274.6478873 375 316.9014085 
226 190.9859155 276 233.2394366 326 275.4929577 376 317.7464789 
227 191.8309859 277 234.084507 327 276.3380282 377 318.5915493 
228 192.6760563 278 234.9295775 328 277.1830986 378 319.4366197 
229 193.5211268 279 235.7746479 329 278.028169 379 320.2816901 
230 194.3661972 280 236.6197183 330 278.8732394 380 321.1267606 
231 195.2112676 281 237.4647887 331 279.7183099 381 321.971831 
232 196.056338 282 238.3098592 332 280.5633803 382 322.8169014 
233 196.9014085 283 239.1549296 333 281.4084507 383 323.6619718 
234 197.7464789 284 240 334 282.2535211 384 324.5070423 
235 198.5915493 285 240.8450704 335 283.0985915 385 325.3521127 
236 199.4366197 286 241.6901408 336 283.943662 386 326.1971831 
237 200.2816901 287 242.5352113 337 284.7887324 387 327.0422535 
238 201.1267606 288 243.3802817 338 285.6338028 388 327.8873239 
239 201.971831 289 244.2253521 339 286.4788732 389 328.7323944 
240 202.8169014 

241 203.6619718 
290 245.0704225 

291 245.915493 
340 287.3239437 
341 288.1690141 

390 329.5774648 
391 330.4225352 

242 204.5070423 292 246.7605634 342 289.0140845 392 331.2676056 
243 205.3521127 

244 206.1971831 

245 207.0422535 

246 207.8873239 

247 208.7323944 

248 209.5774648 

249 210.4225352 

293 247.6056338 
294 248.4507042 
295 249.2957746 

296 250.1408451 
297 250.9859155 
298 251.8309859 
299 252.6760563 

343 289.8591549 
344 290.7042254 
345 291.5492958 
346 292.3943662 
347 293.2394366 
348 294.084507 
349 294.9295775 

393 332.1126761 
394 332.9577465 
395 333.8028169 
396 334.6478873 
397 335.4929577 
398 336.3380282 
399 337.1830986 
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Lt ~ Lt ~ Lt ~ Lt ~ 
400 338.028169 
401 338.8732394 

450 380.2816901 
451 381.1267606 

500 422.5352113 
501 423.3802817 

550 464.7887324 
551 465.6338028 

402 339.7183099 452 381.971831 502 424.2253521 552 466.4788732 
403 340.5633803 453 382.8169014 503 425.0704225 553 467.3239437 
404 341.4084507 454 383.6619718 504 425.915493 554 468.1690141 
405 342.2535211 455 384.5070423 505 426.7605634 555 469.0140845 
406 343.0985915 456 385.3521127 506 427.6056338 556 469.8591549 
407 343.943662 457 386.1971831 507 428.4507042 557 470.7042254 
408 344.7887324 458 387.0422535 508 429.2957746 558 471.5492958 
409 345.6338028 459 387.8873239 509 430.1408451 559 472.3943662 
410 346.4788732 460 388.7323944 510 430.9859155 560 473.2394366 
411 347.3239437 461 389.5774648 511 431.8309859 561 474.084507 
412 348.1690141 462 390.4225352 512 432.6760563 562 474.9295775 
413 349.0140845 463 391.2676056 513 433.5211268 563 475.7746479 
414 349.8591549 464 392.1126761 514 434.3661972 564 476.6197183 
415 350.7042254 465 392.9577465 515 435.2112676 565 477.4647887 
416 351.5492958 466 393.8028169 516 436.056338 566 478.3098592 
417 352.3943662 467 394.6478873 517 436.9014085 567 479.1549296 
418 353.2394366 468 395.4929577 518 437.7464789 568 480 
419 354.084507 469 396.3380282 519 438.5915493 569 480.8450704 
420 354.9295775 470 397.1830986 520 439.4366197 570 481.6901408 
421 355.7746479 471 398.028169 521 440.2816901 571 482.5352113 
422 356.6197183 472 398.8732394 522 441.1267606 572 483.3802817 
423 357.4647887 473 399.7183099 523 441.971831 573 484.2253521 
424 358.3098592 474 400.5633803 524 442.8169014 574 485.0704225 
425 359.1549296 475 401.4084507 525 443.6619718 575 485.915493 
426 360 476 402.2535211 526 444.5070423 576 486.7605634 
427 360.8450704 477 403.0985915 527 445.3521127 577 487.6056338 
428 361.6901408 478 403.943662 528 446.1971831 578 488.4507042 
429 362.5352113 479 404.7887324 529 447.0422535 579 489.2957746 
430 363.3802817 480 405.6338028 530 447.8873239 580 490.1408451 
431 364.2253521 481 406.4788732 531 448.7323944 581 490.9859155 
432 365.0704225 482 407.3239437 532 449.5774648 582 491.8309859 
433 365.915493 483 408.1690141 533 450.4225352 583 492.6760563 
434 366.7605634 484 409.0140845 534 451.2676056 584 493.5211268 
435 367.6056338 485 409.8591549 535 452.1126761 585 494.3661972 
436 368.4507042 486 410.7042254 536 452.9577465 586 495.2112676 
437 369.2957746 487 411.5492958 537 453.8028169 587 496.056338 
438 370.1408451 488 412.3943662 538 454.6478873 588 496.9014085 
439 370.9859155 489 413.2394366 539 455.4929577 589 497.7464789 
440 371.8309859 490 414.084507 540 456.3380282 590 498.5915493 
441 372.6760563 491 414.9295775 541 457.1830986 591 499.4366197 
442 373.5211268 492 415.7746479 542 458.028169 592 500.2816901 
443 374.3661972 493 416.6197183 543 458.8732394 593 501.1267606 
444 375.2112676 494 417.4647887 544 459.7183099 594 501.971831 
445 376.056338 495 418.3098592 545 460.5633803 595 502.8169014 
446 376.9014085 

447 377.7464789 

448 378.5915493 

449 379.4366197 

496 419.1549296 
497 420 
498 420.8450704 
499 421.6901408 

546 461.4084507 
547 462.2535211 
548 463.0985915 
549 463.943662 

596 503.6619718 
597 504.5070423 
598 505.3521127 
599 506.1971831 
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Appendix Three (3): Variant conceptual instrumentsfor feedback. Prototype groups 1-3 

Lφ Φ Lφ Φ LΦ Φ Lφ Φ 
600 507.0422535 650 549.2957746 700 591.5492958 750 633.8028169 
601 507.8873239 651 550.1408451 701 592.3943662 751 634.6478873 
602 508.7323944 652 550.9859155 702 593.2394366 752 635.4929577 
603 509.5774648 653 551.8309859 703 594.084507 753 636.3380282 
604 510.4225352 654 552.6760563 704 594.9295775 754 637.1830986 
605 511.2676056 655 553.5211268 705 595.7746479 755 638.028169 
606 512.1126761 656 554.3661972 706 596.6197183 756 638.8732394 
607 512.9577465 657 555.2112676 707 597.4647887 757 639.7183099 
608 513 .8028169 658 556.056338 708 598.3098592 758 640.5633803 
609 514.6478873 659 556.9014085 709 599.1549296 759 641.4084507 
610 515.4929577 660 557.7464789 710 600 760 642.2535211 
611 516.3380282 661 558.5915493 711 600.8450704 761 643.0985915 
612 517.1830986 662 559.4366197 712 601.6901408 762 643.943662 
613 518.028169 663 560.2816901 713 602.5352113 763 644.7887324 
614 518.8732394 664 561.1267606 714 603.3802817 764 645.6338028 
615 519.7183099 665 561.971831 715 604.2253521 765 646.4788732 
616 520.5633803 666 562.8169014 716 605.0704225 766 647.3239437 
617 521.4084507 667 563.6619718 717 605.915493 767 648.1690141 
618 522.2535211 668 564.5070423 718 606.7605634 768 649.0140845 
619 523.0985915 669 565.3521127 719 607.6056338 769 649.8591549 
620 523.943662 670 566.1971831 720 608.4507042 770 650.7042254 
621 524.7887324 671 567.0422535 721 609.2957746 771 651.5492958 
622 525.6338028 672 567.8873239 722 610.1408451 772 652.3943662 
623 526.4788732 673 568.7323944 723 610.9859155 773 653.2394366 
624 527.3239437 674 569.5774648 724 611.8309859 774 654.084507 
625 528.1690141 675 570.4225352 725 612.6760563 775 654.9295775 
626 529.0140845 676 571.2676056 726 613.5211268 776 655.7746479 
627 529.8591549 677 572.1126761 727 614.3661972 777 656.6197183 
628 530.7042254 678 572.9577465 728 615.2112676 778 657.4647887 
629 531.5492958 679 573.8028169 729 616.056338 779 658.3098592 
630 532.3943662 680 574.6478873 730 616.9014085 780 659.1549296 
631 533.2394366 681 575.4929577 731 617.7464789 781 660 
632 534.084507 682 576.3380282 732 618.5915493 782 660.8450704 
633 534.9295775 683 577.1830986 733 619.4366197 783 661.6901408 
634 535.7746479 684 578.028169 734 620.2816901 784 662.5352113 
635 536.6197183 685 578.8732394 735 621.1267606 785 663.3802817 
636 537.4647887 686 579.7183099 736 621.971831 786 664.2253521 
637 538.3098592 687 580.5633803 737 622.8169014 787 665.0704225 
638 539.1549296 688 581.4084507 738 623.6619718 788 665.915493 
639 540 689 582.2535211 739 624.5070423 789 666.7605634 
640 540.8450704 690 583.0985915 740 625.3521127 790 667.6056338 
641 541.6901408 691 583.943662 741 626.1971831 791 668.4507042 
642 542.5352113 692 584.7887324 742 627.0422535 792 669.2957746 
643 543.3802817 693 585.6338028 743 627.8873239 793 670.1408451 
644 544.2253521 694 586.4788732 744 628.7323944 794 670.9859155 
645 545.0704225 

646 545.915493 

647 546.7605634 

648 547.6056338 

649 548.4507042 

695 587.3239437 

696 588.1690141 
697 589.0140845 
698 589.8591549 
699 590.7042254 

745 629.5774648 
746 630.4225352 
747 631.2676056 
748 632.1126761 
749 632.9577465 

795 671.8309859 
796 672.6760563 
797 673.5211268 
798 674.3661972 
799 675.2112676 
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Appendix Three (3): Variant conceptual instrumentsJor Jeedback. Prototype groups 1-3 

Lfj: ~ Lfj: ~ Lfj: ~ Lfj: ~ 
800 676.056338 850 718.3098592 900 760.5633803 950 802.8169014 
801 676.9014085 851 719.1549296 901 761.4084507 951 803.6619718 
802 677.7464789 852 720 902 762.2535211 952 804.5070423 
803 678.5915493 853 720.8450704 903 763.0985915 953 805.3521127 
804 679.4366197 854 721.6901408 904 763.943662 954 806.1971831 
805 680.2816901 855 722.5352113 905 764.7887324 955 807.0422535 
806 681.1267606 856 723.3802817 906 765.6338028 956 807.8873239 
807 681.971831 857 724.2253521 907 766.4788732 957 808.7323944 
808 682.8169014 858 725.0704225 908 767.3239437 958 809.5774648 
809 683.6619718 859 725.915493 909 768.1690141 959 810.4225352 
810 684.5070423 860 726.7605634 910 769.0140845 960 811.2676056 
811 685.3521127 861 727.6056338 911 769.8591549 961 812.1126761 
812 686. 1971831 862 728.4507042 912 770.7042254 962 812.9577465 
813 687.0422535 863 729.2957746 913 771.5492958 963 813.8028169 
814 687.8873239 864 730.1408451 914 772.3943662 964 814.6478873 
815 688.7323944 865 730.9859155 915 773.2394366 965 81'5.4929577 
816 689.5774648 866 731.8309859 916 774.084507 966 816.3380282 
817 690.4225352 867 732.6760563 917 774.9295775 967 817.1830986 
818 691.2676056 868 733.5211268 918 775.7746479 968 818.028169 
819 692.1126761 869 734.3661972 919 776.6197183 969 818.8732394 
820 692.9577465 870 735.2112676 920 777.4647887 970 819.7183099 
821 693.8028169 871 736.056338 921 778.3098592 971 820.5633803 
822 694.6478873 872 736.9014085 922 779.1549296 972 821.4084507 
823 695.4929577 873 737.7464789 923 780 973 822.2535211 
824 696.3380282 874 738.5915493 924 780.8450704 974 823.0985915 
825 697.1830986 875 739.4366197 925 781.6901408 975 823.943662 
826 698.028169 876 740.2816901 926 782.5352113 976 824.7887324 
827 698.8732394 877 741.1267606 927 783.3802817 977 825.6338028 
828 699.7183099 878 741.971831 928 784.2253521 978 826.4788732 
829 700.5633803 879 742.8169014 929 785.0704225 979 827.3239437 
830 701.4084507 880 743.6619718 930 785.915493 980 828.1690141 
831 702.2535211 881 744.5070423 931 786.7605634 981 829.0140845 
832 703.0985915 882 745.3521127 932 787.6056338 982 829.8591549 
833 703.943662 883 746.1971831 933 788.4507042 983 830.7042254 
834 704.7887324 884 747.0422535 934 789.2957746 984 831.5492958 
835 705.6338028 885 747.8873239 935 790.1408451 985 832.3943662 
836 706.4788732 886 748.7323944 936 790.9859155 986 833.2394366 
837 707.3239437 887 749.5774648 937 791.8309859 987 834.084507 
838 708.1690141 888 750.4225352 938 792.6760563 988 834.9295775 
839 709.0140845 889 751.2676056 939 793.5211268 989 835.7746479 
840 709.8591549 890 752.1126761 940 794.3661972 990 836.6197183 
841 710.7042254 891 752.9577465 941 795.2112676 991 837.4647887 
842 711.5492958 892 753.8028169 942 796.056338 992 838.3098592 
843 712.3943662 

844 713.2394366 
893 754.6478873 
894 755.4929577 

943 796.9014085 
944 797.7464789 

993 839.1549296 
994 840 

845 714.084507 

846 714.9295775 

847 715.7746479 

848 716.6197183 

849 717.4647887 

895 756.3380282 
896 757.1830986 
897 758.028169 
898 758.8732394 
899 759.7183099 

945 798.5915493 
946 799.4366197 
947 800.2816901 
948 801.1267606 
949 801.971831 

995 840.8450704 
996 841.6901408 
997 842.5352113 
998 843.3802817 
999 844.2253521 
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Appendix Three (3): Variant conceptual instruments for feedback. Prototype groups J-3 

ιφ ~ ιφ ~ Lt ~ Lt ~ 
\000 845.0704225 
\001 845.915493 

1050 887.3239437 
1051 888.1690141 

1100 929.5774648 
1101 930.4225352 

1150 971.8309859 
1151 972.6760563 

\002 846.7605634 1052 889.0140845 1102 931.2676056 1152 973.5211268 
1003 847.6056338 1053 889.8591549 1103 932.1126761 1153 974.3661972 
\004 848.4507042 1054 890.7042254 1104 932.9577465 1154 975.2112676 
\005 849.2957746 1055 891.5492958 1105 933.8028169 1155 976.056338 
1006 850.1408451 1056 892.3943662 1106 934.6478873 1156 976.9014085 
1007 850.9859155 1057 893.2394366 1107 935.4929577 1157 977.7464789 
1008 851.8309859 1058 894.084507 1108 936.3380282 1158 978.5915493 
1009 852.6760563 1059 894.9295775 1109 937.1830986 1159 979.4366197 
1010 853.5211268 1060 895.7746479 1110 938.028169 1160 980.2816901 
\011 854.3661972 1061 896.6197183 1111 938.8732394 1161 981.1267606 
1012 855.2112676 1062 897.4647887 1112 939.7183099 1162 981.971831 
\013 856.056338 1063 898.3098592 1113 940.5633803 1163 982.8169014 
\014 856.9014085 1064 899.1549296 1114 941.4084507 1164 983.6619718 
1015 857.7464789 1065 900 1115 942.2535211 1165 984.5070423 
\016 858.5915493 1066 900.8450704 1116 943.0985915 1166 985.3521127 
\017 859.4366197 1067 901.6901408 1117 943.943662 1167 986.1971831 
\018 860.2816901 1068 902.5352113 1118 944.7887324 1168 987.0422535 
\019 861.1267606 1069 903.3802817 1119 945.6338028 1169 987.8873239 
\020 861.971831 1070 904.2253521 1120 946.4788732 1170 988.7323944 
1021 862.8169014 1071 905.0704225 1121 947.3239437 1171 989.5774648 
1022 863.6619718 1072 905.915493 1122 948.1690141 1172 990.4225352 
1023 864.5070423 1073 906.7605634 1123 949.0140845 1173 991.2676056 
\024 865.3521127 1074 907.6056338 1124 949.8591549 1174 992.1126761 
\025 866.1971831 1075 908.4507042 1125 950.7042254 1175 992.9577465 
\026 867.0422535 1076 909.2957746 1126 951.5492958 1176 993.8028169 
\027 867.8873239 1077 910.1408451 1127 952.3943662 1177 994.6478873 
\028 868.7323944 1078 910.9859155 1128 953.2394366 1178 995.4929577 
\029 869.5774648 1079 911.8309859 1129 954.084507 1179 996.3380282 
\030 870.4225352 1080 912.6760563 1130 954.9295775 1180 997.1830986 
1031 871.2676056 1081 913.5211268 1131 955.7746479 1181 998.028169 
1032 872.1126761 1082 914.3661972 1132 956.6197183 1182 998.8732394 
1033 872.9577465 1083 915.2112676 1133 957.4647887 1183 999.7183099 
1034 873.8028169 1084 916.056338 1134 958.3098592 1184 \000.56338 
\035 874.6478873 1085 916.9014085 1135 959.1549296 1185 1001.408451 
1036 875.4929577 1086 917.7464789 1136 960 1186 1002.253521 
1037 876.3380282 1087 918.5915493 1137 960.8450704 1187 1003.098592 
1038 877.1830986 

\039 878.028169 
1088 919.4366197 
1089 920.2816901 

1138 961.6901408 
1139 962.5352113 

1188 1003.943662 
1189 1004.788732 

\040 878.8732394 

\041 879.7183099 

1042 880.5633803 

1090 921.1267606 

1091 921.971831 

1092 922.8169014 

1140 963.3802817 
1141 964.2253521 
1142 965.0704225 

1190 1005.633803 
1191 1006.478873 
1192 1007.323944 

1043 881.4084507 

1044 882.2535211 

1045 883.0985915 

1046 883.943662 

1047 884.7887324 

1048 885.6338028 

1049 886.4788732 

1093 923.6619718 

1094 924.5070423 

1095 925.3521127 
1096 926.1971831 
1097 927.0422535 
1098 927.8873239 
1099 928.7323944 

1143 965.915493 
1144 966.7605634 
1145 967.6056338 
1146 968.4507042 
1147 969.2957746 
1148 970.1408451 
1149 970.9859155 

1193 1008.169014 
1194 1009.014085 
1195 1009.859155 
1196 1010.704225 
1197 1011.549296 
1198 1012.394366 
1199 1013.239437 
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Appendix Three (3): Vαriαnt conceptuαI instrumentsfor feedbαck. Prototype groups 1-3 

Lφ ~ Lφ ~ Ltf ~ Ltf ~ 

1200 1014.084507 
1201 1014.929577 

1250 1056.338028 
1251 1057.183099 

1300 1098.591549 
1301 1099.43662 

1350 1140.84507 
1351 1141.690141 

1202 1015.774648 1252 1058.028169 1302 1100.28169 1352 1142.535211 
1203 1016.619718 1253 1058.873239 1303 1101.126761 1353 1143.380282 
1204 1017.464789 
1205 1018.309859 

1254 1059.71831 
1255 1060.56338 

1304 1101.971831 
1305 1102.816901 

1354 1144.225352 
1355 1145.070423 

1206 1019.15493 1256 1061.408451 1306 1103.661972 1356 1145.915493 
1207 1020 1257 1062.253521 1307 1104.507042 1357 1146.760563 
1208 1020.84507 1258 1063.098592 1308 1105.352113 1358 1147.605634 
1209 1021.690141 1259 1063.943662 1309 1106.197183 1359 1148.450704 
1210 1022.535211 1260 1064.788732 1310 1107.042254 1360 1149.295775 
1211 1023.380282 1261 1065.633803 1311 1107.887324 1361 1150.140845 
1212 1024.225352 1262 1066.478873 1312 1108.732394 1362 1150.985915 
1213 1025.070423 1263 1067.323944 1313 1109.577465 1363 1151.830986 
1214 1025.915493 1264 1068.169014 1314 1110.422535 1364 1152.676056 
1215 1026.760563 1265 1069.014085 1315 1111.267606 1365 1153.521127 
1216 1027.605634 1266 1069.859155 1316 1112.112676 1366 1154.366197 
1217 1028.450704 1267 1070.704225 1317 1112.957746 1367 1155.211268 
1218 1029.295775 1268 1071.549296 1318 1113.802817 1368 1156.056338 
1219 1030.140845 1269 1072.394366 1319 1114.647887 1369 1156.901408 
1220 1030.985915 1270 1073.239437 1320 1115.492958 1370 1157.746479 
1221 1031.830986 1271 1074.084507 1321 1116.338028 1371 1158.591549 
1222 1032.676056 1272 1074.929577 1322 1117.183099 1372 1159.43662 
1223 1033.521127 1273 1075.774648 1323 1118.028169 1373 1160.28169 
1224 1034.366197 1274 1076.619718 1324 1118.873239 1374 1161.126761 
1225 1035.211268 1275 1077.464789 1325 1119.71831 1375 1161.971831 
1226 1036.056338 1276 1078.309859 1326 1120.56338 1376 1162.816901 
1227 1036.901408 1277 1079.15493 1327 1121.408451 1377 1163.661972 
1228 1037.746479 1278 1080 1328 1122.253521 1378 1164.507042 
1229 1038.591549 1279 1080.84507 1329 1123.098592 1379 1165.352113 
1230 1039.43662 1280 1081.690141 1330 1123.943662 1380 1166.197183 
1231 1040.28169 1281 1082.535211 1331 1124.788732 1381 1167.042254 
1232 1041.126761 1282 1083.380282 1332 1125.633803 1382 1167.887324 
1233 1041.971831 1283 1084.225352 1333 1126.478873 1383 1168.732394 
1234 1042.816901 1284 1085.070423 1334 1127.323944 1384 1169.577465 
1235 1043.661972 1285 1085.915493 1335 1128.169014 1385 1170.422535 
1236 1044.507042 1286 1086.760563 1336 1129.014085 1386 1171.267606 
1237 1045.352113 1287 1087.605634 1337 1129.859155 1387 1172.112676 
1238 1046.197183 

1239 1047.042254 
1288 1088.450704 

1289 1089.295775 
1338 1130.704225 
1339 1131.549296 

1388 1172.957746 
1389 1173.802817 

1240 1047.887324 

1241 1048.732394 

1242 1049.577465 

1243 1050.422535 

1244 1051.267606 

1245 1052.112676 

1246 1052.957746 

1247 1053.802817 

1248 1054.647887 

1249 1055.492958 

1290 1090.140845 
1291 1090.985915 

1292 1091.830986 

1293 1092.676056 
1294 1093.521127 
1295 1094.366197 
1296 1095.211268 

1297 1096.056338 
1298 1096.901408 

1299 1097.746479 

1340 1132.394366 
1341 1133.239437 
1342 1134.084507 
1343 1134.929577 
1344 1135.774648 
1345 1136.619718 
1346 1137.464789 
1347 1138.309859 
1348 1139.15493 
1349 1140 

1390 1174.647887 
1391 1175.492958 
1392 1176.338028 
1393 1177.183099 
1394 1178.028169 
1395 1178.873239 
1396 1179.71831 
1397 1180.56338 
1398 1181.408451 
1399 1182.253521 
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AppendΊX Three (3): Variant conceptua/ instrumentsJor Jeedback. Prototype groups 1-3 

Lφ Φ Lφ Φ Lfj: Φ Lfj: Φ 

1400 1183.098592 1405 1187.323944 1410 1191.549296 1415 1195.774648 

1401 1183.943662 1406 1188.169014 1411 1192.394366 1416 1196.619718 

1402 1184.788732 1407 1189.014085 1412 1193.239437 1417 1197.464789 

1403 1185.633803 1408 1189.859155 1413 1194.084507 1418 1198.309859 

1404 1186.478873 1409 1190.704225 1414 1194.929577 1419 1199.15493 

1420 1200 

Fig. Α3.35. Comparίson between lucents and cents (1420-et and 1200-et). 

Notice that the 12-et has four notes ίη common with the 1420-et and another eight that are 

0.281690 1 ~ apart from the closest lucent step (Fig. Α3.36). 

The 12-et and 1420-et compared 

Closest 1420-et interνal 

12-et (~) L~ ~ Difference (~) 

Ο Ο Ο Ο 

100 118 99.71830986 0.2816901 

200 237 200.2816901 0.2816901 

300 355 300 Ο 

400 473 399.7183099 0.2816901 

500 592 500.2816901 0.2816901 

600 710 600 Ο 

700 828 699.7183099 0.2816901 

800 947 800.2816901 0.2816901 

900 1065 900 Ο 

1000 1183 999.7183099 0.2816901 

1100 1302 1100.28169 0.2816901 

1200 1420 1200 Ο 

Fig. Α3.36. Comparίson between /ucents and semitones (12-et). 
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Appendix Three (3) : Variant conceptual instruments for feedback. Prototype groups 1-3 

The most consonant interval ίη just intonation, the pure fiftl1 (ratio 312), differs by 

approximately 0.25 ~ from the closest step ίη the 1420-et and the next consonance, the 

pure major third (ratio 5/4), by 0.12~. These smal1 discrepancies are not ubstantial when 

considering low number ratios and therefore 1420-et could be used Ιο apply just intonation. 

Although the lucent tree does not follow the pattern for this group for the creative

comparative strategy, it served as an inspiration for an instrument that was developed soon 

after as a hybridising idea incorporating other sound producing actions as part of the 

instrument capabilities. This instrument follows a similar spiral pattem to the one used for 

the lucent tree, incorporating a weighted railing-plucking device for the realisation of 

microdiscrete gliding pitch. The new instrument employs the 88 notes from the 1420-et 

that approximate to the 88-et, this tuning being devised by using 88 consecutive Harrison 

fifths transposed to the first octave when exceeding the octave. Instead ofplucking strings, 

it plucks metal spikes with planar shape (as used for mbiras). It also incorporates elements 

from a Kenyan hom Ιο provide an axial structure Ιο support the spiral. This hom is named 

abu and belongs to the Ιυο community ofKenya (Fig. Α3.37). Ιη the same way tllat the 

abu jolns together three or four gourds to form a large tube,1 7 here also four sections (Fig. 

Α3.37) are joined together to form a tube (ίη this case straight), the last globular section 

imitating the West African shekere (bottle gourd with beaded skirt) as a shaker and 

extension ofthe wind instrument, so ίη this case with a wide hole at the bottom. ΑΙΙ tl1ese 

elements cannot be sounded at the same time by one action unlike the waferslap (slapping 

action). Ιη order to sound all the elements at once, additional players have ιο be 

incorporated ιη the performance, not σηΙΥ gaining sonority but also corporea\ expression. 

Fig. Α3.37 . Abll from the Ιυο community ofKenya. 

17 Senoga-Zake, G. W. 2000. Folk Music ο/ Kenya. Revised edition. Nairobi , Kenya : Uzima Press. 
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This instrument requires carνing four blocks ofwood [οτ four different sections that mount 

together to [οπη a long blowing tube with two globular endings. The ending globular 

section rests οη a small stand with a support band. lt 11as a spiral frame (deνeloped around 

the tube) with thumb piano tongues (they can be made from hammered bicycle spikes) 

fol1owing the edge of the spiral. The tongues are plucked by a heaνy weigl1ted plucking 

deνice that can slide around the spiral ίη one direction οτ the other while another performer 

can blow and another one can shake a stone net placed around the lower globular section 

ofthe instrument (D ίη Fig. Α3.39) 

This instrument can achieνe faster glissando than the lucent tree thanks to the tuning and 

faster plucking speed, since this can be done by rotating the blowing mouth area ο the 

plucking deνice gains momenturn either ίη one direction or the other. The name of this 

instrument integrates the name Ηaπisοn, honouring his tuning discoνery, with the mbira 

and Luo-abu tenns incorρorated from the African folklore. It is named the Harrison Luo

abu mbira. 

Looking at the diagram ίη Fig. Α3.39, we can see a detail of the tube connected ιο the 

mouth-piece (block Α) so the rotation ofthe instrument does not affect the blowing action. 

There are also two sliding keys placed at the end of this top part that can be used for 

omamental effects with glissando capability included. The fιne-tuning of the ίη trument 

can be done by tuming part D so the thread of C coil-fιtted ίη section D is adjusted. 

Fig. Α3 .38. View from below Ιο above ofthe spikes and rail system without frame . 
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Λ 

Ι 

Fig. Α3.39 . Four blocks ofwood from which the Harrison Luo-abu nIbira is carved. 
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Rail and 
plllcking 

device 

n1bira tongue 

support 

-

Fig. Α3.40 . Weighted pIucking deνice ση raiI and spike support detaiIs. 

Fig. Α3.41. HarI'ison Luo-ablI n1bira with three players performing (shaking, sliding-plucking and blowing). 
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The metal rail is fitted at the edge of the spiral (Fig. Α3.40). Inside this rail, a plucking 

device of heavy weight is fitted ίη. The reason for using a heavy weight is Ιο al10w the 

device Ιο gain momentum when rotating the top of the instrument around the axis of the 

instrument as shown ίη Fig. Α3.41 (the player ίη the middle executes this action). The tube 

attached to the mouthpiece allows the rotation of the instrument whί1e blowing. The 

mouthpiece incorporates a double reed system simί1ar to the saxophone. 

Only the Harrison Luo-abu mbira has been used for the evaluation since the lucent tree 

does not have hΥbήd or multiple nature ίη terms of sound vibrating actions. The 88-et was 

initial1y considered for the Ha"ison Luo-abu mbira as an approximation to Ηaπίsοn's 

tuning that comes back to the first octave after 88 fifths. The interval formed by 88 

Harrisonfιfths has a 3.381 t comma (sharper than 51 octaves), and for this reason is here 

considered more aΡΡrΟΡήate to match the closest note ίη the 1420-et, especial1y when 

using the lucent tree together with the Harrison Luo-abu mbira. This 88 notes-to-the

octave tuning is provided ίη Fig. Α3.43 and the discrepancy ίη cents for each step ίη the 

88-et are also indicated. 

88-et Closest intervals from the 1420-et 

Step Interval (ιf,) 1420-et discrep. Interval (t) Degrees (Lιf,) Cont. 

Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο 16 

1 13.63636364 0.115236876 13.52112676 16 16 

2 27.27272727 0.230473752 27.04225352 32 16 

3 40.90909091 0.345710627 40.56338028 48 16 

4 54.54545455 -0.384122919 54.92957746 65 17 

5 68.18181818 -0.268886044 68.45070423 81 16 

6 81.81818182 -0.153649168 81.97183099 97 16 

7 95.45454545 -0.038412292 95.49295775 113 16 

8 109.0909091 0.076824584 109.0140845 129 16 

9 122.7272727 0.19206146 122.5352113 145 16 

10 136.3636364 0.307298335 136.056338 161 16 

11 150 0.422535211 149.5774648 177 16 

12 163.6363636 -0.307298335 163.943662 194 17 

13 177.2727273 -0.19206146 177.4647887 210 16 

14 190.9090909 -0.076824584 190.9859155 226 16 

15 204.5454545 0.038412292 204.5070423 242 16 

16 218.1818182 0.153649168 218.028169 258 16 

17 231.8181818 0.268886044 231.5492958 274 16 
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88-et Closest interνals from the 1420-et 

Step lnterνal (t) 1420-et discrep. lnterνal (t) Degrees (Lt) Cont. 

18 245.4545455 0.384122919 245.0704225 290 16 

19 259.0909091 -0.345710627 259.4366197 307 17 

20 272.7272727 -0.230473752 272.9577465 323 16 

21 286.3636364 -0.115236876 286.4788732 339 16 

22 300 Ο 300 355 16 

23 313.6363636 0.115236876 313 .5211268 371 16 

24 327.2727273 0.230473752 327.0422535 387 16 

25 340.9090909 0.345710627 340.5633803 403 16 

26 354.5454545 -0.384122919 354.9295775 420 17 

27 368.1818182 -0.268886044 368.4507042 436 16 

28 381.8181818 -0.153649168 381.971831 452 16 

29 395.4545455 -0.038412292 395.4929577 468 16 

30 409.0909091 0.076824584 409.0140845 484 16 

31 422.7272727 0.19206146 422.5352113 500 16 

32 436.3636364 0.307298335 436.056338 516 16 

33 450 0.422535211 449.5774648 532 16 

34 463.6363636 -0.307298335 463.943662 549 17 

35 477.2727273 -0.19206146 477.4647887 565 16 

36 490.9090909 -0.076824584 490.9859155 581 16 

37 504.5454545 0.038412292 504.5070423 597 16 

38 518.1818182 0.153649168 518.028169 613 16 

39 531.8181818 0.268886044 531.5492958 629 16 

40 545.4545455 0.384122919 545.0704225 645 16 

41 559.0909091 -0.345710627 559.4366197 662 17 

42 572.7272727 -0.230473752 572.9577465 678 16 

43 586.3636364 -0.115236876 586.4788732 694 16 

44 600 Ο 600 710 16 

45 613.6363636 0.115236876 613 .5211268 726 16 

46 627.2727273 0.230473752 627.0422535 742 16 

47 640.9090909 0.345710627 640.5633803 758 16 

48 654.5454545 -0.384122919 654.9295775 775 17 

49 668.1818182 -0.268886044 668.4507042 791 16 

50 681.8181818 -0.153649168 681.971831 807 16 

51 695.4545455 -0.038412292 695.4929577 823 16 

52 709.0909091 0.076824584 709.0140845 839 16 

53 722.7272727 0.19206146 722.5352113 855 16 

54 736.3636364 0.307298335 736.056338 871 16 

55 750 0.422535211 749.5774648 887 16 

56 763.6363636 -0.307298335 763.943662 904 17 

57 777.2727273 -13.71318822 777.464789 920 16 

58 790.9090909 -0.076824584 790.9859155 936 16 

59 804.5454545 0.038412292 804.5070423 952 16 

60 818.1818182 0.153649168 818.028169 968 16 

61 831.8181818 0.268886044 831.5492958 984 16 
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88-et Closest interνals from the 1420-et 

Step Interval (st) 1420-et discrep. Interνal (st) Degrees (Lst) Cont. 

62 845.4545455 0.384122919 845.0704225 1000 16 

63 859.0909091 -0.345710627 859.4366197 1017 17 

64 872.7272727 -0.230473752 872.9577465 1033 16 

65 886.3636364 -0.115236876 886.4788732 1049 16 

66 900 Ο 900 1065 16 

67 913.6363636 0.115236876 913.5211268 1081 16 

68 927.2727273 0.230473752 927.0422535 1097 16 

69 940.9090909 0.345710627 940.5633803 1113 16 

70 954.5454545 -0.384122919 954.9295775 1130 17 

71 968.1818182 -0.268886044 968.4507042 1146 16 

72 981.8181818 -0.153649168 981.971831 1162 16 

73 995.4545455 -0.038412292 995.4929577 1178 16 

74 1009.090909 0.076824584 1009.014085 1194 16 

75 1022.727273 0.19206146 1022.535211 1210 16 

76 1036.363636 0.307298335 1036.056338 1226 16 

77 1050 0.422535211 1049.577465 1242 16 

78 1063.636364 -0.307298335 1063.943662 1259 17 

79 1077.272727 -0.19206146 1077.464789 1275 16 

80 1090.909091 -0.076824584 1090.985915 1291 16 

81 1104.545455 0.038412292 1104.507042 1307 16 

82 1118.181818 0.153649168 1118.028169 1323 16 

83 1131.818182 0.268886044 1131.549296 1339 16 

84 1145.454545 0.384122919 1145.070423 1355 16 

85 1159.090909 -0.345710627 1159.43662 1372 17 

86 1172.727273 -0.230473752 1172.957746 1388 16 

87 1186.363636 -0.115236876 1186.478873 1404 16 

88 1200 Ο 1200 1420 16 

Fig. Α3,43. Comparison between the 88-et and its substitute contained ίη the 1420-et. 

Considering that there is an average absolute deviation from the 88-et interνals of 

0.21126761st ίη relation to the closest interνals from the 1420-et. considering the thumb 

piano sound quality produced by the Harrison Luo-abu mbira pitches adjustments between 

approximately 0.1 cents and 0.4 cents. would not make any difference to the sound 

perceived while the accumulative eποr would be avoided. 

The Harrison Luo-abu mbira requires high coordination skills when perfonning the zigzag 

glissando patterns proposed ίη group Ι, since the player ought to perfonn the rotation with 

one hand while positioning the plucking device with the other and even using the hand for 

plucking (moving the pluckίng device with one hand) when the pattern requires quick 
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changes ο[ direction [οτ short spans of pitch. Even if two players were used for this 

purpose, the coordination between the players would also require high skil1. 

The last two prototypes of the conic bellophone fιnd inspiration ίη the development 

process ο[ the Harrison Luo-abu mbira, ίη the sense that they incorporate additional sound 

producing actions. The lucent tree and the Harrison Luo-abu mbira inspired succeeding 

instrument developments that that were developed from scratch starting from a tuning 

concept. 

Α3.3.2 Prototype group 2: Cylindrical-helix layouts 

The main idea behind this shape is to improve the continuity ίη sequential microdiscrete 

pitch achievements developed when following the spiral1ayout. Ιη this case, this is mainly 

done by trying to improve parallel glίssandi capabilities. When using a mallet instrument, 

it would be ideal to achieve parallel glissandi by simply keeping the distance between two 

mallets ίη one hand equa1. The same concept also applies to keyboards and any other 

instruments that keep the same interνal when the distance between the sound activating 

contact points is kept constant. 

Ιη this group, the performer follows rotation movements around his body (as the axis ofthe 

rotation) ίη the same way as with the non-cylindrical helix layout group. If the sounding 

bodies get smaller going up ίη a SΡήηg (for example), the arms can have more expansive 

movement, which is ideal [οτ mallet instruments. When employing twist and rotation of 

the chest (combined with a rotation of the head), the visualisation is clearer when the 

smaller sounding bodies are placed ίη the higher part ofa cylindrical helix shaped frame. 

ΑΙΙ the performer's movements ίη general explained for the ηοη-CΥιiηdήcal helix also 

apply to this group, with the already mentioned difference that the arms are more 

comfortable playing ίη the upper register ίη this group, when the smaller sounding bodies 

are placed οη top ofthe cylindrical SΡήηg-Ιike frame with the performer inside the frame. 

The same zigzag exercise eΧΡΙοήηg proposed for the previous group is here implemented 

using two mal1ets ίη one hand, trying several different interνals, οτ the equivalent for 

keyboards οτ other instruments involving different activating actions. If we use numerical 
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notation for the 96-et, the smallest step zigzag exercise would be: 0-1-2-1-2-3-2-3-4-3-4-5, 

etc., and the parallel zigzag glissando one tone above: 16-17-18-17-18-19-18-19-20-19-20-

21, etc. 

When considering the axis of a cylindrical helix frame ίη vertical position, the same frame 

can also be used with an internal and external layout of sounding bodies at the same time. 

When placing the contact points used to produce the sounds ίη a CΥιiηdήcal helix layout 

with a hοήΖοntal axis, the layout can be implemented with several frames if the sounding 

bodies are placed outside the frame. 

Α3.3.2.1 Coil conic bellophone (IIa) 

The coίl conic be//ophone with the internal and external layouts incorporated already 

improves the spiral conic be//ophone by only requίήng one single frame to support both 

layouts of conic bells, while the striking points are always at an ideal distance to apply 

vertical and diagonal glissando. 

Ιη order to achieve the zigzag pattem, 180 degrees can be comfortably covered with each 

hand, and with two mallets ίη each hand two difTerent parallel glissandi at the same time 

can be also achieved. If the stήking points are kept equal throughout the whole range, the 

glissandi will have a constant pitch interval, and if this distance gets closer as one goes up 

ίη the register, the interval gets smaller as one increases pitch (clockwise direction when 

looking above for the intemal1ayout, and anticlockwise for the extemal1ayout). 

The coίl conic be//ophone and al1 the instruments from this group that can take intemal and 

extemal layout of sound producing bodies constitute a body of instruments that share 

group performance functional capabilities. This functionality refers to the use of a group 

ofperformers to play one single instrument and ίη most ofthe cases requίήng coordination 

between the players involving paral1el movements, which are ideal for choreographing the 

performance. 
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Fig. Α3.44 . liding upward rotations inside and outside tl1e coiΙ conic be//op/1One' rrame. 

Α3.3.2.2 Coil sarunay (or samurai skirt) (IIb) 

The brightness of the sarunay, a native tuned percussion instrument from Philippine , is 

considered ideal for the devising of a rnicro-interνallic and sliding pitch instrument that 

can provide a fairly unique piercing metal sound. The coίl sarunay de ign tart with a 

long sequence of nippled metal plates strung together (such as the one of the sarunay) 

which are rnounted οη a wooden skirt of rounded panels, upported by ΙΧ bars leaning οη 

a cylindrical frarne (see Fig. A3.4S, ιη which tlπee circles have been used instead of a 

spiral , here considered an ideal shape for the achievernent of rnicrodiscrete- liding pitch). 

The possibility of also incorporating a sirnilar skirt (but concave instead of convex) ίη the 

inner area of the cylindrlcal frarne is considered a. high register pitch extension. Both 

wooden skirts have holes where the resonator for the cοπeSΡοηdίng key can be fιrted (if 

required), always considering t]1e space left between the skirt and the cylindrical 

supporιing structure. 
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Fig. Α3.45. Coίl saι-unay (externallayout only). 

The rounded shape ofthe nippled metal plates requires precision when playing. However, 

this shape allows the sticks to gain momenturn when sliding them for the achievements of 

glissandi. The zigzag pattem with parallel glissandi proposed for this group, can be 

achieved ίπ the outer layout by means of two players fol1owing the required equence. 

One single player can also achieve the same pattem, if the cl10sen interνal can be reached 

ίπ a comfortable position. When using the inner layeut, one player can achieve the ame 

exercise, covering any interval contained ίπ the layout. Ιη order to get the note lined υρ ίπ 

vertical, the appropriated ratio for the cylinder has to be chosen ίη rela.tion to the 

considered chromatic step. 

The re onators used with the sarunay inspired some of the ideas considered [σΓ tl1e last 

conic bellophone prototype, ince it also incorporates resonator . 

Α3.3.2.3 Rίng ofroses (mokugyophone σΓ fenψΙe blockophone coίl) (IIc) 

The ring of roses con ists of Japanese temple blocks fol1owing a micro-interνal sequence 

ίπ chromatic order around a cylindrical helix frame (see Fig. Α3.46, Fig. Α3.47 and Fig. 

Α3.48). Thi ίπ trument can be conceived by means of extending its upper range, and 

incorporating an intemallayout for one σΓ two additional players. 
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Fig. Α3.46. Ring oJroses in external Iayout (side view). 

Fig. Α3.47. Ring oJI'oses in extemal Iayout (upper view). 
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Fig. Α3,48 . Ring ofroses ίη extema\ \ayout (\ow side view). 

The zigzag pattem using paral1el glissandi proposed for this group requires an intense 

exercise involving strength and balance, especial1y required for the extema\ p\ayers to keep 

the heavy wooden sticks sliding smoothly at the side of the player (who ha Ιο walk fast οτ 

even run to keep the appropriate gliding speed. The changes of direction al ο r quire that 

the legs are kept f1exed at all times (k:nees bent). This exercise can comfortably take υρ to 

four players (doing the same pattem, and equal1y placed around the helix) οτ ίΧ if using 

the inner layout. It is an ideal warm up exercise for group performances οη the instrument. 

Αll ofthe conic bellophone layouts can adopt the bent k:nee technique previou lyexplained 

for this instrument, since it can be used toward an effective performance ΟΠ the 10wer 

notes (ίη position) οτ even towards an effective achievement οΓ diagonal (and vertical) 

glides across the \ayout. 

Α3.3.2.4 Bas fubaphone (or bass tube-o-phone) (IId) 

The bass tubaphone is a prototype consisting of wide brass tubes hanging from the nodes 

from a cylindrical helix bar. The helix is supported by four poles curνed οη top, and joined 

together ίη one point to provide stronger support to the whole set of tubes (Fig. Α3.49 and 
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Fig. Α3.50). Thi instrument is designed so it can be played from the out ide, tI1e inside, 

ΟΓ both. 

Fig. Α3.49 . Bass tubaphone (frontal perspective). 

The tubes have all the ame diameter to keep striking points at equal di tance between 

next-door tube (the thickness changes to keep an even tone). The pace betwe n 

neighbouring tubes ίπ the spiral is kept constant, and ideal striking point drawing a lίπear 

spiral, ο parallel glissandi with both parts changing pitch at the ame pace can b easi ly 

achieved. This is done by keeping the distance between mallets constant and hitting the 

tubes at contiguous extremes of the chosen tubes. The zigzag pattern propo ed [οτ thi 

group ί ea Υ to achie e when lίdίπg ma\1ets and playing from the ιπ ide, but if triking 

each single note, trying to raise the volume ΟΓ emphasise the attack, the technique could be 

very diffίcult due to the verticality ofthe striking points. 
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Fig. 3.50. Βα lubaphone (aeria\ iew). 

ΒΥ ha ing the pole going through the tube ,thi design avoids having gaps that are not 

uitab1 [or micr -di cret 1iding pitch mallet ίπ trument. The pole are covered with 

Ρ nge t t Ρ th tub hitting th pole and making additional unwanted ound 

Th onic bellop/1011e r little feedback from thi variant cylindrical heli design; 

what ί imp rtant ab υΙ e Ρ rim nting with tube ί that they can be obtained ίη a wide 

f diamet r and material, makiηg them an ideal media for 

hall" m tal bodie that can help ιο pr dict the acoustical 

beha ί υΓ \\ h π ν rking \\ ith hape different from th tube. Thi re earch does not 

e perim πΙ ν ith a wid range f ariant material with the conic bell, but u ing tubes 

"uld the tarting Ρ ίηΙ ΓΙ r u h r earch ίη a future οη a 10w budget ba is. 

h u 'C f Ρ le g ing thr ugh th tube ίη pired the concentl'ic conic bellophone (Ρ46 / 

ίη \\hi h ar g ing thr ugh th ounding b die (conic bells) ar al ο employed. 
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Α3.3.2.5 Rotary harps (IIe) 

This design exploits further the mechanism of the cyclίc Whitechape/ be//ophon (Ρ2/ lb). 

It has two additional ro11s, which are cylindrical. It would be very difficult Ιο play a harp 

ίπ which the strings are placed forming a cylindrlcal helix, and instead se ral ylinders ίπ 

graded sizes are pIaced ίπ rotating horizontal axes, supported by a frame ( ig. Α3 . 51) . 

Fig. Α3 . 51 . Ro/ary Harp . 

The 10west note for each cylinder is the 10ngest tring, which can b u ed a a tarting 

point for an upward microdiscrete pitch glide toward the highe t note (the h rte t ίπ the 

cylinder). This glide can be continued with a kilful change ιο the Ι w 

following cylinder (since they are supposed to have the am tuning) and pr eding ίπ th 

same way to keep the upward direction. If the glide require a change οΓ dir ιίοπ at the 

highest note ofthe cylinder then there is πο change of direction required ίπ e the note are 

tuned ίη the same way ηο matter which half of the cylinder is used Ιο de c nd. he main 

reason for doing so is to provide the capability of playing fa t microdi cret up-down 

cyclic gliding sequence. This idea needs to be explored further through otl1cr de ign ο a 

to cover other intervals rather than the interval covered by each cylinder. 
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Using plectrum nails, the composition proposed for this group can be easily achieνed. The 

parallel glissando can be achieνed ίη a wide range of different interνals. The zigzag 

moνements present some difficulties when there is a change οτ cylinder inνolνed, but is 

still possible since one note is shared between each two contiguous cylinders. 

There are seνeral ways ίη which the coil conic bellophone could benefιt from incorporating 

a pedalling mechanism for the actiνation of sound actiνation mechanisms. Α system could 

be used to rol1 helices inside the resonators and prolong, sustain and incorporate a νibrato 

quality as it is done with an electric mechanism with the νibraphone. Α keyboard could 

switch a mechanism to push rubber wheels against the cοπeSΡοndίng conic bell whi1e 

those wheels are rotated by means of a pedal1ing mechanised system to produce a friction 

sound similar to the one ofthe singing bowls. The same ΡήncίΡaΙ uti1ised for rotating sets 

of brushes (for continuous fιxed pitch brushing sound) οτ rotating mal1ets for fast tremolo 

effects. 

Α3.3.2.6 Uchiwa taikophone (using kazura suzu as mal1ets) (IIr) 

The uchiwa taiko, like most hand drums, is an instrument with high corporeal expression 

capabilities. When tuned chromatical1y ίη semitones οτ ίη quartertones, one performer 

could be assigned to each drum so the performance can be minutely choreographed. The 

handle used by the uchiwa taiko can easi1y be fιtted into a frame and taken out for group 

perfoπnance passages within the same composition if an easy to handle clamp system is 

incorporated into the frame. 

With membranophones, we are un1ikely to appreciate interνals smaller than quartertones, 

but eighthtones and sixteenthtones can always be used to slow down the change of pitch ίη 

time when perfoπning a microdiscrete glide. Since an uchiwa taiko cannot be tuned once 

it has been made, the concept here conceiνed is a mechanism consisting of two circles that 

fit into the other by means of a screwing system, cονeήng the edges of the uchiwa taiko 

and making a s1ight pressure against the leather, so when they are rotated ίη opposite 

direction against each other, the membrane is either tightened οτ 100sened, allowing fine

tuning (Fig. Α3.52). 
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Α cylindrical helixframefor the llchiwa taiko drum al allow the Ρ Γ~ rman e οΓ 

several p1ayers moνing around the frame ΟΓ a p1ay r (or two) placed ίη ide t a hi e 

faster microdiscrete-sliding-pitch passage (Fig. Α3 .54) 

The zigzag pattem proposed for this group can only be aCllie ed througll mallet triking 

techniques (rather than sliding techniques) ίη the outer layout. lη the inner lay ut, liding 

mallet techniques are possible but there ί a danger of hitting the frame . herefi re ιl, 

frames ought to be protected with oft material that doe ηοΙ pr duc ound when hit. h 

amplitude of the sound when sliding the mallet though ί not very Ι ud. he paralle1 

glissando required for this pattem can be achieνed if both note an be rea h d by οη 

p1ayer ίη the inner 1ayout, but a second player ίη either the inner ΟΓ ου! r lay υ! ί r quir d 

if striking techniques are employed. 

Using clamps so the conic bells can be remoνed and υ ed with a mallet r with inner 

clappers and a hand1e as handbells) ί a ρο ibi1ity for a11 pr ι lyp Γ th oni 

bellophone that have been deνeloped through the cοιηΡaratί e pro e Witll thi de ign. 

The kazura suzu is a handset ofjingle bells, which are hung fr m a 1ίιι1 tr -like tru ΙUΓ 

supported with a handle υ ed to ho1d and shake the ίη trument ( ig. Α3.5 ι nding tll' 

handle to haνe a mallet for striking the uchiwa Iaiko , whi1e th b 11 are pr du ing a 

shaking sound - with the οριίοn of also incorporating a muting rubber c er hanging fr m 

the set, increases the corporeal expression when the u hiwa taiko ar play d indi idually 

by a large group of perforrners. Adding a rubber bag hanging from a h t ί 

to coνer and mute the sleigh bells when nece ary. 

Fig. Α3 . 52 . Αη example ο[ t/cl1ίlva laiko placed ίη a regular framc. 
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Fig. Α3.53. Kazura Sl/ZlI. 

Fig. Α3.54. Uc/liwa faikop/lone. 

Α3.3 .2.7 Sliding French horn (IIg) 

Since we are deaJing with a blown instrument, and the rench horn tub ί already ίη ί\ 

layout, we have adopted Caπί110'S sixteenthtone French horn ( ee Αρρ Ι ) a a tarting 

ροίηΙ Τhe idea is to add two different types of slide mechani ms, οη ίη 1 ing ρίι h and 

another involving pitch and timbre. ]η order to lide pItch and hang timbre 

simultaneously, this design incorporates aπ adju table bel1 (Fig. Α3.55 - ig. Α3.5 
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Fig. Α3 . 55 . CaπίΙΙο ' s Sixteenthtone French Horn with adjustablc be ll ίπ cylindrical ρο ίιί οη. 

Fig. Α3 . 56 . Carrillo ' s Sixteentl1tone French !-10m with adju table bell ίπ muted ρο ίιί οη . 

The creation of an adjustable conjc bell using a imilar mechani m ί al 

However, it would require experimenting with different material , thickn e and 

mechanisms (that can keep the plaques tight next Ιο each other). ]ι would require 

dedication to come out with a system keeping the appropriate tightlle Γ the plaque , and 

therefore it is only suggested here for possible future experin1entation. 

The slidjng French horn not only extend aπίΙΙ0' legacy by u ing aπίl1 ' 

sixteenthtone French hom model as a starting ροίηι, but a1 ο by pro iding a ixteentht ne 

graded sliding mechanism with tηarks carved ίη the meta1. The e mark all w the player 

to do the proposed zigzag exercise pattem for this group for any microtonal inter al 
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contained ίη the sixteenthtone scales either by means of pure pitch glide or simulatioη by 

playing the chromatic ixteenthtone scale. 

Fig. Α3 .57 . Sketch for a s/iding French horn (sIide has been added) with adjusta.bIe beII ίη normaI position . 

Fig. Α3.5. ketch of a s/iding French 110rn with adjustabIe beIl ίη widest position. 

The lidiηg Freηch horn can achieve the zigzag pattern proposed for this group with pure 

glides usiηg the sliding mechanism (also ίη combination with tone colouring but οη lΥ υρ Ιο 

approximately a major third or even a fourth. ΒΥ means of microdiscrete pitch ίη 
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sixteenthtones there are πσ limits apart from the range of the instrument, although the 

peed at which can be achieved is relati ely lower. 

Τhe bell of the slίding French horn suggests working with adjustable conic bells, and 

although thi idea ί not taken any further ίη this research, the use of morphing sounding 

bodie ( pecially idiophones) ί an interesting approach to experiment with. 

Α3.3.2.8 Ceramic coi/jlute (IIh) 

Τhi ceramic coil ί ustained with bracers, and it could also be conceived as a double reed 

ίπ trument. Τhe idea ί to place everal sliding keys using the same mechanism proposed 

[σΓ the spiral Ιίπ oboe (lh / Ρ8), but οπ a ceramic flute sustained by braces and shaped as 

hown ίη Fig. Α3.59. Αη interesting variant for this aerophone would be to use a double 

reed ίπ the mouth-piece. 

Fig. Α3.59. Ceramic-coίl jlute. 

The problem with the liding keys οη this instrument is that when the full range is to be 

covered, the back of the performer side will be difficult to control with precision, although 

introducing υηυ ual mo ements to do so can resolve this matter whi1e increasing the 

corporeal expre ίοη alue of the instrument. So, at least at low speed, the zigzag pattem 

[or thi group can be performed, and there is ηο need to say that the parallel gli ssando 

would require another ίη trument and player. 

U ing the ίπ trument a a costume is something very unusual that would not be 

recommend d for conic bell ince they are heavy. But a few conic bells could be placed 
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hanging ίη diagonal from a belt with supports around it and all ίη the middle of a 

performance with any layout of conic bellophone, as far as the conic bells are easy to 

clamp to both frame . 

Α3.3.2.9 Cooperafive ceramic basso profundo recorder (II j ) 

This design consi t of a ceramic recorder of exceptionally low range (around 2.5m for a 

lower ) which ί blown by e eral players. ΒΥ having the flute laίd ίη a cylindrical helix, 

ίι allows seνeral players to be around the instrument blowing it and coordinating their 

playing (Fig. Α3.60). 

Fig. Α3 .60 . Basic diagrams showing aerial and side views of the cooperative-cef·aιnic basso-profundo jlute. 

The blowing of four people produces the high pressure required ίη a Ρre-caιηera that blows 

into thi ίη trument. Τhe four players haνe oνerlapping sliding keys placed around the 

ίη trument σ the note can be passed from one player to another throughout the range with 

kilful coordίnation among players. 

The zigzag pattem chosen can be achieνed for any interνal and at any desired speed, which 

make thi ίη trument ideal for this, while another instrument and four players do the 

parallel mo ement. 

Τhe conic bellophone allow the polyphony that cooperative ceramic basso projundo jlute 

doe ηοΙ ha e. Ιη order to achieνe simultaneous liding tones with and extemal layout of 

the coil conic bellophone it would inνolve seνeral players and choreograpl1ed moνements 
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to ynchroni e them, which add a strong visual impact (corporeal expression) to the 

mu ical performance. 

Α3.3.3 Prototype group 3: Trapezoidallayouts 

The maIn idea behind this shape is to achieve linear sequential microdiscrete pitch, 

keeping the di tance between sounding bodies equal even if the size substantial1y 

decrease , and ίπ fact following the trapezium formed by the sounding bodies once the gap 

size is fixed . 

The mo ement ί re tricted ίπ comparison ιο previous groups, since there is πο rotation 

required, and the mo ements are lίπear (within a row, diagonal or horizontal). 

The composition prepared fOT this layout is One row study (Study Νο 1: Sc. 1/ DVDl -tk 1/ 

CD-tk 1). 

Α regular trapezium can be positioned ίπ many different ways for the achievements of 

layouts: vertical (Fig. Α3.6 1), horizontal, diagonal and free. 

Fig. Α3 .61 . Α vertical trapezium. 

Α3.3.3.1 The trapezoida\ conic bellophone (IIIa) 

The Irapezoida! conic bellophone was designed as single side instrument tuned to the 96-et 

and a double side ίπ trument tuned to the 192-et (Fig. Α3.62). 
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Fig. Α3.62. 192-eIIrapezoidal conic be//ophone. 

The composition One ro\-v sfudy was original1y deνised ιη the 96-ef trapezoidal conic 

bellophone, ίη which each row contains a tone range. 

The double-side model (aboνe) has two different 96-et layouts a thirty-second tone apart 

from each other. With two players (one at each side), this νersion of the trapezoidal conic 

bel1ophone ί potential1y an instrument with high corporeal expression. 

Α3.3.3.2 Trapezoidal- Whitechapel bellophones (96-et and 192-et) (IIlb) 

The ound clarity of the Whitechapel handbells led us to experiment not only with tl1e 96-

et (Fig. Α3.63) but al ο with the Ι 92-et (Fig. Α3.64), so the achieνements ίη this mode1 

could be compared with the ones ofthe trapezoidal conic bellophone. 
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Fig. Α3.63. Trapezoida/-WhiIechape/96-et bellop/1One. 

Fig. Α3.64 . Trapezoida/-WhiIec/1Ope/ 192-eI bellophone. 
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One row sludy, is easily playable ίη both models, and sampled versions of thi study 

played using Ι 92-et with conic bells compared with Whitechapel bells Sl10W tl1at the 

Whitechapel bell rings Ιοο loπg Ιο use microdi crete pitch. 

Α3.3.3.3 Trapezoidal clavescrapophone (IIIc) 

Τhis ίη trument (Figs. Α3.65 and Α3.66) is based οη pitched guiro-like sound producing 

unit which instead of being a hollow stick, is a solid stick with a cut across and undulated 

scraping surface, thought to also produce a pitched sound when struck with mallets. 

Fig. A3 .6S. Trapezoida/ c/avescrapophone (48-et). 

Fig. Α3.66. Trapezoίdal clavescrapophone (48-et) (aerial view). 

One row study, ί achie able ίη this 48-et Jayout by simply fol1owing the same steps as for 

the 96-et. One could consider the conic bells to have stripes (produce by cuts) to 

incorporate craping action sounds. 
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Α3.3.3.4 Trapezoida/ boncaphones (96-et and 192-et) (IIId) 

ΑπaΥS of square chimes (also named boncas), where initial1y considered to achieve the 48-

et (Fig. Α3 .6Ί) , but the clarity of these sounding units al10wed to come up with more 

challenging designs achieving 96-et (Fig. Α3.68) and 192-et (Fig. Α3.69). 

Fig. Α3.67 . Trapezoidal boncaphone (48-et). 

Fig. Α3 .68 . Trapezoida/ boncap/1One (96-et). 

Fig. Α3 . 69 . TI'apezoidal boncaphone (192-et). 
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One row study, is achievable ίη the three models using chromatic steps for each. The 

purity and high su tains of the square chimes invites the usage of muting systems 

(polymicrotonality). 

Α3.3.3.5 The harp-mbira (Ile) 

This instrument (Fig. Α3.70) consists of either marimba tongues ΟΓ rounded plaques, which 

are attached to strings, so when the tongues are struck ΟΓ plucked, the resonating strings are 

excited and vibrate, producing a unique overal1 sound. 

Fig. Α3.70 . The 11arp-Inbira. 

The composition One row sludy, can easily be performed οη this instrument, tuned to the 

48edo ifthe chromatic step is used ίη the same way as for sixteenthtones. 

The harp-mbira uggests an incorporation of strings to prototype 13 of the conic 

bellophone coming from the inside ofthe bel1, so as to ring in sympathy with the bel1. 

Α3.3.3.6 Wafer drun1ophone (IIIr) 

Thi ίη trument con i t of a chromatic set of water drums attached to a system similar to 

the one used by carillon so the string lίfts the waterdrum and hits it just before letting it 

drop back onto it corre ponding water container (see Fig. Α3.71). 
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Fig. A3.7l. Waterdrumophone. 

One row stlldy, can only be played at a very slow speed but is still possible to achieve 

either u ing the semitone or the quartertone as a chromatic step. 

Α3.3.3.7 Sliding tecomatejlute (with buzzing membrane) (IIIg) 

Τhi ίπ trument u e lίdίng keys οη a tlute using the resonator from the marimba from 

Guatemala (tecomate) with it buzzing membrane to make a flute (Fig. Α3.72). The 

buzzing membrane ί made with the outer skin of a cow's intestine (dried with salt) lying 

οη toρ of a ring made with black rosin from bees. 
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Fig. Α3 .72. S/iding tecon7ate jlute. 

The composition One row study is smooth1y p1ayab1e using sliding pitch but a1mo t 

impo sible u ing microdi crete- liding pitch. The use of a buzzing membrane ί later ση 

propo ed for the 1ast prototype (14) ofthe conic bel/ophone using resonators 

Α3.3.3.8 Iiding-tin-tecomate oboe (IIIh) 

Thi ίη trument (Fig. Α3 . 73) ί 1ίke the previous but using tin instead of cedar wood, and 

two lidiηg key ίη tead of five . The eηd of the tecomate can also be partial1y opened for 

e perim ntation. 
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Fig. 3.73. Sliding-fin-feCOn1Qfe oboe. 

The composition One row study, is also ea Υ to play with sliding pitch and difficult with 

microdiscrete pitch, ifnot pointless. 

Α3.3.3.9 Pianimbira (lIl j) 

Jt con ί t of an Ahuall-ilco keyboard with mbira plucking mechani ms (that open the 

cοπeSΡοndίng valve ofthe piani (with decay) and then produce the same note with ιηbίra 

ound, e panding the length of the previous tone with a transformation of its timbre. 

Fig. 3.74. PianiIl1bi/'G pluckίng mechanism and electronic switch suggestion. 
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Fig. Α3.75. Pianimbira. 

The compo ition One row study, is achieνable but the microdiscrete pitch slide going 

downwards is not as fast as upwards moνement. 

3.3.4 Other prototype groups (ΙΥ to XIV) 

So far, §Α3.3 has shown the process inνolνed ίη the creatiνe-comparatiνe design process 

followed ίη the research method and Case Study, with §A3.3.1 (337-363) proνiding an 

example of full de elopment and documentation, while §Α3.3.2 (ρρ. 364-371), and 

§Α3 .3 . 3 (Ρρ. 372-460), proνiding an example of how these ideas can also be kept brief to 

keep the creatiνe-comparatiνe process pace a bit faster, and without much concem about 

possible details for construction towards future works. 18 Groups ιν - χιν haνe been 

treated as ίη truments defined by their νalues with a slight hint implied ίn the instrument's 

name without proνiding any further details to show another way of working with the idea. 

rather than the design, and although ίn many cases sketches were drawn and details written 

down, it wa not con idered necessary since they were used mainly as concepts. 19 

Το follow, a sketch from group χ, which is included to il1ustrate preνious citations: Α 400 

bowl ersion of the 440-bowlophone ίη group χι (χι), consequently coνering only an 

octaνe range (octa e not included, see Fig. Α3.76), and another two diagrams indicating 

with black marks, the 96-et cale ίn (used by Carrillo) ίn Fig. Α3.77, and the 43-notejust 

intonation scale u ed by Partch (Fig. Α3.78). 

18 This how how the instrument-de elopment-Ied composer could approach the proposed creative
comparati e method for imply comparing and s~etchin.g pos~ible ~ture ide~s without developing them. 
19 Thi sho\v an approach for merely comparatlve deslgn wlthout Interest ιη developing possible additional 
ίη trument . 
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Fig. Α3 . 76 . 400-note version ofthe 440-bωV/ΟΡhοne. 

fig. Α3 . 77. 400-note version ofthe 440-bo\vZop/lone: 96-et scale with black marks. 

ig. Α3 .7 . 400-note er ίοη ofthe 440-bo\v/opJlone: Partch's 43-notejust intonation scale with black marks. 
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Α3.4 Evaluations, charts and conclusion 

Each of the fourteen prototypes of the conic be//ophone is here compared with the eight 

variant conceptual instruments ίη their group towards an evaluative process. The varίant 

conceptual instruments for the first group were described, and sketched for second and 

third groups as an illustrative example of how far can the composer go with the varίant 

conceptual instruments, and if necessary explore alternative instrumentation with the 

compositions and multiple instrument designs. Ιη this section the previous three groups 

are represented by their values, while the instruments of other eleven groups are defined by 

their values (and implying name). The evaluation charts for each group are provided with 

detail, followed by the ones providing the average values and comparing the different 

groups, so a conclusion can be made conceming the creative-comparative approach 

method employed for the Case Study. 

A3.4.1 Evaluation charts used for the fourteen prototype ofthe bellophone 

deνelopment and a comparison of the aνerage νalues 

The period ίη which a prototype was developed was initially refeπed to as bellophone 

development phase. So as avoid introducing too many new terms and making the reading 

cumbersome, the term prototype is widely used instead, although here it refers to the actual 

instrument concept, regardless ofhow advance its development is. 

Ιη this section, the prototype evaluation takes place. Most of the evaluations define the 

conceptual instrument required for the creative-comparative process, and some of the 

concepts went further providing additional instrumentation towards the composition 

Seasons. The charts for each ofthe 14 groups are provided with specific values for each 

aspect previously defined (Figs Α3.79 to Α3.92). 

The average instrument capabilities of glissando, microtonality, timbre and corporeal 

expression (ίη numerical value), are provided οη ρρ. 470-472 (Fig. Α3.93), concluding 

with a graph synthesising the development process ofthe conic bellophone (Fig. Α3.94). 
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NON-CYL.HELIX UYOUTS 

Grou 
Ι. SpinI Coιιio: BeIJoι!lιc- 2 2 2 2.$ ι.$ 3 ι.5 2 Ι 3 3 2.$ 3 2 2 3 2.5 3.S 3 2 

10 Cyclίι: WIιίtrdιιιpcI BeIJoι!Iιc- 3 2 2.$ 3 Ι 3 Ι Ι 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2.$ 1 3 2 

Ι. SIaιιd-ι-hy SpinI Baιs M8ήnιb8 Ι Ι Ι 3 Ι Ι Ι Ι 3 Ι 2 Ι Ι 2 Ο Ο 005 3.5 3 2 

Id SpinI T'R1JIIICIIIIιc- 3 2 2 3 Ι Ι Ι 1.5 0.$ Ι 2 2 2 Ο Ι 0.5 2 2 3 Ι 

Ι. SpinI H8rp 1.5 3 2.5 3 Ι 3 Ι 0.5 Ι Ο 3 2 2 2 2 Ο 2 3.5 3 Ι 

Ir SpinI Sp1asIιopIιoιιe O.S 3 2 3 Ι Ι Ο 0.5 O.S Ο Ι 2 3 Ι O.S 0.5 3 2 2 2 

Ι SpinI ΙΟΙ8Ι)' Pipc 0ιΡιι ΙλIιuaI 2 305 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 O.S 2.S Ι Ο 3.5 2 0.5 2 2 0.5 Ι 

10 SpinI Ται Oboc (Coιιio: Core) Ι 2.5 2.S 2 Ο Ι 3 3 2 O.S 3 2.5 Ι 3.5 3 0.5 2.5 Ι 0.5 Ι 

Ι; Haτίιoιι Ι-λbu Mbiιa 3 3 1 3 Ο 3 Ο Ο Ι Ι 2 1.5 2 Ι O.S Ι 2 3 3 3 

Fig. Α3.79. Non-cylίndrίcal helίx layouts group - evaluation chart. 

CYLlNDRlC HEUX UYOUTS OIίιυado Tιmbιe 

(//j)fIIΛ~!!/lιllΛ ~ ~ .1J
1
II'I'l;t . ~~ ~ιo IJ ,/1,. 

Group 11 /Af//ιff#ιιιlh~I/I!/Iι/IIJJ~ ~}.!, 
u. Coil Coaic BelJoι!1ιc- 1.5 1.5 Ι., 3 Ι 3 Ο., Ι Ι 3 3 2.5 3 2 2 3 2.' 4 3 2 

110 Coil Sιn8y Ι 1.5 Ι 3 Ι Ι 0.5 Ι 1.5 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 Ι 

ιι. Rinι ιΧ Ιoιcι (Mdιvιyoιιplιoιιc 1.5 2 Ι 3 Ι Ι 0.$ 0.5 0.5 2 3 2 3 Ι Ι Ι Ι 3.5 3 Ι 

Ι" Baιs 'Nι8pIιone 2 1.5 Ι 3 Ι 2 0.5 0.5 3 3 3 1.5 2 3 2 ι., 1.5 3.5 3.5 2 

11. ROI8Iy u.p. 3 3 2 2 2 3 0.5 0.5 2.5 Ι 3 2 2 2 3 Ο 2 Ι 3 Ι 

lIr Uc:bίwa ~(Κ.S-Ι .... ι ι Ι 2 Ι Ι Ο 0.5 3 3 Ι 2 3 Ι 2 2 2 3.5 3 2 

ιι. SIίdiιιι fιτιιclι Hom 3.5 3 3 2 Ο 3.5 Ο 2.5 3 Ι 3 1.5 Ι 3.5 Ι 2 2 Ι Ι ι 

11. Ceι8aΊC Coίl FhιIe 3 2 3 Ι Ο Ι Ο 2 2 0.5 3 2 Ι 3.5 2 Ο 2 3 2 Ι 

ll; coopιnιιnoe Cσ8ιίc BJOιf.flιιιe 3 1.5 2 Ι Ο 3 Ο 3 2 0.5 3 1.5 Ι 3 2 Ι 3 3.5 3 3 

Fig. Α3.80. Cylίndrίcal helΊX layouts group - evaluation chart. 
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TRΛPEZOΙDΛL LΛYOUTS 

Grou 
111 ΤnιpcmidιI Conk BelIopIιooc 3 Ι 2 2 2 3 3 3 Ι 3 3 2.S 3 2 2 3 2.S 2 2 2 

111 Trιpezoid8I W.BelIophoneι(96A.I92) 3 Ι 2 2 2 3.S 3 3 2.S 2 3 2.S 3 3 2.S 3 3 2 2 2 

Τrιιpcmid8I Claναaιpophoac 3 I.S 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 Ι 2 Ο 2 2 2 2 

11 T.....-~~I92) 2.S I.S I.S 3 3 3.S 3 3 2.S ι., 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

Ι l.s Ι 2 2 Ι 2 2 2 2 3 I.S 2 2.S 2 2.S 2.S 2 Ι 2 

Ι I.S Ι 2 Ι Ι 2 2 2 2 Ι I.S 2 Ι I.S Ο 2 2 ι., 2 

11 Slίdίιιι ΤCCOΠI88e FJυιe (bυZΣ.m.) 3 2 3 Ι Ο Ι Ο 3 ι., Ι 2 2 Ι 3.S 2 Ο 2 Ι Ι 2 

3 2 3 Ι Ο Ι Ο 3 2 2 2.S 2 Ι 3.S 2 2.S 3 Ι Ι ι 

111 ί Pί8ιιi-mbin 2 l.s 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2.S 3.S 2.S 2.S 3 Ι 2.S 2 

Fig. A3.81. Trapezoidal Iayouts group - evaluation chart. 

SQUARE LΛYOΥΤS 

I~ .~ (ό . 
. ~' .1;. ~I~~. .1ι..IJ. ,1/, 

GroupIV !J./ΙΙιι!/ιΙΙι/./τ:&!ΙΙ I/J ι///ι/!Jι/IIι. 
ιν !s.ι- Cσιιic BeI\opIIcιιe I.S Ι Ι Ι 2 3 2 2 1 3 3 2.S 3 2 2 3 2.S 2 2 2 

ν Sqιι8e'--' MιιII8ιιIιιIιip 2 1 1 I.S 2 2 Ι 2 2 2.S 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 Ι 

lν 1Sqιι8τ Bυz:ιίιιa LiIIιopIιoae 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2.S 3 2 3 Ι 3 Ι 2 t 

ν __ ~---..- 1 t Ι 2 Ι Ι 2 2 3 3 3 I.S 2 3 2.5 3 3 Ι 2 Ι 

ν Cubiι: Mbirι 2 Ι Ι ι., Ι 2 2 2 2 3 2 1.5 2 2 2 3 3 Ι 2 Ι 

ιν Sqιι8τ Booιιιa (IΟιι Ι Ο) 2 Ι I.S 2 Ι Ι 2 2 2 Ι 2 Ι 1 1 2 Ο 3 Ι 2 Ι 

~. Sφ8e .-ι. 2 Ι 2 2 Ο Ι Ι 2 2 2 2 I.S Ι 3.5 2 Ο 3 Ι I.S Ι 

ν Sqιι8τ AJιιιιIuIeo cιιro-ι. ιΙοα" 2.S 3 2.S 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1.5 Ι 3.5 2 Ι 3 3.5 2.S 2 

ιν cιuι-Opcn aι.ιι ... - (MIdί 2 Ι 2 3 3 Ι 3 3 3 2 Ο 2 2.5 2.5 2 3 3 Ι 2 t 

Fig. Α3.82. Square layouts group - evaluation chart. 
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RECTANGULΛR LΛYOUTS 

GroupV i~~~ι7/Jlιlι~fjIlJlιrpIJIJIJflJ~fA 
ν. RecI8ιφιIιr Caιιic BelIophone I-S Ι Ι Ι 2 3 Ι 2 Ι 3 3 2.5 3 2 2 3 2.5 2 2 2 

ν. ΤrianιIιιιhone 3 i-s 2 2 2 2 Ι Ι 2.5 3 3 2.5 3.5 2 3 3 3 Ι 1.5 Ι 

ν. ~ 2 Ι Ι.5 I-S 2 Ι Ι 2 1.5 3 2 2 3.5 2 3 3 3 Ι 2.5 Ι 

Vd ΤubuIιr SpriRp.,.. ... I-S Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι 0.5 Ι 2 2.5 2 2 3 2.5 2 3 3 Ι 2 Ι 

ν. C8ITίI\o Syιιιpedιy Harp 3 Ι 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2.5 2 2 3 3 3 3 Ι 3 Ι 

ν r Fiιιιer JισcιιιιιuIιr Bocxu (8χ6) 1.5 1 2 2 Ι Ι 0.5 2 2 2-S 2 2 2 Ι 2 Ο 3 Ι 3 Ι 

ν Ahιι8IιιIco l'on8Iίνe Orμιι (SoI8r Ι 2 Ι 2-S 3 2 3 3 3 Ι Ι 3 1.5 Ι 3.5 Ι Ο 2 2 Ι Ι 

ν. Doub\e SIίdiιιι ο.. Troιιιbone 3 3 3 2 2 3.5 Ο 2 3 2 3 2 Ι 3.5 Ι 2 2 Ι 2.5 Ι 

νι M8riιιιbafb 3 Ι ,I-S 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.5 Ι 1.5 1.5 2 Ι.5 3 3 Ι 3 Ι 

Fig. Α3.83. Rectangular layouts group - evaluation charι. 

CONCENTR/C LΛYOUΤS 

GroupVI 
J. J ~ ''11 ι: ~ ιιι.'Ιι 'Ιι.ι. ,J./ιιι§#ιιlι'lfJIΙI///f/IΙ1Α/Ι/ι/Iι!fι 

νΙ, CQIICCIIIήc Cσιιίι: BcUoιιlιoDe O-S Ι Ι 2 2 3 Ι Ι 0.5 Ι 3 Ι Ι Ι Ι 2 2.5 2 3 2 

~ ~ (TIιick braιιι8lιlυnLι.tIι) 2 Ι Ι 2 2 2 Ι 0.5 0.5 3 0.5 2 3 2 z.s 3 2.5 Ι 2 2 

~I, τoιoίdaI H8IId Rιaιiιιι MIιira 2 Ι Ι 3 2 2 Ι 0.5 2 3 Ι 1.5 2.5 2 I-S 2 1.5 Ι 2 Ι 

~I, Tcaoupho8e 2 Ι 1.5 2 2 Ι 2 2 3 3 3 1.5 2 2,$ 2 3 3 Ι 2 Ι 

~I, (QIICCIIIήc Fιedcιι v.. Luιe ( .... 2 2 2 2 2 2 0.5 2 2 2 Ι 2 2 Ι 2,$ 0.5 2 2 2-S 2 

νι Cσιιc.eσ-·Dn8D (DaιιbIι) 3-S Ι 3 3 3 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 2 Ι 2 2 Ι 1.5 0.5 Ι 3.5 3 2 

~ c-~OoιήιιoC~) 3 2 3 2 2 3 Ο 3 2 2 Ι 2 Ι 3.s 2 0.5 2 Ι 1.5 Ι 

~ ec-.C-.Obac (ιIίιI.Jι.JwιLιh) 3 2 3 3 3 3 Ο 3 2 2 Ι 2 Ι 3.5 Ι.5 0.5 3 Ι 2 Ι 

νι ΝΙΟΙ MιιI.c-.c"~C~) 3 2 3.5 3 3 Ι 3 3 2.5 2.5 Ι 2 2 Ι 2 Ι 1.5 3 3 2 

Fig. Α3.84. Concentric layouts group - evaluation charι. 
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ARCHED UYOUTS ι: 3 LEGS 

!IA~ ~ Ιό· 
ιi~l ~#/llιιf. .~ .~~ 'Ιι 4'1ι~ 

Group νιι f#11ί:ιIA tιιl/l~iJ~1;Ί1ι/llIi~VJ '$1Ii. 
VιI, An:bcd COIIic BelJαpIιone Ι (3S) 2 Ι 2 2 2 3 2 2 0.5 3 3 2 Ι Ι Ι 2 2.5 2 3 2 

VIIb _Ι Gonder (SIcnIheιιι) ι.5 Ι 2 2.5 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2.5 3 2.5 3 3 3 2 2.5 2 

VlI. Wιιcrf8IIC Ι Ι 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Ι 2 2.5 0.5 2 Ι 2 2 2 2 

νι .. w.ισωl Copper TIάpIιone 2 Ι 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2.5 3 2.5 3 2.5 3 3 2.5 2 2.5 2 

VI!. Cerιmic λn:hed Tonιue bαxeι ι.5 Ι Ι 2 2 Ι 2 3 Ι 2 2 ι.5 2.5 1.5 2 1.5 2 2 2.5 1.5 

vllr Slίdίnι Bίrd Wbiιlle 3 1.5 3 3 3 3 Ο 2 1.5 2 Ι 2 Ι 3.5 2 1.5 2 Ι 2 2 

VιI Slίdίnι coopιιιιive λιdιιd Ocιιίιιa 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 1.5 Ι 3 2 Ι 3.5 1.5 Ι 2 3 1.5 Ι 

VI!. C ___ SWΙΙΙ_Icail) 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 1.5 2 2 Ι 3.5 2.5 2 2.5 3 2 1.5 

νιιl Coopcr8Iiνe ΚaIckou SIίde WIιίιtIe 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 Ι 1.5 Ι 2 Ι 3.5 2 Ι 2 3 2 Ι 

Fig. Α3.85. Arched layouts Ι group - evaluation chart. 

ARCHED ιΑΥΟυτ //: /NDlV. SΤANαι 

Grou νΙΙΙ 
VιI!, λn:hed cuιιίc BeUopbαιιc D (168) 2 Ι 2 2 2 3 2 2 Ι 2 3 3 2 2 2.5 2 2 2 3 2 

VLI&.. λn:hed ι Ι 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.5 3 2.5 3 3.5 2 3 3 3 2 3 Ι 

1.5 2 1.5 2 Ι Ι Ι 2 3.5 2.5 3 1.5 2 2 1.5 Ο Ι 2 2.5 Ι 

Ι Ι Ι 2 Ι Ι Ι 2 2.5 3 2 2 3 1.5 1.5 3 2.5 2 2.5 Ι 

2.5 3 3 2 3 Ι 2 2 Ι 3 2.5 2 1.5 2.5 2 Ι 3 2.5 Ι 

0.5 Ι Ι 2 Ι Ι Ι 2 Ι 2 Ι Ι 1.5 Ι 2 Ο 3 2 2 2 

3 3 2.5 Ι Ι Ι 3 3 1.5 1.5 Ι 1.5 Ι 3.5 3 Ο 3 3 2 Ι 

νιιι., DoιWι""""" ιIiIiιι-(~) 3 2 3 2 2 3 Ο 3 2 1.5 3 2 Ι 3.5 2 0.5 2.5 Ι 2.5 Ι 

V111Ι Ice~ ι Ι Ι 2 Ι Ι Ο 2 1.5 3 2 1.5 2 Ι Ι 0.5 0.5 2 3 Ι 

Fig. Α3.86. Arched layouts ΙΙ group - evaluation chart. 
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ARCHED UYOUT 111: INDιΥ. ΠλΝαι cI ΕΧΤ. OIίsιιDdo TiΩιbrc (',ι:.. 

((jjjtI!Λ'W/M '-W ιi'1 ~04z~" ;&,!f ~~!fι 
GroupIX ιι~:ι$jlιl!ίfil$/ΙΙ!IIJΆ r~f/Iι/l 

ιχ. Exιoιιdod λn:hed Conic lIeIIopI.- (16&) 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2.5 2 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 2 3 3 2 

ιχ. SιI8ίIJ ...... 2 Ι 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 2.5 3 2.5 3 1 3 1 3 1 

ιχ. Pomιpiιιc M8rίιιιIιa (ccnιιιίc _.ιI8Ωdι) 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 1 

ιχ.ι λn:bod f'rιιn&oρIιoDc(........ιιι-.res) 1.5 Ι 1 2 2 3 2 2 2.5 3 2 2 3 2.5 2 3 3 2 2.5 Ι 

ιχ. sympιιhy II.-d Oάaνino (ιn:hod ~) 3 2 3 2 2 2 0.5 2 1.5 Ι 3 2.5 2 3.5 2 Ι 3 Ι 1.5 2 

!ΧΙ λrdιed WιιcnJιpopboac <_.ιI8Ωdι) 1.5 2 1 2 1 1 Ο 1 0.5 2 Ι 1 1.5 Ι 1.5 0.5 3 2 2.5 2 

Ιιχ. E>d.I'onιIiνe 0ιΡιι wiIIι ιιdLpPc ιιιιιdι 2.5 2 2.5 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 1.5 Ι 3.5 2.5 1.5 3 Ι 1.5 Ι 

ιχ. Βαι 1 tιιJι..ιι- SIίdiιι& Tuba 3.s 3 3 2 3 3 Ο 2 3.5 1.5 3 2 Ι 3.5 Ι 2.5 1.5 1 2 Ι 

ΙΧ; sympιιhy λn:Iιed SιnιιιyoσpIιoιι (ΜιDI) 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.5 3.5 Ι 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2.5 Ι 

Fig. Α3.87. Arched layouts ΠΙ group - evaluation chart. 

ΟΤΗσ RλNGES 

GroupX 
}/t .. ~~~I.t\ J~.IJ . ~ #~7 

/J/ιιιιlJιil!ίfJιιιιl7ι!ι7J~ ;fίlJj 
Χι Scιp8ιino ..... Coιιic BeIIopIιι8σ 2.5 Ι Ι 3 Ι 3 Ι 2 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 2 3 2.5 1.5 2 2 

Χ. RσIιry ~ (IιiιIι ιιιιιe) 2.5 ι 2 3 2 3 0.5 Ι 2 3 3 3 3.5 2 3.5 3 3.5 Ι 2 Ι 

Χ. RσIιry l'icQιIo bIodι xyloplιoιιt (Idά 2 Ι 2 3 3 Ι 0.5 Ι 2.5 2 Ι 2 2.5 Ι 2.5 Ο 3 Ι 2 Ι 

~ 22O-ιI8ιιd BowIopIιoιιt 2 Ι Ι 2 2 3.5 Ι 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 2.5 3 3 2 3 Ι 

Χι Dy8αIι: pIιιιD ... .ι,-;ι: ...... 3.5 3.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 3 3 Ι 3 Ι 

Xr SoIcDoίd ...... - 2 Ι 2 3 3 Ι 3 2 0.5 3 Ι 1.5 Ι Ι 3 0.5 3 Ι Ι Ι 

χ. λΙιιιιΙιιΙοο '-iw ........ 0ιΡιι 2 1 2.S 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1.5 1 3.5 2 0.5 2.5 Ι 1.5 Ι 

Χ. ιιι.. slidiιιι 0ιΡιι (ι0«ιΙ-._. 3.5 Ι 3 3 3 3 3.5 2 3 1.5 3 2 Ι 3.5 2 2 2 2 ι.5 Ι 

Χι Sopιιιιo ................. 0.5 Ι Ι 3 Ι Ι Ι 2 2.5 3 Ι Ι.5 2 2 2 2 2.5 2 2.5 Ι 

Fig. Α3.88. Other changes group - evaluation chart. 
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MECH. INST1tUMENTS cI SOUND ACΠrAΤORS 

GroupXI 
i~l .. ~~llli~.1β . ~ }b7· 'P~ :ιIJIIlιIι'lIιJ//lι 1l;/J~/fA 'f/J!f/ 

χι. Medι8ιίc Exιιadιd Cσιιίc lIeIIopIιaae 3.5 2 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 2 3 2.5 2 3 2 

ΧΙ. Mecι-ίc Pynmίd C8rί1loιι 3.5 1 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 

ΧΙ. Medιιιιίc: 12ΟΟΕΤ Boι.aphιιιιe 3.5 1 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 2.5 1.5 3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 2.5 3.5 3 2 

ΧΙ. Mecι-ίc <JoιιιιopIιoΩc .ι: kcyIxwd 3 Ι Ι 3 3 Ι 2 2 3 3 Ι 1.5 2.5 3 2 3 3 Ι 3 Ι 

χι. ........ SpinI R.-y Hιrp 2.5 1 3 3 3 3 Ι Ι 2 1 3 2.5 2 1.5 2.5 0.5 2 2 2.5 1 

Xlr Mech. ~ αυJl rJ8ddit1s) 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 1 1.5 1 1 3 0.5 3 2 2.5 3 

ΧΙ. Medι8ιίc slίdiιιι ~ (IOιIIσco) 3 3 3 2 3 3.5 3 2 1.5 1 3 2 1 3.5 2 Ι 2.5 2 2 Ι 

ΧΙ. _sι-. ......... (ιoIof.ιιod.l 3.5 3 3 2 3 3.5 3.S Ι 2.5 1.5 3 2 Ι 3.5 2.5 1 2.5 Ι 2 Ι 

ΧΙ, ---......~ 3 Ι 2 3 3 3.5 3.S 3.5 2.5 3 2.5 2.5 3 2.5 3 3 3 2 2 2 

Fig. Α3.89. Mechanised ίnStruments and sound activators group - evaluation chart. 

Μ/ΟΙ CONΠtOI.LERS 

~ ~ ~. ~~~I~ .~~ ~~ 
Group ΧΙΙ dfl$il'llίfJιιR/hιιιι!Α &'1Jι. 

χιι. ΜΙDΙ Ext. CJIeII. P8dι1 ................. 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 2 3 2.5 Ι 1.5 2 

χιι. ~""Hι+"' ___ 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2.5 2 2.5 2 2 2.5 Ι 3 1 Ι 2 

χιι. MιDI coιιIr. for 12OO-edo 2.5 2 3 2 2 3.5 2 2 2.5 2 3 3 3 2.5 3 3 3 Ι 1.5 2 

Xl~ MIDI Mιιι8C8 coιιιroιlcr b .-Υ \ιιιpa 3 2 3 3 3 3 Ο Ο 3 3 3 3 3 2 1.5 3 2.5 3.5 3 Ι 

χιι. ~ ΚιlίιιιIιa Ca*. ror ΗιιΡι.192...ιο 3 Ι 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2.5 3 2.5 2 2 3 3 3 Ι 2 Ι 

XIIr MIDI 
.. . ιcoι8Qllι 2 2 2 3 3 Ι Ι 3 2 2 Ι 1.5 Ι 2 2.5 Ι 3 Ι 2 2 

ΧI1, MIDlιIίιIίιιι-......... ........... 2 Ι 3 3 3 Ι Ι Ι 3 2 Ο 2.5 2 2 0.5 Ο Ι Ι 2 ι 

χιι., ΜΙDΙ ιIίιIίιιι ....... AIιι8I.dιι Ι t aιιιιr. 3 Ι 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 Ι 3 3 Ο 2 Ι 2 Ι 

ΧΙΙ, ...--.MIDI~~~ 3 3.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3.5 3.5 Ι 3 Ι 

Fig. Α3.90. MIDI control1ers group - eνaΙuatίοn chart. 
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PORTΛBΙUΠ λND ERGONOAIICS GlillllDdo Timbιe 

((/j~WI/ιι. ,,~l . 7ι~~ ltlιp,~~.~ 1ι~ ~~~ 
Group ΧΙΙΙ /J~:ιι!J1/ι1!1J /~;ΙI/I//~/I/ιιι. ~fl 

ΧΙΙΙ. Compocι εχ...- Coιιίc BeIΙOPΙΙ- 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 2 3 2.5 2 2 2 

ΧΙΙΙ. MIDl Weatber 8elI Tower 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2-' 3 3 3 Ι 3 2 

χιιι. ~ Squ8ιe Bυ2zίιιa Maήιιιbιι 2 Ι 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Ι 2 2 2.5 Ι 

ΧΙΙΙ. MlDI Cbίιιιe Τ .... Pyπυιύd 3 Ι 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3.5 3 3 3 3.5 Ι 3 2 

χιιι. Compιι:t Ccnmic _ Ciιbrινσaιι 3 2 221 2 2 2 1.5 3 Ι 2 2 2 2.5 2 2.5 Ι 1.5 2 

XΙIIr Comp.MlDI ΤιΡ Ceιιm.24«1o c-p. 3 Ι 3 3 3 Ι Ι 2 2 2 Ι 2.5 2 1.5 1 Ι 1.5 3 3 2 

ΧΙΙΙ. ρ,.hId.-Pιιφipe&Ι~ 3 3 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 2 Ι Ι 2 ι 3.5 3 Ο Ι Ι 2.5 2 

χιιι. Rood Cer.λbιιalulco αιι-ι. ~.9(,.96OO-edo 3 Ι 2 3 3 3.5 3 3 2 2 3 1.5 Ι 3.5 2 Ι 3 Ι 2 Ι 

ΧΙΙΙ; Dyιι.M1D1 wat.eιινr.Aclιcιιuιl_.W8LIιeU-p8ιod. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1.5 3.5 3 2.5 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Fig. A3.91. Portability and ergonomics group - evaluation chart. 

l'λDTS λSPECΊS.ι λDO.~NAnNG IIODIES 

XIV 
XIV. 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 

2 Ι 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Ι 2 2 

3 Ι 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 4 Ι 

3 2 2 2 Ι 2 2 2 2 3 Ι 2 2 2 3 2 3 Ι 

.a-.t11ιιι.τφ.ι:.. 3 Ι 3 3 3 Ι 1 2 2 2 Ι 3 2 2 Ι 1 2 3 

3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 1 2 2 Ι 4 3 Ι 2 Ι 

3 Ι 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 4 2 2 3 4 

3 3 3 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 4 3 3 3 4 

Fig. Α3.92. PADTS parameters and additional resonating bodies group - evaluation chart 

(see Abbreviations). 
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Α3.4.2 The bellophone prototype deνelopment statistics: Α comparison 

among aνerages from each group 

Ιη order to provide a constructive reference resource towards the understanding of 

creative-comparatίve process followed ίη this research, this section first provides a 

comprehensive list of the 126 instruments designed or defined (the ones with the 'a' as a 

subindex being the conic bellophone prototypes) with the average values and the name 

implications. Each instrument has a reference code startίng with Ρ to refer to the pitch 

research,I and the number for their positίon ίη the chart (Fig. Α3.93). This is followed by a 

radar chart (Fig. Α3.94) comparίng the average total value for each ofthe 14 groups (grey 

line) with the one for the cοπeSΡοndίng conic bellophone prototype (black lίne). 

Notice ίη Fig. Α3.94 that the lίne representing the average values for the conic bellophone 

(thick line), followίng a chronological clockwise order, embraces the lίne representing the 

average values for each group of creative-comparative instruιnents, proving that this 

creative comparίson help to keep hίgh standards in the search of microtonal and 

microdiscrete-slίding pitch (see Glossary) properties for the bellophone durίng its 

development. 

ι This is done towards simplifyίng future comparison with other instruments to be developed as part of 

research ίη other Ρ ADTS parameters, aιnplitude, meter, timbre and spatial projection. 
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Instnunent design evaluation chart for the creative-comparative study οη pitch resources 
Eνaluations (%) 

~l 1.1 
~ ... -8 Ί ~ ri l 
~ ~ Ν e J ~ ι;t .~ .g § ! s ~rl Instmment Naιne & ~ i.;;, ~ 

Ρ 1 Ι. Spiral Conic Bellophone 67 72 81 94 79 

Ρ2 4 Cyclic Whitechapel Bellophone 77 56 76 67 69 

Ρ3 Ι, Stand-a-k.ey Spiral Bass Marimba 47 33 39 94 53 

Ρ4 Id Spiral TRιuιgophone 73 39 41 67 55 

Ρ5 Ic Spiral Harp 73 50 52 83 65 
Ρ6 If Spiral Splashophone 63 17 43 67 47 

Ρ7 Ia Spiral Rotary Pipe Organ 97 100 52 39 72 

Ρ8 Ιιι Spiral Τω Oboe (Conic Core) 53 78 69 28 57 
Ρ9 Ij Harήson Luo-Abu Mbira 67 33 44 100 61 

Ρ 10 11. Coil Conic Bellophone 57 50 81 100 72 
ΡΙΙ 14 Coil Sanmay 50 28 87 89 63 
Ρ 12 IIc RίnB of Roses (Mokugyouphone) 57 22 54 83 54 
Ρ13 IId Bass Tubaphone 57 33 76 100 67 
Ρ 14 IIc Rotary Harps 80 44 65 56 61 
Ρ 15 IIr Uchiwa Taίkophone (KSuzu ma.) 40 17 70 94 55 
Ρ 16 IIg Slidίng French Hom 77 67 67 33 61 

Ρ 17 Ilιι Cerarnic Coi1 F1ute 60 33 59 67 55 

Ρ 18 II j Cooperative Ceramic B.Pιf.Flute 50 67 63 106 71 

Ρ 19 ΙΙΙ. Trapezoidal Conic Bellophone 67 100 81 67 79 
Ρ 20 IIIb Trapezoidal W.Bel1ophones(96& 192) 67 106 91 67 82 

Ρ 21 IIIc Trapezoidal Clavescrapophone 70 89 63 67 72 

Ρ 22 IIId Trapezoidal Boncaphones(96& 192) 77 106 89 67 84 

Ρ 23 IIIc Trapezoidal Harp-mbira 50 56 74 56 59 

Ρ 24 IIIr Water Drumophone 43 56 48 61 52 

Ρ 25 111. Sliding Tecomate Flute (buzz.m.) 60 44 56 44 51 

Ρ 26 IIIh Sliding Τω Tecomate Oboe 60 44 76 33 53 

Ρ 27 III i Piani-mbira 77 100 85 61 81 

Ρ 28 IV. Square Conic Bel10phone 43 78 81 67 87 
Ρ 29 IVb Square Rotating Matsumushίphone 50 56 91 56 63 

Ρ 30 Ivc Square BυzzίnB Lith~hone 60 67 87 44 65 

Ρ 31 IVd Square stepped Bonangophone 40 56 89 44 57 

Ρ 32 IVe Cubic Mbira 43 67 76 44 58 
Ρ 33 ινι ISquare Booms (10χlΟ) 50 56 48 44 50 
Ρ 34 IV. Square Panpipe (buzz.memb./zig-z.) 47 44 63 39 48 
Ρ 35 IVh Square Ahualulco Chromelodeon 93 100 67 89 87 
Ρ 36 ινί Chinese Opera Gongophone (MIDI) 73 78 74 44 67 
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Eva1uations (%) 

Instnmιent Naιne 

Ρ 37 ν. Rectangular Conic Bellophone 43 67 81 67 65 

Ρ 38 ν b ΤήangΙeΡhοne 70 44 94 39 62 
Ρ 39 ν c SΡήngοphοne 53 44 85 50 58 
Ρ 40 ν d Tubular Spήngophone 37 28 81 44 48 
Ρ 41 ν e caπίllo Syιnpathy Harp 67 78 83 56 71 
Ρ 42 νι Finger Rectangular Booιns (8Χ6) 50 39 61 56 51 
Ρ 43 ν g Ahualulco Portatίve Organ (Solar U) 70 100 52 44 67 
Ρ 44 Vh Double Slidίng Bass Trombone 87 61 72 50 68 
Ρ 45 νί Marίmbaflor 63 67 67 56 63 

Ρ 46 VI. Concentric Conic BeUophone 43 56 48 78 56 

Ρ 47 VIιι Ekίrophones (ThΊCk bronze/alum.ba1s) 53 39 70 56 55 
Ρ 48 ν~ Toroidal Hand Rotatίng Mbira 60 39 63 44 52 
Ρ 49 VIιι Tettouphone 57 56 85 44 60 
Ρ 50 VIc Concentric Fretless Vase Lute (sίng) 67 50 56 72 61 
Ρ 51 VIr Conc.Ceram.Drum (Double) 90 17 50 94 63 
Ρ 52 νΙι Conc.Rίng.Doubl. Ocaήna(slidlwat.drone) 80 67 59 39 61 
Ρ 53 ~ Conc.Ceram.Oboe (slίd.k./wat.dro) 93 67 61 44 66 
Ρ 54 νΙί Μωι ΜuΙConc.Cer.Dnmιs (Ench.Forest) 97 78 57 89 80 

Ρ 55 νπ. Arched Conic Bellophone Ι (38) 60 78 59 78 69 
Ρ 56 V1Iιι Waterfall Gender (8lenthem) 60 78 93 72 76 
Ρ 57 νπ, WaterfaU Clavescrapophone 53 67 56 67 61 
Ρ 58 νn. WaterfaU Copper Tubaphone 60 89 89 72 78 
Ρ 59 VIIe Ceraιnic Arched Tongue boxes 50 67 59 67 61 
Ρ 60 νπι Slίdίng Bίrd WhΊStle 90 56 61 56 66 
Ρ 61 VIIι 8lίdίng Cooperative Arched Ocarina 80 78 61 61 70 
Ρ 62 VIIιι Cooperatίve Brass 8lίdίng Arches (coil) 93 100 74 72 85 
Ρ 63 VIlj Cooperative Kakkou 8lίde Whistle 80 78 56 67 70 

Ρ 64 VIII. Arched Cσnic BeIIophone 11 (168) 60 78 72 78 72 

Ρ 65 VIIIιι Arched 8tand-a-matsumushίphone 53 67 94 67 70 
Ρ 66 VII~ Arched Marίmba (Stand-a-key) 53 44 63 61 55 
Ρ 67 VIIIcι Κhonι Wong Yaίophone 40 44 78 61 56 
Ρ 68 VIIIe Caπillo Bήdge Double Harp ίn 8ve stands 90 67 65 72 73 
Ρ 69 VιΠι Arched 8tand-a-splashophone 37 44 46 67 49 
Ρ 70 νιιι. Arched Coop.Hototogisu Mouth Organ 70 78 59 67 68 
Ρ 71 VIIIι. Doubl.plphnic.slίdίng oboe (2x2swtc/key) 80 67 67 50 66 
Ρ 72 VIIlj lce Dιums 40 33 48 67 47 
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Evaluations (%) 

i 1 .Q 

Ι ι.; 

~ 11 -J' ,. -8 ~ il.1 

:; ! fi Β .G Ι '3 
Instnιrnent Naιne 

.g .u 
~ 4.; CJ & ~ a ~ 

Ρ 73 α. Extended Arched Conic Bellophone (16S) 67 78 63 89 74 

Ρ 74 ΙΧιι Snaίl JaIatarang 60 56 81 56 63 

Ρ 75 IXc Porcupine Maήmba (ceraιnic ass.stands) 73 100 67 44 71 

Ρ 76 αd Arched Tπmgophone( ass.stands/cer.res) 50 78 85 61 69 

Ρ77 IXc Sympathy Bowed Octavina (arched 5s) 80 50 72 50 63 

Ρ 78 αι Arched Waterslapophone (ass.stands) 50 22 44 72 47 

Ρ79 α. Ext.Portative Organ with arch.pipe stands 80 100 74 39 73 

Ρ80 ΙΧιι Bass 16th-tone Slidίng Tuba 97 56 72 44 67 

Ρ 81 αί Sympathy Arched Sanιnyaophone (MIDI) 87 100 85 61 83 

Ρ 82 Χ. Sopranino & Bass Conic Bellophones 57 67 81 61 66 

Ρ83 Xιt Rotary Hoyureyophone (higb range) 70 50 98 44 66 

Ρ84 Χς Rotary Piccolo Block-xyIophone (kki) 73 28 61 44 52 
Ρ 8S Xd 220-stand Bowlophone 53 72 87 67 70 
Ρ86 Xe Dynaιnic piano and dynamic Baton 107 100 94 56 89 

Ρ87 ΧΙ Solenoid assίsted water streaιnophone 73 67 54 33 57 

Ρ88 Χ. Ahualulco Portatίve Hototogίse Organ 77 100 59 39 69 

Ρ89 Χιι Brass Slίdίng Organ (lO-solen.-con1r.) 90 94 74 50 77 

Ρ90 Xj S~o & Bass Marimbaflores 43 44 69 61 54 

Ρ 91 ΧΙ. Mechanic Extended Conic Bellophone 93 100 81 78 88 

Ρ92 ΧIιι Mechanic Pyraιnid carίllon 87 100 98 56 85 

Ρ 93 XIc Mechanίc 1200ΕΤ Boncaphone 87 100 87 94 92 

Ρ 94 XId Mechanic Gongophone & keyboard 73 56 81 56 66 

Ρ 9S XIc Mechanic Spίral Rotary Harp 83 56 63 61 66 

Ρ96 XIr Mech. Waterslapophone (Full r./addίtls) 93 78 59 83 78 

Ρ97 ΧΙ. Mechanic Slίding Ocarinophone (lOsl/ocs) 93 94 65 56 77 

Ρ 98 ΧIιι Mcchanic Slίding Clarinctophone(soled.ped.) 97 89 72 44 76 

Ρ99 Χ!Ι Mech. 44O-Stand Bowlophone (ContKeyb.) 80 117 93 67 89 

Ρ 100 ΧΙΙ. MIDI ΕΧΙ C.Bell. Peda1 tempo con1rol1er 93 100 81 50 81 

Ρ 101 χιιιι SldXalίmba fuιg.blockpbn.contr&metal addcr 93 67 72 44 69 

Ρ 102 XIIc Octopentag. MIDI con1r. for 1200ΕΤ 77 83 93 50 76 

Ρ 103 XI~ MIDI Matraca control1er for rotary harps 93 33 89 83 75 

Ρ 104 XIIc Linear Ka1ίιnba Contr. for Harps.192ET 87 89 85 44 76 

Ρ 105 XIIr MIDI hydroacoustίc con1roller 80 56 59 56 63 

Ρ 106 xn. MIDI slίding lastroplιone con1ro1ler 80 33 48 44 51 
Ρ 107 χιιιι MIDI slίdίng 96ΕΤ Ahual.chromelod.contr. 87 100 67 44 74 
Ρ 108 XIIj Snowdomc's MIDI Umbrella Chiιnc Controller 103 100 96 56 89 
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Ρ 109 Xlll. Compact Extended Conic Bellophone 87 100 81 67 84 

Ρ 11 Ο XIIlb ΜΙDΙ Weather Bel1 Tower 93 100 94 67 89 

Ρ 11 Ι ~ Compact Square Buzzing Marimba 67 100 63 61 73 

Ρ 112 XII1d MIDl Chime Tree Pyramid 87 100 96 67 87 

Ρ 113 XII1e Compact Ceramic Water Cythraνeena 67 67 69 50 63 

Ρ 114 XIll f Comp.MllDI Τap Ceram.24EΤ Caterp. 87 44 54 89 68 

Ρ 115 XJJIg Cer.1 Ο 1d.-Panpipe&8-s1d.key-961ocks960ET 100 117 54 61 83 

Ρ 116 XII1h Reed Cer.Ahualulco Chrome1. 96-9600 80 106 70 44 75 

Ρ 117 ΧIlΙί Dyn.MIDI wat.enνr.&choruslens.wat.be11-pagod. 100 1 00 80 11 7 99 

Ρ 118 XIV. IComp. Ext Conjc Bel1phone & Resonators 87 100 81 67 83 

Ρ 119 X1V b Arched MlDI arunayophone.&regu1.symp. 93 100 94 67 89 

Ρ 120 XIVc Bel1 tecomate tree & grad.buzzing membr. 67 100 63 61 73 

Ρ 121 XIVd A1..Ml.Tubaphone with grad.Re onators 87 100 96 67 88 

Ρ 122 XIVe Buzzing-Symp-stop.regu1.prepared MIDI piano 67 67 69 50 63 

Ρ 123 X1V f Pre ure- en or-D.Baton &Τim.Τap.Forest 87 44 54 89 68 

Ρ 124 χιν ιr. Compressed ΑίΓ Aeolic Harp (with d.baton /ΡΑΠ) 1 00 111 63 61 84 

Ρ 125 XIVh ΜΙDΙ Spatia\ Oboe with bel1 clappers C.B. 80 106 85 67 84 

Ρ 126 χινί Giant Mercury Sympathy Harp 90 56 81 117 86 

Fig. Α3.93. Instrument design evaJuation chart for the oνera\1 creatiνe-comparatiνe process. 

12 4 
- Con.BeII.Prot.Average 
- Gτoup Aνerage 

11 5 

Fig. Α3. 4. erage alue (ίη the 100 sca1e) among the ones for the different capabi1ities considered for 

each οΓ the 14 conic be//opIIone prototypes (b1ack 1ine joins them) compared with an aνerage of the aνerage 

alue btaίned for each οΓ th conceptual instrument ofthe cοπeSΡοndίng group (grey 1ine joins them). 
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Appendix Four: Concerts and demonstrations -

feedback, programs and reviews 

These documents Ιο follow constitute a record ofperformances and demonstrations (which 

have been valuable ίη this research), and of feedback, both extemal and from performers, 

which has contributed Ιο the instrument and compositional developments involved ίη this 

research (Figs. Α4.1-Α4.6). 

A4.1 Lecture demonstration at the Wild Dog 4 Festival (15 September 2006, 

The Space, London) 

Α bήef explanation was given of the various shapes and arrangements of bel1s considered; 

conical symmetry and the extended Stein-Couper notation (proposed οη ρρ. 54-58) were 

explained. This was followed by a performance of Improvisatory patterns for 4 hands (Sc. 

8), which demonstrated the sound of the most recent model of conic bells, the spun bells. 

The tuning arrangement used consisted of a single gently curνing row of bells ίη 

sixteenthtones leading directly to a continuation of the same row ίη eighthtones. The 

arched mono-linear disposition ofthe bells used here is one ofthe several possible settings 

of the Spun bells when placed οη stands. 

Α video recording ofthis performance (DVDl-tk 8) shows how the players 100ked at each 

other for clues when they changed improvisation pattems, and how they skίlfully managed 

Ιο synchronise with each other. Αι one ροίηι the players use the backs of the mallets, 

showing how the timbre produced when performing glίssandi with these bells can be 

changed, according Ιο the sound activators s used. 

Following the demonstration a member of the audience suggested that an air-pressure 

machine could produce a wίndy metallic glίssando by blowing inside the cones. 

The SPNM review with performance program card (Fig. Α4.1), together with the review of 

a Croatian newspaper (Fig. Α4.2) are documented as follows: 
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A4.1. 1 Ρ re iew with programme (September 2006) 

Live Review: ννΙΙD DOG 4: ΝΑΚΕD 
(SPN on-line reviews) 

R ew d b Jerry Wigen 

The Space, Fnday 15 September 2006 
L stCΡheΓ R dgate οbοe/CΟΓ ang/aIs), duo CοntΟUΓ: Stephen A/toft (tΓumΡet) Lee FeΓgusοn (ΡeΓ
c.u S on, Ηο//γ WIs eΓ, )anIna MonInska (IIve art), Tony Sa/inas (comΡοseΓ (ΟΓ be//ophone) 

The evenang, set ιη thIs antImate and friendly venue, consIsted of performance art, film and music, all of it im
press vely professlonal and well presented. 

ΤΟΠΥ 5alInas gaνe a fascinating demonstration ο! his 96 note-to-the-octave bellophone before the main event. Ι 

was r 'eved ιο learn that the beIIs were tuned mechanically by the arduous application of file and tuner, and 
that ΤΟΠΥ was Ιπ fact a mere mortal In terms οΙ pitch discernment! The presque-glissandi were reminiscent of 
calibrated ννδ er gong sounds, and the instrument's capacity to hover around specific pitch areas with micro
mov ments was enchantang. 

It eatured Ιπ one οΙ the eight short pieces improvised by duo Contour ιο accompany old home movies. Fllm of a 
fίshing expedItIon enabled lee Ferguson to explore the Instrument's potential for waverιng, nautical beil sounds. 
The duo's later accompanIment ιο Donald Bousted's ίπ your dreams was an effective electro-acoustic soundtrack 
carefully conceIved Ιο complement the fιlm's mirror imagery and split-screen techniques. 

Of the other fιlms shown, Pau10 HenrIque's Contract with the 5kin was outstanding. Originally a dance perform
ance wIth Its 
soundtrack 
ΡδΓιIΥ gen
erated by 
th ρerform
ers' move
ments, ίΙ 

explored 
facets of ουΓ 
relattonshIP 
wIth ουτ 
outer layer. 
The fίlm was 
accompanIed 
bya wonder
Ιυl sound
ιrack, im
presslvely 
reallsed by 

Wild 

Raked 

Rui LeItao, who had created an intriguing 
acousma c taρestry wIth voIce-deraved and 
ma rial sounds. 

Earll Γ, to start the maIn event, the Host 
ArtISts Group had shown tl1e 36 l-mInute 

og 4 

naked 
A-d __ ιι.Ct.4c......ιιioιla) 

_ uk 

-Ι8l. 020 7S1S 77" 

shorts cr ιιΙ d ΟΓ theIr Host 4 Cιnema PΓOJect. These were all visually captivatIng, and several featured stunning 
oundtrac • Of partIcular note was Bocman 's sound οπ Neii Webb's shattering mirror piece Undeγwor/d and the 

menaclng. treated cello sounds of Sarah Moody ίπ Laura Hardman's beach drama Aversion Therapy. 

000 st Christopher Redgate's performances were their usual inspired combination of technical precision and ίη
ν η ιν ness. SeemIngly effortless cIrcular breathIng featured οη hls 5-minute improvisation ... the sting of the 
bee, and hIs nterpr tatIons of Andriessen's frenetic Α F/ower 50ng 2, DenIssow's subtle multiphonics ίπ 50/0 for 
Oboe and carter~s lyrIcal cor anglais writing ιπ Α 5ίΧ Letter Letter were a real pleasure. 

HOlly WIs rs sllent nude performance piece, Untitled, wIth Its echoes of Yoko Ono and Bobby Baker, involνed 
m mberς οι th audI nce ςtamΡιng her body with selected words which, alas, Ι never saw. Janina Moninska's 
Ηδ r a Μ tonomy was ϊΙη altogether livelier affair taking the form of a tongue-in-cheek lecture οπ the post
mod m condItaon ο ουΓ r latIons wIth head, underarm and pubic hair. Very Informative and funny. 

send an email with 'join' ίη the header to: 
wilddog@microtonaIprojects.co.uk 

Fig. 4. Ι . Ρ Μ re ίeν with programme (September 2006). 
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Appendix Foι/r: ConCerLs and demοnsfratίοns - feedback, programs and reνίews 

Α4. 1.2 Gla 1 fre ewspaper Review (The Voice of Istre, Pula, Istria, Croatia. 

ο ember 2006 edition). 

SIliJremc..'tltl ullIjrtni& "Tt1anja u svίjι'tιI InultiII/cdijα: jedllo londollsko ;,kIlstvo - »\"'ίId Dog 4« ' , 

Ρ Vecer ultimate arta! 

fi'm'M gnιρe umjelnIka ίΖ engles-
1'08 grad.1 Sheffie'd. kojI s,be nazI
'IodluHnst 

ZaIto b.» 3& !,'moν. ι ." ρο ιod
ηυ mInutu1 λλο umjNnIk uJStInu 
ΙΓΝ ~o za reel, S\~ re tn mo6 ιzra~ 
zι~ ι υ JedΠOj jedIΠOj mInub! Ν.
Ιon ιoga ~ίί<'dι $010 p<>riOlΠ1.lΠS 
u1M>., the SlJng or the ΙOjΙ 
ιzνodι oboI>t .".raoro;naIIe Chn>
topber ~eιJι;at., ,. Ιοι"l\ <υ skladJ't 
naιemtnentniJI suνremtni Lomρo.zI
ton, od Mtchae4 FInI .,. do 8rι;ι
na r.,neyt>oor.::ι (r>d, se Ο nekim 
;:Ιπιh~~ι'dbι 'kada k'''''ρoni-

Pelatir.nje tijeI. 
Holly Whiskcr 

S~edno, ΟΟ'!". ΙΟ "lest.1n da υ 
dana!nJ. VfIjeme π. mole kookun
.. b Silmo Iσo~ί:kιm ΡΓιά ... ο Ie
~rnLm ~lCIfNI - ~Ιo 10 ne-
[ι Lod nas (:ino - • poινrdule Ιο ι 
svotIm ρeιomInutnIm ΚIrkuίarnlm 
d .. nlem., ρosebnom lehnJkom dt
sanιa ί svtranja u 1>10 \1Ijeme u dJ~ 
Iu λndrιossena .~ λ""", song 110 
)Ι' bίlo υιstιηυ ne\to jt'dInstνeno 
SΙIjedIΙO )Ι' ρotom .Ι,~ .rt ΗοΙlΥ 
\\Woι I.ιιja '" ρoιa\·ιΙ. ρr"" ρο
b/, om. 'ιΝ πο ~oIac, posve se ;ι,ι
πυla ι. do<Iσ.'ΓIO ",ko naga sjedI" 
no mιtu6 .. 2O-a\, m,nu"" \edtma 
oLrt'nut.1 ρ"""" ΙΙΙιdιma~, J<! 
unapnJ"" ΡOZV.I. da .. • uJ: .. 
ponuc!<n,m pebtIma S,a , je ρe
ι2ι 00.10 ΓaιΙiδιυ πικ ιlι ρoιam, • 
ρot,l.ka )Ι' bII. ρo",.na ρooaνι~ bI-

Ι~M dIo umj ιπιΙιιιog ~I.Ι. ί I.ko 
Sua, IO',ι;iΙι U ~ήQl'1'T\dnsu ι stνaΓclJu~ 
ό meduodnos odreden08 dIιela ti
jela, q. "Ιeg<>l'Oδ<J naziv., ι ροι"" 
na pt.<GιIu . υ na;t;I,ilu duo Coo· 
ιουΓ, Ιοιι ιιΖ \.« Mνedeπ~ Ι"'ι' 
~~uson. tini ι ΙΓυΟΟΙ ~ιpp οπ λΙ-

ΝιφΙλ ιe sρecίτίrnosι da ~Ir~ 
η, mil<rolon.IΠOj tιubi koju ΙΟ Silm 
stνorιo u suradnji s M;ιrrusom SΙoc
L"'U5<:nom lρazMtιm <tnom joI 
ρozn'IIJcg<I oca, ιedno8 od gurua 
,"νr,,,,,·π. wazbe drug. ρorovlCf 
20. stoljetar MIkroton.>ina truba 
Ima telJri νal\"I, um~o uοbitajι-
na tn, Ι odredenJ su dIjelovι ιΠ<!rυ
menU smantenI a nekI tk:mentι 
poSI.' SΙInuti (αινrtι ΙΟ νalνe νama 
na slici s d6ne SCIaI1e Insιrumenιa, 
nadodan ispod kon\'~ncίOf"l3lnίh 
hpkoνnIcal . 

SlIjedila su ιο! d\. dula film. ~ 
,P""ng >hadow«t Pu," Ι...,. ι 
lIConιract ",ιh th. slιιπ Ρ_υι. He
nriqufJ, a utim oρeι nδto Sι\SVIm • 
drug;ιΙlιe_ Μοβο bI se ηazνah mje
Ia\;nom kaunw gIume, kabar •• , 
ΜuΙιlι!nΟ8 predaνanja, SI.1nd-up 
komedtJ<!, z .. Π>t\·.·~ <Ιυρο . Ι"" 
arta, umJetnilkog νoaIenzma ι JOI 
tko zn. Ιega. ι_πι.. Monι.1η..k. , 
EnglC>kInj> poIj;l,Ih i francu,kIh ,Ο
"JeN, Ρrofesorιω na akademiji za 
glumu u Am~erd.1mu odrt>I. )Ι' 
posνe oιka(en ρerfoιmaI1S "" dla
kama ί iιoIi Ι!1. 

Wild Dog υ ΡuIi Ι ! 

Ι na samom MaJu oνe maraton~ 
;ι,ο ~azbene \..ι'ΟΓί - muItImedIj.,
no ιJi' Ιo .. moμ βoust.-d_ ,Ιη your 
dr .. """ u Il\'edbi dua Cootour 
DI.,O υΙ1lυαιιe ρo>ebno odabra .. 
udaraIjl.a!ke Instrument igu<lalo 
za konιraba.s ~oJlm st sνil1i ρο mInI 
dIsketI, IImene \QιntIre. ρΙocΚ:u ru· 
!Inog drw", skInulu SiI skupogene 
LoncenM marιmbe, miιrotonaInu 
trubu, ttdl, , Ul tu .kU>llΙπu 1MJ 
gJazbu Idu ί dνa fιIrna ko). '" ~muI, 
"'"" pnk.uuJu πι dνa Ρ!.1Ιπο, ι. 
d, .. ogromna komada st1kla koI' 
ρostaju u ίsto νrijeme zasιιbni ίπ· 
strumenU ί ogromni ZΝΙΙόllCΙ f!I. Ν. 
njIh ιe prIklJOCen poseban mInIJ'
tumi trinsformatOf btrjnsduceι 
spe.koι. ΙOjΙ I.ad ... mon~ra na bt· 
Ιο kOJi eIem.n~ od b"'V08 .Ι .... η
ta st\'i1Γi:1lV\.1rnik Nί1Γίlνnoι sνe. ιιιψ to 
bilo prezenUrano υ ιednoι jedinoj 
yΚffi , - daLJe, multιmedIJOΠI, ίΙι 
uI~mat artom, ,ko hOCe\e_ Ειο, 
nadamo .. da ι. ;eιtoos 'ιιoρog da
na WιId Dog doό ί υ Ρυ'υ . 
Ν. bi Ιι bilo z.ntmIJIYO domaά>j 

pubIιd ρrezMIIΓ.υ 96-mιΙroιonaΙπι 
bPlJoρhone,. koji ιe \ jedan ρηΖ
n.lb s'l.ladat,\ pOCeo skladatιl Ν. bt 
Ιι biIo cooI o<νortb (ednu ίzlotbu '0-
,. Ι' dr.ij. od "Ih ίz,auba . ρπ
,U>tνQI·.ιι tiνom eI~ .. kustιtnom 
""rformansu, preda",nJu .. ΙU ι.
mauku, Mρose dI.kusιI,ma na t.mu 
ι"",m baνi ί ov.j Ι.k.ι . multιm •• 
dII-mI!(ed medIiίt art • ulttmate CIrtl 

PIt.1m se ηιι. Ιι ,1Ιι""", d ... 1,0-
na{no oprosιιmQ od 20. !toljeά _ 
I.r ι 21 Ι. VI>t ρoιro'o pro!'ost. 

Fig. 4.2. Perronηance at the UΚ Microfest 2 (2 March 2007). 
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Appendix FOlIr: Concerts and denlonstrations - feedback, programs and reviews 

Thi concert ίπ οΙ ed two rehearsals of the main work presented, Autun1n for cοnίc 

bellophone and mi ed quintet. Important feedback was obtained from the players whi le 

c mpo ing and during rehear a1. Working closely with the players was of great 

imp rtance ίη kηo ing hat could be expected from each instrument and, to some degree, 

from their combined ound . The performance of Aufumn was foHowed by the One row 

tLιdγ for conic bellophone Jnιprovisatory pafferns 2 (Sοleά), which is now, ίπ 2011, 

adopted a the ο erture [οτ a larger work, now ίπ progress. Autumn was repeated at the 

end οΓ the conc rt .
1 

4.2 UΚ Microfe 1 2 

The ρτ gram Fig . Α4.3-5) and a concert re iew (Fig. Α4.6) are documented as fo l1ows: 

4.2 .1 Programme 

Κ MicroFest 2 
2-4 March, 2007 

rIverhouse 
Manor Road, WaIton-on-Thames, Surrey ΚΤ12 2PF 

www.riv rhouseb~rn.co.uk 

Fig. 4.3. Κ Microfe ( 2 programme (part 1). 

ι Αη m rgen) ι ρρ 'd th per u ί ηί t Petar ur~c from a~tending ~e~earsal an~ concert .. He was replaced 
at h rι n 11 b) ~lathe\\ ν ι, \\h \\3S adept at Ight-readlng the slldlng and mlcrotonal tlmpani parιs. 
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rlvιtrhous. 

υκ M lcroFest 2: T1cket Informatlon 

rl v.rhous 
ΜδηΟΓ RoIId. WιιΙtοn-οn-Τhδmes. Surrey I<Τ12 2Ρ 

www.r lverhouseb.rn .co .uk 

Tickt!t R,.~,.rνiltJon 
, Iv.rIIouse 00' OffJc . 01932 25))5<1 (24 hOu,.) 

ο, 

8v Post. riv.mous~~ RiVφ,hοι,,,. Bdf'rt# M.nar RDδd, 
Whlton · nn o Tham~s. Surr~y ΚΤΙ2 2PF 

• ., !!m.II : bo.ollIc<!Orιv~'''ous<!bar'' . co . u~ 
~rιι~ Jfιαuld bft ".y.bh! Ιο 1fNr.IhQυS" 

Vtsa ,nd ftQsterc.rιι 1I«~ρΙ~ 

'ΟΙ" dIr«.tions.πd furtfwι.,. Jι,frx~t,on ab()ut (ίν~,hoυ 
www.nvemous_b8rn.C'O.ult 

fr)f" llccomodlltioπ IJnd restlturllntf> Ιπ th~ IIre. 
.. ttp;//www .• Imbrldg • . gov. uk/tou.Ism/aα:omod.tlon. htm 

rlνertιou<~ IS δη ΒΓι! ν~ηυι buII! ",ound δ" 18th centurγ barn οπ th. rιν., Ιη Walton ·on 
Τh,mes. Opened Ιο the ρubllc in 1989, I Ι 15 8 performance $p8ce. Irt oaIIery, c.raft 
stιIdio, cafe'bar and oarden wIth on-sitl!' parkang . Ιι is close Ιο ννίΙlιοη town centre and 
wIthin δ 5hort waIk οι the Τhemes path _nd • number of δΙΙ"διΙlν~ rιvers.de pubs . Thf're 
is ptenty ο, bed and breekfa:st accommodatIon, very re8son.bly prIced. nearby . W.Iton 1$ 
.round 30 mlns Irom London Waterloo .nd rlverhouse Ι. close to the M2S. rlverhouse Ι. 
.pproximate'Y 2:0 mins w.1k from WδΙΙοn si.,lIon ; Ιιιχί, ΙΟ r Ivcrhouse nοrmδιtγ cost leςs 
thδη (5. 

What 1$ mlcrotonal muslc1 
The most concise detInitIon ο( macrotonaI mUSiC 15 muslc whach uses pltches other than the 
12 equaIIy spaced p ltches normaIIy heard Ι" west<!rn mu.lc Of the/r very clo~ r~l"tIons (lIke 
the ones used Ιη the temper4ments ο( BaroQue muSIc such δ5 M~4Π~ Tt!mρer6mt!nt). 
Such musIc ι5 ΠΟΙ ΡΛrtΙcuΙarΙΥ rΛre . νν. know that th~ anc~nt Gr_eks used structured 
intervals as smaII as a QUBrιer - tone, 50 do many folk muslcs rrom around the worId and 
I ndIan cI(t sslcίJ l musfc . 

Quarter*tones .re by far the most common Iy used of these smlJIIer Intervals. Α Quaτter
ισηο ιο exactly half t he 51ze ο( a s.mltone. δη lnterνa l whιch there(ore doesn"! exlst οη 
the ΡΙδΠΟ but whlch cόI n be ρ Iaye-d ση .11 the: orchestrlll ϊnstruments wIth ρrIJctice . Qucιrter
tones ιση 81$0 be pIltyed οη s~ciatιy adaρted Instruments such as oultars ΟΓ brιIsses wIth 
an added (ourth. quart.r- ton. vaIve. 

The expanded pitIette οΙ sounds whIch becomes iilvaHable through microtone5 Is beIng 
sought more and more by composeΓ'$ and as well as qUBrter- tones, Ιπ υκ MIcroFest 2 you 
οοη h~ar many oth~r ooss.bll.tl.s reaIIsed by p~rformers σ( ",οορΙΙοπσΙ abtl.ty 

MIcrotonal musJc 15 ποΙ concerned wIth IJny partIcuIar styIe of muslc, ΟΓ any particuIar 
musicaI culture. l ndeed, many ο( Ih. mosI Intere5ting mlcrotonaIis ts lπ the 20th centurγ 
wer e mcιverιck (Igures who operat ed outslde the normaI mus-ic hierarchy We hope you 
wfl' come cιnd )ο.π us '.' 

ArtfstJc Ofrec:tor: Oonaιd 80usιω 
Prornolrr,' Hιerαtonιl Pm)«1S ιω (. not.foι·pιτιfίt ~ "",,r«J b)' lJuιιr.".~) ""ww , mιeroton.lρro)eάs , co . u.k 

.... σoton.I I'rojec.1s Ltd gnttefulty κtςnow~ nn.ndaιJ suρpot1: f\ooom the 
ρ" 'CHJnd.tJon .nd RVW Trust and oe-.... Γ'OUS suppon Ιronι 

L.ondon Hetf'OρΘjΙιarι unι.., . .. s1ty .ηcι Ktngs:t6rt ιΙΛΙ ....... ιΥ 

uκ icroFest 
2-4 March, 2007 

rlverhouse 
ΜθηΟΓ Road. Watton· on-Thame5. Surrey ΚΤ12 2PF 

www.rlverhοuseb8Γπ.cο.uk 

(ννιιιιon ιs οπlγ hit/f Μ hoυΓ from London WitterIoo) 

ηckeιs av.,I.ble Irom : 
rlvemousp 1>0. o/l.c< 01932 253354 (24 hour5) 

IIrtlstic: Ol re<tor: Oonald ΙΙOusted 
Promot"r: Hicrotonal Proj~cts Ltd (it not·for-p,ofir companr /Imlr~d br gυ .. ,iInt",,) 

www.microtonaIproJects .co ,uk 

Mlcroton.,I ProJects ιω gratefulIy .c:~nowledges fln.,nc l_1 ,υΡΡΟΓ! from the 
PRS Foundatlon and RVW Τrust and generous ιιυΡΡοΓ! from 

London MetΓopoIItan UnIverslty "nd Kfngston Unly<!rslty 

Tlclιet for.II eν.nt:.s: Ε40 (fuII p rlc.), concessJot1s E2S, student!& EJO 
Confereπce Η_Ι: Ε20 per h_d _ cIudlng ~/cohoIIc drInks .ι Kh".. S.m Th.1 ReSf"u,,,nt 

(Ισ '"''''''', emlIII: In(oOmlcrotoniJIprσl"ds.co.υk />elore 22.02.07, ch"qlJι!s paγ.ble to 'HιcrotoniJ/ Proi«1S 
Ll'd' .nd senr (ο 75 c.nbury Aνeπυe, KJngston upon Th6me:$, Surrey ΚΤ2 6.JR, υκ or. ι' γOtI .re comIΠfJ from 

~brwd, gf~ the money ;π ush to ΟΠ!! οΙ ουΓ sr.ff .ι tlιe fe~trν.I) 

Loc,,1 IIccommod_tlon (ΕΙmbήdge 80r ough Councll Webslte) . 
htιp : //www . eImbrιdoe . gov . uk/tou"sm/llccomod.r.o" htm 
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mutJCaI ,ΠΙ by ""'" 

'f' ίn f • PrRlυde u, l for 1131.1:, 

Saturday 3rd March, 2007 
$8sio,,;' ( •• ι. ,' 0 ."m UTt112J O 

10 3CU", Do,,~Id Boυsttd introc!uc.", ·The MN::tOtONI ΤΓυη\ρe-ι', Ι oro~t betw~n Oon,,'d 8oU5t~.nd 
St~."Motι 

Ι J .OO.m COΙΚIl!f't : S,~pM.n A/roft, mKrotorwt trumΙWrs 
' .. η PhIfJPpe CaIVIn 'kι .. 11 (UK P~~r~, 
Oded ._π ,Τ.' : 5υ"-LιI~ ","Ith IfVf! eJe<fronιc.s (ννorιcι Premiere) 
Do"aId 80ύ.t.d : V.S'U:t dl:~rιbes hII Poιemlc' (ίII,ιd adds SOf'nf> fOOΙnotf'I) tor 19·dIV ιιρc: (Wόf1d 
PrcrnIe:re:) 
DonaId aoU8ted , 4. EI9hth·tone 'tud~~ (frOtn 2~ Mk'rotnnaI SΙUdIe:s) (WorId Premιιore) 
ChrI. 8ry.n : O.,IQqVf! ,.. .... 19tone trumpet ana computer (Woι1d Pre:mιere) 
Don.,d 80uIted 8nd Gary O'Co"nor SIid~ tor quδr1:~r-tOf'e ιrρι and fιιm wtth I(COfI'IρanYInq teJCt 
(fInIsh C 12 •. )Ο) 

5 •• S/0" 3 (Pnce : L3. con("~ssIOt'S rs, st~ntf tl!fIlh c.rd Ι2) 

2_00ΡιΥ\ Ηυικ !n 96 diYIsΙOns : Ι~ .. I$ Jon~s. conductor. GuIdo Arbon~"Ι. NS' d8rlnet;; /Alan Tom',nson. 
trombone; Stephen Aftott, trum~. P~ΙM Cunc. IΙr11pδηΙί Let' Ferpυson. contc:. belJoρhιorte; (ό(, «ι..,. WIffl 
Hooa~tιlltrf, QUltat 
J _ Α MartIn S.lίrt.. λυΙυ"," toι- ConlC bcHιoρhone (96ΕΤ), ~'CUl5ion .rιd mIlfed Qι.ιartet (2" dIνIsIon) 
(Wσήd Premleι-e) 

J Α MIrtln 5'11".5 Studιes for the (σηl' bellOρhone (ννoι1d' Prιomiere) 
P8sc.l. Criton ~ L8 ntoumelle et Ie ςιcιΙOΡ (1996) ,οι- Qu.rter tone gιuωr ιη l/16th tone tunInrg (UK 
Pre:mlere) 
) Α M.rtln 581f" •• !, So~" tor 96 diYjsk)n ουόΓ a~ CO"I(' ~k)pt1one (Wortd Premιere) 
(fίnιsh c. 3 30pm) 

Sesslon. (Frιot!) 

~,OO-S.OOpm J.mt!$ Wynιoss tAlks ιboιJι hIs mtcrotonaJ mvsic 

Sess/on S (PM~: l8. coπc~sIon$ lS. stυd~ts wIrh C6rd LZ) 

6.00ρm LιJwr~ncf! C6ssι!l'l~y (efectronιc'S) and Sιmon DesorQlter (nute) lec:ture-tec,tal 
SImon De$orgher; Concert Studle..5. TurbuIence (~Iιcerpt) 
uwrence CasserI.y : Pant4armonιc. TriInsfOfΠ\ίlnons 111 (l!!)(cef1)t); The ,",0(\1(:5 PrδΥer;. 

'mρrο""ωtιοns tor tlute and cornputer 

((ιπl," c . 8.00pm) 

Sunday 4th March, 2007 
$;0" ι (f'rj(., ΕΙ. roικts.""" Ηο .1U<f~ntι wιtΛ u'" 11} 

10 10.m Je" HeTnoιr (USA) ιntroducu "" muIίc 

11 .00.m (;uldo ATbondf' Οι) c'.nnd .ncI ...... d.rtnoι 
C8rey "",t",." C18rίne1 VIslon ,οι dt ~oo tapt! (υι<. Premter!) J." H.".ott ; lnsLInces Ιοι cΙι 8nd t,aρe (01( Pr~lere) 
Iric Ch ... Iow Ιη ι H.nner ο, SρekJng '01' be" ΟΙ ιΟΟ t..Λρe (UK 1tr~mιere) 
Hauro Po,.-ro Ip'e (οι (ft ιΜ ωρe- (υιc: PΙmΊteι'e) 

J.ft H8rrIott : DefJQn (Qιr ωsι dt ιΜ t.ρe- (Ul< Premtete) 
8ιυιιο 5trobl _ GδItfo of Gatf ,Ο, bιB" cΙΙ ,nd ι.ρe (υκ Pre~'e) 
ιυ Ιο. CιkcaretII ;8I,d, '01' bass ctt and υρe (υ~ P,em~,~) 
(/1""" c . ll 30pm) 

SU$Ion 7 (Prιce . Ι8. con(n$lon$ [S~ stυd~nt$ _ιιιι '4rrι ,Ε2) 

-Morι.1 Projι't ιι 

'-"'9 

I .JOρm t'lk A6rort Ηuηt 'for the fυture ΟΙ MuslC" bnl19,nO mtςroron.Iity ,nto the ~In .. tιellm 
λc1ron Ηυπι, DlrtCtOC' and foundιr of Η·ΡΙ I nst rum8πtI ρres~nt s ι mutume<fιa lature WΊιh In"tument 
demanstr,tlons 

2 30pm CΩr1Cf'rt : wIm HOOtJ~werf. QUttar 
Jufi8n CarrtlIo- f:ιr(erρts flom Hιe Sulte: (' If"promtu", 1931) for Qu"rter tone gUItar PrιoIudlo 
(RecItatι"o), L@ntoImente -8.810 ΙοίιΙ fronda, de 8huehuetes m.IenarIos en ChoJpuIt .. ρec- (probablf υκ 
ρremιere) 
OIck VIsser (1926) ; Qu.ntlere:ns (1998) ()( quarter tone QuItar (1 '): Allegro mcι noη ιτορρο ; 
U!ro""tto~ PresIisslmo (UK p,.m'er.) 
Jο:ι:eΡh Pehrι;on (1950) : Just Ι" Tιmι! (1999) ιη 11 I,mIt J(Ist Jnton.Jt,on tQf ςιΙΗta, "'Ith movt.J/)It> 
freu (υκ premIer~) 

Sesslon • (p"ce: l8, concesςlΟΜ ES, studMt$ with Cdrd ΕΙ) 

3.30pm Concf:f't, Τ"Ο SCo,d.turl (AIfrun S€.hm,d, vok:e. Eli$όJb~tl1 Sm.n. vιola. Adapted νJ.Ot.ι ; 8ι1ό 
Gllmo~. lι'eybQ.ard. ell!Ctronlc,): 
ΑΙ",lπ LucIer VotCt' (trom 5tlll and Hoνlnq LJnes ο, SIlence ιη FamIIIes of HyρerboIa~). 
Tristιιn ΜυΓ.Ι' C'est υη .)ardIn .secreΙ , , 
Hor.ttu R.duIescu IntImatl!!' RItu.JIS χι (UI( premtete); 
Fran(:ol.-aernard MJchιo I(ubaturn; 
James Τe"ney Hilrmontum "0.2; 
John Fon",I IIe SonQs ΟΙ Sappho; 
Christopher Fox Tlme Enouςιh (Wικ1d ρremIere)~ 
H8rry p.aιttch Two Psa'ms 
(',n .. h c.5pm) 

EHDDFUKM2 

r/verhoυse caf. νν.ΙΙ b. ορ.η for Iunches. snacks δnd refreshments throughouI UK 
M.crofe5t 2 

PRSFour1dation 
forrcwm.Jι:l( . """'-
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ρρ "dί.\' Four: ol1cerf and denIOI1 tration - feedback, prograrn and review 

4,_,.. ΕΑ \fl...: • Te", lel1er Re pri\ 2007) 

U (1)...1111 r fc Ι 1111Ι1 

:lf 

ρΙII~ cd 1111 JIHJ,JC 10 10ΙΙ\ ΟΙ 1111 
fI ΙΙ1 11111 ι • Ι"" 111 ,1111 1);1"1 ιιι.ιr (οΙΙι.:1ι 
Ι \\ 1111 ιIII~ φl:IIII) , Of αΗIf ,ΙΙ Ι!. \\ 11Ι1 11I~ 

Ι:ί , \4 f Ι \Ι \ '11' Iι'tlcr Rc\ ι \\ ( ΡΓίl _007), 
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Appendix Four: Concerts and demonstrations - feedback, programs and reviews 

Α4.3 Lecture demonstration at the EPSRC Musical Acoustic Network 

Symposium (5 March 2007, London Metropolitan Uniνersity) 

This event followed the υκ Microfest 2 concert directly. Percussionist Lee Ferguson 

demonstrated the conic bellophone, showing a wide range of beaters and techniques. He 

also played the One row study, and demonstrated several glίssando exercises ίη unison 

with the Sixteenthtone Guitar, played by Wim Hoogewerf (see DVD2-tk 12). These short 

demonstrations illustrate an aπaΥ of techniques for the conic bellophone, and an example 

of how the 96-et can be used with other instruments to achieve simultaneous microdiscrete 

sliding pitch movements, ίη this case parallel glissandi played οη a guitar with 6 low Ε 

stήηgs and &etted ίη quartertones, playing 4-stήng arpeggios (stήngs 4 to Ι), the open 

tunings of the 4 stήngs ascending ίη sixteenths of a tone, this making possible a 

microdiscrete ascending glissando progression. Ιη this case Wim Hoogewerf used a 

bottleneck held ίη diagonal position, which he slid progressively at a fixed speed to match 

the &et οη which the stήngs were stopped. The reverse process was performed for 

descending pitch and a combination of both for playing zig-zag exercises, all ίη unison 

with the conic bellophone. 

Αη open discussion with the audience produced pertinent feedback about the instrument. 

One comment concemed the stability and safety of the stands, if the instrument should be 

presented ίη an exhibition space where children would be allowed to play ίι 
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Appendix Five: Personal communication . 

- E-mail from Milton Garcίa -

Re: Some questions about ]υlίθn Carrillo 5:15 ΑΜ 

"MiIton" miItoncgarcia@gmaiI.com 

Το: "Martin SaIinas" <martinsalίnas@japan.com> 

ΜίΙιοη C. Garcίa 

Barcelona, Spain 

12-SEPT-2013 

Dear Jose ΑηΙοηίο Martίη Sa1inas, 

Thanks for your interest ίη the work of Julian Carήllo. Ι am more than happy Ιο answer 

your questions ίη very simple words. 

( 1) Whαt was the foundation behind Julidn Carrillo' s music theories? 

The work of Carrillo is built οη three pillars: simplification of the notation system, 

enrichment of sound, and Ρuήficatiοη of the interνa1s. 

(2) Did you hαve personal contact with David Espejo and Oscar Vargas? 

Ι did have ρersonal contact with David Esρejo ίη several occasions before his death ίο 

2007. Ι did ηοΙ have ρersona1 contact with Oscar ν argas. Also Ι had discussions severa1 

times with Jimena Gimenez Cacho. She took lessons and classes with David Espejo before 

his death. 
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Appendix Five: Personal communication 

(3) Whαt was their main contribution Ιο the work of ]uΙίάn Carrillo. 

David Espejo and Oscar Vargas were late students of Julίan Carrίllo, and were asked by 

Caπillo Ιο complete his work conceming the Ρuήficatίοη of interνals. This was an aspect 

of Carrίllo' s theoretical foundation that was compromised by the use of equal 

temperaments. David Espejo first formulated a tuning 100 notes per octave (101 tones 

when including the octave). The tuning starts from harmonic 100 as a root (ratio 100/100), 

and employs each single harmonic above (ratίos 101/100, 1021100, ... 1991100) υρ Ιο 

harmonic 200 (ratio 200/100), an octave above the root. The two-digit ηumeήcaΙ notation 

used by Caπillo is preserνed with this tuning system, and ίη this case instead of using from 

00 Ιο 95 Ιο reach 96 notes, ίι employs from 00 Ιο 99 to reach 100 notes. 

Conceming Oscar Vargas, Ι know that he buίlt Microinterναllic Hαrps using David 

Espejo' s l00-notes-per-octave tuning (101 notes per row, since the octave of the starting 

note οη the left is repeated οη the ήght end). These harps were built cονeήηg 3, and υρ Ιο 9 

octaves. Το give you an idea, the Microinterναllic Ηατρ cονeήηg nine octaves has 901 

different frequencies, with 8 of them repeated, consequently includes 909 tones. This harp 

places stήngs at both sides of the box and one stήng has several bήdges Ιο include 

different frequencies ίη different sections (stίll the same note ίη different octave), since ίι 

relies οη several bήdges precisely placed for that purpose. Ι have seen these Harps and 

played them myself. 

Ι hope that this answers your questions. Please get ίη touch if you need more detailed 

information. 

We have already placed some information about your research at the 'Julίάn Cαrrillo Υ el 

sonido trece' homepage (sonido13.tήpod.com) and hope that you keep updating us with 

your future progress promotίng and seeding the work of Carrίllo. 

Kind regards, 

Mίlιoη 
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AppendΊX Fiνe: Personal communication 

>ΕΙ 09/0912013, a las 04:21 p.m., "Martin Salinas" <martinsalinas@japan.com> escribίό: 

> 

>Dear Mi1ton Garcίa, 

> 

>1 am research student at the London Metropolitan University. ·Part ofmy 

>research analyses the work of Julian Carrillo and proposes new ideas stemming 

>from his work. 

> 

>First of all, Ι would like Ιο congratulate you for your amazing project titled 'JuΙίάn 

>Carrillo Υ el Sonido 13'. As director of this organisation Ι would like you Ιο report οη 

>Julίan Carrillo and two ofhis pupi1s by answering the following questions: 

> 

>(1) What was the foundation behind Julian Carrillo's music theories? 

>(2) Did you have personal contact with David Espejo and Oscar Vargas? 

>(3) What was their main contribution to the work of Julian Carrillo? 

> 

>Sincerely, 

> 

> Jose Antonio Μartίη Salinas 

>1-12-19 Terugaoka. Yata. 

>Higashisumiyoshίku. 

>Osaka. 

>JAPAN 5460021 
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